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TO THE REV. WILLIAM SHAW.

Dear Sir,

When the first Kafiir Grammar was published by the Rev.
W. B. Boyce in the year 1834, it was dedicated by him and his
brethren in South Africa to you, as the first Wesleyan Missionary
in Kaffraria.

The same feelings of respect and affection which dictated that
dedication have prompted the compiler of this the first Dictionary
of the language to inscribe it to yourself.

More than fifty years have passed since you entered upon your
noble evangelistic labours in South Africa. During that period
the work begun and so long personally superintended by yourself,
has prospered and widened until, under the Divine blessing, the
various plans by you so judiciously adopted among the Kaffirs
have resulted in the establishment of prosperous churches,
numbering many thousands of members, who have been raised
from the darkness of heathenism to Christian light and civiliza
tion.

You are, dear Sir, still greatly beloved by your brethren in South
Africa, and by none more ardently than by the compiler of this
Dictionary. The great Head of the Church has honoured you
by employing you as the principal instrument in the extensive
good effected by Christian Missions in that country ; and while the
glory is due to Him alone, you are highly esteemed for your
work’s sake.

Respectfully and affectionately yours,

W. J. Davis,
1 Pes ley an Miss ionar 1/.

May 23rd, 1872.





PREFACE

In order to facilitate the use of this Dictionary it is necessary to
make a few prefatory remarks.

1. The author, from a long residence in Kaffirland, and among
the Zulus of Natal, has had acquaintance with both the Xosa
Kaffir, spoken by the Amaxosa tribes, who live in Kaffirland
beyond the Eastern Frontier of the Cape Colony, and also with
the Zulu Kaffir spoken by the Zulu tribes in the Natal Colony
and the country on its borders.

2. In many respects these languages arc identical. They have
the same grammatical construction, and a large majority of the
words arc the same both in form and meaning. But many words
which arc the same inform in both languages differ in signification,
and others are different both in form and meaning; and yet in
many instances in which this diversity obtains, the original root
from which these words are derived is evidently one and the same;
and in the case of others, the root will be found in one language
and the derivatives in the other.

3. In this Dictionary both the words of the Xosa and the Zulu
Kaffir arc given. This will enable the Kaffir student to trace out
the analogies of the two languages, and also the points of diver
gence ; thus giving material for an interesting investigation to those
who feel an interest in such studies.

4. The words, as they arc Kaffir or Zulu, or as they are the same
in both languages, are distinguished thus :—When a word is Xosa
only, it has the letter x prefixed to the meaning; and when Zulu
only, it has z prefixed. When a word is both Xosa and Zulu in
form and signification, both these letters arc prefixed to its meaning;
and when the word has a different meaning in each language, the
letter a; is prefixed to the Xosa, and z to the Zulu meaning.
Thus
uku Buza, v.t.x.z. To ask a question; to inquire; to investigate;

to call to account. (The same in both languages.)
uku Kotama, v.i.z. To bow down; to stoop, (A Zulu word only.)

i Xesha, ?i.x. Time; season. (A Xosa word only.)
uku Juba, v.i.x. To spring with a sudden jerk, as the springing of

a trap. z. To make arrangement for merriment; to cause
joyous merriment. (This word is both Xosa and ZitZu in
form, but different in signification.)
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5. Every noun in Kaffir has a prefix and a root form. The pre
fixes arc inseparable from the roots, but their initial letters could
not be conveniently used as the Alphabetical arrangement of the
Dictionary, as the letters a, i, and u, arc the only initial letters of
the nominal prefixes. In the arrangement of the Dictionary, the
small letters which precede the root-word, as i, Hi, ini, u, ulu, um,
ubu, aba, ama, izi, imi, and uku, arc these prefixes.

G. The sounds and power of the letters arc spoken of under each
letter: nothing therefore need be said on that subject in these pre
fatory remarks, excepting that the vowels arc pronounced full and
open, with a long and short quantity. The long open sound is
heard in accented syllables and all final vowels; and the short
sound in unaccented syllables.

7. There are some combinations of consonants which are peculiar
to the Kaffir language, such as dl, dlvj, tsh, tshw, tyw, mid, mny,
&c., the pronunciation of which can only be acquired by practice.
The letters c, x, and q represent clicks, and the letter r with a dot
above it, thus, f, represents a guttural sound: these sounds can only
be learnt from one of the Kaffir nation, or from a European who
has acquired the language. When the letter r is written without
the dot, as it is often in words which arc adopted from European
languages, it retains its sound as in English.

8. The accent is on the penultimate syllabic of every polysyllabic
word ; but when a word is compounded of a polysyllabic word and a
monosyllable, the particle added acts as an enclitic, and the accent
is thrown forward to the last syllabic of the word to which the par
ticle or monosyllabic is affixed. As:—TTdmba : Go; Hambake: Go
then : Bafik'de : They have arrived ; Bafikilena ? Have they arrived ?

9. No person but one who has lived among them, can form an
adequate idea of the difficulty of collecting and arranging words
for a Dictionary of the language of a people sunk so low in igno
rance and barbarism as the Kaffirs, who, when Missionaries first
went to reside among them, were without the knowledge of books,
and had no written characters whereby to represent their ideas.
The author of this, the first Dictionary of the Xosa Kaffir, is by
no means sanguine as to the work being complete and perfect.
He is well aware that there arc many words in the language which
will not be found here, that some of the meanings might be better
expressed, and perhaps in some instances errors of signification will
bo found, although it is hoped these will be few. Such drawbacks
must necessarily exist in the first Dictionary of any language; but 
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some one must be willing to face the priticism which a woik of this
sort naturally incites, and in fact invites. Every one acquainted
with Kaffir has now the opportunity afforded him of correcting the
errors, and supplying the omissions of this publication, and of thus
contributing his share towards the compilation, at some future
period, of a complete Lexicon of a most important member of the
South African languages. To facilitate this object interleaved copies
will be sent to Missionaries and others from whom assistance may
be expected. May the author request that, as soon as possible,
such persons will kindly forward to him the corrections and
additions they may make, so that this, to some extent, tentative
edition may be so improved as to become a Standard Dictionary
of the Kaffir Language ?o o

London, May 2'ord, 187.2



ERRATA

Page. Word. Line.
5. uku Apuka, 4, for Ingwelo, read Inqivclo.
8. Ba do, o ,, gabo, ntjabo.

31. u Cocoy i, 1, „ Cocoyi, Cocoyi.
•17. Ekiila, 3, „ Emhla, )) Enhla.
55. uku Fumana, 3, „ Obelahlikilcyo, Obelaldckileyo.
GO. um Gouda, 3, ,, Pillow, i) Pillar.
65. in Gqokoqwane, 1, „ Gqokoqkwanc, Gqogoqkwane.
70. uku Gwenxeka, 3, „ Inkliziyo, 2) Intliziyo.
70. in Gxa,
97. in Konjani,

3, „ enzina, » enzima.
1, „ Konjani, 22 Konjane.

100. u Kula, 1, „ u Kula, uka Ktda.
105. um Kwa, 3, „ letu, 22 ■setu.
106. Kwangoku, 2 „ wangoku, 22 kwanyoku.
106. Kwani, 12* „ Kwanycke, • i Kwanjcke.
107. isi Kwele, 10, „ LTdinobukwclc, 2 j Wtf i n obukwde.
108. Kwo, 16, „ lomscbanzi, 22 lomsebenzi.
112. uku Lingani.-i, 1, „ Linganisi, >1 Linganisa.
112. uku Linoanisi, 5, „ linganisa, 22 linganiswa.
122. Muncu, 3> „ Limuncu, 22 Simuncu.
125. i Namba, 1, ,, z., 22 X.
134. Ngabomi, 2, „ yenza ngama, 22 yenzwa nga.
13G. Nob, 10, „ ngcutelile, 22 N'geidetilc.
138. ubu Ngesi, 2, „ sit, 33 act.
143. um Nina, 3, „ Ngomutu, 22 Ngomntu.
14G. u Nosieva, 11, „ Noincva,

,, unsetolongwcni,
22 Nonievi.

160. Okanye, 13, 33 ■usentolongweni.
177. ubu Qaqaula, 1, „ Qaqaula, 22 Qaqauli.
177. ubu Qaqaula, y ',, esebuqaqaulcni, 22 esebuqaqaulini.
202. Sisipika, 5. „ sikolo, 22 siktdu.
209. uku Tana, 8, „ ndinguhanina, 33 ndinguhanina.



KAFFIR-ENGLISH DICTIONARY :

INCLUDING THE XOSA AND ZULU DIALECTS.

A.

A. This letter has in Kaffir the
Italian sound of a, with both short
and long quantity, as in the English
words fatten and f ither.

1. It forms the termination of all roots
of verbs, of which it is the only
flexible part in forming the tenses
of the verb. Ukuli and UkutAio
are exceptions to this general rule.

2. It is the relative pro. of 1st and
2nd spec. plu. Abantu abaham-
bayo : People who are moving.
Amahashc abalekayo; Horses which
arc running.

3. It is the sign of the poss. case of
nouns with the prefix ama. Ama
hashc tilendoda: Horses of that man.
Amazwi ake : His words. It also
forms the poss. case of the relative
pro. who or which, when referring
to a noun of spec. 2, plur. Ama-
doda ankomo zininzi: Men whose
cattle are many.

-1. It is the verbal prefix of 2nd. spec.
plur. ind. mood, pres, tense. Ateta,
A yateta : They speak, or are speak
ing. Also of 2nd spec, plural past
indefinite tense, ind. mood. Ama'
hashe abaleka: The horses ran. It
is also the verbal prefix of the sub
junctive mood, spec. 1st sing, and
spec. 2nd plu. Ukuze apile: That
he might live. Ukuba amahashe
abaleke: That the horses might run.

5. It is a privative, used in forming
the negative verbal prefixes. Au
dited : 1 do not speak.

6. It is the salutation used in saluting
a chief by those inferior to him in
rank. A I Kama : Hail ! Kama.
A ! Nkosi: Hail I O chief.

Aba, x. Dem pro. These. 1st spec. plu.
Abantu aba, or aba bantu. These
persons.

Aba, x. Neg. verbal prefix of spec. 1st
plu. pre. tense, indicative mood, and
past indefinite tense. A6«vumi:
They will not consent. Aiateta :
They did not speak.

ukw Aba, v. t. x. z. To allot, apportion,
distribute.

Abange, A negative form prefixed to
nouns thus. A6a?tyenatyala: Those
without guilt. Atawyenanto :
Those who have nothing. Abange-
nasono : Those without sin.

Abangebant, x. Those who are nobody;
persons of little account.

Abaya, x. Dem. pro. spec. 1st. plu,
Those there ; those yonder. Abaya
’bantu : Those people yonder.

Abayi, x. Neg. tense form of verb, 1st
spec, plu , future time, prefixed to
the infinitive of the verb. They will
not. Abayi kuhamba: They will not
go

Abe, x. Tense form of the verb, past
time with the relative pronoun pre
fixed. Spec. 1st sing. Iminyaka
abe hleli ngayo: The years of his
life. Lit. The years which he lived.
Also of spec. 2nd plu. Amadoda abe
fikayo : The men who arrived.

ukw Abeka, v. n. x. z. To divide or arrange
as by spontaneous or internal
action into portions. Abantu babeka

B
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ngokwabo : The people divided of
themselves.

ukw Abela, v. t. x. z. 1. To divide among.
W•A\>abda inkomo zake : He di
vided his cattle among them —
2. To deal out for another. Ndabele :
Divide or deal out for me.

ukw Abelana, v. t. x. z. To divide among
each other. Baya&eZanrtimali: They
divide the money among them
selves.

um Abeli, n. x. z. One who divides orappor-
tions to others.

is Abelo, n. x. z. A portion ; a part;
the part of that which is divided.
Isabclo sam : My portion ; mysharc.

Abo, x. Dem. pro. referring to nouns,
spec. 1st plu. Abo bantu : Those
persons.

is Ambokwe. n. x. A whip made from the
skin of a hippopotamus. Derived
from the Dutch Sambok. z. is-
M mpokwe.

is Abongo, n. x. Offensive breath, eruc
tated from the stomach after eating
anything offensive in smell.

is Abonkolo, 7i. x. A tadpole.
is Act, n. x. A badge of oflice or rank; a

livery, an uniform as that of a
soldier: that which denotes pro
portionate rank.

is Acolo, n. x. An arm ring; a brace
let.

is Adunge, n. x. A small muddy pool.
is Agqwili, ?i. x. The small stream of milk

which flows from the cow in milking
when t he udder is nearly exhausted.

is Agwityi, 7i. x. A quail.
ukw Ahluka, v. i. x. z. To differ; to dissent

from; to part from. It is used
more frequently as a verbal noun
Ukwalduka kwamasimi : The line
of separation between the gardens.
Ukudduka kwendlela zombini: The
parting of the two paths.

ukw Ahlukana, v t. x. z. 1. To part orsepa-
ratc one from another. NdaAZu-
ka/ia naye endleleni : I left him,
or parted from him in the way.—
2. To disagree. Nda/d kana naye
ngayo lonto : I differed with him
on that matter—3. To part with,
to lose. Sdahlukana nendlela apa :
I lost my path here.

ukw Ahlukakisa, v. I. x. z. To bring about
a separation; to disunite; to put
asunder.

is Ablukamso, ,7i. x. z. 1. A separa
tion; a division.—2. That which

separates one part from another, as
a partition in a house.

is Ahlukwana, 7i. x. z. A small part of
a whole. Isaldukwcuia sesahluko:
A verse of a chapter. Lit. A small
part of a larger portion.

ukw Ahlula, v. t. x. z. 1. To part or
divide, or separate things entan
gled. YaMiifaintambo: Disentangle
the thongs. — 2. To particularize
or explain in a convcrsaiion or
argument. Yahlula amazwi ako :
Make your meaning plain Literal
ly, Disentangle your words.—3. To
overcome, to conquer, to overpower
another: used in this meaning espe
cially to denote the overcoming of
another in argument or debate. Uya-
ndaldula apo : There you overcome
me, or silence me, in my argument.

ukw Aiilui.eka, v. n. x. z. To separate;
to fall apart, from spontaneous or
internal action , to be divisible.

ukw Aiilelela, v. I. x. z. To separate, to
divide for. W ' nmahl ulda inkomo
zake : He divided for him his
cattle.

um Ahlum, 7i. x. z. (from Ukiecddula.)
A divider; a separator.

is Auluko, 7i x z. A part of a
whole; a portion. Jsalduko sam :
my portion. Isalduko senewadi:
A part or chapter of a book.

is Ahombe, 7i. x. A bird; the yellow-
backed finch.

is Aiiombi, 7i. x. A person whose face is
marked fantastically, with the red
clay with which the heathen Kaffirs
cover the body.

ukw Aka, v. t. x. z To build; to con
struct an edifice, or cattle fold, or
any erection.

Aka, x. Negative tense form of the
verb. Spec. 2 plu. present time,
and spec. 1 sing. ylZxtteti: He does
not speak. Amahashe aZ’afikanga:
The horses did not arrive.

Akaba, x. Contraction from Mkwaba,
which see. O that it might.

ukw A Kama, v. i. x. To gape ; to yawn.
Akavi, x. Neg. tense form of the verb,

future time. 1 spec. sing, and 3
spec. plu. prefixed to the infinitive
of the verb. Akayi kuvuina: He
will not consent. Amahashe akayi
kufika: The horses will not arrive.

Akasavi, x. Tense form of the verb,
neg. >pec. 1st sing, and spec. 2nd
pin., prefixed to the infinitive of the
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verb. Akatayi kutcta: Tie will I
speak no more. Akasayi kubonwa
amahashc : They (the horses) will ,
be seen no more. See No. 4 of the
uses of the particle sa.

Ake, One of the forms of the poss.'
pronoun. His.

ukw Akf.la, f. t. x. z. To build for another. ’
ukw Akelana, v. t. x. z. Toassist each other

in building.
um A Kt, it. x. z. A builder.

is Akiwo, ». x. z A building; an erec
tion.

is Ako, mx. z A building; an erection.
Ako, x. One of the forms of the poss.

pronoun. Thine.
Akowabo. Sec Kowabo.
A ku, x. 1. Tense form of the verb, past ’

ind. tense, 1 spec. sing. When he.
M/izbona umtwana wake, wavuya
kakulu. When he saw bis child he
rejoiced exceedingly. Also, ll'hen
they. Spec. 2 phi. Aitzbaleka atna-
bashe: When (they) the horses
ran.—2. Neg of the verb 2 person
sing. pres. ind. tense A /.•usebenzi :
Thou workest not. Very frequently
thus used interrogatively : AAttvana?
Jfon’t you hear? ztZ'uhambina ?
Wilt thou not go?—3. It is thus
used before Zo. from koiia, there:
asserting the absence of a thing ; to
denote: “ There is none.” Akuko
umntu: There is no man. Akuko
luvuko : There is no resurrection.

Akuba, x. W hen he had. Spec 1st sing.
Kekaloku, akuba u-Joshuwa eban-
dulule abantu: Now when Joshua
had dismissed the people. Akuba
cbefikile : When he had arrived.
Also, “When they," spec. 2nd plu.
Akuba ebebaleka amahashc; When
they (the horses) ran.

Akuko, x. See No. 3. of the meanings
of A ku.

Akunani, x. It is of little importance ;
it matters but little.

A kwaba.x. O that it might be. M kwaba
bangafika abazalwana bam : O that
my brethren would arrive. Akwaba
is followed by the optative forms of
the verbs. Akwaba kungabanjalo :
O that it were so. (See Grammar.)

ukw Ala, v. i. x. z. To refuse; to object;
to disallow ; to forbid.

ukw Alalela, v. i. x. To lie in ambush ;
to lie in wait for.

ukw A lama, v. i. x. z. 1. To be related to.
U Kama walama no Pato. Kama is

B

related to Pato.—2. To suddenly
and unexpectedly come upon an
object or person in the distance ; to
descry.

ukw Alamana, v. i. x. z To be related to
each other.

is Alamane,n. x.z. A relative; a relation ;
a kinsman or kinswoman.

um A lame, n. x. An adversary; an op
poser. From ukw A la : To oppose ;
to object to.

ukw Alana, v. t. x. z. To refuse, dislike,
reject one another.

ukw Alata, v. i. x. To point at or towards.
ukw Alatisa, v. t. x. To direct a person to

an object or place by pointing it out.
um Alato, n. x The fore-finger.

ukw Aleka.v.j. x. Toadd to by the addition
of an article or substance of the same
kind or quality. Yaleka enyc in-
gubo : Put on yet another garment.
Yaleka: Add more of the same
kind.

ukw Alekela, v. t. x. To renew an action ;
to continue an operation which had
been relinquished for a while. Jl'a-
lekcla ukuteta: lie added to what
he had already said ; or, Moreover
he said.

ukw Ai.ei.a, v. t. x. To forbid ; to prohibit.
ukw Aliwa, v.p. x. To be forbidden: used

thus, Indicia exaliwtyo : A forbid
den path. Imiscbcnzi eyaliweyo:
Forbidden actions.

Alo, x. z. one of the forms of the poss.
pronoun. Its.

ukw Aluka. v. i. x. To circumcise, z. l.To
plait, to weave, to twist.—2. To go
out from a place.—n. Circumci
sion.

is Alukazana, n. z. A little old woman.
is Alukazi, it. z. An obi woman.

ukw Alusa, v. t. x. To circumcise a person.
ukw Alusa, v. t. x. z. To watch over, to

oversee; hence, to herd cattle or
sheep.

um Ai usi, n.x.z. A herdsman, a shepherd.
Alwo, x. One of the forms ot the poss.

pronoun. Its.
Ama, Prefix to nouns of spec. 2nd plu.

A madoda : Men.
A manga, av. z. Not so; that won’t

do : not a bit of it.—n. A denial.
Amanye, x ^'tilers. Spec. 2nd plu.

Amanye amahasbi: Other horses.
Amaxa, n x. Times, or seasons.
Amaxa, ngamaxa, adv. x. From time

to time ; ever and anon.
ukw Amba, v. i. z. To think ; to imagine.

2
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is Ambalo, n. x. An ornament for the
neck; a necklet.

is Ambane, n. z. An ant-bear.
ukw Ambata, v. i. x. z. To put on clothes;

to dress.
ukw Ambatisa, v. t. x. z. To dress or clothe

another.
is Ambato, n. x. z. Clothing; a garment.

ukw Ambksa, v. t x. z. To clothe by giving
clothing; to provide another with
clothes.

ukw Aitbula, v. t. x. z. To uncover; to
expose to view, by taking off a
covering.

ukw Ambulela, v. t. x. To give an old gar
ment to another. JSdamambulela
ibatyi: I gave him a coat.

Amkiilo, n. phi. x. Eyes.
Ameva, n. pin. x. Thorns.
Amevana, n. plu. x. z. Small thorns.
Amevanyana, n. x.z. Very small dimi

nutive thorns.
Ami, x. One of the forms of the poss.

pronoun. Mine.
ukw Amkela, v. i. x. To accept; to receive

from another, z. ukw A mukda.
is Amkelo, n. x. An acceptance ; a recep

tion.
is Ampomfolo, 7i. x. The stinging ant.
is Ampu, n. x. A bag or bladder full of

wind ; a wind bag.
ukw Amvka, v. t. z. To take away by force ;

to deprive of; to outrage.
ukw Amula, v. t. z. To slap sharply on the

face or head with the palm of the
hand.

is Amvu, n. z Blazing glare of the sun.
Ana, x. Neg. tense form of the verb

plu. pastindefinite tense. A nakolwa:
Ye did not believe. Sanigwalela,
naza nina, aitaduda: We piped
unto you, and ye did not dance.

ukw Asana, v. t. x. To barter.
ukw Ananisa, v. t. x. To endeavour to effect

a barter with another.
ab Ananisi, n. x. Those who barter and

exchange. Abananisi bemali :
Money changers.

is Anaba, «. x. A mark.
is Asci, n. z. Heavy rain.

Anda, x. Neg. tense form of the verb
1st per. sing, past indefinite tense.
Andale tn, I did not speak.

ukw Anda, v i. x.z. To increase in num
ber; to extend

is Anda, n. z. Layer of reeds to store
grain upon.

is Andawane, n. x. A forest wolf.
ukw Andeka, v. 71. x. To be in an increasing

state; to increase; to multiply
Inkomo ziyandela : The cattle arc
increasing.

is Andi, n. x. A sound, usually applied to
a distant sound, as of an approach
ing storm of wind or rain.

Andi, x. Neg. tense form of the verb,
1st per. sing. pres, tense. A nditeli:
1 do not speak.

ukw Axdisa, v. t. x. z. To cause to in
crease ; to extend or enlarge ; to
multiply.

Andisayi, x. Tense form of the verb,
1st per. sing., prefixed to the infini
tive of the verb. Andisayi kuham-
ba: 1 will not go. any more. Sec
No. 4 of the meanings of the par
ticle sa.

Andiyi, x. Neg. tense form of the verb,
future indef. tense, prefixed to the
infinitive of the verb. Andiyi
kusebenza: I will not work.

is Andla, 71. x. z. The human hand.
is Andlandla, n. x. A person running at

full speed.
ukw Andlala, v. t. x. To spread upon the

ground, as a mat or carpet. Gene
rally used to denote the laying down
of a mat or carpet, to lie or sit on.

um Andi.alo, 71. x. Any thing spread to
sleep or lie on, as a bed or mat.

is Andlalo, 7i.x. Any place on the
ground used to lie or sit on.

ulw Andie, n. x. z. The sea.
is Ando, n. x. z. A hammer. From

ukwanda, To extend ; the hammer
having been originally used by the
Kaffirs for beating and extending
iron.

ukw Andula, x Aux. verb. 1. To perform an
action at a certain time, in refer
ence to another action just then per
formed. Andula ukuteta : Then he
spoke. ’Mnike lonto, wandule
ukubuya : Give him that, and then
return. Kekaloku bakuva abantu
ez.ondaba, bandida bapakamisa
ilizwi labo balila: Now when the
people heard these tidings, they
lifted up their voice and wept.—
2. Used negatively in the impera
tive form, it denotes that the
action is not to be performed imme
diately. Ungandide umke : Do not
leave immediately. Ungandide
ujike : Don’t turn yet. N.B.—
Although this word lias in Kaffir
the form and force of a vrrb, yet
in practice it is only used as an
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adverb followed by the verb which
is its predicate z. To begin; to
commence an operation.

ukw Andulela, v. t. x. To start first on a
journey: to go before. Ndiya-|
kwandulela mina, nize nina nilan-
dele ; I will leave first, and you will
follow. Iratshi \andidela ukuwa :
Pride goeth before a fall. z.
To anticipate, or be beforehand
with.

is Andulela, n. z. Name of a bright
star which appears at the end of
autumn.

is Andundu, n. x. The check bone.
is Andwana, n. x. z. A small hammer.

ukw Aneka, v. t. x. z. To spread out; to lay
open. Yaneka ingubo : Spread out
the garment.

ukw Anela, v. t. x. z. 1. To suffice; to be
enough. Ukutya kwanele: The
food is sufficient.—2. To give satis
faction ; to make content. Ukutcta
kwako kund««e/e.- Your statement
has satisfied me.

ukw Anelana, v. t x.z. To give mutual satis
faction.

ukw Aneza, v. t. x. To suffice.
ukw Anoa, v. t. x. To kiss.
ulw Anoa, n. x The part of game or of a

slaughtered beast presented to the
chief, generally the breast and fat
attached thereto, z. The palate.

ukw Anoana, v. I. x To kiss each other.
is Anocapb, n. x. A small bird like the

English sparrow.
is A ngco, n. x. A sweetheart.
is Angcozi, n. x. Corn which has been

stored in a corn pit, usually made
in the cattle fold It denotes corn
which has been saturated with
water which has oozed into the pit,
and which from this cause has con
tracted a peculiar odour, z. Old,
damp, sour, or mildewed corn.

is Angxa, n. x. A hawk of the falcon
species.

Ani, x. Neg. tense form of the verb,
2nd per. phi. present tense. Ani-
teti: Ye speak not.

is Antwenka, 7i. x. A deep reach of
water: the resort of the hippopo
tami in rivers.

ukw Anula, v. t. z. To open or stretch
out; to enlarge, as the opening out
of a sack’s mouth ; or to enlarge,
as by inserting an additional piece
into the middle of a tent, so as to
spread it out.

is Anusi, 7i. x. z. A doctor or sorcerer ;
a conjurer.

ukw Anya, v. t. x. z. To suck the breast.
ukw Anvela, v. i. x. To excel; to out-do;

to exceed ; to surpass.
ukw Anyisela, v. t. x. z. To suck for an

other Used when a cow has lost
her calf and is sucked by another.
Inkomo yanyutlelwe : The cow is
sucked by another calf.

is Anzwili, n. x. The mocking bird.
Apa, adv. x. z. Here, in this place.
Apo, adv. x. z. There, in that place.

When the letter I is prefixed it
means, Thereivhere, in that ] lacc.
La-po usebenza kona: There where,
or in tiiat place where, you work.

is A polo,. m. x. The last drop of milk
drawn from a cow.

is A pom polo, 7i. x. z. A black species of ant,
which builds its nest in trees. The
sting is very painful. For this
reason they arc employed by the
Kaffirs to extort confession from
persons accused of witchcraft, by
spreading them over the body of
the accused. = Isampoinpolo.

ukw Apuka, v. t. x. z. 1. To break off as a
stick, to break down as a wagon.
Kwapuka. intonga yam : My stick
broke. Ingwclo yapu‘He: The
wagon has broken down.—2. To
sink under a burden. Tsdapukilc
ngumtwalo warn : I sink under my
burden.

is Apoko, n. x. z. A breaking down, as
under a heavy burden.

ukw A pula, v. t. x. z. 1. To break as a
stick.—2. To distress by over
burdening or overworking. Uyan-
dapida, ngomsebenzi onzima : You
distress me by heavy work —3. To
break a commandment; to trans
gress. Ungazn/ ttli ' iziyalo zo Tixo
wako: Break not the command
ments of thy God. U Tixo akana-
kwapula izwi lake : God will not
break, or be unfaithful to, His
word.

is Aqoni, 7i. x. The wild vine.
is Aqwiti, 7i. x. A violent storm of wind

and rain.
is Aqu. 7i. x. A closing song at the end

of a hunt.
is Aqunge, 7i. x. A state of confusion;

an uproar.
A si, x. 1. Neg. tense form of the verb,

1st per. phi.pres, tense ind. Msitcti:
We speak not.—2. Expressing the
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sense of" It is not" before pronouns.
ytsingabo, It is not they, yl-sililo,
It is not it. (Spec. 2. sing.) zL'i
siso, It is not it. (Spec. i. sing.)
J.s/luto. It is nothing; it matters
not; it is of no consequence.—
3. Sometimes Asr is used with a
strong affirmative force, ylsi kuko
nokuba ndiyanqwcuela lonto: I
have a strong desire for that thing.
Asililo nchashe clo : That, is a very
extraordinary horse. The meaning
is, that it is nut an ordinary horse,
that it excels all other horses. Jsi
kuko nokuba ndidanile : I am very
much ashamed.

ulw Ast, n. z Savour of cooked meat.
Asivoxto, x. It is of no consequence.

Lit. It is nothing; meaning that
it is a matter of no importance.
This form is acontraction of, asiyiyo
into : It is not (it) a thing.

Aso, x. One of the forms of the poss.
pro. Its.

Atikk ! interj.x. Alas ! Generally fol
lowed by the per. pro. to which it is
applied. Alike ’mna! Alas for
me I Alike yena ! Alas for him !

is Atitwane, n. x. Epilepsy, falling fits.
ulw Avela,». x. Suspicion of guilt without

proof, z. Ill humour, suspicious feel
ing, a bad feeling towards another.

is Ave, n. x. A species of dove.
A wo, x. One of the forms of the poss.

pro. I’heirs.
Awn, x. z. Interj. (soft,) expressing

admiration, &c.; (strong,) express
ing surprise, indignation, &c. A wu!
umtwan' am umhle kuncne : Eh 1
my child, how beautiful you are !
yiww/umntu ndini wenza 'ntonina!
Halloo ' you man, what are you
doing I &c.

Aya, Tense form of the verb, pres. ind.
spec. 2nd pin. Amatiashe ayafika :
The horses are arriving. Prefixed
to the infinitive of the verb i de- I
notes future time. A ya Uufika araa- ;
hashe : The horses will arrive. See
Liya.

ukw A yasia, v t. x. 1. To lean against a
wall or other support.—2. To incline
towards a place in journeying.
Sahamba sayame Umtata: We
journeyed inclining towards, or
passing near, the Umtata river.

ukw Ayamisa. v. t. x. To place a thing in a
leaning position, resting against
another; as a spade against a wall.

Ayo, x. One of the forms of the poss.
pronoun, Its.

Aza, x. Then they, or then did they.
Referring to nouns of spec. 2. pin. It
is compounded of the verbal prefix,
and za; from Ukuza, to come,
which see. Aza Amaxosa azicwa-
ngeisa ngakuwo Amangesi, alwa
nawo : Then (they) the Kaffirs set
themselves in array, and fought
with the English.

ukw Azana, v. t. x. z. 1. To know each
other; to be acquainted.—2. To
have knowledge of a thing or
subject; to be clever in any process
or profession. When used in this
latter sense it is followed by the
conjunctive form of the noun. In-
doda eyazana nezifunda : A learned
man. Ln. A man who has ac
quaintance with knowledge.

iz Azano, n. x. Acquaintance with, know
ledge of, a subject.

ukw Azi.ka, t>. n. x. To be known.
ukw Azt.LA.tt. i x. To be acquainted with a

person or matter, so as to fully
understand it.

ukw AzelelelAjM.x. Foresight, providence.
ukw Azi, v. i. x. z. To know ; to under

stand. NdiyaZucazi oko : I know
that.

ukw Azi, n. x. z. Knowledge, understand
ing. Umutu onokicazi: A wise
man; one who has knowledge.

im Azr. n. x. A female animal of any
kind which has borne young, but
commonly a cw

is Azi, n. x. z. Au intelligent person;
a wise man.

is Azinge, ii. x. 1. A circular mark made
on the person by a blow, as on the
face, or around the eye.—2. A cir
cular spot, caused either by burning
grass, or by removing the turf in a
circular form.—3. A fairy ring.

ukw Azisa, v. t. x To inform ; to make ac
quainted with; to apprise; to
notify ; to advertise.

ukw Azisana, v. t. x. To inform each other.
is Azisi, n. x. That which gives informa

tion ; a passport; a letter of intro
duction.

is Aziso,n.x. A notice; an advertisement.
Azo, x. One of the forms of the poss.

pro. Theirs.
is Azui.v, n. x. 1. A locality which is in the

centre of a country.—2. A place on
the back of an animal where the
hair grows in a circle tending
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towards the centre. So called, be- I
cause it is surrounded by the other >
hair growing in its natural direc- i
tion.—3. A whirlpool; the centre
of a circle. The word properly I
denotes a central locality. The |
ablative csazulwini expresses, “ In
the midst.” Intombi yangqungqa j
esazuhvini, yabakolisa abantu : The
damsel danced in the midst, and j
pleased the people.

B.

B is sounded in Kaffir like & in bat,
baby, &c., in English. In the
ablative of nouns and the passive
of verbs, b, with a vowel before it,
when such vowel forms a part of
the radical, changes into ly ; as
UknduAnla : To shoot. Ukudu/y-
ulwa : To be shot. Inguio: Cloak
Engutyeni : In the cloak. The
exceptions to this general rule arc,
1. When b is the first, letter of the
radical, as, Ukubulala, To kill.
Ukubulawa, To be killed. Isibldo,
Scriptures. Esib'alweni, In the
Scriptures—2. Nouns which have
the vowel a in the radical, both
preceding and following b, form
their ablative in the regular man
ner. Umldaba, Earth. Emhla-
beni, In the earth. Intaba, Moun
tain. Entabeni, In the mountain.—
3. When b is both preceded and
followed by any vowel but «, it
changes into j in the ablative of
nouns and the passive of verbs ; as,
Ukubu&isa, To destroy. Ukubtyi-
swa, To be destroyed.—4. When
preceded by m, the letters mb are
changed into nj, in the ablative of
nouns and passive form of the
verb; as, UmlamJo, River. Em-
lanyeni, In the river. Intam&o,
Thong. Enta/y’eni, In the thong.
Ukutizn&a, To take captive. Uku-
tinjwa, To be taken captive.

uku Ba, v.i. x. 1. The auxiliary verb To be.
Like all irregular verbs, it forms its
imperative mood by prefixing the
particle yi, as, J7ba: Be thou ;
y/bani : Be ye.—2. It is used in ’
the sense of an event being about'
to take place at a certain time ; as.
Intlanganiso iya Z«6ttko ngomhla
womvuio : The meeting will take ■

place on Monday.--3. M hen nga
is prefixed to ba it expresses proba
bility ; as, Int/abayiyo inkomo: Pro
bably it is the cow.— 1. It is used
in the sense of becoming a thing.
Ndiya kuba yinkosi : 1 shall be a
chief. Ndiya kuba ngumutu om-
kulu : I shall become a great person.
Andiyi kuba yinkosi : 1 shall not
become a chief.

Ba, x. 1. Verbal prefix, and verbal
medial. Spec. 1st pin. both nom.
and accun. to the verb. Abantu
/at vela : (They) the people appear.
Uya&abulala : He is killing them.—
2. It is the Euphonic particle of
spec. 1st phi., and as such it is
prefixed to nouns of that spec.
and the adjectives which qualify
them. Aba bantu tdlumkilc : These
arc wise people.

. Ba, z. Used with Ukuti, which see at
No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti ba,
to lie clear or open, as a sky with
out clouds, or a country without
bush or ravines. From this
word, which is not used by the
X‘sa Kaffirs, is doubtless derived
the Xosa Kaffir word Ibala, An open
space cleared from grass, and kept
as a sort of yard or court around a
house; also the word Ubala, An
open country without trees, and
unoccupied,—a wilderness.

uku Ba, x. v. t. To steal.
u Baba, z. My father.

uku Baba, v. i. x. 1 To flutter as a bird.
—2. To struggle to escape, as a bird
caught in a trap or a snare.

um Baba, n. x A wild chestnut tree.
uku Baba, v. i. x.^'o smart: to feel irrita

tion of the skin; to feel a stinging
sensation, as from a nettle.

im Babala, n. x. A bush buck ram. z.
Ink nka.

im Babalakazi, n. x. A bush buck ewe
z. Imbabala.

uku Babama, v. i. x. z. To be agitated
with anger; to be furious, to be
enraged. Usually used with the
word uiwindo, wrath. Wa babama
ngumsindo : He was wrathful, and
in a rage In X hi Kajlir it denotes
the struggles of an animal or bird
to escape from capture, by flapping
its wings, or ramping with its paws.

u Babamo, n. x. Fierce anger.
uku Babasa, I’.t.x.To itch: to be irritated.
um Babana, n. x. An itching.
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isi Babane, n. z. Any bitter, pungent
thing.

uku Babaza, v. i. x. To be so filled with
alarm at an occurrence or at a
statement as to give unwarranted
alarm to others ; to exaggerate in
the description of an occurrence, so
as to create alarm, z. To extol,
praise, command; to express exag
gerated admiration ; also to dress
foppishly, or extravagantly.

im Babazane, n. x. z. A nettle.
uku Babazela, v. i. x To flap about, as a

duck or penguin, in attempting to fly.
Babe, x. Tense form of the verb, past

time, spec. 1st plu. They were.
A bantu babe sebenza : The people
were working.

uku Babisa, v. t. x. z. To ensnare in a
trap, as a bird

Babo, x. Spec. 1 plu., They are they.
Bubo benditeta gabo : They are
they of whom I spoke.

Babo, x. One of the forms of the poss.
pro. Theirs. Spec. 1 plu.

isi Baca, n x. A long strip of dressed hide
about six inches wide, covered with
buttons, attached to the karosscs of
the native women, at the back of
the garment.

uku Baca, v. i, x. To wander about in a des
titute state, without house or home.
z. v i. To drop or drip, as rain.

uku Bacala, z. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
bacala : To lie as one sick or faint,
without power.

uku Bacaza, v. i. z. To drop or drip, as
any viscid or viscous liquid, such
as honey or porridge.

uku Baceka, v. t. To bedaub, besmear;
to vilify, traduce, slander.

uku Bacela,u. t. x. Togo to a specified place
in order to seek aid when destitute.
WaiaceZa cmlungweni : Me went to
the English in his destitution, seek
ing help. z. To hide oneself; to
abscond.

uku Bacisa, v. t. x. To turn a person out of
house and home. To cast him on
the world destitute; to cause him
to wander about, z. To hide care
fully.

Bada, x. Until they at length. Spec. 1
plu. Bahamba bada bafika : They
proceeded onwards until at length
they arrived. See Uku a.

isi Baba, n. x. A scar on the person.
uku Baba, v t. x. To plunder; to rob.

i Bada, n x. A plunderer; a robber.
uku Badabadaza, ) u. i. x. z. To walk un-
uku Badazela, J steadily; to waddle

like a duck.
uku Badama, v. i. x. To sit in a stooping

position, as on the watch for some
passing object,—as a lion watching
for its prey. z. To pounce upon,
to surprise ; to catch suddenly.

uku Badamela, v. t. x. To watch for prey;
to watch for the apprehension of a
criminal, or for the capture of an
enemy.

isi Badaze, n. z. Any broad thing, as a
wooden platter.

i Bade, n. z. The Natal lily.
i Badi, n. x. A butterfly ; also a spring

bok. An antelope.
i Badikazi, n.x. A cow with white back

and belly, Ibadikazi elibomvu : A
red cow, with white back and belly.
Ibadikazi elimyama: A black cow,
with while back and belly.

uku Badla, v. i. x. To boil; to simmer.
(A Fingoe word )

Badlu, x. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
ba’du : The same as nkubadluza.

isi Badlu,n.x. Anything pierced through
with holes.

i Badlubadlwana, n. x A thing which
has been pierced through, or beaten
into shreds.

uku Badluza, v t, x. 1. To pierce through
and through ; to fill with holes, as
a garment.—2. To reveal a secret.
—3. To stab with a tearing wound.

i Badubadu,». x. A loose person ; a vaga
bond ; one who wanders about the
country.

uku Badvbadula, v. i. x. 1. To be at a loss
as to the right path on a journey.
2. To wander and be confused in
speaking or making a statement, or
giving an address.

isi Badula, n. x. A roamer ; a wanderer.
Bahlanu, x. Five. Spec. 1 plu.

i Bai bile, n. x. The Bible: Kaflirized
from the English.

Baka, x. Sign of the poss. pro. before
proper names. Spec. 1 plu. Aba-
disipile baka Johannes: The disci
ples of John.

isi Bakabaka, n. x. z. The firmament;
the expanse between the visible
heavens and the earth.

Bakata, x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
bakata,, To arrive first. Ndite
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bakata kunaye: I arrived before
him.

isi Bakabu, n. z. A large wound.
Bake, x One of the forms of the

poss. pro. His.
uku Bakaza, v. i. z. To look terrified,

timorous, nervous.
Baku, x. When they. Spec. 1 plu.

Bendiko buku, fika: I was there
when they arrived.

i Baku, n. x. A pointer dog.
Bakuba, x. When they were. Spec.

I plu. Bakuba bebetwa : When
they were beaten.

i Bakubaku, n. x. A listless, inactive
person.

uku Bala, v. t. x. To write.
u Bala, n. x. z. A desert place, a wilder

ness.
uku Bala, v. i. x. To count; to reckon.

i Bala, n. x. A colour.
i Bala, n. x. A yard ; an open space

surrounded by a fence, adjoining a
dwelling-house.

um Bala, n. x. The shin bone.
im Balakaxa, n. x. An extremely lazy

person.
im Balaba, n. x. One who is distin

guished for strength, courage, or
ability.

uku Baleka, v. x. z. To run ; to flee
from another. Impi yabedeka, The
army fled.

um Baleki, n. x. z. A runner; one who
flees; a fugitive.

uku Balekela, v. i. x. z. I. To run to
wards : to run into. Balekela
endlwini, Hun into the house.—2.
To provoke a quarrel cither by
actions or words. Yinina ukuba
umana ukundi&aZeFeZa ? Why arc
you constantly provoking me to a
quarrel ?

uku Balekisa, v. t. x z. To cause to flee;
to drive away.

uku Balekisela, v. t. x. ■/.. To drive away
for another person.

uku Balela, v. I. x. z. To write/or; or to.
write to a person.

uku Balela, v. t. x. z. To scorch ; to dry |
up; to burn. This word is applied
exclusively to the burning heat of
the sun. llanga libalele, The sun
is hot, burns, scorches.

um Bali, n. x. z. One who counts.
um Bali, n. x. z. A scribe ; a writer ; a

clerk.
im Bali, it. x. A narrative; a talc.
im Bali, n. x. z. A blossom ; a flower.

uku Balisf.la, 1 v. i. x. To narrate ; to tell
uku Balisa, | news.
uku Baliselaxa, v. t. x. To tell stories to

each other.
um Balo, n. x. 1. A mark, or stripe.—2.

A description of woollen blankets.
isi Balo, n. x. z. A writing; a record.
isi Balo, A reckoning; a number.

Balo, x. One of the forms of the poss.
pro. Its.

uku Balula, v. t. x. To specify; to ap
point; to mark out.

uku Balulela, v. t. x. To specify; to
appoint; to mark out for or on
account of others.

Bamt, x. One of the forms of the poss.
pro. Mine.

i Bamba, n. x. The eye-tooth.
i Bamba, n. x. A tusk of an animal.

uku Bamba, v. t. x.z. To seize ; to hold ; to
keep back ; to restrain. Uyibam-
bile imali yam : He has kept back
my money.

uku Bambana, v. t. x.z. To grapple; to
lay hold of one another, as men in
wrestling.

isi Bambako, n. x. A dissension ; a con
tention.

uku Bambata, v. t. x. z. To pat encou
ragingly with the hand.

uku Bambatisa, v. t. x. To encourage to
hope for advantages and favours
promised. From Ukubambata, To
pat with the hand, in a familiar
and Encouraging manner ; as when
a dog is encouraged by being pat
ted. Thus one individual bamba-
tisas another when he encourages
him to hope for favours, by promi
sing them under a strong assurance
that they shall be granted; as
Herod did in the case of the
daughter of Herodias dancing be
fore him, when he promised with
an oath to give her whatsoever she
should ask. \Kay\bambalisa ngesi-
fungo ukuba woyinika oko inga-
kucelayo.

uku Bambeka, v. i. x. To hold on to ; to
adhere. Used more generally in
thissense in the neg. form. Udaka
aXubambeki: The clay will not
adhere.

uku Bambela, v. t. x. 1. To hold for
another; to hold for a purpose.—2.
To act for another as his substitute.
Lomscbenzi asingowam, ndimiton-
bele u John : This is not my occu
pation, I am acting for John.

o
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uku Bambelei.a, v.t.x. To hold on to;
to hang by. Bambclcla emtini:
Hold on by the tree.

uku Bambelelana, v. I. x. To hold on to
each other; or, to hold for each
other.

nku Bambezela, v.t.x. 1. To keep a person
waiting.—2. To hinder a person
from the performance of a purpose.
z. To detain; to keep alive ; to sus
tain. Lit. To detain in life.

Bambi, x. Other; another. Spec. 1st
plu. Abantu bambi: People of
another description. Bambi abantu:
Other people.

uku Bambisa, v. t. x. z. 1. To keep: to
hold.—2. To assist in perform
ing any labour, Ndibambise cm-
sebenzeni warn : Help me with my
work.

uku Bambisana, v. tJX. To enter into
mutual engagements; to pledge
each other to an enterprise or under
taking.

iin Bambisano, n.x. A mutual engagement;
a confederacy.

isi Bambiselo, n. x. A pledge.
isi Bambiso, n. x. An engagement
isi Bam bo, n. x. A capture, as of a thief.

u Bam bo, n. x. A rib of the body.
uku Banda, v. i. x. To be cold.

isi Banda, n. x. A scar.
uku Bandakanya, v.t.x. To join together;

to stand in close contact. Indoda
ibandakanywa nomfazi wayo : The
man is joined to his wife. Izindlu
zAbandakanyene: The houses arc
joined to each other.

isi Bandama, n. x. A place of resort where
persons sit to warm themselves in
the sun.

im Bande, n. x. The shin-bone of a per
son.

uku Bandeza, v.i.x. 1. To refuse com
pliance with a request for assistance
by way of loan or material help.—
v.t. 2. To object; to hinder another
in his project or enterprise—3. To
obstruct; to shut up a way or path.
Wenia endlelcni, wabuJandeza bo-
nke ubul anzi bayo : 1 le stood in the
way and threw a barrier quite across
it; prevented any one from passing
z To pre-s, squeeze, drive up close ;
to treat harshly or severely.

i Bandeza, n. x. A point of contact or
resistance, such as a toll-bar.
Hence, the enclosure into which
game are driven in the native hunt, ,

which consists of two long lines of
fence, wide at the commencement
and narrowing towards a pit-fall at
its termination, is called an Iban-
deza, because there is the point of
resistance to their further progress.

uku Bandezela, v. t. x. 1. To press against.
—2. To oppress; to trouble . to dis
tress. Lonto indibandezele: That
matter troubles or distresses me.
From Ukubandeza : To hinder ; to
obstruct; to shut a way or road.

uku Bandezeleka, v.i x. To be distressed ;
to be embarrassed. 'Bt.Wbandezelc-
kile: I am distressed; I am in
great trouble.

im Bandt.zf.lo, n. x. Trouble; distress;
suffering; that which oppresses or
embarrasses. From Ukubandezela,
which see.

Bane, adj. x. Four. Spec. 1 plu.
i Bandla. x. A company; a host; an

assembly ; a division of an army.
im Bando, n. z. A splinter of wood.

u Bando, n. z. A sweet-smelling plant
used for perfume.

uku Bandula, v. t. z. To hammer out; to
forge as iron.

isi Bane, n. x. A candle ; a lamp ; any
artificial light.

urn Bane, n. x. Lightning.
uku Baneka, v.t.x. To light; to give

light, as by a candle, or by a flash
of lightning. Baneka apa : Light
here. Izulu Ytbaneka: It lightens.
Used as a verbal noun for light
ning. Uknbaneka kwezulu: The
lightning of the sky.

Banga, x. Tense form of the verb.
Spec. 1 plu. They may or can.
7?««<7ahamba : They can proceed.

Banga, v. i. x. Used with Ukuti,
which see at No. 8 of its meanings.
1. The sudden cessation of influ
ence, feeling, or appearance. Lwate
banga uvuyo lam: My joy suddenly
ceased. Amafu ate banga: The
clouds suddenly dispersed. Ute
banga umlilo: The fire is suddenly
extinguished.—2. Banga is the
neg. form of the verb to be, which,
with the neg. verbal prefixes No. 1,
is used immediately before the
infinitive of another verb, to which
verb is prefixed the conjunctive
particle na. It thus denotes
the existence of opposing circum
stances, which effectually prevented
the performance of the action re-
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fcrred to. Andibanga nakutcta: I
had no opportunity of speaking.
Akabanga nakupuma cmlanjeni,
ngenxa yomtwalo omzima abe-
nawo : He could not get out of the
river because of the heavy bur
den he bore.—3. The negative
tense form of the verb No. 2 of
the present tense, indicative mood.
(See Grammar) 1st spec. plu.
Banga teti: They speak not.—4.
The affirmative tense form of the
verb, potential mood. 1st spec.
plu. Banga hamba : They can go.
—5. Prefixed to the forms of the
present tense of the potential mood,
it has an optative force. Banga
anga teta: They wish him to speak.
Banga ninga hamba: They wish
you to go forward.

uku Banga, v. t x. 1. To be the cause of, or
the reawn why of, an action or
event. Lomntu nyabanga imfazo :
That person causes contention or
war. Eyonant’ into kodwa ibange,
ukuba nhambe ngayo loudlela?
But what is the reason why you go
by that path? Zinto zini eziyin-

' . dawo zibange oko ? What are the
reasons or causes of this?—2. To
dispute the proprietorship of a
place or thing. Ba bang' ihashe :
They are disputing about the pro
prietorship of the horse, z. To
lay claim to ; to contend ; dispute
for; to produce an cflcct by per
sistency of action; to work upon
by continued action.

i Banga, n. z. Distance; width of a row
of beadwork.

uku Bangalala, v. i z To rage furiously,
as grass when fired on the plains,
or as an angry man.

uku Bangalasa, v. i. z. To wail; to cry
out; to howl, or scold vehemently,
so that the words cannot be heard
distinctly.

i Bangana, n. z. A small distance :
used in the sense of, "some small
distance.”

uku Bangazeka, v. t. x To be suddenly dis
persed. Ibandla yabangazeka: The
host suddenly dispersed.

uku Bangela, v. 4.x. 1. To claimforanother.
—2. To cause cither good or evil to
happen to another. Lomntu uyandi-
bungela ityala : That person brings
guilt upon me. Uyandit<z»yeZ’ukufa:
lie causes my death, indabangtl'

uvuyo (onto : This matter gives mo
joy.

im Bangi, n. x 1. The originator or author
of a thing. Imbangi yalomfazwe
ngu Damas : The originator of this
war is Damas.—2. The cause of an
occurrence or an event. Imbangi
yaloracimbi iyintoni ? What is the
cause of this affair?—3. The ground
of a dispute, a casus belli. Eyon’
into iy imbangi, ngumhlaba: The
cause of the dispute, or that which

• is in dispute, is land.
isi Banco, n z. Charm, or incantation.

by the use of herbs.
i Banco, n. x. A disputed claim.

uku Bangula, v. 4.x To extract a thorn
from the fbot or hand.

uku Bangui.ula, v. 4. x 1. To search out a
hidden matter or thing; to discover
and expose to view that which was
hidden. Hence,—2. To disentangle
a complicated case, as in a law
suit. Lomcimbi ubangululwa ngu
Kama: That affair, or case, has
been simplified, disentangled by
Kama.

Bani, x. 1. Used as an interrogative
applied to persons, meaning: What
sort or description of persons, or to
what nation do they belong?
Bantu bani ? What persons are
they ? 11 is a contraction of, Banga-
bantu banina —2. It denotes “ No
man ” when used with the negative
sing, forms of the pronoun and the
verb. Akuko bani oyakusinda : No
man shall be saved. Akuko bani
oyakuliva ilizwi lake ezilarateni:
No man shall hear his voice in the
streets. Aku katali nanguiazii.-
Thou carest for no man.

uku Banje, x. To be thus; to come to pass.
K utenina ukubanje, ushiye indlu
ka Yiblo? How came it to pass,
(to be thus,) that you left your
father’s house ? (See Njc.)

um Banjwa, n. A captive ; a prisoner.
isi Bankwa, n. z. A lizard.
isi Banqu, n. z. A black animal with a

white stripe crossing the back.
i Banti, n. x. A belt; a strap.

uku Bantsa, v. t. x. To lay the hand play
fully on another person; to toy
with (Fingoc word), z. Bansa.

Bantupini, n. x. Ye people. (See
Ndini.)

u Bantwaxyana, n. z. A small bird, so
named from its note resembling the
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words, Batwanyana ningendi; Chil-1
drcu marry not. The young men,
when they hear its cry, usually
answer, “ I Tai, siya kweuda: ” No,
but we will marry.

Basye, x. One, spec. 1st plur. Abantu
banye : The people arc one. (Sec
Ar?/e.)

i Banzana, adj. x. z. Narrow. Lit. That
which is a little broad.

Banzi, adj. x. z. Broad. (The prefix
changes with the spec, of the noun
it qualifies.) Indicia ebanzi: A
broad path. Isango li&anzi.- The
gate is wide.

ubu Banzi, «. x. z. Width, breadth.
uku Bapatiza, v. t. x. To baptize.
uku Baqa. v. t. x. To come upon suddenly

and unexpectedly; to take un
awares. Lento indiiafl/Ze: This
matter has taken nip by surprise.
Ingonyoma yambaqa: The lion
sprang suddenly upon him. z. To
suddenly light up.

Baqa, n. z. A native torch made of
grass or wood.

i Baqo, n. x. A surprise; the being
taken suddenly without preparation
for the event.

i Baqolo, 7i. x. Mealies boiled in the cob.
uku Baba, v. t. x. 1. To dry up as a coun

try when dried up by the sun.
2. To be in necessitous circum- i
stances, so as to want food ; To be
poverty-struck. :

i Baba, n. z. A sort of petticoat made
of skin. i

uku Basa, v. I. x. z. To kindle a fire, i
Also in z. to kindle strife; to revive
an old quarrel; to demand perti
naciously.

uku Basa, v. i. x. To ask a present.
uku Basela, v. t. x. To kindle a fire for

another; to kindle a fire in a par
ticular place. Basela imbiza:
Kindle a fire for the pot. Basela
iziko: Kindle a fire in the fire
place.

uku Basela, v. t. x. To give a present or
token of goodwill.

Baso, One of the forms of the poss. u
pro. Its.

i Baso, n. x. A present; a token of good
will.

i Baso, n. x. A light, as from a firc.
um Baso, n. z. The name of one of the

autumnal months.
i Bata, n. x z. A long hoof, as of a

cow

| isi Bata, n. x. A fowler’s snare.
uku Batabata, v. i. x. To walk with a strad

dling, waddling gait, like a duck.
uku Bataza, v. i. x. To walk unsteadily,

as if ready to fall, like a child
learning to walk.

Batu, x. Used with Ukuti, which sec
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
batu; To take a part of the whole;
the same as ukubatula, which see.

i Batu, n. x. A handful, as of grass or
hair, or leaves of a tree.

uku Batvla, v. i. x. To take a small por
tion from a whole; to take a handful.

uku Batulela, v. t. x. To take a portion
from a whole in order to give to
another person.

uku Batutu, v. i. x. Compounded of ba,
the root of Ukuba, to be, and Tutu,
silence. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Yitini
batutu: Be ye silent or, Keep
silence.

isi Bau, n. x. The gad fly, a fly very severe
in its bite, which infests horsesand
cattle.

uku Bavela, v. i. x. To overhear what others
are speaking of. Compounded of
Ukuvela, to hear for, and ba, them,
inserted between the sign of the in
finitive and the root verb. Lit. To
hear for them.

uku Bavu.ua, v. i. x. To growl; to utter an
angry grumbling noise.

ama Bavumo, n. x. Growlings; hideous
noises.

uku Bawa, v. i. x. To be greedy or ravenous.
uku Bawela, v. i. x. To long for a thing;

to have a longing desire for a thing.
Ababawela. indyebo : Those who de
sire or long for riches.

u Bawo, n. x. My father.
Bawo, x. One of the forms of the

poss pro. Theirs.
i Baxa, n. x. z. A fork in the branch of

a tree.
isi Baxa, n. x. A tributary of a river, or

the fork of a tree where two branches
meet. z. A young child just able
to walk.

uku Baxazela, v. i. z. To tramp through
mud and rain.

Bata, x. Tense form of the verb, pre.
ind. spec. 1. phir. prefixed to the
root of the verb. Baya teta : They
are talking. Also prefixed to the
infinitive of the verb, spec. 1 plur.
dcnoting/«/«re time. Baya kufika :
They will arrive. See Liya.

Bavu.ua
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isi Baya, n. x. A fold for sheep or calves.
Bays, x. Tense form of the verb.

Spec. 1 plur. past tense. Baye besiza
abantu abaninzi : There were many
people came

i Bayi, 71. x. A cotton blanket.
Baza, x. Then they, and they. Spec.

1. plur. See ukuza, at No. 2 b of
its meanings.

uku Baza, v. t. x. z. To sharpen to a point.
Baza izibonda : Sharpen or point
the ends of the poles.

im Baza, n. x. A sea mussel, z. An
oyster.

uku Bazimula, z. To glimmer.
im Bazo, n. z. An axe, or hatchet.

uku Beba, v. i. x. To make a noise like a
hc-goat.

isi Bebe, n. x. A thin, flat substance, as a
slate. Applied to flat shell fish.

isi Bebelf.le, n. x. A broad, flat sub
stance.

Bebesi, adj. z. Sweet: pure; without
any mixture of what is disagreeable.

uku Be.beta, v. t. x. To rudely refuse to
hear what a person has to say; to
act rudely to a person by refusing
to entertain him, or allow him to
remain in the house, z. To make
a crackling noise, as a fire when
grass or thorns are burning.

uku Bebeza, v. i. x. To relate fictions ; to
make up a fictitious tale ; to falsify
facts; to exaggerate. Uya bebeza
ngokuteta kwako: Yrou are exag
gerating or relating fictions, z.
To growl, as a leopard; to speak
gruffly, as with severe authority ; to
flap or flare, as a torch in the wind.

uku Beca, v. t. z. To paint ; to daub with
colour.

uku Beoulula, v. t. x. To explain, or make
evident, what has been complicated
or confused in a statement.

i Bebengu. 7i. x. A worthless person : a
disreputable person ; a lawless per-I
son.

ubu Bedengu, 7i. x. Villany: roguery; ras
cality.

uku Bedesha, v. t. x. z. To worship; to en
gage in acts of devotion. Kaflirizcd
from the Dutch Be la : To pray.

u Bedu, 7i. x. Copper, z. A copper ring
or collar for the neck or arm, of
native manufacture. This is the
name of rings, given by the chiefs
to special favourites, and which
must not be laid aside, or at any
time be removed from the person.

uku Bebula, v. i. z. To start ofl, as in
running.

isi Befvbefu, n. x. An asthmatic breath
ing ; hard breathing.

uku Befvla, v. i. x. To pant as one out of
breath.

uku Befuxyf.ka, v. i. x. To weep; to cry
with a suppressed lamentation.

uku Befuza, v. i. x. To breathe as an asth
matic person ; to breathe as one out
of breath from running, or from
passion.

um Befu, n. x. An asthmatic breathing;
bard breathing arising from dis
ease of the lungs.

uku Beka, v. i. x. z. To set down ; to set in
a certain place. Beka amazimba
apa ; Put the corn down here.

uku Beka, v. i. x. z. 1. To look towards or
attentively at an object. lick'
apa : Look here. — 2. To pay re
spect: to give attentive heed to ; to
honour. Beka kum : Look to me.
Bek' amazwi enkosi: Respect, hon
our the words of the chief.

i Beka, n. z Any beast which forms
a part of the dowry, or ikazi, at a
wedding.

um Beka, n. z. The ox given by the
bride to the bridegroom's father on
the wedding day.

uku Bek’-ityala, v. t. x. To accuse ; to
charge with crime.

uku Bekabeka, v. i. x. z. To look about in
every direction, like a person in
fear, or suspicious of danger; to
look from side to side.

uku Bekana, v. t. x. z. To look at each
other attentively.

uku Bekeka, v. 7i x. To be honourable; to
be worthy of respect; to command
or be worthy of esteem. Umntu
obckekileyoAn honourable per
son; a respectable person; one
worthy of esteem.

uku Bf.kf.la, v. t. x. To set down or place
in a certain place. Bekela endlwini :
Place it in the house

uku Bekel -indlebe, v. t. x. To listen at
tentively. Lit. To place the car
(for hearing).

uku Bf.kklei.a, v. t. x. To place one thing
on another, as wood when stacked.

i Bekile, 7i x A tin vessel, usually a
tin quart measure.

uku Bekisa, v. t. x To cause to look in a
particular direction.

im Beko. n. x Honour ; respect.
Bekuko, x There was Bekuko amauzi
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amaninzi kona : There was much
water there.

Bekuxgengako, x. Had it not been.
Generally used with Ukuba: If;
preceding, and the infinitive of the
verb folk-wing. Ukuba bekungen-
gako ukulibala kwam endlcleni
bendi sendifika kade ekaya: Had
it not been for my loitering on the
way, I might have arrived long
since at home

Bekungayi, x. Tense form of the
verb; There would not. It pre
cedes the infinitive of the verb.
Bekungayi kuhanjwa: There would
have been no movement. Be-
kungayi kubako ’nyama isindayo :
There would have been no flesh
saved.

Bekungokuba. x. It was because.
Bekungokuba bendisoyika weua : |
It was because I feared thee.

i Bele, n. x. The human breast; the
teat of animals.

i Bele, n, z. Heart of a female; cow’s
udder; ear of Kaffir corn.

ama Bele, n. Kaffir corn in ear or
grain.

ubu Bele, n. x. z. Kindness ; mercy ; com
passion. From Ibele, the human
breast, or female’s heart.

izi Bele, n. x. Acts of kindness; mercies
(not used in the singular).

um Belebele, n. x. z The name of a
running creeper found in forests: it
has milk which exudes when the
branches are broken, and which is
used as a medicine.

[uku Beleka, t>. t. x. z. To carry a child on
the back.

uku Beleza, v. i. x. To talk incessantly;
to gabble; to prate; to talk inco
herently.

u Belo, n. z. Swiftness; speed.
u Bemba, n. x. An empty husk of corn.

isi Bemba, n. z. Single leaflet of a branch
of palm, or other such tree.

um Bemba, n. x. Chaff; Bran.
im Bemba, n. x. A thong made of the

bark of trees, rushes, or grass, or
any fibrous substance.

isi Bembe, n. x. Food prepared foralying
in woman.

im Bembetshane, n. x. A swift person or
animal, one who excels in speed

uku Bena, v. i. x. z. To be bent down in
the middle; to be hollow-backed,
as a horse with a hollow back.

uku Benca, v. t. x. To search diligently for |

a thing among other things where
it may be hidden.

ubu Bendi:, n. x. z. Blood in a liquid
state.

u Bendi, n. x. The milt; the spleen.
ulu Bendi, n. x. A fatal disease among

cattie.
Bendi, x. Tense form of the verb;

I was. ZJendisinga ngakona : I was
proceeding in that direction.

Bendinga. x. Tense form of the verb ;
I could have. Ben din </atsho: I
could have said so.

Bendingaba, x. Tense form of the
verb; I might, or could. Bendi
ngaba ndeyelc cliweni : I might
have fallen down the precipice.

isi Bene, n. x. z. A hollow on the surface;
bent back, as of an animal.

uku Benoa, v. t. x. z. To cut meat into
strips for broiling on the coals.

uku Benoa, v. t. x. To fold down the edge
of a garment or cloth, to fold
down a hem on a garment.

Benge, v. i. x. z Used with Uktdi,
which see at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukuti benge: To emit a sudden
and transient light, as the reflection
of a mirror thrown in any par
ticular direction ; to flash.

im Benge, it. z. A small native basket.
uku Bengeza, v. t. x 1. To reveal a secret;

to give secret information, so as to
enable a person to flee from another,
who is seeking to apprehend him.—
2. To spread abroad that which was
confided to another confidently.

uku Bengezela, v. i. x. z. To shine with a
dazzling brightness; to shimmer
as a mirror, or metal reflecting
light.

u Bengo, n. x. An ornament on a person.
um Bunco,n. x. z. A carbonado; a string of

meat broiled on the coals. The
Kaffirs cut their meat into long
strips, and broil it on the coals :
this is called an umb'engo.

i Bengobengwana,n.x Agarmentwhich
is too small to cover a person
properly.

im Bench, n. x z The outward covering
of stalks of Kaffir corn, or sweet
cane.

i Bengubenou, n. x. A restless person
who never remains long in one
place.

uku Benguka, v. n. z To be in a striped or
peeled state, as land over which a
grass fire has been driven by a strong
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wind; or of an army, routed, and ' uku Betwa, v. p x. The pass. of Reta, To
driven before an enemy.

uku Bexgula, v. t. •/.. To drive on ; to rout
as an army; to run as fire over a
country when the grass is fired.

i Bensa, n. z. A follower, or attendant.
who eats the good things of his
master; a butler.

utu Benisa, v. i. x To sit in a naked or
uncovered state.

uku Bentsa, v. . i. z. To be stuffed with
eating; to be saucy, insolent; to
wax fat and kick against.

uku Bentseka, v. x. To be in a sitting
posture, with the person uncovered
and naked.

i Beqe, n. z. A war ornament, consisting
of a strip of skin of some wild ani
mal, worn by Zulu warriors, hang
ing down on each side of the face.

uku Beta, v. t. x. z. To beat, as with a
stick.

um Bete, n. x. z. Dew ; small misty rain
uku Beteka, v. i. x. To be exhausted; to

be weary or faint from exertion.
Badiniwe, bangaba beiekileijo en-
dlelcni • They are weary and faint
in the way.

uku Betela, v.t x. z 1. To beat for
another.—2. To fasten with pegs or
nails. Betela isikuinba: Fasten
down the skin to the ground fur
drying.

uku Beteleka, v. t. x. To perform an
action in a very deliberate manner;
to proceed with measured steps, as
one wading through miry ground.

uku Betelela, v. t. x. To spread out and
fasten with pegs or nails in a par
ticular place. Betelela iutente apa:
Fasten the tent here.

uku Betelela, v. t. z. 1. To incite to fight,
as boys, or animals. 2. To attack
a girl by a love charm.

um Betelela, n. z. A love charm, com
pounded of some substance taken
from the person of a girl by a'young
man, and some substance taken
from his own person, and
mixed with an aromatic wood,
which is so placed as to come in
contact with the girl's person.

uku Betisa, v. t. x. z. To cause to be
beaten ; to help to beat.

Betu 1 x. A familiar mode of address.
Wa beta ! O ye who are of us ! Si
ncede beta! Help us, friends! It
is an elliptical form of address for
“Afina bangabeta," Ye who are of us.

beat; but often used before nouns
in a peculiar idiomatic sense.
Xdibetwa lusizi : I am sorry.
Ndibebca luvuso: I am affrighted.
.Ndibetwa lutando : I am in love :
meaning, I am under the influence
of, or overcome by, these feelings or
passions.

i Be.tyu, n. z. A piece of skin worn on
the person by males.

im Bewu, n. x. z. Seed.
uku Bexa, v. t. x. To beat up or stir up a

mixture, as ihe beating up of eggs
for confectionery.

im Bexe, 7i. z. A herb, the fibres of
whose roots are used as an orna
ment on the persons of young men
and boys.

uku Bexesha, v. t. x. To drive a vehi
cle, as a cart, or wagon.

um Bexesiii, n. x. A wagon driver; a
charioteer.

uku Bf.xeza, i’. i. x. To move the upper
part of the body, either in swim
ming or running, so as to continu
ally bring the shoulders alternately
backwards and forwards with a
swinging motion.

uku Beza, v. i. z. To glitter in the sun, as
dew, rock, water, &c.

im Beza, n. x. A kind of spoon or flat
knife, made of bone, used by the
natives for removing the perspira
tion from the face.

Bi, adj. x. z. Bad, evil, used with all
the specs, of nouns as expressive of
all bad qualities, moral or physical.
Umutu ombi: A bad, an ugly
person. Ihashe li&i; An ugly
horse. This word is applied to
every thing that is evil, corrupt,
wicked, depraved, ugly, or dis
gusting.

isi Bi, n. x. z. Refuse, weeds, rubbish,
sweepings.

ubu Br, n. x. z. Badness, vileness, ugliness,
evil of any kind, physical or moral.
Abstract noun from Bi, and retain
ing all its significations.

uku Biha, v.t. x. To dye a garment black.
uku Biba, v. t. z. To spread as a sore.

i Biba, n. x. A dye ; any substance or
liquid which may be used as a dye
for garments, but it more usually
denotes a blac'< dye.

im Biba, n. x. z. A description of mouse
Btriped on its back with black
stripes.
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isi Biba, n. z. An antidote for snake bites
made by mixing certain herbs with
the flesh of the snake.

i Bibi, n. x. z. Refuse or old weeds in a
garden or ploughed land.

uku Bibila, t>. t. z. To collect, and clear
away the refuse or rubbish, in a
garden or cultivated land.

uku Bibilisha, v. i. x. To persevere in an
undertaking; to prosecute an enter
prise with diligence.

uku Bibiza, v. f. z. 1. To make a sound
like bi bi, as infants teething and
dribbling.—2. To flutter as a bird
caught in a trap.

u Bibizela, v. i. z. To whistle to dogs
in hunting, so as to encourage them
to find the game.

i Bici, n.z. The viscous substance which
exudes from a sore eye in the morn
ing.

uku Bicika, v. i. z. To ooze out, as humour
from a sore.

uku Biciza, v. t. z. To press or squeeze out
any matter from a sore.

uku Brna, v. i. x. 1. To dodge, as a hare in
running.—2. To confuse; to mis
lead ; to deceive.

uku Bidamba, v. t. x. To confuse ; to con
found. Biddbida is an intensified
form of Bida ; which sec.

uku Bidabideka, v. i. x. To become tho
roughly confused and confounded.

uku Bideka, v. n. x. To be confused.
u Bideko, n. x. Confusion of thoughts

or action.
isi Bini, n. x. z. Sediments, dregs.

uku Bidiza, v. i. x. To talk wildly; to talk
nonsense.

uku Bidla, v n. z. 1. To be dejected, as on
the point of crying; to be tearful.—
2. To fall to pieces, as soft clay.
The first meaning is literally, To
seem as if the face were falling in
pieces.

isi Bidlibidli, n z. A big burly fellow,
especially used of a great blubbering
boy.

uku Bidlika, v. i. x. z. To fall to pieces,
as a bank, after rain or frost; to
fall oil’, as plaster from a wall, from
want of adhesion.

uku Billiz.v, v. t. x. z. To cause to break
up or dissolve. Imvula izibidli-
zile izitene: The rain has dis
solved the bricks.

uku Bua, v. t. x. 1. To twist.—2. v. i. To
throw the body into grotesque
figures; to make antics.

uku Bija, v. t. z. To twist; to twist the
eye so as to look narrowly, or spy
after anything, as when following
with the eye a swarm of bees.

uku Bijana, v. t x. To twist together, as
the twisting of a rope.

uku Bijela, v. t. x. 1. To wind or twist
round an object. Inyoka indiiyeZe :
The snake has wound round me.—2.
To entangle. Intambo ibijelwe: The
thong is entangled.—3. To entangle
a person in an affair, so that he is
involved in its consequences.

uku Bijelana, v.i. x. To twist together as
branches of a tree in growing.

uku Bijelanisa, v. t. x. To intertwist; to
intertwine, as oue thing with
another.

uku Bijezela, v. t. z. To empty a vessel of
water, by throwing it out.

i Bui, n. z. An armlet of twisted grass.
um Bijo, n. z. The stalks of the kind of

grass of which the armlet called
Ibiji is made.

uku Bika, v. t x z. To report of; to give
information respecting an occur
rence. Ndiza kubika isifo som-
twana: I am come to report the
illness of the child.

i Bika, n. x. A black substance, or
mass.

i Bika, n.z. Name of an ant with white
spots on the abdomen.

uku Bikela, v.t.x.z.To report for another.
NdiyamW.teZa isifo sika bawo: I
report the sickness of my father,—
that is, on his account.

izi Bikibiki, n. z. Dainty food; food of
the royal residence or palace.

uku Bikica, v. i. x. To break up into
crumbs; to crumble.

um Bikicake, n. x. z. A small, stinking
weed, usually found on old kraals.

im Bikico, it. x. Small fragments or pieces.
From uku Bikica, To break up into
pieces; to crumble.

im Biko, n. x. z. An information given;
a message which conveys intel
ligence of any event.

i Bikwe, n. x. A large bird, which fre
quents ponds.

uku Bila, v. i. x. z. 1. To boil, as water —
2. To sweat.—3. To effervesce; to
ferment, as beer, dough, etc.

im Bila, n. x. z. The coney; the rock
rabbit.

um Bila, n. z. Maize; mealies; Indian
corn. x. Umbona.

im Bilapo, n. x. z. The groin.
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im Bilati, n. z. The fore-bone of the arm
(tibia).

uku Bilela, v. i. z. 1. To boil over, as with
anger and rage.—2. To come on
a person, as an overwhelming
calamity.

Bili, adj. z. Two.
im Bilibondo, n. x. A confused statement

of an affair or subject.
uku Bii.ikica, v.t. z. 1. To handle anything

loosely, from its disagreeable or
dangerous character, as a snake.—
2. To handle carelessly, as a book,
in turning over the leaves.

im Bilini, n. x. z. The bowels. This
word is usually used in the ablative
form, Embilini, to express emo
tion, sentiment, purpose of mind,
etc. Wasuka waba nokuqumba
embilini: Then he became very
angry. Waza wabetwa lusizi em
bilini: He felt much pity. Ude
wabuya waba nokuqina embilini:
At length begot more confidence.
Amatumbu is the word for bowels
or entrails when the material bowels
arc referred to, without any refer
ence to the emotions of the mind.

uku Bilisa, v. t. x. To cause to sweat, z.
To cause fermentation; to boil.

i Bilo, n. z. Fat under the chin of man
or beast.

u Bilo, n. z. The dewlap of cattle.
uku Biloza, v. i. z. To pant or puff, like

a toad ; or as a man from rage, or
over-eating.

uku Bimba, v.t. x. To swallow a substance
without masticating it.

um Bimbi, n. x. A thoughtless person ;
one whose intellect is weak.

i Bimbi, n. z. 1. Unripe food of any
kind.—2. Any person, raw, green,
inexperienced in any thing,—as
dancing, speaking, business, etc.

um Bimbi. n. x. Furrows or wrinkles on
the face, arising from age.

uku Bina, v. t. z. To utter an imprecation
on another, by telling him that
some evil will happen to him, as
that he will die. or be hurt, or killed
by a snake, tiger, alligator, etc.

uku Bixca, v. t. z. To bind unto the person.
uku Binda, v. i. z. To purposely keep

silence ; to suppress speech for any
reason.

uku Bindeka, v. i. x. 1. To draw back ; to
hesitate in speaking; to retract.—
2. To be offended, or vexed by what
another has said. Sendibindekile

ngokuteta kwako, andinakuba sa-
teta: I am vexed by your talk; I
will speak no more.

isi Bindi, n. x. z. The liver.
izi Bindi, n. z. The entrails or offal of a

beast, x. ama Tumbu..
im Binholo, n. z. A large supply of food

at a feast.
uku Binga, v. t. x. To slaughter for an

offering.
uku Bingela, v. t. z. To salute, greet, as

an equal ; to recognise as a friend ;
usually by saying in Zulu, Sakti-
bona: We saw thee; meaning, We
recognise thee as one with whom
we are acquainted.

uku Bingelela, v. t. x. To make a thank-
offering.

uku Bingelelana, v.t. z. To salute each
other as equals or acquaintance.

um Bingelelo, n. x. An offering.
isi Bixgelo, n. x. An altar.

um Bingeleli, n. x. One who makes an
offering.

isi Bixgo, n. x. The animal slaughtered
as an offering.

Bini, adj. x. Two. In use its prefix
changes with the specs, of the
nouns qualified. Inkomo ziwibini;
Two cows. Amahashe mabini: Two
horses. Examples will be found
under each letter of the alphabet
where the prefixes of the noun occur.

isi Bini,?;.x. 1. Two. Used thus : Lishumi
elinesibini: Twelve. (Lit. Ten that
has two.)—2. adj. “ The second.”
Umntu owesibini: The second per
son. Inkosi eyesibini: The second
captain.

uku Bixqa, v. i.x. To gird the loins.—z. To
banter; to speak ironically.

uku Binva, v.i.7.. To writhe, or wriggle
about as when in pain.

uku Binza, v.t.x. To throw a spear or
assegai.

um Binza, ?i.x. A wild fruit tree bearing
small black berries.

um Binzi, n.x. A spearman; a lancer;
one who throws a spear or assegai.

uku Bip.v, v.i.7.. To look about as ready to
cry like a child ; to look sorrowful
as an old person.

isi Biqi,‘ n.x. A lump of any substance in
water, or in thick or sweet milk.

u Bist, n.x.7.. Sweet milk.
um Biti, n.x. 1. A deep pit or gulf.—2.

The name of a tree.
uku Bitva, v.i.x. To fall off in flesh; to

become thin in person. Inkomo
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ibilyilc: The beast is lean. Ama-
bashi ayabitya: The horses arc
growing thin.

uku Bitya, v. i.z. To sink and flounder
about, as in a bog; to be bogged.

u Bityi, n.z. A bog oi- quicksand.
u Bityo, n.x. Leanness; poverty of con

dition.
uku Brx.v, v. i. x. A word used by women

when they JUonipa (which word
see); to seek for a thing.

um Brxi, n.z. A confused mass of things
or of people, without order.

uku Bixizela, v.t.z. To tramp mud or
slush.

uku Bi ya, v.t.x.z. To fence; to wattle.
uku Biyela, v.t.x.z. Lit. To fence for, used

to denote the place or locality to be
fenced. Biyela intsimi: Fence the
garden. Biyela umzi: Fortify the
town, fence it in.

im Biza, n.x. A cooking pot.—z. The
bowl of a native pipe.

uku Biza, v.t.x.z. 1. To call a person.
Biza u Bangeni: Call Bangeni.—2.
To demand. Ndibiza imali yam:
I demand my money.

uku Bizela, v.t.x.z. 1. To call for, or on
account of. Umpanga ubizelwa ityala
lake : Umpanga is called on account
of his debt, or misdemeanour.—2.
To draw into the mouth by suction,
as through a straw.

u Bizo, n.x.z. A calling; an invitation;
a cry.

isi Bizo, n.x.z. A distinguishing name.
Bo, x. Tense form of the verb, spec. 1

phi. future timo. They will. Bo fika :
They will arrive, z. Used after an
active verb to urge to immediate
action ; it has in Zulu the same force
as the particle ke when thus used
in the Xosa dialect, as: YenzaZ’e/
(A'osa) Do it then ! Hamba bo!
(Zulu) Go then ! That is, Do it, or
Go, immediately.

uku Boba, v.t.x.z. To converse; to talk
freely on any subject.

Bobaxe, n. The four; all four. Spec.
1 plu. Abantu bobane: The four
persons.

Bobatatv, n. The throe ; all three.
Spec. 1 pin. Bobated.u abantu : The
three persons.

um Bobe, n.z. Butter-milk.
isi Bobi, n.x.z. A talkative person; a

chatterer.
i Bobo, n.x. A tube. z. um Bobo, hence,

A musket.

u Bobo, n.x. The name of a species of
thorn tree with thorns like hooks.
z. A thick tangled bush.

isi Bobo, n.x. Applied to a stout person,
denoting that he is round and cor
pulent ; also used to denote large
and prominent whiskers, z. A hole,
as in a garment, or house, or wall.

im Bobobobo, n.z. Soft rich soil which
yields to the feet when trodden on.

u Boboyi, n. A bird with a crest; the
hopper, a kind of cockatoo.

uku Boboza, v.i. z. 1. To talk freely on any
subject.—2. v.t. To break through,
as through a fence; to break through
the ranks of an army by making a
rushing charge.

isi Boco, n.z. A bulge, dent, depression,
as in a tin vessel.

uku Bocoza, v.t.z. To indent; to press, or
bulge in.

um Bodiya, n.z. A skin petticoat, with
brass ornaments at the bottom.

uku Bodla, v.i.x. To belch, z. To growl
or roar as a wild beast; to purr as a
cat.

im Bodla, n.x.z. The wild cat. The spe
cies thus designated is that with
greyish spots, a little smaller than
the tiger cat.

im Bonto/n. x. A belching, as of wind from
the stomach, z. The low growling
of a wild beast, or the purring of a
cat.

Bodwa, adj. x. They alone. Spec. 1 plu.
Abantu bodwa: Persons alone.

Bofu, v.t. x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
bofu, the same as uku BoJ'ula. Un-
dite bofu: You wounded me; used
for a wound by a weapon, and also
for words which give pain.

uku Bofula,v. t. x. To thrust so as to wound.
uku Bofulana, v.i.x. To abuse each other;

to use violent language to each
other; to wound each other.

isi Bogota, n.z. A very young infant.
uku Bon la, v.t. x. z. To collapse; to sink

down.
uku Bohlasa, v.t.x.z. To cause a collapse,

or a sinking down.
im Boiilela, n.x. A bottle.
im Boiilololo,n.x. Ananimal whosehorns

stand straight out from the head.
im Bohlololokazi, n.x. A cow with horns

which stand straight out from the
head.

uku Boja, v.i.x. To talk nonsense ; to stir
up strife, z. To pierce ; to gore ; to
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thrust in, as a stiletto in making
eyelet holes in cloth or muslin.

i Boja, ii. A nonsensical person.
i Bojane, n.z. An habitual liar.

uni Boko, n.x.z. A proboscis ; a snout.
u Boko, n.z. A walking stall".
i Bokomvi, n.x. A large person who is

very corpulent; or an animal which
is so fat as to walk with difficulty.

tun Bokoto, n.x. A semi-flat stone, used
for grinding corn by the Kaffirs.
z. im Bokondo.

uku Bokoza, v.i.z. To put forth leaves in
corn before the car appears.

i Bokwe, ii. A goat. Kaffirized from
“ Buck,” the Dutch word for goat.

im Bola, n. lied ochre. A kind of red
clay stone, used by the natives,
when ground down with fat, to
anoint the body with.

i Bola, n. An instrument used for
boring a hole, as a gimlet or auger.

uku Bola, v. i.x.z. 1. To rot; to putrefy; to
decompose. Amantanga a bolile :
The pumpkins arc rotten. Imyama
iyabola : The meat is decomposing;
or, Inyama ibolile: The meat is
putrid.—2. v.t. To bore a hole with
a gimlet or auger.—n. Corruption;
decay : putrefaction ; rottenness.

uku BoLEKA,u.t.x.z..To borrow; also, to lend.
uku Bolisa, v. t. x.z. To cause to rot.
um Bolompo, n. 1. A deep ravine, a pass

age between high banks, as in the |
dry bed of the passage of a mountain
torrent.—2. The feeling of appre
hension often felt before an ap
proaching catastrophe.

i Bolwa, n.z. A liar; a rascal. Lit. A
rotten fellow.

isi Boma, n.z. A large lump of cooked
meat, tobacco, &c.

um Bumbo, n.z. Bridge of the nose.
im Bombo, n.x. A corner, as of a street.

The external point of an angle.
uku Bomboloza, v. i. x. To speak loudly and

confusedly ; to gabble with screams;
to speak loudly and rapidly without
meaning, as a drunken man.

u Bomei.elo, n.x. Strength ; vigour.
u Boni, ii. x.z. Life ; vigour; used also

adjectively. Umntu onobomi: A
lively, vigorous, good-looking per
son. Used also as an adverb in the
sense of doing a thing designedly.
B hen thus used the initial vowel is
dropped, and nga prefixed. Wen-
zilc ngabomi: You have done it de
signedly, or on purpose.

D

ama Bomyana, n.z. The national name for
Bushmen, x. A small species of red
ant.

um Bomvana, n.x.z. The saffron tree.
Bo.'tvu, adj. x. lied ; crimson. The pre

fix changes with the spec, of the
nouns qualified. Inkoino ibomvu :
The ox is red. lhashe libomvu.:
The horse is red.

Bomvumnyama, adj.x. Purple. Lit.
Black red. The prefixes change as
in the preceding word Bomvu.

Bona, x.z. Per. pro. spec. 1 plu. Them.
Ndikaugela bona : 1 am looking for
them.

um Bona, n.x. Mealies; maize, z. Umbila.
uku Bona, v. i. x.z. 1. To sec ; to behold ;

to look.—2. To comprehend; to
understand. Scndibon’ into uyite-
tayo : Now I understand the subject
on which you speak.—3. v.t. To call
on, as a visit, of friendship. Ndiza
kukubona : I am coming to visit or
call upon you.—1. Bona is used
negatively to dispute the truth or
accuracy of a statement, or to de
note that a thing is wanting. Lonto
andiyiboni : I dispute, or am not
convinced of that, matter. Enyo
immali andiyiboni: A part of the
money is wanting. Lit. 1 do not
sec part of the money.

uku Bonakala, y.t.x.z. 1. To appear; to
be visible. Inkomo ziyabonakala :
The cattle are visible.—2. To be
clear to the comprehension, lya-
bonakala into ctetwayo : The mat
ter spoken of is very evident. The
perfect tense of bonakala is formed
by changing the two last vowels
into e. \Jbonakele : He is in sight.
Apo nbonaki.lc kona: Where he ap
peared, or was visible. This forma
tion of the perfect tense is common
to all verbs the roots of which ter
minate with ala. The rule for verbs
of any other termination is that they
form their perfect tense by chang
ing the final vowel into He. Ndi-
tanda: I loving. NditandiZe; I
having loved.

uku Bonakala, n.x.z. Appearance. Uku
bonakala kwake kuhle: His ap
pearance is good; he is a good
looking person.

uku Bonakalisa, v.t.x.z. To cause to ap
pear ; to make dear to the compre
hension ; to reveal; to disclose.
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isi Bonakaliso, n.x.z. An appearance;
an evidence; a revelation.

uku Boxana, v.i. x.z. To see each other.
im Bosca, n.z. A cord made by women

and used for dress.
uku Bonda, v. t.x. z. To stir up. As Bonda

isidudu : Stir up the porridge.
isi Bonda, n.x.z. 1. A pole ; a stake; a

small straight tree. 2. x. An officer
of government; one with deputed
authority over others. In this sense
the word is applied to one who is
the representative of the chief of a
tribe, for a certain district, and who
is responsible for giving information
to the government, of any occur
rence, or occurrences, in the locality
where he resides; a headman of a
locality or district-.

uku Bonpela.i'./.x.z.To stir up for another.
um Boxno, n.z. Food sent by a bride’s

friends to the bridegroom in ac
knowledgment- and approval of the
dowry paid on her account.

im Bondwe, n.z. A species of sweet pota
to ; a kind of yam.

isi Bondwe, n.z. The name of a large tree.
uku Bonela, v.t.x. To look at; to observe;

to look at an exhibition. Siyakubo-
nela inhlanganiso yabantu : We arc
going to look at the gathering of the
people, z. To look to : to carefully
look at. Yibonele lonto : Look to
that matter.

uku Bonelela, v.i. x. To observe stealthily.
z. To treat kindly.

uku Bonelelana, v.t.z. To treat one ano
ther kindly.

uku Bonga, v. t.x.z. To praise; to extol;
especially in set speeches or songs.
Usually applied to the songs or ora
tions of the person whose duty it is
to praise and extol the deeds of the
chief.

uku Bong e la, v.t. x. To extol for. z. To
thank for.

um Bongi, n.x. One who praises or extols.
z. im Bongi.

i Bonoile, n.z. A beast sacrificed to the
spirits of the ancestors of the person
who makes the sacrifice.

um Bongisa, n. x. The name of a tree.
isi Bongo, n.x. A song of praise, z. Ill

temper; Burliness.
1 Bongo, n.x. Nonsense; fanciful talk.

ama Bongo, n.z. The growlings of a wild
beast when angry, as when brought
to bay in hunting.

um Bongo, n.z. A report, as of a musket.

The name of one of the Zulu regi
ments.

im Boxgoi.o, n. z. A mule.
uku Bongoza, v.t.x. To beseech; to press

by persuasion, z. To humour; to
pet, as a child; to spoil by over-
indulgence.

uku Bongozei.a, z. To grow rapidly; gene
rally applied to children exclusively.

u Boxgwaxa, n.z. The windpipe; a
small alligator.

i Boni, n.x.z. A species of grasshopper
of a green colour.

uku Bonisa, v.t.x.z. To show; to exhibit.
uku Boxisaxa, v.t. To show to each other;

to help each other to see an object.
um Boxiso, n. A show; an exhibition.
uku Bonisela, v.t.x.z. 1. To show for ano

ther. 2. To watch for a thing ; to be
diligent in guarding against sur
prise from an enemy, by watching
for his approach.

isi Bonjana, n. z. A small pole.
Bonke, adj.x. All. Spec. 1 plu. Bonke

abantwana: All the children. Odade
bctu bonke : All our sisters.

isi Bonkolo. n.x.z. A small black ant
which builds in trees.

um Bono, n. x. A vision; from Ukubona,
to see.

uku Bonqa, v.t.z. To fasten a string to a
snuff box.

im Bonqa, n.z. The string by which the
native snuff-box is suspended round
the neck.

u Bontsi, n.x. The great toe.
uku Bonxa, v.t.x. To become tense or

swollen from internal action, as the
teats of a cow before milking, or the
veins of the body when swollen, z.
To knead with water, as flour, clay,
&c.; to mix up matters so as to
cause confusion.

Bonxile, adj.x. Swollen to hardness,
or tenseness.

uku Boi’A, v. t.x.z. To tie; to bind: to
fasten ; to fasten on as a burden.

uku Bopana, v.t.x.z. To tie together; to
bind up together.

uku Boi’EMla, v.t.x.z. To tie fast to a
particular place. Bopelela emtini:
Tie fast, to the tree.

uku Boi’isana, v.t.x.z. To help each other
to bind or tic up.

isi Boro, n.x.z. A thong for binding or
tying with.

um Boqo, n.x.z. A convolvulus.
i Boqo, n. z. A short assegai used for

stabbing at close quarters.
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im Bof.oma, n.x. That which is hideous;
ugly.

i Boso, n. A bowie-knife.
isi Boto, n.x. An indentation in a vessel,

as in a tin pail. z. 1. A young i
locust.—2. One that soon fails in
any labour.

uku Botoza, v. t.x. To indent, as by a bruise
in a metal vessel, z. To break down
or collapse in any undertaking.

uku B. tsiiwa, x. The passive of the verb
Ukubopa : To be fastened. For the
change of the p into tah, sec the
letter P.

uni Botshwankomo, n.x. The tendon of the
hind leg of an animal which con
nects the knee joint.

i B jTWE, n. x. The metropolis; the seat
of government.

im Botyi, n.x. A bean.
uni Botyo, n.z. 1. Any tall building, or

tower.—2. An ox with tali straight
horns.

u Botyobana, n.z. A weasel.
im Bovane, n.x. A black species of ant.

z. A weevil.
u Bovei.e, n.x. A dwarf; one stunted in

growth.
i Bovele, n.x. An animal stunted in ■

growth.
im Bovu, n.x. The upper lip. z. The

chaps inside the checks of cattle ;
whereby they help to gather in grass. '

u Bovu, n.x.z. Pus. The white or yel
lowish matter generated in a wound
or tumour when healing.

Bovu, x. Used with Ukuti, which sec
at No. S of its meanings. Ukuti
b vu : To stab; to gore. Inkomo
yatiwe bovu : The cow was stabbed
or gored.

uin Bovu, n. The name of a tree.
isi Bovubovu, n. A blustering, quarrel

some person.
uku Bovula, v.t. x.z. To wound by stab

bing ; to gore.
uku Boxa, v.t.x. 1. To scatter. Inja izi-

bo.cile izimvu : The dog has scat
tered the sheep.—2. To interfere so
as to defeat a purpose.—3. To break
up and terminate a discussion on
any subject, z. 1. To knead as
dough; to t read as clay, so as to mix
it up.—2. To mix up matters wil
fully so ns to pervert the meaning, j

uku Boxisa, v.t.z. To complicate ; to cause .
confusion.

u Bova, n.x.z. Hair or wool of animals;
down of birds. 1 

i<i Bozi, n.z. Rotten fruit orvegclables,as
pumpkin, turnip, potato, ke.

uku Bozisa, v. t. z. To cause rottenness ; to
ruin.

im Bozisa n.x. That which gives a plea
sant sound, as a musical instrument;
or a person with a line voice ; or an
animal whose cry is pleasant to the
car. z. A poisonous plant.

isi Bozo. n. A churn. Applied especially'
to a calabash u-cd as a churn.

isi Bozo, adj.x. Eighth. Umntu ositti-
boz> : The eighth man. Indlu e-sisi-
bozo : The eighth house. Sec Si
bozo, under the letter S.

uku Bozozei.a, v.i. 7.. To smile.
Bu, z. Used with Ukuti, which sec at

No. S of its meanings. Ukuti bu :
To swarm ; to abound, as Hies, or
gnats.

Bu, x. 1. The substantive verb of Spec.
7. Ubukosi bake &ukulu : His au
thority is great.—2. The verbal pre
fix or nom. of the verb ; also the
verbal medial or aecus. of the verb,
spec. 7. J3«kazimla ubnso bake :
His face [it] shines. Ubnso bake
batmbeta: They have beaten [it]
his face.

uku Buba, v.i.x.z. To die ; to perish.
um Buba, n.z. 1. A peculiar kind of gourd.

—2. A person with a long, high
head.

u Bubazi, n.x. A nettle.
im Bube, n.z. A lion.

uku Bubela, v. i. x.z. To die, to perish at
a certain place, or among certain
people. Niyakububda czonweni
zenu : Ye shall die in your sins.
JVabubela cmaxoseni : He died
among the Kaffirs.

i Bubezi, n.x.z. A beast of prey.
uku Bcbisa, v.t.x.z. To cause to perish;

to destroy ; to annihilate.
i Bubu, x. 1. A swarm, as of bees when

clustered together. 2. A large pro
miscuous gathering, as of people.

im Bubu, n.z.. Any thing soft, as the
down of birds ; fine grass, &c.

isi Bubu, n.z. A thorny plant.
uku Bubububuza, v.t. z. To cuff, buffet

with many blows.
uku Bubula, v.i./.. 1. To moan, sigh,

groan; to low, as an ox, with a
moaning sound.—2. To mutter dis
sent, or a reluctant consent.

uku Bubuya, n.z. To court ; to affect re
gard for a person with sinister
designs.
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uku Bubuza, v.i.z. To make a noise like a
bellows, or as a bird fluttering, &c.

im Bubuzi, n.z. One who moans as in a
delirium.

uku Boca, t'.f.x.z. To mix together with the
hand, as flour for porridge or paste.

uku Bucela, v.t.x.z. To mix together for
any particular purpose. Bucela
isidudu; Mix for porridge. (Used
principally by the b’ingoc tribes.)

isi Buev, n.z. Putrid flesh.
uku Bucuka, v.n.z. Tobe in a soft, putrid,

or rotten state.
uku Bucula, v.t. x. To crush any thing soft,

as an insect under the foot.
uku Buda, i-./.x. To speak as in a delirium;

to wander in speech, z. 1. To talk,
sing, act, recklessly.—2. To colour
a woman's top knot with red ochre.

i Buda, ». z. A wild reckless person,
who talks, sings, and acts, withoutex-
ercising any restraint upon himself.

isi Buda, n.z. Red clay, or ochre.
uku Budazei.a, v.i.z. To mutter or talk in

sleep.
uku Budla, v.t.z. To gore severely.

u Budlakali, n.z. Violent self-will.
isi Budlakali, n.z. An overbearing, arbi

trary, self-willed person.
uku Budluka, v.i.z. To become soft, so as

to yield to the touch.
isi Bunu, 71.z. Any game that is easily

taken.
i Budubudu, ti.x. A partially insane per

son ; one suffering from delirium
tremens.

uku Buduza, v. t. x. To act carelessly; to do
a thing slovenly.

uku Buduzela, v. t. x. To be agitated; to do
a thing in haste.

uku Bvjelwa, u.p.x.z. The passive of uku
bubela, but used in a peculiar sense,
as, 'Obujelwa ngumtwana wake : He
is bereaved of his child ; his child
is dead.

uku Buka, v.i.x.z. To look at admiringly.
Ndibuk’ inyanga: I am admiring
the moon. NdibuJf umtwana : 1 ad
mire the child.

uku Bckaxa, v.t.x.z. To look on each other
with pleasure, as when friends meet.

isi Buko, n.z. Any thing used to see with,
as a window, spectacles, mirror.

u Buko, n.x.z. Respect, or deference, to
wards a person, arising from admi
ration of character.

im Buko, n.x. Honour; respect.
u Buku, n.z. A bog; a quagmire.

isi Buku, n.z. A log of wood.

i Bukubuku, ?i. z. A swarm of bees when
clustered together.

uku Bukuca, v.t. x. To break off in scraps,
or in small pieces.

uku Bukula, v.t.x. z. Applied to animals
which refuse to suckle their young.
Imazi ibukulc itolc : The cow refuses
to suckle her calf.

uku Bukuqa, v.t.x. To overthrow, asa vessel,
or table. It denotes a quick tripping
up, as by a sudden action.

uku Bukuqela, v.t.x. To fall over or on.
Usually used in the passive form.
Babukuqelwe yinqwelo: The wagon
fell on them.

uku Bukuqkka, v. i. x. To fall or turn over,
as a vessel or a boat.

uku Bukuza, v.t.x. 1. To cast off or reject
from dislike any thing which is not
palatable.—2. To cast oil'as a wound
any extraneous matter, z. To pour
out any liquid or viscous substance
from a vessel.

u Bukuzo, 71.x. 1. A wasting disease
among cattle.—2. A general dissa
tisfaction with, or aversion to, per
sons and things arising from a
peevishness of disposition.

uku Bula, v.t.x.z. To thrash out grain.
Siyabula amazimba: We arc thrash
ing our corn.—To beat the ground
in response to the incantations of a
witch doctor, (Isanusi,) when con
sulted respecting the cause of any
person’s sickness, so as to assist in
discovering the person who is the
cause of the sickness.

i Bula, n.x. Brandt sickness in goats or
sheep.

uku Bui.ala, v.t.x.z. 1. To kill; to murder.
—2. Used also to denote the inflict
ing an injury on a person or thing;
to destroy in any way ; to break in
pieces; to render unfit for use; to
injure or inflict pain on a person.
Ndiyekc, uyandibulala nje ! Leave
me alone, you arc hurting me !

uku Bulalaxa, v.t. x.z. To kill or destroy
one another ; to injure each other.

uku Bulaleka, v.t. x.z. 1. To spend a per
son’s strength for nought; to labour
without any satisfactory result.—
2. To be accidentally injured in
person.

um Bulali,72. x. z. A murderer; a destroyer.
isi Bclalo, 77.x. A destruction ; a plague;

that which kills; that which de
stroys.

uku Bulela, r.i.x. To thank; to give
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thanks; to express gratitude. z. To
divine for; to kill by witchcraft.

um Bulelo, 77.x. Thanks; gratitude, z.
Any preparation made by a witch
or wizard for evil purposes.

uku Bui.isa, v.t. x.z. 1. To salute; to send
compliments.—2. To assist another
in thrashing out corn.—3. To drive
out game from a bush by beating
it, or firing into it.

uku Bvlisana, v.t.x.z. 1. To assist each
other in thrashing out corn.—2. To
greet or hail each other.

uku Bulisela, v.t.x.z. To give greetings
or salutations for another. Zu 'ndi-
bulinele kubo bonkc abasekaya : 1’e-
member me to all those at home.

isi Bur,o, 77.x.z. 1. Stick for thrashing out
corn.—2. A stick used in beating
the ground when responding to and
assisting the witch doctor in his
incantations.

i Bui.u, 77.x.z. A Dutch farmer.
isi Bulu, n.z. A large land lizard.

i Bulubense, 77. z. A big burly fellow;
one who has become corpulent from
high living, and especially from
having indulged himself in drink
ing large quantities of native beer
(Utyioala).

uku Buluka, 7.’. i. z. To go; to move onwards.
im Bulukutu, n. x. A sudden charge, as

of troops ; a sudden attack.
i Bululu, 77. x.z. A puff adder.

isi Bululwane, n.z. A large worm of the
ccntipcd species.

im Bulu.mbulu, 77.x. A round globe-like
substance.

i Buma, 77. z. Blue beads.
uku Bu.mba, v.t.x.z. To work clay into

shape ; to form earthen vessels ;
to mould bricks.

um Bumbt, 77.x.z. A potter.
im Bumbulo, 77.x.z. A bullet.; any round

thing in shape like a ball; a round
kernel.

uku Bu.mbubuza, e.t.z. To perform an action,
or accomplish a purpose, without
much labour or application; to do
or obtain a thing easily, as when a
person accidentally comes into the
possession of a thing, or a horse
easily throws his rider, &c.

tun Bumbuluza, 77. z. A small shield, used
only as ornamental when walking
abroad.

uku Buna. v.i. x.z. To wither. Tgqabi Ubu-
nile : The leaf is withered.

im Buna, 71.x. Any thing that has lost its

native wildness, as an animal that
has been tamed. A horse thoroughly
broken in for riding or for harness,
would be called an Iinbtina.

uku Bunda, v.i.7.. To fall oil’ in flesh, and
become thin.

um Bunhu, 77.x. z. 1. A threshold of a door
way.—2. The raised circular part of
the fire-place in a native hut, which
is in the middle of the hut. It de
notes any raised part on the floor
in the construction of a house.

i Bunhulana, 71.x. A slight ascent.
im Bunk, 77. x.z. A withered plant or leaf.

Applied also to a thin, worn-out
person or thing, as an ohl man, or
an old ox.

i Bung a, 77. x.z. Ttotten-wood.
uku Buxga, v. t. z. To flock together, as birds

to a corn-field.
uku Bungana, v.t. x. To converse or consult

together in a secret council; to take
counsel together.

i Buxgaxe, 77.x.z. I. A beetle.—2. x. A
private consultation.

uku Bunganyela, V. t. z. To gather round
a person or thing, as persons about
one who has met with an accident,
or around a friend who has just
arrived.

uku Bungaza, v.t.7.. To gather around, as
flics about the face.

isi Bunge, n. z. A dull, stupid, heavy per
son ; a dolt.

uku Bungela, v. t.7.. To gather thick upon,
or about, as flies upon the face in
summer ; to pile up round, as wood
upon a fire.

uku Busoezela, v.t.x.7.. To manifest plea
sure in meeting a friend. A dog
bungezelas when it wags its tail and
manifests pleasure on meeting its
owner, z. Bimgazela.

isi Bungu, 77. x.z. A species of worm found
in wood.

um Bungu, 77.x.z. A species of caterpillar
which lives in trees.

i Bunguza, 77.x.z. A knob kcrric with a
short handle and large head, used
for throwing at game.

uku Buntsa, x. To cause to wither.
isi Buxu, n.x.z. The posteriors.

uku Bunuka, v.i.7.. To wander about with
out employment.

i Bunzi, 77.x.z. The forehead.
uku Buqa, v.t. x. To tread down and de

stroy, as cattle in a garden, z. To go
over ground a second time and re
sow it where the crop is thin, and
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at the same time to break ami level
any clods of earth which require it.

im Buqa, n.z. A castaway; a thing neg
lected.

uku Buqabuqa, t>. f. z. To throw violently
down, as a man may throw another,
or one dog throw another under in
fighting.

Buqk, z. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
buqe: To destroy utterly; to make
an end of.

uku Buqeka, v. n.x.z. To be laid or trodden
down, as grass by people or cattle
lying or treading on it, or as a land
trodden down.

uku Buquza, v. i. x. To hurry; to be in such
haste as to prevent the efficient per
formance of an action or enterprise.
z. v.t. To raise a dust by walking
briskly, or by dancing, or racing.

uku Buqczisa, v. t. x. To cause perturbation,
so as to cause the hasty performance
of an act ion, z. To cause dust to be
raised purposely, as when a person
shuffles up dust with his feet in
walking.

i Bubukwe, n.x.z. Trowsers; breeches.
uku Busa, v.t. x. To render personal service

in waiting upon a chief or king.
z. To rule, govern, reign.

uku Busela, v.t.x. To render service at
any particular place, z. To reign,
rule, at any specified place.

u Busi, n. x. Honey.
urn Busi, n.x. One who waits upon royalty.

u Brso, n x. The face, the countenance.
um Buso, n. z. A kingdom; a inode of

government.
uku Buta, v.t.x.z. To gather together; to

assemble. Bitla, inkomo: Gather
the cattle together.

uku Butana, v.t.x.z. To gather each other
together; to gather in companies.

im Butane, n.z. A description of aromatic
grass.

uku Buteka, v. n.x. To be in a gathered
state; to be gathered together. Inta
ka zibutekile: The birds arc gathered
together.—n. A gathering together.
Ukubutcka kwenkomo : A gather
ing of the cattle. Okubutekayo:
That which is gathered ; gleanings.
Okubutekayo kwokuvuna kwako :
The gleanings of thy harvest.

uku Butela, v t. x z. To gather together
in any specified place.

uku Butelana. v.t. x.z. To gather each
other together in one place.

uku Butisa, v.i.x. Lit. To gather up to
gether. This word is applied to cat
tle when so far reduced by poverty
and weakness that they have no
power to rise from the place where
they have fallen or lain down. In-
kabi ibutisile : The ox is unable to
rise. Lit. It has gathered itself up
to die.

um Butiso, n. z. A mcalie ground culti
vated by the whole tribe for the
chief.

im Buto, n.x.z. An assembly of persons
for social intercourse.

i Buto, n.x.z. 1. A gathering or com
pany of people or cattle.—2. A regi
ment, as of soldiers. Amabuto ka
Tshaka : Tshaka's regiments. Also,
z. A soldier; a warrior.

uku Butuka, v.t. z. To peel off; to crumble
away, as slaty stone, &c.; to die off,
as sickly sheep.

uku Butuma, v.i.x. To lie down in flocks
or herds, as sheep or cattle.

im Butumbutu, n.x. A state of confusion,
as in a disorganized army; an up
roar.

Bututu, v.i.x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
bututu.: To suddenly crouch or fall
down. Ingwe itc bututu,: The tiger
has crouched.

uku Butuza, v. t.z. To peel ofl’; to cause to
crumble away, as slaty rock, &c.

im Buwa, n.x. A description of wild
spinach, z. um Buya.

uku Buxa, v.t.x. To dabble as in mud; to
sink as in a bog.

uku Buxela, v.t.z. To drive stakes into
the ground.

isi Buxu. n.z. A calf with large body and
horns.

uku Buya, v.i.x.z. To return.
Buya, x. Tense form of the verb, pres.

ind. spec. 7. 7?n//adanduluka ubu-
lumko ngapandlc : Wisdom crieth
without. When prefixed to the
infinitive of the verb, it denotes
future time. I’bnlumko buya ku-
fundiea: Wisdom shall instruct.
Sec Liya.

uku Buyabuya, v.i.x. To go and return
often; to go backwards and for
wards.

uku Buyekeza, v.t.x. 1. To repeat an opera
tion so as to perform it more effi
ciently, as in the operation of grind
ing corn, to pass it twice through
the mil), or in dressing flour, to
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pass it twice through the dressing
machine.—2. To requite evil. z.
UkuBuqa.

ini Buyekezo, m.x. 1. An amended action ;
that which is amended or improved
by repeating the operation.—2. A
requital; a return of evil.

uku Buyela, v. i. x.z. To return to the same
place.

uku Buyelela, v. i. x.z. To return on the
same day of arrival at any place.

uku Buyisa, v.t.x.z. To turn back; to
cause to return.

uku Buyisela, v.t.x.z. 1. To cause to return
to the same place.—2. To retribute
evil doings.

uku Buza, v. i. x. z. To ask a question ; to
inquire; to investigate by ques
tioning ; to call to account.

uku Buzana, u.t.x.z. To question each other
on any subject.

im Buzani, n.x.z. Gnats; midges.
uku Buzela, v.t.x. To inquire respecting a

thing. Zundibuzcle inani lalon-
qwelo : Inquire for me the price of
that wagon.

i Buzi, n.x.z. 1. A rat.—2. z.Thc brow;
the forehead.

im Buzr, it.x.z. A species of goat.
urn Buzi, n. x.z. An inquirer.
um Buzo, n. x.z. A question.
im Buzo, n.x.z. The question which is

under discussion, or that respecting
which information is sought.

C.

C. This letter is a dental click. In arti
culating it, the tip of the tongue is
pressed against the upper front
teeth and gums, and suddenly
drawn away, so as to make a sound
like that which expresses pity. It
is varied in its pronunciation by

z prefixing the consonants n.g, and
iuj,—Cola, Nceda, Gcina, Ngcatsha.

Ca, ■/..adv. A strong negative. No;
often emphasized by the addition of
the particle bo. Ca bo ! No verily !

uku Caba, v. t. z. To clean or clear a spot, or
thing, as a space from weeds and
bushes by clearing it with a spade,
orchopping with an axe, or clear
ing a road through a jungle, or
cutting away the hair from a dis
eased part of the head. The idea is
that of making a clearance.

Caba, z. Used with Ukuti, which sec

at No. S of its meanings. Ukuti
caba : To lie flat or smooth, as fur
on a skin. Isongc indwangu, izc
ite caba: Fold the cloth that it
may lie smoothly.

isi Caba, n.z. Any thing thin and flat, as
a plank, a cake, or a pane of glass.

uku Cabaxoa, v.t’.z. To think; to ima
gine.

u Cabaxoa, n.x.z. The pit of the sto
mach ; the cartilage running across
the stomach at the end of the
breast-bone. z. Thoughtful reflec
tion, implying fear of consequences.

um Cabo, n.x. A plot of ground recently
cleared of grass and underwood ; a
clearance.

isi Cabu, n.z. A venomous spider of any
kind.

uku Caca, v.i.x. 1. To clear up, so as to
be clearly seen. Amazulu acacilc :
The heavens arc clear. Ulwanble
lucacile: The sea is clear.—2. To
speak plainly. Usclu cacilc ngoko
ngokuteta kwako : Thy speech is
now clear—easy to be understood.
—3. To be convalescent. Esclcqala
ukucaca lomntu ngokupila: That
person is beginning to improve in
health.—4. The leading idea which
is maintained in all the different
senses in which Ukucaca is used, is
that of clearness and openness, as op
posed to that which is obscure, or diffi
cult to be seen or comprehended.
Hence a bird, or any object which
a person is about to fire at with a
gun, is said to be cacile when fully
open to view; as, Intaka icacile
ckcdutyulcni : The bird is in a fa
vourable position to be shot at;
that is, is fully open to view. z. 1.
To be smooth, clear, as water.—
2. v.t. To touch slightly, as when
touching a sore wound.

u Caca, n.z. Any substance which has
fallen and become scattered on the
ground, as chaff, or as husks from
standing com, or as wounded men
who have fallen helplessly on the
field of battle.

uku Cacamba, v.i.'z. To swell out; hence
applied to the bursting of a pod or
capsule of seed which bursts from
ripeness; or to an animal remark
able for rotundity of figure, or one
whose skin is sleek from being in
good condition.

uku Cacambisa, i>.f.z. To make an animal
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fat and sleek : to cause rotundity of
, figure. '
uku Cacamezela, v.t.z. 1. To tic a band of

beads over the eyes.— 2. To pour
out a liquid carefully.

um Cacamezelo, n.z. A band of beads or
other ornaments worn across the
eyes, so as to partially intercept the
sight.

uku Caoamisa, v.i.x. To hold awhile; to
adopt as an expedient or substi
tute for that which is inoro perma
nent in its character.

i C'acane, n.z. A fibrous species of marsh
plant.

uku Cacaza, r.i.z. 1. To make a dull sound,
as damp wood in burning, or as rain
falling freely through the roof of a
hut.— 2. To hector authority, as a
bull over the whole herd.

um Caqazo, n.x. The hollow running down
the spine on the back.

uku Cacela, v.t.x.z. To make clear for
another; to enlighten on any sub
ject.

uku Cacisela, v.t. x.z. To explain; to in
struct on any matter.

ama Cafazi, n.z. Young immature bees,
eaten as a delicacy by the natives.

uku Caga, v.t.z. To cut in pieces; to hew;
to hack.

uku Caka, v n.z. To become lean; to be
poor from poverty of blood.

um Caka, n.z. A tree, the berries of which
arc used for ornaments on the per
son.

isi Caka, n.x. A servant.
isi Cakakazi, n.x. A female servant.

uku Cakata, v.t.z. To touch lightly ; to
hang loosely on or around, so as to
avoid binding closely, as a thong,
or band, on an ox, or on the per
son. Intambo icakcdile enkabini:
The thong hangs loosely on the ox;
is not properly fastened.

uku Cakatisa, v.t.z. To hang on lightly,
as a loose garment; to carry or
hold a thing carelessly.

isi Cakazaxa, n.x. A young unmarried
female servant: a servant girl.

i Cakazi, n.z. A widow, x. i Dikazi.
um Cako, n. x. A piece ; a length of cloth,

calico, or print.
i Cai; Iva Kt’, n.x. A well-dressed person;

a good-looking thing; a showy per
son.

um Cakulo, n.x. A drinking vessel made
from a calabash, z. A potior boil
ing beer.

i Cakulo, 7i.x. A periwinkle.
i Cala, n.x. Side. Elicala .- This side.

z. Guilt; debt; fault; blame;
crime; suit before a magistrate;
a misdemeanour.

uku Calabisa, v.i.x. To swagger in walk
ing.

uku Cai,am ba, v.i.x. To lie in a sitting
posture, in a familiar manner, in
rows, or ranks of people, ns Kaffirs
when sitting on the ground at ease,
or at a feast.

aba Calambilevo, x. Those who arc sit
ting, as in the meaning given to
uku Calamba, which sec.

uku Calambisa, v.i.x. To scat a person in
a recumbent position, as at a native
or Jewish repast.

i Calaba, n.z. A dog (male).
ubu Calucalu, 7i.x. Prattle; loquacious

talk ; whimsies.
uku Calucai.uza, v.i. x. To prattle; to be

loquacious.
uku Cama, v. i. x.z. To void urine, z. To

crouch, or sit on the calves of the
legs.

uku Camaxga, v. i. x. z. To think or medi
tate about a matter.

izi Camango, n.x.z. Thoughts; medita
tions ; musings. Izicamango ezi-
kohlakcleyo : Evil thoughts.

in Camazana, n. See i Ncamazana.
u Camba, n. x. A row, as of soldiers in a

line, or books on a shelf.
uku Camba, v. t. x. To select; to choose out

from others.
isi Cambacamba, n.x. A person with a

very small stomach.
uku Cambalala, v.i. To stretch out the

person in lying down on the abdo
men ; to lie in a sort of half drowsy,
indolent manner, z. To recline ; lie
down.

u Cambo, n.x. Cream, z. u Qwainbd.
uku Cambusa, v.t.z. To make a hole by

piercing, applied especially to cut
ting the lap of the ear, so as to
make a hole for receiving the native
snuff-box, which is usually carried
in the car.

uku Camf.la, v.t. x. To void urine in a par
ticular spot or thing, z. To lean
upon ; to rest upon, as io lean upon
the hand with the head.

isi Camelo, n.x. Any thing for leaning the
head or feet upon; a footstool;
a wooden pillow.

isi Camu, n.z. An opening; a hole, as in
a wall.
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uku Cana, v.t.x. To hit a mark.
isi Canca, m.x. A sleeping mat.

uku Caxcata, v. t.x. To step from oncstone
to another, as in crossing a shallow
river.

um Canoato, n.x. A stone placed so as to
cross a stream thereon. Imican-
cato: Stones placed in a row for
crossing a stream on.

uku Cancisa, v.t.x. To place in rows, as
stones ; to arrange in order.

uku Canda, v.t.x.7.. 1. To split; to cleave ;
to divide by splitting. Canda in
kuni : Split the wood.—2. To pass
through. Wacanda ilizwe: He
passed through the land or country.
The radical idea is, that of sepa
rating into two parts.

um Candatambo, n.x. The name of a tree.
uku Candeka, v.i.x. To split spontaneously,

as wood when placed in a hot sun.
um Canki, n.x. One who splits wood ; one

who divides into parts.
uku Cand’umulaba, v.t.x. To survey a

piece of land, as by a surveyor.
Lit. To divide the land.

um Cand’umiiaba, n.x. A surveyor; one
who surveys land for the purpose of
dividing it into portions.

um Cane, n. z. The flesh of a beast which
has died.

u Cargo, n.x. A door.
uku Canguza, t’.f.z. To dance, especially

by girls at a wedding-feast.
uku Canguzisa, i-.t.z. To I elp or encourage

girls to dance, by attending a mar
riage-feast.

um Cani, n.x. A description of tree.
i Cassi, n.7.. A mat made of fine rushes.
i Canti, n.x. A fabulous snake, to which

the Kaffirs make sacrifices.
isi Canucanu, n.z. Squeamishness of the

stomach ; nausea.
uku Canuka, v.t.7.. To surfeit; to cause

nausea.
uku Caxuzkla, To feel nausea or disgust

towards any article of food.
u Canzibe, n.x. The name of a star visi

ble in the southern hemisphere only
in winter.

Capa, v.t.x.7.. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. S of its meanings. Uku
ti capa: To fall on au object like
drops of water.

uku Capacapa. v.t.x.7.. Thcsamcas Ukuti
capa, but denoting the falling of
rain in a shower.

uku Capacapaza. v.t.x. To begin to fall in
drops, as rain.

E 

uku Capaza, v.t.x.7.. To drop; to drizzle;
to drip.

ama Capaza, n.x.7.. Drops of rain.
uku Capazkla, v.t.x. To splash another

with water. Uyandicapazela nga-
manzi: He is splashing the water
on me. z. To drop upon ; to make
blots upon.

um Capo, n.z. Any substance used for
dressing and softening a skin to
make it supple.

i Capoti, n.x. Inflammation (chronic) of
the eyelids.

ubtt Capicapu, n.x. Weakness, softness.
i Capvcapu, n.x. A person of weak con

stitution, or of weak mind, or of a
peevish temperament, is said to be
Umntu onccapuatpu: A person
who has, or is the subject of, capu-
capu.

uku Capuka, v i.x. 1. To beout of patience
with a person. Ndiyavapuka : My
patience is exhausted. z. uku
Canuka.

uku Capukei.a, v.f. x. To be offended with ;
to be annoyed with another because
of improper conduct.

uku Cavukisa, v.t.x. To exhaust a person’s
patience ; to offend. U yandicapu-
kisu: You annoy and offend me :
you irritate me. z. uku Casukisa.

uku Capukisela, v.t.x. To instil evil
thoughts into the mind of one per
son towards another, so as to cause
offence. Uyauicapukiscla ngakum
umhlobo warn : Yon cause my
friend to be offended with me.

uku Capula, v.t. x. To take a part from a
whole, by dipping into a vessel,
as dipping out any liquid from a
vessel, or corn or flour from a sack.
z. uku Capuna.

uku Cap.aza, v.t.x. (Onomatopoetic) To
make a noise, like the crushing of
dry grass, or of dry branches of trees
when breaking under the tread of
the feet.

uku Casa, v.t. x. To oppose; to differ in
opinion on a matter, z. To break
in pieces ; to crush ; to smash.

uku Casaxa, v.t.x. To be contrary to.
Lento icascne nale : This thing is
opposed to that. Izinto eziauene
nelizwi lika Tixo : Things which
are contrary to, or oppose the word
of Cod. z. To break each other in
pieces ; to be at variance..

i Casawe, n.x. The disease called has
venerea ; an unclean sickness.
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uku Casuka, v.i'.l. To be out of patience; to
be upset, x. uku Capuka.

Cata, v.t. x. To pour out in drops.
Used only with Ukuti, which see at
No. 8 of its meanings. Yiti cata
apa: Drop a little here.

uku Cata, v.i.L. 1. To take up a small quan
tity, as with the fingers.—2. To
steal: to take secretly ; to purloin.
—3. To hide one’s self.

uku Catamazeba, v. i.x. To guess at a thing,
as at the origin of a thing, or at a
person’s meaning, &c.

uku Cataza, u. 4.x. z. To pour out gently
with care. Cataza amasi: Pour
out the milk with earc.

i Cataza, n.x. The wild cat with grey
stripes.

uku Catazela, v. 4.x.z. To pour outgcntly,
or a small quantity, for another.
Wandicatazela iti: He poured out
tea for me.

izi Catsiiulwa. n.x. Selections, parts of a
whole; sections.

uku Catula, v.i.z. To walk slowly; to tod
dle, as a child just beginning to
walk.

isi Catclo, n.z. A sandal; a shoe. x. isi
Xatulo.

i Cawa, n.x. The Sabbath.
uku Catya, v. i. z. To hide away; to con

ceal oneself; to abscond.
isi Catya, n. z. A small poisonous insect

of the spider species, which hides
in the grass.

i Catyana, n.z. A point; a dot.
nku Caya, v.t.7.. To hang up carefully by

spreading the article out, as clothes
to dry.

uku Caza, v.t.x. 1. To comb the hair.—
2. To disentangle or explain ambi
guous speech. Icaze lonto: Explain
that matter, z. To draw out, as
fibres.

i Caza, n.x. A comb.
uku Cazela, v.t.x. To give instruction on

a certain subject: to expound or ex
plain a matter. Kaundicazele lonto
ngakumbi, ukuze ndiyiqondc : Ex
pound this matter more fully, that
1 might understand it. z. To dis
entangle ; to explicate.

uku Cazula, v. t. z. To grind imperfectly,
so as to leave some grains uncrushed.

uku Cazulula, v. t. x. To unravel an in
tricate subject; to explain that
which is mysterious.

uku Ckba, v. t. x. To shear. Ceba ignsha :
Shear the sheep, z. 1. To lay on

or over.—2. To become fat; to be
come rich.—3. To accuse falsely;
to slander; to defame.

i Ceba, n. -l. The upper part of the
shoulders, that upon which a bur
den is carried, x. i Xalaba.

u Cebano, n.x. A covenant. From Uku-
cebana: To take counsel together.

uku Cebanisa, v.t.x. To assist each other
in counsel.

uku Cebesha, v.t.x. 1. To hunt for honey.
—2. To be indolent.

i Cebesha, n.x. A man who spends all
his time in hunting for honey.

um Cbbesiii, n.x. An indolent person.
Cebetsiiu, adv. This word is used with

verbs to express the sense of
“ scarcely.” Bate cebetsiiu, uku-
banjwa : They scarcely avoided
being seized. Cebetsiiu ukusinda
kwetu : With great difficulty we
escaped. It usually denotes a hair
breadth escape from danger.

ama Cebetsiiu,n.x. Perils; narrow escapes.
uku Cebeza, v.i.z. To enlarge, as the udder

of a cow just before calving.
uku Cbbisana, v.t.x. To take counsel toge

ther.
i Cebo, n. x.z. Counsel; device; plan.

This word is often used in the sin
gular number in a good sense, but
always in the plural in a bad sense.
Uzundipe icebo umhlobo warn: Give
me good advice, devise plans for me,
my friend. Bamkohlisile ngama-
cebo: They have imposed on him,
or deceived by evil devices. Umntu
onamacebo : A man of evil devices;
a shifty, uncertain man; one not to
be depended on.

uku Cebula, v.t.x. To split one piece of
wood from another.

i Cegceya, n. x. A small tree with a
strong scent.

uku Ceka, v. t.z. To cut firewood, and
leave it to dry where cut.

i Ceke, ii. z. A space between two houses
in a native village; an open space
by a house; a yard.

i Cekeceke, n.x. Weakness; feeble
ness ; want of strength. Umntu
olicekeceke : A weak, feeble person.

uku Ceketa, v.t. x. To shave oil’, as a per
son dressing leather, or a carpenter
planing a board.

uku Ceketeka, v. i.x. Towcaraway; to
become thin.

uku Cekisa, v.t.x. To disdain; to scorn ;
to contemn.
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uku Cela, v.t.x.z. To ask for; to beg a
thing from another. Ndiyacela
ukutya : I ask for food.

isi Cei.ankobe, n.z. The evening star;
the name of Venus, when an even
ing star.

um Cels, n.z. 1. A shrub, bearing red
berries of a delicious flavour.—2.
Long fine grass for thatching.

in Cele, ii.z. The fruit of the Umcclc.
uku Celela, v.i.x. To ask for or on ac

count of another.
i Celekwane, n. x. A species of dove.
i Celesi, n.x. The animal named a

rattle.
um Celi, n.x.z. A petitioner; one who

asks a favour.
isi Celo, n.x.z. A request; a petition.

i C’f.i.u, 71.x. The name of a small bird,
a species of lark. z. i Kale.

um Celuvemve, n. x. The name of a bird,
the wag-tail. z. um Celegu.

isi Ceme, n.x.z. A muzzle, used to pre
vent calves from sucking.

uku Cemezeka, v. t. •/.. To enjoy life; to
live in comfort.

i Cena, n.z. A small prickly species of
aloe.

uku Cencesiia, v.i.x. To run in a small
stream, as a rivulet of water.

uku Cenceshwa, v.i.x. To be watered by
running streams.

in Cencesiia, n.x. A rivulet; a small
stream led out for irrigation.

uku Cenceza, v.i.x. To run as water; to
ripplo.

uku Cenga, v.i.x.7.. To persuade either by
gifts or arguments. Wandicenga,
ngamazwi akc: lie persuaded me
with his talk. Wandicenga, nge-
mali: He persuaded me, or bribed
me with money, z. Uku Ncenga.

uku Cengacenga, v.t. x.z. To use much
persuasion; to Hatter.

ukn Cengeleza, v.i.x. To make a long,
tedious narrative; to speak with
wearisome prolixity.

u Cengezana, n.x. An ox with long horns
pointing outwards horizontally.

uku Centa, v. t. x. To cut into small pieces.
z. 1. To clear ground of grass.—2.
To pare or scrape as a root.

i Cexyana, n.z. A diminutive aloe of a
prickly species.

i Cepe, n. x. A spoon ; a ladle.
i Cesina, n. x. A fever.
i Ceya, n.x. A species of yellow wood

tree, harder and more beautiful in
the grain than the common yellow

wood tree, much used for making
furniture.

uku Ceza, v.t. z. 1. To chip oil'pieces from
the side of a log, or tree.—2. To go
oil’ to the side of a path. The pri
mary meaning is, to operate upon
the side of any thing, whether in
chopping or shaving a piece of
wood, or by walking on the side of
a path.

uku Cezela, u.t.x. 1. To peal off, or strip
oil’, the outer covering, as that of a
mealic eobb before preparing it by
cooking.—2. To avoid a person or
place ; to go off from. z. To chip
off for another.

u Cezu, n.z. A splinter of wood; a chip,
or small portion.

uku Cezuka, v. i. z. To turn out of the
path ; to turn aside.

uku Cezula, v.t.z. The same as Ukuceza.
i Ci, n.z. Trick ; device.

isi Ci, )i. x. A cause or reason of action.
z. Allair; matter; means; course
of procedure.

uku Ciba, v.t.7.. To throw an assegai; to
cast a spear.

i Cibi, 7i. x.z. A lake ; a pond ; a sheet
of water.

isi Cibilili, n.x. A wren.
uku Cibityela, v.t.7,. To shoot an arrow.
um Ciuityelo. n.z. A bow for shooting

arrows.
uku CiuizA, v.i.z. To press or squeeze, as

a sponge.
i Cibizi, n.z. Any soft matter, as mud

or weeds, left on the banks of a river.
uku Cica, v.i.z. To discharge as a wound.

isi Cici, n.x. A white ring round the tail
of an animal.

ama Cici, n.x. Earrings. From Jsiciki:
white rings.

uku Cicika, v. i.z. To rub the eye with the
hand.

uku Cicima, v.i.z. To overflow, as water
when boiling.

i Cini, n. z. A person or animal, one of
whose eyes has been destroyed.

uku Cifiza, v. t.z. To crush any soft sub
stance, as a worm, so as to cause its
inward substance to appear, or to
crush the nose so as to cause it to
bleed.

uku Cika, v. t. x. To cover up, as a pot with
its lid. z. To place leaves on water
when carried on the head, so as to
prevent it from spilling.

Ciki, Used with Ukuti, which see at
No. S of its meanings. Ukuti ciki:
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To fill up to the brim, as a vessel
into which a liquid is poured.
Isitya site ciki: The vessel filled to
the brim.

u Cikicaxe, n.x. The little finger.
ama Cikiciki, w.x. Disgusting language.
uku Cikiza, v. t. x. To refine; to make

beautiful; to produce fine and beau
tiful work, as in sewing or embroi
dery.

uku Cikizeka, v.n.x. To become fine or
beautiful, n. A beauty.

ubu Cikizeko, n.x. Beauty ; refinement;
excellence.

u Cikizo, n.x. A piece of fire-wood.
isi Ciko, 7i. The lid or cover of a pot.

From Ukuti ciki: To fill to the
brim. z. Leaves put on water when
carried oa the head, so as to prevent
its spilling.

i Ciko, n.x. A fluent speaker; an ora
tor ; an eloquent man.

ubu Ciko, n. x. Oratory; convincing speech;
eloquence.

uku Cikoza, v. f.x. To speak fluently; to
speak eloquently, z. To bob about,
as an unskilful rider on a horse.

um Cikwane, n.x. Grasshoppers.
uku Cila, v. i. x. 1. To go straight away, as

one offended; to leave a place, in
tending to visit it no more, from
some dislike or offence.—2. To sing.

in Cii.i, n.x.z. A kind of tape-worm
found in the intestines.

uku Ciliza, v.t.7. To push another aside.
i Cilo, n.x. A song; a tunc. z. Filth;

foulness.
i Cilitsha, n.x. A species of lizard.

uku Cima, v.f.x.1. To shut the eyes.—2.
To inject; to give an enema.—3. To
become extinguished, to extinguish,
as fire. Cima umlilo : Extinguish
the fire.

um Cimbi, n.x. An affair; a transaction.
uku Cimeka, v. i. x. To become extinct; to

go out, as fire ; to die away. z. To
drive a stake into the ground, by
raising it with the hands, and vio
lently bringing it to the ground, so
as to fix it there.

uku Ci.meza, v.i.z. To shut the eyes firmly.
uku Cinaxa, v.i.z. To stick fast by being

huddled together, as in a crowd.
x. Uku Xinana.

uku Cimisa, v.t.x. z. To extinguish fire.
iu'CixANE J See Ncinanc, under the
in CixANANA ) letter N.

uku CixEZEcA, v. t. x. To squeeze ; to press i
agaiust. z. uku Cindezela.

uku Cjnez.ei.ana, v.f.x. To press against
each other, z. uku Cindezelana.

in. Cinezelo, 7i.x.z. A squeezing press;
an instrument for pressing or
squeezing.

uku Cisoa, v.i. x. To think; to muse; to
commune inwardly, z. To stick
fast, as between two poles, as a pig,
or any animal, in endeavouring to
pass through an aperture.

u Cisco, n. x.z. Brass or copper wire.
in Cisco, n. z. A narrow pass, as in a

mountain, or a narrow doorway or
passage.

uku Centa, v.t. x. To milk the last drop
from a cow, so that the cal f gets none.

uku Cintsa, v.t. x. To use enchantment.
Used more especially to denote the
proceedings of the Kaffir doctors,
when they use enchantments to
counteract those of any hostile force,
before proceeding on a warlike ex
pedition. In Zulu Kaffir this word
denotes the spirting of any liquid
from the mouth, or the throwing of
liquid from an elephant’s trunk. It
is used especially for the ceremony
connected with the dance of the new
year at the chief's residence, pre
vious to the eating of the new corn,
pumpkins, and maize, when some
of these fruits of the earth are
spirted from the mouth in every
direction by those assembled. One
of the Zulu songs would indicate
that it is also used there, as by the
Amaxosa, to denote enchantments;
as, Izindlovu ziyacintsa umkonto
wase.-Aini : The elephants arc spirt
ing bad luck on the war weapons of
Graham’s Town; meaning the wea
pons of the Cape Colon}’.

uku Cibola, v.f.x. To chop into chips; to
chip off from the side of a tree or
pole, by chopping it.

uku Cita, v. t x.z. 1. To scatter; to de
stroy. Wazicita inkomo zake : He
scattered, threw away, or destroyed
his cattle.—2. To waste improvi-
dently. JKacila impahla zake : He
wasted his goods.—3. To be prodi
gal in the use of money. Wazicita
imali zake: He spent his money
without care.

uku Citacita, v.t. x. To scatter about.
uku Citakala, v.i.x.z. To become scat

tered ; wasted without remedy; to
come to ruin ; to be bankrupt. Im
pahla zalomntu zicitakelc : That
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man’s goods arc scattered; he is
bankrupt. Isizwe sicitakele : The
nation is destroyed, ruined.

u Citakaliso, n.x.z. A desolation : that
which is destroyed, ruined ; that
which is carelessly or recklessly
wasted or destroyed.

i Citakalo, w.x.z. A. scattering; a ruin;
that which is destroyed, or ruined,
as a city by war.

uku C1TEKA, r.t.x.7.. 1. To scatter or sepa
rate from internal causes. Saciteka
isizwe: The nation brokcup. A bantu
bacitekile: The people have scat
tered.—2. To decrease from impro
vidence. Imali zake ziyaciteka : His
money decreases.

Cm, a.?.x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
citi: 1. To spend with prodigal waste.
Wakuti citi-citi konke abe nako :
He spent all that he had. —2. To
suddenly rise or come into sight.
Ndabona inyamakazi iti citi apaya:
I saw the game suddenly rise in the
distance.

uku Citsha, fl.t.x. To select; to choose.
uku Cjtya, a.i.z. To go out entirely, as a

fire left to itself.
i Citywa, n.x. Red clay used by the

Kaffir tribes, when mixed with fat,
to anoint, or smear the person.

uku Ciza, fl.f.x. To ooze out.
um Ciza, n.x.z. 1. Wet, green, damp

wood.—2. Medicine of herbs.
uku Cizelbi.a, a.t.z. To increase by adding

something of the same kind ; to
confirm another's words ; to inten
sify an effect.

in Co, adj. x. Brownish red and white
colour.—z. A red ox, with white
spots on rump.

uku Coba, a. t. z. To crush any soft sub
stance : to mince up, as vegetables
for a stew; to crumble as bread.

i Coba, it. z. A sandstone of which grind
stones arc made. Its name indi
cates a stone which crumbles.

uku Cobeka, fl.n.z, To be in a broken
state; to be crumbled down ; hence
applied to an exhausted state of
bodily strength.

uku Cobf.la, v.t. 7.. To press upon, or place
above, as a shield held over the
head to protect it from the sun.

uku CoBoza, a.t.z. To crush ; to squash,as
a shell, by treading on it, or the
shell of an egg in the hand ; to
smash up as a match box.

um Coboka, n.z. Scrofula.
uku Coca, v.i.x. To become pure; to grow

in loveliness of form or appearance.
uku Coceka, v.i.x. To be pure, or lovely,

in form or appearance.
Cocekile, adj.x. Free from blemish;

clean; pure. Intliziyo ecocckileyo :
A clean or pure heart.

uku Cocisa, r.t.x. 1. To do a thing care
fully and thoroughly.—2. To give a
finish to any piece of work or me
chanism ; to complete.—3. To
cleanse from impurity ; to remove
blemishes or deformity from an
object, or from the person.

isi Coco, n.z. The ring which is worn on
the head of the Zulu men, which
distinguishes them from the boys
and lads.

uku Cocob ala, u.i’.x. To become hot, as
before a fire.

uku Cocobalisa, v.t. z. To make hot.
uku Cocoma, a.i. 7. To hop as a frog.
uku Cocombela, fl. t. x. To dress in gaudy

apparel.
isi Cocosibela, n.x. Finery ; dress of

many colours.
uCocoyi, «.x. A pinnacle; a conical

top to a mountain ; a tower or high
point on a building.

uku Cofa, v.t. x. 1. To feel a thing with the
hand. Used for the pressing upon
or working of the native milk sack
with the hand, to prepare the milk
for food by agitating it—2. Used
also figuratively, for trying or cau
tiously examining a person on any
subject respecting which it is de
sired to obtain information, denot
ing the sense of the English “to
sound ” a person on any subject, so
as to discover what lies concealed in
another’s breast. Kawu cafe kwa-
kuyc, umbuze ngayo lonto : Just
sound him, and make inquiry of
him on that matter.

uku Cofoza, r.t.x. To crush; to bruise.
z. To press upon; the same mean
ing as Ukucofa in Xosa Kaffir.

uku Coka, r.t.x. To question a person
severely on any subject.

uku Cokama, v.t. z. To stand on tiptoe.
x. Ukuconddba.

uku Cokeseka, c. i x. To receive a finish ;
to be easily clcansable. Lento ico-
kesekile kakulu : This article is
thoroughly cleansed. Lento icoke-
seka kakuhle ; This thing is easily
cleansed.
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uku Cokisa, v.t.x. To do a thing neatly;
to perform an operation in a work
manlike manner ; to cleanse or
polish, as metal; to purify from
defilement; to beautify.

i Cokocoko, n.x. A spotted dress.
Cokocoko, adj.x. Spotted.

uku Cokoloza, v.t.z. To thrust at with a
pointed stick, as at a dog to keep
him from the person ; or at a snake
in a hole, so as to cause it to come
out.

um Cokosi, n.x. A kind of leprous disease.
uku Cola, v.t.x. To take from the ground;

to find a thing. Ndiyicole apa: I
have found it here. z. To take the
least bit; to make fine by crum
bling as bread.

uku Coleka, v.i. x.z. To become fine as
meal.

Colekile, adj.x.z. Fine, as fine flour.
uku Colisa, v.t.x.z. To grind fine, as flour;

to pulverize.
i Colo, n.z. A small copse or thicket.

isi Colo, n. z. A tuft or top knot on the
head of a person, fowl, or animal ;
or a tuft of grass placed as a finish
on the top of a native hut.

u Coloti, n.x. The evening twilight.
uku Combela, v.t.x. To do your best in

executing a thing ; to do a thing to
your utmost ability.

um Combo, n.z. A white star on the fore
head, or white line down the centre
of the face of an animal.

uku Combuluka, v.i. x. To untie or fall
loose.

uku Combulula, v.t.x. To disentangle; to
make loose.

uku Coxa, v.i.z. 1. To flow in small quan
tities; to trickle; to flow in drops.
—2. To leak out of a vessel.—3. To
rain in drops, as when a thunder
storm commences in single drops.

uku Condoba, v.i.x. To stand on tiptoe.
z. Ukucokama.

uku Condobeza, v.t.x. To walk on tiptoe,
so as to avoid being heard.

uku Condobezela, v.i. x. To perform any
work or undertaking in a careful,
cautious, and deliberate manner.

uku Cokisa, v.t.x. To prohibit the use of
any thing; to interdict by author
ity, or under threatened conse
quences ; to forbid. This word is
used by one rival for the affections
of a girl to another by way of warn
ing him of the serious consequences
which will ensue if he still seeks

her affections. It is also used by a
husband in prohibiting the wife
from tb.e use of any thing, which,
when so prohibited, must not even
be touched by her without serious
consequences ensuing. It is usually
restricted to these uses.

uku Consa, v.t.z. To drop, drip, trickle,
leak. x. Tonsa.

i Const, n. z. A single drop. x. i Tonsi.
uku Conta, v.i.x. To decline or grow less.
uku Copa, v.i.x. 1. To sit on the highest

point, as on the top of a rock or
precipice. Ucopilc cliweni: He is
sitting on the top of the precipice.
—2. To sit as if ready to rise; to
sit on the edge of a stool or chair.
z. To rub the feet in bathing with
sandstone.

uku Copelela, v. i. z. To be resolute and
determined in the prosecution of
any enterprise ; to persevere

uku Copisa, v.t.x. To sit on the highest
point. Wandicopisa pezu kwenta-
ba : He set him on the highest
point of the mountain. Wamcopisa
umtwana ehasheni: He set the child
on the horse.

i Copo, n.z. Thccornerof a clothorskin.
isi Coro, n.x. A high point; a pinnacle.

ubu Copo, n. x.z. The brain.
uku Copoza, v.i.x. To crush, rub, or grind

a substance, which has been previ
ously softened by’ moisture.

uku Cosuka, v.i.z. To be taken from a
larger quantity.

uku Cosula, v. t. z. To take from a larger
quantity, as strings of beads from a
large bunch.

uku Cota, v.i.x. I. To creep; to walk slowly.
—2. To approach an object stealth
ily, as a cat.

in Coto, n.z. The outer skin of bulbs.
isi Goto, 7i.x. A hurricane of wind and

rain and hail. z. Hail.
uku Cotoza, v.i.x.z. To walk slowly or

lazily.
u Cotoza, n.x. z. A slow lazy walk.

uku Cotocotozisa, x. To retard ; to cause
to go stealthily, slowly, or lazily.

i Cow a, n.x. A giraffe.
i Cuba, n.x. Tobacco, z. The leaf which

encloses the cob of the maize.
uku Cuba, v.t.x. To peel; to take off the

corn from a cob of mealies.
isi Cubu, n. z. 1. The lap of the car.—2. A

flat piece of uncooked meat.
ubu Cubu, n.z. A small bird which has

small fleshy laps or tips at the beak.
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uku Cubuka, v.i.x. To become weak; to
feel lassitude z. To become crushed,
as anything soft.

uku Cubukkza, v.t.7.. To crush anything
under the feet, as a worm or insect.
x. Uku (ubula.

Cubukile, adj. x Faint. Scndicnbu-
kite : I am faint.

uku Cubusga, v.i. x. To break oft' in small
pieces.

uku Cubungula, v.t. x. To pinch off, as
bread from a loaf; to take a small
part of.

uku Cubula, v.t.x. To crush, z. Ukucu-
bukeza.

uku Cubuleka, v.n.x.7. To become crushed;
to be in a crushed state.

Cubululu, z. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Uku
ti cubululu : To be limpid or flaccid,
as a dead snake.

uku Cuceka, v. i. 7.. To break into holes, as
an old garment or cloth.

ama Cucu, n.x. Ears of cattle cut so as to
hang down in long strips.

uku Cudisa, v.t.x. To squeeze, so as to
express liquid.

iu Cucu, w.x. A person whose body is of
an unnatural size, and his lower
limbs and extremities very small. |

i Cuguda, n.z. The name of a species of
lily having from three to six bells
with small red stripes.

u Cuku, n.x. A thing which is lightly
esteemed. Ubulungisa bulucuku
kuye: Righteousness is lightly es
teemed by him.

. ubu Cuku, n.x. That which is without
value ; that which lias no worth.

uku Cukuceza, v. t x. 1. To cut or break
into small pieces.—2. To despise a
thing.

uku Cukucezeka, v.i.x. To fall or break
into small pieces.

i Cukudu, n.7.. A bulbous plant used
medicinally for cattle.

isi Cukujije, n.x. A small black and white
bird.

i Cukucuku, n.x. A weak helpless per
son ; an infirm person.

Cukucuku, adj.x. Light; vain. Izinto
ezicukucuku : Things lightly es
teemed ; vain things.

ulu Cukwana, adj.x. A vain thing; a
worthless thing.

uku Cula, v.i.x. To sing. z. To stand as
if unable to move, from sickness or
some other cause.

um Cula, n.x. The name of a description
of assegai.

uku Culela. v.i.x. To sing for.
uku Culisa, v.t.x. To cause to sing, or to

produce music ; hence, to play upon'
an instrument, Ute, ivmculisi tea-
culisi ka kulde nrjesiculiso: The
musician played well upon the in
strument-.

um Culisi, n.x. A musician ; a minstrel.
isi Culiso, n.x. A musical instrument.

i Cui.o, n.x. A hymn; a song.
uku Cuma, v. i. x. /.. To grow ; to flourish;

to be beautiful ; to be fruitful.
uku Cumbacumba, v.t.x.z. To tickle.
uku Cujibacumbana, v.t. x. To tickle each

other.
uku Cumbuluka, v. i. x. To become loose.

Intambo icunibidukile : The thong
has become loose.

uku Cujibulula, v.t.x. To unfold; to dis
entangle ; to loosen.

uku Cujibcza, v.t.x. 1. To bore the car for
inserting carrings.—2. To perform
an operation little by little, so as to
delay its completion.

uku Cumisa, v.t.x. To make or cause to
grow. z. To help to acquire.

uku Cunjululwa.v./lx. The passive of uku
Cumbulula, To loosen, as a string,
rope, or thong. For the change of
mb into nj, see under the letter B.

uku CuNTSAy u. t.x. To do a thing in part,
as to partially dress the person, or
remove a part of any thing from
one place to another.

um Cuxuba, n.x. The willow tree.
uku Cunuka, v.i. x. 7.. To be annoyed, as

at the sarcasms or taunts of ano
ther ; to be offended; to be vexed;
ydicunukile : 1 am offended.

uku Cunukisa,v.t.x. Toannoy by sarcasms;
to vex with taunts.

uku Ccxula, v.t.x.z. To taunt; to revile;
to reproach by insulting words ; to
use sarcastic language to another.

Cununu, v.t.x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. S of it s meanings. Ukuti
cununu: To entirely refute a
charge of guilt; to so clear oneself
from an accusation, as to leave no
doubt as to the innocence of the ac
cused. Lomntu utc cununu ku
lonto befnna ukumnika tyala ngayo:
That person wholly justified him
self in the matter they sought to
prove him guilty in.

uku Cuba, v.t.x. 1. To cutoff a small piece
from the end of a stick ; to make a
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mark by cutting, as a notch in a
stick.— 2. To shorten a narrative,
by giving only the heads or prin
cipal parts of it. z. To ensnare;
to entrap ; to involve.

uku Cvpela, v.t.z. To fix a trap for. so
that it will fall by the slightest
touch ; to be ready to act instanta
neously ; to look sharp; to be on
the alert.

uku Cupisa, v.t.7.. To threaten.
uku Cupisana, v.t.z. To threaten each

other.
uku Cupuluza, v. t.z. To remove anything

out of the way with the end of a
stick, as a dead snake, or any light
thing.

uku Ccta, v.t. x. To narrow, or lessen in
width, as an enclosure or opening.
z. To close the lips, as when a per
son acts with firm determination.

uku Cvtat.ala, v. i.x. To sit, as on the side
of a road or path, or at the door of
a house, in a listless manner. Often
used with Ukuti. Wahlala, ntc
cutalola emnuingo wendlu yakc
ekangcla abadlulayo: Me sat at
the door of his house, watching
those who passed.

uku Cvtf.ka, v. i. x. To be narrow, as a gate
or roadway.

Cutene, adj. x. Narrow in width, as a
narrow path. Indicia ecuteneyo:
A narrow path.

isi Cuzr, n.z. A snake-like kind of reptile,
which feeds on pumpkins in the
field.

uku Cwaba, v.t.x. To break up small sticks
for firewood.

uku Cwacwaza. v.i. z. (Onomatopoetic) To
crackle, as small wood when burn
ing, or meat when roasting.

in Cwadi, n.x. A book ; a letter; a pa
per. z. A mirror : glass.

in Cwadana, w.x.z. A small book; a
note.

Cwaka, v.i.x.z. Used with Ukuti,
which see at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukuti cwaka: To be silent. Wati
cwaka: lie ceased to speak; he
was silent. Kwati, kwakutwa
cwaka waqala ukuteta : And when
there was silence, he began to
speak. Wate cwaka umoya: The
wind ceased, and was still.

uku Cwala, v.t.z. To dress the hair o'- the
head.

uku Cwalaka, v.t.x. To dress each other’s
hair.

in Cwalaza, n.x. The evening twilight. ’
uku Cwai.isisa. v.t.7.. To dress the hair of

the head very carefully.
u Cwalo, n.z. An instrument for dressing

hair.
isi Cwambi, n.z. A bunch or car of corn

which is hung up in the house to
be preserved for seed.

um Cwana, n.z. A kind of sponge.
u Cwane, n.x. A sore attended with pus

tules. Hence the foot sickness, or
tongue sickness, in cattle or sheep.
Inkomo zinoewane: The cattle
have the foot sore. Zgusha zino
ewane : The sheep have tongue
sickness.

uku Cwangcisa. v.t.x. To set in order; to
arrange. Cwangcisa amatye:
Arrange the stones in a row.
Ama<oldati, acwangcisehca ukul-
wa : The soldiers are in position for
battle ; or, arc in battle array.

uku Cwatsiiula, v. i. x. To move stealthily
towards an object, as a cat towards
its prey.

um Cwayi, n.z. A person skilled in the
songs sung in the native huts.

uku Cwayita, v. i. x. To manifest a joyous
but calm and quiet feeling : to be
cheerful.

uku Cwayitisa, v.t.x. To cheer; to gladden.
ubu Cwayito, n.x. Cheerfulness.
um Cwayo, n. z. A song sung in the native

hu s, which is different to those
sung at the dances held in the open
air.

uku Cwaza, v.i.z. To resound.
u Cwaziiie, n.z. The evening star.

um Cwazibe, n. z. A plant with a shining
silvery-like leaf; the silver plant.

ubu CwAzicwAzr, n.x. Brightness; splen
dour; effulgence.

uku Cwazima, v. i. z. To wink.
uku CwAziMur.A, v. i. z. To shine with

splendour.
ulu Cwe, n.x. A discharge of saliva. Usu

ally applied to an involuntary dis
charge of saliva from an animal.

izi Cwe, n.x. A medical herb used to heal
circumcised lads.

Cwe, x. Used with Ukuti, which sec
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
cwe: To avoid contact with.
z. To be green, as the grass ; to be
blue, as the sky, or as a bay of the
sea.

isi Cwe, n. z. A bushman living in caves ;
a dull, clumsy, untaught person,
who can neither dance nor sing.
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uku Cweba, v.i.7.. To be still and clear,
like a pond of pure water, or a clear
blue sky.

i Cweba, n. x. A lagoon of still, clear
water, formed near the sea, where :
the sand closes the mouth of a river. '

uku Cwebezela, v.i.7.. To glitter; to I
sparkle, as snow, or a pure white
dress.

uku Cwecula, v. i.x. 1. To walk on tip-toe ;
to walk with a dainty, supercilious
air.—2. To skim oft’ carefully, as
cream from milk.

uku Cwecwa, v.t.7.. To pare oft' from the
surface.

u Cwecwe, n.x. 1. A shell.—2. A thin
Hat piece of anything; a thin
slice, as a pane of glass, a thin Hat
stone, or a thin piece of ice.

i Cwecwe, n. x. A flat stone : any flat
thin substance, as a plank of wood,
or a table-top.

ubu Cwecwe, n.x. Flatness of surface.
uku Cweowisela, v.t.x. To manoeuvre, so as

to entrap.
uku Cwela, v.t.x. To shave or smooth a

pole or plank.
urn Cweli, n.x. A carpenter.
uku Cwekoa, v.t.7. To pour off a liquid, so

as to leave the sediment undis
turbed ; to decant.

uku Cwessa, v.t.7.. To act wildly, as one
drunk or deranged; to act in a
rattling, hair-brained manner.

i Cwessa, n. z. A wild, hair-brained,
rattling fellow; a wild scamp.

uku Cweza, v. I. x. 1. To avoid; to shun;
to keep at a distance from.—2. To
cut oft'a slice from bread or meat.

uku Cwila, v.i.x. To sing. z. To dip; to
plunge ; to steep or soak in water.

i Cwilika, n.x. A steel for striking lire
with.

uku Cwisiia, v.t. x. 1. To tear, its flesh
from a bone in eating, or from a
hide to which it has adhered in
flaying it.—2. To tear strips of bark
from a tree to make ropes with.

uku Cwiva, v.t.7. To cut off bits here and
there from a joint: to pick here
and there bits of different kinds of
food from the same vessel.

Cwiz.r, v.i.x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. S of its meanings. Ukuti
civizi: To pass rapidly, so as to
cause a slight concussion in the air,
as by the swift motion of a bullet
from a gun, or of a vehicle, or of a
bird in the air. {Onomatopoetic.)

D.

D is a dental, and is sounded as in the
English words, Do, Did, &c.

uku Da, v.i.x.z. This aux. verb is used as
an adverb of time in reference to
the action of other verbs, referring
cither to the past or future time.
It generally denotes, that the action
at length took place, or that it will
at length take place, or until it at
length took place. IFada wafika:
Until at length he arrived. Bebe-
hlala kona, wada wafa uyise : They
dwelt there until their father's
death. 'Zu hlale kona ndide ndi-
fike: Remain thou there until I
arrive. Bandiceuga ndada nda-
vuina : They persuaded me, until
at length I consented. The nega
tive past form of Ukuda is used in
the sense of some event or events
spoken of not being as yet fidfdled.
Asisayikudlula esisizukulwana zin-
gadanga zoukeczonto zibeko : This
generation shall not pass until
all these things be fulfilled. Lit.
These things not being as yet ful
filled. 1 lere danga is the past neg.
form of Ukuda.

um Da, n.x. A boundary-line; a limit.
Umda wclizwe : The boundary of a
country.

in Daba, n.x. News; information. The
sing, is udaba, but the plural form
is generally used. Zenz’ iudaba :
Tell the news.

u Daba, n.x. A piece of news ; a story ;
tale; adventure; report; the sin
gular of indaba: News.

uku Dabalaza, v.i.x.7.. 1. To fall on the
ground at full length.—2/To lie at
full length on the back. z. To
straddle, or stride.

isi Dabaxa, n.x. A skin of a wild animal,
used as a part of the native dress ; it
is usually thrown over the shoulder
so as to hang loosely down the back,
in hunting parties and at dances.
z. 1. A shoot or sprout of a tree
growing from the main trunk ; a
sucker.—2. A description of wild
banana or date.

i Dabi, n.x. A fight; a conflict; a
battle.

uku Dabuka, v.i.x. To fall, or tear in two.
z. To break oft’ from ; to part or Uy
oil from, as bark from a tree when

2
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dry; hence, 2. To spring from; to
descend from ; to originate; as,
Sidabukile eluhlangeni: We have
our origin from a large tribe.—3.
To feel grief, sorrow, anguish, sad
ness. lutliziyo yam idabukile
ngayc: My heart is grieved for
him. Lit. My heart is broken for
him.

uku Dabula, v.t.x. 1. To speak childishly.
—2. x.z. To tear a cloth or gar
ment in two. z. 1. To divide, as
land.—2. To originate ; as, Ubada-
bulile abantu eluhlangeni : Me ori
ginated this people from a large
tribe

uku Dabuleka, u.t.x. To be in a state of
internal separation, or about to fall ,
in pieces. Induli iyadabuleka: The
heap is falling to pieces, z. To be
separable ; to be divisible.

uku Dabl-lela, v.t.x. To tear to pieces,
for or on account of. Uyayidabulela
nina! Why, or for what reason, are
you tearing it 1 z. To separate or
divide for.

uku Dada, v.i.x.z. To float; to swim.
i Dada, n.x.z. A duck.
u Dada, n. x.z. A thicket; a jungle.

uku Dadabela, v. i. x. To act -without
energy ; to be slow and lifeless in
moving.

uDade. n.\.z. Sister. Hur. Odade.
Odade betu : Our sisters.

uku Dadeka, v. i. z. To be nervous; to
tremble with nervous apprehension.

uku Daka, v. i.x. To disappear, so as to be
lost. Inyamakazi yadaka chlatini:

.The game was lost in the thicket. |
Inaliti yadaka engeeni: The needle
was lost in the grass, z. In Zulu
the passive is used for becoming
intoxicated ; but the simple form
of the verb is not used in Zulu.

u Daka, n.x. Mud ; clay; mire.
im Daka, adj.x. Dun coloured. The pre

fix changes with that of the noun it
qualities. Inkonio emdaka: A dim
coloured cow. lhashc elbndaka :
A dun coloured horse.

um Dakane, n.x.■/.. A forest tree, named
the white pear tree.

uku Dakela, v. i. x. To disappear; to be
lost in a certain place, as in a
stream, by diving under the water,
or by disappearing in a forest.

uku Dakumba, v.i.x. To become dull and
spiritless.

uku Dala, v.i.x.z. 1. To create. U Tixo

wodala zonke izinto : God created
all things.—2. x. To ordain or ap
point. Udalwe ngubaniua lotuse-
benz.il Who appointed, or ordained,
that work or service 1

Dala, adj.x.7.. Old. The prefix changes
with that of the noun it qualifies.
Umntu omdala: An old man.
Iliashe elidala: An old horse. When
used with ku prefixed, the imper
sonal form of the pronoun, it means,

'Of old; of olden time. Kudala
yenziwe lonto : Of old time, or long
ago, that thing was done. Kudala
oku : This is of old; of olden time
it was so.

ubu Dala, n. x. z. Age. Ubudala bake
inimyaka elisbumi: Meis ten years
old.

uku Dalazela, v. i. z. To immodestly ex
pose the person for the purpose of
offending another person.

um Dali, n. x. One who creates; an ori
ginator.

i Dalo. h.x. An idol.
uku Damba,v.i.x.z. I.To grow less in bulk:

to diminish ; applied principally to
abscesses and swellings.—2. Tobe-
come calm in temper; to assuage.
Umlilo vdambile : The fire has as
suaged.—3. To abate. Umoya udam-
bile : The wind has abated.

uku Dambisa. v. t. x z. To cause to sub
side ; to calm another.

i Dambudambu, n.x. A person who
walks with a tottering, unsteady
motion, whether from weakness or
liquor.

in Damsi, n. x A lion.
uku Damuka, v i.z. 1. To open and part

in two, as a fog or mist dispersing
by opening in the midst, or as an
army opening into two bodies.—2.
To disperse ; to scatter ; to vanish.

uku Damula, v.t.7. To drive away; to
scatter; to disperse; to open a
way into, as into an army by break
ing its ranks.

uku Dana, v. i. x z. 1. To be ashamed ; to
be confounded. Sendidambile : 1
am ashamed.—2. To be disappoint
ed ; to be cast down ; to be discou
raged ; to be mortified. Wadana :
Me was disappointed, he was morti
fied. Waseledana wakuva oku:
\\ hen he heard that, he was dis
couraged.

i Danda, n.z. A tame animal, as a well-
broken horse, or a gentle dog.

benz.il
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uku Dasda,».2.z.l.Toproceedona straight
line, as on a ridge of country, with
out making a detour.—2. To give a
straightforward and correct account
of a matter; to give anopen, frank,
unvarnished statement.

uku Dandabuza, v.i.z. To travel a long,
weary distance; to tramp on wearily.

uku Daxdalaza, v. i. z. To go a long way
round ; to make a detour.

uku Dandaluka, v. i.x. To call aloud. Iliz-
wi elidandulukayo cnklango: A
voice crying in the wilderness.

in Dandato, n.x. A finger ring.
isi Daxoa.h.x.z. An ornament of coloured

beads, worn on the person, on any
part but the neck or arms.

uku Dangadangazela, v.i’.z. 1. To burn up
brightly for a few minutes, as the
crackling of light wood.—2. To
reel or stagger.

uku Danuala, v.i. x.z. To be lazy, inert;
to become dull, spiritless, languid,
indifferent to matters; to lack
vigour.

in Dangalo, Ji. x.z. Laziness; inertness.
uku Dangalisa, v.1. x.z. To cause inert

ness; to make lazy; to unman; to
cause lassitude.

in Dangalo, n.x.z. Laziness; lassitude;
inertia.

i Dangatye, n. x. A flame of fire.
uku Dangazela, v.i.x. To shine brightly,

as a fire.
uku Danisa, v.t. x.z. To make ashamed :

to mortify. Lontoznrftdanwa.’That
matter makes me ashamed.

uku Dapuka, v.i.x. To break, as a thong
or reim.

uku Dapui.a, v.t.x. To break a thong or
reim.

isi Dawaxe, n.z. A jackal; a fox.
in Da wo, n. x.z. 1. A place; a locality.—

2. A subject spoken of; a point of
dispute. Londawo andiyiboni: I ;
do not see that point. Londawo,
asiyiyo ekunga xoxwa ngayo; That
subject is not one that can be dis
cussed. z. A description of rush,
the rooks of which ore aromatic,
and arc eaten to relieve pain.

uku Dazdluka, v. i.7.. To break out with
a cry of distress.

ubu De. n.x.7.. Length; extension; mea
sure of a thing, in length or height.
Ubude bomntn : a person's height. I

in Debe, n.x. 7.. A dr. n't ti ■ cup : a bowl; |
any thing to drink wiui.

i Debe, n.x. A person whose face is
marked with lines from cuts; one
tattooed in the face.

uku Debkleza, r. i. x. To wander in speech;
to talk nonsensically.

u Deheza.h.x. A bird thatsingsat night.
uku Deda, v.i.x.7.. To move on one side,

or to fall back. Dcda cndleleni;
Move out of the path.

in Dedf.be, n.x. Old people acquainted
with the laws and customs of an
cient times ; elders of the people.

uku Dedei.a, v.i.x. To draw back ; usually
followed by the word ngomva, be
hind. Bate badedela ngomva:
They drew back : denot ingthat they
still faced the object from which
they drew baek, as a person in com
bat with another drawing back a
few paces, but still facing his ene
my. z. To make room for another;
to remove on account of another.

uku Dedelana, v.t.x.7.. To make room for
each other; to stand out of the way
of each other.

uku Dedisa, v. t. x.z. To remove a thing
out of the way; to remove an ob-
st ruction.

uku Dekisa, v.t.x. To act in a dilatory,
sluggish manner.

uku Dela, v.i.x. To despise; to contemn.
z. To have enough of a thing, so ;w
no longer to desire it, or to be indif
ferent about it, as to leave a cer
tain service, or any employment or
occupation, because the person is
tired of it; to give up an acquaint
ance, not on account of any offence,
but through indiflcrcnce or careless
ness. Thus the Zulu is nearly allied
to theA'osn meaning, although there
are shades of difference, show ing, as
in many other words, that the two
languages are but dialects of one
original language.

uku Delana, v.t. x. To despise or deride
one another, z. To give up one ano
ther; to have done with each other.

uku Deleka, v. i. x. To be despised : to be
in a state of derision; to be con
temned. z. To be neglected, from
having become tiresome and un
worthy of consideration.

isi Df.lele, n.7.. A careless, easy-going
person.

uku Dblisa, v.t.x. To cause to be despised ;
to bring into contempt, z. To defy :
to dare; to be insolent towards.

Dedf.be
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in Dembu, n.x. Birdlime.
uku Denbeza, v.i.x. I'o loiter.

u Demm, n.z. Foam from the mouth, as
when an animal has been running
violently.

isi Desde, n.z. A medicinal plant.
isi Dense, n.x. A stupid, inattentive,

dull, heavy person.
uku Desgeza, v.i. z. To slacken exertion

or labour; to relax in energy.
uku Denoezela, v.i. x. To reel; to stagger

to and fro. z. To be slack or weak
in regard to an enterprise.

um Dem, n.z. Circle of relatives, compris
ing distant or “Cornish” cousins.

uku Depa, v.i./.. To grow tall, as a man;
to grow high, as a tree; long, as
grass, &c.

uku Depisela. v.t.x. 1. To hinder; to
cause delay.—2. To disappoint ex
pectations raised, so as to cause
damage to the person disappointed.

in Detyana, n.x. A small cup or bowl.
Dim. of Idebc.

in Devu, n. x. z. The hair upon the lip and
chin, including both the beard and
moustache.

uku Diba, v.t.x. To fill up a hole in the
ground with earth or stones.

uku Dibana, v. i. x. To mix up together;
to intermix, as cattle or sheep of
different Hocks becoming inter
mixed.

uku Dibamsa, v.t.x. To mix together, as
to mix sheep or cattle, z. To mix
up different ingredients in one mass.

uku Dibelela, v.t.x. To fill up a hole with
earth.

uku Dibeleleka, v.i.x. To fill up, as by
internal action ; to fill up of itself,
as a hole filling with gradually fall
ing earth from its sides.

u Dibi, n.x. A porter ; one who goes with
an army to assist in carrying the
baggage of the soldiers.

i Debi, n.x. A shallow in a river.
in Dibonga, n.x. Boggy, unsound ground.

uku Diim, v.i.x. To hesitate in approach
ing a place from apprehension of
danger; to start back. z. To con
found or blend things, so that they
cannot be distinguished.

uku Dideka, v. i. x. To be agitated; to be
perplexed; to be confused; to bo
apprehensive of boding evil.

ubu Dideka, n.x. Confusion of mind.
uku Didekisa, v.t.x. To confuse ; to cause

agitation or apprehension iu ano
ther; to perplex.

in Didi, n. x. Rows, as of stones.
uku Didisa, v.t. x. To cause apprehension of

danger,and consequent hesitation in
approaching any object or place;
to cause to start back.

uku Didiza, v. i. x. To stagger; to tremble
or quiver in body from agitation of
mind.

uku Djdizhla, v.i.x. To shake, as a house
in a storm ; to shake, as from thun
der, or the tiring of heavy artillery.

uku Didizisa, v.t.x. To cause agitation of
body or mind ; to fill with appre
hension. Adidiziswa onke ama-
tanibo ami : All my bones were
made to shake.

i Dikazi, n.x. A woman who has lost
her virtue.

Dikidiki, adj.x z. Lukewarm. Am-
anzi adikidiki: Lukewarm water.
In Zulu it has also the sense of
numbness or torpor of the person,
or of the limbs.

uku Dikiz.' v.i.z. To quiver; throb:
tremble; pulsate; ripple; vibrate
rapidly; to be the subject of spasms.
Applied to the rumbling and rever
beration of distant thunder.

uku Dikizela, v.i.x. To move, or quiver,
as quivering of flesh on the body.

isi Dikozi, n.z. Grudge; ill-will; spite:
malice.

uku Dikwa, v.i.x. To be satisfied with
food ; to be full to satiety.

i Dila. n. A very fatal sickness in cat
tle, named the milt sickness.

uku Dilika, v.i.x.'/.. To fall to pieces,as
from the action of rain; as in the
case of unburnt bricks when ex
posed to rain, or as a land slip.

isi Diliya 1 n.x. A garden ; a fruit gar-
um Diliya ) den ; a vineyard.

uku Dilinga, v. t. z. To form into around
mass.

in Dilinga, n. z. A ball; a round mass-
uku Diliza, v. t.x.z. To cause to fall down

in pieces by the action of water, as
rain causing a land slip, or the fall
of a wall, &c.

in Dima, n. x. z. A small supplementary
garden.

in Dimla, n.x. The tonsils.
uku Dimbaza, v.t.x. To dig in the cattle

fold in search of a corn pit; to take
corn from the store which is kept
iu a pit excavated in the cattle fold.

in Dinda, n /. A worthless thing.
i Dindala, n.x. A constable; a police

man.
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isi Dinpi, 11.7.. 1. The check bone.—2. A
sod, with grass attached.

uku Dindita, v. t. x.z. To beat contin
uously and severely.

uku Dinga, v.i. x. To wander about, in
search of a lost thing. z. To be
destitute of; to lack. Bayadinga
nge : They arc in utter wane and
destitution.

ama Dinga, n.x. Promises. Idinga : A
promise.

um Dingank, n. x. Scarcity; want; dearth:
famine. Applied to food only.

uku Dingii.iza, v.t. z. To form by rolling
into round masses, or to form into
a cylindrical body, as the rolling of
clay or dough into a round strip or
bar.

u Dini, n. x.z. The rim of a cup or
basin ; the edge of a river, wall, &c.;
the brink of a precipice.

i Dini, n.x. A sacrifice ; an atonement.
uku Dinisa, v.t. x.z. To cause weariness;

to tire out. Uyandidinisa ngoku-
teta kwako : You weary me with
your talk. .Ndidiniswa kukuham-
ba: 1 am tired, weary, with the
journey.

uku Dinisela, v.t.x.7.. To tire out, to an
noy and weary, by interfering with
and interrupting a person, either
while speaking, or being employed
in any action or undertaking. Un-
ganditZinisela, ndisateta nge: Don’t
trouble me while I am talking.
Uinfazi lo nhndinis la nina? Why
trouble ye the woman?

u Dino, n. x.z. Weariness. Sendinodino:
I am weary.

uku Dinwa, v.i.x.z. To be tired; to be
weary.

isi Diva, n.x. Quarter evil in cattle.
z. A skin petticoat.

u Diza, n.x. A corn stalk, without the
car; the stalk of the Kaffir corn
after the field is reaped.

um Diza, n.x. A stalk of corn which has
not perfected its grain.

i Diza, n.x. A field of stubble; a field
after it has been reaped.

uku Dla, n.x.z. Food.
uku Dla, v.Lx.z. 1.Toeatfood; toconsume.

This is the primary meaning of Uku-
dla ; but the word is used in several
idiomatic senses, as: 1. To confiscate
property as a punishment for an of
fence. Lomntu udliwe yinkosi nge-
tyala lake: That person’s property
is confiscated by the chief as a pun

ishment for his crime. Lit. lie is
eaten by the chief.—2. To impose
upon in trade, .Nyasilda: You im
pose upon us; you cat us.—3. It
denotes the price paid for an article.
Umqwazi wako vdl' imal’ ini? What
di<l your hat cost? Lit. What money
was consumed by your hat'—4. It is
used with Ngokuti, (which see,) be
fore an active verb, to denote that
the circumstances or action referred
to are generally or ‘usually so.
Amabashe adle ngokuti alahleke
nxa a funwayo: The horses are
generally lost when they are wanted.

uku Dlabvla, v.Z.x. To wound a person
badly.

i Dladlasiioio, n.x. L.-An animal or
bird with its hair or feathers in a dis
ordered state, or standing erect like
a Friesland hen.— 2. A person
clothed intorn or tattered garments,
which bang on him like the fea
thers of a dishevelled hen.

Dlaulu, v.t. x. Used with Ukuti,
which see at No. S of its meanings.
Ukuti dladlu : To retreat a short
distance, as from an enemy in com
bat, so as to gain time, or obtain
an advantageous position to again
renewthceombat. Utedladlu ngom-
va, wabuya wagalcla : He retreated,
drew back, and then renewed the
fight.

i Dlaka, n.x. A dead body ; a corpse.
Dlakata, v.t.7.. Used with Ukuti,

which see at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukuti dlakata: To seize as a dog
seizes the game in hunting; to
grasp, lay hold of firmly.

i Dlakudla, n.x. A glutton.
uku Dlala, v.i. x.z. To play; to sport.

Bayadlala abantwana: The child
ren are playing.

in Dlala, n.x.z. Hunger: famine.
u Dlala, n.x. A kernel in meat. The

pin. is Indlala, Kernels.
u Dlala, n.x. An enclosure, built in the

open air, of wicker work, to store
mealies (maize) in before they arc
thrashed from the cob. z. isi Gobo.

in Dlai.ifa, n.x.z. An heir at law.
uku Dlalisa, v.t x.z. To make sport, to

cause sport, as the getting up a
game, or the getting up of a race.

isi Dlalo, n.z. L Disease of the lungs, or
liver, with stabbing pain.—2. A
plaything.

i Dlambi, n.z. A wave.
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u Dlamiilaba, n. x. Ono who cultivates
largely. Lit. Due who devours the
ground.

uku Plamka, v.i.x. To be in health and
good spirits.

in Dlaxdla, n. z. A frog.
in Plandlatu, n.z. A narrow ridge be

tween two precipices.
in Planga, n. x. A tick which infests

cattle, spotted like the shell of a
tortoise.

isi Dlaxgalala, n. x. A furnace for
smelting metal.

ubu Plaku, n.x. A state of poverty and
ragged ness.

in Dlazi, n. x. A bird named the mouse
bird.

um Plebe, n.x. A forest tree named the
iron wood tree, so called because of
the extreme hardness of its wood.

in Plebe, n.x.z. The car.
um Dlebe, n.z. The name of a deadly

plant.
in Dlebendwaxi, n.x. Slanderous speech;

scandal.
uku Pledla, v. i.z. To go steadily for

ward.
uku Dledlezela, v.i.x. To trot steadily,

and with measured paces, sis a
bullock.

uku Plesa, v.n.z 1. To get eaten up or
be consumed, as by rust in metal, or
by constant friction; hence, 2. To be
fleeced so as to lose a persons pro
perty by imposition or cheatcry ; to
be robbed, cheated, &c., by clever
rogues in business transactions.

in Plf.i.a, n. x.z. A path ; a way. Used
idiomatically thus : Lonto ayinan-
dlela : That thing is impracticable.
Lit. It has no path. Asiyiboni in
dicia yalonto: We cannot compre
hend that affair. Lit. We do not
see the way of that thing.

in Plelana, n. x. A small path.
uku Plelana, v.t.x. 1. To sit together as

one family; to cat at the family
meal or repast.—2. To hold friendly
communion ; to have a family feel
ing towards each other, z. To rival;
to try to outdo each other. Used in
a bad sense.

u Dlelano, n. x. A family repast; a
family meal.

ubu Dlelano, n.x. Companionship; com
munion. z. Rivalry.

um Plelanvom, n. z. 1. Name of the coun
try residence or pleasure village of
the Zulu king, to which he retires

from official duties with a portion
of his family for recreation. When
thus the kingisat his Umdlelanijoni,
the neighbouring villages contri
bute the supplies necessary for con
sumption by the royal household,
and no article cither of furniture or
any other supply must return to the
owner ; hence, 2. The word is also
applied to a hut in any village
which the head man chooses to set
apart for the reception of contribu
tions from the other huts for his
own purposes.

isi Plele, n. x. The craw or crop of birds.
uku Plelesela, v t.z. To rejoice over in

combat, as when one man has over
come another.

in Plelo, ji.x.1. Food. It more usually
denotes pasturage for stock.—2.TLe
crop of a fowl.

in Di.ezana, n.x. z. An animal which has
recently given birth to a young
one.

um Dlezana, n. x. z. A woman who has
recently given birth to a child; a
lying-in woman.

um Dli, n. x. A great eater; a person of
voracious appetite.

ama Plikipliki. n.z. Old worn-out clothes.
Di.iKim.iKr, v.i.z. Used with Ukuti,

which see at No. S of its meanings.
Ukuti dliltidliki : To act wildly, in
a confused and hurried manner, as
one distracted, as a person who has
lost all self-possession or presence of
mind.

in Dlilifa, n.x. z. An heir. Lit. One who
cats the inheritance.

i Dlingozi, n.z. A beetle which is sup
posed to haunt the head, of a sick
man, and madden him. It is thus
the Zulus account for madness.

uku Plinza, v./.z. To ponder; to think
over ; to consider about a matter.

uku Plisa, v.t.x.z. To feed; to cause to
eat. Abalusi badlisa imihlambi
yabo ezintabeni: The shepherds fed
their flocks on the mountains.

ubu Pliti, n. z. Stoutness ; bulk of person.
i Dliwa, n. z. A clumsy person; a sim

pleton ; a clown ; a muff.
isi Dlo, n.x.z. A feast; a.gathering for

eating.
uku Dloba, v.t.x. To prance as a horse.

z. To be noisy and quarrelsome; to
be furious.

isi Dloplo, n. z. A crest or plume of
ostrich feathers:
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in Dloiii.o, n.x. An orphan.
uku Dlokova, v. i. x. To plunge; to buck

as a horse.
uku Dlola, v.i.x.z. To be barren. Used

adjcctively thus: Udlolilc: She is
barren.

u Dlolo, n.x.z. One who is barren.
u Dlolokazi, n.x. An animal which is

barren.
uku Dlondlobala, v.t.z. To rage furiously

as a wild beast.
Dlongudlongo, v. i. x. Used with CTfcuZt,

which sec at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukutidlongodlonyo: To act wildly;
to be tempestuous. ’incouth, disor
derly : i with" care or plan.

uku Dlongozela, v.. same as Dion-
godlongo, which see.

i Dlovatyava. ii.'.:. One whose utterance
is deficient, either in speech or in
vocal exercises.

isi Dlova, n.z. Rough, overbearing, vio
lent conduct.

in Dlovu, n.x.z. A male elephant.
isi Dlovukazi, n. x. A female elephant.
in Dlu, n.x.z. A house ; a building.

uku Dlubuka, v. i. x. To peel off in cakes,
as flesh after a scald, or as a dead
body in a state of decomposition.

uku Dlula, v. i. x.z. 1. To pass by. Sadlula
cndlwini yakc : We passed by his
house.—2. To surpass; to excel.
AbabantuiayasnZZnZa ngeuto zonke:
These people excel us in all things.
—3. To be beyond one's power or
comprehension. Lontoiyandidltda:
That matter is beyond my strength,
or comprehension. Lit. It goes
beyond me.

uku Dlvlela, v.Z.x.z. To pass a certain
place. Used with the dative of the
noun following. Badlulela c Rini:
They passed by Graham's Town.
Sadlulcla, ngascndlwini yakc: We
passed near to his house.

uku Dlulisa, v.Z.x.z. 1. To pass onwards;
to cause or assist to pass.—2. To
excel; to surpass.

uku Dlulisf.la, v.Z.x.z. To pass a thing on
wards ; to cause it to pass for, or on
account of, another person.

uku Dlunga, v.i.7.. To rage furiously.
isi Dlunga, n.z. A clump of fine mealic

plants in vigorous growth.
in Dlunkulu, n.z. The principal or state

residence of the Zulu king. Lit.
The great house.

tint Dlunkulu, n.z. Girl or girls of the
chief or stale residence of the king.

uku Dluzula, v.Z. z. To pull violently.
in Dluzui.u, n.z. Violence.
isi Dlwabedlwabi, n. z. A savage, wild

person.
u Dlwayi, n.z. A tall person.

uin Dlwana, n.z. A young puppy.
in Dlwana, n.x.z. A small house.
u Dlwedlwe, n.z. A long stick for walk

ing with ; they arc sometimes eight
or ten feet long.

uku Dlwengula, v.Z.x. 1. To act with vio
lence —2. To ravish : to have carnal
knowledge of a woman by force
without her consent.

isi Dlwengu, n.x. 1. A violent, lawless
man.—2. One who commits violence
on a female.

i Dobela, n.z. The tide of the ocean.
i Dobo, n.z. A grove or thicket.

u Dobo, n.z. A fish hook.
uku Dopa, v.Z.z. To play the man ; to act

with manly vigour and energy.^
in Doda, n.x.z. 1. A man. The pin. is

Amadoda: Men.—2. Used also to
express prowess, or ability. Yindo-
da lo : That is a man; meaning that
he has more manhood, ability, or
strength than ordinary men.

in Dodakazi, n.z. A daughter.
in Dodana, n.z. A son. x. A youth; a

young man.
ubu Dodo, n.x.z. Manhood.

isi Dodo, n.x. A dwarf; one much below
the ordinary size of the human
species.

in Dofane, n.z. Porridge of meal and
new milk.

uku Dofoza, v. Z. z. To crush, cither with
the heel or with a weapon, as by a
stick, stone, &c.

uku Dofoza, v. t. z. To pass through long
grass.

i Doko, n. x. A disease to which cattle
arc liable.

i Dokodo, n.z. A temporary hut, tent,
booth.

uku Dola, v.t.x. To be disabled or be
numbed by cold. Umntu odolileyu:
A person disabled by cold.

um Dolo, n.x. A quantity of cooked food.
i Dolo, n.x.z. The knee of a person.

in Dololwank, n.z. The elbow.
uku Domlla, v.Z.x.z. To pull up by the

roots; to eradicate. The passive is
Donyulwa.

uku Donda, v. i. z. To be self-willed ; to be

(refractory, obstinate, self-willed, in
opposition to authority.

uku DoKDELEza, v.Z.x. To talk incessantly
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to a person on any subject, so as to
annoy him.

uku Donbelezela, v.t x. To annoy a per
son, by continually forcing on his
notice in conversation some subject
which is unpleasant to him.

um Dondi, n.7.. A self-willed, refractory,
obstinate person.

in Donbo, n.7.. A small round brass ball
or bead.

u Donvolo, n. z. 1. A walking stall’ used ,
to support the infirm.—2. The staff
of bread or of life.

uku Donbolozei.a, v.i.7. To walk with a
staff for support.

u Donga, n.x. A wall.
u Donowe, n. x. Pot clay.

uku Donsa, v.t.z. To pull with all the
power the person or animal pos
sesses.

i Dosha, n. x. A tinder box.
uku Dontulwa, v.p. x. The passive of Uku-

domula. For the change of the m
into ny, sec the letter 31.

uku Duba, v.t. x. To mix several ingre
dients together for food, as a stew. |
z. To take offence, as at a slight or I
neglect; to break off a friendship
in ill humour.

i Dube, n. z. A zebra.
isi Dubebube, n.x. An uproar; a tumult; '

a riot; a clamour.
uku Dubela, v.i.y.. To take offence at; to

manifest ill temper towards another.
um Dubu, n.x. The name of a tree.

i Dubububu, n.x. 1. A person or animal
whose body has become soft and (
swollen with sickness, as a person 1
who is dropsical.—2. An animal
whose carcase has become soft and
swollen from putrescence having
commenced ; that which has lost
its natural consistency and become
soft and pulpy.

uku Dubula, v.t.x.z. To force out. Hence,
I. To fire from a gun. Wadubula
ngumpu : He fired off the gun.—2.
To put forth ears as corn and maize.
Umbona nyadubula: The maize
has put forth cars or cobs.—3. To
rouse another by strong words; to
chide severely. Undidtdndu ngo-
kuteta kwako: You hit me hard;
you rouse me by your words, z. To
smite; to displease or offend by
rudeness.

uku Dubuleka, v.h.x. To be hurt, struck
so as to feel pain of mind, by what
another has said, so as to feel morti

fied, angry, or offended. Bati baku-
liva elozwi badubuleka : When they
heard that saying, they were of
fended; were angry, and took offence.

uku Dubuza, v.t.x.z. To break a large
lump, as of earth into small parti
cles. z. To make a waving motion
with the arms, as when hushing a
child to sleep.

uku Duba, v.i.x. To dance, z. To swim
with a waving motion.

um Dune, n.x. A dance.
isi Duuu, n.x. Porridge.

uku Dubuma, v.i.x.z. To thunder. Lidu-
duma izulu : It thunders. Lit. The
heaven thunders.

uku Duduzei.a, v.t.7.. To make a hushing
sound, accompanied by soothing
motion, as to a child. Duduzda
umtwana : Hush the child.

um Dubuzi, n.7.. One who hushes a child;
one who pacifies another by sooth
ing tones and language.

uku Duka, v. i. x. To be lost to view. In-
komo idukile ehlatini: The beast
is lost, or has disappeared, in the
forest, z. To wander; to go astray.

uku Dukisa, v.t.x. To cause to be lost to
sight; to evade; to put off; to con
fuse things, z. To cause to go astray.

uku Dukisela, v.t. x. To cause to be lost in
a certain locality.

in Duku, n.x.7.. A knobbed stick, used
.for throwing at game, and also for
fighting with.

isi Duku, n.7.. The knob of a stick.
uku’DuKuzA, v. i.7. To grope or walk in

the dark, not seeing the way.
uku Dulela, v. t. z. To reason with a per

son, and continue to remonstrate
with him, notwithstanding his in
difference to what is said.

in Duli, n.x. A conical hill. z. Jduli.
isi Dun, n.x.7. 1. An ant heap.—2. x. A

falling fit. Wawa sidtdi: He fell in
a fit.

u Dun, n.x. A bridal parly, consisting
of the bridesmaids and groomsmen
of a wedding.

uku Dulusa, v.i.x. To incline towards.
uku Dulusela, v.t. x. 1. To incline towards

a certain place. Inqwelo iduluscle
iliwa: The wagon is inclining to
wards the precipice.—2. To act with
unfair partiality towards a person,
as in giving him a larger share than
others in distributing that to which
all have an equal right.

uku Duma, v.i.x.z. 1. To become famous.
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Igama lake laduma kulo lonke
ilizwe: Mis name became famous
in all that country.—2. To increase,
as a rumour ; to become notorious.
Yaduuic. lonto yada yabankulu:
The matter increased until it be
came great or notorious, z. 1. To
sound or resound, as distant thun
der; to sound abroad.—2. To be
come vapid ; to lose flavour.

u Duma, n.x.z. A wound or mark on
the head caused by a blow.

i Duma, n.z. Any person or thing which
excels others of the same age, or of
the same standing in society. The
Belle. of the season would in the
Zulu country be called the Iduma.

uku Duma la, v.t.z. 1. To be perplexed,
disappointed, dejected.—2. As ap
plied to food, to become insipid,
vapid, without taste.

uku Dumaza, v.t. z. To perplex ; to puzzle;
to place in difficulties; to annoy
and perplex by questions ; to ridi
cule ; to insult; to mortify.

uku Dumba, v.t.x.z. To swell, as the foot
or hand when sprained. Unyau
ludumbile : The foot is swollen.

isi Dumba, n.x. A heap. Applied exclu
sively to dead things which have had
life, whether animal or vegetable.
Isidmnba sabantu : A heap of dead
persons. Jsidui/iba samazimba : A
heap of corn.

in Dumba, n.z. A native bean.
i Dumbe, n.x.z. 1. An edible root re

sembling the potato.—2. A palsied
person.

uku Dumbisa, v. t.x. z. To cause to swell.
isi Dumbo, n.z. The thickest part of any

thing.
isi Dumbu, n.x.z. A corpse; a dead body;

a earease.
uku Dumisa, v.t.x. Topraise; to magnify;

to laud.
uDumo, n.x. Fame. Used also as an

adjective. Umntu onodumo: A
famous person. Lit. One who has
fame.

uku Dumzkla, v.i.x. To make a low mur
muring sound, as of several persons
speaking in a low tone at the same
time.

i Duxa, n.x.z. A male. Applied only
to animals. Itotc eliduna : A male,
or bull calf.

in Duxa, n.x.z. A person in authority ; a
counsellor of the chief. The plu. is

u

A maduna. The word is not so fre
quently used by the Xosa as by the
Zulu tribes.

uku Duxdubala, v.t.x. To crouch, as from
fear or cold. z. To ascend slowly
up a hill, as a heavy wagon.

uku Duxduluza, v.t.x. To lie at full
length, z. To lie on the stomach
without covering, so that the back
is seen.

uku Duxduzela, v.t.z. To hush a child by
shaking and patting it.

uku Dunoa, v.t.z. To trouble; to disturb;
to stir; to make muddy, as water
by agitating it.

i Duxgapunoa, n.x.z. A wanderer; a
vagabond.

i Dunoamuzi, n.z. A tree, said to pro
duce quarrels when burnt in a
village : hence its name, from
Dunga, to disturb; to stir up.

uku Dunoupela, v.i.x. To wander about
like a person deranged.

uku Dunoudeliswa, v.i.x. To be con
founded ; to be perplexed.

i Dungudwaxe, n.x. A slovenly, weak-
minded person.

isi Duxgulu, n.z. A species of wasp.
i Duxguza, n.z. a swelling.
u Dubkunku, n.x. A mystery.

uku Duntsa, v.i.x. To strain the person,
as in case of constipation of the
bowels.

isi Duxu, n.z. The rump of a fowl.
u Dusue, n.x. Strife; contention. Used

with the verb Ukwenza, to make, to
denote the stirring up of strife.
Uycnza uduvhe : He stirs up strife.

uku Dutyuza, v.t.z. To punch with the fist
or foot; to kick as a horse ; to push
as a cow with its horns.

uku Duza, v.t.z. To bind down thatch
with reeds.

urn Duze, n.z. The name of a lily.
in Dwa, n.z. A crane, x. Indue.

isi Dwaba, n.z. A covering for the body
made of skin, which is bound round
the loins, and reaches to the knees;
a kind of skin petticoat, x. Isikaka.

uku Dwaba, v.t.x. To pluck leaves from
stalks, as from a corn stalk, or from
a tobacco plant.

in Dwabundwabu, n.x. Any thing of
large capacity as compared with
others of its own kind ; as a compa
ratively large bag. Applied also to

I one who has a large abdomen,
I i Dwala, n.z. A flat rock. x. lllwalwa.
2
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uku Dwalaza, v.i.x. To sit in a careless,
indifferent manner ; to sit as if in a
reverie; to sit listlessly; to be slow
in movement.

u Dwamba, ji.x. A dead thing, as a dead
animal, a carcase.

um Dwamba, n.z. A tall person; a high tree.
in Dwanou, n.x. Cotton or linen cloth.
isi Dwangubb, n.x. An ornament made

of beads.
uku Dwanguzela, v. t. z. To walk feebly, as

one recovering from severe sickness.
i Dwantsi, n.x. A strong new thong, or

reim.
u Dwayi ) n. x. A poor, forlorn, hclp-
u Dwaynge, [ less creature.

in Dwe, n.x. A crane, z. Indwa.
uku Dwelisa, v.t.x. To spread out so as to

cover a large area; as a town or vil
lage, the houses of which arc spread
out, or scattered over a large space,
in contrast to being in close prox
imity to each other.

i Dweeb, n.x. A species of hedgehog.
z. A clever person.

u Dwhkdwe, n.x. A row, rank, or file of
people, walking one after another
in single file. z. Indwendwe.

in Dweza, n.x. The name of a bird.
z. um Dweza.

uku Dweza, v.t.x. To spread out, as in
spreading out a blanket or cloth.

uku Dwida, v.t.x. To ravin; to seize fu
riously; to act rapaciously.

uku Dwidana, v.t.x. To act furiously, or
rapaciously, towards each other.

uku Dyabaza, v.t.x. To splash about in
water.

i Dyekedyeke, n.x. Any soft matter,
as dissolved gum.

ubu Dyibibyibi, n.x. Shyness; reserve;
timidity.

uku Dyoba, v. t. x. 1. To bemire; to soil; to
bespatter.—2. To accuse of a crime;
to attach guilt to a person. The
passive is Ukudotywa. (See the let
ter B.) Ndidotywa ludaka: I am
bedaubed with mud.

uku Dyobeka, v.i.x. To become bcmircd;
to be befouled.

isi Dyobo, n.x. 1. A bcmiring.—2. An
accusation of guilt.

uku Dyuduza, v.i.x. To be hasty, rash,
unsteady in action.

i Dyukudyuku, n.x. Anything soft and
flabby, or wanting in firmness, as
poor meat.

i Dyungundyuxgu, n.x. A blister; that
which acts as a blister on the flesh.

Dvurc, v.i.x. Used with Ukuli,which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
dyupii : To fall heavily.

uku Dyupudyupvza, v.t.x. To pour out
liquid from an orifice in a jerking
manner, as from the mouth of a
bottle, or from a native milk sack.

E.

The vowel E is sounded in Kaffir like
a in the English word Bate.—1. It
is the verbal participial prefix of
spec. 1 sing., and spec. 2 phi., of the
tenses of the ind. mood, except the
past indefinite tense, which takes tea
as its participial prefix. Eteta:
lie speaking. A’bcteta: lie being
speaking. E’tetilc: He having
spoken. TJngateti: He not speak
ing. Z/'bcugateti : He not having
spoken. Wabona amahashe cba-
leka: He saw the horses (they)
running. A'tctilc amadoda : The
men having spoken.—2. It is thus
prefixed to nouns and adjectives in
the sense of, He, or They, being.
jByiminyaka clikulu ubudala bake:
He being an hundred years old.
Udawabona amahashe esckude: I
saw the horses, they being still a
great way off. Wafa unyana wake
cscmcinane : lie died, he being yet
young.—3. It is the relative pro
noun for nouns whose initial vowel
is I. Inkosi cnkulu : A chief who
is great. Ilizwc elingapesheya : A
country which is beyond the seas.—
4. As the relative pronoun it is pre
fixed to the possessive pronouns
which refer to nouns whose initial
vowel is I, to give greater precision
of expression. Bebengaziyekanga
ezabo izenzo, jieyabo indicia elu-
kuni : They ceased not from their
own doings, nor from their stub
born ways.—5. When as a relative
pronoun it is followed by the verbal
medials, as accusatives of nouns,
whose initial vowel is I, and the
medial is inserted either imme
diately after the relative, or between
the verbal prefixes, or the tense
forms, and the root of the verb ;
c is the objective of the relative pro
noun, and expresses “ whom,” or
“ which.” Ihashe endi/Ztandayo :
The horse (it) which 1 love. Isi-
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caka endasibonayo: The servant
(he) whom I saw.—6. When thus
prefixed to nouns, whoso initial
vowel is 1, it forms the genitive of
therelativc pronoun Who or Which.
When thus used, the noun to which j
E is prefixed is followed cither by
an adjective or a verb. Indoda
egama likulu : A man whose name
is great. Tnkosi ebantu baninzi:
The chief whose people arc many.—
7. It is the initial vowel of the
ablative of common nouns. jEndl-
wini : In the house, j&’mlanjcni :
In the river.— N.B. In the exam
ples under Nos. G and 7, the initial
vowel of the nouns is elided, as is
always the case where these forms
arc used.

ukw Eba, v.t.v.. To steal; to take secretly ;
to purloin. The Xosa is Uk'uba.

ukw Ebaxda, v. i. z. 1. To hide behind a
person or thing. Uycbanda ngesi-
hlahla: He hides himself behind
the bush.—2. To evade a charge of
guilt, by laying it upon another.
Musa kwebanda ngaye; nguwe
onccala: You must not try to lay
the blame on him, it is you who arc
in fault.

Ebe, x. Tense form of the verb, spec.
1 sing., and 2nd plu., past time.
lie was, or, they’ were, or, he or ,
they having been. -t'Zietcta : Me I
was speaking, or, He having been
speaking. Amatyc e&eseko: The
stones were still there. Amadoda
eJcfika : The men were arriving.

Ebenga, x. Tense neg. form of the
verb. He not having. Spec. 1
sing., and spec. 2 pin., past time.
A’iengnfiki: He not arriving, or,
not having arrived.

Ebengayi, x. Tense neg. form of the
verb, spec. 1 sing., and spec. 2 phi.,
prefixed to the infinitive of the
verb. He, or they, would not have,
or, He, or they, not being about to.
Ebengayi kuteta: He would not
have spoken. Ebengayi kufika
amadoda lawo : Those men would
not have arrived.

Ebeya, x. Tense form of the verb, spec.
1 sing., and 2 plu., prefixed to the
infinitive of the verb. He was
about to, or, lie having been about
to. Ebeya kuteta: He was about
to speak. Ebeya kuscla amahashc :
The horses were about to drink.

is Ebi, w.z. A thief; one who steals or
takes a thing secretly; a purloiner.

ulw Ebu, n.z. 1. The thin outer skin or
husk of a plant; the outer thin
skin on the bark of a living tree.—
2. The epidermis, or scarf skin of
the human body; the cuticle.—
3. The skin of the snake when cast
off, as it usually is in every spring
season of the year.

ukw Ebuka, v.i.z. To peel oil', as the cuticle
from any portion of the body, or
the thin outside covering of the
bark of a living tree.

ukw Ebuka, v.i.z. To cast the outer skin, as
a snake.

ukw Ebula, v.t.x. To strip off the skin ; to
peel oil’, as the peeling of the bark
from a green rod, as a willow rod.

Ebusika, adv. x. In the winter; during
the winter season.

Ebusuku, adv. x. By night; during the
night season. The ablative of Ubii-
suku : Night.

Ebusweni, adv. x. In the presence of.
Lit. in the face of. Ebusweni is
the ablative of Ubuso, Face, and is
used in Kaffir to denote. In the
presence of. Ebusweni buka Tixo :
In the presence of God.

Ecixi, adv. z. On purpose; intention
ally.

ukw Ebuka, v.i.z. Sec Ukuduka.
Eduza, adv. z. Adjacent; near to.
Ebwa, adv.x.z. Alone. This is the

root of the words Bedwa, Ndedwa,
and Yedwa, which see. The let
ters prefixed to Edwa arc the
euphonic letters of the nouns quali
fied by these adverbs.

Eiila! inter). x. 1. Ah you! Ehla
wena ! wcnzantoninal Ah you !
What arc you doing!—2. Surely !
Ehla wena! Surely you jest 1
Elda loinntu ! Ehnnkile: Ah 1
that is the man for ability or acute
ness.

ukw Eiila, v.i.z. To descend; to come
down; to alight; to descend, as
from a mountain to the plain
below.

ukw Eiii.ela, v.t.z. To descend upon; to
alight upon.

am Eiilo, n.x.z. Eyes. Irregular plu. for
iliso, Eye.

Ehlobo, adv. x.z. In the summer sea
son. Ablative of i Illobo : Summer.

Ekaya, adv. x.z. At home; home.
Ablative of i Kaya: Home.
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Ekoiilo, adv. x. The left-hand side.
Ekuhluni, adv. x. 1. Openly ; pub

licly. Wateta ekiddeni pambi
kwabantu : He spoke openly be
fore the people.—2. z. Clearly;
openly ; without ambiguity. Ku-
sekuhleni kaloku, oku utetayo:
What you now say is quite clear.
Useutet’ ckuhlcni: Now speakest
thou openly, or without ambiguity.

Ekubeni, adv. x. In that; in that
case ; supposing that; seeing that.
It isthe ablative of Ukuba, If; and
denotes an alternative, implying
certain consequences, which arise
from the action indicated, Eku
beni nililahlayo ilizwi lika Tixo,
nizigweba nje ukuba anifancle ubo-
mi obungunapakade : Seeing that
ye reject the word of God, ye judge
yourselves unworthy of eternal life.

Ekunexe, adv. x. On the right side ;
on the right hand.

Ekutini, adv.x. In a certain place; in
such a place. Ndaya ekutini: I
went to a certain place.

ukw Ela, v.t.x.z. 1. To winnow, as corn
from the chaff.—2. To flow, as
water in small streams, as in rivu
lets or valleys, as after rain, when
small waterfalls are formed by the
water falling in sheets over small
elevations. The primary meaning
is to flow in a thin wide sheet,
either of water, or corn, or any
other substance ; hence applied to
the winnowing of corn, which is
performed in the native mode by
holding the ba-ket which contains
it in an elevated position, so as to
pour out the corn in a flowing
stream, so that the chaff is carried
off by the wind.

ukw Elam ana, v. i. /.. See ukw Alamana.
ukw Elapa, v.t.z. 1. To prescribe medicine ;

to doctor ; to cure.—2. To preserve
or cure, as meat by salting.

ukw Elapela, v.t.z. To prescribe for.
ukw Elata, v.i.x. To point with the finger.

(Used principally by the Fingoe
tribes.) ukw Alata is the proper
Xosa word, which see.

Ele, adv.x. Beyond; on the other
side of an object or locality. Ele
kwentaba : Beyond, on the other
side of the mountain.

ukw Eleka, v.Z. x.z. To add to; to place
one thing on other things, or more
of the same kind of thing, or

things, upon another. Principally
used in buying and selling.
Irka, enye imali: Add more money.
Yeleka amanye amazimba: Add
more corn.

is Elekelo, w.x.z. Any thing given in
addition, over and above.

ukw Elela, v.t.x. To pour out corn, orwater,
in any place named or understood.
It is the objective form of id:io
Ela: To winnow; to flow out, as
corn which is poured out from a
vessel to be winnowed by the wind;
so ukw Elela, is to pour out at,
or into, a certain place. Yelela
cnxoweni : Pour it into the sack.

um Elelo, x. Sec u Melelo, under the let
ter JI.

Eli, dem. pro. x. This. Spec. 2. sing.
ElHiz.we : This country.

Elingayi, x. Neg. tense form of the
verb, spec. 2 sing., future time,
prefixed to the infinitive of the
verb. That which shall or will not.
Ilizwi elingayi kuzaliseka: A
word that will not be fulfilled.
Ilityc elingayi kushukunyiswa: A
stone which shall not be removed.

Elinye, adj.x. Another. Spec. 2
sing. Elinye ilizwi: Another word.

Elo, dem. pro. x. Spec. 2 sing. That.
Elo ’lizwc : That country.

is Elo, n. z. A fan, or winnowing basket.
ukw Emana, v.i.7.. To refuse a request for

material aid; to be stingy and
illiberal.

Embo, adv. x. Towards the East. Si-
vela embo: We come from the
East.

Emhleni, adv.x.z. In the day; refer
ring to the time at which an event
transpires. Emhleni inkosi yafi-
kayo : The day on which the chief
arrived. Emhleni wobunzima
bake : The day of his calamity.

Emhlenikweni, adv. x.z. When; in
the day when. It precedes a verb
in the construction of sentences,
and usually refers to past trans
actions. The particle kweni is
affixed to the dative of nouns which
relate to time, to give them an
adverbial force, as here it is affixed
to the dative of Umhla, Day;
denoting, In that day; at that
time. Emhlenikweni wafayo u
Adam : In the day, or at the time,
Adam died. See Kweni.

Emihleni, adv. x. In the days, or, in
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those days. Kwayekute cmHdcni
ka Abraham : And it came to pass
in the days of Abraham.

Emini, adv. x.z. By day ; at mid-day.
Ablative of Imini. Usually ap
plied to the hours between 9 a.m.
and 3 p.m.

ukw Endisa, v.t.x.z. 1. To marry to ano
ther; to cause to be married.—
2. To perform the marriage cere
mony.

Endlk, adv. x.z. Abroad; in the open
country.

ukw Engama, v.t.z. To overhang, x. ukw
Emnyango, adv.x. At the entrance of

a house; the doorway. Ablative
of Umnyango • Door of a house.

Empumalanga, adv. x.z. In, at, or from
the East. Ablative of hnpuma-
langa: The East.

Emva, adv. x.z. After; with regard to
position, behind. Emva kwcndlu :
Behind the house. From Umva:
The hinder or back part of an
object.

E.mvakwoko, adv.x. After that; refer
ring to time.

Emveni, adv. x. After, in point of
time. Emveni kokufika kwetu:
After our arrival.

Emvenikweni, adv. x. After that. Em-
venikweni kwokuteta kwakc : After
that he had spokcu. See Kweni.

ukw Ena, v.i.x.z. To be overgrown with
long grass or bushes. Applied also
to large bushy whiskers.

ukw Enakala, v.t.z. The same as ukw Ana-'
kala, which see.

ukw Enama, v.t.z. To be contented; to
feel comfortable ; to be merry ; to
be jovial; to act, or speak, as if at
home and at case.

ukw Enama, w.z. Contentment; case; en
joyment.

ukw Enana, v.t.z. To barter, x. ukw
Anana.

ukw Enda, v.t.x.z. To marry ; to wed.
ukw Endela, v.t.x.z. 1. To give in mar

riage.—2. x. To strike deep root in
the ground, so as to hold firmly in
the soil. Lomti wendelwe cmhla-
beni : That tree is firmly rooted in
the ground.—3. adj. Intricate; in
volved. Londawo cndele kuncne:
That subject is very much in
volved ; is very intricate. The
primary meaning is that of a state
of things, or a position being at
tained of a fixed character, which it
is difficult to alter or reverse;
hence applied to marriage, the
taking root pf a tree, and the intri
cacies of an involved case.

ukw Enueka, v./.x.z. To become married ;
to be in a married state. Ude
wendeka .- She is married at last.

Ongama.
Engayi, Neg. tense form of the verb,

spec. 3 sing.~ future time, pre
fixed to the infinitive of the verb.
That shall or win not. Indoda
engayi kuvuina : A man who will
not consent. Intombi engayi
kutshata: A girl who will not
marry.

Engcotsheni, 7i.x. On the top, or on
the pinnacle. Engcotshcni kwen-
taba : On the top of the mountain.
From Ingcopo: A conical top or
pinnacle. For the change of the p
into teh, see the letter P.

Engcanjeni, adv. x. The ablative of
Jngcambo : In, at, about the roots.
Engcanjeni yemiti: At, or about,
the roots of trees. For the muta
tion of the b into nj, sec under the
letter B.

Enge, x. Tense neg. participial form
of the verb, 1 spec, sing., and 2
spec. phi. A'nf/ezanga: lie not
having come. Amahashe engeka-
fiki : The horses not having yet
arrived.

ukw Engkza, v.t.z. To add to. x. ukw
Ongcza.

Engqunjeni, x. In anger. Engqunjeni
yakc. It is the ablative of Ing-
gumbo: Anger. For the mutation
of mb into nj, sec under the let
ter M.

ukw Engula, v.t.z. To skim off cream from
milk, or scum from a pot. x. ukw
Ongula.

End la, adv. x.z. Higher up: on the
upper side; denoting locality.
Emhla kwotango : On the upper
side of the hedge.

Enhlango, adv. x. In a desert place
z. By the side of; aside ; on one
side.

Eni, x.z The ablative termination of
nouns the final vowel of which is
a. In-dela : Path. Endlelcni : In
the path Isandla: Hand. Esan-
dhni : In the hand.

ukw Enjenjalo, ) v.t.x.z. To do thus; to
ukw Enjenjk, \ do so. Ekubcni ne-

njeujalo nakumnyc wabazalwana
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bam nenjenjalo nakum : Inasmuch
f" ’ as yc did it, or did so, unto one of

these my brethren, yc did it, or
did so, unto me.

ukw Enqaka, v.t.z. To catch, as a ball.
x. uku Nqakula.

ukw Enqika, v.i.z. To lean against.
Entshonalanga, x.z. The west; in the

west. Lit. At the disappearing of
the sun.

Enu One of the forms of the poss.
pro. Yours.

ukw Enyela, v.t.z. 1. To dislocate or in
jure a joint.—2. Used figura
tively of a thing being out of
order.

ukw Enyvka, v.t.x.z. To ascend; to mount
up.

ukw Enyula, v.t.z. To choose; to select.
x. uku Nyuta.

ukw Enusa, v.t.z. To raise up ; to cause to
ascend, x. uku Nyusa.

ukw Enza, v. t.x.z. To make ; to perform ;
to bring a thing to pass. Wenza
inqwelo : He made a wagon. Ndi-
sendiyenze lonto ubundituma ukw-
enza: 1 have performed that you
sent me to do.

ukw Enzakala, v.n.x.z. To be hurt; to be
injured, as by an accident. Nden-
zakele : I am hurt.

ukw Enzakalisa, v. t.x.z. To hurt; to in
jure.

is Ekzakalo, n.x.z. A damage; a hurt;
injury.

is Enzakaliso, n.x.z. A damage, or hurt,
inflicted by some person or thing.
It is derived from the causative
form of the verb, and is thus dis
tinguished from Ukwenzakalo,
which, being derived from the sim
ple form, signifies a hurt or damage
inflicted fortuitously, or by acci
dent. Ndinesenzakalo ngokuwa
kwam : 1 am hurt by my fall. Ndi-
nezenzakaliso ngokukaty wa lihashe:
I am hurt by the kick of a
horse.

ukw Enzeka, v.i.x. 1. To take effect; to
be done; to come to pass; to become
a fait acccompli. Kckaloku oko
kwonke kwenzekile kwangokuteta
ebetshilo ngako: Now all this came
to pass, even as he had said. A;i-
sayiZacenzeZ'a lonto: That thing will
never come to pass. Alakwenzeke
kuwe kwangokolo Iwako: Let it
be done unto thee according to thy
faith.—2. Used with the conjunc

tive n prefixed, it expresses the
possibility of an event taking place.
Ewe kungaba nokteenzeka oku;
Yes, it is possible, that it may take
place. Ukuba bekunokwenzeka,: If
it were possible. llai, lonto uyi-
nahwenzeka: No, that is impos
sible.

ukw Exzela, v. t. x. z. To perform an action,
or an undertaking for anotherrNdi-
yamenzefreu Bawooku: I am doing
this for my father.

ukw Enzelelela, v.t. x. To perform a kind
or friendly act for another person
whereby he is benefitted ; to assist
another by material assistance; to
grant a favour.

is Enzelelo, n.x.z. An act of favour; a
grant; au assistance of a material
character.

ukw Enzisa, v.i.x.z. To pretend; to feign;
to dissemble. Lit. To make as if.

is Esziso, n.x. z. Affectation; affected
ness ; hypocrisy; dissimulation.

is Enziselo, n.x.z. A kind act, whereby
another is benefitted.

is Enzo, n. x.z. A performance; an act.
Epandleni, adv.x. Abroad; away

from home. Ablative of Pandle:
Outside.

ukw Eqa, v. t. x. z. To spring over; to leap;
to jump with a quick, sudden
motion ; to dart forward.

ukw Eqata, v.t.x.z. To come on unex
pectedly ; to light on.

ukw Esaba,v.i.x.z. To flee from; to flee
from a feeling of fear. Sec uku
iSaba.

Ese, adv. x. Beyond; out of sight.
Ese kwotango : Beyond the hedge.
Ese kwentaba : Beyond the moun
tain.

Esi, dem.pro. x. Spec. 4 sing. This.
Esi 'sitya : This basket.

Esinye, n.x. Another. Spec. 4 sing.
Esinye isitya : Another basket.

Esiude, adv.x. The south. Kaflirizcd
from the English.

Esi ya, dem. pro. x. Spec. 4 sing. That
there : Isitya csiya: That basket
there.

Eso, dem. pro. x. Spec. 4 sing. That.
Eso 'sitya: That basket.

ukw Eta, v.i.x. I. To sink down ; to sub
side, as liquid in a vessel, when
drawn off at the lower part of the
vessel.—2. To lose hope, or heart ;
to be dispirited; to be depressed,
or cast down.
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ukw Etisa, v.t. x. 1. To cause to sink down
or subside.—2. To dispirit; to
cause despondency ; to discourage.

ukw Etuka, v. i. x. To be startled; to start
back from fright.

ukw Etusa, v.t.x. To startle; to cause fear.
ukw Evka, v.i.z. To descend in journey

ing, as to go down a valley, or to go
down a country, as going towards
the sea.

ukw Evla, v.t.■/.. To bring down, as the
bringing down of cattle from a
mountain pasture to the plain be
neath, or towards the low country
near the sea.

Ewe, adv.x. Yes. Expressing con
sent; opposed to No.

ukw Eva, v.t.x. To disdain; to consider
an object unworthy of notice, be
cause of its insignificance. Im
plying disdainful dissatisfaction
on account of the smallness of a
thing; applied to a price offered,
or to a present given.

Eyamazibulo, x. See ama Zinuto.
ukw Eyela, v.t.x.z. To fall into; to fall

over. Weyela eludakeni: lie fell
into the mud. H'eyeZa eweni: He
fell over the precipice, z. To sub
side ; to subside or settle down by
shaking, as corn when carried in a
basket on the head in travelling.

ukw Eyesela, v.t.x. To overcome for ano
ther.

ukw Eyisa, v.t.x. To overcome; to prevail
against.

Ezastsi, adv. x. Below in locality.
Ezantsi kwesango: Below the
gateway.

Ezi, dem. pro. x. Spec.-1 plu. These.
Ezi ’zinto : These things.

ulw Ezi, x.z. See u Lwezi.
Ezixoayi. x. Neg. tense form of the

verb, 3 spec, plu., future time,
prefixed to the infinitive of the
verb. Those who, or which, will not.
Inkomo ezingayi kuhamba: 'Cat
tle which will not go, or which will
not be driven.

Ezinye, n.x. Other. Spec. 4 plu.
Ezinye inkoino : Other cattle.

Eziya, dem.pro. x. Spec. 4 plu. Those
there. Izindlu eziya : Those houses
there.

Ezo, dem. pro. x. Spec. 4 plu. Those.
Ezimlo ; Those things.

il

F.

F has one uniform sound in Kaffir, as
in the English words, Father, Face,
&c. In the Eisuto language, J', in
almost every case, occupies the
place of p in Kaffir; this being one
of the changes which take place in
the words of the two languages
which have the same signification.
Kaffir, Bopa, Bind ; Eieuto, Bo/'a:
Kaffir, Pela, Finish; Einuto, Fela :
Kaffir, Pantsi, Beneath; Sisuto,
Fantsi.

uku Fa, v.i.x.7. 1. To die; to decease.
Gmutu u/ile : The person is dead.—
2. To sicken ; to languish. Uinntu
nyafa : The person is sick, or ail
ing.—3. To be broken, or injured.
Imbiza ifde; The vessel is injured,
or broken.—4. Used often to ex
press any great calamity, or con
fusion. Ndijile: I am in great
trouble, lliz.wc, lijile ■■ The country
is in great confusion, is ruined, or
destroyed, as by war. Lit. The
country is dead.—5. Used gene
rally to denote the end, or breaking
up of a purpose, or thing, or the end
of a period. Lonto ifde : That
thing, or that project, is past, or
has failed. Inyanga ifile : The old
moon is past. Umnyaka ojileyo:
The past year.

i Fa, ii.1. An inheritance; a patri
mony.—2. Anything which is con
stitutionally inherited from the
parents by the child; an hereditary
disease, or defect.

iin Fa, n.z. An epidemic, as influenza.
u Fa, n.z. A breach; crack; flaw;

blemish ; fracture ; chasm. Imbiza
inoj'a. : The pot has a crack.

ili Fa, n.x. 1. An inheritance ; a patri
mony. Ezondlu z.ililifa lam:
Those houses are my patrimony.—
2. A small protuberance on the
neck. \jnelifa entanyeni : You
have a lump, or a protuberance, on
the neck.

um Faba, n.7.. 1. A barren, fruitless, or
imperfect thing of its kind; as a
stalk of corn without any corn in
the ear, or a married person with
out children.—2. Destitute ; with
out possessions, as a person who
has no land to cultivate, or no
friends to protect him.
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uku Faca, v.t.x. To devastate.
isi Faca, u.z. 1. A dent, as in a tin pail,

or vessel.—2. A curl of the hair.
x. isi Fatye.

Fafa, z. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
fafa: To sprinkle softly with
waler, so as to cause it to fall in
drops. In Xosa, uku Fefa has the
same meaning.

uku Faiila, v. i. x. To walk with a swing
ing motion ; to mince with the feet
in walking, z. To weave; to en
twine. It is used to denote the
action of the fingers and body in
weaving, rather than the thing
woven, and is allied to the mean
ing in the Xosa, where it denotes
the swinging motion of the body
when walking with a jaunty air.

ku Faka, v.t.x. 1. To put into, as into a
vessel, or sack ; to dip into, as
bread into milk, or soup. Faka
esityeni: Put it into the dish.—
2. To put under. Faka pant-si
kwditye: Put it under the stone.-— :
3. A cow is said to Faka when she
makes odder. Inkomo iseifakile :
The cotv is making udder; mean
ing that she is secreting milk, and
depositing it in the udder, thus
still retaining the primary meaning
as given in No. 1.

Fakamfela, adj.x. Spotted with white
spots, as a garment. Ingubo enfa-
kamfde: A dress spotted with
white spots.

u Fakazi, n.z. A witness who gives tes
timony in favour of another.

uku Fakeka, v.i.x. To be among ; to par
take of the fellowship or company
of others. Bavunyelwe ukuba ba-

fakeka nokufakeka nabantu aba-
lungilcyo : They are admitted to
the fellowship of good people.

uku Fakela, v.t.x.7.. To put for, or on ac
count of. This word is in common 1
use when one Kaffir asks another to
give him a pipe of tobacco. Xrdi-'
fakele umhlobo warn : Fill my pipe
for me, friend.

uku Fakisa, v.t.x.7.. To cause or make to
put in ; to assist to do so.

u Fakolweni, n.x.z. Half a crown.
Kaftirized from the English.

im Fakwa, m. x. Settings; that, which is
set in another thing, as a stone set
in a ring.

im Fasia, x. Seo i Mfania.

im Famuele, n.z. A cow with only one
teat. Derived from Ukufa, To
die: and Ibele, Teat. Lit. One
with dead teats.

isi Famosa, n.7.. Envy. x. Umona.
uku Fana, v.i.x.7.. To resemble. Umtwana

vfana noyise : The child resem
bles, is like, his father.

um Faka, n. x. z. A young man; a full-
grown boy. The diminutive of
um Fo, which sec.

uku Fanana, v. i. x z. To resemble each
other. Ababantu bafanana: These
people resemble each other.

uku Fanekiswa, v. t. x.z. 1. To cause or
make to be like.—2. To show a
likeness or similarity to another
thing; to liken to: to make a
similitude. Ubukuinkani bezulu
biinyafanekiswa ncntoninal What
shall the kingdom of heaven be
likened unto 1

um Faxekisi, n.x. z. One who prepares, or
makes, a likeness.

um Faxekiso, n.x.7.. An image; a like
ness ; a representation in carving,
in statuary, or on canvas.

uku Fanei.a, v.i.x.1. To be proper to.
Ingubo leyo imfanele: That gar
ment becomes him, is proper for
him. Kungafanela, ukuba siham-
bana? Is it proper that we go!
Ewe kufanele: Yes, it is proper.
Hai kc akufaneli oku : No, that is
not proper.—2. To deserve; to be
worthy of. Ufanela ukubetwa:
You deserve to be beaten. Ufa-
nele umvuso ngomsebenzi wako:
You are worthy of reward on ac
count of your performance.—
3. Ukufanela is often expressive of
the English phrase, “ must,” or,
“ must be ; ” meaning, It must be
so, according to the order of
things, in the nature of things.
Zonkc ezozinto zifanel’ ukuhla,
kanii kona ukupela akukabiko:
All these things must conic io
pass, but the end is not yet.— 4. To
lie the duty of. Inkonzo ka Tixo,
iyasifan-la : The service of God is
our duty.—5. In the neg. form it
denotes unworthiness. Asijandi
ukuza ebuaweni bako : We are noi
worthy to come into thy preserc).
It will be observed that in all these
different meanings of Ukufanela,
its derivation from Ukufana, To be
like, is evident; the meaning being
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that there exists a correspondence, I
or propriety, between the actor and |
the action; or between the thing \
possessed and the possessor ; or be-
twetn the rtcctwr and the thing .
received.

uku Fanelana, n.i’.x.z. To be fit or pro- I
per for each other; to suit each
other. Ezizinio zifanelene : These
tilings arc suitable for each other.

uku Faneleka, v. i. x. z. To be suitable,
proper, decent, seemly, becoming.
Kufanelikile kuwe ukuba tibanccdc
abasweleyo : It is proper, becoming,
that you help those who arc in
need.

ama Faxi, n.x.z. Tilings which resemble
each other; resemblances.

uku Faxisa, v.t. x.z. 1. To liken to; to
compare with.—2. To seek to trace
a likeness, or to make a likeness to
appear. Hence it sometimes de
notes the claiming of a lost animal,
from the owner tracing out a like
ness to his own in the animal
claimed. Walifanisa, ihashc lake :
He claimed his horse, that is, by '
tracing out a likeness to it.

uin Fanisi, n.x.z. One who likens, or
traces out a likeness or resem
blance.

um Fanta, n.x. A cleft, as in a rock ; a
fissure; a crack, ns in a wall. z. u
Fanta.

uku Fatya, v. t. x. 1. To dress or curl the
hair; used especially for dressing
the hair of the native women with
fat and red ochre, by forming it
into small knobs all over the head.

i Fatye, n.x. A barrel; a cask for
carrying water.

isi Fatye, n.x. The head when dressed,
as described under the word Uku-
fatya ; also, a curl of the hair.

ubu Fazana, n.x. That which relates to
the female sex.

i>i Fazana, n.z. That which relates to the
female sex.

ubu Fazi, n.x. Womanhood; that which
relates to womanhood.

um Fazi, n.x.z. A woman. Also the wife
of a man. Umfazi wake: His
wife. In the use of Umfazi for
wife, the root is very frequently
dropped, and the prefix uni only
used, as:—Uni ka Faku: Faku’s
wife. Um kake : His wife. Uni
kwako: Thy wife. When thus
used, the plural is formed by

n

changing the initial u into o.
Oirika. I’ato : Palo’s wives.

im F.vz.we, n.x.z. A war ; that which de
stroys. This word is compounded
from fa, the root of Ukvfa : To
die ; and zice, the radical of llizwe,
Country; and denotes, the death of
the land; a very correct definition
of war.

im Fe. n.x.z. A description of sweet
cane grown by the natives of
A friea.

isi Fe, n.x.z. A small garden; applied
more strictly to a place where the
Jrnfe, or sweet cane, grows.

isi Febe, n.z. A fornicator; a harlot.
There is no verb either in the Xosa
or the Zulu from which this noun
is derived ; the verb is however
found in the Sisiito language,
where we have uku Fcba : To com
mit adultery; thus, as in other
words, showing that the Zulu and
Sisuto, as well as the Zulu and the
Xosa, have a common origin.

ubu Febe, n.z. Fornication: whoredom.
uku Feca, v. t.x. To become bruised and

broken down, as a reed trodden
down by cattle, but not broken off.

im Fecane, n.x. Marauders; freebooters;
lawless tribes: bandits, z. A long,
thin, limp thing, or person.

uku Feceza, n.t.z. To break down, as a
reed, or a branch of a tree, without
snapping it off.

isi Fede, n.x. A lazy, indolent person.
uku Fkfa, v.t.x. To sprinkle gently; to

cause to fall in gentle drops.
Fefe, v.t. x. Used with Ukuti, which

see at No. S of its meanings. Ukuti
ffe: To sprinkle; the same as Uku-
ff’--

u Flee, n.x. Favour; kindness; grace.
It refers more to the kind and
compassionate feeling, than to the
favours, or grace, arising from that
feeling. Ndibetwa lufefc ngen-
bandezclo yako : 1 am full of com
passionate feeling on account of thy
affliction. It is derived from Uku-
ffa: To sprinkle softly and
gently with water : to cause water to
fall in gentle drops, z. Umfesane.

uku Fefeza, v.t.x. Same as Ukufcfa, which
see.

u Feu lane, n.z. The ague.
uku Feiii.f.za, r.t.z. To break, as a bone

snapped by a blow.
u Feulezo, n.x. The sickness called the
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palsy. Used principally by the
Fingoe tribes.

nku Ff.keta, r.i.x.z. 1. Toplay: to sport;
to frolic. abantwana:
The children arc playing, or are at
their sports.—2. To annoy by re
marks calculated to cause derision ;
to toy with a person ; to use ironi
cal speech towards a person. Musa
■ukufeketa ngami : You arc not to
sport or play the fool with. me.

uku Feketisa. v. t. x.z. To cause sport; to
treat playfully, z. To flounce, or
embroider a garment.

uku Fela, v.t. x.z. 1. To die for. H
Kristu wafela abantu : Christ, died
for the people.—2. To die in a cer
tain place. Wafela ekaya: lie
died at home. In the passive form
this verb has a peculiar idiomatic
signification. Umfazi wafeluxi
nguintwana wake: The woman is
bereaved of her child. Inkotno
yafelwa litole: The cow has lost
her calf by death, z. To spit.

i Felasi, n.x. A cotton blanket.
uku Fei.ki.a, r.t.x. To .spit upon a thing.
um Felt. n.x. One who dies for another,

or for others. Unyana ka Tixo
tingumfeli wabantu: The Son of
God is lie who died for the people.

um Felokazi, n.z. A widow.
ubu Felokazi, n.x. Widowhood.
uku Felwa, v.p.x. To be bereaved by

death. Umfazi nfeliea ngumtwana
wake : The woman is bereaved of
her child by death. Inkomo
ifelwa litolc layo: The cow has
lost her ealf by death.

im Fene, n.x.z. A baboon.
i Fesstile. h.x. A window. Kaffirizcd

from the Dutch “fenster:” a win
dow.

i Festa, n.z. A narrow piece of land at
the foot of a hill, or a mountain,
suitable for cultivation, x. Intile.

im Fentank, n.z. A kind of mint; a
scented plant, used in pomatum
for perfuming the hair and
person.

uku Fenvisa, v.t.z. To disparage; to de
cry ; to damage the reputation, so
as to raise a prejudice against a
person.

um Fksane, n.x. Kindness; favour' grace;
sympathetic feeling, x. L'fefe.

uku Feteza, v.i.x. To chatter; to talk
with volubility.

ubu Fette, n.z. Affectation in speaking. 

im Fetesele, n.x. A bulrush ; a large
water rush.

uku Fkza, v.t x.z. To finish ; to complete ;
to perfect. Ndiwufezilc umsebenzi
wami : I have completed my work.

uku Fezela, v. t. x.z. To finish; to com
plete for another, or on account of.
Zundifezele oku ’mhlobo wami ku-
yandoyisa 'mna : lie kind enough
to complete this for me, my friend,
as it masters me.

u Fezela, n. z. A scorpion, x. Unoma-
dudwane.

im Fkz.i, n. x. A snake of the Cobra di
capello species, x. Ipimpi.

uku Fezisa, v.t.x.To help to finish or
complete a thing or enterprise.

um Fi, v.z. A deceased person. From
Ukufa: To die ; to decease.

um Fibinoi, n.z. A bead with stripes
upon it.

uku Fica, v.t. z. 1. To drain off, as whey
from curd.—2. To drink or drain
out the whole, as a person drinking
up all the milk in a calabash.—3.
To knit the brows; to partially
close the eyes, so as to prevent the
sunlight obstructing the vision.

uku Ficela, v.t.7.. 1. To drain off into a
vessel, or into a locality.—2. To
look pryingly, or with piercing
glance, upon a person or thing ; to
frown upon another. Unyijicela
ninat Why do you frown or look
upon me with such piercing eyes?

uku Ficinca, v.t.x. To squeeze out, as from
any yielding fluid, as a lemon or a
sponge.

im Fidi, n.x. A mass. Imfidi yabantu :
A mass of people, Imfidi yodaka:
A mass of mud.

. u Fifana, n.x. A slightrumour ; a very
imperfect statement of an event or
occurrence. Ndakandcva vjifi
ngalo ihashc lako elilahlekeleyo,
kodwa andivanga inyaniso yalo : 1
heard a rumour, or I heard some
thing, about your horse which is
lost, but did not hear anything
certain about it.

isi Fifane, n.z. A petulant, irascible per
son. The Avoid is allied to Ufifi,
(which sec,) as a petulant person
has generally a frowning look, ac
companied with contraction of the
eyes.

u Fin, n.z. A person whose eyes arc
naturally small, or blinking, or
contracted. Hence applied to one
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who has sore eyes, or eyes con
tracted by being sore. Lomntu
vnufifiThat person has sore eyes.

uku Fiiila, r.f.x z. 1. To hide anything.
Fiyifihle pina lonto? Where have
you bidden that tiling?—2. To
suppress: to conceal a matter.
Fiyayifihla inyaniso : You suppress
the truth. Fiyayifihla londawo:
You conceal that matter.

isi Fihlakalo, n.x. z. A mystery ; a mys
terious event

uku Fiiilaxa, v.t.x.7.. To hide; to conceal
each other; to aid each other in
suppressing or concealing a thing.

uku Fihlhka, v.t.x.z. To be hidden. It
denotes being in a hidden state, as
a violet is hidden from passersby
until sought for and brought to
view. Inkomo ifildetile ehlatini:
The cow is hidden in the thicket.

uku Fiiilela, v.t. x.z. 1. To hide or secrete
for another.—2. To secrete for cer
tain considerations. Niyifildela
nina inyaniso 1 For what purpose,
or on what consideration, do you
hide the truth I Niyajihlela bani
lonto? For whom are you hiding
that thing?—3. To hide from ano
ther. Andimfildela nento eyodwa
yalomcimbi: 1 hid nothing what
ever from him of that matter.

uku Fihlelana, v.t.x. z. To hide from each
other.

im Finto, n.x.z. A secret; a hidden
thing or matter.

uku Fika, v.t.x.z. To arrive. Wajika
izolo : He arrived yesterday.

uku Fikf.la, v.t.x.z. To reach at or to ; to
attain to. Mostly used in the
negative form. Andijikeli ku lon-
dawo : 1 cannot reach to that
height. A ndinakufikeli kulonto :
I-jcannot attain to that.

uku Fikelela, v i.x.z. 1. To arrive at a
certain place. Safikelela ekaya eku-
seni: We arrived at home just at
daybreak.—2. To reach or attain
to a certain height or place. An-
difikeleli kuloudawo: I cannot reach
or attain to that place.

urn Fiki.w.x z. A newcomer; anewarrival.
uku Fikisa, v.t.x.7.. To bring to. or cause

to arrive. Ndalifikisa ihashc e Bini:
I brought the horse to, or caused it
to arrive at, Graham’s Town. In-
qanawa yafikiswa e Bay izolo : The
ship was brought to, or anchored
at, Algoa Bay yesterday.

uku Fikisela, v.t.x.v.. To cause to arrive
for another, Fidatnfikinela inqwelo
yakee Bofolo: 1 brought his wagon
for him to Fort Beaufort.

isi Fimfito, n.x. Anything very much
swollen. Unyawa Iwakc luxifimfito
ukudumba : 11 is foot is very much
swollen.

nku Finca. v.t. x. To drink up; to drain
the last drop in drinking, z. To
contract; to draw into wrinkles or
folds.

i Finbo, n.7.. 1. A knot, as in a string,
or as raised on the surface of any
thing. lienee, 2. A rug, or a coun
terpane which has knots on it.

u Finoo, n.z. 1. The back part of a
native hut.— 2. The lower part of
the spine.

uku Finga, v.t.x. To gather, as in sewing
a garment.

uku Finoeka, v.t.x. To be gathered or
contracted, as a rope coiled up, or
gathered into a heap. Intambo
ifingekile : The rope is coiled up.

isi Finoo, n.x. The dawn ; the first, dawn
of day ; the aurora of the morning.

i Finoo, n.7.. A pile of light, loose wood,
as faggots prepared for burning.

imi Finoo, n.x. Gathers in a garment.
im Finoo, n.z. A kind of rush growing

on the coast (Palmiet).
uku Finiza, v.i x. 1. To draw up the body

as when about to sit on the ground.
—2. To make faces at another.

uku Finva, v.t.x. To wipe the nose.
uku Finyela, v.i. x.z. To draw in; to

shorten: to contract; to draw
back. Wajinycla inyawo zake : Me
drew up his legs.

uku Finyeza, v.t.x. To draw in ; to short
en ; to contract. Finyeza inyawo
zako : Draw in your feet. Finyeza
intambo: Draw in, shorten the
rope.

uku Fipala, v.t’.z. To become dim.obscure,
indistinct; to be dark and cloudy;
to change colour; to grow pale
from any cause, as anger, sickness,
or death.

uku Fipaza, v.t. 7. To cause or make to
change; to alter the appearance of
a person or thing; to dim ; to
darken ; to obscure.

uku Fisa, v.t.x.z. To cause death. Ukubu-
lala is the word for killing by vio
lence, to murder; Ukujisa is to
cause death by any means, as by
the withholding of food, or by slow
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poisoning, or as in executing a
judicial sentence.

Fin, Used with Ukuti, which see at
No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
Jiti: To be chock full ; to be
crammed; to be stuffed; to be
satiated.

uku Fitiza. r. i.z. 1. To prevaricate ; to
speak hesitatingly.—2 To put forth
filaments, as maize from the cob
or car.

uku Fixiza, r.i.x. To put forth the silk
like filaments seen on the Indian
corn previous to the filling of the
cob with corn.

um F0.77.X.Z. A man ; a familiar word, re
ferring to a person.

isi Fo, 71.x.z. Sickness; disease; suffering.
Foca. v. i.x. Used with Ukuti, which

see at N o. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
foca To yield to the touch, as an
clastic substance, or a soft, swelling
on the person, z. uku Focoza.

isi Fociya, n.z. A girdle worn by females
round the waist, made of fine grass
neatly plaited or twisted.

isi Foco, n.z. A bunch or crest of hair
worn by native women on their
heads.

uku Foiila, ti.f.z. To break through by
force, as through a fence. Izinkomo
zilvfohlilr utango: The cattle have
broken through the fence, x. uku
'J'yoboza.

uku Foiiloza, t-.Z.z. To break; to crush;
to smash ; to da<h down.

um Fokaz.asa, n.z. A needy stranger; a
pauper.

ubu Fokazana, n.z. Poverty; pauperism.
um Fokazi, n.z. A common person; a

poor man ; a low, coarse person.
isi Foko. n. z. A protuberance, as a bulge

outwards in tin ware. Applied by
way of derision to the knob of hair
on a woman’s head.

u Fokoti, n z. 1. The fontanel or soft
place on the fop of the head of an
infant.—2. The umbilical cord or
navel string of a young calf.

uku Foi.a, t'.f.z. To stoop down : to give
way by bending down, as a per
son in entering the low doorway of
a native hut.

isi Foi.oko, 77. x.z. A fork. Kaffirized from
the English.

isi Fombo, n.x. A humpbacked person.
um Fosuixi. w.x. The vocative form of

Uwfo. Wena 'mfondini: I say, you
man

uku Fony'-fonvoza, v.t.z. To deal roughly
with ; to tear to pieces, as a fierce
dog with its mouth.

isi Foto, mx. An indentation, as in a tin
pail. z. Isiboco.

ili Fu, n.x.z. A cloud.
isi Fc, 77. z. A stone trap for birds, made

by a flat stone, which falls on the
bird when sprung.

isi Fuiia, 77 x.z. The chest; the bosom.
u Funo, 77.x. A large species of tortoise.

z. u Fudu.
uku Fuduka, v.i.x.z. To remove from one

place of residence to another.
uku Fudukbla, v.t. x.z. 1. To remove for

or on account of.—2. To remove to
a certain locality. Wafuduka e
Bofolo, waza wa/udukela e ’Bini :
He removed from Beanfort, and
came and settled in Graham’s Town.

uku Fvdula, v.i. x. This word is used with
all the tenses of the verb to
express, “ In times past,” denoting
the being accustomed to do so, or
being in such and such circum
stances. Bendifudula ndisiya kona:
in times past 1 was accustomed to
go there. Ewe bckufudula kun-
jalo : Yes, in times past it was wont
to be so. Andinjengoko fudula
ndinjalo : I am not as I used to be.

uku Fuiiumai.a, v.i.x.z. To be warm.
uku Fuduxkza, v. t. x.z. Towarm; to make

warm.
uku Fldcsa, v.t. x.z. To remove, or cause

to remove a person’s residence.
uku Fudvsela, v.t.x.z. To remove, or

cause to remove, to a certain
place or locality. Sabafuduxela e
Mkangiso: We removed them to
Mount Coke.

uku F'ikama,i-.Z.x.z. To brood as a hen on
eggs to hatch them.

uku Fukamela, v.t.x.z. To incubate eggs.
Inkuku ifukamde amaqanda : The
hen sits on, is incubating, the eggs.

uku Fvkamisa, v.t.x.z. To assist in child
birth; to perform the office of a
midwife.

i Fvkupuku, 77.x. A large heap of loose
rubbish, as of straw or refuse.

uku Fukika, v.i.x. To rise as leavened
bread, or as any mass under the
process of fermentation.

uku Fi'kvkisa, v. t.x. To leaven: to cause
fermenta’ion in any mass, as dough
in bread.

uku Fukli.a, v.t.x. To lift up ; to support
by ho'ding up, as one person assist-
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ing another in passing a dangerous
place in walking.

uku Fukuza, v.t.7.. To raise; to lift up
from beneath, as a mole raises the
earth in the mole hill, or as coal is
raised when the fire is stirred up to
cause it to burn.

um Fula, n.x. A deep valley; a ravine.
z. A river.

uku Fulatela, v. I. x.z. To turn the back
on a person or thing. Ungandij'u-
lateli: Don’t turn your back on me.

uku Fulela. v.t. x. z. To cover in a house.
Usually applied by the natives to
thatching a bouse, as they have no
manufactured material wherewith
to cover in their houses.

uku Foma, v. i.x.z. To become moist,
damp, humid.

uku Fumana, u.t.x.z. I. To find; to obtain;
to become possessed of. SimJ'u-
mene obclahlikileyo. We have found
him who was lost.—2. v.i. To attain
to. Ndiyafuna ukufunda, kanti
andiknfnmani: I seek to learn,
but I cannot attain it.—3. To per
form an action, or prosecute an en
terprise, with listlessness or indif
ference, so that no beneficial effects
follow ; to do a thing in vain. Ni-
fumana, nihambanje aniyikuzu-
zanto : It is in vain that ye go, for
you will obtain nothing. Bafu-
mana bandibedeshanje bengageini
imiyalclo yam: In vain do they
worship me while they keep not
my commandments. Ufumana
utetanje : You speak vanity, or you
speak without any purpose or reason.

uku Fumanana, v.Z.x.z. To find each other
when in search of each other; to
meet when seeking each other.

uku Fumanela, v.t. x.z. To find or obtain
for another.

uku Fumba, r.f.x.z. To heap up; to pile
together.

i Fumba, n.x.z. A hump-backed person.
im Fcmba, n.x. A heap.

uku Fumbata, v.i.x.z. l.To close the band
in the form of a fist.—2. v.t. To
grasp in the closed hand so as to
retain what is then in.

uku Fcmbatisa, v.t.x.z. Tocause the hand
to close tightly on a thing held
therein ; to hold fast in the hand.

uku Fumbela, v.t.x.7.. 1. To hoap up for.
—2. To heap or gather together in
a particular place. J/’amMa, apa :
Heap it up here.

uku Fvmisa,v.t.x.7.. Tomakomoist ordamp.
uku Funa, u.t.x. To seek after. Ufunantoui-

na apa I W hat are you seeking here?
uku Funda, u.f.x.z. 1. To learn.—2. To

read in a book.
u Fundi, n.x.7.. A hump on the back of

a person.
uku Fundisa, v.t.x.7.. To teach. Abantwa-

na bafundiswa: The children
are taught.

uku Fundekkla, v.t. x.z. To annoy: to
tease; to vex; to irritate; to trouble.

isi Fundekelo, n. x.z. Au annoyance;
vexation.

in Fundi, n.x.7.. A learner; a disciple.
um Fusdisi, n.x.z A teacher. From the

circumstance of the first .Mission
aries among the Kaffirs being in all
cases teachers in the first schools
which were established among them,
this word, Umfundivi, is that which
is applied to .Ministers oft he Gospel.

im Fundiso. n.x.7.. Instruction: teaching.
isi Fundiso, n.x.7.. A lesson; a doctrine;

that which is taught.
uka Fundui-ula, v.t. x. To speak ironically;

to banter.
uku Funeka,v p.x.z. To be sought for; to

be in demand. Ziyafuneka impa-
hla zcnlengo kwa Daimond : Mer
chandise is in demand at the Dia
mond fields.

uku Funoa, v.i.x.z. To swear ; to take an
oath.

uku Fungisa, v. t.x. z. To conjure; to bind
by' oath.

isi Fukgo, n.x.z. An oath; an affidavit.
um Fungu, n.x. A burden ; a load.
uku Funguza, v.t. x. To remove litter, as

from a stable.
um Funi, n.x.7.. A seeker; one in search

of any thing, or any matter.
uku Fusisa, v.t.x.7.. To cause a search to

be made for any thing.
um Funo, n. x.z. A vegetable; any edible

herb.
uku Funqcla, v. t. x. To lift up ; to raise or

lift up one thing from off another;
to remove from off, as a burden
from off a person.

uku Funza, v. t. x.z. To set on or urge on
dogs either to fight, to hunt, or to
attack a person. Wandifunza ngc-
zinja: He set the dogs on me.

uku Funzkla, v.t.x.7.. To feed as a bird by
forcing the food into the mouth with
the beak by the mother bird.

um Funzei.0, n. x.z. The food conveyed to
the young bird by the mother bird. 
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um Fusa, adj. x. z. Reddish brown. In-
kabi euifusa: A reddish brown ox.

im Fpsakazi, n.x z. A dark red and
brown cow.

i Fuso, n.x.z. Fallow ground ; land that
has been already under the plough
for cultivation ; an old garden.

uku Futa, v./.x. 1. To hea>. in the fire, as
iron for welding.—2. x.z. To blow
as in puffs.—3. To breathe hard, as
one short of breath.

ama Futa, n.x.z. Butter; fat; any fatty
or oily substance. The singular,
Ifuta, is not used.

uku Futeka, v i.x.z. I. To feel as if suffo
cated.—2. To be inflated, as with
pride or auger. Ufutekile lonintu
ngotnsindo: That man is full of
anger.

uku Futela, v./.x.z. To blow in, at, or
upon. Futcla umlilo : Blow the
fire.

uku Futelana, v. i.x.z. To be in a state of
suffocation.

Futi, adv. x.z. Often; frequently.
Biza futi: Call often. Futi kanga-
kanauinal How often! Yenza
futi: Do it frequently.

urn Futo, n. x. z. 1. A bellows ; any contriv
ance to blow wind with. The native
smiths use bellows made of goat
skins, which arc removed from the
animal without, being cut open, ex
cepting near the legs; thus forming
bags about fourteen by twenty
inches. A horn is inserted at the
small e.id, which serves as a nozzle,
and at the wide open end are two
sticks running across each side of
the bag, forming an opening like a
carpel-bag. These are held by the
hand so as to open and shut the
bag, which, beingalternatelydilated
with wind, and compressed by a
downward stroke of the hand, gives
a strong blast of wind.—2. The puff
of a snake, or bullock, or of a cat,
when expressive of auger, and in
tending mischief; or the sudden
emission of air through the nostrils.

Futshane, x. See Mfutshane, under
the letter M.

Furu, x. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
futu: 1. To be moderately warm
or heated.—2. To feel angry; to
be in a passion.

i Futu, n.x. White clay. z. A mcalic
cob boiled soft when new.

isi Furu, n.x. A state of excitement; a
hot. hasty temper.

uku Fuya, v.tx.z. To lay up treasure.
Siyafuya inkomo : We breed cat
tle. Sifuya imali: We lay up
money.

im Furo. n.x.z. Property; stock of any
kind ; possessions.

uku Fuza, v. i. x.z. To resemble another.
Umtwana iifuza uyisc : The child
is like his father.

im Fuza, n.x. A likeness.
uku Fuzela, v. t. z. To strip grass off a hut.
um Fuzi, n.x. A model.

G.

The letter G has one uniform sound
in Kaffir, like g in the English
words, Give, Go, Gab, &c.: except
when preceded by n, which gives
it a nasal sound.

um Ga, n. z. A cut, gash, or wound, made
by any sharp instrument.

uku Gaba, v./.x. To dig with a pick or hoc.
u Gaba, n.x. A stalk of corn.
i Gaba, n.x. A pick or hoe. z. A bottle.

uku Gababisa, v.t. x. To cover a large space
or area in an operation ; to perform
more than was intended ; to go be
yond the mark. A person is said
to gababisa when he takes long
strides in walking.

isi Gabavu, n.z. An effort; an attempt;
an endeavour.

uku Gabavuleka, v. i.z. To make an at
tempt, effort, or endeavour.

uku Gabela, v./.z. 1. To cut in : to slash.
—2. To bend towards; to incline;
to influence towards.

uku Gabisa, v.i.z. To manifest assurance :
to be very confident, so as to bend
another to our will.

uku Gabisela, v.t.To defy; to jeer: to
scoff

Gabu, v.i.x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
gabu: To part in two, as clouds
opening suddenly, so that the sun,
which was previously obscured, is
seen through the opening, or as
mist clearing away not entirely in
mass, but so that a vista of light
appears.

uku Gabuka, v./.x. To clear away as clouds
or mist, so as to cause an opening.

uku Gabula, v.t. x. To clear a way ; to make
an opening as through a forest, or
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through a host of opposers; as cut
ting through the lines of an army
when surrounded in battle. Seo
Ukuzigabulela.

uku Gabulela, x. To clear a way for ano
ther, or for a certain purpose. Ga
bnia indicia uyigabulele inqwelo :
Clear a path ; clear it for the
wagqn.

uku Gaca, v. t. ?.. To cut or hack : to roughly
dig the surface of the ground for
cultivation.

i Gada, n.x. A clod of earth, z i Ga-
badc, or i Gade.

isi Gada, n. z. A tuft of small stalks of
corn growing on a stalk of Kaffir
corn, which produce no fruit.

in Gada, n.x. A species of wild cat.
uku Gadla, v. t. z. To strike; to make a

stroke, as in fencing.
u Gadlagadla, n.x. A succession of re

ports.
i Gado, n.z. An antelope, the Stein bok.

uku Gadula, v.i. z. To run away with speed.
Inkabi yabaleka yagadula, enga-
vumi ukuza ckaya: The ox ran off
with speed, and would not come
towards home.

u Gaga, 71.x.z. 1. A dried skin.—2. A
bird of a brownish yellow colour.

uku Gagamela, v. i. x. To aim at an object
beyond one’s reach.

i Gaoamsiia, n.x. Anything of large
dimensions.

i Gagu, n.x.z. A bold man; a daring,
fearless, courageous man; one of
very great self-confidence.

ubu Gagu, n.x.z. Boldness; fearlessness;
confidence; daring; strength of
purpose or of will.

uku Gagula, v. t. z. To banter ; to chafe, as
when a person asks another for
something which he knows he will
not give, or which he docs not
possess.

i Gala, n.x. 1. The sun.—2. A small
brown animal called a muir-cat.

Galakaxa, x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. S of its meanings. Ukuti
galakaxa : To suddenly come down
on a thing or person, as on a buck
in hunting, or as an army in sud
denly surprising another.

i Galakaxa, n x. A tall thin person or
thing.

in Galati, n.z. The navel string of a
new-born infant. •

uku Galaza, v.t.z. To be impertinent to a
person.

uku Galela, v.t.x. 1. To pour out, as the
pouring out of a liquid.—2. x.z. It
also denotes the attack of an army.
Impi yagabda pina ? Where did
the army make the attack I

uku Galklaxa, v.t.x.z. To join battle, as
two armies commencing to light.

uku GALHLEKA.v.f x.To arrive at a certain
period; applied only to several
persons, or a company of persons.
Ibandla yagaleleka emini: The
company or regiment arrived about
midday.

isi Galo, 77.z. A bracelet.
in Galo, 7i.x.z. The human arm; the

arm from the hand to the elbow.
um Gama, n.x. z. A distance; a space.

Besibamba ngumgama omkulu:
We went a long distance.

u Gama, n.x. A period of time. Svgom-
g'ama usenabo : During the period,
or while, he is still with them.

i Gama, n.x.z. A name. Igamalomntu :
The name of a person.

uku Gamanxa, v.t.z. To lay hold of a per
son or thing at any point between
the two extremities.

uku Gam ata, v.t.z 1. To hold up any
thing in the middle, as the beam of
a pair of scales.—2. To reach to
about the middle of a vessel, as
liquid which partly fills it.

i Gambu, 7t. z. A black goat with white
stripes across the back.

uku Gamela, v.t.z. To be in earnest about
a matter.

isi Ganga, n.x. A heap of earth.
uni Ganga, n.x. A large mound of earth;

a lump of fat between the fore legs
of an animal.

u Ganga, n.z. Dry snufT.
i Ganga, n.z. The spur of a mountain.

uku Ganga, v.t.x. 1. To catch a thing, as
a ball, when thrown by another.—
2. To play practical jokes; to be
have unseemly.

uku Gangada, v.t.z. To pound or ram the
floor of a house; to ilog violently,
as oxen in a wagon.

uku Gangata, v.t.x. To lay the floor of a
house by beating earth into a solid
mass; usually the soil of the ant
heap is used, as it contains a glu
tinous matter, imparted to it by
the ants in building their heaps,
to render them firm and ad
hesive.

in Gangazana, n.z. A small species of
weevil, x. I ngqokoqwane.
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u Gasob, n.z. The outward fence of a
cattle fold.

uni Gasoo, n.z. The second cow given by
the parent or guardian of a girl to
her intended husband, at the time
when she is betrothed

uin Ganooa, n.z. An antelope with twisted
horns.

uni Gabi, n z. A large tree from which
many domestic utensils are made,
and whose fruit is medicinal.

i Gabi, n.z. Fruit of ihc umgani.
um Gakyana, n.x. A short distance. Wa-

hambcla pambile umyanyana: He
went forward a short distance.

in Gantuxtu, n.x. A recluse. Applied to
a person who refuses to live in a
village, or near other persons,build
ing bis hut away from others.

uku Gaxzinca, v.t.z. To waste corn or
meat.

uku Gapa, t'.i’.z. To vomit; to retch.
uku Gaqi. v. i.z. To creep on the hands

and knees.
uku Gasa, i’.i.x. To manifest conceit; to

have a high or self-flattering opin
ion of one's own accomplishments
or personal attractions.

ubu Gasa, n.x. Conceit; that which im-
pl ics a ilattering opinion of one's sei f.

uku Gatya, v.t.x. To throw a rope or
thong loosely on the neck; to
throw a reim on the horns of an ox
to hold it by.

i Gatya, n.x. A small branch of a tree.
u Gau, n.z. A bend, curve, or inclina

tion in a range of hills or high
lands; a crooked,.rocky, and diffi
cult pass in a mountain.

i Gau, n.z. A young pumpkin, while
yet soft and green on the vine.

uku Gaula, v.t. x.z. To chop or hew tim
ber or poles, or fire wood.

i Gaulo, n.z. An axe : any instrument
for chopping or hewing.

Gaxa, v.t.x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
garni: 1. To unexpectedly meet or I
fall upon a person or thing, so as to ■
impede progress. Bate yam ema- i
tyene : They suddenly came on, or 1
fell among stones, which impeded
their progress.—2. To run or fall
against an object, so as to be driven
back, as a person running against a
post iu the dark.

uku Gaxa, v.t.z. 1. To set across; to set
astride; to bind across: to put a
reim or lasso over the horns of an

ox ; to lay a stick across the back
of a person by beating him.—2. To
involve a person in an affair. Lit.
To set him astride on it.—3. To
catch with a hook, as a fish.

isi Gaxa, n.z. A lump or mass ; a pillar ;
a piece of statuary.

| um Gaxa, n.z. A large kind of antelope,
with large spiral horns, the Kudu.

uku Gaya, v.t.z. To grind, as corn for
flour.

um Gazi, n.x.z. A red bead, so named
from its being of a blood colour.

i Gazi, n.x.z. Blood while in a liquid
state.

in Gazi, n.z. Weight; name; character;
influence.

um Goa, n.x. A line ; a stripe ; a row; a
rank.

uku Gcaba, n.i.x. 1. To crack, or burst, as
ripe fruit, from the action of the
wiud or sun.—2. It also denotes the
chapping of the hands or the face
from the action of the sun or wind,
or roughness caused by cold or the
atmosphere, z. To cut the skin,
and insert medicine; to inoculate;
to vaccinate ; to ornament the fore
head by coloured clay.

in Gcaca, n.x. A cowrie shell; they are
used by the Kaffirs as an orna
mental band on the forehead.

uku Gcaiia, v.t.x. To fry as meat in a pan.
uku Gcaoca, v. i. z. To dance as a girl.
uku Gcaka, v.t.z. To whitewash.

isi Gcaka, n.z. Garden for pumpkins.
uku Goakameba, u.i’.x. To sit and warm the

person in the sun.
isi Gcaki, n.z. Place where the sun

shines hot.
in Gcaba, n x. I. A flying ant.—2. A

marksman ; a good shot.—3. A dex
terous person in any undertaking.

u Gcabacaba, n.x. An irascible, passion
ate person, or a vicious animal.

ubu Goabagcaba. n.x Fierceness of manner.
aiua Gcabeka, n.x. The paramount tribe of

the Xosa. branch of the Kaffir
nation.

uku Gcabisa. v. t. x. To entrap as game;
to snare.

uku Gcaliseba, v.t. x. To entrap for : or in
a certain locality.

isi Gcabisei.o, n.x. A trap; a snare.
in Gcasiba.se, n.x. A part of the dress of

circumcised lads which covers the
face.

in Geist bo, n.x. The root of a tree or
plant. Plu. Jzin.

Gcasiba.se
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uku Goaneka, r.t. x. To lay out in the sun, |
as a garment, to dry.

in Gcakoo, n.x. Doors. The sing, is1
Ucango, the letter g is added to the 1
usual phi. prefix in, for the sake of
euphony.

urn Gcantst. n.x. The afterbirth of an
animal.

in Gcapb, n. x. The mouthpiece of a
smoking pipe.

isi Goaty a,n.z. A venomous spider, which
is often seen running nimbly about
the road.

isi OcAWtt, n.x. 1. A large spider.—2. A
pink bead. z. The place in front of
the cattle fold, where the dancing
takes place.

uku Goayisela, v.4.x. To inveigle; to take
by wile, stratagem, or deceit; to
entrap.

isi Goayisklo, n.x. An cnsnarcment; an
entrapping.

in Gcazi, n.z. A large earthen beer ves
sel with small mouth.

i Gceba, n.7. A rush from which mats
arc made.

uku Gckba, n.t’.z. To incline as a bough
when bent down, as the stalk of a
banana irce when loaded with fruit:
to incline as the shadow of a hill
towards the east after noon, or as
the sun when declining towards the
close of day : to hang the head on
one side, as a child when awkwardly’
carried ; to incline to one side, as a
dish when not carried evenly.

in Gcebiswako, n. x. Advice; counsel.
i Gcebo,ji. x. A plot. Bamenz.ela igeebo:

They laid a trap for him.
isi Gcebu, n.x. Cuttings in the flesh of a

person.
in Gceba, n.z. A small bird.

i Gcebevc, n.x. A flat dish or platter.
i Goeke, n. z. A cleared space around or

in front of a house ; a court, or yard.
i Gcema,w.z. A large wooden needle used

for thatching, or for sewing mats.
in Get, n.x. A species of jackal, distin

guished by a mane.
uku Gch.a, V./.7.. 1. To sharpen as a stake.

—2. To speak sharp words, in order
to annoy and provoke.

u Gch.aza. n.z. The swelling of the jaws
called the mumps.

uku Gcixa, r.t. x. To preserve; to keep or
save from injury or destruction : to
defend from evil. z. To press
down, so as to make firm, as earth
around a newly-planted tree.

uku Gcinakala, v.p.x. To be in a state of
preservation ; to be kept from in
jury or evil.

uku Gcixeka, r.f.z. To become firm, secure.
uku Gcinezela, r.t.7.. To press together;

to press firmly down ; to hold down.
x. uku Cinezela.

in Gcingane, n.x. Meditations; musings.
Lit. Small thoughts.

um Goini, n.x. A preserver; one who takes
care of and preserves another from
harm.

uku Gciz.a, v. I.7.. To shuffle about with a
peculiar gait, assumed by the wo
men in dancing, when they thread
their way among the girls in the
dance.

uku Gcoba, v. t. 7. 1. To anoint the body
with perfume.—2. To overlay, as
with gold.

isi Gcono. n x. A common rough-made
native mat.

in Gcobotshane, n.x. A clattering, noisy
conversation.

in Gcoru, n.x. A soft substance; that
■ which is soft to the feel, like cloth.

isi Gcoaco, n. z. The head ring of hair
worn by the Zulu men.

uku Gcogcoma, v. i. z. To hop as a frog.
Gcoka, z. Used with Ukuti, which sec

at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
gcoka: To mince or trip with the
feet, as one picking his way care
fully.

in Gcola, n.x. A description of assegai
or spear.

uku Gcoi.a, v.t.z. To kill an ox in h.,uour
of a girl about to be married ; or in
order to purify a woman after the
death of a near relative. In this
case the woman goes to her father's
house, and has the gall of the
slaughtered ox rubbed into the
armpits.

uku Gcomba. v. t.7. To paint the face with
different coloured clays, as white,
red, brown, etc.

isi Gcoxa, n.z. A person who makes him
self ridiculous, and thus becomes
the laughing stock of others.

in Gcoxgcoyi, n.x. A gnat.
in G cox go to, n.x. A reed.
in Gc< ro, n.x. A pinnacle; ahighpointof

a building, or if a hill or mountain.
in Gcuba, n.z. The flesh of an animal

which has died. x. i Ngcula.
i Gcuka, n.z. A large black ant com

mon in the paths in hot weather.
i Gclku, n.z. A rough skin petticoat

o
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worn by women as a travelling
dress. x. isi Kaka.

uku Gcula, v.i.z. To stand as in a reverie;
to be at a complete standstill. Usu
ally denoting a state of helplessness
of body, or confusion of mind : to be
at one's wits’ end. Inkomo ayisahli
iscigculile ■■ The cow refuses to eat,
and stands as if about to d>e. Nanko
unintu ugculile: There is a person
standing continually at the same
place.

uni Gcula, n.z. An assegai with a long
shaft; a barren stalk of maize; a
pillow.

uku Gculela, v.t.x. To rejoice over; to
oxnit in another’s misfortunes.

uka Gcuma, v. t. x. To moan as in sickness.
isi Gcume, n.x. A bunch of beads; a small

bunch of anything.
i Gcuwa, n.x. The river on which the

Butterworth Mission Station is
situated.

ubu Gcwasgu, n.x. A species of large red
ants. It denotes plurality or mass:
there is no singular to this species
of ant.

in Gcwele. See i Ngcwcle.
isi Gcwelegcwele, n.z. A person without

means or property; one who lives
from hand to mouth, by what he
can obtain from others, or lay hold
of: hence it often, although not
always, denotes, a marauder, one
who lives by plunder. A gipsy
would in the Zulu country be called
an Isigcwelegcele.

uku Gcweleza, r.tz. To live and act, as
under the word isi Gcicclegcicele.

in Gcwi xxe, n.x. The Kaflir name of the
Kat river, on the banks of which
the town of Fort Beaufort is built.

i Gebe, n.z. A deep pit or trench; a
large hole, such as is used for en
trapping large game, as the buffalo.
Sharp slakes are placed perpendi
cularly in the hole, and the opening
covered with sticks and bushes, to
entrap the game.

u Gebe, n. z. A dangerous ridge on a
mountain.

isi Gebknoa, n.x. A lawless person; a
bandit; a highwayman.

uku Gebisa, v.t.z. To bend down ; to cause
to incline or bend down from the
perpendicular, or to be out of a
level, x. Ukugobisa.

uku Gebeza, v.i.z. To be in an agitated
state; to menace by standing in a

trembling oragitated manner, as if
about to throw something at ano
ther ; to be in a confused, agitated
state of mind, as one bordering on
insanity.

uku Gkbula, v.t x. To gash ; to cut a deep
wound.

uku Geca, v.t.x. To make a clearance, as
of grass or bush, with a sharp spade
or an axe.

uku Gebeza, v.t.z. To utter violent, severe
language; to talk very loud. x. Uku
Nkenteza.

uku Gedla, v.t.z. To gnaw ; to gnash ; to
crunch with the teeth. (Onomato-
poetic.)

u Gehle, n.z. Gravel; small stones: so
named from the noise caused when
walking on them.

jiku Geoa, v.t.z. To shave the head. x. uku
Guya.

isi Gege, n.7.. A person of unsocial,
greedy habits; one who prefers to
sit alone at a meal, so as to get
more than his share of food.

ubu Gege, n.z. Gluttony; greediness;self
ishness.

uku Geoeleza, v.i.z. To trip ; to walk with
a shufiling step, as between shuf
fling and running, as a person who
is walking among shifting pebbles.

uku Ceja, v.t.z. 1. To strike the ground
with a missile, or weapon thrown or
fired at an object, so as to miss the
aim.—2. To turn up the ground
with a pick or hoe.

i Geja, n.z A pick or plough; that
which strikes and turns up the
ground. From Ukugeja.

uku Gela, v.t.z. To cut down ; to destroy :
to desolate, as an army ravaging a
country, and cutting or treading
down the crops.

i Gei.e, n.z. A plant, the bulbous root
of which is eaten.

isi Gelb, n.z. A person with a retiring
forehead : hence an old man with
the head-ring worn by the Zulus
placed far back on the head.

in Gelosi, n.x. An angel.
uku Gema, v.i.z. To indicate by motions

of the body ; to make a feint, as if
about to strike ; to nod assent; to
make as if about to bite a thing;
to signify an intention by some
movement of the body.

uku Genoa, v.t.z. To cut or ehip as with a
knife, or with a hook for chopping,
or a small axe, as in chopping
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bushes or small branches from a
tree or hedge.

in Cbnue, n.7. A honey bird. See
u Jfgende.

uku Genqa, v.t.x. To dig deep; to trench.
uku Geqa, v.t.x. To throws thingwith ajerk.
uku Geqa, v.t.7.. 1. To scrape or clear out,

as the scraping and removing the
pulp and seeds of a calabash, so as
to render it fit for use as a bottle
for milk ; or the scraping out of a
native snuff box.—2. To give pur
gative medicine, so as to clear the
bowels.

isi Gezenga, n.x. A dumpling made of
mealies which have first been boiled,
and then crushed and made into a
round mass.

uku Gexa, v. i. x. To stagger, like a
drunken man. z. To move back
wards and forwards, like a person
in a rocking-chair.

uro Gexo, n. 7. A string, or belt of beads,
worn round the neck, and often
thrown over the shoulder, and
brought over the breast, and over
the side of the person, like a sash,
or scarf.

uku Geza, v.i.x. To act wildly, madly ; to
act as one mad. z. To dabble or
splash in water; to bathe; to
frolic in water, as is usually done
in bathing by the natives; to per
form ablutions on the person.
Sometimes, To wash clothes: but
Ukuhlamba is more generally used

ubu Giza, n.x. Madness; extreme folly ;
headstrong passion and rashness,
that acts in opposition to reason;
fury ; rage.

i Geza, n.x. 1. A madman ; a man
raving and furious with distracted
reason.—2. One inflamed with ex
traordinary passion, and acting
contrary to reason.

in Geza, n.z. A kind of weed.
uku Giba, v.t.x. To contend in argument;

to differ in opinion ; to contend a
point; to keep a person off’ by con
tention. z. To take out, as the
taking any thing from a box; to
draw out, as to draw a sword from
its sheath.

uni Gibe, n.x.z. A snare for game. Usu
ally applied to any snare which
takes the game in a noose, or lasso.

uku Gieisbla, v.t. x. z. To throw at, as with
a stick, or stone ; to keep off, as a
dog by throwing at it.

uku Gida, v.i. x. To take provisions for
sustenance, when about to remain
at a place for a short period.
When about to attend a marriage
feast, which often lasts for several
days, lhe Kaffirs often take cows to
milk for themselves and families
while the feast lasts. The word
Ukugida in Nowi-Kallir denotes
this practice, of adding to the com
mon stock of provisions on such
occasions, z. To dance with vehe
ment contortions of body, bend
ing every way with fantastic
movements. Usually it denotes
a dance by girls in the open air,
at which the men and women look
on.

uku Gidagida, v.i.7.. To make contortions
of body, as when a person is
tickled : to be ticklish; to be giddy
and unsteady, like a lively girl, or
a rollicking young man.

uku Giuaza, v.t.7.. To cause contortions of
body, as by tickling a person.

isi Gini, n.7.. 1. A shaking ; a trembling,
as the shaking of the earth by an
earthquake.—2. Amazement: per
plexity ; uncertainty ; applied to a
number beyond calculation.

i Giru. n.x.z. A million. Abautu abac
ligidi: A million people.

um Gidi, n.x. A marriage party.
uku Gidima, v.i.x. To go with speed; to

run fast.
um Gino, n.x. 1. A gift of provisions, as

in the case of the Ukugida, which
see.—2. A gift of friendship, con
sisting of anything eatable, as game
sent by one person to another.—
3. Often used to denote a present
given to a sweetheart, generally of
an eatable kind.

uku Gigima, v.i.x. The same as Ukugi-
dima.

uku Gigiteka, v.i.x.7.. To shake with
laughter; to laugh immoderately ;
to laugh aloud; to giggle; to
laugh in a silly manner.

uku Guiana, x. Same as uku Gidina.
uku Gila, v.t.x. To overthrow or knock a

person down, by coming into colli
sion with him in passing.

i Gila, n.x.7. The gizzard of a bird or
fowl.

i Gilo, n.7.. The projection in front of
the neck, called Adam's apple.

uku Gingiza, v. i. z. To stutter; to stam
mer.
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uku Gisgqa. i> t. z. To roll, as a stone.
x. Ukuqengqa.

uku GixoQEKA, v. i. z. To roll; to be in a
rolling state, x. Ukuqengqeka.

isi Ginoqi, n.x. A pit; a deep bole in the
ground.

in Gixinoixi, x. See i Nginingini, un
der the letter N.

uku Gixya, r.t.x. To swallow.
uku Giya, n.i’.z. To rush or run with

vehemence ; to leap and spring, so
as to perform a peculiar movement
in a public dance, which simulates
the downfall of an enemy when
killed in battle.

uku Gqba, v. i. x.z. To bend ; to bow down
the person.

uku Gobisa, v.t.x.z. To cause to bend ; to
bow down ; to bend. Gobisa isebe
lomti: Bend down the branch of
the tree. z. Ukugcbisa.

in Gobo, n.z. A large crib; a kind of
enclosure made of wicker work,
outside the house, for storing
mealies in. x. u Dlala.

isi Gobo, n. z. The wild asparagus; so
named from the bending stalk,
and its tassel flower hanging
down : from uku Goba, to bend.

um Gobo, n.z. The stick running up the
middle of the shield, and projecting
above it, with the tail of some wild
animal wound round it.

uku Goboda, v.i.x. To bend forward; to
overhang, as a person sitting in
deep thought, as one dejected, and
lost to all passing events.

i Goboxgo, n.z. A wide-mout.h calabash;
any thing with a wide opening, as
an empty egg-shell.

isi Goboxgo, n.z. A large round knob, as
of a stick, or door-handle.

uku Goboza. v.i. z. To ripple, like water in
a rivulet; to run down, as cattle
when descending a mountain ; to
walk, as a tall person with a bob
bing gait.

in Gobozi, n. x. A large basket, usually
employed for harvesting corn.

uku Gocagoca, v.t. x. 1. To perform work
thoroughly, fully, completely.— I
2. To thoroughly investigate a
matter, so as to fully master and
understand it.

uku Gocacocela, v.t. x. To question in a
searching manner ; to examine by
questioning; to cross-examine, as a,
witness in a court of law.

iGinr, n.z. 1. A hole washed out by
heavy rain.—2. A grave.

i Goda, n.z. A thick rope or rcim. as a
trek touv>; made from an ox-hide.

isi Gobi, it. z. Any deep or hollow place
in the ground ; a hollow.

um Gobi, n.z. An excavation; a hole or
pit, made to entrap the wild boar.

isi Gobea, n.x. A horn of an animal
when severed from the body : while
still on the living animal it is
called Upondo.

uku Gobea, v.t. x. To suppress; to conceal;
to hold back from view.

isi Godlo, n.z. The upper part of a great
chiefs kraal, or town, where his
wives reside. It is derived from
Vkugodla: To conceal; to keep
back, as this part of the chief’s
residence is “ kept back ” from
common contact or from the public
gaze.

isi Gobo, n.x. A thick, dry block of fire
wood. z. The stump of a tree still
standing in the ground.

u Gono, n.x. A dry carcase, or the dry
skin of an animal.

uku Gobola, v.i. x.z. To become cold; to
feel cold. Ndiyagodola: I am
getting cold.

um Goboyi, n.z. A fabulous dog; a sort
of weir-wolf, said to devour men.

uku Gobuka, v.i.x.x. To proceed towards
home ; to go home.

uku Gobcsa, v.t.z. To take home. Godusa
inkorno : Take the cattle home.

um Goduso, n.z. A betrothed girl.
i Gogo, n.x. A wizaid; an enchanter;

one who practises enchantments.
z. A small kind of antelope, inhabit
ing rocky places.

isi Gogo, n.x. A person whose limbs are
stiff, as one paralyzed with cold, or
from any other cause. A person
whose limbs arc bound with a
cord is called an Isigogo.

uku Gogoba, v.t.z. To scrape up with the
finger or with a spoon any small
remainder of fluid in a vessel.

i Gogode, n.x.z. A large toad; a pla-
tana.

uku Gogoza, v.t.x. To rattle; to jolt, as a
wagon running over stones.

isi Gojasa, n.z. A small hole in the
ground.

uku Goca. r.t.z. To snatch; to pounce
upon, is one seizing another from
behind.
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i Golihe. n.x.z. Gold. Kaffirized from
the English.

i Golomi. n.x. A bird named the Lory ;
a kind of parrot.

uku Goloza, v.i.x. To sit alone, as a person
in a reverie ; to sit solitary, as one
lost in thought.

uku Golozhla, v.t.x. To sit still,silent, and
alone for a purpose, as to sit to
watch for anything. Sendiyaku-
gulozela isela: I will go and watch
for the thief. Ndisagolozela isi-
piwo enditenjiswa ngaso: I am
looking for the gift which was pro
mised me.

um Goma, n.z. A witch doctor; an Jsa-
nusi; a doctor of high rank.

in Goma, x. Seo i Ngoma, under the let
ter N.

uku Gomba, v. t. x To hollow or dig out a
pit with a small opening, as a corn
pit; to excavate.

um Gomba, n.z. The tall feather of the
domestic cock.

uku Gumbonca, v.i.x. To hollow out; to
scoop out, as in wood or stone.

um Gomo, n. z. The plain truth ; the naked
fact; the long and short of a matter.

uku Gona, v.t z. To embrace : to carry in
the arms as a child.

in Gone, n. x. A description of long grass.
z. Ingongoni.

in Congo. n.z. A complicated, difficult
affair.

in Gongoma, n.x. A rising on the head
caused by a blow.

in Gongoni. n.z. Long thin grass used for
brooms, x. Ingone.

in Gongono, n.z,. The wax of the ear.
uku Gongqoza, v.i.x. To sound with a rat

tling, hollow, or reverberating
sound, as thunder, or as a vehicle
rumbling in the distance. (Onoma-
topoetic.)

uku Gongxa, v.t.x. 1. To dig deep ; to dig
a pit.—2. To question deeply ; to
search out the truth of a statement
by searching questions.—3. To
pilfer; to purloin.

imi Gongxa, n.x. Pits in the ground.
imi Gongxwana, n.x. Small gutters or

holes in a road caused by rain.
in Gono, n.z. The nipple of the human

breast.
in Gonoti, n.z. Rattan, a kind of cane,

much used for the ’construction of
the doors of native huts.

in Gontsi. n.x. A corner of a room ; a
recess.

in Gonyama, n.x.z. A lion.
uku Gonyamei.a, v.i.x. To attempt that

which is beyond one's strength.
uku Gonyela, v.t.x. To act with energy;

to put forth all a person’s strength
in the accomplishment of an enter
prise.

uku Goqa, v.t.z. To fence or ward olTa blow.
i Goqo, n.z. A heap of logs of wood.

um Goqo, n.z. A bar of wood, a long roller.
i Gotyi, n.x. The name of a small bird.

in Goxowanb, n.x. A gathering of dry
bones, or anything that makes a
rattling noise.

in Gozi, n.x.z. An accident; calamity;
hurt; injury; danger.

uku Gqabazisa, v. t. x. I. To give the out
line of a speech or a purpose with
out giving the details.—2. To drop
quickly, as drops of rain in a
shower.

uku Gqabuka, v.i.x. To burst, as a tumour
or boil. z. To break oil’; to expire ;
to die. Lit. To break off from life.

uku Gqabukela, v. i. x. To burst forth on
any person or object.

uku Gqabvla, v.t.x. To break off as a
string or rope. z. To die; to ex
pire.

uku Gqabuza, v.t.x. To cause to burst.
uku Gqabuzela, v.t.x. To cause to burst

forth on any person, place, or thing.
uku Gqapaza, v.t.x. To dodge; to evade

by a sudden shift of place; to es
cape by running from side to side
when pursued.

uku Gqavazisa, v.t.x. To dodge a person,
as the hare dodges the hounds in
running from side to side.

ubu Gqagai.a, n.x. Artful speech, which is
intended to attain some purpose
which is concealed by the speaker.

i Gqagqa, n.z. An car or cob of maize,
the corns of which are placed irregu
larly over the surface ; an imper
fectly formed ear of Indian corn.

uku Gqagqangisa, n.z. To place things ir
regularly or in a disorderly manner ;
to do anything unevenly, as stitch
ing or sewing.

in Gqakaga, n. x. The small pox.
uku Gqala, v. i. x. To observe attentively.
uku Gqalisa, v.t.x. To draw the attention ;

to cause a person's attention to be
fixed on an object.

uku Gqalisela, v. t.x. To attentively ob
serve any person or object; to pay
particular attention to an object; to
select for observation or attraction. 
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uku Gqamuka, v.i.z. 1. To flash; to flare
up; to flame.—2. To conic in sight
suddenly; to come out to view.

>n Gqanda, h. x. A description of assegai.
in Gqanoa, n.x. A war bird; a species of

eagle.
in Gqasqolo, n.x. A bird, named by the

colonists a dikkop.
ama Gqapagqapa, n. z. Spots of colour, as on

a dress.
in Gqapunaxa, n.z. An active, clever

person or animal.
uku Gqatsa, u.i.x. To race, as horses or

cattle.
i Gqatyana, n. x. A small leaf of a

tree.
i Gqaza. n.x. A small bird, whose habi

tat is in the grass.
uku Gqebela, it.i.x. To speak ironically

and sarcastically, expressing one
thing and meaning another ; to
banter.

in Gqki.e, n.x. Frost; cold.
in Gqkqe, n. x. A small dog; a dog of a

diminutive species.
Gqi, acZv.x. Behold! It denotes the

occurrence of any sudden event,
breaking in as it were upon other
events. Rule esateta gqi ilifu cli-
kanyayo labenzela itunzi : While he
yet spake, behold, a bright cloud
overshadowed them.

ubu Gqt. n.x. Sorcery ; enchantment: ma
gic. Ukwenza ugobrqi: To use
enchantment; to deal in sorecry.

isi Gqt, n.z. A sound as of footsteps; the
sound of the regular stop of dancers.
(On',matopoetic.)

uku GqtBA, v.I.x.z. To finish ; to bring an
operation to an end. Sendigqibile:
1 have finished, z. To fill in; to
close up, as filling up a hole in the
ground with earth.

uku GqtBVLA, v. t.x.z. To make a full end ;
to finish up. Impi yabagqibela:
The enemy finished them up, made
a full end of them. Inkomo zim-
gqibela umboua, tu ! The cattle
have quite destroyed the mealies.
Wagqibela ngami ukwabcla isonka;

1 was the last to whom he distri
buted the bread.

urn GqiBEto, n. x.z. The end, the close,
the termination of a thing or affair;
hence the last day of the working
days of the week. Applied also to
the end of time. Umhla womqibelo:
The last day.

isi Gqiki, n.z. A wooden pillow, which

consists of a short log of wood, used
by the natives, but especially by
the Zulu Kaffirs.

uku GqtLA. v.t x.z. To drain the last drop
of milk from a cow in milking; to
suck at the breast till entirely
drained.

i GqtLi, n.x. The Kaffir name of the
Gariep, or Great Orange River,
which is the boundary of the Cape
Colony to the north.

uku GqttAZA, v.t.z. To beat with the fist;
to pummel, as a person beating
another while kneeling upon him
when down.

u GqtLAZA, n. z. The swelling of the
glauds of the neck called the
mumps.

in Gqina, n.z. A hunting party.
um Gqtsi, n.z. An animal with its tail

docked.
i GqiiiA, n.x. A doctor; a medical

man ; one who professes to discover
witches.

ubu GqtiiA, n. x. That which relates to the
profession of a doctor, or of a pro
fessed witch-finder; skill in the
medical profession.

uku GqiTA, u.t.x. 1. To pass by; to pass
over.—2. Jt denotes comparison.
Londoda iwagqitile amanye ngo-
bukulu : That man is greater th n
all others. Lit. He passes them by,
or goes beyond them.

i GqiTA, n.x. A large swelling or can
cer ; an abscess.

um Gqiti, n.x. A transgressor; one who
passes beyond the rule or line of
rectitude in his conduct.

uku GqiTisA, v.t.x. To pass a person or
thing onwards; to assist in making
progress. Zigqilise inkomo : Pass
on the cattle.

isi Gquo, n. x. A transgression ; that
which passes over the rule or line
of rectitude.

uku Gqiz.i, v.t.7.. To ornament the arms or
legs, by binding on strings of beads
or the tails of animals.

in Gqo. See i Noqo, under the letter N.
uku Gqoba, v.t. ?.. To milk out all the milk

from a cow; to dig up, as roots
from the ground. The radical
meaning is. To effectually remove
or eradicate a thing, so as to bring
forth what was before hidden, as
the milk in the udder, or the roots
in the ground.

uku Gquboka, v.i.x. To break out; to
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burst. 1. As a boil or abscess. I
Jluma ligqobokile: The abscess has
burst.—2. It denotes the bursting
through of water as when a dam is
carried away, or the bursting out of
corn when a sack is burst. Amanzi
agqobokile e dameni: The water has
burst out from the dam. Inxowa
igqobokile: The sack has burst. It
denotes a bursting forth from some
internal pressure, and is thus dis
tinguished from Gqoboza, which de
notes a breaking through from
pressure from without by another
party.

uku Gqoboza, v. t. x. To burst through. In-
koma zigqobozile ebuhlanti: The
cattle have broken through the
kraal.

uku Cqobozela, v.t. x. To break through
in a particular spot or locality
named. Apo amascla agqobozela
kona: Where thieves break through
and steal. Amahashc agqobezele
elutangweni : The horses have
broken through the hedge.

uku Gqoka, v.t.z. To dress in civilized
habiliments.

isi Gqoko, n. z. Hat, cap, or any article
of European clothing.

uku Gqooqa, v.t.x. To scrape out: applied
to the scraping out the native snuff
box, so that nothing remains. The
radical meaning is, to completely
remove what remains by searching
it out: hence, 2. To search out and
expel an enemy, or the remnant of
a vanquished foe, who have con
cealed themselves. Batshona chla-
tini, kanti sabagqogqa noko : They
hid themselves in the forest, but
we searched them out and expelled
them nevertheless.

uku Gqojozwa, v. p. x. To be broken
through. Indlu igqojozwe: The
house is broken open. The passive
of uku Gqoboza. For the mutation
of the b into j, see the letter B.

in GqoKOQWANK, n.x. A weevil; an in
sect very destructive to stored corn.

uku Gqoqoza, v.t.z. To rap; to knock ata
door; to rap or knock on any
thing, so as to make a rapping
sound.

uku Gqoqozela, v. t. z. To walk with a
stick, and rap the ground with it;
to walk in new shoes which make
a creaking noise. (Onomatopoetic.)

um Gqoqozo, n.z, A long walking stick. 

uku Gqota, v.t.x. To hunt alone, or singly.
in Gqosiia, n.x. The breast bone.
in Gqote, n. x. Speed.

uku Gqotsela. v.i. x. To run swiftly.
in Gqotobanf., n.z.The ankle or wrist bone.
i Gquba, n.x. Old rotten manure, z.

i Quba.
um Gquba, n. x. Soft, dusty manure, z.

um Quba.
uku Gquba, v.t.x. To raise a dust. More

generally used to denote dust made
by children in their play.

i Gqubushu, n.x. A small bush bird.
uku Gqubutela, v. t.x. To cover the head

and face from being seen, by throw
ing a garment or cloth over the
head. z. uku Qubuta.

in Gqubusi, n. x. A waterfall.
uku Gquoala, v.t.x. To consult together

privately; to take secret counsel
together.

uku Gqukuza, v.t.7.. To slap, or touch gen
tly, as a tap of the band to awaken
a person from sleep ; to graze, as a
spear thrown, or a bullet fired,
which slightly grazes a person, but
does not wound him; to cause to
quiver, x. Ukuti Gqwizi.

uku Gqula, v.t. z. To thrust at, so as to
drive back, as a person giving a
thrust with a stick, so as to drive
another back.

uku Gquma, v.i.x. 1. To roar, as a lion, or
as the sea.—2. To cover, as with a
blanket, z. To throb, to pulsate,
as the heart or the pulse; to vibrate.

isi Gquma, n. z. A knoll; a hillock; a
mound.

u Gquxce, n.x. Name of a description
of forest tree.

i Gquxde, n. x. A description of long
grass.

urn Gqusowana, n.x. A small basket of
tobacco.

uku Gqukqa, v.i.z. To change colour from
fear or anger, or from sickness or
death.

uku Gquxoquza, v.t. z To jog ; to nudge a
person; to excite, or stir up to
action; to rouse.

ama Gqunube, n.x. A wild fruit like a
raspberry.

ama Gquxukwebi, n.x. Name of one of the
Kaffir tribes.

isi Gquxyana, n.z. A small hillock or
mound.

uku Gquta, v.t.x. To extract a substance
by probing, as wax from the car, or
honey from a bottle.

K
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uku Gquzuka, v.i.x. To be abraded, as the
skin from the body, or plaster from
a wall, by anything coming in con
tact with it in passing.

ukti Gquzula, v.t.x. To abrade, as the re
moving of the skin from the body
by contact in passing, or plaster
from a wall.

Gquzu. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
Gquzu : The same as uku Gquzula.

uku Gqwagqwa, v.t x. To burn pottery.
in Gqwalasuu, n. x. A species of civet cat.

i Gqwaxge, n. x. A small bird, the
Cocovic.

isi Gqwati, n.x. The substance found ad
hering to the insides of old milk
sacks, or the sides of water casks ;
any incrustation on the sides of
vessels.

in Gqwecqwb, ». x. Hoar frost; also snow.
u Gqwegqwe, w.z. A flat thin thing, as

a plate of metal, or a board, or top
of a table, x. Ucwecwe.

uku GqwuiiEZA, v.i.x. To talk incoherently.
urn Gqweto, n. x. A kaross made from a

cow or ox-hide.
irn GqwBttA, n.x. A severe ruler; a tyrant.

i GqwiiiA, n.x. A wizard; a witch.
ubu Gqwiha, n.x. Bewitchcry; that which

belongs to witchcraft.
Gqwizr, x. Used with Ukuti, which

see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
Gqwizi: To barely graze a thing
thrown at, or fired at with a gun ;
to impinge, z. uku Gqukuza.

isi Gu, u.x. A trap for birds, made with
a flat stone, which falls on the bird
when sprung.

uku Guba, v. i.x. To tremble with fear.
z. 1. To flutter, as a bird caught in
a trap ; to splash water about as in
bathing.—-2. Togrind corn into meal.

um Gubasi, n.x. A door post,
in Gubo, n.x. A cloak ; a robe ; a native

kaross, for covering the whole body
with. From uku Gubudcla.

um Gobo, n.x. ileal from wheat or corn.
From the Zulu meaning No. 2 of
uku Guba.

uku Gubeka, v. i. x. Tobrcak into powder,as
a substance under chemical action.

i Gcbu, n.x.z. Any hollow sounding
thing; hence, a drum.

uku Gubuda, n.z. To lead into error, by
cunning management; to manifest
a capacity for cunning mischief; to
hoax ; to humbug.

uku Gububeia, v.t.x. To cover the whole

person with a long robe or garment;
to robe.

uku Gubuka, v. i. z. To rise suddenly up,
as a buck or deer when suddenly
roused.

uku Gubula, v.t. x. 1. To bale outas water.
—2. To turn over, as a stone, with
a lever.

uku Gubusoela, v.t. x. To cover as with a
garment or vessel, z. uku Gubuza.

isi Gubuxgelo, n.x. A covering as of
cloth.

uku Gubuya, v.i.z. To travel over a coun
try, so as to visit every place; to
travel by irregular routes, so as tho
roughly to explore a country.

uku Gubuza, v.i.z. 1. To cover as with a
garment the whole person; hence,
2. To sink in water, so that the
whole person disappears under the
water.

uku Gubuzela, v.t.z. To veil the face; to
cover, as a hen her chickens.

Gucala, x. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
gucala : To step or move aside from
the path in which a person is walk
ing for any purpose. Utc gucala,
etetanomlingane wake -.liestepped
aside, and spoke to his companion.
Ndite gucala endlwini: I just
stepped into the house.

uku Gucula, v.t.x. To clean out.
uku Guda, v.i.x. To become smooth and

glossy. Indlu igudile : The house
is smooth and glossy. z. 1. To
clip ; to cut, as the hair of the head.
—2. To milk a cow without a
calf first sucking. In Africa the
calf usually sucks first, to bring
down the milk, and make it freely
flow for milking.

isi Gudo, n.z. A cow which gives down
her milk in being milked without
being first sucked by her calf.

Gunu adv.x. This word is used fami
liarly to denote the sudden and un
expected occurrence of an event
during the progress of another
event, or of a conversation, so as to
arouse the attention, and fix it on
the event transpiring. It answers
in some measure to the English
word, Behold ■

u Gui>u, n.x. A kind of amphitheatre
on the side of a mountain range, or
hill side, forming a hollow running
from the lower Io the higher part
of the mountain, usually covered
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with trees; distinguished from a’
ravine or gorge, by not being so I
deep in its character.

i Gui>u, n.z. A horn used by the natives 1
for smoking wild hemp. It con- '
tains water, in which is inserted a
reed, which is so placed that the
smoke has to pass through the
water before it reaches the mouth
of the smoker.

uku Gudula, v.t.z. To plaster a wall; to
plaster a house; to smooth or finish
plaster by smoothing it.

uku Guoa, v.t’.x.z. To wear out; to grow
old from wear. Ingubo yam igu-
gile: My cloak is worn out, is
become old.

uku Guguda, v.t.z. To grate or grind with
the teeth in eating.

uku Guhla, v.t.z. To rub against, as an ox I
against a post or gate ; to rub away !
by friction, as in filing metal.

isi Gunto, n.z. Any thing used for rub-;
bing or friction, as a file or a curry I
comb.

uku Guhluka, v.t.7. To move away a little
space ; to go on one side.

uku Guiiluza, v.t.t.. To file; to rub down
by friction.

uku Guhluzela, v.t. z. To rattle, as a wagon
travelling over stones.

uku Gula, v.i.x.7.. To groan; to utter a
moan, as when in pain or sorrow.

i Gula, n.x.z. A description ofcalabash.
um Gulo, n.x.z. A groan; a mournful

moan, as of one in pain' or sorrow.
in Gulube, n. z. The hog, especially the

wild hog, or boar.
i Gu.MAsnoLo, n.x. A drone of the bee

hive. Also applied to a large, in
active person.

uku Gumba, v.t.7. 1. To carve; to scoop
out wood.—2. To make hollow; to
excavate.

iGumbe, n.x. A corner of a room; a
recess; an antechamber, z. Iguma.

isi Gumbo, n.z. An instrument bent or
curved, so as to scoop out or carve
vessels, spoons, &c.

uku Gcmbl'qeka, v.i.7.. To fall over; to up
set ; to turn upside down, as a ve
hicle which has fallen completely
over.

uku Gumbuqela, v.t.z. To overturn; to
upset; to turn over.

uni Gume, n.z. A stupid, clumsy person;
a blunderer.

uku Gumza, v.t.x. To finish up ; to make
an end of.

uku Gunda, v.t. z. To cut as the hair of the
head ; to shear as wool.

uku Gundela,v.(.z. To cutoffthe i.tigcogco,
or head ring worn by the Zulu men.

uku Gungqagungqisa, v.t.x. To rock about
with a rolling motion, as a wagon
when rolling over large stones in
travelling.

um Gungqaluza, n.z. A large rope or cable.
uku Gungquza, v.i.x.7.. To shake about so

as to cause a knocking sound, as in
some hollow thing, as inside a house
or vessel. (Onomatopoetic.)

isi Gungu, n.z. A secret plot.
in Gungu, n.z. A kind of drum. It is

constructed by placing a thin skin
over anything hollow, as a Calabash,
which is beaten like a drum ; hence,
a drum.

uku Gunuula, v. t.x. To cudgel ; to strike
with a stick ; to beat unmercifully.

in GuxJANA.n.x. Asmallcorncr; an angle.
uku Gununda, v.t.x. To cat grass or pas

turage off short: to cat a place bare.
uku Gu.nundeka, v.p. x. To be eaten off

short, as pasturage.
Guncxa, x. Used with Ukuti, which

sec at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
Gungxa: To fall off from a height,
or from a seat; to tumble down.

uku Gunuxui.a, v.t.x. To throw down, as
large stones from a height, or from
the walls of a building which is
being thrown down.

uku Gungxuleka, v.i.x. To fall down. As
Ukuti gungxa.

uku Gunva, v. i.z. 1. To be tenacious, in
flexible ; to be hard or tough, as
meat which cannot be softened by
cooking.—2. To be strong, referring
to mu-cular strength ; to put forth
muscular strength.

i Gunva, n.x. Deputed authority deter
minedly exercised. Derived from
the Zulu uku Gunya, which sec.

uku Gunyaza, v.t.z. To master; to over
power; to throw in wrestling; to
seize with firm muscular grasp.

um Gupani, n.x.z. A small bird whose
habitat is in forests.

uku Guqa, v.i.x.7. To bend the knee; to
kneel down.

uku Guqubala, v.i.7.. 1. To change colour,
as the chameleon, or a person
changing colour from confusion of
face. x. uku Guquguquka.—2.z. To
become cloudy; to be overcast.
Izulu liguqubele: The sky is over
cast. x. uku Sibckela.

k 2
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uku Guquouqula, v.i.z. To roll over and
over.

Guququ. x. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
guququ: 1. To make a sudden turn ;
to alter tho posture of the body or
the direction of the look; to face
about.—2. To suddenly change the
topic of conversation ; to change
the subject of discussion; to fly off
to another subject.

uku Guquouquka, v.i.x. 1. To change co
lour often, as a chameleon, or as a
person changing colour from con
fusion of face.—2. To often change
in purpose, opinion, or conduct; to
be unstable or shifty.

uku Gvquka, r.i. x.z. 1. To turn back ; to
go in another direction.—2. x. To
repent; to change the mind and
conduct; to turn from one course
of conduct to another.—3. z. To re
turn from a place to that started
from; to change into; to become
another thing. Kutwa abantu
ekufeni baguqukabazinyoka : It is
said that people become snakes
when they die. The Zulu word,
for the meaning No. 2 in Xosa, is
uku Penduka.

uku Guqukeka, v.t.x.z. To turn back, or
turn over of itself.

uku Guqukela, v.t.x.z. 1. To turn back
for, or toward an object.—2. x. To
be converted. Ukuguqukda ku
Tixo: To be converted. Lit. To turn
towards God. z. uku Pendukda.

uku Guqula, v.t.x.z. 1. To turn; to turn
over.—2. x. To convert; to cause a
person to change his conduct or
opinions.

uku Gcqulela, v.t.x. To turn over; to
turn for another.

i Gusawa, n.x. A perfume obtained
from herbs.

uku Gusiia, v.t. x. 1. To hide and conceal
a thing from another.—2. z. To
avoid; to shun, as by making a de
tour, so as to avoid a place, or cross
ing over to I he other side of a street
so as to avoid meeting a person.

uku Gushela, v.t.x. 1. To hide a thing
for another.—2. To hide a thing in
a certain place.—3. To hide by
placing the thing hidden under
some other thing, as under the arrn.
or under a garment worn at the
time. Igushde pantsi kwebatye
yako: Hide it under your coat.

in Gvtvana, n.x.z. A small garment or
cloak.

uku Guza, v.t. z. To stint a person, as in
food ; to vex a person by mean and
parsimonious conduct towards him.

i Guza, n.z. A snuff box made from a
small calabash.

i Guzbele, n. x.z. A Cape gooseberry.
Kaftirized from the English.

uku Guzuka, v.i.x. To be abraded; to
have the skin removed from the
person, or plaster from a wall, by
friction, as by anything passing.
and rubbing and scraping it off.
z. To be forcibly rent or struck
oil' as by falling, or being fallen
upon.

uku Guzula, v.t.x. To abrade ; to brush
or scrape against another, so as to
cause an abrasion ; to rub or scrape
against a wall, so as to cause any
part, as the plaster, to be removed.
z. To break off a part from the
whole, as a plank from a ship, or a
branch from a tree.

in Guzunou, n.z. A mass of rock ; a very
large stone, as when first taken
from a quarry.

uku Gwaba, v. >. x. To sing ; to chant.
i Gwababa, n.z. A carnivorous crow

with a white neck. x. A raven.
uku Gwabaza, v.t. z. To strike so as to pro

duce a sound as of a drum, as when
striking on a shield.

isi Gwaca, n.z. A small kind of quail.
uku Gwacela, v.i.z. To make a detour, as

round the side of a hill, or of a
house, so as to escape notice.

uku Gwada, v.t.x. To snuff; to take snuff.
i Gwada, n. x. Snnff.
i Gwada-lencuka, n.x. The puffball in

appearance like a mushroom. Lit.
Wolfs snuff.

in Gwadla, n.z. A kind of assegai, or
native spear.

uku Gwadlalaza, v. t.z. To strike with vio
lence, but without producing the
effect desired, as to strike a stone
with a hammer without break
ing it.

uku Gwaoubisa, v.t. x. l.To pursue so as
to tire out.—2. To continue to fol
low a person from place to place,
for the purpose of annoying him.

um Gwagwa, n.x. A reddish cloud, as
often seen at sunset.

in Gwagwa, n.x. An ornament made of
ivory, like a flat button, worn in
the ear.
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uku Gwagwisa, v.t.x. To be proud.
uku Gwagwisela, v.t.x. To be arrogant and

boastful towards others.
u Gwala, n.z. A kind of musical instru

ment.
uku Gwala, v.t.x. To perform on a musical

instrument named the Gwali. z. To
contract filth ; to become encrusted
with filth ; to rust as iron.

ubu Gwala, n.x.z. Cowardice; want of
courage to face danger; timidity.

i Gwala, n.x.z. A coward; a timid or
pusillanimous man; a person who
lacks courage io meet danger.

i Gwalagwala, n.z. The namcofakind
of Lory, belonging to the Parrot
family.

um Gwali, n.x. 1. A bush resembling the
English myrtle in appearance, much
used for tea by the Hottentots; it is
called the Gwary by the Cape colo
nists.—2. The name of the river
near which the Clarkcbury Mission
Station is established.

u Gwali, n.x. A musician; one who
plays on the Gwali ; a minstrel.

i Gwali, n.x. A native musical instru
ment, made of catgut, on a bow of
wood, with a quill flattened at one
end, to give greater elasticity.

izi Gwaliso, n.x. Musical instruments.
isi Gwamba, n. x.z. A vegetable stew. (A

Fingoc word.)
i Gwampi, n.z. A species of crane.

in Gwamza, n.x. A stork.
in Gwaxe, n.x.z. A cuttle fish.
i Gwangwa, n.z. Food insufficiently

cooked. Inyama iyingwangwa:
The meat is underdone.

isi Gwanoxe, n.x. A pole or bar used to
fasten the door by placing it across
the doorway inside of the native hut.

Gwaxqa, adj. x. Chestnut-colour. The
prefix changes with that of the
noun qualified. Inkabi egwanqa:
A chestnut cow. Iliashe digwanqa:
A chestnut horse. A mahashe
agwanqa: Chestnut-coloured horses.

i Gwaxqa, n.x. A small bird of the lark
species.

i Gwaxgqakazi, n.x. A lightish red or
chestnut-coloured cow.

i Gwanxe, n.x. A very hard description
of wood ; a kind of ironwood.

i Gwanya, n. z. Unripe fruit of any
description.

Gwaqa, v.t.x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
Gwaqa: To suddenly come on a

thing or person. Darnte gwaqa
csihla endulwini: I came suddenly
on him as he was descending the
hill.

um Gwaqo, n.z. A wagon road.
i Gwasiiumba, n.x. A species of wild

turnip.
i Gwatyu, n.x. A national song, used as

a war song. It was composed and
first used in the war against the
English A.I). 1816.

uku Gwavuma, v.i.z. To growl; to snarl;
x. uku Bavuma.

u Gwayi, n.z. Snuflf; tobacco.
uku Gwaza, v.t.x. z. To stab; to wound.
um Gwazo, n.x.z. A stabbing; a wounding.
in Gwe, n.x.z. A leopard; the African

tiger. The plural is Izingwe: Tigers.
uku Gweba, v.t.x. To judge; to condemn.

z. 1. To push with the head, as a
sheep; to thrust with the horns, as
an ox.—2. To push away, or keep
off. Gweba inkonyana ingasondele
ku-Nina : Keep off the calf, that it
come not near its mother.—3. To
turn oil'. Gweba amanzi emfuleni :
Turn ofl' the water in the valley.
The radical meaning, from which
both the Xosa and Zulu meanings
are derived, is that of ruling and
judging, or controlling.

um Gweba, n.x. A knobstick with an
oblong knob.

uku Gwf.bela, v.t.x. To acquit; to justify.
uku Gwebelisa, v.t.x. To bring about or

cause an acquittal.
um Gwebi, n.x. A judge ; a ruler.

u Gwebo, n. I x. A judgment; a judicial
isi Gwebo, n. ) sentence.

i Gwebo, n.x.z. Froth; foam; scum;
frothy saliva.

uku Gweda, v.t.z. To hollow or scoop out,
as a wooden bowl, or milking pail.

isi Gweda, n.z. An instrument for scoop
ing out.

uku Gwedla, v. t. x. To move out of the
way. (Fingoe word.)

uku Gweowa, v.t.x.z. 1. To catch with a
hook —2. To throw in wrestling by
booking with the leg.—3. To make
proposal of marriage to a young
woman.

isi Gwegwe, n.x.z. A hook ; anything to
hook with.

uku Gwegweda, v.t.x. To avoid; to steer
clear of; to avoid a person or thing
by a bye path, so as not to be seen;
to keep out of sight. Wagwegwcda.
umzi wama-Polisa ngokuba esoyika
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ebeyaTcubanjwa: lie avoided the Po
lice Station, fearing that he might
be apprehended.

i Gwegwk, n.x. A hook ; a crook; any
thing bent, at the end in the shape
of a hook.

uku Gwkcweiela, v.t.x. To avoid ; to steer
clear of for a purpose. Umzi lo
i.wuywegwedela ninal Why do you
avoid that villagel

i Gwele n. x. Leaven; yeast.
in Gweletsiietsiie, n.x. A small shield

used in bunting.
Gwexxa,adj.x. Perverse; wrong; dis

torted from right; contrary to rec
titude ; untractable. The prefix
changes with that of the spec, of
the noun qualified. Ukicenza oku-

gwenxa: Wrong conduct. Inteto
egwenxa: Perverse speech.

ubu Gwesxa, n.x. Perverseness; perver
sion: an utterly wrong state of
things.

uku Gwexxagwexxela, v.i.x. To walk in
a peculiar manner, so as to be dis
tinguished from other persons; to
walk affectedly.

uku Gwexxeka, v.n.x. Tobe in a perverted
state. The final a is changed into
He, to form the adjective, Inkliziyo
egwenxckileyo : A perverse heart.
Ukwenza okugwenxekileyo : Per
verse conduct. Sec Gieenxekile.

Gwexxekilb, adj.x. Perverted. See
Ukugwenxeka.

uku Gwexxisa, v.t.x.z. To pervert; to turn
aside from rectitude.

in Gwexva, n.x.z. A crocodile; an alli
gator.

in Gwesye, n.x. z. The wild plum; the
fruit of the umgwenye tree.

urn Gwesye, n.x.z. The wild plum tree.
uku Gwetyelwa, ti.p.x. To be acquitted;

justified. This is the passive form
of Ukugwebcla. For the mutation
of b into ty sec under the letter B.

in Gwevasa, adj. x.z. Greyish; a little
grey. The diminutive of ingwevu.

in Gwrvu, a<7/.x.z. Grey. The prefix
changes with the spec, of the noun
qualified. 1hashe elingwevu: A grey
horse. Inkabi engwevu : A grey ox.

uku Gwevuka, v.i.z. To rudely and in a
violent manner refuse what had
been previously promised and
agreed upon.

in Gwevokazi, n.x.z. A grey animal of
the feminine gender, lhashe elin-

gwevukazi: A gray mare. Inkomo
ingwevukazi: A grey cow.

Gwi, x z. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
gwi: To just or barely miss an
object aimed at; to pass near, but
not hit an object, as a bullet from a
gun. Imbumbulu He gwi kuyo in-
yamakazi: The bullet passed close
to the game.

u Gwinr, n.x. Name ofa bird resembling
the Cuckoo.

i Gwr.ro, n.z. A stick or spring of a
snare for birds.

isi Gwitr, n.z. A hyrena.
uku Gwilika, v.i.z. To refuse with rude

ness to give, or lend, or give up the
possession of, anything.

i Gwilita, n.x. A lazy, stupid person.
uku Gwixta, v.t. x. To assassinate; to se

cretly murder a person by stealth.
in Gwixta, n.x An assassin. Applied

to one who kills secretly, as by poi
son, or by witchcraft.

uku Gwixtya, v.i.z. To dip down suddenly,
as a bird in flight, or as a man when
lie avoids a blow.

in Gxa, n. x. The top of the shoulder on
which a burden is carried. Kuba
bepopa imitwalo enzina csindayo
bayibekc emagxeni abantu: For
they bind heavy burdens, and griev
ous to be borne, and lay tbcm on
men’s shoulders.

Gxa, x. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
gxa: To step up sharply to a per
son. Kdategxa, kulo owateta nam:
I stepped up to him who was speak
ing to me.

ulu Gxa, n.x. z. A sharp pointed stick, or
rod of iron for digging roots with.

i Gxaba, n.x. A fray ; a broil; a riot.
in Gxabalala, n.x. A quantity; a lot; a

number.
uGxabo, n.x. A sharp pointed stick,

used by boys in fighting with each
other, and thrown in the same man
ner as an assegai.

Gxaba, x. Used with Ukuti. Same
meaning as Gxa, which sec.

uku Gxadazela, v.i. x. To stagger as a
drunken man; to stagger so as to
fall forward.

uku Gxagxa, v. i.x. To become reduced in
circumstances.

i Gxagxa, n.x. A person in reduced
circumstances. This is the original
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meaning of this word ; but it is now
generally used to denote a low,
mean European, a tramp, one of the
lower order or rank of Europeans.

uku Gxagxamisa, v.i.x. 1. To take long
strides in walking.—2. v.t. To make
long and running stitches in sewing.

i Gxalaba, n. x. The shoulder; the
shoulder blade.

uku Gxaleka, v. t. x. To fall against an
object, so as to be driven back by
it, and impede progress.

uku Gxaletalaxa, v.i.x. To walk as one
in haste; to walk with an erect or
somewhat haughty gait.

u Gxam, n.x. A tree which bears large
pods of a kind of bean.

uku Gxambuza.u.i.z. To plunge into water.
u Gxamesi, n.x. A fee, or cattle place;

a side place ; a suburb ; a country
residence ; a farm.

um Gxamu, n -l. A kind of mimosa tree
with rough bark.

uku Gxaxgatva, v.i.7.. To frisk about as a
lamb.

in Gxaxgxa, n.z. A water frog.
in Gxangxasi, n. x. A rapid in a river ; a

small waterfall.
in Gxaxgxosi, n.x. A large bird named

the Secretary bird. It lives on
snakes and reptiles. It is souseful,
that it is protected by law from
being killed, a heavy fine being
imposed on any person who kills it.

uku Gxaxgxula, v.i.7.. To spring up from
the ground suddenly, as a person
who has trodden on a snake.

um Gxawv, n.x. A round shaped boiling
pot with three legs.

Gxf.be, x. An expletive used in va
rious senses. A few examples are
given. By-thcbyc. Gxebe nbu-
tinina ? Bythc-byc, what did you
say! What then? or, Well then?
or, How then? Gxebe ■useuya kwenza
'nt-nina? What will you do now
then 1 Or how then will you do?
Angatinina gxebe umntu ukuteta
njalo? Well, now ! how can anyman
speak in that way? Gxebe, bendi-
tsJiilona ? Well,did I really say so 1

i Gxebeka, n.x. A spoon ; a ladle.
uku Gxeka, v. t. x. z. To contemn; to mock;

to deride ; to scorn.
um G.xfki, n.x.z. A mocker; a deridcr;

a scorncr.
uku Gxelesiia, v.i.x. To look askance; to

look askant, as out of the corner of
the eyes ; to take a side glance at a

person or thing. Undigxelcshelani ?
W by arc you look ing side ways at me!

uku Gxila, v.i.x. To grow sparsely, as a
thin crop of grain, z. To stand firm,
as a tree well rooted in the ground,
or a man with a firm position of body.

in Gxixgwa, n.x. A narrow pass, as be
tween two mountains; a narrow
passage ; a lane.

i G.xiya n.x. A plover.
uku Gxoba, v.t.t.. To pound ; to bruise by

pounding,-as herbs for medicine.
in Gxobatshase, n.x. Noisy, boisterous

talk or conversation.
in Gxoboza, n.x. A bog; a marsh.

um Gxobozo, n.x. A swampy, rotten piece
of ground.

uku Gxoga, v.t.x. To throw into a bush,
so as to arouse a bird or game that
is hidden there, and cause it to
break cover.

in Gxogxe, n.x. A conference; a con
sultation.

in Gxota, 71.z. A bangle : a ring of ivory
or metal worn on the arm.

uku Gxota, v t. x. To drive away. Gxota
inja : Drive away the dog.

i Gxoba, n.x. The rough appearance of
cattle when the hair stands erect,
either from sickness, or cold, or
hunger.

u Gxoba, n.x. A large drove of animals
of any kind.

uku Gxogxa, v.i.x. 1. To retreat; to fly
from, as a defeated army.—2. To
run about in fear or alarm; to be
in a panic; to seek shelter as cattle
alarmed by heavy thunder; to be
restless from fear.

uku Gxugxisa, v.t. x. 1. To cause to retreat;
to frustrate an enterprise, or under
taking.—2. To alarm ; to cause a
panic; to so alarm a person, or a
number of persons, as to cause flight
from one place to another for refuge.

uku Gxugxuma, v.i.7.. To leap up from the
ground, as one leaping for joy.

uku Gxvkuza, v.t. x. To loosen or break up
the surface of a road, or any soil, as
by a vehicle when passing over a
newly made road, on which the soil
is soft. z. To shake, as a loose wagon.

uku Gxvmeka, v.t. x. To fix a pole in the
ground by driving it with a jerk of
the hand, and then withdraw it,
repeating this action several times,
until the pole or stake is firmly
fixed. This is the method adopted
by the Kaflirs in erecting their
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cattle folds, as they have no iron-
bar with which they can prepare the
hole to receive the stake.

in Gxunoxu, n.x. A greyish antelope,
called by the Cape colonists, the
grey Stein-bok.

uku Gxusha, v.t.z. 1. To stuff; to cram, as
the stuffing of a sack with wool.—
2. To throw into a thicket, so as to
drive out the game when hunting.

uku Gxwala, v.i. x. 1. To bellow, as cattle
when excited.—2. To rust as iron.
—3. To mildew.

Gwalile. adj. x. Rusty. Intsimbi
igwalile : The iron is ri;sty.

ubu Gxwayiba, n.x. Barrenness; applied
especially to a barren, unfruitful, or
uncultivated country, lliz.we lobu-
gxicayiba: A wilderness ; a barren
land.

i Gxwemi, n.x. A person who squints ; a
cross-eyed person.

in Gxwenoezi, n.x. A bird named the
Sodge-warbler.

in GxWEitA, n.x. A wounded person; one
wounded in battle.

II.

This letter is always pronounced in
Kaffir with a strong aspiration.
Its sound is somewhat stronger
than in English, being that of the
German h, in haul.

Ha, tt.f.x. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
//a : To utterly destroy ; to make
an end of. Impi yaba Tembu itiwe
ha yeyama Mpondo : The Tembu
army was completely routed and
destroyed by the Pondo army.

i Habile, n.x. Forage ; hay.
urn Hade, n.x. A pit.

u Hadi, n.x. A stringed musical instru
ment.

um Hadv, n.z. A train; a company
moving in a line.

Haiia, v.t.z. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
haha : To start runners in a race;
to send off an army.

uku Hahaza, t’.f.z. To expectorate roughly.
uku Halupa, v.t.x. To help. Kaflirized

from the English.
i Hanoii, n.x. A hog; a pig.
Hai I interj.x.7. No. An exclamation

denoting a decided negative. Uya-
kuyana 1 Will you go < Hai' No ;

decidedly not. Hai is also some
times used at the commencement of
a sentence, in a strong affirmative
sense. 11 is used in th is scuse when
not spoken in answer to a question,
or to a proposed course of action.
Hai wena ndoda I uboroti bako bu-
kulu : O, man ! thy courage is great.
Hai! nkutandeka kwetabanakcle
zako Yehovah wemikosi : How
amiable arc Thy tabernacles, 0
Lord of hosts !

i Halahala, n.x. Haste; sudden ex
citement ; hurry ; precipitancy.

Halala, interj.z. An exclamation of
joy and congratulation to persons
on their arrival among friends.
Halala ’bantu bakwiti: Welcome,
dear friends of ours.

i Hamba, n. z. A poisonous snake.
uku Hamba, v.i.x.z. Togo; to walk; todc-

part; to journey; to travel ; to pro
ceed forward, n. Gait; manner of
walking. Ukuhamba, kwake kubi:
His gait is awkward.

uku Hambahamba, v. i. x. z. To go about
from place to place ; to go to and fro.

isi Hambaiiambi, n. x. A vagabond; a
wanderer; one who has no settled
place of abode.

uku Hambela, v.i.x.z. 1. To go for ano
ther.—2. To go for a certain pur
pose.—3. To go towards a parti
cular spot. Sihanibcla entabeni :
We arc going towards the moun
tain.

uku Hambelaxa, v.t.x.7. To go towards,
or to visit each other.

um Hambi, n.x.7.. A traveller; a pilgrim ;
a sojourner.

uku Hambisa, v.t.x.7.. To cause to move
forward. Hambisa inqwelo : .Move
on the wagon.

uku Hambiseka, v. i. x. To go forward ; to
have the power of moving; to be .in
motion. Umhlaba uyahambiscka :
The earth has motion.

u Hambo, n.x. 7.. A walk ; a journey.
uku Hamvka, v.i.z. To dry up from the

action of heat or wind; to be
scorched, parched, &c.

uku Hajiula, v.t. z. To dry up, as by heat
or wind ; to scorch ; to parch up, &c.

uku Hasaiiakisa, v.i.x. To act inconsist
ently; to act hypocritically ; to dis
semble.

isi Handiba, n.x. A large subject; a long
case, as a law case of long continu
ance.
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isi ITaxoa, n.z. A strong, well-built, brave
man.

isi Range, n.x. A thief.
i Haxisi, n.x. Harness. KafGrized from

the English.
i Hasiiaxa, n.x.z. A small horse; a

pony.
i Hashe, n.x.z. 1. A horse.—2. An in

ternal swelling in the body. z.
Bilious attacks attended with fever.

i Hashekazi, n.x.z. A marc.
isi Haula, n.z. A howling, or warning,

as that of a lion. Ingonyama inc-
sihaula: The lion roars.

uku IIaza, v.t.z. To fall in a dashing man
ner, as the water of a cataract.

i Hemi, n.x.z. The crested crane. So
named from its cry. z. Black ox
with white band high across the
thigh.

uku Henda, v.t.x. To dissuade from good;
to corrupt to evil.

u Henoele, n.x. A disease in cattle simi
lar to pneumonia or lung sickness.

uku Hetya, z. To throw a person by catch
ing by the leg ; to trip up.

uku Hetula, v.t.z. To wound or cut
severely.

i Hewu, n.x. A tract of country near
Queen’s Town, including the Kama-
stone Mission Station.

uku Hexa, v.t.x. 1. To stagger as a
drunken man.—2. To sway about as
corn or reeds in a strong wind.

uku Hexela, v.t.x. To fall helplessly to
wards an object or place. Uhcxele
eludakeni: He has staggered or
fallen into the mud.

isi Hiba, n.x. A stupid fellow ; one with
out understanding; one partially in
sane.

uku Hibiza, v.i.z. To mumble; to make
inarticulate sounds ; io mutter.

i Hiliuili, n.x. A thoughtless, foolish,
unsteady person ; a person guided
by no certain principle of con
duct.

ubu HiLiniLi, n.x. Thoughtlessness; fool
ishness ; unsteadiness; want of prin
ciple.

uku Hiliza, v.t.x. To act without thought;
to act without reference to that
which is right; to be uncertain and
unsteady in conduct.

uku Hilizisa, v.n.x. To be distracted ; to
be confused; to lack steadiness of
action.

isiHiYA, n.z. Porridge made from new
corn.

u Hla, n.z. A row or line of things or
people which arc stationary ; a row
of cells in the honeycomb.

um Hla, n.x. A day of twenty-four hours.
z. Umuhla.

imi Hla-noemiula, adv. x. Day by day.
uku Hla, v.i.x.z. 1. To happen; to come to

pass. Lento Ude ninina 1 Whendid
this thing happen?—2. To descend.
Yihla entabeni : Come down from
the mountain.

uku Hlaba, v.t.x.?.. 1. To stab ; to wound
with a sharp instrument; to pierce ;
to thrust, or gore, as a cow with the
horns. Inkomoiyahlaba .’The beast
thrusts.—2. Used before the word
Unikosi: Army. It means, To raise
an alarm ; to gather together the
people to battle. Hlaba, Umkosi:
Raise the alarm ; gather together
to battle.

i Hlaba, n.x. 1. A stitch ; aseverepain;
local inflammation, z. u Hlabo.—
2. x. A kind of thistle; the milk
thistle.

um Hlaba, n.x.z. 1. The earth; the world.
—2. The ground ; soil.—-3. The aloe,
large species with thorns.

i Hlabamakosde, n.z. A species of
thistle of a high stalk, and large
protuberant flower.

i Hlabamvula, n.z. An ox with the
horns standing perpendicular from
the head. So called because the horns
pierce the rain; the word being
compounded of hlaba, pierce; and
imvula, rain.

uku Hlabana, v.t.x.?.. To stab each
other.

um Hlabangcbo, n.x.z. A very trouble
some kind of weed, which pierces a
person’s garments in passing it.
Hence its name, which signifies,
garment-piercer.

i Hlabaxkomo, n.x. A bird, the swift.
uku Hlabasisela, v.t.x. To wound by a

spear or pointed stick, which is
thrown from the hand.

i Hlabati, n.x. The earth, z. Whitish
soil.

in Hlabati, n.x. Sand. z. isi Hlabati.
uku H labela, v.t.x. To commence a tune ;

to lead in singing.
in Hlabela, n. z. A short stick, with a

spike for piercing at the end, so as
to enable the holder to pierce or
stab, as well as strike with it.

um Hlabeli, n.x.z. 1. A precentor.—2. A
medicinal plant, used for a sprain.

x.
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in Hlabelo, n.x.z. A song; a piece of
music. z. isi Hlabelelo.

uku Hlabbza, v.i.7.. To speak aloud.
uku Hlabtsa, v.t.7.. 1. To help to slaughter.

—2. To give a beast for slaughter.
in Hlabo, n.x. 1. A chisel; any instru

ment for piercing with.—2. The
red Hower of the large aloe.

isi Hlabo, n.z. A file; a rasp.
uku Hlabula, v.i.z. To smack the lips

after eating, as in satisfaction.
uku Hlapaza, v.t.7.. 1. To break slightly

or gently, as an egg before being
eaten.—2. To speak gently, so as to
introduce a subject which is after
wards more fully discussed either by
the speakers or others.

uku Hlafuna, v.t.x.7.. To chew; to masti
cate.

isi IIlafuxo, n.x.z. That which is chewed
or masticated.

in IIlafuxo, n. x. 1. The temples of the
head.—2. The jawbone.

uku Hlahla, v.t.x. 1. To cut down, as
bushes, reeds, or stalks of corn.
Hlahla'Mali: Cut down the jungle.
—2. To cut up a slaughtered ox
into joints. Hlahla inyama: Cut
up the meat.

isi Hlahla, n.x. The human wrist; also
the fetlock of an animal, z. A
clump of trees.

i Hlahla, n.x. A shrub : a small bush.
The plural amahlahla is used for
bushes cut down for fencing, z. A
branch separated from the tree.

i llLAHLA.xA.n.x. A small bush or shrub.
z. A small branch.

i Hlahlaxi-ana, n.x. A very small
bush or shrub, z. A very small
branch separated from the tree.

uku Hlaiilamela, v.i.7.. Tobe prosperous;
to have a run of good luck; to be
fortunate.

um Hl.uile, n.x. A fibrous plant; any
plant yielding fibres.

uku Hlahleka, v.n.x. To be cut down and
cleared away, as jungle, or small
trees on forest land.

um Hlahlo, n.x. 1. A garden made in a
bush.—2. x.-z. A gathering of per
sons ordered by the chief, in case of
sickness, in order to find out by
the process of divination, or witch
dance, the person suspected of
causing the sickness.

i Hlaka, n.z. Biestings; the milk of
the cow for two or three days after
calving, x. urn Tubi.

i Hlakani, n.z. A cunning, crafty, art
ful person.

uku Hlakaxipa, v.i.x. To act shrewdly.
Umntu ohlakanipilcyo: A shrewd
man.

ubu Hlakaxipa, n.x. Shrewdness; cun
ning ; craftiness, z. Ubulilakani.

uku Hlakanipela, v.i.x. To be watchful
against a snare, or a dangerous
place ; or against a man who is not
to be trusted. ’Zumhlakanipele
lomntu : Beware of that man.

uku Hlak.vxipisa, v. t. x.z. To make sharp;
shrewd ; artful; crafty.

uku Hlakanyeka, v.i. z. To feel a sudden
shiver or tremor.

uku Hlakaza, v.t.x. To scatter; disperse;
spread abroad in disorder; waste.
x. To do a thing roughly, as to
break up ground roughly; to sew
with uneven and rough stitches.

in Hlakotsiiane, n. x. A species of tree,
bearing small berries, z. isi Hla-
koti.

uku Hlakula, v.t. x. To weed cultivated
land.

um Hlakulo, n.x. A spade.
um Hlakuva, n.x.z. A castor-oil tree.

i Hlala, n.x. A pot, or any small ves
sel for keeping any fatty substance,
or pomade for anointing the head
or the person, z. Berry of the nux
vomica tree.

uku Hlala, v.i.x. 1. To sit; to rest; to
continue in one place; to reside.
See Hleli.—2. When used before
an active verb; To continue an
action. Wahlala chamba: He
continued walking. Hlala is
thus used either in the present,
past, or future time, and im
plies that the action of the verb
which it qualifies is regular or
constant in its action. When thus
used, the active verb with which it
is connected is always the participial
form, thus : Umoya warn akayi
kuhlala epikisana nomntu : My
spirit shall not always strive with
man. Abantu ababehlala besiza
kufunda : People who came regu
larly to learn.

um Hlala, n.z. A nux vomica tree.
u Hlalaxkosi, n.z. The royal village, or

house.
i Hlalanyati,n.x. A bird which is often

found sitting on the back of the
bullalo, eating the ticks which are
found on that animal.
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uku Hlalela, v.i. x.z. 1. To sit for, to wait
for. Hdihlalela, u-Bawo : I am
sitting or waiting for my father.—
2. Used before the infinitive of
other verbs, it represents the action
of the following verb as just about
to take place. Bahlalela ukufika :
They arc just about arriving.
Hdihlalela ukumka : I am just
starting. Nxa cbehlalela ukuteta:
When he was about to speak.

uku Hlalelana, v.i. To sit, or wait for
each other. Baya hlalelana : They
are wailing for each oilier.

isi Hlali, m.z. A small milk vessel, used
only by men.

um Hlali, n.x. A pleasure, a sport.
uku Hlalisa, v.t.x.z. To cause to sit; to

cause to remain in a place ; hence,
To settle a person by giving him an
abode or place of residence. Hlalisa
umtwalo wako apo : Place, or cause
to remain, thy burden here.

isi Hlalo, n.x.z. A seat; a chair; a
stool; anything used forsittingon;
hence, Isihlalo schashc : A saddle.

in Hlalo, n.x. State or condition, z. A
resting-place; a place of abode.

ubu Hlalu, n.7.. A generic name for beads,
but specially applied to the red bead,
as considered to be the prince of
beads.

uku Hlaluka, v.i. 7.. To appear; to come
in sight.

uku Hlaluzela, v. i. x. To bubble up as a
fountain, or as water commencing
to boil, or yeast fermenting.

uku Hlama, v. t.x. To give a present to a
friend in expectation of receiving a
larger present in return.

uku Hlamba, v.t.x.z. To wash; to cleanse
the body. z. To swim.

in Hlamba, n.x.z. Abusive, irritating
language.

um Hlamba, n.z. Tobacco leaves strung
upon a string and hung up to dry
for use.

uku Hlambeza, v.i.t.. To partake of, or be
the subject of the isi Hlambezo pro
cess. See isi Hlambezo.

isi Hlambezo, n.z. A purifying or conse
crating process. The water for the
process is prepared by placing a cer
tain kind of tuberous root in water,
from which a decoction is made.—
1. This water is drunk of by a
chief when about to make war on
another ; he also washes himself
with it. After this, both the chief

L

and the men, and their shields and
weapons of war, are sprinkled with
it ; they have a superstition that
this preparatory rite will secure to
them victory.—-2. Women, shortly
before they give birth to a child,
drink often of this isihlambezo, and
after the birth wash the child with
it. This process is called, Jsihlam-
bezo somtwana : The purification of
the child.

in Hlambi, n.x.z. A swimmer.
um Hlambi, n.x.z. 1. A drove of cattle or

sheep ; a troop of horses.—2. x.
The dress worn round the waist by
a boy while undergoing the rite of
circumcision.

isi Hlambi, n.z. A heavy shower of rain.
um Hlambo, ) n. x.z. A valley. Lit. A
isi IIla'mbo, ) place masked; referring

to the flow of water after rain in a
valley.

uku Hlambuluka, v.i.x. To become
cleansed. Used adjcctively. Hdi-
hlambidukile: 1 am clean; I am
free from guilt, z. To be diluted
by water, as porridge, or thick milk
when mixed with new milk; to
thin anything which is too stiff for
use by the addition of a liquid.

uku Hlambulula, v.t.x. To cleanse ; to
remove impurities from the person ;
to clear from fault or guilt.—z. 1.
To dilute by the addition of water;
to make clearer by thinning or
diluting ; to thus purify.—2. Figu
ratively, To explain ; to make clear
to the understanding. Wayi-
hlambulula, imikuba yabo : He
explained their customs.

uku Hlamka, v. i.x. To rejoice; to joy ; to
enjoy oneself; to be the subject of
joyous mirth.

isi Hlamo, n. x. A present given, as in
uku Hlama.

uku Hlamuka, v.t.x. To bolt away, as an
ox from the person driving it.

i Hlamvu, n.x.z. A small leafy branch;
a herb.

ama Hlamvu, n.x.z. Herbs; small green
bushes, or branches with leaves on
them.

in Hlamvu, n.7.. 1. Anything round in
shape not larger than a musket
bullet. Hence, A berry, kernel,
bead, bullet; also the apple of the
eye.—2. A honey-bird ; also a talka
tive woman.

u Hlamvu, n.z. A single grain, as of
2
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com, or maize ; a single piece, as a
piece of money, without regard to
its value ; a particle ; a single word,
or a syllabic of a word; anything
complete in itself when separated
from others of its kind, as a sen
tence, or a single discourse regarded
in itself as a whole.

urn Hlana, n.x. z. The back of a person
or animal.

i Hlandla, n.z. The spine.
i Hlane, n.z. An uninhabited country

or district.
uku IIlanekezela, t’.t.z. 1. To turn inside

out, as a garment: to invert, reverse;
to disturb the usual order of things.
—2. To misrepresent a person’s
words or meaning ; to give a dis
torted account of a matter.

um Hlanga, n.z. A reed, a reedy place.
in Hlanga, n.x.z. A large antelope ; the

veil, or reedbok, so called from its
being usually found in reedy places.

i Hlanga, n.z. A harvest-field after the
crops arc off.

u Hlanga, n.x. See u Tlanga.
uku Hlangabeza, ii.t.x.z. To go to meet a

person on a journey.
uku Hlangabezana, v.t.x. z. To go to meet

each other when on a journey.
um Hlakgala, n.z. A species of civet cat.
uku Hlaxgana, v.t.x. 1. To come together;

to meet together; to assemble.—
2. To meet in conflict ; to join
battle.—3. Used also for the full
moon; as, Inyanga ihlangene : The
moon is at the full.

uku Hlangaxisa,v.t.x. 1 .Tobringtogether;
to assemble.—2. To join two pieces
or things in one.

isi Hlaxou, n.x. A sandal; a shoe; also
used for a glove. Isihlangu scsandla:
A glove. Lit. The shoe of the hand.
z. A war shield.

uku Hlangula, v. t.x. 1. To extract; to draw
out. Thus bees arc said to Idangula
honey from the flower.—2. To rescue;
to deliver from enemies; to draw
out from danger. Ndildangule
czandleni zentshaba zam : Deliver
me from the hands of mine enemies.
Owasihlangtda ekufeni okukulu
kangaka, oti kanjako aldangulc:
Who delivered us from so great a
death, and doth deliver us.—z. 1.
To relieve from difficulties. Xgim-
Idangule ccaleni : I have relieved
him from his debts.—2. To wipe,
rub, brush, wipe off, brush up, &c. 

in Hlangwana, n.z. The name of a
poisonous snake.

in TIlaniila, n.z. Good fortune; luck;
prosperity; something fortuitous.

isi Hlaxhla, n.z. A'roughly made mat
of coarse material.

um Hlanhla, n.x. An opening between
the front teeth.

um Hi.AXrir.oTi, n.z. A species of acacia.
in Hlanhlu, n.x. Divisions of a whole.

ubu Hr.anti, n.x. A cattle fold.
Hlaxu, x. Five. The prefix varies

with the noun qualified. Ama-
hashe maJdanu : Five horses.
Abanin bahlanu : Five persons.
Inkomo zihlanu : Five cows.

isi Hlaxu, adj.x. The fifth. The prefix
varies with the spec, of the noun
qualified. Umntu owesihlanu ■' The
fifth person. Indoda eyesihlanu :
The fifth man. 1 hashe clesihlanu.:
The fifth horse.

uku Hlanya, v.t.z. To throw out or over;
to derange ; hence applied to one
whose mind is deranged. Lomntu
xxyManya: That person acts as
one deranged in mind.

i Hlanya, n. z. A deranged person ; an
insane person.

uku Hlanza, v.t.x.z. 1. Towash ; to clean.
—2. To vomit.—3. To produce fmit
as a tree. The primary meaning is,
to throw off; hence to clean off; to
throw off- the stomach, &c.

uku Hlaxzeka, v.n.x.z. To become clean,
pure ; to be under the process of
purification. Lomntu uhlanzekile :
That person has become, or is, clean,
pure.

uku Hlaxzisa, v.t. x. To’nauscate; to cause
to vomit.

in Hlanziso, n.x. An emetic; a vomit.
ubu Hlanzo, n.x. A vomit; that which is

vomited.
uku Hlapaza, v.t.z. To give forth abun

dantly; hence, 1. To waste; to be
prodigal ; to spend without neces
sity.—2. To be liberal; to give
abundantly.

um Hlai'o, n.z. The placenta of beasts.
um Hlafu, n.x. The small fibrous surface

raised on the karosscs of the native
women by dressing, whereby a sort
of plushy surface is raised.

uku Hlasela, v.t.x. To take by force;
usually applied to warlike opera
tions. Bekuliwa kwada kwa
hlazelwa isixeko: The war con
tinued until the city was taken.
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z. To equip for war, to make pre
paration for war.

Hlasi, v.t.x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
hlasi : To seize hastily or abruptly;
to snatch: to seize and transport
away. JKntiica/i/nsiczulwini: He
was taken up into heaven.

uku Hlasimui.a, v.i.z. To be the subject of
a sudden feeling of tremor ; to have
nervous twitchings.

i ITi. at an a, n. x. z. A small forest; a
shrubbery.

i Hlati, n.x.z. A forest, a jungle. Used
figuratively, for a place of refuge ;
a stronghold. The forest or jungle
often proves a refuge in time of war
for women and children. Wena
•ulihlati lam : Thou art my refuge
from my enemies.

isi IIlati, n.x.z. The cheek.
urn Hlati, n. x.z. The jaw-bone.
in Hlatu, n. z. A large spotted snake.

uku Hlatuza, v.i.x. To be nervously ex
cited, to be affrighted.

uku Hlatuzela, v. t. x. To feel a sudden
feeling of tremor; to feel the hair
stand on end from the apprehension
of some danger unseen.

uku Hlatuzelisa, v.i. x.z. To cause sud
den fear, so as to make the hair
stand on end from apprehension.

uku Hlaula, v.i.x. To pay a fine or penalty;
to expiate a fault by a fine.

uku Hlaulela, v. t. x. To pay a fine; to
expiate a fault for another.

um Hlaumbi, adv.x. Perhaps; probably;
perchance. This word is com
pounded of Umhla, Day, and Umbi,
Another. Lit. Another day. Ndin-
genjcnjalo umldaumbi: Perhaps I
might do so. Lit. Another day I
might do so.

in TIlava, n.x.z. A grub found in the
stalks of mealies, Kaffir corn, aud
Imfe (sweet cane).

um ITlavutwe, n.x. The castor-oil tree.
i Hlaya, n. z. A joke ; any funny

speech.
. u Hlaza, n. x. z. Short young green

grass.
um Hlaza, n.7.. A kind of sweet potato

which has a greenish appearance.
ubu Hlaza, n.x.z. Greenness.

u Hlazantana, n.7. A creeper bearing a
small wild melon.

in Hlazanyoxi, n.z. A species of eagle
with a reddish plumage.

uku Hlazeka, v.i. x.z. To be ashamed.

It is used to describe a state of
shame, or reproach caused by some
circumstances of a shameful cha
racter, or by some person or persons
whose conduct has caused shame to
their associates, or who have brought
a reproach upon their profession.
Siyahlazeka ngabo: We arc ashamed
on their account. Ezizinto siyahla
zeka ngazo: We arc ashamed of
these things.

um TIlazi, n.x.z. A snake of a greenish
colour.

Hlazi, ( conj. x. Lest. 777<i:i uban-
Hlazibe, ) jwa: Lest thou be seized.

uku Hlazisa, v.t.x. To shame; to bring
reproach upon ; to disgrace.

uku Hlaziya, v.t. x.z. To renew; to make
new; to reproduce.

i Hlazo, n.x. Shame; reproach, z. isi
Hlanzo.

uku Hlazuka, v. i. z. To depart from; to go
off sideways. Wahlazuka endlcleni:
He went off from the road; went on
one side of it.

in Hlazuka, n. z. A piece of land which
has separated from a larger mass; a
landslip.

uku Hlazula, v.t.z. To separate a smaller
piece from a larger whole.

ubu Hlazulula, v.t.x. To open the hair
with the hand before combing.
z. To throw loosely about, as grass
for hay.

TIle, adj.x.z. Beautiful, pleasant to
the eyes. The prefix varies accord
ing Io the species of the noun it
qualifies. Umntu omhle : A beauti
ful person. Ihashc elihle : A beauti
ful horse.

ubu TIle, n.x.z. Beauty ; loveliness.
uku Hleba, v. t. x.z. To defame; to back

bite ; to scandalize.
uku Hlebana, v.t. x.z. To backbite one

another.
isi TIlbbo, n.x.z. Slanderous speech;

calumny, false accusation.
i Hlebo, n.x.z. Secret information:

usually denoling secret information
of a scandalizing character.

uku Hlehla, v.i.x. To draw back ; to
retreat, as from an enemy.

uku Hlehla, v.i. z. To step back sharply,
as when some object, as a snake, is
seen, which excites caution and
fear.

uku Hlehlezela, v.i.7.. To move back
briskly, with great fear of some
object or on account of some occur-
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rence, as from treading on a snake,
or being burnt by fire.

jim IIlshlo, n.x. The caul.
uku Hleka, v.i.x.z. 1. To laugh.—2. To

laugh at. When used in this sense,
the verbal medial is inserted imme
diately before the verb as the accusa
tive of the object upon which the
action of the verb terminates.
Wandihleka : He laughed at me.

uku Hlf.kana, v.t.x.z. To laugh at each
other.

um IIlekazi, n. x. A beautiful person.
Hleke, v.i.■/.. Used with Ukuti, which

see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
hleke : To split, or be split, as a log
of wood.

uku Hlekisa, v.t.x.z. 1. To ridicule; to
make sport of. Wahlekisa ngami:
He made sport of me, or by me, or
through me.—2. To cause to laugh.

uku Hlekisasa, v.t.x.z. To cause one an
other to laugh.

isi Hleko, n.x.z. A thing to be laughed
at; a laughing stock.

u Hleko, n.x.z. Laughter. Oluhleko lu-
vcl' apina I Where docs that laughter
come from 1

uku Hlela, v.i.x. To happen. Lit. To fall
or descend upon, [mhlele izolo
lonto : That happened to him yes
terday. When used in this sense,
hlela is the objective form of the
verb Ukuhla, to descend

uku Hlela, v.t. x. To separate; to discon
nect ; to part; to sort, as the sort
ing of wool; to separate the coarse
from the fine; to pick out one thing
from another, as one kind of grain
from another.

uku Hleleka, v.i.x. To separate; to part
from each other, as sheep separating
from goats, or one kind of poultry
from another.

uku Hleleleka, r.i.x. To despair.
Hleli, x. The perfect tense of the verb

Ukuhlala : To sit. 11 is peculiar in
its use :—1st. Where in the past
and present tenses of other verbs no
terminal changes take place in the
root of the verb, hlala takes this
form of hleli. Wayehleli ngapantsi
kwomti : He was sitting under the
tree. Uhlelicndlwini ; He is. sitting
in the house. Hleli is also used to
denote that a person still lives.
Uyihlo usahleli na 1 Is your father
still living!

Hlelo, n.x. A file of men in hunting

or in war.—2. The border or out
skirts of a forest or of a plantation.

uku Hlelwa, x. The passive of Ukuhlala.
It denotes that the person to whom
it is applied is the subject of some
circumstances of mishap or misfor
tune. Uhlclwe yingozi : He has met
with an accident.

uku Hlenoa, v. t. x. To assort, lay out in
order; to separate and distribute
into classes; to purify, as metal
from dross, z. To separate from, as
good corn from bad.

i Hlenoa, n.z. A mass or matter thrown
out from another, from which it
has been separated, ns dross from
metal, or dirt from corn.

isi Hlenoa, n.x. 2k float made of reeds;
a raft; also an island which has been
formed by masses of reeds and earth
washed there by the current.

isi Hlenoo, n. z. An instrument for clean
ing corn.

uku Hlepula, v.t. z. To break off; to chip
off; especially’ to break oil’ a piece
of bread.

uku Hlepuz.a, v.i.x. To tear out or away
from. z. uku Hlikiza.

in Hlese, n.z. Sediment; dregs; lees of
any liquid.

i Hleza, n.x. The hip bone. z. Any
prominent bone of an animal, as
the hip bone, the breast bone, or
the rump bone.

uku Hleza, v.t.z. To gnaw; to eat with
the front teeth, as in picking a bone.

isi Hleza, n.z. A bullock which has one
horn broken off, and thus the bro
ken horn appears as a prominent
bone. See i Hleza.

i Hlezi, n.z. A large kind of rat.
Hlezi, adv. x. Lest it so happen.

Hlezi kunganeli tina nani: Lest
there be not enough for us and
you.

Hlezibe, adv. x. And so it may come
to pass; peradventure; lest it
should come to pass. Hlezibe aba-
disipile bake beze ebusuku : Lest
his disciples come by night. Hlezi
and Hlezibe are always followed byr
the verb in the Pre. Sub. Jlood.
Ningabi nokuyicukumisa hlezi
nife: Neither shall ye touch it,
lest ye die. Hlezibe sicitiwe: Lest
we be scattered.

uku IIlika, v.i.x.z. To descend; to dis
mount.

uku Hlikiiila, v.t. x.z. To rub. Applied
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especially to rubbing a swelling
with the hands.

uku Hlinisika, v.i.x. 1. To relax the mus
cles of the face, as from pain.—2. To
sob; to be ready to cry, as with a
suppressed voice.

uku Husza, v.t.x.z. To kill ; to flay.
uku Hlinzela, v.t.x.z. To skin for; to kill

a beast for, as for one who has ar
rived at the place.

um Hlinzi, n.x.z. One who skins animals.
uku Hlipiza, v t. z. To derange; to put

out of order; to disturb the regu
larity of. Umtwana uldipiza izinto
ezibekiweyo: The child has thrown
the things into confusion which
were laid aside.

um IIlo, n.z. A glutton.
uku Hloba, v.t.z. 1. To decorate ; to deck

the person.— 3. To separate, as the
curd from the whey in fermented
milk.

i Hlobo, n.x.z. The summer season.
ubu Hlobo, n.x.z. Friendship; compa

nionship.
isi Hlobo, n.x.z. A friend.
u Hlobo, n.x.z. A kind; a particular

sort or kind of anything. Oluhlobo
Iwcnkomo : That description of cat
tle. Sec Ngenldobo aud Ngoldobo.

um Hlobo, n.x.z. A friend; an acquaint
ance.

uku Hlobonga, v. t.z. 1. To make love.—
2. To have secret sexual intercourse
in a lewd way externally, much
practised by the Zulus.

uku IIlohla, v.t.x.z. 1. To stamp down,
as wool into a sack.—2. To thread
on a string, as beads.

uku Hlohloloza, v.t.x. To thrust forward
contemptuously, as a man seized by
the nape of the neck.

uku Hlokoiileka, v. i. x. To go towards a
place in crowds, as when persous go
in Kaflirland from all parts to a
large or national dance.

uku Hlokoma, v. i. x. z. To sound aloud, as
the noise caused by a wagon travel
ling, or water rolling over stones.

uku Hlokomisa, v.t.x. To cause to sound ;
to help to make a rattling sound.

uku Hlokoza, v.t.z. To thrust a pointed
stick or any other instrument into
a hole ; to insert anything pointed
into any other thing.

uku Hlola, v.t.x. To spy out: to search
diligently, as to spy or search out a
country; to reconnoitre; to examine
thestate of an enemy’s army or camp. 

um Hlola, n.z. An omen or sign of com
ing evil. When a large bird settles
on the top of a native hut, or a
dog leaps on it, it is considered an
evil omen, and called an Umldola.

um Hlolokazi, n.x. widow.
um Hlololwane, n.z. The sinewy piece of

meat formed on each side of the
spine of an animal.

uku Hloma, v.t.x.z. 1. To put in order ; to
prepare; to stack, as corn; to stick
up, as a stick in the ground.—2. To
gather for a storm, as when thunder
clouds appear. Lddomile izulu :
The heavens arc gathering for a
storm, z. To arm, or prepare for war.

in Hlombe, n.x. A musical performance,
accompanied by the clapping of
hands and contortions of the body,
thus keeping time with the music,
as dancers in a dance.

uku Hlomela, v.t.x. 1. To join one thing
to another ; to lengthen by joining
one thing to another.—2. To patch
a garment, or lengthen it by join
ing another piece to it. z. To pre
pare for, as for war ; to be on one’s
guard against; to be on the watch for.

uku Hlomkisa, v.i.x. To make udder. Ap
plied to animals when the udder
swells before parturition.

uku Hlomula, v.t. z. To stab a buck in
hunting, or to seize it as a dog.

uku Hlonela, v.t. x. To act with deference
and respect towards another; to
yield to another's opinion; to re
verence. It expresses that deport
ment or course of action which pro
ceeds from esteem, regard, and due
attention, arising from the worth,
truthfulness, or rank of a person.

in Hlonelo, n. x. Respectful submission;
regard; attention.

uku Hlonoa, v.i.z. To be wanting of; to
be without a thing.

in Hloxgandlebe, n.z. A person who
docs not hear, or is heedless of
what is said. Lit. Tobe without ears.

um Hlonulo, n.x. A large species of the
Euphorbia tree.

i Hlonulo,n.z. The temple of the head.
in Hlonulo, n.x. A promontory; a cape

of land.
uku Hlonulozela, v.i.x. To tingle at the

nose, as when the olfactory nerves
are excited by a pungent smell.

in Hloni, n.x.z. Basbfulness ; sbame-
faccdncss, arising from a state of
guilty shame.
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uku IIlonipa, v.t.x.z. To avoid, from a
sense of shame. The Kaffir women
have a superstitious fear or shame
of being near their father-in-law or
any other male relation. They, and
their children, avoid mentioning
their own father's name. This word
is used to describe this avoidance
of the father-in-law, and of the name
of the father. The women also
avoid the cattle kraal, and in pass
ing the kraal gale they make a cir
cuit, so as to avoid going too near;
this also is called Uku.-Hlonipa.
Hence the word also denotes mo
desty, bashfulness. They also refuse
to pronounce or use words which
have for their principal syllable
any part or syllable of the father's
or father-in-law’s name, or that of
their paramount chief. This cus
tom of ■uku-hlonipa, is thus always
coining new words. Such words
are known as “ Ukuteta kwaba-
faziThe language of the
women.

umTlLONVASE, n.x. z. Wormwood.
uku Hlonza, v.l.z. To do a thing repeat

edly; to persevere in any action or
enterprise.

ini Hlope, v. x. See Mhlope, under the
letter M.

im Hlopekazi, n.x.z. A white female
aminal.

in IIloya, n.x. The whey of milk.
i Hlozi, n.x.z. A leopard; a panther.

By the colonists called a tiger.
ulu Hlu, n.x. A row ; a string of things

or persons. A long string of beads
for the neck is called Uluhlu.

uku Hluba, v.t.x.z. 1. To cast oil' the
hair, as a horse in the spring.—2.
To cast off the skin as a snake;
to moult as a fowl.—3. To undress ;
to cast off the clothes from the
person.

urn Hlubula, n.x. The side of a body
below the ribs.

um Hlubulo, n.z. The flank; the thin
flesh on the sides of the ribs of man
or beast.

uku Hlubuluka, v.i.x. To peel off, as the
skin from a sore, so as to expose
the flesh, z. Ukuhlubuka.

uku Hlubulula, v.t.x. To peel off; to
strip off, as the outward leaves of
the mealie from the cob, or ear. z.
Ukuhlubula.

um Hluhlube, n.z. 1. A cocks spur.- -2.

The long thorn of the mimosa, re
sembling a cock’s spur.

uku Hlukuiila, v.t.x. 1. To shake a per
son violently.—2. To agitate any
liquid in a bottle or calabash.—z.
To rinse the mouth after a meal.

i Hlble, n.z. A clot of blood, x lid-
wile.

uku Hluma, n.i.x.z. To put forth leaves;
to vegetate ; to grow as a plant, or
tree.

um Hluma, n.z. A mangrove tree.
in Hluma va, n.x. A bean very generally

cultivated by the Kaffirs. Um-
bontye is the name for bean in
general.

in IIlumba, n. z. Small substances, or tu
mours, said by the native doctors to
exist in any diseased part of the
body, and professedly abstracted by
a process of cupping, or bleeding
from the part, especially from the
loins in cases of lumbago

uku Hlumela, v.t.x.z. To sprout out from ;
as a sprout from the side of a Kaffir
corn stalk, or young branches from
an old stump of a tree which has
been cut down.

i Hlujiklo, n.x.z. A sprout; usually ap
plied to the sprouting out of young
sprouts from an old stalk of corn.

in Hlumo, n.x.z. Growth.
ubu Hlunou, n.x. Pain.

i Hlunou, n.x.z. A locality where the
grass has recently been burnt off.

isi Hlunou, n.z. An antidote for a snake
bite.

i Hlunguiilungu, n.z. The wild cotton
plant.

uku Hlungula, v.t.x.z. To sift, as corn in
a sieve.

i Hlungulu, n.x.z. A crow; the car
nivorous crow, with a white neck.

uku Hlunguzela, v.t.x. To shake the
head.

isi IIlunu, n.x. A lump of meat without
boue.

uku Hlunza, v.t.x. To eat milk, with a
stick made with a brush at the end,
which absorbs the milk, and is
sucked dry in the mouth.

um IlLUNza, n.x. The stick with a bushy
end, with which the natives cat
thick milk.

uku Hlufa, v.t.z. To afflict; oppress ; an
noy ; distress; vex ; plague; per
secute ; harass; trouble; to treat
with injustice, severity, or hard
ship.
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uku Hi.ufana, v. t. z. To annoy; trouble;
vex each other.

uku Hlupeka, v. n.z. To sutler injustice;
to be treated severely; to be made
to sutler hardship.

uku Hlupeza, v.t.x. To give medicines or
charms to make children strong;
to give certain things to dogs to
eat, so as to make them swift in
running, and courageous in fight.
The hair of a lion, or any strong
and courageous animal, is roasted
in fire, and given to the child in
its food to make him strong and
courageous. So the wings of the
swiftest birds, usually those of the
sparrow-hawk, which is very swift
in its Hight, are given to the hunt
ing dogs to cat, to make them
swift. To do this is to Hlupeza.

um 11 lupi, n. z. An oppressor; one who
unjustly troubles another.

u Hlupo, n.z. Oppression; unjust and
severe conduct towards another.

uku Hlusula, v.t.z. To wring or wrench
off. Hlusula intloko: Twist oft’
the head ; referring to a bird, or an
animal.

uku Hluta, v. t. x.z. 1. To take with vio
lence from another. Wdndihluta
imali yam: Ho took my money
from me by force.

2. adj. To be satisfied with food.
When thus used, it terminates in i.
Scndilduli : I am satisfied with food.
The Zulu has also the word uku
Suta, in the latter sense.

uku Hlutisa, v.t x z. To satisfy with food.
z. uku Sutisa.

uku Hlutula, v.t.z. To pluck out, as weeds
from laud, or hair from the head, or
to extract nails from a plank.

uku IIluza, v.t.x.z. To strain through.
Jlluza ubisi: Strain the milk. z.
To limp ; to go lame.

in Hluzela, n.z. An hartcbecstc,a species
of large antelope, so called by the
Dutch.

isi Hluzi, n.z. The muscular part of the
forearm or leg in man or beast.

um Hluzi, n.x.z. Broth ; gravy of meat.
uku Hluzuka, v.i.z. To lose the skin by

abrasion, so as to produce a wound.
uku Hluzula, v. t.z. To abrade, so as to

remove the skin, and produce a
wound.

uku IIlwa, n.x.z. The decline of day ; the
evening. Used both as a verb, To

begin to darken; and a verbal
noun, Evening. Sckunal'tikuhlica:
ft (the day) begins to decline.
SekuJdwile: it is evening. Siya-
kufika ngokuhlwa: We shall arrive
in the evening.

um Hlwa, n.x. Jloth; rust; any corroding
substance, z A dying ant.

i Hlwasisi, n.z. A large black ant.
um Hlwayeli, n.x. A sower of grain.

z. um Hlwanydi.
uku Hlwayela, v.t. x. To sow seed.

z. uku Hlwanyda.
u IIlwayi, n.x.z. Small shot.

um Hlwazi, n.x. 1. A green water snake.
2. The name of a shrub used for

tea, called Bushman's tea.
um Hlwazi, n.z. A brown snake, not

poisonous.
isi Hlwele, n.x. A multitude of people.

uku Hlwelwa, v. i. x. To be benighted.
Sato sadinwa sililwelwe singe ka-
fiki ckaya: We were tired and be
nighted before we arrived at home.

i Hlwextshana, n.x. A poor, destitute,
despicable person.

i Hlwempu, n.x. A poor person.
ubu Hlwf.mpu, n.x. Poverty.
uku Hlwempuzisa, v.t.x. To cause poverty;

to make poor.
um Hlwexoa, n.z. Mane of an animal.
uku Hlwiba, v.i.z. To congest; to grow

hard, still', or thick, as butter or fat
in cold weather.

uku Hlwita, v.t.z. To seize suddenly; to
snatch; to grab.

i Hobe, n.x.z. A ringdove.
i IIoBonono, n.x. A bird, the fink.
i Hom, n.x. An ant bear.

isi Hooo, n.x. A pit. Isihogo somlilo;
Hell. Lit. A pit of fire.

uku Hola, v.i.x. To run away, as in a
panic; to run away wildly ; to be
panic stricken, z. uku Hoba.

i IIoLOitOLO, n.x. A hollow thing.
ubu Holoiiolo, n.x. Hollowness.
uku Homba, v. i. x. To put on beautiful

apparel; to deck oneself out.
uku Hombisa, v. t x. To beautify by ap

parel ; to deck out.
isi Hombo, n.x. An ornament of the per

son, or of the dress.
i Hole, n.x. A prostitute; an aban

doned woman.
i Huluhulu, n.x. 1. A careless, thought

less person.—2. The horned owl.
isi IIumba, n.x. Smut in corn.
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I.

The letter I has one uniform sound or
power in Kaffir, like i in the Eng
lish word Routine, or e in the word
Me. There is, however, a slight
difference of pronunciation, when
i occurs in an unaccented syllabic ;
it is then pronounced short, as ee
in Been; aud sometimes even in ac
cented syllables, when following the
consonants m and n, it is pro
nounced short; otherwise, in all
accented syllables, it is pronounced
long, like e in Me. In speaking,
the i is often omitted when final in
a word, Nami being pronounced
Nam, and Kumi Kum. I is :—

I. The verbal prefix spec. 3 sing.,
and spec. 6 plu. Intombi tzile: The
girl has come. Inkosi ifikile : The
chief has arrived. Imilambo izele :
The rivers are full.

2. I is often used as an Impersonal
verbal prefix in the same manner as
ku (which see), /bindimi owatetayo:
It was I who spoke, /biyinina uku-
ba ungatetanga: Why was it that
you did not speak I

3. 1 is the nominal prefix of one
class of nouns of spec. 2 and 3 sing.
Ihashe: Horse. Ihangu : Pig.

Ile, x. The termination of the perfect
tense of the verb, the final vowel of
the root verb being changed into
He. Ndiya teta : I am speaking.
Sditetilc : 1 have spoken.

Ili, x. Nominal prefix of one class of
nouns of spec. 2 sing. Ilizwi :
Word.

Im ') x.z. Nominal prefixes of nouns
and !■ of spec. 3 sing, /mazi: A
lx, ) cow. /nkosi: A chief.
Imbala, adv. z. Truly.

ulw Imi, x. See u Lwimi.
Impela, adv. x.z. Entir ly; utterly;

thoroughly.
Ina, x. Take this. Used also col

loquially to call a person’s atten
tion. InaI wetu : Halloo ! you
there, come this way.

Inola, n.x.z. Harvest-time. Usually-
used in the ablative case. Bkwi-
ndla : At the time of harvest.

Incaba, adv. x. It can be. This form
of the verb To be is used before
some of the causal forms of the
nouns and pronouns, but generally

interrogatively. Ingaba ndiininal
Is it 1 I Or, Lit, Can it be 11

Inuaba, adv. x. It may be; may be;
perhaps, probably.

Inqabi, adv. x. Lest.
im Ini, n.x.z. A natural day, distin

guished from night; the period of
daylight; daytime. Sekusemini:
It is daylight. Emini: In the
day; between the hours of eight
and four o’clock.

Inye, x. One. Qualifying nouns of
spec. 3 sing. Inewadi inye : One
book.

Isi, x.z. Nominal prefix of nouns of
spec. 3 sing. Zsicaka : A servant.

Isibili, adv. z. In truth, x. Okice-
nene.

Iya, x. Tense form of the verb. Pre
sent ind. spec. 3 sing. lya vela
inyanga : The moon appears. When
prefixed to the infinitive of the
verb it denotes future time. lya
kuvela inyanga : The moon will
appear. Sec Liya.

Ize, x. This is the present subjunctive
of the verb Ukuza : To come. It is
used as an impersonal form of the
verb, to enforce caution, or call
special attention. Lumkani ize
ninga lahlekiswa ngumtu : Take
heed that no man deceive you.

I | x.z. Nominal prefixes of nouns
," ’ of spec. 3 pin. Jzicaka:

’) Servants. Izinkomo: cattle.

J.

J is sounded in Kaffir like the soft sound
of J in James and Jane in English.

J A, v.i. z. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
Ja: To lie lazily at full length.

in J a, n. x.z. A dog.
uku Jaba, v.i.z. To be thrown into con

sternation ; to be confounded, mor
tified, ashamed.

uku Jabisa, u.t. z. To mortify; to throw
into consternation.

uku Jabcla, v.i.z. To be glad ; to be joy
ful ; to be merry.

uku Jabulisa, v.t. z. To gladden ; to make
merry.

in Jabulo, n.z. Gladness; cheerfulness;
joy-

J ace, v.i. x. z. 1. Used with Ukuti,
which see at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukuti jace: To suddenly break, as
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a thong or rope. Zatc jace in-
tambo bendibotywa ngazo: The
thongs with which I was bound
suddenly broke.

2. To expire : to suddenly die.
uku Jaceka, v.i.x. To suddenly break.

The same meaning as Ukuti jace,
which see. Yajaceka imitya cn-
dandi botywa yiyo : The thongs by
which I was bound suddenly
snapped.

uku Jacuzela, v. f. x.z. To run with a lan
guid movement, as through fatigue.

Jadu, v.i.x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
jadu : To break out, as in an erup
tion of the skin.

uni Jadu, n.z. An assembly, or com
pany of persons assembled for any
special purpose, as for a dance,
especially for a wedding party.

uku Jaduka, v.i.x. To break out in erup
tions on the skin.

uku Jaoatteka, v.i. x. To walk in a jerk
ing manner.

uku Ja.ta, v. i. z. To throw the body into
contortions in dancing ; to leap and
dance from joy and merriment.

uku Jaka, v. i.7.. To be violently agitated
by passion ; to be furious.

isi Jaka, n.z. A passionate, irascible
person, x. Ijora.

ubu Jaka, n.z. Violence of temper ; iras
cibility.

uku Jakada, t'.tz. To upbraid.
uku Jakama, v.t x. To speak angrily to a

person.
in Jakazi, n.x. A bitch.

uku Jala, v.i.x To frown from anger.
uku Jalela, v.i.x. To frown upon ,•]

i Jalimane, n.z. A German, x. Jja-
remane.

uku Jalisa, v.t.x. To cause to frown.
uku Jama, v.t. x.z. To stand in a stern or

defiant position, as dogs about to
fight; to defy.

uku Jamba, v.i.7.. To blush ; to have a sor
rowful countenance; to manifest
disappointment. The word de
notes the countenance manifesting
any painful emotion of the mind.

uku Jambalaza, v.i.7.. To do a thing re
luctantly ; to act. as if without
strength ; to be indifferent to.

in Jambo, n.x. A melancholy look.
uku Jamela, v. t. x. z. To look stem, or

angry ; to look defiantly at a per
son. Undijamela. niual Why do
you look so sternly at me 1

M

ubu Jamo, n.x.z. Sternness of counten
ance ; severity.

in Jana, n.x. A small dog. The dim.
of Inja.

uku Janoaza, v.t.x. To be worried ; to be
worn out with anxiety, or by in
effectual efforts to accomplish an
object.

uku Jancazisa, v.t. x. To worry ; to tease ;
to annoy.

um Janjanto, n.z. The principal cross
pole or beam in a native hut, which
is bent under the dome-like top of
the hut, and supported by pillars
or poles.

in Jankomo, n.z. Name of a species of
swallow.

i Jaba, n.z. A fine grown young person.
uku Japiliza, v.t.x. To make ineffectual

attempts to accomplish a purpose,
or to lay hold of an object which is
either not reached, or slips again
and again from the grasp.

uku Jaqeka, v. i. x. To be incapacitated by
anger.

uku Jecana, v.t.x. To provoke one another
to quarrel.

u Jejane, n.x. A small bird, which eats
flies.

um Jei.o, n.x. A water furrow.
uku Jekoela, v.l.z. To turn off from, as a

person turning off from one path,
and pursuing another.

in Jf.noele, n.x. A smart, active, brave,
courageous man ; a brave.

i Jentimax, n. x.z. A gentleman. Kaf-
firized from the English.

Jeqe, v.i.7.. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 ofits meanings. Ukuti
jeqe ■■ To turn the head and glance,
as one in fear.

uku Jeza, v. i. ?.. To be condemned, as be
fore a judge.

uku Jezesa, v.t. z. To condemn; to cen
sure.

uku Jezula, v.t.x. To glance; to look
upon.

isi Ji, n.z. A small hole, such as a person
may be tripped up by in walking.

uku Jiba, v.i. 7. To disappear by sinking
out of sight.

um Jibe, n.z. A cross beam, or a rafter
of a hut.

Jibilili, v.i.x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
jibilili : To be inconstant in pur
pose ; to be unfaithful to an en
gagement ; to break a promise.
Ndiscndifunga ngokufunga ukuba

9
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ndingowakc; ndingatininake ukuti
jibilili ndimkanyelel I have
sworn allegiance to him; how,
then, can 1 prove unfaithful, and
deny him !

uku Jibilizela, x. (As Ukuti Jibilili.)
uku Jigida, v. i. z. To speak with violence,

as if in a rage.
um Jiokjolo, n. z. The throwing of a stick.
uku Jua, v.t.x. To twist; to wriggle.
uku Juana, v.t.x. To twist; to intertwist;

to weave.
uku Jukka, v.i. To be twisted, as a string

or rope.
in Jur, n.x.z. One who twists ropes ; a

rope-maker.
um Juibe, n.z. Any thing long and tall,

as a beam of wood, a high tree,
a tall person.

uku Jijua, v.t.x. To bore as with an awl.
uku Juiteka, v.i.x. To shrink with pain ;

to wince.
uku Jika, v.i.x. To turn round ; to turn

the person from one point to
another, z. To dangle; to swing
about; to impend.

uku Jikajika, v.i.x. To turn or move
about in a circle; to compass about.
JUijikajika ulwhlanhle nomhlaba:
Ye compass sea and land.

uku Jieela, v.t.x. To go round about an
object or place; to make a detour
in walking. Jikela indlu : Go
round the house. Ujikele apaya:
He has gone round there.

uku Jikei-eza, v.t.x. To go round in a
circle.

um Jikeliso, n.x. A circle.
uku Jikis.a, v.t.x. To cause to turnabout;

to turn a person or thing round
from one position to another.

u Jiko, n.x.I. A description of plant.
2. An anklet of beads.

u Jikwe, n.z. A speciesof sweetpotato.
uku Jila, v. i.z. To toss the head on one

side ; to toss the limbs about as in
pain ; to be excited either from
pain or anger, so as to cause con
tortions of body.

uku Jinba, v.t.x. To backbite; to slander.
um Jrxoi, n.x. A slanderer; a backbiter.
uku Jinga, v.i.x. To swing backwards and

forwards in the air; to dangle.
isi Jixcr, n.z. A pudding made of boiled

mealies and pumpkin.
is! Jisouane, n.x.z. Motion without pro

gress ; that which in its movements
twists, or moves round a certain
point.

isi JixcuOLO, n.z. The wild raspberry,
very abundant in Natal.

uku Jincisa, v.t. x. To cause to swing back
wards and forwards in the air.

isi Jingo, n.z. The nape of the neck.
nku Juvula, v i.x. To vault; to spring

upon, as upon a horse.
uku Jiva, v.i.x.z. 1. To become stiff as

porridge.
2. To fall lame; to be stiff in

walking. Tnkomo zijiyile: The
cattle arc lame.

uku JivisA, v.t. x z. To stiffen; to cause
lameness.

uku Joba, v.l.z. To join one thing to ano
ther, so as to lengthen it.

u Jobela, n.x. A red-billed whidah.
uku Jobelela, v.t.z. To join several things

to another, so as to lengthen it
several times.

uku Joja, v.t.x. To smell at a thing. In
Zulu this word denotes a savage
and barbarous custom of killing
adopted by the Zulus in despatch
ing their enemies taken in war. A
sharp pointed stick is thrust up the
anus, and the person expires in
great agony. When the party of
Dutchmen who were led by a noble
man of the name of Retief visited
the kraal of the Zulu chief Dingaan,
to enter into a treaty of peace with
him, at the first settlement of the
Dutch in Natal, the Zulus received
them with apparent friendship, and
then, when off their guard, they
treacherously seized them, and put
their leader, Retief, to this horrid
death, despatching the others with
their clubs.

i Jojo, n. x. A sour grass country; a
moist, damp climate or locality.
Ilizwe elijojo : A damp country.

u Jojo, n.z. A black bird with a beau
tiful long tail. Its habitat is marshy
land, and hence its name.

uku Joka, v.t. x. To press with solicitations
to a particular line of conduct; to
annoy by constantly endeavouring
to induce a person to consent to
the views of another, z. To play
fully toy with, as a young man when
flirting with a young woman.

uku Jokomeza, v.t. x. To scold vehemently;
to speak violently to.

uku Jola. v.t.x. To carve meat for a com
pany ; to serve out food to others.
z. To blow or spirt water through a
tube or reed.
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in Jolt, n.x. A carver; one who serves
out the meat at a feast, z. One who
spouts water through a tube.

uku Jolisa. v.t.x. To aim at a thing, as in
firing a gun.

uku Joloza, v.t. z. To stare angrily at a
person.

in Jomase, n.z. A horse. The Xosa,
Ihashe, is also used by the Zulus.

uku Jonoa, v.i. x. To stare.
uku Jonoela, v.t.x. To stare at a person.

Vndijongclanina ? For what or why
are you staring at mol

uku J oil a, v.t.x. To manifest a wilful
design to provoke by angry words.

i Joint, n.x. A passionate, irascible per
son. z. Jjaka.

ubu Join, n.x. Angriness of disposition.
in Jovaxe, n.x. A hot-headed, fiery-tem

pered person.
um Ju, 11.7.. The finest of the honey, that

which drops from the comb.
i Juba, n.z. A pigeon, x. Izuba.

uku Juba, v. i.x. To spring with a sudden
jerk, applied to the springing of a
spring trap set for birds or animals
when it has closed. Isigu ajubile:
The trap has sprung, z. To make
arrangements for merriment; to
confer privileges which cause joy or
merriment. It retains in Zulu the
same primary idea as in the Xosa,
that of causing a springing action.
In the Zulu it causes the spring of
joy ; in the Xosa, the springing of
the trap:

in Juba, n. x. A young widow.
uku Juba juba, v.i.7.. To struggle violently,

as a person suffering from convul
sions.

i Jubajubane, n.z. A butterfly.
i Jubane, n.z. Speed ; velocity.
i Jubaxtondoi.o, n.z. A large kind of

turtle dove.
uku Jubeka, v.i.z. To spring; to leap for

joy.
uku Jubela, v.i.z. To enjoy; to be quite

happy ; to run about, and leap for
joy.

uku Jubisa, v. t.x. To spring, or cause a
trap to spring.

uku Jujubkza, v.i.z.. To toss; to throw; to
hurl, as a spear hurled from the
hand.

uku Jukujela, v.t. 7. To throw at and
strike an object with a stick. Jju-
kujele iutaka : Throw a stick at the
bird.

uku Jukujeleka, u.m.x.z. To be thrown

at, and disabled by the blow, as a
bird when thrown at with a stick.

uku Jula, c.t.x.z. 1. To throw by raising
from the ground,as earth thrown by
a spade.

2. To choose out a beast to be
slaughtered, for the celebration of
any ceremony, z. To fall down
rapidly, as a spider from a tree to
the ground.

uku Julbla, v.t.x.z. To throw a thing into
a certain place. Julcla apa : Throw
it here.

izi Jungqe, n.x. A piece, or short length
of a thong or rope, which has been
broken off from a longer length.

uku Juquka, v.i.z. To break oil’short.
uku Juqula, v.t.7.. To break off short.
uku Jutteka, v. t.x. To fall over an object

helplessly; to tumble over suddenly.
i Juze, n.x. A small bird which lives

on the banks of rivers.
i Jwabu, n.x. 1. The foreskin; the pre

puce, removed in circumcision. Ni-
yakwalusa iju-dbu yenyama yenu :
Ye shall circumcise the flesh of your
foreskin.

2. Flesh removed from a skin
before dressing for any purpose.

um Jwaqa, n.x.z. A very lean animal.
uku Jwiba, v.i.z. To fly oil in splinters.
imi Jwila, n.x. The first white hairs

which appear on the head from ad
vancing age.

isi Jwin, n.x. A lamentation; a wailing.

K.

K is sounded in Kaffir as in the English
words Keep, Keen, Kill, Ac.

uku Ka, v.t.x. 1. To dip as water, as,
Hamba uk' amanzi: Go and dip
water.

2. To pull up as grass: to pluck
off as a flower; as. Hamba like
intyatyambo 1c: Go and pluck
that flower. See uku Ke.

3. To try or attempt. When used
in this sense, it is an auxiliary verb,
as, B'aZviwaycnza lontona'! Did you
ever attempt to do that thing!
When inserted between the nega
tive verbal prefixes, or tense forms
of the verb, and the rort of the
verb, it expresses, not having yet
attempted to do, or not having yet
done a thing, as Andi/.-oliambi uga-
londlela: I have never gone by
that path.
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4. Used interrogatively Im
means, bid you ever I as, IKaZ'a-
wahambelana kulondawo 1 Did you
ever go to that place I

5. It is used in the sense of just
trying or attempting to perform
an action, as, MandiZe ndilinge
nami : Let me just try also.

G. Ka is prefixed to nouns
and adjectives in the formation
of numeral and other adverbs, as,
Wateta Zakubi: He spoke badly.
Wayenza Zvikuhle: He did it well,
or nobly. Waqitisela Z-akulu : He
greatly excelled. Bini : Two ; ka-
bini: twice; tatn: three; Zvtlatu :
thrice.

7. Ka is the sign of the
genitive before proper names, as,
L nvanaZtr. John : John’s son. Ihashe
liZ-<i James: The horse belonging
to James, or James's horse. It is
also used as a contracted form of
the genitive after nouns with the
prefix In and Um, as Uyintombi
Z-ubaniual Whose daughterartthoul
Umlambo Z'abaninal Whose river!
The full forms would be, lutombi
2/tZ'abanina, and Umlambo waka-
banina!

S. Ka is often used as an aux
iliary or idiomatic verb; imply
ing that the action of the succeed
ing verb was, or is, but barely or
very occasionally performed; as,
NdaZnndabuza kino: I just, or in
cidentally, inquired of him. Ewe
ndaZ’a ndababona kodwa andiba-
gqalanga: Yes, 1 did just see them ;
but 1 did not particularly observe
them.

9. Prefixed to the 2nd person
of the present tense of the sub
junctive mood, it forms a suppli
catory imperative, much used in
polite conversation; as, A'auhlalc
apa : Just sit here. Kaukwelele
kancinane: Just move a little out
of the way, if you please.

i Ka, n.l. Generally used in the plural,
yl maka : Perfumery prepared from
plants.

um Ka, n.x. z. The wife of. Umka Pato :
Pato's wife. This is a contraction
from Umfazi ka Pato, the uni atone
being used for the full form
Umfazi.

uku Kaba, v. I. x.z. 1. To kick with the
foot.

2. To shoot out, as corn.
Umbona uyakaba : The mealies arc
beginning to sprout.

in Kaba, n.x.z. The navel.
i Kaba, n.x. An car of corn. Ikaba

lenqolowa: An ear of wheat. Ikaba
lamazimba : An car of Kaffir corn.
z. A green stack of corn or mealies.

uku Kabalala, v.i.z. To kick violently,
as an animal when in pain.

uku Kabana, n.t.x.z. To kick each other.
uku Kabela, v.t.x.z. To kick for a pur

pose; to kick designedly. Unili-
kabela ninal Why or for what pur
pose do you kick me 1

in Kabi, n.x.z. An ox ; a bullock.
Kade, adv.x. A long time. Kade

sikukangelc : We have long looked
for you. Sekukade singasamboni :
It is a long time since we saw him.

Kade, adv.x. Long ago. Kade sifi-
kile : We arrived long ago.

Kadesiie, adv.x.?.. For ever.
i Kafula/w.z. A Natal Zulu.

uku Kafula, v.t.x. To use charms.
isi Kafulo, n.x. A charm; an enchant

ment.
i Kaoxoti, n.x. A white ant.

uku Kahla, n.z. To oppress; to stamp
down as with the foot.

u Kahlamba, n.x.z. The Drakensberg
Mountains, N. W. of Natal.

Kahle, adj.z. Be careful; carefully;
watchfully. Yenza kalds: Do it
carefully, x. Kuhle.

uku KAHLELA,n.f.x.z. To throw down to the
ground ; to floor, as in wrestling or
fighting. Wnmkahlela emhlabeni :
He threw him to the ground.

uku Kahleleka, v.i.x.z. To fall down
heavily and helplessly.

uku Kahluka, f.i.z. To exhaust the
strength or spirits ; to fatigue.

i Kaka, n.x. A shield.
isi Kaka, n.x.z. A short skirt made of

skins.
Kakabe, adv.x.?.. Of old.
Kakabe, adv.x. Of long time; very

long ago; of old. Kakade siteta
oku : Of old, or long since, we said
that.

Kakadeshe, adv.x. And for ever.
i Kakakak.i, n.x.z. 1. A small thorny

plant.—2. The Scotch thistle.
Kakaloku, adv.x. Sec Kalokunje: At

once ; immediately.
um Kakasi ,n.z. The name of a large spe

cies of Euphorbia tree.
u Kakayi, n.x.z. A skull.



in Kakazana, n.x. A damsel; a young I
unmarried woman.

um Kakk, n.x.z. His wile. A contraction
of Umjazi wake.

Kakubi, adv. x.z. Badly; rcprchensi-
bly. Wenzc kakubi: He has done
badly. Sometimes kakubi is used
in the sense of having had enough
of a thing; being satiated. Ndadla
ndada ndahluta kakubi: late un
til I was satiated.

Kakuhle, adv. x.z. Gently. Ycnza
kakukle: Do it gently.

Kakuev, adv.x.z. Greatly; largely;
very much. Inkomo zandile kaku
lu: The cattle have greatly in
creased. Wateta kakalu: He spoke
largely, lukosi yaqumba kakulu :
The chief was very angry. Inzima
kakulu lento : This thing is very
heavy.

Kakulukazi, adv.x.z. Very great.
uku Kala, v.i.x.z. 1. To call out vehe

mently ; to exclaim ; to scream ; to
cry.

2. To complain. BayaZ'aZa ngo-
buhlungu : They cry out with pain.

ama Kala, n.x.z. The inward parts of the
nostrils.

i Kala, n. x. z. A description of aloe.
in Kala, n.x.z. A crab.

um Kala, n.x.z. A cord or thong drawn
through the cartilage of the nos
trils of a pack ox, to guide it in
riding; a bridle.

in Kalakakaula, n.z. The roof of the
mouth.

Kalakata, v.Z.x. Used with Ukuti,
which see at No. 8 of its meanings.
To thrust with a weapon, as with a
sword. We, or, Wati kalakata
ngalo ii-cle lake csifubeni sake wo-
sela : He thrust his sword into his
breast, and he died.

i Kalanb, n.x. A large bag-like tick of
a whitish colour, which infests cattle.

uku Kalaza, v.t.x. To complain; to ex
press discontent; to murmur; to
find fault. U kalaza ngantoni I Why
are you, or of what are you com
plaining?

in Kalazo, n.x. A cry ; a complaint.
isi Kalazo, n.x. A complaint; that of

which a person complains in the
conduct of another.

uku Kalela, v.f.x.z. To cry to; to com
plain to. A bantu bakalela. enko-
sini : The people are crying, or
complaining, to their chief.

uku Kalelana, v.f.x.z. To cry out to each
other ; to complain to each other.

isi Kali, n.x. z. A spear ; an assegai.
ubu Kali, n.x.z. Sharpness. Used also

as an adjective by connecting it
with the noun it qualifies by the
use of the conjunctive n. Isit-
shetshe sinobukali: The knife is
sharp.

2. Acuteness; energy. Umntu
obukali : A sharp, acute, energetic
man.

3. Severity; harshness of man
ner or speech. Amazwi abukuli:
Severe, sharp words.

i Kalike, n.x.z. Lime. Katlirizcd from
the Dutch Kalk.

uku Kalima, v.l.x.z. 1. To call aloud; to
speak earnestly; to prohibit, by
calling aloud to a person.

2. To turn or keep back.
Kalima inkomo : Call to the cattle,
and check, stop, or turn them.

uku Kalimela, v.f.x.z. 1. To call out for.
2. To speak earnestly to another ;

to give a charge or prohibition to
another on any subject; to check,
by calling to, as cattle when pro
ceeding in a wrong direction.

uku KalU’a, v.t. x.z. To act with energy
and courage ; to be active ; to act
with promptitude and decision.

ubu Kali i* a, n.x.z. Boldness; activity;
energy; courage. Yenza ngofiu-
kalipa : Act with boldness.

Kalipile, adj. x.z. Active; bold; ener
getic. The prefix changes with
the noun qualified. Umutu okali-
pileyo: An active, sharp, acute per
son. Inkosi vkalipilcyo: An active,
sharp, bold, energetic chief. For
the use of the particle yo here
affixed Vo kalipile see d o, under the
letter Y.

uku Kalipisa, v.f.x.z. To cncourape ; to
energize; to stimulate to action;
to embolden.

uku Kaliba, v.t.x.z. To cause to cry out
or complain. Lembandczelo iyandi-
kalisa: This trial makes me com
plain.

in Kalo, n.x. A neck or opening in a
mountain side. Inkalo yentaba
apo inyanga itshona kona; The
neck or opening of the mountain
where the moon is visible when it
sets.

u Kalo, n z. 1. A mountain ridge.
2. The hip or loin of the body. 
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isi Kalo, n.z. A loud cry; a complaint.
Kalokv, atlv.x.z. Now; the present

time, in Kalo.
Kalokunjb, adv.x. z. Now; at the

present time; immediately. Ycnza
kalokunje : Do it immediately.

i Kalukalu, n.x. A wild fowl larger
than the pheasant, named the Ko-
rhaan.

uku Kama, v. t. x.z. 1. To throttle.
2. To wring out clothes. The

original idea is that of pressing,
squeezing, or causing a compression
by squeezing.

ama Kamandela, n.x. Fetters; any large
iron chain.

uku Kam.ixga, v.t.x. To wring clothes;
to squeeze or compress with force.

in Kamba, n.z. A buffalo, x. in Nyati.
i Kamba, n.z. A large earthen pot.

ama Kambe, n.x.z. Refuse, as of sugar-cane
after pressing. Hence the honey
comb, after the honey is extracted,
is called Amakambe obusi : The
refuse of honey. The Kaffirs have
no word proper for wax, as they
never melt the honey-comb into wax.

Kambe, adv.x.z. Of course: really.
Ndiya kuyenza kambe : Of course
I will do it.

uku Kamela, v.t.x.z. To squeeze out any
liquid, as from a rag or sponge,
into a certain place. Kamela iyeza
(z. umuti) emehlweni: Squeeze the
medicine into the eyes.

i Kamela, n. x.z. A camel. Kaflirizcd
from the English.

uku Kamelela, v.t.z. To do a thing reso
lutely and determi uatcly.

uku Kampula, v.t.x. To seize hold of, either
by the hand or mouth. Used espe
cially to denote the seizing of prey
by a beast of prey, or the ravenous
seizing of food by an animal.

uku Kamisa, v.t. x.z. To open the mouth
wide.

Kamnandi,ndv.x.z. Pleasantly; nicely;
with enjoyment. Sihlcli kamnandi:
We are comfortably situated. Sa
ncokola kamnandi : We had a com
fortable chat; or, Our intercourse
was ipleasant.

Kamsinva, ( adv. x.z. Quickly;
Kamsinyane, ) promptly; expe

ditiously.
Kamva, adv.x.7.. Afterwards; later in

point of time. Xdafika kamva
kwake: 1 arrived after him.
Kamva relates to time. Emva,

After, (which see.) relates to lo
cality, except for the phrase, “After
that,” for which Bum kwoko is
used.

Kancinane, adv.x.z. In small quantity
or degree. Galela kancinane : Pour
in a little. Ycnza kancinane : Do
it gently, or a little.

uku Kanda, v. t. x. z. To beat out, as iron on
an anvil; to extend by beating; to
forge ; to bruise in a mortar.

isi Kanda, n.x.z. The knob of a stick, so
called because it is used to strike
with.

u Kanda, n.x. Stubbornness ; froward-
ncss. Umntu onokanda: A froward,
headstrong man. z. The top of a bul
lock's head with the horns.

isi Kandana, n.x. The diminutive of Isi-
kanda: A small knob.

um Kandi, n.x.z. A smith; a worker in
iron or metals. Lit. One who ex
tends by beating or striking, as
iron on the forge.

u Kandi, n.z. A stick sharpened for
throwing with.

in Kandlo, n.z. 1. A number of men in
constant attendance on a chief.
They always sit around the chief;
hence,

2. A surrounding circle of per
sons ; a surrounding company.

isi Kando, n.x.z. A smith's shop.
Kane, adv.x.z. Fourfold. Ycnza kube

kane: Do it four times, or fourfold.
Kanene, adv.x. Used as an expletive

before an interrogative it denotes
the English phrase, “ By the bye.”
Kanene ubutinina? By the bye,
what did you say? z. In truth;
truly.

in Kanga, n.x. z. A species of wild an
nual shrub, which bears a bright
yellow flower, blossoming in the
month of November.

Kakgaka, adv.x. So much ! Ex
pressive of abundance or large size.
Ndipe kangaka: Give me so much.

Kangakana, adv.x.z. Not so much.
Lit. A little great. It is the dim.
of Kangaka: So much ; so great!

Kangakananina?«<Zv.x.z. How much!
How great! How large? Used with
adjectives and verbs thus: Ubudc
bayo bungakaninina ? What is its
length ? Ubutyebi bake bungaka-
nanina? How great are his riches?
Cmscbenzi wake awenzilcyo unga-
kaninina ? How much work has he
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performed ? Kwoba kadc kanga-
kananina angafiki 1 How long will
it bo before ho arrives 1

KAN°.m, |z.Howoftcn?
Kagapixa, )

uku Kakgela, v.i.x.z. 1. To look at; to
behold.

2. Used to call attention to a
person or thing. Kangda. enko-
sini: Look at, or towards, the
chief.

3. Used to express expectation
of help or assistance. NdiyaX’a-
ngda enkosini: I expect help or
assistance from the chief.

Kaxgelake, x. z. The imperative of
uku Kangda, To behold; with kc
affixed. It is used to excite admira
tion, or to call attention. Kange-
lake! Just look at that now ! Be
attentive to what is passing I Look
attentively !

uku Kaxgelana, v.t.x.z. To look towards
one another ; to be opposite to each
other. Ezindawo zikangelana:
These places are opposite to, or look
towards, each other. Umzi okan-
gdene nani: The village over
against, or opposite to, you.

uku Kangeleka, v.p. x.z. To be looked
upon; to be an object of attention.
Indawo entle ngokukatigdeka
kwayo : A place beautiful to look
upon or behold.

um Kangeli, 71.x.z. A beholder; one who
looks attentively at an object.

um Kaxgiso, n.x. A tributary of the Buf
falo river, on which the Wesleyan
Mission station named Mount Coke
is situated.

uku Kaxgqa, v.t.z. To make perfectly
clean.

um Kaxgu, n. z. A new earthen pot.
in Kaxi, n.x. Self will ; a contentious,

quarrelsome disposition. Umntu
onenkani: A self-willed, conten
tious person, z. A strife; a dis
pute ; a contention ; a controversy;
an adverse reason.

Kaxixzi, adv.x. Often; frequently.
Yenza kaninzi: Bo it frequently,
or several times, z. Kaningi.

Kaxjalo, adv.x.z. Again : so ; in like
manner. Yenza kanjalo: Do it

.again.
KaxjaniI adv.x.z. How? In what

manner!

i Kaxka, 71.7.. A jackal, x. Impun-
gutyc.

in Kaxkane, n.x. The front bone of a
beast’s head. z. A black ibis, so
named from its cry.

uku Kaxkaxya, v.t. x. To mention; to
speak of a thing. Andizanga ndi-
kankanya lonto : I never spoke of,
or mentioned, that thing, z. To
scold.

uku Kaxkaxteka,v.n.x. Tobe mentioned.
i Kaxkata, n.x. A guardian of circum

cised lads during the period of their
seclusion from general society.

in Kaxkazaxa, n.z. A young female; a
damsel, x. Inkazana.

Kami, adv.x.z. The full force of the
peculiarly idiomatic meanings at
tached to this word can only be
understood by those who have a
pretty good acquaintance with the
language. The following arc some
of the principal senses in which it
is used :—1. While; and yet; at
the same time ; however ; whereas ;
notwithstanding. Bayakanycla ity-
ala labo, kanti bayazi ukuba banalo:
They deny their guilt, while at the
same time they know they arc
guilty.

2. It is used to point out the ab
surdity or i/iconsistency of a con
tradictory sentence, or where one
action or assertion contradicts ano
ther. Ute uyanditanda kanti uman'
ukulwa nam njc: You say you love
me, and yet you arc always opposing
me. Usand’ ukuvuma, kanti ubuyo
ukanyele kwa ngoku: You have
just now admitted the thing, and
yet you immediately deny it.

3. Whereas, notwithstanding.
Esclcbuyilc njc u Johannes, kanti,
bebete bona akasayikubuya: Jo
hannes has returned, notwithstand
ing that they asserted he would
never return.

in Kaxtixi, n.x.?.. A spirit shop. Kaffir-
ized from the English Canteen.

in Kaxtsi, n.x. Cramp.
um Kaxtva, n.z. Marrow, x. Vmongo.
uku Kaxcka, v.t.x.z. To long for; to

greatly desire. Used also in the
sense of lusting with carnal desire.
The most proper word for desire is
Ukunqwenela, which see.

uku Kanukana, v.t.x.z. To lust after one
another.

uku Kakvkela, v.t.x.z. To strongly desire
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or lust after any particular object
or thing. Ndikanukcla inyama:
I have a longing desire for meat.

in Kasuko, n. x.z. Lust; desire ; wish;
appetite for a thing.

i Kanunu, n.x. A cannon; a piece of
artillery. Kallirized from the
English word.

uku Kanya, v.t.x.z. To shine ; to emit light
Kanye, utZu.x.z. 1. Once. Ycnzakubo

kanye : Do it once.
2. Decidedly ; effectually. Ugqibe

lonto kanye: 11c has done
that thing effectually. Uyakolwana
nguye lomntul Do you believe in
that person? Ewe, kanye: Yes,
decidedly.

3. As an adverb: A lloycther. Kubi
kanye: Altogether bad. Bakohlakele
kanye: They arc altogether bad.
Ndikohlisiwe kanye, nguye lomntu:
I am entirely, altogether, deceived
by that man.

■1. “ Exactly.” Ndacana apo
ndabeta kona kanye: I hit the
mark exactly where I aimed.
Ndaqubisana nayc kanye, kulon-
dawo bcsivuinclcnc ngayo: I met
with him exactly at the spot he
agreed with me to meet at.

uku Kaxvela, v.i.x. To deny any know
ledge of a thing; to contradict an
accusation.

uku Kanyeza, v. t. x. To contradict; to
deny. Wrdikanyeza. ityala lake:
lie denied his guilt.

in Kantezi, n.x.z. A fire fly. z. A star.
uku K.axvisa, v.t.x.7.. To cause light; to

enlighten.
uku Kaxyisela, v.t.z. To enlighten for ;

to enlighten a certain place. Kan-
yivla endlwini: Enlighten, or give
light in, the house.

in Kanyiso, ' , ,„ -n.x.z. A light; a lamp.u Kanyiso, , ° 1
uni Kanzi, n.x. A description of water

flag, of which rough mats arc
made. z. A cooking pot.

uku Kapa, v.t.x.z. To accompany on a
journey; to guide, z. To push out.

uku Kapalala, v.t.z. To spill; to force
out; to disperse, as a thing spill
along a road.

uku Kapaza, v.t.z. To upset; to spill.
uku Kapazeka, v.n. z. To be upset, so as

to spill the contents, as a pot or
kettle on a fire.

uku Kapazela, v.t.z. To spill or upset in
a particular place; as, Wakapasda |

anianzi eziko; He spilt the water
in the fire-place, x. Ukupalaza.

ama Kapela, n.x. The honey-comb.
uku Kapela, v.t.x.z. To accompany to a

place named. Zundikapele ekaya :
Come and accompany me home.

uku Kapez.a, v.t.z. To push violently, so
as to upset a vessel.

um Kam, n.x.z.. A guide.
ubu Kapukapu, n.x. Lightness.

Kapukapu, adj. x. Light; weakness
of spirit, Udikapukapu: I am
weak in spirit. Into ikapukapn:
A light thing.

uku Kasa, v. i.x.z. To creep; to crawl; to
go on the hands and knees. Uya-
kasa umtwana: The child crawls
on its hands and knees.

i Kasi, n. x. z. 1. The covering of the
mealic cob. 2. A box or chest.

u Kasi, n. z. A long grass used for sew
ing baskets.

isi Kata, n.x. A case of guilt, arising
from the carelessness, and conse
quent misconduct, of the individual
accused, implying that there is not
so much of tcilfulness, as of repre
hensible carelessness, on the part of
the offender.

uku Kata, v.t. z. 1. To smear, as oil or fat
on the person.

2. To plaster, as a house.
3. To rub into, as soap into clothes

to be washed.
4. To paste unto, as a placard on

a wall.
in Kata, m.z. A coil of anything twisted

together, applied especially to the
grass ring or coil used by the na
tive women as a pad for the head
when carrying a load.

isi Kata, n.z. A coil or ball of hair often
found in the stomach of a calf,
causing death.

uku Katala, v.i. x. z. To be concerned
about; to care for; to trouble about
a matter. The negative form ex
presses strongly, utter indifference
about a matter. Andikatali luto :
I care nothing about it. Andika
tali ngayo lonto : I care nothing
about, the matter.

uku Katalela, v.i.x.z. To be concerned
for, or on account of. The nega
tive is very emphatic. Lonto andi-
yikatalelc : That matter troubles
inc not. The negative also ex
presses culpable neglect when ap
plied to a person. Akamkataldc
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umtwana wake : Me cares nothing
about his child, he utterly neg
lects it.

uku Katalelana, it.(.x.z. To be concerned
or careful about each other.

in Katana, n.z. A short period. The
dim. of isi 'Kati: Time. x. i
Xc-shana.

uku Kataza, v.t.x.z. To trouble; to an
noy ; to vex.

uku Katazana, v.t. x.z. To give trouble;
to annoy; to vex one another; to
reciprocate unkindness by like evil.

in Katazeko, n.x.z. Trouble; annoy
ance ; distress.

uku Katazeka, v.p x.z. To be troubled.
JEbekatazekile ngayo lonto : He was
troubled about that matter.

um Katazi, n.x.z.- A troublcr; a dis
turber ; one who irritates or trou
bles another of set purpose.

i Kati, n.x.z. The domestic cat. The
English word Kaflirize'd. Nanku
ikati osidl’ inyama: There is the
cat eating the meat.

in Kati, n.z. A point of time.
isi Kati, n. z. Time. Misa isikati ndinga

hlangana nawc nguso: Fix or ap
point a time I can meet you at.

um Kati, n.z. 1. Space; distance; exten
sion. Ngomkati omkula pakati
kwo-Tukcla, nom-Zimkulu: It is a
long way or distance between the

• Tukela and Umzimkulu rivers.
2. A space or period of time.

Umkati womnyaka : A year.
in Kato, n.z. Lot. Ukwenz’ umkato : To

determine by lot.
ama Katsiiu, n.x. Bran.
uku Katola, v. t.z. To spread an operation

over a large extent or area of coun
try ; as, to traverse nearly the whole
of the country; to reap nearly the
whole of a field.

in Katyana, n.x.z. A small ox.
uku Kaui.a, v.t.x.z. 1. To reach to a cer

tain height or place, as water in a
river. Amanzi andikaula esifu-
beni: The water reached to my
chest.

2. To conceive sect!; to become
pregnant.

3. To stop at or reach a certain
place. Umlilaba wake ukaid' apaya
emlanjeni: His laud reaches away
there unto the river. To reach a
place in travelling. XTdakaula cm-
Bashe ndabuya : I reached the
Bashee, and returned.

K

uku Kaui.ei.a, x.z. To go to meet a person.
Generally used with Ukuya: To
go. Waya kumkaidela: He went
to meet him. Saya nabakaulela cm-
Bashc: We met them at the Bashee.

uku Kaulkza, v i. x.z. To make speed; to
be quick of foot.

uku Kaulezisa, v.I.x.z. To hasten; to
quicken in going; to rouse a per
son to activity, in walking or run
ning ; to accelerate progress.

isi Kaulo, n.x.z. A boundary,as of a field.
uku Kauzela, v. t.z. To burn or taste hot

in the mouth, x. Hauzcla.
in Kawu, n.x.z. A species of monkey.

Kawutsho, x. Just say. It denotes a
request that the person addressed
would give some information
sought, answering to the English
“ Come, just tell us now.” Ka-
viulsho ke: Just say it then. Ka-
wutsho, ycna uyini I Pray say what,
or who, he is! Kawutsho indaba :
Pray tell us Hie news.

i Kaya, n.x.z. Home; place of resi
dence.

um Kaya, n.x. The afterbirth of a woman.
um Kaza, n.x.z. A large species of red or

spotted tick which infests cattle
and horses.

in Kazana, n.x.z. A female. From Kazi,
the feminine termination.

um Kazana, n.x.z. A small tick.
i Kazi, n.x.z. Dowry in marriage.

Kazi, 1. The feminine termination of
nouns. Jnkoui: A chief or ruler.
Inkosikazi: A chicfess, or fe
male ruler. Ihashc : A horse.
Ihashekazi: A mare.

2. Kazi is also the superlative of
adjectives and adverbs. Umkulu :
Great. Umkidukazi: Very great.

3. Affixed to nouns it denotes
high quality or value. Inyama:
Meat. Iuyamakazi : Game, or meat
of a high quality. Into: A thing.
Jntokazi enkulu : A large and beau
tiful thing. Imiti: Trees. liniti-
kazi: Large trees. Umsinga: A
stream. Umsingakazi: A large
stream : a flood. Thus as the femi
nine termination it expresses the
superior beauty and excellence of
the female form and character.

I uku Kazimla, tt.t.x. To shine; to glitter ;
to gleam; to sparkle, z. uku Ka
zim ula.

uku Kazimlisa, v.t.x. To brighten ; to
polish, z. uku Kazimulisa.
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in Kazimlo, w.x.z. Brightness; glory.
z. in Kazimulo.

Kb, x. A particle frequently used in
commencing and in finishing a sen
tence. 1. When used at the com
mencement of a sentence it is often
expressive of doubt as to the accu
racy of something that has been
affirmed. Ke, ubutimina? What
is that you said? Ke, ubutshilona?
Did you really say so ?

2. Thus used at the commence
ment of a sentence it often answers
to the sense of the English word,
“ Well.” Ke, siscsifikile kulondawo
saqala ukuteta, sincokole: Well,
having arrived at that place, we
began to converse.

3. It is sometimes thus used,
. both in a deprecatory and preca

tory sense. Ke, Nkosi ! 0, Sir !
Ke, Nkosi sendiyakutina? And
now, Lord, what shall I say?

4. When used in terminating a
sentence it is a fir mat ory, consent-
ivc, and inferential; referring to
something that has previously taken
place, or to something that has been
asserted ; and often answers to the
English word, "Then.” Sada soft-
kake: At length, then, we arrived.
Hambake: Go, then. Meaning,
After what has been said, I con
sent to your going. Kulungileke:
It is good, then. Bapumake, bona,
kwanayo yonke imikosi yabo: Then
went they out: they and all their
hosts. That is, after what hail pre
viously taken place, or been said,
they went out.

uku Kb, x. This form of the aux. verb,
Ukuka, (which see,) is often used
before a principal verb to denote
the sense of doing a thing slightly,
answering to the English of, “ A
little.” Ukuba ubunokuke unya-
mezele undive : If you had but a lit
tle patience to hear me.

uku Kedama, v.i.x.z. To be sad; to be
downcast.

uku Keda.mela, u.f.x.z. To be sad on ac
count of another's grief or trouble;
to commiserate. Ukedamele 'nlo-
nina! For what are you sorry ?
What makes you sad ? Ndike-
damcla umntwana warn: I am
grieving for my child.

uku Kedaxisa, v.t. x.z. To cause sadness.
Kefv, v.t. x.z. Used with Ukuli, which

sec nt No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuli
kefti: To rest awhile; to sit down
awhile to rest.

uku Ki:la, v.t. x.z. 1. To dip for another
person. Hamba undikel’ amanzi:
Go, and dip water forme.

2. To pull up grass for another,
as grass which is pulled up by the
roots to thatch the native huts
with, or to pluck flowers for ano
ther. Zundikele inca : Be kind
enough to pull grass for me. Kdi-
kcle intyatyambo 1c: Pluck that
flower for me.

uku Kehla, v.t.z. 1. To set on the Head
ring worn by the Zulu men to dis
tinguish them from boys and
younger men ; to make the red Top-
knot on the bead of married women.

2. To attach any badge of rank
or order, as the placing the Head
ring on the men distinguishes
them as superiors of those who have
not yet had the ring placed on their
heads.

i Kehla, zi. z. A young man who has
taken the Head-ring.

in Kehla, n.z. A young woman who has
taken the red Top-knot on her head.

uku Kehleza, v.i.z. To break with a crash
ing noise, as firewood when small.

i Keek, n.z. A cell of a honeycomb.
The plural, ama Keke, is used to
denote broken small white clouds,
vulgarly called, “A mackerel sky.”

u Keke, n.z. A one sided, deformed
person.

i Khkeba, n. z. A honeycomb.
i Kekevana, n.z. A flake of snow, as

when falling from the clouds.
uku Kekezela, v.i.■/.. To patter, as falling

rain in large drops; to cackle; to
cluck, as a hen.

uku Kelelela, v.t.x.z. To dip water, as
from a fountain or river, with a
smaller vessel, and pour it into a
larger one, or to dip from one vessel
into another.

uku Kelf.kethla, v. i. ■/.. To fall down, as
into a hole; to tumble over and
fall, as down a precipice.

i Kelexcu, n.z. An artful dodger; one
who endeavours by craft and cun
ning to defraud another.

in Kemba, n.z. A broad stabbing spear,
used in close combat, but not
thrown from the hand.

uku Kemezela, v.i.z. To drizzle, as small
rain.
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um Kence, n.x. Ice.
i Kence, n.7.. A small mouse; the shrew.

uku Kenckza, v.i.x.z. To tinkle like a
small bell.

isi Kencezelo, n.x.z. A small tinkling
bell.

Kexooko, adv.x. Then; therefore. The
particle ke at the commencement
of this word, properly belongs to
the preceding yerb, having the sig
nification given under the particle
ke, which sec at No. 2 of its mean
ings. Zinikcleni kengoko into zika
Kesarc, ku Kesarc : Give ye there
fore then to Cresar, the things which
are Cajsar's. In composition the ke
is usually affixed to Ngoko as here
given. It is thus an emphatic form
of Ngoko: Therefore.

isi Kenke, n.7. An opening orsmall space
which admits light.

uku Kenketa, v. t. z. To make ofi’ with a
thing quickly’, whether stolen or
not.

Kf.pa, adv.7.. But; well but; however;
anxj. besides; moreover; nay; in
fact'. This word has much the same
significations in Zvly, as Kant} has
in the Xosa dialect. 1. It is often
used at the commencement of a sen
tence in the same sense as the Eng
lish word, “ Well.” Kepa, masi
bone wofikana? Well, let us see if
he will come?

2. It often stands between two
sentences as a connecting particle.
Bendi kona ctcta nje, kepa, andi-
qondauga oko ebekutetayo: I was
present when he spoke, but I failed
to understand him.

i Kepekepe, n.x. Foam ; sponge; froth,
&c. Any light substance. It is
also used as an adjective. Into eli-
kepekepe.- A light thing; a soft,
light, frothy, or downy substance.
z. isi Kepukepu.

ubu Kepekepe, n.x. Weakness; softness;
want of strength and vigour.

isi Kepu, n.z. A piece chipped off, as a
splinter of a stone or rock ; a frag
ment, as a potsherd.

uku Kepula, v.t. x. To cause the fall of
anything loosened by rain or
moisture, as plaster from a wall.
z. To chip oft’; to break ofi', as a
splinter from a rock or stone.

uku Kepuza, v.i.x.z. 1. To froth at the
mouth. Usually used with the
word, Igwebu: Froth. Uyaiepttsa

igwebu : He froths, or he gives out
froth.

2. To put forth the silken fila
ments of the maize or Indian corn
cob, when the grain is forming.

uku Keqeza, v.i.x. To make a rattling
sound, as a piece of wood struck
with a stick.

uku Kesa, v.t.7.. To depreciate; to decry ;
to undervalue.

uku Keta, v.t.x.z. To choose out; to se
lect ; to give the preference to.

in Keta, n.z. 1. A description of rush of
which mats arc made.

2. A chosen article. From Uku-
keta : To choose out.

i Keto, n. z. A chosen or select body of
people, cattle, &c. Used for a se
lect party at a feast, or a show of
cattle.

nku Ketf.la, v.t. x.z. To choose out or se
lect for another.

isi Keto, n.x. A selection ; a choice.
u Ketsha, n.x. A spec es of hawk.

isi Kr.wu, n.x. An opening. Used more
frequently to denote an opening in
the front teeth, arising from the loss
of one of the teeth.

in Kewu, n.x. A term of reproach, sig
nifying an ill disposed person. It
is sometimes used as the word,
Chap, or Fellow, is used in English.
Inobulumko lenkewu: That is a
cunning fellow.

uku Keza, v.i.z. To drip; to drizzle.
u Kezo, n.x. A wooden spoon ; a ladle

made of wood.
uku Kiulika, v.i.x. To fall off, as plaster

which falls or slips from a wall.
z. To let foam appear at the mouth.

uku Kihliza, v.t.x. To expectorate, z. To
froth ; to foam at the mouth.

um Kixqr, n.x. Stiffness in the joints, as
after a journey, or after having been
in a confined position.

ukq Kipa, v.t.7.. To take out; to extract;
to put out.

uku Kiqiza, v.i.x. To snow.
uku Kita, v.i.z. To carry away; to take

by force, as plunder.
um Kita, n.x. A winning, pleasant ex

pression of countenance.
nku Kitakita, v.t.z. To tickle.

in Kitankita, n.x. A large number, ap
plied to animals or anything having
animate life, not to inanimate ob
jects. Eziya ’nkomo ziyinkitankita,
ukuba ninzi kwazo : Those cattle
are indeed a great number. Impu-
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kani zhjinkitankita : The flies arc
numerous.

uku Kitika, u.i.x.z. To fall, as snow or
sleet.

uku Kitiza, t’.f.x.z. To rain sleet; to rain
fine rain.

i Kiwaxe, n x. z. A fig.
um K Iwane, n.x. z. A fig tree.
uku Kiza, v. i.z. To rain fine rain; to

drizzle ; to snow.
i Kizase, n.x. A tick which infests

cattle.
isi Krzt, n.x. See i Sikizi, under the let

ter S.
um Kizo, n.z. A drizzle.

Ko, n.x. This particle is derived from
Kona : There. 1. It is used when
ever the presence of any person or
thing is spoken of. It is thus used
with the Pronominal verbal prefixes
of all the species of the noun, and
with all the Tense forms of the verb
in thesamemannerasa regularverb.
Uko: He is present. Ndiko : I
am present. Akuko : He is absent.
Baya kubako abantu: The people
will be there. Inkosazana, bezin-
geko: The princesses were not there,
or not present.

2. Used with the impersonal pro
noun in the neg. form before
singular nouns it denotes that there
is none of the thing spoken of, or
that it does not exist. (Jsidenge
utshilo entlizweni yake, akuko u-
Tixo: The fool hath said in his heart,
There is no God. Bati aba Sadusi
akuko luvuko : The Sadducees say
there is no resurrection.

ubu Ko, n. x.z. Presence. Ubuko bako :
Thy presence.

isi Koba, n.x.z. A forest of yellow wood
trees.

um Koba, n. x. z. A yellow tree ; a descrip
tion of large fir tree found in the
forests of South Africa in great
abundance.

uku Koba. v.i.x. To beckon with the
hand ; to call a person by beckon
ing to him with the hand.

uku Kobela, v.t.x. To beckon to a per
son, so as to induce him to ap
proach.

ama Koba, n. x.z. The refuse of corn left
on the threshing floor after the
corn is threshed out.

in Kobe, n.x.z. Boiled Kaffir corn, much
used by the natives for food.

u Kobo, n.x. A long strip of skin form

ing an appendage to a woman’s
cap or head dress.

i Koboka, n.x.z. A slave; one under
bondage to another.

i Kobokakazi, n.x. z. A female slave.
i Kobonya, n.-z. An ox with horns

bent so as to meet and form a circle
horizontally.

isi Koce.w.z. The refuse or oil of tobacco,
or of the wild hemp, found in the
tube of the pipe after smoking.

in Konvso, n.x. Malt made from Kaffir
corn.

Kodwa, adv.x.z. 1. Only ; merely.
Ndiyahamba kodwa: I merely
walk ; that is. I have no particular
purpose or object in walking.

2. Nothing but; nothing else.
Utctateta kodwa-. He docs nothing
but talk.

3. But. Ndisiya cmlanjcni
kodwa ndobuya ndibuye: I am
going to the river, but I will return.
Sometimes Kodwa is used as an
adjective. Kukodwa oko : That is
alone ; separate ; a thing by itself;
or quite another thing.

uku Koiila, v.t.x.z. To puzzle ; to place in
difficulties; to confuse ; to escape
the memory. Lonto indikoldile :
That subject puzzles me; or, It has
escaped my memory. It is used
most frequently in the/xz^sfre form.
Safika enkosini kodwa sdkoldwa
yinto esingayitetayo : We arrived
at the residence of the chief, but
we were at a loss what to say.
Kubizwa iiafu, knnti sikohliwe,
ngokuba singe nayo imali: The
taxes are demanded, but we are in
difficulties, because we have no
money.

in Koiila, n.x.z. A puzzle; a difficulty.
uku Koiilakala, v.i. x. To be wicked.

isi Kohlakali, n.x. A wicked person; a
person of evil designs.

in Kohlakalo, n.x. Wickedness; evil.
uku Kohlanisa, v.t.z. To beguile; to

deceive; to take in; to cause a
person to err. x. Ukidcohliva.

uku Kohlela, v. i.x.z. To cough.
isi Koiilhla, n.x.z. Matter expectorated

by coughing; phlegm.
uku Koulisa, v.t.x. To deceive; to cause

to err; to mislead ; to cheat; to
beguile; to defraud, z. Ukuko-
hlaniva.

uku Koiilisana, v.t.x. To deceive; to cheat
each other.
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uni Kohlisi, ri.x.z. A cheat; a deceiver; a
defrauder.

in Kohliso, n.x.z. Deceit; deception;
delusion.

i K0111.0, adv.x.7.. 1. The left side. In
use the i is changed into e, thus
placing it in the ablative, as an ad
verbial noun of place or situation.
Ekohlu : On the left. The particle
nga is often prefixed to this ablative
form, thus : Ngasekohlo: On the
left hand side.

2. In Zulu it also signifies the
members of the royal household,
who are not eligible to kingly au
thority, such as uncles or cousins
of the chief or king.

u Kohlo, n.z. Anything dried up or
shrivelled, as a snake skin when
cast, or parched lips.

u Kohlokoiilo. n.x. A chronic cough.
uku Koka.u.Lz. To pay out, as money for

wages ; to put out, as a bird with
long feathers, or an ox with long
fine horns, puts out the feathers
or horns farther than another.

uku Kokela, v.t. x. To lead ; to go before.
z. To pay’ out.

urn Kokeli, n. x. A leader ; one who goes
before, z. uni Bolcli.

uku Kokisa, v.t.■/.. To cause to pay; to im
pose a fine.

u Koko, n.x.z. 1. A crust of bread.
2. A scab; or incrustation over

a partially-healed wound, z. A
progenitor.

Koko,x. 1. But. A disjunctive particle.
2. It is that; or it is this. Oku-

puma cmlonyeni koko okumenza
inqabi umntu : That which cometh
out of the mouth (it is) this de-
filcth a man.

uku Kolisa, v.t.x.z. I. To satisfy; to please;
to inspire with confidence. Undi-
kolisUe: You have satisfied me; I
have confidence in you.

2. Ukukolisa is also used to de
note that the person spoken of is in
the habit of doing a certain thing,
or is accustomed to a certain course
of conduct. Lcndoda ckolisa ngo-
kwona : That man is one who is
accustomed to transgress. Edi-
kalis' ukwenjenjalo: 1 am accus
tomed to do so.

3. To do a thing effectually.
Bnkolis’ ukuyifeza Unto : They have
effectually performed, or perfected,
that undertaking.

4. When, as in the last example,
kolisa precedes an active verb, it
often denotes that the action is
repeatedly performed, or that the
results arc very marked or abun
dant. Ukolisile ukumbeta: He
beat him very much.

in Koliso, n.x.z. 1. That which gives
satisfaction.

2. Often used to denote the
larger portion of a whole. Yali
inkoliso yabo yafika kwakusa : The
larger portion of them arrived this
morning.

uku Koliseka, v.i. x.z. To be satisfied ; to
have nothing to complain of. Sendi-
kolisekile : I am satisfied.

Kolisile, x. The perfect tense of the
verb ukukolisa : To satisfy. It ex
presses completeness. Ukolisile
ukwenjenjalo : He has given full
satisfaction by so doing.

u Koto, | 7i.x. Confidence; trust; faith;
in Koto,) belief.
isi Koi.o, n.x.z. A school. Kaflirized from

the English. Usually it denotes a
Mission station, as all Mission
stations were commenced by insti
tuting a school.

isi Kolokoto, n.x. A species of herb, used
medicinally.

um Kolomue, n.z. A cave; a deep cavity,
as in a rock. x. Umgolomba.

uku Kolosa, v.t.x. To bring in safety.
in Koloskko, n.x. A place of safety.

uku Kolwa, v. t. x. z. To believe; to put
confidence in ; to trust; to be satis
fied with. The last signification is
the radical one, as the word comes
from ukukolisa: to give satisfaction.
There is a striking peculiarity in
this word. It is the only Kaffir
word which in use has no active
voice. The active form of uku
kolwa would be vkukola. from which
ukukolwa would, according to the
analogies of the language, be de
rived. But there is no such word
as ukukola in use among the
Kaffirs, and ukukolwa takes its
place, winch is really a passive
form, but used as an active verb for
believing. Thus it always has re
ference to the object, or to the per
son, believed or trusted in, as having
a rejlex action on the person believ
ing. or trusting. Hence it is that
it is used with the causal forms of
the noun and pronoun, and not the
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dative. Ndiyakolwa ?t?o ilizwi lika
Tixo : I believe in God's word. Lit.,
I am made to believe, or I am in
spired with confidence by God’s
word Ndiyakolwa ntjuye : I be
lieve in him. Lit., I believe through
him; I am inspired with faith by
him, implying that there is that in
him which causes me to trust and
rdy upon him. Often the dative
form of the pronoun (which would
be, Ndiyakolwa kuye, and not
Nyuye, as given above) is used by
Europeans, arising from the diffi
culty of readily comprehending this
idiomatic use of the verb; and
many of the native Christians hear
ing their Christian teachers fre
quently use the ablative forms,
have concluded that in a matter of
so much importance as that of
faith, they must be right, and
t here fore often say,Ndiyakolwa ku ye
u Kristu : I believe to, or in, Christ;
which is a literal translation of the
English, but it destroys the beauty
and force of the peculiarly idioma
tic sense of this word in Kaffir,
which implies that the faith of the
individual exercising it, is pro
duced in his mind by the trust
worthiness, the excellencies, and
all-sufficiency of him towards whom
the faith is exercised.

i Kolwa, n.x.z. A believer.
uku Kolwana, v.t. x. To reciprocate faith ;

to be satisfied with each ether; to
exercise mutual confidence.

i Kolwase, n.x. A confidant.
um Kolwase, n.x.z. A large brown bird

with a large red beak; the Toucan,
or Hornbill.

ubu Kolwase, n.x.z. Confidence; com
panionship ; fellowship.

in Komasa, n.x.z. Small cattle : also afew
cattle. The dim. of Inkomo: Cattle.

in Komaskoma, n.x.z. A species of fern
plant, the root of which is used me
dicinally as a vermifuge.

in Kosiba, n.z. The seventh finger of the
right hand, counting from the little
finger on the left hand ; hence the
forefinger of the right hand is taken
for the number seven.

uku Komba, v.t.x. z. To point with the fin-
• ger towards a place or object; to

point out with the finger.
u Kombe, n.x. The forefinger of the

right hand. z. in Komba.

i Kombe, n.z. A wing of a bird.
uni Kombe, n.x. A rhinoceros.
um Kombe, n.x. A wooden trough. Ap

plied to a log of wood hollowed out
longitudinally on the upper side,
used for various domestic purposes
by the natives; hence, a canoe; a
boat.

uku Kombisa, v. t. x. To double up. z. To
' cause to be pointed out.

in Komfe, n.z. A fibrous plant, from
which is platted a kind of cord.

i Komkulu, n.x. A kingdom; a do
minion.

in Komo, n.x.z. Domestic cattle; ani
mals of the bovine species.

Kona, x.z. 1. Dem. pro. There; at
that place.

2. Used in the sense of repeating
an action, or of an attempt to ac
complish an operation. Kona ! or
Kwakona! Do it again !

3. It denotes a consequence as
arising from a certain line of con
duct. Ukuba ukwcnjenjalo kukona
uya kubetwa ngakumbi : If you do
thus you will be beaten all the
more.

4. Kona is the per. pro. spec. S.
Kona ukutya sikuqibclc : We have
finished (it) the food.

5. It is sometimes used to denote
time, meaning “at the time of,”
referring to some event or events
which took place, or will take
place, at the time spoken of. Ma-
kungabi kona ngomtendcleko : Lot
it not be at the time of the feast.

Kos' apo, x. There ; in that very
place. Compounded from kona and
apo, both signifying, there, but
when thus united, denoting, There ;
in that very place.

i Konco, n.x. A link of a chain.
uku Koncoza, v. i. x.z. To make a dull

sound, as the clinking together of
metal.

i Koxde, n.z. A large monkey.
in Konde, n.x.z. A large brown bird

with red beak.
isi Kondo, n.x.z. The stalk of any vege

table or plant, Isikondo sombona:
The stalk of maize.

um Kondo, n.x.z. A track; a trail; the
footmarks of either man or beast;
the trail made by the wheels of a
vehicle.

in Kone, n.x.z. An animal with a white
stripe .along the back
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in Konekazi, n.x.z. A cow with a white
stripe along the back.

in Konhkazi-ebomvu, n.x.z. A red cow
with a white back.

in Konekazi-emnyama, n.x.z. A black
cow with a white back.

uku Koxoozela, v. i. x.z. To hold out the
hand; or to hold out a vessel, for
the purpose of receiving any thing
from another person. Hence, To
collect in a place of worship.

in Konjaxi, n.x.z. A swallow.
in Konko, n.z. A species of long grass

used for making coarse ropes with.
isi Kosko, n.z. A locality where the in-

konko grass grows.
in Konkobe, n. x. The Kaffir name of the

Kat-bcrg mountains.
in Koxkoni, n.z. A species of sea bird.
isi Konkosi, n.x. The poll of the neck.

uku Konkota, v. t.x.z. To bark as a dog.
isi Konkwane, n.x.z. A pin for fastening,

as a tent pin ; hence, a nail; a bolt.
isi Kono, n.z. The whole arm; wing of

an army.
um Kono, n. x. z. The fore leg of an animal,

including the shoulder blade. In
the human frame, the shoulder and
arm.

uku Konona, v.i.z. To demur; to be dis
satisfied; to hesitate on a matter;
to not fully believe.

um Konto, n. x z. A spear; the name of
the Kaffir assegai.

uku Kostya, v.i.x. To retire; to seek se
clusion.

in Kontyo, n.x. A hole, pit, or den in a
rock. Inkontyo emnyama : A dark
hole or den, or pit.

uku Konxa, v.t.x. To fasten with a chain
or buckle.

uku Konxeka, v.p. x. To become fastened
with a chain.

i Konxo, n.x. A link in a chain ; a
buckle; that which links or fastens.

uku Konya, v.i.x.z. To bellow like an ox;
to roar.

um Konya, n.x.z. A species of grass
hopper. It makes a loud, shrill
noise at night, which is heard afar
off during the summer nights.

in Konyana, n.x.z The young of ani
mals ; more generally applied to a
calf before the horns appear.

uku Konyaluka, v.i.z.To retch violently;
to make violent efforts to vomit.

uku Konza, v.i.x.z. To serve ; to work for
another; to wait upon a person as
a servant.

uku Konzisa, v.i.x.z. To cause to serve ; to
exact service from another.

um Konzi, n.x.z. One who serves; one
employed in the service of another.

in Konzo, n.x.z. Service; attendance;
ministry; service rendered to
another. .

in Kobe, n.x.z. The eyelids.
in Kosana, n.x. A petty prince. Lit. A

small ruler.
in Kosazana, n.x. A princess.
in Kost, n. x. z. A term denoting respect

and authority; a chief; a ruler;
the principal person of a tribe or
family. He is chief or head of
others ; hence applied to Christ as
Lord of His people.

um Kosr, n.x.z. An army. Inkosi fnoni-
kosi omkulu : The chief has a large
army.

i Kosr n. x. The back part of the neck-
ubu Kosr, n.x.z. Authority; rule; king.

ship ; chieftainship.
in KosiKAzr, n.x.z. A chiefs wife; a

queen.
ubu Kosiba, n.x.z. Authority resembling

that of a chief or ruler; small
authority.

i Kostina, n.x. A chimney. Kaffirized
. from the Dutch for chimney.

uku Kota, v.i.x.z. To lick with the tongue.
uku Kotasa, v.i.x.z. To lick each other.

in Kota, n.x.z. Long dry grass for
thatching. In Zulu Kaflir, the
number seven.

isi Kota, n.x. A tract of country where
the grass has grown long and ripe.
Visa inkoma esikuteni zihlute:
Bring the cattle to the long pas
turage, that they may be full. It
is derived from Ukukota, to lick,
and the meaning is, that the cattle
can lick it into the mouth, being
long.

uku Kotama, v.i.z. To bow down; to
stoop.

uku Kotamela, v.i.z. To stoop or bow
down to, or before, or upon, or to
wards.

uku Kotamisa, v.i.z. To cause to bowdown;
to humble.

um Koir, n.z. The fore-finger of the right
hand, so named because it is used
to wipe off the perspiration from
the face. From Ukukota: To
wipe, or lick off.

isi Kotokoto, n.z. 1. Scrapings; that
which is wiped off

2. Dry humour around a wound,
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or food,as porridge, around a child’s
■ mouth after eating.

uku Kotoz.a, I'.t.z. To gather up the re
mainder of anything; to gather
together the fragments.

uku Kotubula, v.t.x. To brush off by the
hand, as anything from off a table.

uku Kova, x. An aux. verb, prefixed to
active verbs, denoting that the ac
tion took place just previous to
some other action spoken of or re
ferred to. Safika zisakov’ ukupuma
inkomo : We arrived just as the
cattle had gone out.

uku Kova, t>. i.z. To sit on the haunches
like a dog.

isi Kova, n.x.z. An owl. z. A place
where the wild banana grows.

u Kova, n.z. A banana plant.
um Kovoti, n.z. A wild rose tree with

long thorns.
in Kovu, n. z. Vegetable broth, made

usually from the sweet pumpkin.
aba Kowabo, n.x. See Kowabo.

Kowabo, n.x. Their family ; or their
relatives or tribe. Sec Kowetu.

i Kowaxe, n.x.z. A mushroom ; the
small kind which is eaten by Euro
peans.

i Kowe, n. x.z. A large species of mush
room, white on the under part;
eaten as a luxury by the Kaflirs.

i Kowexdlovu, n.z. An edible fungus of
a very large kind.

Kowetu, n. x. Our family connections.
The words Kowabo, Abakoivabo,
and Kowetu, are used with many
shades of meaning, but all referring
to the family or tribal connections
of the persons spoken of. They
take the euphonic syllabic of the
noun with which they arc connected.
Abakowetu: Our family connec
tions. Ilizwe lakowabo: The
country or locality occupied by
their house or relations. Amadoda
akowetu : Men of our house, or be
longing to our family relations.
Ilizwe lakowetu: Ourcoun'ry.

i Koza,«.z. A sudden flame,asonc caused
by throwing an inflammable sub
stance into a fire.

u Kozr, n.x.z. An eagle ; also the small
swift sparrow-hawk ; an osprey.

isi Kozi, n.z. 1. Parentage.
2. A present made to a chief to

secure his favour in a law ease.
3. A deposit or earnest, as part of

the price, so a ; to secure a bargain

Kv, x. 1. Pronominal verbal prefix,
the nom. of the verb, spec. 8. Ku-
yapekwa ukutya : The food is cook
ing. Also the pronominal verbal
medial, the accusative of the verb, 2
per. sing., and also of spec. 8. N diya-
Z'utanda: 1 love thee. BayakuZ'n-
beta : They will beat thee. Jfubi
ukuteta kwako : Thy speech is bad.

2. Ku is the impersonal or in
definite form of the personal pro
noun used with the forms of ba,
the root of Ukuba: To be ; in the
sense of “ There was ; there is;
there will be,” &c. Kwabckuko
umsindo : There was wrath. Ku-
yakuhanjwa ngomso: There will
be a movement to-morrow. Ku-
sekoabantu : There arc still persons
present. It is also used thus before
verbs and adjectives. 7<nsile: It
is morning. A'ttmnandi: It is
pleasant.

3. Ku is the sign of the dative
of nouns and pronouns. Ndiyaya
kuye: I am going to him. Ua-
hambele kumlambo: They have
gone to the river. Ndivcla kubo:
I have come from them.

4, Ku also denotes comparison
when prefixed to the conjunctive
forms of the pronoun. Bimknlu
kunabo : J am greater than they.
Lcndlcla kudo kunale : This path
or road is longer than that.

5. Before numeral adjectives, Ku
is used to denote the separation of
a whole into parts. Inqamle ku-
bind : Cut it into two parts.

uku Kuba, v.t.x.z. To dig with a pick or
hoe.

i Kuba, n.x.z. A hoe; a pick.
Kuba, adv. x. A contraction of Ngo-

kuba: Because. Kuba unguw-
twana: Because he is a child.
Andinakuya kuba ndixakwa ngom-
sebenzi: 1 cannot go because I am
engaged in work.

um Kuba, n.z. Custom; habit; fashion.
in Kubabulonoo, n.x. A large beetle,

which lives and burrows in manure
heaps. Compounded of Kuba .- To
dig; and Ubulongo: Manure.

Kube, x. Tense form of the verb, spec.
8, impersonal form : It was. Kube
njalo: it was so.

Kube, adv. x. Let it be. This form is
compounded of the impersonal pro
noun kv, and the apocopated form
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of the perfect tense of the verb,
Ukuba: To be; it is used after
the adverbs ukuze, ukuba, and
kude, thus: Ukuze kube njalo:
That it might he so. Ukuba kude
Zizdeyilomini: Until at length that
day arrive.

uku Kubkka, v. i.x. 1. To stumble; to
strike the foot against an object, so
as to fall, or nearly fall; to trip in
walking.

2. To err; to slide into a crime
or error; to blunder.

uku Kubekisa, v.t. x. To cause to stumble;
to give offence, so as to lead to
neglect of duty, or to separation
from a party or company; to ob
struct in progress ; to cause to trip
or fall. For the passive of Ukuku-
bekisa, sec uku Kvtyekiswa.

uku Kubela, v.t.x. To extend a garden or
cultivated land by breaking up new
ground, and thus adding to its size
or area.

Kubi, acZy.x.z. Bad ; evil; ugly. See Z>T.
Kubini, adv.x. In two ; in two parts.

Used after an active verb. Nqainla
kubini : Cut in two. z. Kubili.

1 Kuboi.o, »i.x. A charm worn on the
person to turn aside evil, or to se
cure good.

uku Kubula, v.t.z. To resow land which
has been sown, but where from
drought the seed has not germi
nated.

Kudala, ailo. x. z. Of old; in olden
times. Kudala siyivile lonto:
Of old we have heard that. Sec
Data.

Kui>e, adv.x.z. Afar off. Lomzi u
kude, le : That village is far away ;
in that direction.

Kukui’I, adv. x.z. Near to; near at
hand. Ihleli kufupi cndleleni :
It is situated near the road.

uku Kuhla, tU.x.z.l.To rub,so as to cause
frictiou, as the rubbing of a swell
ing, or any part of the body which
is suffering pain.

2. To rub against, as an animal
against a post.

KunLAXi:,)”-X-z- A C0'“ .8!ck'
Kum txr I "eSS; any ludlsposition,

'1 as a cold, or influenza.
Kuhlangubo, n.x. The palate; the

roof or upper part of the mouth.
Kuhle, adv. x. Softly; carefully.

Yenza kulde: Do it gently ; be
gentle in your proceedings.

o

um
isi

i

Kuhle, adj.x.z. 1. Handsome ; well.
2. When it follows a verb it is an

adverb. Yenza kuhle: Wait a
while ; do it gently.

Kuko, adv. x. There is, or there arc.
This is the impersonal form of the
pro. ku, prefixed to ko, which is a
contraction from Kona: There; and
signifies, “present,” or “ presence.”
Used thus, Kuko abantu: There
arc people present. Kuko abantu
abatyebileyo : There arc people who
arc rich. Kuko abantu abalungi-
leyo kuko nabakohlakileyo ; There
are good people, and there are bad
people.

u Kuko, n. x.z. A sleeping mat, such as
is used by the natives; hence, a bed.

in Kuku, n.z. A domestic fowl.
Kukuba, adv. x. It is because of, or, it

is in order that. Andizelc ngo-
kwatni, ndizile, kukuba nditunywa
ngu Bawo : 1 have not come on my
own account, but because I am
sent by my father.

in Kukukazi, a.x.z. A domestic hen.
uku Kukuba, v.i.7. To wash away; to

sweep away ; to sweep along, as a
river in full force, carrying all
before it.

isi Kukuba, n.7. A torrent; a very strong
stream, sweeping away all before
it; a freshet.

uku Kukulisa, v.t.x. 1. To cause to err; to
lead astray.

2. The primary meaning of this
word is, To sweep away, as by
a torrent, from the Zulu Ku
kula.' It is used to describe the
action of water, when an object is
helplessly driven away by the sud
den rising of a stream as by a Hood.
It is also used for the taking away
clandestinely that which belongs to
another, by mixing it up with, or
attaching it to, that which belongs
to the person thus taking it away;
as, in driving cattle, to so mix
other cattle in the drove, as to lead
or drive them away. The general
idea seems to be that of suddenly
removing from steadfastness, and
irresistibly driving or carrying
away. Hence it is used for leading
forcibly away from the path of rec
titude, or to cause to err.

uku Kukui.iseka, v.i.x.z. 1. To be carried
away, as by a Hood of waters, or in
a press of people.
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2. To bo carried away by evil in
fluences or forces ; to be under the
constraining influence or power
of another, so as to lose self-con
trol.

uku Kukumala, v. t.x.z. To swell ; to ex
pand; to swell with passion, or
with pride; to be inflated, as with
the praise given by another.

uku Kukuneza, v.t.x.z. To puli' up; to
cause to swell or expand ; to make
proud or conceited.

nku Kukuza, v.t.z. To suck, as a peach ;
to tear oil' the outside, as fruit from
the stone, or meat from the bone,
as a dog.

isi Kukuzana, n.x.z. A young lien; a
pullet.

in Kukwana, n.x.z. A young domestic
fowl.

u Kula, n.x. Weeds in cultivated land.
u Kula, v.i.x.z. To grow ; to enlarge;

to become great. Umtwana nya-
hula: The child grows.

uku Kulela, v.i.x.z. To grow up with or
in a certain place. Vkulde pina?
Where were you brought up?

uku Kuleka, v.t.x. z. To tie fast, as a horse
to the manger, or a calf in the stall.

uku Kulisa, v. t. x .z. To cause to grow ; to
make great; to bring up or rear a
child. Lomtwana ukuliswc ndimi:
That child was brought up by me.
Lit. Was made great by me.

Kuloko, ills.con.x. But then. Besiya-
kuya kuloko saliwe yinkosi : We
would have gone, but (then) the
chief forbad us.

i Kulu, n.x. One hundred. Iminyaka
dikuhi: A hundred years. A bantu
abalikulu,: A hundred persons.

Kulu, adj. x. Great; large. The pre
fix changes with the spec, of the
noun qualified. Uinntu omkulu:
A great man. Isitya esikulu : A
large basket.

ubu Kulu, n. x. z. Greatness; largeness of
bulk, dimensions, number, or quan
tity; large amount; extent; high
degree. Ubukulu bokomkani bake:
The greatness of his kingdom.

uku Kulula.lU.x.z. l.To untie; to loosen.
Kulala inkabi: Untie the ox.

2. To release from bondage; to
give liberty to one in captivity-
Ilence, To redeem. U Kristu, icasi.
kulula czonweni zctu: Christ re
deemed us from our sins.

uku Kululeka,u. t.x.z. l.To become loose.

Tntambo ikululekile: The reim or
thong has become loose.

2. It expresses a state of freedom,
or state of deliverance from bond
age. Sikululckile: We arc free ; we
are delivered from bondage.

um Kululi, n. x.z. A deliverer; a re
deemer; one who gives liberty to
another. UKristu ungumkuhdi
wetu : Christ is our Redeemer.

in Kululeko, ) n.x. z. A deliverance; re
in Kululwa, j demption ; restoration

to liberty. Sinalo ukululeko ngaye
u Yesus Kristu : We have redemp
tion through Christ Jesus.

uku Kuluma, v.i.x.z. To speak.
isi Kulumo, n.x.z. Speech.

um Kuluxoo, n.x. A bird about the size
of a cuckoo, with white stripes on
the wing.

un Kulunkulu, n.z. The great progeni
tor; the progenitor of the nations.
The word, as used by the Zulus, re
fers to the original man, as those
who have the Bible refer to Adam,
as the first man. The Zulus say,
Unkulunkulu, wadabula abantu,
nezinto zonke: He who is great
made pcopleand all things to come
forth. But the idea is purely ma
terialistic, referring to a great an
cestor of all people, and all things,
and not to an uncreated God.

um Kuluxkulu, n.z. A very great one;
the greatest of beings.

uku Kulupala, v.i.z. To grow fat; to im
prove in condition, x. To grow
old ; to be worn out.

um Kuluwa, n.x. An elder brother.
Kumaxqa, v i.x. Used with Ukuti,

which see at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukuti kumanga : To be amazed ;
to be filled with wonder.

in Kumba, n.x.z. A snail.
isi Kumba, n. x. z. A skin, after its re

moval from the animal ; a bide.
um Kumbe, n.z. A small red bush buck.
in Kumbi, n.x.z. A locust.

Kumbi, n x. 1. Another of a different
sort. Spec. 8. See Mbi.

2. With the particle nga pre
fixed, and following an active verb,
it ilenotes that the action is, was,
or is to be repeated, with increased
energy. Yenza ngakumbi ; Do it
again, with increased force. Satiko
sakuva ezondaba, salila ngakumbi :
■When we heard those tidings we
wept the more.
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isi Kumbu, n.z. A low hollow place be
tween hills.

uku Kumbula, v.i.x.z.To recollect; to call
to memory ; to remember. Sendi-
kumbula. ngoko amazwi akc : Now
I remember his words.

uku Ku.mbui.hla, v. i. x.z. To think about,
or ca’.l to remembrance, a certain
thing or event.

in Kumbulo, n. x. z. Remembrance;
thought; idea.

uku Kumbuzana, v. I x.z. To remind each
other ; to assist each other’s me
mory.

isi Kumbuziso, n.x.z. A remembrancer;
a memorial; a souvenir.

uku Kumbuza, ut.x.z. To remind; to
bring to remembrance.

isi Ku.mbuzo, 7i.x.z. A memento; a keep
sake.

uku Kumeza, v./.x. To rain small rain; to
rain softly with small rain.

in Kumi. n.x.z. A centipede.
uku Kumka, d.i.x. To shed the teeth.

in Kumkuma, n.x. Sweepings; rubbish.
i Kumkani, 7t.x. A kingdom.
u Kumkani, 71. x. A king. The plural is,

Okwmkani: Kings.
ubu Kumkani, n. x. Kingship; rule; au

thority.
uku Kumla, ti.f.x. 1. To extract teeth.

2. To remove a child from the
breast when sucking.

uku Kumleka, it. i.x. 1. To become loose.
2. To fall away in consequence of

becoming Irose, as a stone from the
side of a hill.

uku Kumsiia, ti.i.x. To interpret, z. uku
Kumusha.

i Kumsiia, n.x. An interpreter, z. i
K umusha.

uku Kumshhla, v.t.x. To interpret for
another, z. uku Kumushela.

uku Kumuka, v.i.v.. To come loose; to fall
away from ; to become untied ; to
come or fall out, as a nail which be
comes loose and falls out.

uku Kumula, v.t.z. To loosen; to untie;
to make loose; to undo. Hence, to
ofl-saddle; to unyoke, or outspan
oxen. x. uku Kulida.

Kunabo, x.z. To them. Used to de
note comparison. See Ku, at No
•1 of its meanings.

Kunami, x.z. To me. Used to denote
comparison. Sec Kunabo.

in Kunula, 71.z. The area of a cattle fold,
or kraal.

isi Kundla, 71.x.z. 1. The place occupied

by a person, or persons, habitually ;
an accustomed place of sitting.

2. A place of office, or official
station. L'nyana usesikundleni so-
yise : The son is in the place, or
occupies the position, of the
father.

uku Kunga, u.t.z. To pray ; to beseech ; to
intercede, z. To bind together ; to
fasten beads, &c., on a child, as a
coaxing present.

Kunoa, x z. It may or can. Imper
sonal form. Kunga bako : It may
be. Ewe kunga banjalo: Yes, it
may be, or it can be so.

Kukoabo. See Kvngaye.
KunoakananinaI x. How much? Spec.

8. Ukutya kungakananina ? How
much food !

Kungako. See Kvngaye.
Kungalo. See Kungaye.
Kunganina? x. Why is it! Kunga-

nina ukaba nibuyilc 1 Why is it
that ye have returned ?

Kungasayi. See Kungayi.
Kungaso. See Kungaye.
Kungati, x. I. Probably. Lit. It can

be. Kungati bangabamba ngomso :
Probably they may go to-morrow.
Kungati iza kuua imvula: Probably
it will rain.

2. Supposing ; pcradventuro; in
case it should happen. Kungati
bangayi kuvuma? Supposing, or in
case, they will not consent?

Kungawo. Sec Kuni.aye.
Kungaye, x. It is through him. Seo

the grammar for the instrumental
forms of the pronoun. Here the
impersonal ku is prefixed to those
forms meaning, it is through him.
Kungaye u Kristu esisondclayo ku
Tixo : It is by or through (Him)
Christ, we draw nigh to God. Ku.
is thus prefixed to all the instru
mental forms of the pronoun of all
the different species in the same
sense. Kungalo, kungaso, Ice.

Kungayi, i x. Neg. tense forms of
Kungasayi, > the verb, spec. 8, im

personal form, prefixed to the infi
nitive of the verb. It shall or will
not, or it shall no more. Kunga
sayi kutetwa: It shall no more be
spoken. Kungayi kubako : It shall
not be.

Kungayo. Sec Kvngaye.
Kungazo. See Kungaye.
Kungb, n.x. 1. Neg. tense form of the
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verb, spec. S, impersonal form. Sa-
fika kona kungeko, haujwa : We ar
rived before tbe journey commenced.
Kungeko urnntu: There is no man.
Kungeko ’nto : There is nothing.
Wandibeta kungeko 'nto: lie beat
me without cause. Lit. There being
nothing.

2. This is one of the neg. forms
which precede the instrumental and
dative forms of the personal pronoun
and some other parts of speech ;
thus: K unge ngayo intando yam:
Il is not according to my will.
Kunge kuko ukuba ndiyenze in
tando yam. It is not that I may
do my own will.

uku Kvngela, v.t.x. To entreat or inter
cede for another.

uku Kuncei.eka, v.t.x. To be entreated
for; to be propitiated; to be pro
pitious towards; to relent in the
infliction of punishment on an indi
vidual, in consequence of the inter
cession of another.

in Kvnou, n. x. z. Mist; fog.
isi Kokov, n.x. A rendezvous; a place of

assembly.
Kd.ni, x.z. To ye. One of the forms

of the dative of the personal pro
noun, 2 per. sing.

isi Kcxi, n.x.7.. A lighted piece of fire
wood ; a firebrand.

in Kvxi, n.x.7.. Firewood.
u Kfxt, n.x.7.. A single piece of firewood.

Kunjalo, adv. x.z. It is so. Ewe,
kunjal i: Yes, it is so.

Kvnjski, I x. How is it 1 Kunja-
Kunjanina, ) nmungoku! How is

it now I Hai, akunjaninjani: Well,
there is nothing to complain of.

uku Kunjuzwa, v.t.x.7.. To be reminded
of. The passive of vkukumbuza:
To remind of. Ewekc sindikun-
juzwa ngayo lonto : Yes, now I am
reminded of that matter. For tbe
change of the mb into nj in the
passive, sec under the letter Al,
No. 1.

uku Kukkuta, v t.x. To punish by tbe in
fliction of temporal chastisement;
to beat severely.

uku Kuxkula, v.t./.. To bewitch; to cause
death by enchantment.

i Kunkvlo, ii. 7. A sickness caused by
bewitching, so as to cause death.

in Kuxkuma, n.x. Sweepings; rubbish.
uku Kunkctana, v.t.x. 1. To beat each

other severely.

2. To vex ; to severely try or test
the temper of each other, by argu
ment, or contention. Besikunku-
tana namhla, ngokuteta ityala : We
tried, or vexed, each other to day
by talking, or pleading against
each other in a law case.

in Kuxkute, n.x. A species of wood
pecker.

i Kukkdti, n.x. A description of small
bird.

Kono, adv.x. This is the same form
as that given under Kunabo, Ku-
nami, &c., which see. But instead
of being prefixed to the conjunctive
form of the pronoun, as there given,
it is here the impersonal form of
the pronoun prefixed to nouns or
verbs whoso initial vowel is u, with
the conjunctive n inserted between
the ku and the word following.
When thus used it denotes compa
rison. Aina ndinyula ukuhlala apa,
kunokuhamba: I prefer remaining
here to going further. It is often
prefixed to ukuba, denoting an al
ternative, or a choice of conduct.
Ndinga ndinga halaapa, kunokuba
ndihamba nawc: I would rather
remain here, than go with you.
Kungalunga ukuba uvumo ityala
lake, kunokuba minin’ ukukanycla
kangaka: It would be much
better for you to acknowledge
your guilt, than to deny it in this
manner.

Kunubembe, v. i. x. Used with Ukuti,
: which sec at No. 8 of its meanings.

Ukuti kunubembe: To look sad;
to be cast down, as from disappoint
ment; to be sullen. Kuyinina
ukuba ubuso bako butc kunubembe?
Why is your countenance sad or
cast down 1

uku Kuntva, v.i.x. To be dissatisfied; to
be discontented.

Kunyb, adv.x.7.. Together. 1. Kefcr-
ring to united action. Tsala kunge;
Pull together.

2. Referring to an event occur
ring at the same time. Salika
kunge: We arrived at the same
time.

Kunye-sabo. Together with them. See
the next word, Kunye-naye.

Kvnve nave. Together with him. Used
after in active verb, to denote
united action. Basebcnza kunye-
naye : They wrought together with
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him. Kunye in this sense is pre
fixed to all the conjunctive forms
of the personal pronoun, nalo, miso,
&c. For the conjunctive forms see
the Grammar.

uni Kunvu, n.x. -Mucus from the nostrils.
in Kunzana, M.x.z. A small bull; any

male animal about half grown.
in Kvxzase, n.x. A small thorny creeper,

which runs on the ground, and is
very painful to walk on with bare
feet.

in Kuxz.t, w.x.z. A bull ; the male of
cattle fowls, &c. When used alone
it denotes a male of the bovine spe
cies. When used for other animals,
or for the feathered tribes, the
description of animal or bird re
ferred to is mentioned after In-
kunzi. Inkunzi yehashe : A stallion.
Inkunzi yenkuku: A domestic
cock.

uku Kupa, f.t.x. l.To take or throwout; to
extract, z. uku Kipa.

Kupela, n.x.z. The end ; the finish of
anything ; the whole of a thing.
Kupela kwento ndiyitetayo: That
is the end, the whole, of my speech.
Kupela kwemali zam : That is the
whole of my money.

2. Often used to express, Alone.
Sendiyakutemba kobanina?7C upila
nditemba kuwe: On whom can 1
now rely, but on thee alone ?

3. It is also used with an ad
verbial force, to express only,
■wholly, &c. Indicia zimbini, ku
pela: There are but two paths.
Ekupda unyana wake, or, Unyana
wake wokupda: His only son.
Indawo yokupda: The last thing.
(See Pda.) In this use of kupela,
it often expresses the sense of the
conjunctive hut. As, Ayisaiungelc
into, kupela ukulahlwa pandle in-
yatclwc ngabantu : It is henceforth
good for nothing, but, to cast out,
and to be trodden under foot of
men.

uku Kupeza, v.t.z. To raise the dust; to
throw out or up by small quanti
ties, as the throwing of potatoes out
of the ground, in digging them, by
the spade.

Kupixa? x. Which? Which of the
two? Used when reference is made
to an alternative in a course of ac
tion. Siyakwenza kupina? Which
course of conduct sha'l we adopt1

Kupina ukutyankutandayolM Inch
food do you like best ?

uku Kupuka, v.i.z. To go up from one
place to another.

uku Kupula, v.t.z. To bring up from a
lower locality to a higher, llamba
uzikuyula inkomo emlanjeni: Go,
and bring the cattle up from the
river.

uku Kupului.a, r.t.x.z. 1. To throw out
any substance with a jerking mo
tion. Ikupulula intlanz.i emauzini :
Throw the fish out of the waler.

2.To suddenly bring to view that
which was concealed, as anything
brought out from a deep hole, or
from a pool of water, or an animal
from its hiding place. Sayikupu-
lula inyamakazi ehlatini : We
roused, and caused the game to
spring forth from the thicket.

Kupululu, v.i.x. Used with Ululi,
which sec at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukuti kupululu ■ To spring up sud
denly from a hiding place. Sayizi-
ngela ingwe, kutekc sakufika ehla
tini, yati kupululu, ibulala indoda :
We were hunting a tiger, and as
we came to the thicket, it sud
denly sprang forth, and killed a
man.

Kuqala, n.x.z. First in point of time;
at first. The ablative is used for,
‘'The beginning." Ekugaleni: In
the beginning.

uku Kusa, v f.x. 1. To shelter; to protect
liom violence.

Kusasa, adv.x.z. 1. In the morning;
early in the day.

2. This word is compounded of
Ku, the impersonal form of the pro
noun, It, the particle sa, (which
see, under the letter S,) denoting
continued action, and the root of
Ukusa : To dawn. So that it lite
rally expresses, It is still dawn-

- ing, meaning, Early in the morn
ing.

Kuseko. See under Ku, at No. 2 of
its meanings.

uku Kusela, v. t.x. To shelter by any erec
tion from the wind or weather : to
screen; to protect, by hiding, as be
hind a curtain, or a partition in
a house. Zundikusde nihlobo
warn: Hide me from danger, my
friend.

isi Kuselo, n.x.l. That which hides from
view.
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2. A shelter from wind or wea
ther.

i Kuselo, n.x. A curtain; a screen to
hide from view; that which hides
from view.

i Kusi, n.x. A shelter; a protection.
Kuskloko, adv.x. From then: from

that period ; ever since. Kvselcko
ndisuke kona: From the time I
left there. When preceding a noun,
the final syllable ko is changed into
kiva, kwe, or two, according as the
initial vowel of the noun is, a, e, or
o. Kvselokwamanxa : From that
period. Kuzclokwcloxesha: From
that time forward.

Kust.sr.xa? adv. x. Which of the two? Ge
nerally used to set before the person
addressed the choice ofan alternative.
IJ.vakuvmua ungavumi kusinina?
Will you consent, or will you refuse :
which of the two! Unguye, obeya-
kuza, sikangele omnye, kusinina ?
Art thou he that should come, or 1
shall wo look for another?

Kusukuba, adv.x. 1. Supposing that.
See Sukuba.

2. When Jpo.- There, precedes
Kusukuba, it signifies, “ Where
soever." A po kusukuba cbesiya
kona : Wheresoever he went. Apo
kusukuba sikona ; isivivi, baya ku-
hlanganisana kona abantu : Where
soever a public feast is, there will
the people be gathered together.

uku Kitala, v.i.x.z. To be diligent; to
actwith steady industry and energy;
to be assiduous in any undertak
ing.

um Kvtali, n x.z. A careful, diligent, in
dustrious person.

uku Kutalisa, v. I.x.z. To stir up to dili
gence ; to incite to energetic action ;
to cause assiduity.

u Kutalo, n.x.z. Industry; diligence;
attention to duty.

Kutele, adj. x.z. Diligent ; indus
trious. The prefix is supplied by
and changes with the spec, of the
noun qualified. Umntu okuttleyo :
An industrious person. Isicaka
esikuteleyo: An industrious servant.

ubu Kutali, n.x. Diligence; industry;
assiduity in performing any enter
prise.

Kutexi? adv.x. What has happened ?
In use this phrase answers to the
English one, How is it? when a

reason is required for some negl ct
of duty, or some course of conduct.
J\utcni ningez.i nakuba nibizwa?
How is that you come not, notwith
standing that you are called ?

Kuteke-nqa, adv. x. It was a wonder.
Kutehc-nqa, ukuba bangambula-
langa: It was a wonder they did
not kill him. Sec Nqa.

uku Kutuka, v.i.x.z. To fall off, as hair
from an animal. Kukulubile uboya
kulenkomo: The hair is fallen off
from that animal.

uku Kutula, v.t.x.z. To rase any part of
the body, so as to remove the outer
skin, the cuticle, by abrasion, or by
coming into collision with an ob
ject, or to remove the hair by such
means from an animal.

uku Kutvwa, v.i.x. To hiccough.
Kvwb, p.x. To thee ; to you ; towards

you. Sizile kuive: We arc come
to thee.

Kuye, p.x. To him ; towards him.
Masibambelc kuye.- Let us go to
him.

uku Kutyekiswa, v.i.x. To be made to
stumble. From Ukuk'ubckisa: To
cause to stumble. For the muta
tion of the b into ty, see under the
letter B. This word also denotes,
To be offended, in the sense of be
ing affronted, so as to sin, or neg
lect duty.

uku Kuza, v.i.x.z. 1. To exclaim ; to ut
ter an exclamation of surprise.

2. To expresssympalhetic surprise
at any occurrence ; to utter a sup
pressed groan, as in condolence ; to
speak words of comfort; to condole
with; to bemoan.

3. To murmur, by uttering a sar
castic groan, or a complaining ex
clamation, in the presence of a
chief, when any case has been ad
judicated by him. To thus kuza is
considered as a very high offence,
or contempt of court, and is very
severely punished as such.

Kuza, x. From Ukuza: To come. An
auxiliary verb, used for fixing the
time at which an event takes place.
Kwayc kute lakuza kutshona ila-
nga: And it came to pass about
the time of the setting of the
sun.

ubu Kuzo, n.x. A wasting disease among
cattle.
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Kwa, x.z. I. Prefixed to nouns which
are the names of persons, to denote
the locality where they reside.
Ndiyaya kwa Pato : I am going to
Pato’s place. Ndivela kwa Zulu :
I have come from Zulu’s residence.
When thus used, the iuilial vowel
of the proper name is elided.

2. When a locality is named after
an individual, the same use of Kwa
takes place. Kwa Ngulendoda, At
the Ngulendoda, so called after an
individual of the name of Ungulen
doda.

3. Kwa means, The same. Kwa
kona : In tlie same place. Ikwa-
nguye : He is the same. Kwenzwa
iucangolomini : It was done on the
same day.

4. Even the very same. Ikwa
yinto cbcndiyitetilcyo : It is even
the very same I said. ITXnoanguyc
lomntu obelapa kusasa: He is the
very same person who was here this
morning.

5. An emphatic form of the per.
pro. They. Kwa bona, naban-
twana babo : They, even they, and
their children.

6. Kwa is the pronominal verbal
prefix of the past indefinite tense,
indicative mood, for the impersonal
form of the pronoun. Kwa fika
abautu : There arrived persons.
A'wana invula: It rained.

7. Kwa is prefixed to nouns and
pronouns, when they follow adverbs
of place. Pambi kwake : Before
him. Pezu Zricomhlaba: Above the
earth. Wa hamba pambi Z-icabo :
He went before them. When thus
prefixed to nouns the w is some
times omitted, as, komhlaba, kolwa-
ndle, &.C., for kwomhlaba, kwolwa-
ndle.

um Kwa, n.x. A custom ; an usage. Ge
nerally used in the plural. Imikwa
yesizwe letu : The customs of our
nation.

Kwaba. One of the forms of the da
tive of the personal pronouns, spec.
1 plur. By, near, at, or to, them.
Uyakuti ukumkani kwaba ngaseku-
ncne : The king shall say to those
on his right hand.

i Kwababa, n.x.z. A raven.
uku Kwabasha,v.4.x. To press any thing to

the person, as if to secure it, or to
hide it from observation. Wavi

kwabasha pantsi kwe batyi yakc :
He placed it under his coat.

Kwabo, x. 1. One of the forms of the
poss. pro.—2. One of the forms of
the dative of personal pro. spec. 1
plural. Kioabo bants: By, near,
or to, those persons.

Kwada, x. Until; at length. This
form is used as an auxiliary verb,
prefixed to the principal verb. It
is compounded of Kwa, which see
at No. 6 of its meanings, and da,
the root of Ukuda, which also see.
Kwada kwabanjalo: Until it was
so./iwadakwa liwa: Until at length
there was war. Kwada kwamnya-
ma kanyc : Until it was very dark.

Kwake. One of the forms of the poss.
pronoun.

Kwakoxa, adv. x. 1. Used to urge the
repetition of an action, so as to se
cure the accomplishment of an un
dertaking. Yenza kwa kona : Do
it again ; repeat your endeavours.

Kwakuba, adv. x. When it was, or
when it had been. This form is
generally used in connexion with a
narrative or statement of some
event or events which have tran
spired in past time. K wakubakusile:
■When it was morning. Kwayc kute
kwakuba ntsukn ezinzi cmva kwo-
ku : And it came to pass many
days after this. Lit. When, it was
many days after this.

Kwakubo, n.x. One of the dative
forms of the per. pro. spec. 1 plu.
Sihleli kwakubo: We live with
them ; in their locality.

in Kwakwa, n. x. A venomous species of
snake.

i Kwakwine, n.x. A domestic turkey.
in Kwali, n.x. A pheasant.
in Kwalimaszi, n.x. A species of water

bird.
Kwalo, x. One of the forms of the

poss. pro. Its.
Kwami, x. One of the forms of the

poss. pro. Mine.
Kwa Mixa, x. Even I myself. Ndaya

kwa mina : I went, even I myself.
Kwa Nash, x. I also. This form im

plies that the speaker will recipro
cate an action performed by ano
ther, either for good or evil. Ngo-
kuba ninga pulapulanga ilizwi lam,
kwa nami, andiuenzela lonto niyi-
celayo kumi: Because ye have not
hearkened to my word, I also will
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not do for you that which yc have
requested of me.

Kwanele, adj.x. It is enough; it is
sufficient. From Ukwancla: To
suffice. Kwanele, unyana warn usa-
hlcli : It is enough, my sou still
liveth.

uku Kwanezelbla, v.t.x. To add to.
Kwanga, x. O that it might. This

form is followed by the forms of the
present tense of the potential mood
of the verb, to express strong desire
for the accomplishment of a pur
pose, or the possession of an object.
Kwanga kunga banjalo ! 0 that it
might be so I Kwanga kungali
kubeko ufefe Iwenkosi ! 0 that
there might be grace from the Lord!

i Kwangana, „.x. A young or small
castrated bull ; a young bull stag.

in Kwange, 7i.x. A castrated bull; a bull
stag.

i Kwange, 71. x.z. A castrated animal.
i Kwangele, 7i.x. A guinea fowl.

Kwangoku, adv.x. Immediately; at
this moment. Hamba wangoku:
Go now, this moment.

i Kwasi, 7i. z. 1. A leaf of the mcalie
plant.

2. A large species of bulrush re
sembling the leaf of the mcalie plant.

Kwasjalo, adv. x. It was so.
Kwanjeke, x.l. Thus it was. Kwchla

into ekwanje-ke kubo : Thus it hap
pened to them. Kwanje-ke eku
peleni kwalonto: Thus it was in
the sequel thereof; this was its

Jinale.
2. So; so then; after the same

manner. Kwangeke, wa buya
wafeza umsebenzi wake: So then,
after the same manner he returned,
and completed bis undertaking.

isi Kwantya, 7i. z. Very thick solid fer
mented milk, which is used for
food by the natives.

Kwa oko, adv. x. Immediately ; at
that very time. Yaselembeta kwa
oko ingelosi yenkosi: Immediately
the angel of the Lord smote him.
The difference between kwa oko and
kwangoku, (which see,) is that the
former is used in the past time, the
latter in the present.

i Kwapa, 7t.x.z. The armpit.
in Kwapa, n.z. The flank of an animal.

Kwapela. Prefixed to nouns, denot
ing. Only, nothing more. Ungum- i
kohlisi kwapela: You are nothing I

but a deceiver. See Kupela, at
No. 3 of its meanings.

in Kwashu, 71.x. Numbness of feeling;
cramp.

Kwaso, x. Oue of the forms of the
poss. pro. Its.

Kwatinike, x. What then took place!
Or what then came to pass 1 Eweke
sendivile oko, kwatinike? Yes, I
have heard that; what then took
place 1

isi Kwatsha, n. x. A partridge.
in Kwatu, ii.z. A limpet, or small oyster.
u Kwatu, n. z. The generic term for lim

pets, or small shell fish.
Kwawo, x. Onc'of the forms of the

poss. pro. I ts.
Kwaye, x. Past indefinite tense of the

verb, impersonal form, spec. 8.
Used more generally’ with Ukuti :
To do, or be so. Kwaye kute : And
it came to pass. Kwaye kute baku-
fika, babanjwa: And it came to
pass, that when they arrived, they
were arrested. Kwaye beknko
abantu belinye elizwc : There were
present people of another country'.

Kwa yedwa, x. By' himself; to him
self. Wa hamba kwa yedwa : Ho
went by. himself. Wabuya wateta
kwa yedwa : Then he spoke again
to himself.

Kwa yena, x. He himself. Watsho
kwa yena : He himself said so.

Kwayo, x. One of the forms of the
poss. pro. Its.

Kwaza, x. And it ; then it. Spec. 8.
See Ukuza, at No. 2 b of its mean-

, ings.
uku Kwaza, v. t.x. To call to a person by

shouting, so as to arrest his atten
tion.

in Kazi, 7i.z. A species of hawk.
um Kazi, n. z. A bright appearance;

bright stripes, such as luminous ap
pearances in the heavens.

Kwazo, x. One of the forms of the
poss. pro. Theirs.

Kwe, x. A contraction of the particle
kwa. It is prefixed to nouns com
mencing with the vowel I, as an
ablative or dative form, in the
senfe of at or into, the final a of kwa
being elided, and the initial vowel
of the noun changed into e. Kwe-
lozwe : In that country. Kiceyoko-
qala indhlu: At the first house.
Sec Kwo.

um Kwe, x.z. A brother-in-law.
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uku Kweba, v.t.7. To strip, or pluck off, as
the outside covering of a stalk of
Kaffir corn, or Imfe.

i Kwebani, n.z. A youth of from twelve
to sixteen years of age.

isi Kwebu, u. x.z. An car of corn. Afore
generally applied to a mealie cob.

uku Kwebuka, v.i. x. To move away from,
so as to separate from ; to make
way for another; to move out of
the way.

i Kwebula, n.x. A bird, the black cap. |
uku Kwebula, v.t.x. 1. To remove out of

the way.
2. To separate a person from

his companions, or his company,
so as to join another, or to engage
in a different pursuit; to induce a
person to come over to another
party, or to enter on another course
of conduct. In Zulu these two last
words, Kwebuka and Kwebula, de- I
note the separating of one thing \
from another, as leaves or outside
covering from the mealie stalk.

um Kwekazi, n. x. z. A mother-in-law.
uku Kwekwa, v.i.x. To speak mysteri

ously; to mystify; to render ob
scure.

u Kwekwe, n. x.z. A cutaneous disease.
uku Kwekweleza, n.x. To designedly

mystify a matter in speaking; to
mislead in speaking. z. To go
round a thing on all sides; coining
and going as a hen goes round her
nest, when about to lay an egg.

uku Kwela, x. To climb upon ; to mount.
Kwela ihashe: Mount the horse.
Also to ride in a vehicle. Sakwela '
cnqwclweni: We rode in the wagon. .

uku Kwelakwela, v.i.x.7.. 1. To chatter; .
to speak rapidly, so as to prevent
another from speaking in a discus- ■
sion or conversation. Ycka ukundi- ;
kwelakwela : Cease from preventing
me speaking.

2. To continue beating a fallen I
foe, or one disabled so as to offer
no resistance.

uku Kwelela, v.t x.z. To climb, or mount
for a purpose. Ukwelela nina cm-
tinil For what purpose arc you
climbing the tree? NdiyaZweltla
ubusi: I am climbing for honey.

i Kwele, I - .
ubu Kwele, J"’x’ Jealou^

isi Kwele, n.z. Jealousy; suspicion.
These words, Ubukwele and Jsf-
kwele, denote, Suspicious vigilance

p

and careful anxiousness for the
honour and welfare of another, and
are thus distinguished from Umona,
in Xosa, and Isifamona, in Zulu;
which words imply, Envious
jealousy of another’s superiority or
success. Udindbukwele pezu kwenu
ngobukwele buka Tixo : I am jealous
over you with a godly jealousy.

uku Kwelela, v.i.x. To move out of the
way. Kwelela endleleni: Move
out of the path.

uku Kwelelisa, v.i.x. To remove an object
out of the way of another; torcmove
an obstruction.

i Kwelera, n.x. The name of a river
which runs into the sea between the
Gqunube and the Kie rivers.

i Kwelo, n.x.z. A shrill whistling
sound, made in driving cattle or in
milking cows.

isi Kwelo, n.x. A boy’s stick, used for
digging roots with.

um Kwelo, n.z. A ladder; anything to
climb by.

isi Kwemba, n.z. A white bark found
near the sea, used for making string.

u KwEMBE,n.z. A scab on goatsand dogs.
uku Kwexca, v. t. 7. To bind down the

thatch on a house by sticks.
i Kwence, n.z. /V mouse.

isi Kwenese, n. x.z. A parrot-.
Kwf.ni, adv. x. This particle is affixed

to the dative form of nouns which
denote a period of time, and gives
them an adverbial force. Xcshi-
kweni: At the time when. From
Jxesha, time. KnihleniAiceni: In
the day when. From Umhla : Day.

in Kwenkwe, n.x. A boy; a lad. Plu.
A mankwenkwe.

u Kwekwe, n.x. Scab in sheep or
goats.

in Kweskwkzi, n. x. A star.
uku Kwenva, v. i. x. To gather the body

up, as a horse when about to kick,
or a dog when at play.

isi Kweba, n.z. Strength.
um Kweta, n.x.7. A circumcised lad.

So called during the period the lads
who have undergone the rite of
circumcision are considered un
clean, and have an abode separate
from other persons.

in Kwetu, n.x. Scabs on the skin;
scurf; scales of a fish. z. The epi
dermis, or outside skin of the
human body.

uku Kweza, v. i. x. To ascend a river on
2
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its banks. Kweza uniambo : Walk
up the river. z. To put in order ;
to arrange ; to preserve, by laying
by in order; to preserve from injury.

uku Kwezela, v. t.x.z. To rake together
the embers of a fire; to make up
the fire, so as to cause it to burn.

Kwezi, x. Dative form of the dem.
pro. spec. 3 plu. 2. Of these; re
ferring to nouns of spec. 3 plu.
Tabata kwezi : Take of these.

in Kwezi, n.z. A star. x. in Kwenkwezi.
i Kwezi, n.x. The morning star.
i Kwezikwezi, n.z. A glittering sub

stance, as cut glass, or any bright
transparent substance. Applied to
all kinds of transparent beads,
especially those with variegated
stripes.

uku Kwibiza, v.t.z. To drive away fowls.
uku Kwica, v.i.z. To gather up that which

has been left, as a second gleaning,
or gathering in of a crop.

um Kwico, n.z. A small bundle or sheaf
gleaned from the fields.

in Kwili, n.x. A description of bird
which lives in forests.

u Kwili, n.x. A sharp pointed stick
used by boys in fighting.

i Kwili, n.z. Coagulated blood which
is found in game after it is killed
in a hunt.

uku Kwisa, v. i. x. To whine; to utter a
low moan, from pain or fear.
More generally applied to the cry
of a dog from fear.

u Kwixpla, n. x.z. The autumn; the
harvest time. The ablative is
formed by changing the initial
vowel into e. Ekwindla: At
the time of harvest.

i Kwisiba, n.x. A spavin or splint on
the hind leg of an ox.

in Kwixo, n.x. A whine; a moan; a
plaintive cry.

um Kwinti, n.x. A species of fibrous
plant.

Kwitshi, n.x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
kwitshi : To turn away sharply from
a person or thing, so as to leave it;
to withdraw from; to pass away
from.

uku Kwitiza, v.t. z. 1. To dawdle: to dally ;
to delay; to be wanting in diligence
in an undertaking.

2. To stutter; to make an effort
to speak and fail.

Kwo, adv.x. 1. At; in. Lt is a con

tracted form of A'wa, used before
nouns, the initial vowel of which is
n ; the a of kwa is elided, and the
initial vowel of the noun changed
into o. Safika Zwomlambo, or
Z-omlambo : We arrived at the river.

2. The genitive of nouns of
spec. 8. Ukuhamba Zucomlambo :
The course of the river. When
prefixed in this sense to a form of
the noun commencing with a con
sonant, wc have the full form of
Kwa. Ukuhamba kwa lomlambo :
The course of that river. Ukn-
hanjiswa kwa lomsebanzi : The pro
gress of that work. (See Kwe.)

Kwoko, x. That time. Used as an
adverb. Emva kwoko: After that
time.

Kwokokoba, adv. x. This compound
form of Ukuba, in connexion with
Kwoko, is used after Pezu: Over;
above ; to express, More than that;
above that; more than as if. As,
Nditand’ indlu yako pezu kwoko
koba, ndihlcli czintcuteni zenko-
hlakalo : I love thy house more than
that I dwell in the tents of wicked
ness.

L.

The letter L has in Kaffir the same soft
liquid sound as in English. In
combination with nouns it has a
demonstrative signification. When
prefixed to nouns whose initial
vowel is u, the u changes into o,
and when i is the initial vowel it
changes into e. Umntu: A per
son. Lomntu : That person. Um-
lambo : A river. Lcmlambo : That
river. Indlu : A bouse. Lendlu:
That house. When a is the initial
vowel of the noun no change takes
place. Amahasha: Horses. La-
mahashc: Those horses. L is the
euphonic letter of nouns of spec. 2
sing. Prefixed to nouns and the
simple form of the per. pro. of that
species it forms their genitive case.
Ilizwi Zababantu : The utterance of
these persons. Ibashc Zcnkosi :
The chiefs horse. Ilizwe Zabo:
Their country.

La, x. 1. Tense form of the verb, past
time, spec. 2 sing. Aawa ihashe :
The horse fell. Aatshona ilanga :
The sunset.
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2. A contracted form of the
dem. pro. spec 2 plu. Con
ti-acted from Lawo. Ajinto nina
amabashc la ? What arc these
horses'! z. The dem. pro. for nouns
of spec. 2 plu. >t makadie: Horses.
Aamahashc : Those horses.

Labaya, dem. fro. z. These there.
Spec. 1 plu.

Labo, x. One of the forms of the pos.
■pro. Theirs. IhasheZaio.- Their horse.

Lada. See La and Da.
uku Latila, u t. x.z To cast away; to

abandon; to cast off; to reject.
Lahla amanzi : Throw the water
away. Lahla lendlela: Abandon
that path. Lomntu vdahle umtwana
wake : That person has thrown
away,—abandoned,-—his child.

uku Lahlana, v. t.x. z. To reject, or aban
don each other.

i Laka, >i.7. The epiglottis. The phi.
AmaZaia means the tonsils, or in
side of the throat.

n Laka. 71.z. Anger; passion; wrath;
violent agitation of mind.

u Laka, n.x. The roof of the mouth.
i Laiilk, 77. x.z. 1. A coal of fire.

2. A piece of charcoal. The phi is
generally used. Amalahle: Charcoal.

uku Laiilf.ka, v.i. x.z. To lose oneself; to
wander from the right path. Ndi-
lahlekile: I am lost. Inkomo zam
r.ilahlekile: My cattle arc lost, or
have strayed.

2. To be confused; to be be
wildered. Sendildhlekiwe: I am
confused ; I am bewildered.

i Laiilf.ko, 7i.x. A loss, llahleko yam
enkulu : My loss is great, z. isi
Lahleko.

Laku, aux. v x. When it. Spec. 2
sing. Prefixed to a principal verb
thus : Lal'utshona ilanga : When
(it) the sun sets. Lakufik' ihashe :
When the horse arrives.

uku Lala, v. i. x. To lie down to sleep.
i Lala, n. z. A species of palmetto, or

wild banana.
uku Lalana, v.t.x.z. To lie together.
uku Lala nof.xhlu, v.i.x. To be confined

to the house by sickness ; to be laid
up by sickness.

uku Lalakisa, 1. v.i.x. To dissemble.
2. To dissuade from any purpose.

uku Lalela, v.t.x.z. To lie in wait for; to
lie in ambush.

um Lalelo, 7i. x.z. A place where a person
lies in wait for another; an ambush. 

i Lali, ti.x.z. A large village; an en
campment.

um Lali n.x. One who has long beer
laid up of sickness.

uku Lalisa, v.t.x. To cause to lie down
to cause to sleep, v.i. Used als,
in a reflective sense, thus confininc
the action to the actor. W alalisa
kona, ngobusuku obo: He slept
there, (caused himself to sleep
there,) that night.

uku Lalisana, v.t.x.z. To lie down to
gether ; to lie in each other’s com
pany, so as to promote sleep by
giving to each other a sense of
security.

isi Lalo, n.x. An old chronic sickness.
z. An old wound or sore.

uku Lamba, v.i.x.z. To hunger. JLdilam-
bile: I am hungry.

uku Lambata, v.i.x. To be destitute of;
to be empty of.

uku Lambf.la, n.i.x.z. To hunger for; to
long for with appetite. Banetam-
sanqa abanoku lambda, nonxanela
ubulungisa: Blessed are they who
hunger and thirst after righteous
ness.

uku Lambisa, v.t.x.z. To cause hunger in
another.

um Lambo, n.x.z. A river.
uku Lamla, v.t.x. To interpose between

contending parties, so as to make
peace; to mediate, z. uku Lamula.

uku Lamlela, v.t.x. To mediate for or on
account of others, z. uku Lamu-
Ida.

um Lamli, n.x. A mediator. z. um-
Lainuli.

uku Landa, v.i.x. To follow on the scent,
as a dog in hunting. The difference
between this word and Ukidandda
is, that. Ukulanda means to follow
a thing or animal lost to sight.
Ukulandda means rather to follow
that which is still in open sight, or
mentally so; but in Zulu, Uku-
landa has precisely the same mean
ing as Ukidandda in Xosa.

i Landa, n. z. A bird which follows
cattle, and eats the ticks from off
them: hence its name, from Uku-
landa : To follow.

isi Landa, n. x. A Kaffir needle, about the
length of a lead pencil, and about
its thickness at the thickest end,
and pointed at the other end. Be
fore the introduction of the English
needle this was the only instrument
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used by the Kaffirs for sewing with.
Holes were made in the material,
and the thread, made from the
sinews of the shoulder of the ox,
was run through the aperture to
form the stiteh. The only use of
the Isilanda now among the Kaffirs
is for taking out thorns from the
foot or hand, and making holes, as
in leather or harness.

uku Landela, v. i.x.z. 1. To follow after;
to pursue. Ndilandila inkosi. lam
following the chief. See Ukulanda.

uku Lasdelasa, v.t. x. z. To follow one
after another, as persons walking
in a narrow footpath.

um Landeli, n.x.z. A follower.
uku Lasdula, v. i.x.z. To refuse a request

from disinclination to comply. Sec
Ukuzilandula.

uku Lanhvlela, v.t.x.z. To make excuses
or to apologize for another.

i Lancia, n.x. The sun in the firmament.
um Lanoa, n.x. A blemish in the eye; a

cataract of the eye.
i Lanoabi, n. z. A flame of fire.
i Laxoatye, n.x. A flame of fire.

uku Laxoazelela, v.i.x. To long for a
thing; to desire eagerly or earnestly.
Umpefumlo warn ulangazdela
indlu yika Yehovah : Jly soul
longcth for the Lord's house.

isi Laxoazelelo, n.x.z. Desire; intense
longing for a thing; longing ex
pectation.

Lapa, adv. Here ; in this place. This
form is used with kwa, to denote,
“This very place.” HlalaXnca lapa:
Remain in this very place ; remove
not from it.

Lapo, adv. There; in that place. Used
after kiva, denoting that very place.
Waqala kiva lapo ukufuna ituba
lokuzo ambulale: He began there,
at that very place and time, without
delay, to seek for an opportunity to
kill him.

L.ask, x. Referring to nonns of spec. 2
sing, it denotes locality. Ilizwe
lase Rini: The country about Gra
ham’s Town. Ilizwi Zasezulwini:
The heavenly word; the word ut
tered in heaven.

i Lav, n.z. A newly married woman’s
hut.

um Lav, n.z. A medicinal plant, of a
stringent nature.

ubu Lav, n.x. An aromatic substance; a
perfume for the person.

uku Lavla, v.t.x.z. 1. To govern ; to rule
over.

2. To perform the incantations
previous to a large hunt, upon which
dependence is placed for success in
the hunt.

3. To use enchantments.
um Lavli, n.x.z. One who governs; a

governor, z. 1. One who practises
jokes.

2. One who foretells events.
3. One who jests, or invents fic

tions as tales.
La wo, x. One of the forms of the dem.

pro. Those. Spec. 2 plu. Laico
amazwi : Those words.

i La wo, n.x. A Hottentot; a man of
the Hottentot nation.

i Lawokazi, n.x. A Hottentot woman;
a woman of the Hottentot nation.

Laza, x. And it or he, then it or he.
Spec. 2 sing. See Ukuza, at No. 1b
of its meanings.

Lu, x. z. Dem. pro. simple form spec.
3rd sing, and Gth plur. Aendoda :
This inan. Zcmilambo: These riv
ers. Sec under the cxplanalions of
t he letter L, as to its use before nouns.

Le, adv. x.z. Far away. When used
in this sense it is emphasized. Ba-
vcla Le! They come from afar.
Makube l'e kuini I Let it be far
from me !

Le, pro. x. Contraction of Leyo: That,
Spec. 3 sing. Those, spec. G plu.
Sec Leyo.

um Le, x. Soot. z. Umule.
um Lebe, n.x. The lip. hnilcbeyomlomo

The lips of the mouth.
i Lebe, n.x.z. Pudendumfcemince.

isi Lebe, n.x. The under lip in animals.
uku Lekuza, v.i.z. To loss the head up and

down, as in a haughty manner by
man, or as some horses in travelling.

um Lembei.ele, x. A hindrance; that
which causes delay, or protracts;
prolixity. A long, prosy address
or speech would be called an um-
lembelele.

ubu Lembv, n.x. I. The green shiny sub
stance on stagnant water.

2. The soft part of a pumpkin or
gourd, containing the seed. z. The
substance of a spider’s web. Hence
applied to the web itself, or a lady’s
veil, or any soft, fine fabric in
gauze, muslin, or woollen texture.

i Lemvsi:, n.x.z. A lemon or orange.
Kaflirized from the English lemon.
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uku Lesgai.exga, v. i. x.z To hang; to be
suspended ; to dangle in the air. I

um Lexgalenga.ji.x.z. A curtain ; a hang
ing; anything hung up in an ex
tended form.

uku Lenoalexgisa, v.t.x.z. To hang up as
a curtain.

uku Lesya, v.t.x. 1. To lick.
2. To stretch out towards and

wave about in a threatening man
ner, as flames of fire darting out
and waving about towards a person,
or the tongue of a serpent when
meditating an attack.

um Lenzh, n.x.z. A leg; in animals the
hind leg.

uku Lepuza, v. i. x. To froth up, as yeast on
fermented liquor, or the bubbling of
water from stagnant mud ; to froth
at the mouth, z. To put forth fila
ments, as the ear of maize, or In
dian corn, before it ripens.

. uku Leqa, v.t. x. 1. To race cattle.
2. v.i.To leap; to run with a leap

ing motion.
uku Leta, v. Z. x. z. To approximate.*! thing;

to bring a thing near. Leta um-
twana apa: Bring the child
here.

Leto, x. Poss. per. pro. spec. 2 sing.
Ours, Ilizwe ZeZu.- Our country.

isi Levo, n.x.z. 1. The chin.
2. A species of grass.

Lf.yo, x. Dem. pro. spec. 2 sing, and
6 plur. That, or Those ; that, or
those there. Leyo 'ndhlu: That
house there. Imilambo leyo: Those
rivers there.

Li,x.l. Pronominal verbal prefix, and
verbal medial spec. 2 sing. As the
verbal prefix, it is the non. to the
verb ; as the verbal medial it is the
accusative to the verb. As the verbal
prefix it is placed before the verb ;
as the verbal medial it is inserted
between the aux. verb which forms
the tense, and the root verb. Liyti-
balcka ihashe : (It) the horse runs.
NdiyaZttanda ihashe : I love (it) the
horse.

2. Li is the euphonic particle and
substantive verb of nouns of spec. 2
sing, and assuch is prefixed to nouns
and adjectives, to denote “ it. is." Li-
hashe Zihle elo : That is a beautiful
horse, llizwe Zibanzi: the country
is extensive. Ilanga Zibumvu : The
sun is red.

i Liba, n.z. A grave, so called after bu

rial, when filled up, not applicable
while still open and empty.

uku Libala, v.i.x.z. 1. To forget; to be
negligent; to be careless. Walibala
ukuza: He forgot to come. Ulibele
umsebenzi wako : You arc neglect
ing your work.

2. To idle away time ; to loiter.
Ulibele intonina endhleleni 1 Why
have you loitered in the way I

uku Libalisa, v. t.x. To divert attention
towards an object; to amuse, enter
tain, interest another, so as to hin
der from his proper employment ;
to cause a person to while away his
time. UngandiZidaZtsa .* Don’t di
vert my attention ; don't hinder me.

uku Libazisa, v.t.x.z. To make, or cause,
carelessness; to cause forgetfulness;
to delay a person.

u Libo, n. x.z. The first fruits of a gar
den or a field. Kuyahliwa ulibo
lomhlaba : The first fruits of the
earth arc now eaten.

um Libo, n.x.z. 1. The first tender shoots
of pumpkin and melon vines.

2. That which belongs to genera
tion or production, cither in the
animal or vegetable kingdoms.
Hence used for a genealogy, oi a
generation of men; that which is
genital.

i Lipa, n.x. An inheritance.
Likwa lilo, x. It is even the same, or

the very same, lieferring to a pro
nominal form of spec. 2 sing. (See
Li and Kwa.) Likwa-lilo ihashe
besiteta ngalo : It is even the same,
or the very same, horse we were
speaking of.

uku Lila, v.i.x.z. To weep; to lament; to
wail; to mourn.

uku Lilela, v.t.x.z. To weep ; to lament
for, or on account of; to mourn for,
or on account of.

isi Lili, n.x. A place in the native house
set apart for the occupation or use
of any particular person or persons,
for sitting or sleeping in. Isilili
sabafazi : the part occupied by the
women. Jsilili somninindblu : The
spot or space occupied by the pro
prietor of the house.

Lilipina, adv. x. Which of the two I
Spec. 2 sing. Lilipina Dizwi uli-
tetayol Which of two words do you
utter?

isi Lilo, n.x.z. Mourning; lamentation ;
■weeping.
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uni Lilo, n.x.z. Fire; a burning; a con-
flagrat ion.

Lilo. x. It is it. Spec. 2 sing. Lilo
ilanga : It is (it) the sun. Lilo izi-
buko cbesiwclc kulo : It is (it) the
ford by which we crossed. Li-
hashe lenkosina! Is it the chiefs
horse! Ewe lilo : Yes, it is it.

uku Lima, v.t.x.z. To dig ; to cultivate.
in Lima, z. A small garden, x. Jndima.
isi Lima. n.x. A cripple; one disabled ;

a deformed person.
uku Limala, v. i.x./.. To hurt oneself, as

by a contusion, or violence done to
the person.

um Limandlela, n. x. A land boundary ;
the limits of a garden, of cultivated
lands, or ofa country.

uku Limaza, u.t.x.z. To hurt or injure the
person; to wound and bruise by
violence; to wound in battle.

uku Limeka, x. To have the property or
capacity of being properly culti
vated. Usually used in the neg.
A wulimeki umhlaba : The ground
will not turn up well, is difficult to
plough.

uku Limela, v.t. x.z. To plough for ano
ther. Zundih’niefe intsimi yam :

Come and plough my land for me.
isi Limela, n.x. The Pleiades. Isilimela

sesitwasilc: The Pleiades have ap
peared, or risen.

uni Limi, n.x. A husbandman; a culti
vator.

isi Limo, n.x.z. A ploughing; cultivated
land. z. Any vegetable crop, but
not cereal.

uku Linda, x. 1. To wait for. Ndiyakum-
linda endlwini. I will wait for him
in the house.

2. To watch; to be on the alert.
Silinda isela : We are watching for
a thief.

uku Lindana, x. To wait or watch for one
another. Nartindane endlwini
ycntlanganiso: Let us wait for
each other at the House of As
sembly.

i Lindi, n.x. A hollow place in the
ground ; a small pit. Any part of
the country which abounds in small
hollows or pits is called, Ilizwe la-
malindi: The country with ama-
linde, or pits.

um Lindi, n.x. A watchman; a guard.
z. The native corn pit made in the
cattle fold as a storehouse.

um Lindo, n.x.z. 1. A watch; the period

of a watch, either by night, or as
the period of active service on a
ship, as the first or second watch.

isi Lindo, n.x.z. Watching; waiting; vi
gilance.

uku Linga, n.t.x.z. To attempt; to try;
to make an effort; to venture.

uku Linoana, v. i. x.z. To be equal to,
cither in weight, or strength, mea
sure, or quality. Inkabi zilingene
ngamandla : The oxen arc equal in
strength. Ababantu balingene ngo-
bukulu : These people arc equal in
rank.

uku Linganisi, v.t. x.z. 1. To measure and
compare one thing with another.
M asilinganisi ngobude bazo : Let
us ascertain their comparative
lengths. UTixo akanaku/wyanisa
nento. God is not to be compared
with, or measured wilh any thing.

2. To try the comparative st rength
or excellency of any thing. Masi-
linganise amandala etu : Let us try
our comparative strength.

um Lingane, n.x.z. A companion; a com
rade.

uku Lincanisela, v.t. x.z. 1. To proportion
ouc thing to another. Nditenga
ngokulinganisela ngemali endinayo:
I buy according to the money I have.

2. To apportion by measure.
Linganisela ngesositya csikulu;
Measure by the large basket.

uku Lingisa, v.t.x. To make a feint, as if
to strike another, z. To imitate;
to minjie another person.

um Linganiselo, I ,■ . , n. x. A measure.isi Linganiselo, )
um LinoanisI, n.x.z. One who measures.
isi Linoaniso, n.x.z. A dimension;

weight; pattern.
um Lingi,n.x.z. One who attempts a thing.
um Lingisi, n.x. One who makes a feint

of striking another, z. A mimic;
one who mimics or imitates ano
ther’s actions.

isi Lingiso, n.x. A feint, z. A mimicry.
isi Lingo, n.x.z. A test; a trial; a temp

tation.
uku Lingoza, v. i.z. To sob, or sigh from

grief.
isi Lingozi, n.x. A sobbing ; a crying.

uku Lisyazwa, ti.p.x. The passive of uku
limaza: To hurt or wound. For
the mutation of the m into ny, see
the letter M.

Linte, adj.x. One. Spec. 2 sing.
Ihashe Huge : One horse.
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Lipina, adv.x. Which? Spec. 2
sing. Lipina ihashe elinnamendu
kunamanyc! Which is the swiftest
horse 1

um Lisa, n. z. One who gives pleasure and
delight by his cheerfulness and vi
gour of character to others. Applied
exclusively to young men or lads in
their prime; a fine young man of a
cheerful disposition.

um Lisela, n.x. The youth of any place;
young men in their prime and
vigour.

Lishumi. Ten. Sec Ishumi.
i Lisiiwa, n.x. A disaster; ill luck.

uku Lityaziswa, v.p.x. To be amused;
diverted from a pursuit; to be hin
dered. From uku Libazisa. For the
mutation of the b into ty see the
letter B.

i Livi, n.x. The cap of the knee.
i Liwa, n.x. A precipice.

Liya, x. Tense form of the verb, pre
sent indicative, spec. 2 sing.
Ihashe Ziyabaleka: The horse
runs. This tense form of the verb
is compounded of Li, the verbal
prefix of spec. 2 sing., and ya, the
root of Ukuya : To go ; and means
literally, I go run, or I go love, &c.
Where it precedes the infinitive of
the verb it forms the future tense,
(indef.,) Liya kuhamba: it will
run. Lit. It goes to, or is about to,
run. This analysis of this tense
form of the verb applies also to,
bay a, iya, siya, luya, &c.

uku Liza, v.t.x. To give alms; to help one
in necessitous circumstances by
presents.

i Lizo, n.x. An alms; a gift of charity.
Lo, x.z. 1. A contraction ofLowo, dem.

pro. spec. 1 and 6 sing. Lomntu:
That man. Tiomlambo : This river.
(See Lowo, and the letter L.)

2. Future tense of the verb. Ind.
mood, 2 spec. sing. Lofika ihashe :
The horse will arrive.

isi Lo, n.x.z. 1. A wild animal of the
carnivora family.

2. The tapeworm of the intestines.
uku Loba, v.t.x.z. To catch fish with a

hook. z. To cut open, as an abscess;
to cut stripes on the person, so as
to mark it, as is often done on Zulu
girls. Hence, To write; to draw.

um Louokazi, n.z. A bride. The name
given to a wife for some months
after marriage. Compounded of

Lobo, from Ukulobola: To pay
dowry, and kazi, the female termi
nation. Lit. She for whom dowry
has been paid.

uku Lobola, v.t. x.z. To pay dowry for a
wife. Among the Kaffir tribes every
girl and woman is considered as
property. As such, when marriage
is proposed, it is the custom to pay
to the father or guardian of the
young woman who is sought in
marriage a certain number of cat
tle, and to pay a further number
when the marriage is consummated.
This is the custom of Ukulobola.
Until this custom is abolished wo
man must ever be degraded among
the Kaffirs, as she is looked upon
only as a species of property. While
unmarried she is the property of
her father or guardian, who dis
poses of her to the man who is wil
ling to give the highest price for
her in cattle, irrespective of her own
choice and feelings; and when mar
ried she is looked upon by her hus
band as his property, for whom he
has paid a price, and as one who is
to bear him children, who are, when
grown up, to be a source of wealth
to himself, by disposing of them in
marriage to other men. The pro
gress of Christianity is gradually
undermining this custom, and wo
man caunot be raised to her true
position in the social scale until it
is entirely abrogated. See Uku-
xama and Ukuxanywa.

uku Lobolela, v.t.x.z. To give dowry to
the father or guardian. Jfdilobo-
lele umkwe warn : I have given
dowry to my brothcr-in law.

uku Lobolisa, v.i.x.z. To demand dowry;
to cause dowry to be paid.

Lodwa, x. Alone; nothing more. Spec.
2 and 5 sing. Ihashe lodwa : Only
ahorse. Uluti lodxca: A rod alone.
Lona lodwa : It alone.

uku Lokota, v.i.z. To invent; to design ;
to relate a fiction ; to invent a fic
titious narrative.

uku Lola, v.t. x. To sharpen on a stone,
ns an axe, or a knife.

um Lomo, n.x.z. The mouth; the beak ;
the opening of anything, as a sack,
or a cave.

Lona, x. Detn. pro. spec. 2 sing. Lona
ihashe andi lazi: 1 know not thia
Horse.
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isi Lokda, n.x.z. A sore; a running
wound.

uku Lohdoloza, v.I.x.z. To care for; to
preserve with earc; to protect from

' evil.
uni Losuolozi, n.x.z. A protector; one

who defends and cares for another.
i Longo, n.x.z. A cake of dry cow’s

dung. Flu. Amalongo.
ubn Longo, n.x.z. Fresh dung of cattle.
um Longi, n.x. A Cape canary.
uni Lonyasa, n.x.z. A small mouth.

u Loru, n.x. Vehement heat arising
from a hot wind.

i Lota, n.z. An ash heap.
um Lota, n.z. Wood ashes.

u Lovase, n.x. A chameleon.
i Lowa, n. x. A wild goose, or swan.

Lowo, x. Dem. pro. spec. 1 and 6 sing.
Lowo umntu : That man. Umti
lowo : That tree.

uku Loza, v. i. x. z. To whistle with a sharp
whistle, as when a dog is called.

uku Lozei.a, v.t.x.z. To whistle for; to
call for by a whistle, as when calling
a dog.

um Lozi, n.x.z. A whistle ; the whistle
caused by pressing the breath
through a small orifice by contract
ing the lips. To whistle is ex
pressed by, Ukwenza umlozi : Lit.
To make a whistle.

Lu, x. 1. Pronominal verbal prefix, and
verbal medial, spec. 5 sing. As verbal
prefix, it is the nom. to the verb.
Uluti Znwilc: The rod (it) has fallen.
As the verbal medial, it is inserted
between the tense form and the
root verb ; it thus forms the accusa
tive to the verb. Ndiya kuZufuna
uluti: I am about to seek a rod.

2. It is the euphonic particle of
nouns of spec. 5 sing., and as such
answers for the verb substantive,
before nouns of that spec, and the
adjectives which qualify them.
Uluti Zulungile: The rod is good.
Lentombi iZndade wctu : That girl
is our sister. Before the noun
the final u of hi coalesces with that
of the noun ; but before the adjec
tive it retains its full form.

um Lu, n.x. A heap of any loose sub
stances, as of corn, or wheat, or
gravel, or of pieces of meat as cut
up in native fashion.

Lubelu, adj. x. Yellow. The prefix
changes with the spec, of the noun
qualified. Inkomo elubelu: A yellow

cow. Ihashe elilubclu : yellow
horse.

uku Lugoalagcala, v.t. x. To drive a per
son from the presence of another;
to determinutely refuse to listen
to, or have intercourse with, a
person.

Luhlaza, adj. Green. Umti ohddaza :
A green t ree. Iqiya eluhlaza: A
green cloth.

u Luiilu, n.x. 1. A semicircular line
formed by hunting parties, so as to
enclose the game.

2. A large ring of brass wire.
uku Luka, v.t.x..z. To plat; to weave; to

braid.
um Luki, n.x.z. One who plats ; a

weaver.
isi Lukiso, n. x. Any instrument for

weaving with, as a shuttle or a
loom.

u Luko, n.x.z. A platting; a thing
platted ; anything which is weaved.

uku Lukuhla, v.t.x. To cast down. Ap
plied to the casting down, or of the
removing, a person from his stead
fastness or principles ; to delude;
to mislead.

Lukuni, adj. 1. Hard,asUmti olukuni:
A hard tree.

2. Severe; stubborn in disposi
tion. Umntu olukuni : A hard,
severe man; one not easily en
treated.

Lula, adj. x. Light in weight. Ku
lida : It is light. lyokwc Hula :
The yoke is light.

uku Lulama, v.i. x. To submit with meek
ness. z. To become convalescent;
to recover from sickness.

uku Lulamela, v. i. x. To yield submissive
obedience to another; to act with
meekness.

aba Lulamileyo, n.x. Meek persons.
u Lulamo, n.x. Meekness ; submission;

patient obedience.
uku Lulbka, v.i.x.z. To straighten a bent

rod : hence, to instruct; to guide ;
to correct by instruction ; to set
right by' counsel or advice.

u Luleko, x. Instruction ; guidance.
isi Lulu, n.x.z. A large basket made of

coarse grass for storing corn.
Lului'ina I adv. Which ? which of

the two 1 Spec. 5 sing. Lulu-
pina ulwandlc lukulu? Which of
the seas is the greatest 1

Lulwana, adj. Very light; the dim.
oiLula; Light, Into Hulwana : A
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very light tiling ; a matter of slight
consequence.

i Lulwane, n.x.z. A bat.
uku Luma, v.t.x. z. To bite. Used figura

tively for pain in the stomach.
Isisu samsiya ndifuma; I have pain
in my stomach. Lit. My stomach
bites me.

uku Lumba, v.t.z. To manifest skill in any
piece of work ; to make an inge
nious thing.

uku Lumeka, v.t.x.z. 1. To light a candle
or a torch.

2. x.z. To let blood by cupping.
uku Lumeza, v.t.x. To set the teeth on edge,

as by eating a gritty substance.
uku Lumka, v.t.x. To be careful; to be cir

cumspect.
uku Lumkela, v.t.x. To be cautious of a

person or thing ; to be wary’.
uku Lumkisa, v. t. x. 1. To make wise; to

improve the understanding ; to
teach wisdom.

2. To warn of danger; to put
upon one’s guard.

3. Tobe put to a disadvantage by
being deceived by another. When
used in this sense, the passive form
is used. Ukuzc singalunyukiswa
ngu Satane : Lest Satan should gain
an advantage over us.

isi Lumko, 1 n.x. A wise, cautious, acute
i Lumko, j person.

ubu Lumko, n.x. Wisdom, caution, expe
rience.

uku.LuMLA, v.t.x. Towcan a child.
i Lunda, n.x.z. The hump on the neck of

an ox, by which it pulls in the yoke.
u Luxdi, n.x. The visible horizon.

uku Lunga, v.x. 1. To be right. Balti-
ngile : They arc right.

2. To go straight towards any
object. Lunga apo: Go straight
before you there. •

3. To be prepared or ready.
Sesilungile .- We arc now ready.
Asikalungi : We arc not yet ready.

4. To belong to a company or sect.
Ibandla alunge kulo : The company
or sect to which he belongs.

i Lunga, n.x. 1. A righteous person: one
who lungas,does that which is right.

2. x.z. An animal with large white
spots or patches on a black body.

i Lungakazi, n.x.z. A black and white
cow.

i Lungalegwaba, n.x. A bird about the
size of a cuckoo, with white stripes
on the wings.

Q

Lunge, adv. From uku lunga: To be
on the side of one party as opposed
to another; to belong to. Olunge
ku Ychova makavele: lie that is on
the Lord's side, let him come forth.

uku Lungela, v.t.x.z. 1. Topreparc for;
to make ready for. Useu/nnt/eZena
ukuhambal Are you ready to go I

2. To be in health and prosperity.
Kunjanina kuwe mhlobo warn I
Hai kusandiZwijeZa: How is itwith
you, my friend 1 It is still well with
me.

3. To bo fit or proper for.
LiynndiZnnjreZa elo’ hashc : That is
a proper or fit horse forme. Akusa
lungele ’nto : It is no longer fit for,
or good for, anything.

uku Lungelana, v.t. x.z. To reciprocate
good and kind acts towards each
other.

uku Luncei.i lana, v.t.x. To be parallel to
each other; to correspond; to be
abreast, or side by side, one with
another. Indicia zombini zilun-
gelelene: The two paths arc parallel
to each other. Amazwiabo, nlunge-
lelene ■■ Their words agree together;
they correspond. Masihambe si-
lungelelene: Let us walk side by
side.

uku Lungei.elanisa, v.t.x. To make even;
to make straight with each other.

u Lungklelwano, n. x. Equity.
uku Lungisa,v.t.x. To rectify; to do right.

i Lungisa, n.x. A righteous person.
ubu Lungisa, n.x. Bcctitude; straightfor

wardness ; righteousness; goodness.
uku Luncisana, v.t. x. To do right to each

other; to amicably settle an affair
by mutual concessions.

uku Lukgisela, v.t.x. To prepare for
another.

isi Lungiso, n.z. A right action ; righte
ousness.

u Lungqu, n.x. i. An overhanging pre
cipice.

2. A prominent overhanging eye
brow.

i Lungu,n.x.z. A jointofa limb; a mem
ber of the body; as, Ilungu lotnnwe:
A joint of the finger. Also the joint
or knotof a reed, sugarcane,or grass.

um Lungu, n.x.z. An Englishman; an
European. The plural is Abe-
lungu. It denotes one of a civilized
nation.

um Lungukazi, n.x.z. An Englishwoman;
a female of any European nation.

2
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isi Luxgulela, ti.x.z. Acidity of the
stomach; indigestion.

um Luxoumadala, n.x. A tree called the
milk wood tree.

uku Lunguza, x. To peep; to look out
sharply ; to look out for a thing.

u Luxqu, tj.x. 1. An overhanging projec
tion.

2. An overhanging eyebrow.
Luxye, adj.x. Ono. Spec. 5 sing.

Ululi lunye : One rod.
uku Lustukiswa, v.p. x. To be cautioned ;

to be warned; to be instructed.
Lomntu ulunyukiswa ngomnye:
That person is instructed, or warned,
or put upon his guard, by another.
Ukulunyukievca is the passive of
Ukidumkisa, which see. For the
mutation of the m into nyu, see
the letter Al, 3.

2. To be deceived ; to be bam
boozled ; to be cheated. See Uku
lumkisa, at No. 3 of its meanings.

uku Luxvwa, v.p.x. The passive of Uku-
luma: To bite; to bo bitten. Ndi-
lunywa yinju: 1 am bitten by a dog.
For the mutation of the m of the
simple form of the verb into ny in
the passive, see under the letter Al.

Lufixa, adv. x. Which? Spec. 5 sing.
Lupina ufundiso ? Which doctrine?

LvsnicA, x. Tough; wiry. The prefix
varies with the prefix of the noun
it qualifies. Uluti olulushica: A
tough rod. Intambo elushica: A
tough reim or thong.

Lusizi, adj.x.z. Sorrowful; wretched ;
distressed. From Usizi: Sorrow.
Lit. Lusizi expresses, “ It is sorrow;
it is wretchedness."

u Lusu, n. x. A hide of the smaller ani
mals. The skin of a goat is called,
Ul’usu; that of an ox is called,
Lrikumba.

u Lusu, 7i.x. The stomach.
u Lutuli, n.z. Name of the month of

June or July, so called because the
dust (Utidi) is abundant, and the
winds high.

u Luvo, n. x. Healthiness; soundness of
mind.

Luva. Tense form of the verb, pres.
ind. mood, spec. 5sing, /.nyngquma
ulwandle: The sea roars. Prefixed
to the infinitive of the verb, it
denotes future time. Lnyakugquma
ulwandle: Thcsea will roar. Seetiya.

Luzizr, adj.x. Dim ; obscure; indis
tinct. Ndibono luzizi: I see in

distinctly. Tntaba zibonakala luzizi:
The mountains appear dimly.

uku Lwa, v. x. z. To fight; to make war;
to contend in conflict.

Lwa, x. Verbal prefix of the past in
definite tense of the verb, indicative
mood, spec. 5 sing. Livaza usapo
Iuka Siraycli ukuya kufuya ilizwc :
And the children of Israel went to
possess the land.

u Lwabo, n.x. 1. A division ; a portion.
2. A decision or judgment in any

disputed case.
Lwakowabo. See Kowabo.

u Lwalo, n.x. Opposition.
u Lwaluko, n.x. Circumcision.
u Lwalwa, 7i.x. A flat, low rock.

ubu Lwalwa, n.x. The flatness of a low,
thin rock. Intaba inobulwalwa:
The mountain is characterized by
flat-topped rocks.

isi Lwaxa, n. x. z. 1. Any small wild ani
mal ; an insect.

2. Worms in the intestines.
u Lwandle, n.x.z. The sea; the ocean.

The plural is formed by changing
the u into i. llwandle: Seas;
oceans.

u Lwandilu, Ti.x. A sound caused by a
person or animal in running or
walking.

isi Lwanvaxa, ti.x.z. The generic term
for wild beasts of the smaller kind.

u Lwavela, n.x.z. 1. Inward alarm ; fear
of evil, arising from fear of the con
sequences of evil conduct.

2. Suspicions of evil intentions
on the part of others towards one
self.

u Lwavila, x. A description of river
bird.

Lwaza, x. Then i^; and it. Spec. 5
sing. See Ukuza, at No. 2 b of its
meanings.

uku Lwela, v.t.x.z. To fight for.
uku Lwelana, v.t.x.z. To fight for each

other; to be confederate in war.
ubu Lwelwe, n.x. A long standing afflic

tion ; a chronic disease.
um Lwelwe, n.x. An infirm person ; one

long afflicted.
u Lwezi, 7i. x. z. The name of the month

October. In Zulu Kaffir u Lwezi
means a grasshopper, with a shrill
note like a cricket, which appears
about the month of October, and
from this circumstance doubtless
the month has taken the name of
Ulwezi.
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11 Lwimi, n. x. z. 1. The tongue.
2. A lie. U tet’ ulwimi; You

speak a lie. Unolwimi: You have
a lying tongue ; you tell lies.

Lwona, x. Per. pro., spec. 5 sing. It.
u Lwoyiko. See ulw Oyiko, under the

letter 0.

51.

1. 51 is a labial,and has the same uniform
sound in Kaffir as in the European
languages generally.

2. In the passive of verbs, the
ablative case, and the diminutive of
nouns, m changes into ny. Uku-
tunra: To send. Ukutunywa: To
be sent. Udilifumene ihashc lam:
I have foundmyhor.se. Ihashc lam,
lifunyenwe: My horse is found.
Umlonio: 5Iouth. Emlonyeni: In
the mouth. Umlonyana: A small
mouth.

3. When rn is followed by k, I, z,
or s, it changes in the passive of the
verb, and the ablative of nouns,
into nyu. Ukunqamla: To cut off.
Ukunqarayulwa: To be cutoff. Uku-
tumza : To bruise. Ukutunyizzwa :
To be bruised.

4. When in the noun or verb m
precedes b in the simple forms the
mb is changed into nj in the passive
of the verb and the ablative of the
noun. Ukubaniba: To seize hold of.
Ukubanjwa : To be seized. Uku-
tiinba: To take captive. Uku-
tinywa: To be taken captive. Utn-
lambo : A river. Emla/yeni : lu
the river.

A/ is the pronominal verbal medial
or accusative of the pro. 3 per. sing.,
and as such inserted between the
tense form of the verb and
the root. Ndiyamtanda: I love
him.

uku Ma, x. 1. To stand still. Yima apo:
Stand still there. To stand erect;
to rise from a sitting or recumbent
position to. a standing erect posi
tion. Suka ume : Arise, and stand
erect. To stop when walking.
Yima wena: Stop there ; remain
where you are.

2. Ma, the root of ukuma, is used
in forming the imperative mood. It
is thus prefixed to the forms of the
present subjunctive of the principal

verb to form the imperative. Mdi-
teta: I speak, or am speaking.
Manditcte: Let me speak. Si-
tanda: We love, or are loving.
Masitande: Let us love. In form
ing the imperative its primitive
meaning is still retained. Afandi-
tete. Lit. Stand in your talk, that
1 may speak.

3. Ukuma, belongs to the class
of irregular verbs which form their
imperative by prefixing the par
ticle yi. Yima: Stand thou.
Yimani: Stand ye.

4. It denotes dependence, reli
ance upon another. Sirni ngawe :
We are upheld, arc dependent on
you. Simi ngamandla ako: We
depend upon, are upheld by, thy
strength. The perfect tense of ma
is mi.

u Ma, n.x.z. My mother.
u Mabope, n. z. A climbing plant with

red roots ; bits of which arc much
worn around the neck.

u Mabu, n.z. A greyish bird, which has
a booming cry.

u Mafavuka, n.z. An annual. Any
plant that dies away in winter, and
re appears in the spring.

uku Maiilaza, v.t.z. To crush a thing; to
smash.

u Maiilube, n.7„ A small black bird.
isi Makade, n.x. An antique object.

Lit. That which is of long standing.
Erom Ukuma: To stand; and
kade: A long time since.

u Makoli, n. z. 1. A young wife.
2. A stinging insect, like an ant.

uku Makula, v.t.z. To strike the face
with the palm of the hand.

u Makulv, n.x. My grandmother.
u Malane, See um Alane.
u Malata, n.x. The forefinger.

Mali, x. Tense form of the verb
spec. 2 sing, imper. mood. Mali-
hambe ihashe. Let (it) the horse
go-

i Mali, n. x.z. Current coin ; money.
Malunoa, 1 adv. x. To be parallel
Malunoela, f with. These words

are used in a variety of meanings,
all implying parallelism, or simil
arity of time, circumstances, or
position. Malunyana nendlu yam :
Opposite my house. Ngomso
malunyana nelixesha : To morrow,
about this time. Uhlala malunya
api? Whereabouts docs he live I

foundmyhor.se
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Lit. What places arc parallel to his
residence 1

Ma lung ana, adv.x.7.. Opposite to.
Followed by the conjunctive letter
n. Lomzi malungane nendlu
yam : That village is opposite my
house.

uku Malungela, v.n.x. To be in a line with.
India yam imalungela nentaba:
My house is in a line with the
mountain.

im Mamba, n.x.z. A large snake.
u Make, n. z. My mother.

Mamf. ! x. An exclamation of surprise
= .Vain, which see.

uku Mamela, v. i. x. To listen. (A Fingoe
word.)

Mamo, interj. x. Expressive of sur
prise. z. Afunie /

uku Mana, v.t.x. To continue an action or
purpose. Uze mana ukusindeeda
Nkosi: Continue to help us, O Lord.
It is the reciprocal form of the verb
Uku ma; To stand ; and signifies to
stand continuously towards another,
or to continue to act in a certain
way. It is usually followed by the
verb it qualifies in the infinitive,
denoting the continued action of
that verb. Uknba nimana uku-
funa naniyaku fumana : ’ If ye con
tinue to seek ye shall find. It is
often used entreatingly before
another verb. Zu mana ukusilon-
doloza Nkosi: 0 Lord, continue to
protect us. It is sometimes used
with nga prefixed, expressing strong
supplicatory desire. Ngamana
ukuba njalo : 0 that it might con
tinue to be so.

Mandi, See Mnandi.
Mandvlo, adv. 7.. Formerly ; of old.
Manduxdu, adv. x. A state of being

worse. Umandundu lomntu ofayo:
The sick person is worse.

Mane, x. Four. Spec. 2 plu. Ama-
doda mane: Four men.

isi Manga, n.x. A wonderful event; any
extraordinary event which is con
trary to the usual order of
things.

uku Mangala, v.i.x. To complain of the
conduct of another ; to lay an in
formation against him; to com
mence a lawsuit against another.
z. To wonder.

uku Mancalela, v.t.x. To accuse a per
son of a crime or misdemeanour.
UnianjaZeZicengubani I Who accuses

him I Umangaldwe ngu Faku;
11c is accused by Faku.

um Manoaleli, n.x. A litigant; one who
lays an information, or institutes
proceedings against another at
law.

uku Manoalisa, v.t. x. To astonish; to
cause wonder and astonishment.

um Manoaliso, n.x. z. A wonder; that
which astonishes ; that which is
above comprehension ; a miracle.

u Mango, n.x. z. A ridge of country;
an elevated tract of land.

Manje, adv. z. Now; justnow; at this
very moment.

u Maktyingeyana, n. z. A very poison
ous snake, of a dark brown colour.

uku Man ya, v.t. x. To bind close together,
as with a thong or rcim ; to bind
several pieces into one, so as to make
one strong piece, as spars are bound
together in ship building.

uku Maxyalisa, v. i. x. To winch from
pain. ‘

uku Manyanga, v.t.x. To roll together, as
a carpet, or a mat.

uku Manyf.lana, v.t.x. To bind one thing
to another.

i Manzi, adj. x.z. Wet; moist. Tngubo
imanzi: The garment is wet or
damp. From A manzi: Water.

Masi, x. Used with Ukuti, which' see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
masi: To be misty or beclouded in
mind, so as to cause indifference to
passing events.

i Masi, n.x. Indifference; forgetfulness
of mind ; a beclouded understand
ing.

Masikisi, adj.x. Vile; detestable.
Izinto eziuiasikisi: Vile, detestable
things.

Masixya, adj.x.z. Quickly; speedily.
Ycnza masinya: Do it quickly.

uku Mata, v.n.x. To be stupefied.
Matanci, adv. x. Before; first in

order of time. Ufike matanci:
He arrived first. Ndimbone ma
tanci : I saw him first.

Matatu, adj.x. Three. Spec. 2 plu.
Amahashe matatu: Three horses.
Matatu mashumi: Thirty. Lit.,
Three tens.

Matandatu, adj.x. Six. Spec. 2 plu.
Amadoda matandatu : Six men.

uku Matisa, v.t.x. To stupefy.
uku Matsueka, v.n.x. To be cast down ;

to be sad. Ewe, ngati, lomntu
umatsheke kunenc: Yes, it would
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seem that that person is much cast
down.

i Matshisi, n.x.z. Matches. Kaffirizcd
from the English.

JI a wo ! x. 1. An exclamation of sur
prise. Wonderful ! prodigious.

u Mawokulu, n.x. My grandmother.
2. An exclamation of sorrow.

Mawo/ umtwaua warn : Alas! my
child = Alamo.

Maxa, ) adv.x. When: at the time.
Manxa, | Maxa ifikileyo londoda :

When that man arrived.
uku Mayamayaza, v.n.x. To be confused;

to be at a loss to give an answer, or
to explain a course of action.

Matela, adv. x. Near to ; in a certain
locality; about such a place; there
abouts. Kekaloku kwati mayela
pakati ekuteteni: Nowit came to
pass about the middle of the con
versation. Indlu ka Danga mayela
naleyo ka Damon: Danga's house
is near to, in the same locality, as
Damon’s.

i Mayeli, w.x. A mile. Kaffirizcd from
the English.

uku Mba, v.t.x.7.. 1. To dig holes, as for
planting trees.

2. To dig up from the ground.
Yimba amatapili: Dig potatoes.

u’Mbaimbai, n.z. A cannon. The his
tory of this word is peculiar. When
the first cannon was being landed
at Natal, the natives who were
bringing it on shore asked the Eng
lishman who was superintending
the operation what its name was,
and he replied, “ I will tell
you by and bye," wishing to
keep them close to their work.
Not understanding the sentence
properly, they called out, “Mbai-
mbai," concluding that that was its
name, and since that time a cannon
has been thus called.

Mbalwa, adj.x.7.. Few. The prefix
changes with that of the noun qua
lified. Bambalwa abantu : Few
persons. Zimbahca inkomo : Few
cattle.

uku Mbambata, v.t.x.7.. To pat, as a dog.
uku Mbambazela, v. t. x. 1. To pat a child

to sleep.
2. To pat the breast, as in joyous

surprise.
uku Mbabaza, v.t.x. To box or slap the

tar of another; to thump with the
hand. z. uku Albebtza

uku Mbela, v.t.x.7.. To dig for, or for the
purpose of finding something in the
ground. Simbcla imiti: We are
digging, that we might plant trees.
Simbda igolide . We are digging
for gold.

isi Mbelembelana, n.x. A short stout
person or thing.

uku Mbe.mbf.za, v. i. z. To talk a great deal;
to vex by incessant talk.

Mbenbe, x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. S of its meanings. Ukuti
’mbende: To determinate!}- follow;
to follow hard after. Jnja itenc
'mbendenenyamakazi: Thcdogkcpt
close to the game, and would not
leave it.

Mbi, adv. x. Another of a different
sort. The prefix varies with that
of the noun referred to. Umntu
ivumbi: A different person. Iluvshe
limbi: A horse of a different de
scription.

isi Mboxo, adj.x. The eighth. Inyanga
eyesimboxo: The eighth month.
Umlambo ozeevimboxo: The eighth
river.

Mboxo, adj.x. Eight. The prefix va
ries with the spec, of the noun qua
lified. Inkomo ezimboxo : Eight
cattle. Amahashe amboxo : Eight
horses. Izitya ezimboxo: Eight
baskets.

Mboxo, adj. x. Oval; elongated. Ilitye
eYimboxo: A large pebble of an
oval shape.

uku Mboza, v.t.z. To put a thing under
another, as a fowl under a box.

Mdaka, adj.x. Dim coloured. Sec im
Daka, where examples are given.

ubu Me, n.x. Standing; relative position
to another; rank.

uku Meka, n.x. The being, or substance of
a person or thing. Ukuznei-a
kuka Tixo: The being of God.

izi Meko, n. x. The essentials of any per
son or thing; attributes. The sin
gular is i Meko .- Attribute. Izi-
meko zika Tixo : The attributes of
God.

uku Mela, v.t.x. To’withstand; to stand
before a person so as to oppose his
progress; to defy.

uku Melaka, v.t.x. To stand in a defiant
posture towards each other.

u Melelo, n.x. A path for water on a
descent.

uin Melwase, n.x. A neighbour.
uku Mema, v. t. x. 1. To call or invite to
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an entertainment or feast, or gather
ing of any description.

2. To cite at law ; to bring an
action at law against a person.

uku AIf.mana, v.t. 1. To go to law one with
another; to implead one another at
law.

2. To give a friendly invitation
to each other.

uku AIemeka, v.t.x. To carry a child on the
back.

uku AIemela, v.t. x. To invite, or call to a
gathering for another person.

uku AIemeiela, v.t. x. To invite for ano
ther ; to convey an invitation for
another.

u AIemelo, x. An invitation to an enter
tainment or feast.

i AIemetshane, n.x. A small worm or
caterpillar found ingardens. It cats
the seed in the ground before it
vegetates.

uku AIemeza, v.t.x.z. To call aloud to a
person.

uku AIemezela, v. t. x. 1. To call to a per
son to come near. Zummemezele
apa: Call him to come near.

2. To call aloud to a person for
another. ZundimemezcZe u John :
Call John here for me.

uku AIemezana, v.t.x. z. To call aloud to
each other.

isi AIemezo, n. x. z. A loud call; a shout.
u AIendo, n.x. A highway; a public

road.
u AIexdit, n.x. Speed ; swift progress.

ubu AIexemkxe, n.x.7.. An excuse; an
evasion; insincerity; shiftiness of
conduct. Umntu onobumememene ■■
A man of uncertain conduct; one
not to be trusted ; a person who is
apt at subterfuges.

uku AIexezelela, v.t.x. To impose upon ;
to humbug.

uku AIxnyezela, v.i.x. To shine; to emit
light; to glisten; to reflect light,
as a mirror.

u AIexzi, n.x. The Creator. From
Ukwenza: To make.

i AIese, n.x.-a. A knife. Kaffirized from
the Dutch, J/as.

uku AIetsiia, v.t.x. To commit fornication.
Metsho, adv. x. A word used in fa

miliar conversation,meaning: Wait
a little; don’t talk so fast; give me
time to speak. Metsho kona
mhlobo warn : Just stop there, my
friend, and allow me to speak.

u AIetyisa, n. x. z. The cud in animals.

i AIfama, n.x. A blind person.
ubu Mfama, n.x. Blindness. z.A state of

destitution.
uku Mpambkisa, v.t.x. To blind ; to cause

blindness.
im AIpakgamfanga, n.z. Anything rough

on the surface, as cloth. Ingubo
emfangamfanga: A rough cloth.

ama Mfekgu, n.x. The people called Fin-
goes by the English. The word
properly means, Wanderers; des
titute persons; those who wander
about seeking work. It was the
name given by the Kaffirs to the
Fingoes when they first came
among them in a destitute state
from the country now named Natal,
about a.d. 1828.

uku Mfekguza, v. i.x. To wander about in
search of employment. From this
word is derived the name of the
Fingoes, Amanfengu.

i AIfimb, n.z. The sngar-bird of Natal.
uku AIfimfita, v.t.x. 1. To suck up water

through the teeth, so as to prevent
any substance therein from enter
ing the mouth.

2. To suck marrow from a bone.
AIfupi, adj. z. Short; stumpy ; thick ;

squat in figure. Umntu otnfupi: A
short, thick-set person. Inkomo
emfupi: A thick-set beast.

Mfotshane, adj. Short. The prefix
changes with the noun qualified.
Indicia emfutshane : A short path.
Umntu Miifutshane : A short
man.

’AIulana, adv. x. In the day, or in that
day, referring to some particular
period of time. ’Jf/dana weza knm :
The day he came to me.

AIhlana, adv. x.z. In the day, or in
that day. Nldana wafika ngawo :
On the day of his arrival. AIhlana
wosindiso : In the day of salvation.

Afnlope, adj. x. White. The prefix
varies with that of the noun quali
fied. Ihashe dimhtope: A white
horse. Indlu emhlope : a white
house.

abe Air, n.x. Inhabitants. From Ukuma:
To remain in the same place.
Abcmi bomhlaba: Inhabitants of
the earth.

uku AIila, v.i.x. To grow. Applied espe
cially to the growth of plants and
vegetables.

uku AIilisela, v.t.x. To graft. From Uku-
vi ila : To grow. Ukumilda : To
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grow for. Ukumiliscla is lit.. To
cause to grow for.

i Milo, n.x. 1. Standing, or character,
arising from constitutional pecu
liarities, as applied to mankind.

2. Applied to the inferior ani
mals, it means, Kind, or species.
Inkomo ngemilo yazo : Cattle after
their kind. The word is derived
from Vkumila: To grow; and is
descriptive of the mental growth or
constitution of a man, that which
gives him a distinctive character;
and also to the physical peculiarity
of the different kinds of animals,
and of the feathered tribes.

isi Milo, n.x. 1. The growth of mind
or body; the natural bent of a
person’s disposition, when applied
to man; the nature of an
animal.

2. The groiclh of a person or
animal, referring to the whole
figure, or contour. Umhle isimilo
sake : She is a comely figure. Lit.
Iler growth is comely.

Mina, x. Myself; I myself.
im Mini, n.x. Pay, as distinguished from

night.
uku Minxa, v.t.x. To hold fast by press

ing, as a substance between the
hands, or in a vice, or a person
crushed in a crowd. Applied also
to the effects of weeds in a garden,
so closing up on a plant as to
smother and choke it, so as to pre
vent its growth.

uku Minya, v.t.x.z. To drain a vessel in
drinking ; -to swallow the whole
contents.

isi Minya, n.z. One who tells the whole
truth, who keeps back no circum
stance connected with it. From
uku Minya : To empty; to exhaust
the contents.

uku Minyela, v.t.x.z. To drain out the
last drop from a calabash or milk
sack ; to exhaust, by draining off;
to empty of the contents, by
draining.

uku Minza, v.i.z. 1. To gulp; to swallow
gluttonously ; to drink in large
quantities.

2. To drown.
isi Minzi, n.z. A gluttonous ravenous

person.
u Minzo, n.x. 1. Gluttony ; voracity.

2. The gullet, or the swallow.
uku Misa, v.t.x.z. To cause to stand; to

stand a thing up. Misa apa:
Stand it up here.

2. To establish ; to confirm.
Nclizwi endilitetileyo, ndiya kuli-
misa : And the word which I have
spoken, 1 will establish.

uku Misela, v.t. x.z. To appoint; to insti
tute.

isi Miselo, n.x. An ordinance ; that
which is ordained or instituted.

uku Miselwa, I v.p. x.z. To be appointed
uku Miswa, ) or ordained to. Nge

xeshaclimiseweyo: At the appointed
time. Umsebcnzi bebcini-seZwa
wona : The work for which they
were ordained, or to which they
were appointed,

isi Miso, n.x.z. A statute ; an institu
tion.

uku Mita, v.t.x.z. To become pregnant.
In the perfect tense, the final vowel
is turned into i. Lomfazi umiti :
That woman is pregnant.

uku Mitisa, v.t.x.z. To make pregnant.
uku Miwa, n.x. To be choked, or suffo

cated. Ndimiwa lutuli: I am
choked with dust.

uku Miza, v.t.x.z. To absorb.
u Mizo, n.x. The gullet, z. u Minzo.

uku Mka, v.i.x. To depart; to go away.
z. Ukumuka.

uku Mkela, v.t.x. To depart to a certain
place mentioned. Mabemkele e-Bini:
Let- them go to Graham’s Town.
z. Ukumukela.

Mnandi, adj. x.z. Sweet to the taste ;
pleasant; that which gives delight.
The prefix changes with the noun
qualified. Amanzi amnandi :
delicious water. Ukutya oku-
mnandi: Pleasant food. Izinto
ezimnandi: Delightful things.

Mnyama, adj. x.z. Dark; black. Seku-
mnyama : It is already dark.
Inkomo emnyama: A dark, black
cow.

ubu Mnyama, n.x.z. 1. Darkness; black
ness. The ablative is often used,
as:—Sisebumnyamcni: We arc in
darkness.

2. Ignorance. Siscbumnyameni
ngayo lonto: We arc in ignorance,
or uninformed, respecting that
matter. Bumnyama kanye : It is
entire darkness.

isi Mo, n.x.z. Standing; rank ; relative
position.

u Moba, n.x.z. A sugar cane.
izi Mbati, n.z. Oysters, x. Irnbaza.

3
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Mofu, n.x. A fatherland beast.
i Moru, n. x. Pleuropneumonia ; lung

sickness in cattle.
Molo, n. x.z. Good morning. Used as

a common mode of salutation.
Meloni: Good morning to you.
Molo is Kaflirized from the English
Aborning.

u Molokazasa, x. See urn Olokazana,
under the letter 0. z. Umalo-
kazana.

u Moxa, n.x. z. Envy ; suspicions; jea
lousy. The word for jealousy, in
the sense of beiug solicitous to
defend the honour of, or to be con
cerned for the character of, one’s
own or another's reputation or wel
fare, is, Ikwele, or Ubukwele.

u Monde, n.x. Patience ; long suffering.
It is connected with the noun it
qualifies by the conjunctive letter
71. Umntu ononionde : A patient
person. Lit. A person who has
patience.

uku Mondela, v.i.x.z. To look stead
fastly at a person.

u Mondi, n.z. A sweet, aromatic herb,
used for flatulency.

u Mondlo, n.z. The shin bone (Tibia).
u Mongo, n.x.z. 1. Marrow of a bone.

2. Pith of a tree.
isi Mongomongo, n. z. A wonder; an

astonishment, x. Uinangaliso.
u Monge, 71.x. Blood from the nose. z.

Umongozimo.
u Mowaxe, n.z. A trap made of poles,

for catching wild animals.
u Moxa, n.x.z. 1. Wind; air; breath.

2. Spirit. The plu. is Omoya.
isi Moyoywa, ) n.x. A poor, distressed,
isi Moyoywana, )’ destitute person.

uku Mpabaza, x. Sec uku Mbaraza.
Mpasalala, adj. x. The standingof two

things in opposite directions. An
ox with horns standing in opposite
directions would be called, Inkabi
empasalala.

’Mpopu, adj.x.z. Yellow, or cream
colour. The prefix varies with the
prefix of the noun qualified. In-
komo empofu: a yellow cow.
Ihashc elimpofu: A cream-coloured
horse.

ubu Mpofu, 7i.x.z. A ycllowor cream colour.
z. Poverty; destitution.

uku Mpojipozela, v.t.x.z. To rush out,
as water towards a particular spot.
Umtombo ompompozelayo, cmlan-

jeni: A fountain that gushes out
into the river.

uku Mpompoza, v. t. x z. 1. To gush out,
as water from a gushing foun
tain.

2. Applied figuratively to rapid
speaking ; prattle ; senseless talk.

uku Mpumputa, v.i.x.z. To grope about,
as in the dark ; to feel about for the
way, as one blind.

ubu Mtoti, n. z. Sweetness ; that which is
pleasant to the taste.

uku Muka, v. I. z. to depart; to go away.
x. Ukumka.

uku Mukela, v.t.z. To depart to a certain
place, x. Ukumkela.

isi Mpumputi, n.x.z. One who gropes
about, as a blind man.

uku Munoa, v. t x.z. To suck anything.
Muxcu, adj. x.z. Sour. The prefix

changes with that of the noun
qualified. Limuncu isonka: The
bread is sour. Utywala obit-
muncu: Sour beer.

uku Munda, v. t. x.z. To cat. A woman’s
word. See uku JLlvnipa.

u Mungu, n.z. Chaff of mealies, or
Kaffir corn.

isi Mungulu, n.z. A dumb person.
isi Munoumunowane, z. A cutaneous

eruption ; a kind of itch.
uku Mungunya, v.t.x.z. To suck anything

by retaining it in the mouth, as a
sweet; to munch.

uku Munya, v. t. x. To suck, as a child at
the breast. Fingoc word.

Musa, v. x.z. Do not; you must not.
This is an imperative form of the
verb, expressive of entreaty. 11 is
used like Afana, and some others
of the aux. verbs, before the infini
tive of the principal verb. Alusa
ukwenza lonto : Don’t do tliat.
Alusa 'kumbeta umntwana wako : I
entreat you not to beat your child.

i Musa, n.z. A description of whitish
beads.

uku Mwamwateka, v.i. z. To smile.
Mxinwa, adj.x. Narrow. Applied to

a narrow pass, or gateway. Indlela
emxinwa.- A narrow pathway.
Isango elimxinwa : A narrow gate,
or gateway.
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The letter N has in Kaffir a dento-nasal
sound. When it precedes or is
followed by a vowel, it has the
same sound as in the English words
Hay, Hamc, &c., as in Ukuna : To
rain. Hamnye: Not one. When
N precedes the letters d, g, or j, it
combines with these consonants,
giving them a semi-nasal sound.
AWbamba nyendlela elunjileyo :
I walk in a right path. Yenye
nyalo : Do so. Siyakwetye ty’anina?
How shall we do! or in what man
ner shall we act!

Na, x. A particle, used, 1. As the re
ciprocal form of the verb, when
added to the root verb. Ukutanda :
To love. Ukutandana; To love
one another.

2. It is prefixed to certain forms
of the personal pronoun to form the
dem. pronouns, and expresses,
Here it is, there it is. Hall ihashe:
There is the horse. Hangu. umntu :
Hero is the person. These forms,
varying as they do according to the
spec, of the noun referred to, will
be found in their proper places
in the dictionary.

3. It is used as expressing the
proposition with before nouns and
pronouns. Nditeta nawe : I am
speaking with thee. Besifika naba-
bantu: We arrived with these peo
ple.

4. It is used as a conjunctive
particle, expressing, and, also, &c.,
before nouns, the infinitive of the
verb, and often before the other
parts of speech. When thus used
the final a of na coalesces with
the initial vowel of the noun or
verb, i changing into e, and
u into o. Indoda nenja yakc:
A man and his dog. Um-
fazi nomntwana wake: A woman
and her child. Ezulwini nasem-
hlabeni: In heaven and in earth.
Kwonke waqalayo nokuwenza no-
kukufundisa : All that he began to
do and to teach. When Na is used
as a copulative conjunction before a
word commencing with a con
sonant, no elision of the a takes
place. Ngapantsi napezulu: Below
and above. Pezu kwam, napezu
kwabantwana bam : On me, and on

B

my children. Lendlela imfutshane
ku naleyo : This path is short com
pared with that. In negative pro
positions, Na is often a disjunctive
particle. Ningabi nomali zegolide
nezesilivere: Provide neither gold
nor silver. Abafuni ’sibane, na-
sikanyiso selanga : They need no
candle, neither light of the sun.

5. It is inserted between the
simple forms of the relative and
demonstrative pronouns and
nouns, with a verbal power, ex
pressing the sense of the verb,
To have. Umntu onabantwana :
A person that has children.
Ircle cWnenhlangoti zimbini: A
sword that lias two edges. Indoda
cnamahashe amaninzi : A man
who has a large number of horses.

6. It is the sign of the interro
gative, when added to a word or
sentence. Ubabonilena abantwanal
Have you seen the children? Zi
fikilena, inkomo zako! Have your
cattle arrived! Bangapina abantu 1
How many people are they?

7.‘ Inserted between the neg.
pronominal prefix of a verb and a
noun it has a privative power, ex
pressing. I have not, They have not,
&c. Andinamali: 1 have no money.
Abanaukomo : They have no cattle.

8. It denotes comparison. Eli-
hashc linamendu ku naleya: This
horse is swifter than that. Umntwana
uyasebenza kakulu ku noyisc : The
child excels his father in work.

9. Ha is used to denote ability to
perform a thing, when prefixed to
certain nounsand pronouns used in
connection with active verbs.
Unamandla ukwenza oko: He has
strength, or ability, to do this.
Unako u Tixo kuwo lamatye
ukumvusela intsapo u Abraham :
God is able of these stones to raise
up children unto Abraham.

um Na, n. x. z. A younger brother. Con
tracted from Umninawe. Used
thus: (Zninakwetu : Our brother.
Umnawako : Thy brother, &c.

um Na, n. z. An eruption, with sores, on
the head of a child.

uku Na, v. f.x.z. To rain. The noun val
vula, rain, is generally used with
the verb. Liyana imvula: It rains.
Lit It (referring to the heavens)
rains rain.

2
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Nabo, pro.x. And thcyalso with them.
z. There they are.

uku Nabuloka, v.i.x. Toepen or stretch
out. The heavens may be said to
be Nabulukile : Stretched out.
Amazulu anabulukile pczulu : The
heavens arc stretched out above.

uku Nabuzela, v. i. z. To creep ; to crawl,
as an insect.

uku Nafuxa, v.i.z. To be sticky, glu
tinous, viscous.

uku Naka, t'.t.x. To commission a person
to perform a difficult undertaking.
The Zulu, meaning of this word is
much the same as uku Nakana in
the Xosre. z. To take an interest
in; to fix the mind on. Wayibona
into cntlc wanaka kuyo: He saw a
beautiful thing, and took an interest
in it, became attached to it.

Nakaloku, x. And how. Compounded
of the conjunctive particle na and
Kaloku: Now. It has always a re
ference to some circumstances or
events before spoken of, and is in
ferential in its meaning. Nakaloku.
Bawo, ndcnzcle ubungwalisa kwa-
ngokwako wena, ngobuncwalisa obo
endibe ndinabo kuwe lingekabiko
elizwe: And now, 0 Father, glorify
me with Thine own self, with the
glory which I had with Thee before
the world was.

uku Nakana, v.i.x. 1. To begin to com
prehend ; or understand.

2. To perceive ; to discern. Baba-
nakana ukuba babenaye u Ycsn :
They took knowledge of them, (per
ceived, from their conversation,)
that they had been with Jesus.
Kodwa akunakana u Paulusi ukuba
abanye babe ngaba Sadusi nabanyc
babe ngaba Farisi : And when
Paul perceived that the one part
were Sadducees, and the other Pha
risees. Kutc, ukuze ndiyinaZ-nne
lento : It was thus, I perceived this
thing. The radical meaning of this
word is, to receive impressions from
the circumstances of a case, or the
course of events which cause an in
ference to be drawn therefrom by
the mind.

Nakanye, adv.x.z. Not once; not at
all; never. This is a very strong
expression of a negative character
when used with a verb. Andi-
yikwenza lonto nakanye; I will
never do that thing. Wo kuvu-

mana! Will you consent! Nakanye!
No, never !

i Nakazi, n.x.z. A cow with white spots.
i Nakazi-ebomvu, zi.x.z. A red cow

with white spots.
i Nakazi-emnyama, n.x.z. A black cow

with white spots.
Nako, And it. See Na, at No. 9 of its

meanings. Nako is also the conjunc
tive form of the pronoun, spec. 8.
And it; or, And it also. z. Here it is.

Nakv, pron. x. Conjunctive form of
the pronoun, spec. 7. And it; or,
And it also. z. Here it is.

Nakuba, adv. x.z. And although; and
even if; notwithstanding that. Na
kuba imbi ndoyitabata: Although
it is ugly I will take it. Nakuba
bonkc beya kuhamba, ndiya kusala
mna: Notwithstanding that all de
part I will remain.

Nakubeki, ] adv. x. Even in that
Naskkubeni, j case.

um Nakwabo, n. x.z. A sister’s brother.
For the brother of a brother, see
um Na, Umninaice, and Umku-
luice.

um Nakwetu,. ji.x z. Our brother. A
brother belonging to the same
family, but not by the same wife.

um Nakwenu, w.x. Your brother ; one of
your house or family. See um Na.

i Nala, ti.x.z. An animal with white
spots, more generally applied to an
ox thus marked. Inkorao ezinala:
Cattle with white spots.

Nalt, x. Here it is: there it is. Spec.
2 sing. Nali ihashc: Here is the
horse.

in Nala, n.z. Plenty ; abundance of food.
Nalinye, x. Not one. Spec. 2 sing.

Anditetanga nalinye ilizwi : I did
not speak a single word. See
Namnyc.

Nalo, x. There it is. Spec. 2 sing.
Nalu, x. Dem. pro. spec. 5 sing.

Here it is. Nalu usana: Here it
is, the infant; or, Here is the infant.

Nalunye, x. Not one. Spec. 5 sing.
Sec Naninye.

Nama, x. Used with Ukuli, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
nama : To fasten upon ; to adhere
to. Ute nama amehlo akc kumi :
He fastened his eyes upon me.

isi Nama, n.x.z. A kind of burr grass.
So called because it attaches’itself
firmly to a person’s clothes when
walking among it. See Nama.
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uku Namata.u.i.x.z. To determinately per
severe in endeavouring to attach
guilt to a person; to lay hold of
determinately.

uku Namatela, t>.t.x.z. To adhere to; to
cleave to; to steadfastly and tena
ciously adhere to. Namatcla En-
kosini: Cleave to the Lord.

uku Namatblisa, v.t.x.z. To cause to ad
here ; to cement.

uku Namatesela, v. t.x.z. To seal, as with
wax.

isi Namatelo, n.x. z. Adhesion ; cohesive
ness.

uku Namaza, v. i. z. To become firm; to
become dense. Izulu lisanamaza
kuwa amatonsi odwa : The heaven,
or the atmosphere, continues quite
thick, dense, or firm, and there fell
a few drops only.

i Namua, n.z. A boa constrictor ; a
python, z. A rattlesnake.

isi Namba, n.z. A slow walker ; one who
always lingers behind ; a quiet, in
different, inoffensive person, but
wanting in energy.

i Nambezulu, n.x. A long, slender,
green snake, which inhabits trees.
z. i Nandczulu.

uku Nambita, n.t.x.z. To retain a thing
in the mouth, because it is palat
able ; to relish. Fingoc word.

isi Nambvnambu, n.x. An inert, slow per
son or animal; a creeping thing in
movement, z. isi Namba.

uku Nambvza, v.f.x. To move slowly; to
creep along slowly.

isi Nambuzane, n.x. An insect; a creep
ing creature.

uku Nambuzela, v.i. x. To creep as an in
sect ; to go on the hands and knees.
z. uku Nabuzela.

uku Nameka, v.t.x.z. 1. To plaster.
2. To glue, or fasten together by

cement.
Namiila, adv. x.z. To-day ; this day.
Namhlanje. adv.x.z. This very day.
Nam.nve, adj. x. Not one. Spec. 1

sing. Akashiya namnye oseleyo :
lie left not one remaining. See
Nanye.

uku Nanazela, v. i. x. To flutter, as a
mother bird over her young, or as
young birds who are beginning to
fly.

uku Nandipa, v.i.x. To be the subject of
joyous expectation. Ndinandipile
kuba kuza ku fika umkuluwe, kwa
nodade bam bcvela ngapesheya

kwolwandle : I am filled with joy
and anticipation because my bro
ther and sister are coming from
beyond the sea.

uku Nanbipisa, v.t.x. To cause joy and
joyous anticipation.

uku Nanela, v.t.x. To exchange shouts of
joy; to exhilarate ; to cheer; to
respond to a favour, by shouting
for joy and gratitude.

isi Nanelo, n.x. A shout of joy ; a mani
festation of gratitude.

Naega, x. Dem. pro. spec. 2 plu.
Here, or there, they arc. Nanga
amahashe : Here arc the horses.

Nango, x.z. The same as Nanga and
Nangu, which sec.

Nangoku, adv.x. And now; at this
time. Nangoku, ndisatsho : And
now I still say so.

Nangona, adv.x. Allowing that; not
withstanding : be it even so. Nan
gona uteta njaloa=iyi kuvuma: Not
withstanding you speak thus, we
will not consent. Nangona ku-
njalo jeng’ ukuba uthilo, aku-
lungile noko: Even allowing it is
as you say, it is not right neverthe
less.

Nangu, x.z. Dem. pro. spec. C sing.
Here it is; there it is. Nangu
umlambo besiteta ngawo: Here is
the river respecting which wc were
speaking. Nangu umlilo : Here is
the fire.

Nanguya, x.z. Dem. pro. spec. G sing.
1. There it is. Nanguya umango :
There is the ridge of country’.
Nanguya umnyama: There is a
rainbow.

2. And behold. VTcna kum-
kani ubukangela, nanguya umfane-
kiso umkulu : And thou, 0 king,
Rawest, and behold a great image.

Nani, x. Per. pro. Conjunctive form.
Ye also ; with you.

Naniya, conj.x. This is one of the
forms whereby verbs arc connected;
in grammatical construction it
gives a conditional character to the
sentence. It is placed between the
principal verb and the infinitive
of the verb which expresses the
sequence of the action which the
principal verb expresses. Celani
naniya kupiwa : Ask, and ye shall
receive. Funani naniya fumana:
Seek, and J’e shall find.

Nanku, x.z. Dem. pro. spec. 8. Here,or
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there, he, she, or it is, or they are.
Nanku is also frequently used in the
1st per., both sing, and pin. Nanku
ndilapa: Here I am. AranZ:usilapa:
Here we are.

Nankuya, x.z. Dem. spec. 1 sing.
There he is. Nankuya umntu
lowo henimfunayo : There is the
person whom ye were seeking.

Nastosixa! x. And what things!
Nantsi, x.z. Dem. pro. spec. 3 sing.

and G plu. Here they are. Nantsi
imilamboenamanzi: Hereare rivers
of water. JVantei indoda esityebe :
Here is a rich man.

u Nantsi, n.x.z. Used to express the
English phrase, " What do you call
him," when the person speaking has
forgotten the name of the person
referred to.

i Nantsi, x. The same as Unantsi, but
applied to things ; Unantsi being
applied exclusively to persons, and
Inantsi to things.

u Nantsika and i Nantsika, the same
as Unantsi and Inantsi, which
see.

Naxtsiya, x. z. Dem. pro. spec. 3
sing, and 6 plu. There it is; there
they arc. Nantsiya indlu yam :
There (it) is, my horse. Nantsiya
imiti : There (they) arc, the
trees.

Xante, adv.x. None; not one. Spec.
3 sing. Here the particle na has
a negative power, and is prefixed
to nye, one, to express “Not one.”
The verbal medial is inserted be
tween the na and nye, according to
the species of the noun referred to,
as, Naffnye, spec. 2 sing. Namnyc,
spec. 1 sing. These forms, as re
ferring to all the species of nouns,
both sing, and plu., will be found
in their proper places in the Dic
tionary.

uku Nanza, v.t. x.z. To approve of.; to
esteem; to be pleased with; to
respect. The negative form denotes
that the thing spoken of is little
regarded, is lightly esteemed.
Abazinanzi impahla zake: They
lightly esteem his possessions.

Nanzi, x.z. Dem. pro. plu. spec. 2
plu. Here they are. Nanzi in-
komo: Here are the cattle.

Nanzo, x.z. Dem. pro. spec. 2 plu.
Here, or there, they are. Nanzo
inyamakazi : Here are the game.

Nanziya, x.z. Dem. pro. spec. 2 plu.
There they are in the distance.
Nanziya intaba zika Matuwana:
There arc the Matuwana moun
tains in the distance.

Napakade, adv.x.z. 1. Ever; ever
lasting.

2. Never. Andiyi kuvuma,
napakade! I will never consent,
never I When thus used, it
means, lit., “ I will not consent for
ever;” that is, “I will continue
my non-consent, or refusal, for
ever."

u Napakade,n.x.z.Eternity;thatwhich
never ends.

u Nounapade, n.x.z. The eternal One;
He who is eternal; He who has no
end.

Nase, x. Conjunctive prefix to the
ablative of nouns, the final
vowel being elided. JVasendhlwini:
And in the house. Arosemlanjeni;
And in the river.

Nasi, x.z. Dem. pro. spec, i sing.
Here it is. Nasi isigqingqi : Here
is a pit.

Nasinye, x. Not one. Spec. 4 sing.
Nasinye isizwc: Not one nation.
Sdc Nanye.

Nasita, x.z. Dem. pro. spec. 4 sing.
There it is. Nasiya isixeko :
There is the city.

Naso, x. Conjunctive form of the per.
pro. spec. 4. And that. Naso-
sicaka ; And that servant, z. There
it is.

Nave, x.z. Per. pro. spec. 1, sing.
conj. form. He also ; with him.
U John wahamba Haye : And John
went with him. Siya kubamba
kunye naye : We shall go together
with him.

Nayo, x. Per. pro. spec. 3 sing. conj.
form. It also ; with it.

Naza, aux.v. And ye. This form of
Ukuza : To come, is used conjunc
tively to connect two parts of a
sentence, and has reference both to
that preceding and that which
follows. Kufuti kangakananina
ndinibize, naza anavumake ukuva 1
How often have I called you, and ye
refused to listen I

Nazo, per. pro. spec. 3 plu. con
junctive form. They also; with
them.

Nca, x. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
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nca : 1. To stick to ; to adhere, as
one substance to another.

2. To hold fast to a pursuit or
course of conduct.

i Nca, n.x. z. Grass of the fields.
Ncaca, adj.x. Unripe. Its prefix

varies with spec, of the noun quali
fied. Amaziuiba ancaca : Unripe
corn.

uku Ncaca, v.i.x.z. To move a person’s
residence from one place to another ;
to reside in different localities.

in Ncakancaka, n.x. The Uvula ; the
membrane attached to the soft
palate, and hanging over the glottis
or back part of the tongue.

in Ncala, n.x. Ants, the description
which build the large ant heap.

uku Ncama, v.i.x. 1. To give up a thing; to
forego a thing for some particular
purpose. Ute u Kristu, wabuticama
ubungcwalisa bake ngenxa yoku-
kululwa kwetu: Christ left (laid
aside) His glory for our salvation.

2. To give up a project or under
taking in despair or discouragement.
Sendincanu'Ze lonto : I have aban
doned that undertaking, z. To cat,
or finish eating, before starting on
a journey.

uku Ncamatisa, v.i.x.z. To stick to; to
adhere to.

uku Noamatisela, v.i.x.z. Togluc together;
to seal, as a letter.

i Ncamazana, n.x. Small birds.
uku Ncasiba, v. t. x. To give in charity; to

communicate to one who is in
need.

uku Ncambela, v.t. x. To give over to ; to
impart. Ukumncambda indaba
umntu : To give a person the
news.

i Noaxe, n.x. The end of a thing.
ukuNcAMLA, v. t. x. To taste a thing, as

food ; to take a little just to taste.
Used especially to denote the native
custom of sipping a little of the
milk by the person presenting it to
another before giving it to him.
This custom has doubtless arisen
from a fear of being poisoned by
the drink offered, z. Uku Bamula.

um Ncamli, n.x. One who tastes food for
the chief. This is an appointment
always made at the chiefs residence,
where a person al wavs tastes the
food offered to ihe chief before he
(the chief) partakes of it. z. Um-
camidi.

um Noancato, n.x. A narrow and dan
gerous path, where the traveller
has to “ cancata,” or step warily.

uku Ncancazela, v.i.x. To tremble as with
fear or cold.

in Ncanda, n.x. A porcupine.
i Ncane, adj. z. Small.

in Noasa, n.x. Flavour; that which
affects the taste.

uku Noataxa, v.i.x. To hide behind an
object, by passing behind it, as
hiding the person behind a tree.

uku Ncataxela, v t.x. To lie close for; to
hide the person for a purpose.

ubu Ncatu n. x. Moderation, especially in
food or drink, z. Incunu.

in Ncatu, n.x. An abstemious person.
uku Ncatta, v.t.z. To keep close to a per

son or thing, either by walking
with him, or by dctenninately fol
lowing him with accusations and
imputations of guilt.

uku Ncaza, v.t. x. To ask a person to give
tobacco or snuff. Ndiza kuncaza
kuwe mhlobo warn : I am come to
ask tobacco of you, my friend.

uku Ncazela, v.i.x. To give tobacco or
snuff to another. Ndincazde
mhlobo warn : Give me a little to
bacco, my friend.

i Nceba, n.x. A wound, inflicted as in
conflict, by a sharp weapon.

in Nceba, n. Kindness; amiability of
disposition ; tender feeling.

uku Nceda, v. t. x. z. To help; to assist.
i Ncede, n.x. A wren.
u Nckdo, n.x.z. Help; assistance.

uku Ncekelela, v.i.x. To coax; to
wheedle; to persuade by flattery.

um Ncekeleli, n. x. A whecdler; a flat
terer ; one who endeavours to gain
over another by smooth, coaxing
words.

in Nceku, n.z. An officer or servant of
the royal household.

ubu Nceku, n.z. Office discharged by an
Inceku.

in Ncekukazi, n.z. A female servant per
forming the same service as an
Inceku.

uku Ncela, v.t.z. To suck as a child, or
a calf, from its mother.

um Ncele, n.z. A strip of grass left as a
boundary between gardens.

in Ncema, n.z. Grass for thatching.
uku Ncencesha, v.i.x. To lead out water

for irrigation.
um Noekcesha, n.x. A water furrow; a

stream led out for irrigation.
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ubu Ncendencende, x. Tenderness; soft
ness of feeling ; a want of vigour
and manliness of feeling.

uku Ncendezela, v.i.x. To manifest ner
vousness ; to be timid.

uku Ncexoa, v.t.z. To entreat; to per
suade; to beseech in tender and
affectionate words, x. uku Cenga.

in Ncete, n.z. A small brown bird; a
species of lark. x. u Celu.

uku Nceteza, v.t.x.z. To inform against; to
betray ; to calumniate ; to misre
present; to scandalize. The word
properly and radically denotes the
giving of private information re
specting a person; and as this is
usually of a calumniatory character,
it is made to express scandalizing.

uku Nceiezela,v. t. x. To speak privately
to one person for another, so as to
obtain for him a favour. Wandi-
ncetezela enkosini: He spoke for
me to the chief.

uku Ncetezisa, v.t.x.z.. To induce another
to speak evil of a person,
whether by bribery or persuasion ;
to suborn ; to induce one person to
inform against another.

i Ncescesha. Sec in Cencesha.
um Ncetezi, n.x.z. A traducer; a be

trayer.
in Net, n. x. A jackal.
isi Nci, n.x. The name of an animal, as

of a horse,
i Nciba, n.x. The name of the Kie

Biver, which is the boundary of
the Cape Colony on the S.E.

in Ncibi, n.x. A mechanic.
ubu Ncibi, n.x. Skill in workmanship.
uku Ncibilika, v.i.z. 1. To melt; to dis

solve. x. uku Nyibilika.
2. z. To feel comfortable ; to be

in a state of case and comfort.
uku Ncibilikisa, v.t.z. To melt ; to

smelt ; to dissolve. x. uku
Nyibilikisa.

uku Ncika, v.t.z. To lean upon or
against.

Noisanana, adj.x. Very small; the
diminutive of Ncinane.

Ncisane, adj.X. Small; little. The
prefix changes with that of the
noun qualified. Isizwe esincinane :
A small nation. Ilizwe clincinane:
A small country, z. Ncane.

ubu Ncinane, n. x. Smallness ; diminu
tiveness ; insignificance.

uku Ncincita, v. t. x. To demolish; to extir
pate ; to kill and destroy ; to make

an end of an opponent by killing
him outright.

uku Ncisda, v. t. x. To dip a sop into
gravy or soup when eating, z. To
dip the fingers into food or soup,
and thus to eat by the hand.

in Ncindi, n.x. Pure liquid honey, as
found in the white virgin part of
the comb.

um Noinuo, n.z. Thin porridge made from
the substance strained from the
Kaffir beer.

uku Ncinezela, v.i.x. 1. To squeeze; to
press upon. Uyandincinezefa:
You arc pressing upon me.

2. To oppress. z. uku Cinde-
zela.

in Ncinizelo, n.x. Oppressions; tribula
tions.

in Ncixiba, n.x. An ostrich.
uku Ncixta, v.t.z. To out do another, as at

a game, or in hunting.
uku Ncihtisana, v.t. x. To vie with each

other; to endeavour to out-do each
other.

uku Ncinza, v.t.z. To pinch; to nip; to
bite or sting, as mustard.

isi Ncinza, n. z. A maid servant who is
also a concubine.

uku Ncipa, v. i. x. z. To grow less.
uku Noipeka, v.i.x.z. To decline; to walk

away. Amanzi ayancipeka : The
water is failing, wasting away.

uku Ncipisa, v.t.x.z. To make less; to
reduce, to diminish.

ubu Ncipo, n.x. Diminution ; reduc
tion.

uku Ncitsiiwa, v.x. To be made less. The
passive of uku ATci2>a. Bor the
change of the into tsh see the
letter P. This form is used to
express neglect towards a person or
persons in the general distribution
of food, or rewards and favours.
Bapiwa bonke, ngokuninzi kanti
ndincitshwa mina: They all re
ceive abundantly, but I am left
without, or receive sparingly.

i Neo, n.x.z. Red aud white ox.
uku Ncoka, v.i.x. To converse.

i Ncokazi, n.x.z. A white cow.
i Ncokazi ebomvu, n.x. A white and

red cow.
uku Ncokola, v.t.x.z. To hold free inter

course ; to converse; to chat; to
joke ; to speak familiarly, as among
friends.

in Ncokuti, n.x. A bug.
nku Ncola, v.x. To defile oneself; to con-
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tract filth. z. To ill-treat; to
ill-use.

uku Ncolisa, v.t.x. To defile; to foul; to
pollute.

uku Ncoma, v./.x. To highly value; to
extol a thing as of great value.

uku Ncomula, v.t.L. To pull up or off, as
grass from its sheath, and leaving
the roots in the ground.

urn Ncoxco, n.z. Young maize, up to the
time when the grains are formed on
the cob.

i Ncoxcoxi, n.x. A mosquito, z. Insen-
sane.

uku Ncondebbza, x. To do a thing care
fully. z. To speak out frankly on
any point.

u Ncoxdo, n.z. A lame person or
animal.

uku Ncotuka, v. i. x.z. To fall off, as hair
from an animal.

uku Ncotula, v. t. x.z. 1. To pluck oil’ as
hair from a skin.

2. To extract, as a thorn from the
flesh.

uku Ncotyoba, v. t. z. To cut the hair from
the head.

i Ncozana, n.x.z. A little of anything;
a small part.

i Ncozanyasa, n. x. z. A very small
quantity of a whole.

in Ncuka, n.x. A wolf.
ubu Ncuka, n. x. Wolfishness of disposition.

Umntu onobuncuka: a fierce, tyran
nous, severe, voracious person.

in Ncula, n. x. A stabbing spear; a
bayonet.

i Nculu, n.z. An abstemious person, one
who cats little.

ukuNcuMA, v. i. x. To smile, z. Ukuna-
meteka.

uku Ncujiascumeza, v.i. x. To simper; to
smile continuously.

uku Ncumeza, I’.t.x. To smile with an air
of carelessness.

uku Ncukca, v.f.x.z. To suck up any liquid
into the mouth, as through a native
strainer made of rushes, for sucking
thick milk from.

uku Ncukcuteka, t’.t.x.z. Tobe very much
reduced by sickness; to have little
flesh on the bones.

ubu Neuu, z. Abstemiousness; modera
tion ; order; regularity, x. ubu
Arcatu.

urn Ncunuba, n.x. A willow tree, that
species which grows wild on river
banks.

uku Ncueza, v.t.x. To dip a sop into milk ;

to dip anything into milk which
absorbs it, for the purpose of suck
ing it out. The Kaffirs often
cat their thick milk in this
manner.

um Ncunza, n.x. A small dipping stick,
made of rushes and tied together
with a bushy end for dipping into
milk, to eat thick milk with.

Ncwa, x. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
ncwa: To clear all ofl'; to sweep
off clean, as in taking all there is
in war. Hambani, niti ke nakufika
nitimbe, niti ncwa : Go, and when
ye arrive take captive, and make a
clean sweep, letting nothing re
main.

Ncwaba, x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. S of its meanings.
Ukuti ncwaba.- To doze ; to snooze.

u Ncwaba, n.z. A wealthy, well-to-do per
son ; one of the chiefs of the land.

uku Ncwaba, t’.i.z. To become rich ; to
have a fine appearance or com
plexion, as one unaccustomed to
labour. When a native is well
oiled, and his skin appears soft and
shining, he is said to Hcwaba.

ubu Ncwaba, n. z. Wealth; riches. Umntu
onobunc'waba: A wealthy person ;
a person in circumstances which
exempt him from labour.

uku Ncwaba, v.t.x.z. To bury; to inter.
i Ncwaba, n.x.z. A grave; a sepulchre.

Before Christianity was introduced
into the Kaffir and Zulu country,
the natives conferred the honour of
sepulture on their chiefs and great
men only; thus the grave was
called an 1 ncwaba, from Unclcaba:
Wealth, indicating that a wealthy
person, or one of royal blood, lay
there.

uku Ncwabaza, v.i.x. To open and shut
the eyes, as if asleep; to be
drowsy.

uku NcwabelAjX.z. l.Toburyinaspecificd
place. Mamncicabcla emdeni we-
lifa lake : They buried him in the
border of his inheritance.

2. To bury for another.
i Ncwabi, n.x. Sec in Cwadi.

ubu Ncwaxe, n.x. A collection of beautiful
things.

ubu Ncwaxgu, n.x. Villany; vice; vicious
ness.

i Ncwaxou, n.x. 1. An abandoned,
vicious, mischievous person.
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2. Used also adjcctively. Umntu
oncncicangu: A vicious person ; an
ill-disposed person.

uku Ncwasa, ti.f.x. To entertain an inten
tion towards a person of asking a
favour of him, or of proposing some
project to him, but from a feeling
cither of fear or prudence, to post
pone mentioning it from time to
time, and then to introduce the sub
ject by a roundabout way; to
hint at; to mention slightly; to
allude to.

Ncwazi, adv. x. Used with Ukuti,
which see at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukuti ncwazi: To begin to become
twilight; to be.ein to be dusk;
denoting the time of evening
twilight.

uku Ncwela, v.Z.x.z. To cut into strips or
thongs.

uku Ncwina, t-.i.x. To utter a sharp cry
caused by pain; to utter a sup
pressed groan.

i Newt x a, 7i.x. A sharp cry caused by
pain.

in Ncwixcwt, n.z. The sugar bird.
Nda, x. Verbal prefix 1st per. sing.

past time. Ndafika: I arrived.
Ndaku, x. Tense form of the verb 1st

pers. sing. sub. mood. When I.
Ndaku iika: When I arrived, or.
When I arrive.

Ndakuxelela, x. I can tell you, or, I
can assure you. This word is used
in familiar conversation in the
above sense; thus, Yinyaniso um-
hlobo warn, ndakuxdcla: It is true,
my friend, I can assure you. Nga-
bantu abalungileyo, ndakuxelela:
They are good people, I can tell
you.

Ndandisga, x. Tense form of the verb.
I did not. Ndadingatauda: I did
not love.

Ndaxdixoasavi, x. Neg. tense form of
the verb, prefixed to the infinitive of
the verb. And I will no more, or, And
I will not again. This form implies
a reference to some circumstance or
circumstances of a conditional cha
racter. Gcinani imiyalclo yam nda-
ndinyasayi kunohlwaya : Keep My
commandmants, and 1 will no more
be angry with you.

Ndanoa, x. Tense form of the verb.
Followed by another verb it denotes,
I wastes if I were. Ndanga ndifile:
I was as one dead. Ndanga ndi-

sezulwini: I was as if I were in
heaven.

u Ndasa, «.z. One of the months, com
mencing about the middle of Janu
ary in the Roman Calendar.

Ndawohina? adv.x. Which place!
Compounded of fndawo : Place,
and Nina: Which. Uteta ndawo-
nina? Which place do you speak of!

Ndawonve, adv. x. z. In one place ; to
gether. Sihlcli ndawonye.- We
live together in one place.

Ndaye, x Tense form of the verb,
past indef. 1 per. sing. Ndaye ndi-
teta: I spoke.

Ndaza, x. Compounded of Nda, ver
bal prefix, 1st per. sing, past time,
and Za, the root of Ukuza : To
come. It is a conjunctive form
whereby two verbs are connected,
implying continued action ; answer
ing to the English sense of “ then,”
when some action which is already
completed is referred to, and the
actor continues his narrative, by
speaking of other acts which imme
diately follow. Ndati kuyc kau-
ndipo ndisclc; watoba umpanda
wake, wati sola: Ndaza, ndati,
nyintoinbi ka banina? Ndaza nda-
faka ezacolo czaudleni zakc: And I
said to her, Let me drink, I pray
thee : and she let down the pitcher,
and said, Drink. And I asked her,
Whose daughter art thou? And I
put the bracelets upon her hands.

u Ndebeza, 7i.x. A night hawk.
Ndedwa, adv.x. Alone. 1st per. sing.

I alone. Ndifike ndedwa: I have
arrived alone. Often preceded by
inina, the nom. of the per. pro.
Nina ndedwa : 1 alone.

Nni, x. Pronominal verbal prefix 1 per.
sing.pro. tense. aVeZiteta: I ainspcak-
ing, or, I speaking. Not is the verbal
prefix 1 per. si ng. used to connect two
or more verbs conjunctively in the
sub. mood. Ukuze ?ii7imbedeshc,
jicZhnbulclc, niZZtembc yena yedwa :
That I should worship him, and give
him thanks, and trust in him alone.
z. Ngi.

uku Ndiuaza, v.i.x. — Ndila, which sec.
Ndibe, x. Tense form of the verb, 1st

per. sing, imper. tense. Ndibe
nditeta : I was speaking.

NmiiENniKOA, x. I would therefore.
Ndibendinga'Nkosi ndibuza ukuba
ndinga ngeua upana '! I would there-
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fore ask, Sir, if I can enter
here.

Ninstr,jper.pro.x. 1.1 myself, Ndimi
kc : It is 1 myself, z. Ngimi.

2. By me. Causal form of the
pro. Denoting that I am the actor.
Ycnzwa ndimi : It is done .by me.

Nmst-LO, pro.x. I, or me myself.
Usually used after an active verb.
Ycnzwa ndim-lo: It is done by
myself. It is a contraction of
Ndimi loivo.

uku Ndinda, v.i.x. To speak artfully,
to insinuate, and in a winning
manner to conduct a conversation
so as to raise impure thoughts,
and at the same time to gain the
affections byartful.mcans: to seduce.
z. To ramble about in a listless, idle
manner; tobc indifferent to work, and
bent only on enjoyment and pleasure.

Ndinoa, Tense form of the verb, po
tential mood. 1 may or can.
Ar<Ztng«hamba: I can go Also
neg. form pre. imp. tense. I am
not. Ndinga tandi: 1 am not loving

Ndini, n. x. A termination added to
personal nouns for the purpose of
calling attention. It is used in a
familiar mode of address to a per
son or persons. Umntu : Person.
Mntu ndini: You person. Um-
fazi : Woman. Mfazi ndini: You
woman. Indoda: Man. Ndoda
ndini: You man. Nina ndini:
Ye, you there. The initial vowel in
the above examples is dropped in
accordance with the rule that in
the vocative case of nouns the in
itial vowel is elided.

uku Ndita, v.i.x. To speak with hesita
tion from not being certain of the
correctness of what is said.

uku Nditaza, To talk fast; or to talk
without meaning; to gabble.

isi Ndiyandiva, n.x. 1. Perplexity; in
tricacy.

2. The name of a plant eaten by
the Zulu Kaffirs to remove perplex
ity of mind : but especially by one
who is accused of any crime, when
guilty, to prevent confusion when
before his judges.

NnivA, x. Tense form of the verb, 1st
per. sing. pre. indie, mood. 1 am.
NdiyaMa: I am speaking. Lit.
1 go speak ; the ya coming from
Ukuya: To go. Prefixed to the
infinitive of the verb, it denotes

future time. Ndiya Xrutcta: I shall
or will speak, z. Ngiya.

uku Ndivaza, u.i.z. To wander about con
fusedly in thought and speech; to
be distracted; perplexed.

uku Ndiza, v.t.z. To fly as a bird in the
air. Izinyoni xiytuidiza pezulu :
The birds fly high in the air.

ama Ndla, n.x.z. Strength; power ;might;
ability; authority ; courage or capa
bility to perform an action, or ac
complish an enterprise. Unama-
ndla: He is strong, able, power
ful.

ili Ni>le, n.x. An uninhabited district.
Compounded of llizwe and Aga-

pandle. Lit. A district outside
as a moor, or a barren place.

izi Ndle, n.x. Places or districts which
are uninhabited.

u Ndlebende, n.x.Amtile. z. Imbongolo.
Ndodwa, adv.x. I alone. Ndaycnza

lonto ndim ndodwa: I myself
alone did that.

um Ndondosholo, n.x. A swelling caused
by a blow.

uku N noxnozA, v. i. x. To throb, or beat,
like the pulse, or heart.

um Ndubv, n.x. A tree which grows on
the banks of rivers; the wild wil
low. z. Umunyezane.

uku Ndcluka, v.i.x. To remove; to go
away; to depart.

uku Ndulula, v.t.x.x. To dismiss; to send
away.

i Ndulo, n.z. A former thing; that
which is of old. Abantu bendulo:
Persons ot a former race or genera
tion.

u Ndvscb,n.x. The rectum. x.Umdidi.
isi Ndundvnuv, n.z. A weevil, x. Inyqo-

koquane.
uku Ndweba, v.i.x. To be shy; to be

timid.
uku Ndwebela, v.i.x. To be shy of; to

have a nervous fear of; to dread.
i Ndwebo, n.x. Timidity; nervous fear.
u Ndwbsdwe, n.x. A company of peo

ple, who are strangers, and on a
visit to a place, z. A company of
people who accompany a bride to
the residence of her future hus
band.

i Ndweza, n.x. A robin.
Ne, Four. It takes its prefix from

the spec. of the noun it qualifies.
Jnkomo zine: Four cows. Abantu
bane: Four people.

isi Ne, x. The fourth. Umyaka owesine
2
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The fourth year. India eyesine :
The fourth house.

um Ne, n.7. Eldest brother. Often used
in familiar conversation to any man
older than the speaker.

Nei>wa, x. Ye alone. Ni nedwa na?
Are ye alone I

uku Nesiba, v.Z.x.z. To hit a thing; to
strike a thing aimed at, as with a
gun. z. To cement; to cause to
adhere to.

i Nemba, n.7.. Severe pains. Usually
restricted to labour pains in child
birth. x. i Nimba.

i Nembezulu, n.x. A species of snake.
i Nene, n.x. 7. 1. Truth; faithfulness.

Yinene lonto : That thing is true.
Yenza ngenene: Act faithfully.

2. A worthy person ; one who is
incapable of mean actions ; a reli-
able friend. Umntu olinene: A
truthful, reliable person.

3. A person of rank ; a gentle
man, as distinguished from the
commonality, z. um Nene.

isi Nene, acZu.x. The right side. Generally
used thus, Kwe yesinene On the
right side; referring to a noun of
spec. 3 sing. Kwe yesinene ycn-
dlela. On the right side of the path.

aba Nenene, x. Lit. Those who have truth.
Sincere persons ; faithful ones; those
who may be trusted. Plu. of Inene.

uku Nexga, v. t.x. To grind fine, as flour.
z. To loathe; to nauseate; to have
an aversion to ; to abhor; to avoid
all connection with.

um Nenga, n.x. A whale.
um Nenge, n.7. A sluggard.

uku Nengisa, v.t.r. To disgust.
um Nexgo, n. x. Fine flour.

i Nenendini, n.x. A term of respect,
used very much like the English
word Sir, or Gentleman. 'Alanene-
ndini nivcl' apina, nisinga pina?
Gentlemen, from whence come ye,
and whither arc ye going?

uku Neta, v.i.x.7. 1..To get wet from rain.
Ndinetilc ; I am wet from rain.

2. To let in rain, asa leaky house.
Indlu iyaneta: The house leaks, or
admits the rain.

uku Netisa, v.t. x. To make wet, as from
rain, or sprinkling of water.

i New, n.z. 1. The misletoc.
2. A parasitic plant, from which

bird-lime is made.
3. Any viscous substance, x.

Ingeembu.

ama Newu, ) n.x. Beautiful things of
ama Newunewu, | every description.
uku Nfikila, v.t.x. To pinch, z. Ninza.
um Nga. n.x.7.. The mimosa tree, from

which a fine gum is obtained.
uku Nga, v. i. x.z. To wish. The root of

this verb, Nga, is used as an
auxiliary verb, to form the tenses
of the optative mood.

1. It is prefixed to the tenses of
the potential mood, and thus forms
the optative mood. Thus :—
Ndingateta: I can speak. Ndinga-
ndingateta: 1 wish I could speak.
Ningateta : Ye can speak.
Ndinga-ningateta: I wish you
could or would speak.

2.'To seem. It is used in this
sense as an aux. verb in the pre
sent, past, and future time, express
ing hypothetical semblance. Banga
bangabtrntu abalungilcyo : They
appear to be good people. JKanga
ungumtu odanileyo, ngento ayenzi-
leyo : He seemed as one who was
ashamed of what he had done.

Nga, x. z. The root of Ukunga is used
in a variety of senses, all implying
potentiality when used affirmatively,
and as a negation of power when
used in forming the negative tenses
of the verb. It is thus very exten
sively used in the inflections of
nouns, pronouns, and verbs.

1. In forming the neg. tenses of
the verb. Rnnga tandi : They love
not, or they not loving. Aba
tandanga: They did not love.
Sinyasakutanda : We shall not love
any more.

2. It is used in forming the
potential mood of the verb. Diziga
tanda : I may’ or can love. An-
Yinge tandc : I cannot love.

3. When prefixed to ba, the root
of the verb Ukuba, To be ; it de
notes probability, expressing the
sense of, “ It seems as if." Ar<7«ba
ngnyc : It seems as if it were he.
Ku«<7«ba njalo : Possibly it is so.

•1. It is used for the instrumental
form of the per. pro. and of nouns,
as distinguished from the causal
form ; denoting agency, used to
effect a purpose by another, who is
the prime actor: giving the sense
of the action being performed
through him, them, or it, as dis
tinguished from by him, them, or
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it. Ycnzwa ngayc: It is done
through him ; he being employed,
or instigated thereto, by another.
Sihlclwc yilengozi ngrani : This
evil has come upon us through
you ; that is, by your neglect, or
contrivance.

5. As a general rule, when nga
is prefixed to nouns the initial
vowel of which is i, the final re of
■nga coalesces with the i, and is
changed into c; and when the initial
vowel is u, it changes intoo. Ndiya-
sebenza npomhlakulo: I work with
the spade ; that is, the spade is the
instrument by which I work. Nda-
hamba nqenqwelo; I travelled by,
or through. the agency of, a wagon.
Ubulcwo yfztqwclo: He is killed
by the wagon ; that is, the wagon
killed him, as the sole cause of bis
death.

(5. Thus dropping the final re, and
changing the initial vowel of the
noun, it is used in a variety of
senses, denoting various conditions
which other languages render by
prepositions, conjunctions, or other
particles. Thus :—

(1.) According to, or in conse
quence of. Ndize uqelizwi lako : I
am come according to, or in con
sequence of, thy bidding. Sigwetywe
nqomteto : We are condemned ac
cording to, or by, the law. Ubu-
lowe nqendlala : He is killed by
hunger.

(2.) During, or about, such a
time. Siyakubako nqokusa: We
shall be there in the morning.
Bayakufika nqokuhlwa : They will
arrive in the evening.

(3.) When repeated before a
noun or pronoun, it compares one
thing or person with another.
Lomtwana inganga lowo : That
child is as big as this. Indlu
inqonqendlu yenkosi : A house
which is as large as that of the chief.
Unqrenqelizwc: He is as large as
the world. When thus repeated
and prefixed to Ukuba, the verb
“ to be,” it expresses the sense of
the English word “ s when used
to denote the extent of an opera
tion, or the degree of a quality.
Ubukulu bake bunjanqokuba, kun-
geko onga linganiswa naye: His

greatness is such, that none can be
compared with him. Wanditanda
uqauqokuba wandipa ihashe : He
so loved me that he gave me a
horse.

(4.) Prefixed to two nouns follow
ing each other of the same signifi
cation, or prefixed to Nye : One,
preceded by the plural forms of the
first forms of the dem. pro. belong
ing to the noun spoken of, (see
Grammar,) it means, “ one by one.”
Saziba'a nqenkabi, nqenkabi; or,
Sazibala inkabi n<7«zinye,wr/ozinyc:
We counted the oxen one by one.
B.asukaabantu,nq«banye,uynl>anye:
The people rose up one by one.
When prefixed to the plural forms
of numeral nouns, it means, by tens,
hundreds, &c. Babcko uqremakulu :
They were there by hundreds.
Babulawa uyomawaka: They were
slain by thousands.

(5.) Thus prefixed to nouns which
follow verbs, Noa expresses several
adverbs and prepositions,—viz.,
“By." Sipe ukutya kwetu imihla
nqemihla : Give us our food day-
fcy-day. “ With." Sikolisiwe ngo-
kulunga kwako: We arc satisfied
with thy goodness. “ Concerning."
Bambuza nqokuhamba kwake:
They asked him concerning his
travels. Siteta mgazo izinto
zomhlaba : We speak of earthly
things.

(6.) Noa prefixed to nominal
verbsand nouns, changes them into
adverbs. Imihla : Days. Nge-
mihla : Daily. Ukusa : The dawn.
Ar</okusa: Early in the morning.
Ukulunga ; Goodness : righteous
ness. AT/okulunga: Bightly.

(7.) When prefixed to the dative
of the per. pro., it often signifies,
“ Against, towards, from,” See.
Inqumbo yake yavuta nqakubo:
His wrath waxed hot against them.
Ndakangela nqnkubo : I looked
towards them. Bavcla njakwelo
cala : They came from that
direction.

isi Noa, n.x.z. A thorny plot of ground ;
a plot or locality where the mimosa
thorn tree grows; usually used in the
ablative. Esingweni: In the thorn
country.

Ngaba, aJt’.x.z. Probably, afgaba
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wofika namhla: Probably he will
arrive to day. Sec Nga, at No. 3
of its meanings.

Ngabakqa, x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. S of its meanings. Ukuti
ngabanqa: To suddenly descend
and arrive at a place, as at the bot
tom of a hill.

Ngabanye, x. Others. Spec. I phi.
Ngabanye abantu aba: These are
other persons. Sitcta ngabanye aba-
ntwana : We speak of other children.
Yenzwa ngabanyeabantu : Done by
other persons.

Ngabanye, x. See Nga, at No. 6 (4)
of its meanings.

uku Ngabaza, r. i.x. To conjecture, as one
uncertain how a thing will happen
to turn out

Ngabo. yiro.x.z. They. Spec. 1 plur.
Nuabokk, pro. x.z. These are they.

Spec. 1 piur. Ngaboke abantu bendi-
teta ngabo : These are the people of
whom I spoke.

Ngabomi, adv. x. Wilfully: purposely.
Asiyingozi lonto, yenza ngama-
bomi : That is not an accident, it is
done on purpose.

uku Ngabula, v. t. x. To clear a way or
path among diflicultics; to clear a
passage through a crowd. Ngabula
wena, ndolaudcla mina; Press you
on, and clear the way, and I will
follow. See uku Oabula.

Ng.ika, adj.x.7.. So large. The prefix
changes with that of the noun it qua
lifies. I nd hi engaka: A houscso large.
Umti ongaka-. The tree so large.

Ncakaxaxa, arZv.x.z. So great; so
large. Umzi ongakanana! So great
a town I Inkosi engakanana! So
great a chief 1

Ngakanani, adv.x.7. Not many; not
so very large, or not so much. (See
Grammar.) Inkomo zake azinga-
kanani: His cattle arc not so very
many. Abantu abangakanani: The
people are not so numerous.

Ngakanaxixa? a<Zv.x.z. How many
are they? Zingakananina inkomo
zako ? How many are your cattle 1

Ngako, adv. x.z. 1. Therefore; on
that account; in consideration
thereof. lieVungako ukuba cbeteta:
It was therefore that he spoke.

2. Respecting which. Ngako cbe-
kutetayo u James: Respecting
which James spoke. Ngako okokc
nditsho mina akusayi kuzuza into :

It is therefore, or for this reason,
yon shall receive nothing.

Ngakona, adv. x. Thither. Sisinga
ngakona: We are proceeding
thither.

Ngaku, adv. x. Against; in opposition
to. Niyalwa nj/oZui-Tixo: Ye are
fighting against God. Baman’ uku-
teta ngakuli : They are continually
speaking against us.

Ngaku.mbi, adv. x. Sec Kumbi.
1. This word is often used in con

nection with verbs and adjectives to
express intensity of action, or in
crease of quality. Babcte nga-
kumbi: Beat them with greater vio
lence. Yenza ukuba babcngcwcle
ngakumbi : Make them yet holier
still.

2. It sometimes means “ other
wise,” or the doing a thing after
a different manner. Yenza nga
kumbi: Doit again after a dif
ferent style.

Ngakupina 1 x. This word is used with
the verb Ukwenza: To do, in the
sense of “ Whatshall Ido?” Sendiya
kwenza ngakupina? How shall 1 do
now? Wakohlwa ukuba angenza
ngakupina: He was at a loss, or
knew not how or what to do.

Ngamana, x. The present potential of
Mana, which see. When Ngainana
precedes a verb it is supplicatory,
expressing, “ O that thou wouldest
continue to." Ngamana usinccda
’Nkosi I 0 that thou wouldest con
tinue to help us, Lord ! It is a
contraction of Wanga ungamana ;
and has an optative force.

Ngajiaqinga, adv.s. Artfully; cun
ningly ; intriguingly. From Uku-
qinga : To plot; to intrigue. Yeka
ukwenza ngamaqinga ngakumi :
Cease to intrigue against me.

ubu Nganga, n. x. Boldness; courage; as
surance.

ubu Ngangamsha, n. x. Majesty : mighti
ness.

i Ngangane, n. x. A description of wild
turkey, called by the colonists the
hadadah.

Nganeno, adv.x.7,.1. On this Bide.
2. Used as a particle of compari

son. Ubukulu bayo bunganeno
kwaleyo : This is smaller than that.

i Ngangazana, n.7.. A small species of
antelope.

Nganhlanye, adv.7.. On one side.
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Ngani? ) x. 1. Why; how is it?
Nganina?) Umbctc ngani ? Why

do you beat him? Nibendifuna
nganina ? Why, or how is it that
ye sought me ?

2. For what reason? It is gene
rally used in this sense when a
statement has been made which
produces astonishment and indig
nation on the part of the hearer.
Ngani ? Explain yourself ; what i
do you mean ?

in Noanyana, n.x. A small space. From
Umgama'. A distance. It is the
diminutive of Umgama.

Ngava, adv. x. This way. Yizani
nibamba ngapa ■■ Come ye, and
proceed by this way.

Ngapambi, «dv. x.z. Before; just in
front of. Ngapambi kwcndlu : In
front of the house. Ngapambi
kwabo : In front of them.

Ncapandle, adv. x.z. 1. Without.
Ngapandlv kwam aningenze nento:
Without me ye can do nothing.

2. Outside. Ngapandle kwcndlu :
Outside the house.

3. In the count ry, as distinguished
from the town. Scbehleli nga
pandle: They now live in the
country.

Noapantsi, adv.x.?.. 1. Underneath ;
below another thing. Ingapantsi
kwelityc imali: The money is un
derneath the stone.

2. Lower in position or rank.
Ungapantsi kwam wena: Thou
art lower in rank than I am ; I have
authority over thee.

Ngapaya, adv. x. Far away in that
direction, referring to a place in
the distance beyond the range of
vision. Ngapaya kwentaba : Far
away on the other side of the
mountain.

Ngapesiibya, adv. x.z. On the other
side of a river or a stream.

Ngapezu, adv. x. z. Above.
Noapezulu, adv. x.z. High above.
Ngapi? x.z. A contraction of Nga-

pina? Whereabouts? Ubabona
ngapi ? Whereabouts did you see I
them ? z. Mow many. Izinkomo |
zingapi ? How many cows are'
there ?

Ngapina ? x.z. 1. Whereabouts?
Ar«n<7<tpi'nuapobangakona? Where- ;
abonts are they •

2. When Ngapina is preceded by '

the forms of the substantive verb
of the plu. specs, of nouns, (see
Grammar,) it means, “ How many."
Zingapina inkomo zako ? How
many are thy cattle? Bangapina
abantu? How many people?

jSgapo, adv.x. That way. Buyani
ningahambi ngapo hlczi nibulawe:
Beturn ye, and go not by that wav,
lest ye be killed.

Ngas, x. A particle prefixed to the
ablative of nouns, giving the sense
of “ about, near to,against,towards,"
&e. Atywendlwini : About the
house. Ar£/«selwandle: Near the
sea. JV<7««c-Norde : Towards the
North. Atywekohlo: On the left
hand. The s in this form is epen
thetic and is thus inserted before the
ablativcof the noun, as in some other
cases of its inflexion.

Ncasese, adv. x.z. Out of sight; in
secret. Batcta ngaseee : They
speak in secret. Hlala ngascse : Ke-
main out of sight. When followed
by a noun or pronoun, the particle
kwa is prefixed to the noun or pro
noun. Ngascuc kiva bantu: Secretly
to the people. Hamba nganeee
kivake: Proceed secretly from him.

Ngasibili, adv. Really, truly, x.
Ngenene.

Ngati, adv. x.z. 1. As if; probably ; it
seems as if. Ngati lihashc : It
seems as if it were a horse. Ngati
ngabo. It is probably them. Knn-
jengokuba ngati, ndifile : Just as if
I were dead.

2. When prefixed to numbers, it
means, “About that number.”
Ngati ngamawaka alishumi: About
ten thousand.

Ngatubani? ) x. By what means, or
Ngatvbanina ?) how can it be?

Singasindwa ngatubani ? How, or
by what means, can we be saved?
This word is compounded of I tuba :
An opening ; Nga : Through ; and
Nina? What? so that Ngatuba-
nina ? is literally, By what open
ing, or opportunity ! The example,
therefore, Singasindwa nga tubanina,
is lit., By what opening, or by what
opportunity, can we be saved ?

i Ngawukazi, n. x. A harlot.
Ngawu, i’. x. Used with Ukuti, which

see at No. S of its meanings.
Ukuti ngawu: To be open to re
ceive all that comes. A young bird
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is said to ngnwu, when it opens its
mouth to receive food, and receives
all that is given without discrimi
nation. The word, in Gawukazi:
An harlot, is from this word ; mean
ing, one who is ready to receive all
who come.

ubu Ngawu, n.x. Lewdness.
nm Ngca, n.x. A line drawn.

i Ngcaba, n.z. A small skin bag, used
for the carrying of medicines.

uku Nocakaca, v.t.x. To have spots here
and there; applied to the appear
ance of a field of corn which in
spots docs not grow at all, or grows
with a sickly growth, having very
thin stalks, and but little corn in
the ear, or which has been obstructed
in growth by some cause.

i Ngcakcati, n.x. Any viscid, sticky,
glutinous substance, as glue, treacle,
or honey.

in Nccasa, n.x. Flavour, as of food.
uku Ngcatsha, v.t.x. To betray; to give

secret information.
i Ngcazi,«.z.A large,round.ca’then pot.
i Ngceba, n.z. A wild banana, the fruit

of which is eaten.
uku Ngcekela, v. t.z. To coax.
uku Ngcekela, v.t.x. To balance and

carry a burden on the head, without
holding it with the hand.

i Ngcelu, n.z. A small basket.
um Ngcelu, n. z. A bird about the size of a

lark, which frequents new grass.
isi Ngcelwase, n.x. A species of aloe.

ubu Ngcembi, n.x. Tardiness; deliberate
ness in performing an operation.
Ukwenza ng-jbungcenibi: To do a
thing deliberately; to do it lei
surely.

i Ngcembu, n.x. Birdlime, z. Inevu.
uku Ngchteza, v.i z. To step or jump, as

from one stone to another in cross
ing a river.

uku Ngcikwa, n.x. To slander; to malign;
to traduce.

u Ngciuxgcile, n.x. A hop. Ukwenza
ungeilingeile: To hop. Lit. To
make a bop.

uku Ngcixga, v.t. z. To predict evil, for the
purpose of causing an alarm.

i Ngcixgo, n.z. A small narrow pass, as ,
between two mountains; a strait at
sea.

i Ngcola, n. x. A description of assegai.
i Ngoopo. Sec in Gcopo.
i Ngcula, n.x. 1. Meat of an animal

that has died.

uku Ngcumukka, v.i.x. To lose flesh; to
become thin.

i Ngoungou, n.x. The bird called the
honey-bird.

uku Ngcungcuta, v.t.x. To waste or di
minish by gradual decay or loss, as
sickness or disease wastes a patient.

uku Ngcungcuteka, v.n.x. To waste away,
as by sickness; to decay. Kodwa
umntu uyafa nngcungcuteka: But
man dieth and wasteth away.

ubu Ngcwalisa, n.x. Brightness; glory.
uku Ngcwalisa, v.t.x. To make bright; to

glorify.
i Ngcwaliso, n.x. Glory; brightness.
i Ngcwane, n.x. A species of grass.

ubu Ngcwasgu, n.x. Obstinacy; resistance
to good ; villany.

i Nccwangu, n.x. A bad, wicked, obsti
nate person.

i Ngcwele, n.x. A pure thing; holi
ness. Used adjectively thus : Into
oyingcwele: A pure thing. Lit. A
thing which is a pure thing. Umoya
oyingcwele: The Holy Spirit, z.
Beautiful; smooth ; shining.

ubu Ngcwele, n.x. Purity; holiness; that
which is undefiled.

uku Ngcwenca, v.t.x. 1. To so dip or re
move any liquid, as not to disturb
auy sediment there may be.

2. To be ready to drop, as rain
from the clouds, or as tears from
the eyes. Amchlo angeengile, inyc-
mbezi: The eyes water with
tears.

Nge. (See Arga, especially at No. 6 of
its meanings, and Ngo.) To what is
said under the particles nga and
ngo, it might be added here, that
nge is very generally used in con
versation to express Ought and
Would; and is prefixed in this
sense to the tenses of the indicative
mood of the verb. A’j/cnditeta : 1
ought to speak. aVi/cntctilc : Thou
oughtest to have spoken. aV</e is
also used for the English word in,
when used in such sentences as the
following:—Ukutetangegamalami:
To speak in my name. aVf/eninga-
teti: You ought not to speak. Ycha
kc ! kulomnto nj/ekumlungcle uku-
ba cbengazalwanga: Alas for that
man I it would have been better for
him had he not been born.

Ngebaqo, adv. x. Suddenly. From
Ukubaqa: To suddenly come upon
a person; to surprise. Undizele
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ngebago : He came upon me sud
denly.

Ngeoala, adv. x. 1. On the side. Usu
ally prefixed to adverbs of place.
Ngecala lempumalanga : On the
cast side. Ngecala lasckolilo : On
the left side.

2. On the part of. Ngecala labo:
Ou their part. Ngecala letu : On
our part.

u Ngele, n.x. The comb of a cock.
Ngelesibini, \adv. x. In, at, or
Ngelesihlanu, I concerning the
Ngelesine, r second, third,
Ngelesitatu, fourth, fifth,
Ngelesitandatu, ' sixth, &c. For

the signification of A'ye, as pre
fixed to the ordinal numbers, sec
the note following Ngowainashumi
mabini.

N geminyak a ngeminyaka,«<Zv.x. Year
by year; annually. Wainan’ ukufika
ngeminyaka ngeminyaka: He con
tinued to arrive year by year.

uku Ngbna, u.t.x.z. To enter, either a
house or any enclosure. Ngena
apa: Enter,—come in.—here.

Ngendawo, «<Zu.x. This word is used
to denote conduct or speech which
is aimless, worthless, and vain.
Amazwi angendawo: Idle, senseless
words. Ukwenza akungendawo:
Foolish, worthless conduct.

u Ngende, n.z. The honey bird. This
bird seeks the company of men, and
calls persons by a note resembling
this word, Ungende, to the places
where the bees have built their
combs, x. Intakobusi, which see.

Ngendi, x. Tense form of the verb. I
ought; I might or could. Ngendi
sendihambile ihambo lam : I ought
to have gone on my journey.
Ngendi bulalwa ngengozi leyo: I
might have been killed by that
accident.

Ngendiba, x. Tense form of the verb.
I might or should have been. Nge
ndiba ndihlcli ngokwonwaba ngo-
ku: I might have been in happy
circumstances now.

Ngendibe, x. Tense form of the verb.
I might orcould have had. Ngendibc
nctuba ukubuya: I might have had
opportunity to have returned.

Ngendinga, x. Tense form of the verb.
I might, could, or would not. Nge
ndinga hambanga: 1 would not have
gone.

Noexdlu, adv.x. Laid up, or at home,
by sickness. This is a peculiar and
idiomatic use of this word, which
literally means, By, or al the house.
Isicaka sam silclc ngendlu sinofe-
hlezo: My servant licth at home
sick of the palsy.

uku Noenela, u.Z.x.z. To enter for or on
account of. Ungenda ninal For
what purpose have you come 1

uku Ngbnelwa, v.p.x.z. The passive of
uku Ngenda: To enter for. But
used to denote that the person
spoken of has become a recipient
of certain influences, principles, or
sentiments. Sendingcndwa lidauo:
I am filled with shame. Babem/c-
ndwa ngu Moya Oyingcwclc : The
Holy Ghost came upon them (en
tered into them). Kbengcndwe lu-
loyiko : Fear entered into him.

• Ngeshlobo, adv.x. After its sort, or
after their sorts. Referring to nouns
whose initial vowel is i. (See in
lllobo.) Bekuko inkomo ngenldobo,
ngenldobo: There were cattle of dif
ferent kinds, or according to their
kinds. Nenkomo ngt nhlobo yazo :
And cattle after their kind.

Ngenkani, adv.x. Stubbornly; obsti
nately ; contumaciously. Uycnza
ngenkani kupela: He does it from
nothing but stubbornness.

Ngenkankulu, adv. x. With much
ado; with great difficulty. Kwoba
ngenkankulu ukuba isityebi singene
ebukumkanini bamazulu ! How
hardly (with very great difficulty)
shall a rich man enter into the
kingdom of heaven !

uku Ngenisa, v.t.x.z. 1. To cause to enter.
2. To introduce to a person or

place. Zundbiyenise ku Mr. John
son : Be kind enough to introduce
me to Mr. Johnson.

Noeni, x. Tense form of the verb. Ye
ought. AZgem'bamba nabo; Ye
ought to have gone with them.

Ngenike, aux. v. x. Ye ought therefore.
This form of the aux. verb is often
prefixed to a principal verb, thus :
Ngenike nihambe kade : Ye ought
therefore to have gone long since.
Ngenike niviswe nani kwa obubu-
hlungu babuvayo bona : Ye ought
therefore to suffer the same punish
ment as is inflicted on them.

Ngentloni, adv.x. Bashfully; in a
timorous manner.

T
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Ngenxa, adv. x. On account of, or be
cause of; for the sake of. The noun
or pronoun following ngenxa takes
the euphonic letter of spec. 3 sing.
before it. Sisindiswa ngenxa yoku-
fa kuka-Kristu : Wo arc saved by, or
on account of, Christ's death. Nge
nxa yetii: For our sakes. Ngenxa
yokuteta kwakc : On account of his
speech.

Ngesyaniso, adv.x. Truly; without
question. Nditsho ngenyaniso; 1
say so truly. Inene ngenyaniso: It
is true without question.

Ngekatsiii,a<Zp.x. Proudly; haughtily.
Nof.s, x. This particle is prefixed to

adverbs commencing withe. Nges-
okunene isandla: On the right
hand.

Ngesetyexzwa, adv. x. According to
the working; according to that
which is wrought. Ngesetyenswa
lomncibiolilumki: Accordingtothe
work of a cunning workman. De
noting intricate work.

Ngesesibini, adv.x. In, at, or concern
ing the second. Referring to a noun
of spec. 4 sing. Ngesesibini isixeko
besiteta ngaso: Respecting the se
cond city of which we were speaking.

i Noesi, n.x. An Englishman. Kaf-
firized from the English, z. Ingisi.

ubu Noesi, n.x. The English character.
Ukwenza ngobungisi: To sit like
an Englishman, z. Ubungisi.

Ngesiko, adv:x. According to custom.
Baycnza ngesiko labo ; They act ac
cording to their custom.

Ngeuxga, x. Tense form of the verb,
negative. Thou shouldest not have.
Ngeungatetanga ■■ Thou shouldest
not have spoken.

Ngeyesixenxe, adv.x. In, at, or con
cerning the seventh. Referring to
a noun of spec. 3 sing. Ngeyesix
enxe inyanga: In the seventh
month.

Ngezixyawo, adv.x.?.. On foot. Bendi-
ham ba ngezinyawo: I journeyed on
foot.

isi Ngingingi, n.z. A stammerer; a stut
terer.

uku Ngixgiza, v.i.z. To stutter; to stam
mer.

i Ngixingini, n.x. An unreliable, un
trustworthy individual; one not wor
thy of confidenc?.

i Nginqa, n.z. A worthless thing.

Noe, 1 x. Several examples of the use
Nao, l of nge and ngo are given

underNga. It may be added here :
1. That ngo is prefixed to some

parts of speech, to give intensity to
the meaning. JVjokwcncnc: In
very truth ; verily. aVpokungaku-
mbi: With greater force. Ngo-
buninzi: In large numbers. It thus
gives an adverbial sense to these
parts of speech, and especially so
when prefixed to the infinitive mood
of the verb. Weza ngokwalama :
He came suddenly. Sebenza ngo-
kuqinisa: Work energetically.

2. Prefixed to adjectives of num
ber, with the euphonic letter of the
noun which the adjective qualifies,
it means, “ In the tenth,” “at the
fifth, the seventh,” &c. aVjou-oku-
qala umnyaka : In the first year.
-tVjrcyisihlanu immini: On the fifth
day. (See Nga, at No. 4 of its
meanings.)

2. A peculiar use of nga, nge, and
ngo, not noticed under nga, is, that
prefixed to a noun which is re
peated, it denotes a difference of
kind, or of character. Abantu nga-
bantu: People by people, or people
of different character. Inhlobo nge-
nlilobo : Sort by sort. Izinto nge-
ziuto : Different sorts of things.
Ukwenza nokuteta zizintowr/ezinto:
To do and to talk arc two different
things.

Ngobaxi? 1 x. Who are they? Ngo-
Ngobanina ? i bani abobantu aba-

sondelayo ? Who arc those persons
who arc approaching ?

Noobubei.e, adv. x.z. Kindly; merci
fully; with compassion or pity;
tenderly; mildly.

Ngobukali, adv.x. Sharply; energet
ically; acutely. Ebesenzangobukali:
He acted with energy.

Ngobuncembe, adv.x. Deliberately;
circumspectly : with careful consi
deration or deliberation; not hastily
or rashly; slowly. Ngumtu lowo
oyenza ngobuncembe: That is a per
son who acts with deliberation ; one
not hasty in his actions.

Ngobunye, adv. x. Unitedly; unani
mously ; with oneness of purpose.

Ngobunxamo, adv. x. With haste;
quickly ; precipitately ; expedi
tiously ; nimbly.
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Ngofefe, adv.x. Graciously.
Ngohlobo, adv.x. After its sort; or,

according to its nature. Bayenza
abantu ngohlobo Iwabo, nenkouio
ziyenza ngohlobo Iwazo : People (the
human race) act according to their
nature ; and cattle do according to
their nature, that is,after their kind,
or- according to their natural capa
cities and instincts.

Ngoko, adv.x.Therefore. Lit. Accord
ing to that which is.

Ngokokvde, adv.x. Until at length;
so that. Lit. According to that
which is afar oft’. It refers to some
thing which takes place as a
sequence of some previous event or
events. Ngokokudc intaka zezulu
zizc zihlala emasebeni awo: So that
the birds of the air come and lodge
in the branches thereof. It ex
presses what is meant by the Eng
lish word until, when referring to
some circumstance or circumstances

rwhich have been previously named.
Ngokokuze, adv.x. In order that; for

the purpose of. Gokokuze babe
nokubonwa ngabantu: That they
may be seen of men.

Ngoku, adv.x. Now; at the present
time.

Ngokuba, adv.x. Because : by reason
of; on account of. When Ngokuba
precedes a verb, the participial form
always follows it. Ngokuba ndi-
teta : Because I speak. Ngokuba
cbebandczelwa: Because he was
oppressed.

Ngukudala, adv.x.z. Of old; from
olden times.

Ngokufanelekileyo, adv. x. Accord
ing to that which is proper. Ma-
senze ngokufanelckileyo: Let us act
according to that which is proper.

Ngokuhlwa. adv.x.7.. In the evening;
about eventime ; at eventide.

Ngokukalipa, adv. x. Actively; ener
getically ; smartly. Yenza ngoku-
kalipa : Do it smartly, with energy.

Ngokukatala, adv.x. Anxiously;
carefully.

Ngokukodwa, adv. x. On this account
alone; meaning, If there were no
other reason. This word often
answers to the English word, espe
cially. Ngokukodwa usazana nawo
onkc amasiko esizwe setu : Espe
cially because thou art acquainted
with the customs of our nation.

T 2

Ngokukvde, adv.x. Sec Ngokokudc.
Ngukukutala, adv. x. Diligently.

Uyasebenzangokukutala ■■ Lie works
diligently.

Ngokukwanjalo, adv.x. So likewise.
Ngogukwanjalo nani, xa nite nizi-
bona zoukc czuzinto: So likewise
ye, when ye shall see all these
things.

Ngokui.usgilf.yo, adv.x. According to
that which is good or right. Used
after an active verb to denote that
the action is right, true, good, and
worthy of one who professes to
act rightly. Ndiya kukupata ngo-
kulungileyo: 1 will deal well, truly,
faithfully, with thee.

Ngokunoa, adv. x. From Ukukunga :
To wish. It is followed by a verb
in the potential mood. Ngokunga
ningabonwa ngabantu : Desiring
that ye may be seen of men.

Ngokukg.vh, adv. x. As if. Ngoku-
ngati nifttn’ ukuhamba: As if you
wanted to go.

Ngokuxgapezulu, adv.x. Much more.
Salelwc ngokungapezvlu ukuba
singaqabani naboni: Much more
arc we forbidden to associate with
sinners.

Ncokusje, adv. x.Now; immediately;
at this very time.

Ngokusqamleza, adv.x. Across, in
position. From Ukunqamleza: To
lie across. Zibcke 'inkuni ngoku-
nqamleza : Put the firewood across
each other.

Ngokuxqamlezf.la. adv.x. Crossways.
Zibeke ngokungamlezda : Put them
cross ways.

Ngokunye, adv.x. After another
fashion ; with greater energy : The
meaning is the same as Ngakumbi,
which see.

Ngokuqisisa, adv.x. Fast; firm. Zi-
bope ngokuqinisa : Tie them fast.

Ngokusa, adv.x.7.. Early in the morn-
. ing.

Ngokctambf.ka, adv. x. Aslant;
obliquely. Ibekc ngokutauibeka:
Place it aslant; set it out of the
perpendicular.

Ngokutini? i adv.x. By what means!
Ngokutixina! ) Siya kupuma apa

ngokulinina? Mow, or by what
means, shall we get out from hence!

Ngokutsha, adv.x. Afresh; again;
after intermission; with fresh
energy. Uyaqala ukusebenza ngo-
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kutsha: He is beginning to work
afresh ; he is commencing his ope
rations again with renewed energy.

Ngckuzuma, mfp.x. Abruptly; with
out the usual warning, or usual
forms or formalities, L'kufa kuya-
bazuma abantu : Death comes
abruptly, without warning, on per
sons.

Ngokwa, adv.x. According to; even
as. Ndenze ngokwa ngamandla
am : 1 have wrought according to
my ability. Ngokwa is prefixed to
the instrumental form of nouns,
giving them an adverbial force.

Ngokwabo, adv. x.z. Of themselves.
Spec. 1 phi. Bayenza lonto ngo-
kwabo: They d’d that of themselves,
that is, of their own accord, with
out any prompting.

Ngokwakb, adv. x. Of himself. Spec.
1 sing.

Ngokwalama, adv. x. Suddenly; with
out warning; in a moment. From
Ukwalama, which see.

Ncokwalo, adv. x. Of its own accord ;
of itself. Spec. 2 sing.

Ngokwam’, adv. x. 1. Of myself; by
my own ability. Ngokwam’ andi-
ngenz.i luto : Of myself I can do
nothing.

2. As for myself. Ndoti ngokwam’,
ndiya kuinkonza u Yehovah: As
for myself, 1 will serve the Lord.
The full form of this word is Ngo-
kicami; the final i is often thus
elided after m.

Ngokwaso, adv. x. Of itself. Spec. -1
sing.

Ngokwawo, adv. x. 1. Of itself; of its
own accord. Spec. 6 sing.

2. Of themselves. Spec. 2 plu.
Ngokwazo, adv.x. Of themselves.

Specs. 3, 4, and 5 plu. Beziscbcnza
ngokwazo izicaka: The servants
wrought of themselves.

Ngokwenu, adv.x. Of yourselves ; by
your own ability.

Ngokwonwaba, adv. x. Comfortably.
Uhleli ngokwonwaba: He is com
fortably circumstanced.

Ngolesibixi, Ngolbsitatu, Ngolesine,
adv.x. For the signification of the
particle ngo, when prefixed to the
ordinal numbers, see the note ap
pended to Ngowamashumi mabini.

Ngomhla, adv. x. In the day; during
the day. Ngomhla lowo : In that
day. Ngomhla omnyama: In the

day of darkness. Ngomhla worn-
bandcz.clo wako : In the day of thy
calamity.

i Ngomo, n. x. A song; more properly
a chant; a song of praise. z.
Ingmna.

Noomona, adv.x. Enviously.
i Ngomso, n.x.v.. That which belongs to

to morrow; that which concerns to
morrow.

Ngomso, adv. x. z. To-morrow; on the
morrow.

Ngomsomnye, adv.x.7.. The day after
to-morrow. Lit. Another t>-mor-
row. z. Ng mxomunye.

Ngomva, adv. x. z. Behind in position.
Ubuycle ngomva: He turned back.
Kangela ngomva: Look backwards.

i Noone, n.7.. A bend in a river; an arm
of a river; a creek ; an inlet.

i Ngongoma, m.x. A swelling caused by’
a blow on the head.

i Ngonono, n.7. A very small bend,
creek, or inlet of a river.

uku Ngonqisa, v.i.x. To go towards at a
rapid rate, as one approaching his
enemy in combat, with an attempt
to overthrow him.

i Ngonyama. Sec in Gonyama.
u Nooqo, n.7.. A bird which makes a

bo uning noise.
i Ngosi, n.7. A crooked or bent thing.

Indicia ingosi: A crooked path.
Naostzr, adv.x. Sorrowfully. Nditsho

ngosizi: I say it with sorrow, or
sorrowfully.

Ngowamashumi mabini, adv.x. In, at,
or concerning the twentieth, de
ferring to a noun of spec. 1 and 6
sing. Ngowamashumi mabini um-
nyaka: In the twentieth year.

N.B. Nge and Ngo are thus pre
fixed to all the ordinal numbers, by
which they are constituted adverbs.
When Nge and Ngo are thus pre
fixed, the euphonic letter of the
noun referred to always follows
these particles, and is placed be
tween them and the ordinal num
ber used.

in Ngoza, n. z. A white spot on the fore
head of an ox.

i Ngqakala, n.7.. Whiteness.
i Ngqanda, n.x. A small description of

assegai or spear used in hunting.
i Ncqanga, n.x. A crested hawk. z.

Igoso.
i Ngqanga, n.z. Thick milk. x. Tngqata.

isi Ngqangatyi, n.z. Things crisp and
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curling, like horsehair which has
been prepared by twisting for stuff
ing seats of chairs.

Ngqangi, adv. x. First in time. Nda-
fika ngqangi: I arrive first.

Ngqanje, adv. x. As Ngqangi.
i Ngqato, n.z. An aromatic plant, used

as a perfume.
uku Ngqatsa, v.t.x. To race cattle for sport.

l_i Ngqatso, n.x.z. A race. Usually de
noting a set meeting for racing,
where there is a gathering of people
to witness it. A public game.

uku Ngqatya, v.t. z. To struggle violently;
to attempt to get away from a per
son, as a young child when taken in
the arms.

isi Ngqe, n. x. The loins.
Ngqe, z. Used with Ukuti. The same

meaning as Ngqo, in Xosa, which
sec.

uku Ncqengqa, v.t.x. To recline; to rest
the body, as on a couch, z. To
walk on the edge of a dangerous
height, as along the top of a pre
cipice.

ama Ngqetyi, n.z. Jumps; leaps. Wcqa
amangqetye: Me leaps and jumps.

isi Ngqi n.x. A passing sound, as of a
footstep, or any sound caused by
some unseen circumstance or opera
tion. Bova ingxolo ezingqi, ngati
zczomlilo : They heard a noise as of
fire.

uku Ngqtba, v.t.x. To beg; to ask alms.
i Ngqiba, n.x. A beggar, one who asks

alms.
uku Ngqibita, v.i.z. To spring or jump

down from a height.
ama Ngqika, n.x. The tribe of Kaffirs

known by the Cape colonists as the
Gikas. They arc a branch of the
Xosa nation.

izi Ngqimbaxgqimba, n. z. Multitudes:
large numbers.

Ngqimii.ui’ote. n.z. A tassel of feathers
worn on the head, as a plume, which
waves up and down with the mo
tion of walking.

uku Ngqixoa, v.t.x. To surround, as an
army surrounding a place.

uku Ngqixgela, v.t.x. To surround for
another.

uku Ngqingqa, v.i. x. To go in and out of
a person’s house frequently.

uku Ncqixgqiza, v.t.x. To run, and stamp
the ground with the foot in running.

u Ngqisishe, n.x. A lizard of a poison
ous nature, with a short tail.

i Ngqtqo, n.x. Comprehension ; under
standing.

uku Ngqisha, v.t.x. To stamp with the
foot on the ground; to make a
stamping noise.

Ngqo, v.x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
ngqo : To go straight forward in a
way or matter. Wahamba cte ngqo:
He proceeded in a straightforward
way. z. Ngqe.

i Ngqo, n.x. A species of eagle.
in Ngqobe, n.x. A rush in running.

Ukwcnza ingqobe, is, To rush at a
thing; to make a desperate effort
to overtake it and seize it.

i Ngqobongo, n.x. A disease which pits
the skin like the small pox.

uku Ngqokola, v. i.x. To make a croaking
noise like a pig in Kaffir music.

i Ngq la, n.x. An obstinate person;
one not to be persuaded.

uku Ngqola, v. i. x. To be obstinate.
in Ngqolowa, n.x. Wheat.
in NcQoxno, n.x. The understanding.

uku Ngqoxga, v t.x. To surround; to en
close round about. Ndingqongiwe
ngaba lutshaba kum : I am sur
rounded by those who are my ene
mies on every side.

in Ngqosgo, n.x. The skin beaten by
women, to make music for circum
cised lads, to keep time with in
dancing.

u NGQOSGQOTYE.n.z. One who is supreme
among others ; a president; a chair
man at a public meeting ; a mana
ger or overseer in an establish
ment.

uku Ngqongqoza, v.t.x. To knock, as at a
door for entrance.

u Ngqongqwane, n.z.. Hoar frost.
i NcQoiioLo, n.z. A person with a very

prominent breast.
uku Ngqotula, v.t.x. To pull strongly, so

as to draw out a thing which is held
tightly.

uku Ngqukama, v.i.x. To be inclined to
yawn ; to look gloomy ; to scowl.

uku Ngqula, v.t.x. To throw a person to
the ground, as in wrestling.

i Ngqumbana, n.z. A cart.
um Ngqvxubk, n.x. The bramble bush.

Also the fruit of the bramble
bush.

uku Ngqumsiibla, v.t.x. To milk into a
utensil which has curdled milk in it.

um Ngqusduluti, n.x. A snipe.
uku Ngqusqa, v.t.x. 1. To fidget about;
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to be restless; to attempt to escape
from the hold of another.

2. To complain.
uku Ngquxgela, v.t.x. To complain to.

Ukungqungcla enkosini: To com
plain to the chief.

uku Ngqunguza, v.l.x. To evade.
uku NgqunuUza, v.t.x. To knock.
um Naquxai, n. x. One who attempts to

escape from another.
uku Ngqungqa, v.i.x. To dance with con

tortions of body. The word more
especially denotes the dancing
which takes place when a girl ar
rives at the age of puberty.

uku Ngquzhla, v.t.x. To limp ; to hobble.
Ngubamxa ? x.z. Who is it 1

uku Ngulula, v. 1.z. To coax or pamper
the appetite of a sick person, by
offering tempting food, as to cause
him to eat.

Ngumbu, v.x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukuti ngumbu: To give forth a
hollow sound, like a drum or an
empty cask, when struck.

Ngdkapakadh, x.z. Forever; eternal.
The prefix varies according to the
noun the word qualifies. U Tixo
ongunapakade : The eternal God.
U bukumkani obungunapakade: An
eternal kingdom. Ucebano obu
ngunapakade : An everlasting
covenant.

uku Nguxda, v.i.x. To become mouldy or
rusty ; to rot, as manure.

uku Ncuxga, v.t.x. 1. To swarm round, as
flies round a horse in travelling.

2. To come together, as persons
forming an assembly ; or to crowd
together, as persons in the street to
see a sight.

Nguwupina! x. Which I Which of the
two! Spec. Ising. Nguwupina enin-
ga ndinganikululela I Which of the
two will ye that I release unto you !
Also spec. 6 sing. Nguwupina
umlambo uteta ngawo < Which
river are you speaking of.

Nauru, pro. x. It is he ; it is she.
isi Ngwa,w. z. A lump or heap of anything. 1
in Nowaks, n.x.z. A cat-fish.

i Ngweni’a, n.x.z. An alligator.
uku Ngweva, v.i.x. To mildew; to be

come grey from mildew.
Ngwevile, adj.x.z. .Mildewed.
Ngwevu, adj. x.z. Grey. The prefix

varies with that of the noun it
qualifies. Inwele engwevu: Grey

hair. Ihasho clingwevu: A grey
horse.

ubu Ngwevu, n.x.z. Grcyncss; a state of
greyness; grey-headedness.

-u Ngwili, n.x. A crowd of common
people ; an assembly of noisy
people; a crowd.

uku Ngwxema, v.t.x. To avoid from sus
picion of danger.

uku Noxabalala, v.t.x. 1 To stride; to
uku Noxabalaza, v.t.x.) straddle.

i Ngxakangxaka, n. z. A state of con
fusion and disorder, as things lying
about here and there; higgledy-
piggledy.

u Ngxakweuu, n.x. A small bird which
lives in forests.

uku Ngxala, v.t.x. 1. To cram; to stuff,
as wool into a wool bag.

2. v.i.x. To cat greedily beyond
satiety. See uku Zingxala.

i Ncxanqxa, n.z. A frog.
uku Ngxata, v.t.x. To sit astride.

Noxatshike, interj.x. That’s well
done, or well said !

u Ngxawu, n. x. A pot with three
legs.

i Ngxbbo, n.x. A corpulent person.
uku Ngxeka, v.t.x. To sit in a striding

position. Used figuratively, for
troubling a person with many
questions.

in Noxhlo, n. x. A statement; a narra
tive ; a communication, whereby
information is given on any subject.
Abavumelaui ngengxdo zabo :
They do not agree in their state
ments.

uku Ngxengei.ela, v.t. x. To mix liquids
together, as water with milk, &c.

i Ngxibongo, n.z. An ox with horns
pointing upwards.

i Ngxinowa, n.x. A narrow passage ; a
lane, as through a forest, kingxin-
gweni : In the pass.

i Ngxobongo, n.z. An ox with horns
curved forwards.

uku Ncxoi.a, v.t.x. To bluster in talking;
to bully.

i Ngxola, n.z. A long assegai ; a spear.
uku Ncxolisa, v.t.x. To scold ; to abuse.
uku Ngxolisasa, n.x. To contend sharply;

to quarrel.
i Ngxolisano, n.x. Sharp, abusive con

tention.
i Noxolo, n.x. Abuse; bluster.
i Nuxota, n.z. An armlet of brass or

copper.
i Noxovangova, n.z. A disorderly feast
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ubu Noxukcma, n.x. Obesity ; corpulency.
i Noxukuaiesha, 71.x. The same as

Ingxukuma, which see.
i Noxukuma, n. x. A corpulent person,

with a prominent abdomen.
uku Noxwala, v.t.x. To defy; to stand in

bai tie array.
uku Noxwalelana, v.t.x. To defy one an

other ; to prepare for mutual
conflict.

uku Noxwelesha. v.i.x. To look at a
person sideways. Ycka ukundi-
ngwwelesha ngamchlo ako. Cease
to look sideways with your eyes.

i Noxemba, x. A curved spoon.
in Niivwaui, n.x. A civet cat.

Ni, x. 1. Verbal prefix 2 per. plur.,
constituting the pronominal no
minative to the verb. JViteta:
A’ c speak.

2. When inserted between the
tense forms of the verb and the
root of the verb it is the accusative.
Ndiyantfundisa : I am instructing
you. Uyakunisindisa u Kristu:
Christ will save you.

ubu Ni, 7i.x. Nationality. Baqayisa ngo-
buni babo: They boast of their
nationality. This is the abstract
form of the noun, and is distin
guished from Umni, by its denoting
the nationality of a people, or of
nations ; whereas Umni is applied
only to an individual, when his
nationality is spoken of.

urn Nr, x. See um Nina.
isi Niba, ?i.x. A fool; a dolt; a senseless

person.
uku Nika v.t.x.7. To give; to transmit;

to give one to another. This word
docs not mean to give a gift, or to
bestow. The word Ukupa expresses
this sense. Ukunika is to hand
over to another.

ukn Nikana, v.t.x. To give; to transmit
by giving over to each other.

um Nikazi, 7i.x. z. The female owner of a
thing ; the mistress of a house; the
female who has charge of an estab
lishment.

uku Nikela, v.t.x.z. 1.To give toaperson ;
present; to give for a particular
purpose; to present an offering.

2. Often used to represent the
relative position of a person to an
object or a locality when travelling
pastil. Umlambo siwunikde eya-
sckohlo : The river was on the left
of us. Indlu yake siyinikde ngu-

mva : We passed his house, leaving
it in the rear of us.

3. To deliver over to another.
Bamnikcle ku Pilati: They de
livered him to Pilate.

-1. It is used to denote the giving
out of the calf to the cow to suck
before milking, which is always
done in milking by the natives.
Nikela Give out the calf.

uku Nikelana, v. t.x.7.. To reciprocate; to
give to each other.

um Nikeli, n.x. A giver of a thing to
another person.

i n.x.z. An offering; thatu Nikelo, I i • i ■ . i .,. - which is presented toum Aikelo, ‘’ I another.
uku Nikina, v.t.x. To abuse, z. To shake

the head ; to shake a garment.
uku Nikin.ina, I’.t.z. To shake one

another.
ama Nikiniki, n.x. Tattered garments;

rags ; draggled, muddy clothes.
uku Nikiza, v.t.x. To tear with shaking,

as a dog, or a wild beast.
i Nimba, 71.x. 1. Strong pains, usually

applied to the pains of travail in
child-birth.

2. Deep and painful sorrows.
z. i Nemba.

Nina, x. 1. Simple forms of 2nd per.
plur. of the per. pro. You, ye,
yourselves.

2. An interrogative when fol
lowing nouns or verbs. Yinto
nina? What thing is it? Wenza
nina.? W hat arc you doing? Sen-
diya kweuza ’nto nina ? What am
I to do now ? U lilcla nina ?
Why, or from what cause, are you
crying ?

u Nina, n. x. z. His, her, or their
mother.

um Nina? or Niki, n.x. This word is used
to denote nationality,or peculiarity
of character. As: Ngomutu 'nini
lo? What manner of man is this?
Nokuba ulingesi, nokuba ’mhlambi
ungowesizwe sabamyama nokuba
vngonini: Whether he be an
Englishman, or whether he be a
black man, or whatever nation he
may belong to.

u Nina, n.x. His or her mother.
Ninadini, pro. Ye people, or you

there. See Ndini.
u Ninakazi, 77-x.z. His or her aunt.
uNinakvlu, n.x.z. His or her grand

mother
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uni Ninawana, n.x. A younger brother
not yet. grown into manhood.

uni Ninawk, n.x.z. A younger brother.
um Ninazala, n.x.z. A mother-in-law.

Nisga, x. Tense form of the verb, 2nd
per. plu. potential mood. A’tHjya
tcta: Ye may, or can speak, Ninga,
teti: Ye may not speak.

i Ningo, n.z. A native forge. It is con
structed by raising a small roll of
clay in a semicircular form on the
ground, and directing the nozzle of
the native bellows through a hole
made therein, thus directing the
wind to the interior where the fire
is kindled.

um Niki, n.x.z. The owner; the pro
prietor. Uninini 'nkomo: The
owner of the cattle, z. A person of
rank.

Nikina 1 x.z. When 1 Niya kufika
ninina ? When will ye arrive?

um Ninnindlv, n.x.z. Owner of, or master
of the house. These words Um-
ninnindlu and Umninumzi are ex
amples of the use of Umnini, Pro
prietor, in connection with nouns.

um Ninumzi, n.x.z Head man, or owner,
of a native village.

Ninzana, adj. x. A few. The prefix
changes with that of the noun
qualified. Iminyaka mininzana :
A few years. A bantu baninzana :
A few people. Inkomo 'zininzana:
A few cattle, z. Ningana.

Nixzr, adj.x. Many. The prefix
varies with that of the noun quali
fied. Inkomo ’zininzi: The cattle
are many. Abantu 'baninzi: Many
people. When used with Into, it
denotes a larger number; a multi
tude. Into eninzi yamahashc;
A great many horses. Nento
eninzi yamadoda: And a great
number of the men. z. Ningi.

ubu Ninzi, n.x. Abundance; plenty, z.
ubu Ningi.

uku Nisa, v.t.x.z. To make or cause rain.
Generally used with Jmvula, Hain,
following, Nisa imvula: Make rain.

um Nisinihvvla, n.x.z. A rain maker.
ubu Nja, n.x. Rudeness.

Njalo, adv.x.7. Like unto; so; in
that way ; in like manner. Andi-
zanga ndibona abantu abanjalo: I
have never seen people like them.
Yenza njalo: Do thus, or in like
manner.

Njalokk, adv.x.7.. Accordingly; even

so. Useuvumilc njc ukuba kulu
ngile *zu wenjenjaloke: You ac
knowledge that it is right, therefore
act accordingly.

Njani, I x. How? like what? Lin-
Njanina,f jani ihashe lake? How

is your horse? Unjanina namhla?
How are you to-day ? Abantu aha-
njanil What sort of people ? what
arc they like.

Njk, x. A particle with several signi
fications attached to it: viz.,

1. Seeing that. Izi ningoyiki ndi-
ko nje: Fear not, seeing that I am
here. Akayikuswcla lute cnemali
nje : He will not want, seeing that
he has money.

1. And yet. Ndimana ukuniyala
ningeva nje : I am constantly re
proving you, and yet you will not
hear.

3. When nje follows the past per
fect tense of the participle, and is
folloiced by an active verb, it ex
presses, RVien they had, or, they
having. Bati bemvile nje ukurn-
kani, bemka: And when they had
heard the king they departed.

4. It often expresses contempt, or
indifference, on the part of the
speaker. Vngnmntu njena ? Are you
a person ? Ufumana etela njc : He
speaks vain words; he talks non
sense.

Njf.nga, adv. x.z. Like as; according
to; as; like. Its radical sense is,
Similarity, and it denotes this in
its use both with nouns and verbs.
The final vowel of the noun which
Njenga precedes, coalesces with the
initial vowel of the noun in the same
manner as in the case of Nga, which
see. Lomtwana unjeng' oyisc : That
child is like his father. Elohashe
Unjeng' elam: That horse is like
mine. Ulwc njeng' eroti: He fought
like a brave one. Yibani njengami,
kuba nam ndinjengani: Be as I
am, for I am as ye are. Tandani
njeng'abazalwana: Love as brethren.
Njeng’ okuswcla kwabo : Accord
ing to their need. A^ent/elizwi
lika Ychovah : According to the
word of the Lord.

uku Njenga, v. t.7.. 1. To neglect; to omit
from carelessness.

2. To abuse; to slight.
Njengoko, \ado.x.z. Even as; for-
Njengokuba, } asmuchas. Njengoko
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akutetilcyo: Even as ho has spoken. I
Njengokuba u Yehovah enditamsa- j
nqelo kwada kwakaloku : Even as, '
or, Forasmuch as, the Lord has '
blessed me hitherto.

Njhngokungati, adv. x. As if; as
though; even as if. Njengokungati
cbeswcl’ into: As if he needed any
thing. Njengokungati bendifuna
ukunikohlisa : As if I sought to de
ceive you.

Njenje, adv. x. z. In this manner;
thus. Generally preceded by Ukwe-
nza: To do. Yenza njenje: Do
thus.

ama Njbnxeba, n. x. Cocks’ spurs.
u Njobela, n.x. A red-billed whydah.

uku Njonja, v.t.z. To pilfer; to steal in
small quantities.

Niya, x. Tense form of the verb pre. ind.
2 per. phi. Niya hamba: Ye arc
going. Prefixed to the infinitive,
it expresses future time. Niya
kuhamba : Ye will go.

i Nkaeankafa, n.z. Any coarse, rough
thing, as coarse meal, or a coarse
garment, x. Intlakantlaka.

uku Nkala, v.t.x. To throw stones on a
person, or to beat him when fallen,
•with sticks.

i Nkazana, ii. x. An adult female.
i Nkenenkene, 7i.x.z. A tender-hearted

child, one that is easily made to cry.
uku Nkexkza, v.t.7.. To echo.

i Nkextenkenteza, w.x. A jabberer; a
chatterer; a fast and loose speaker.

uku Nkentenkentbza, v. i.x. To jabber ; to
chatter.

uku Nkenteza, v.i.x. 1. To sound in the
distance, as the voice of a person
speaking loudly, but indistinctly.

2. Applied to one who talks with
vehemence,and rapidly. z.A'X-enZrezo.

uku Nkolonkoloza, v.i.x. To cast the eye
about in the socket, so as to cause
the whole of the eye to be seen; to
look slyly with the eyes, as if
ashamed, or intending some evil.

u Nkomonkomo, n.x. A medical fern
root, used for worms in the intes
tines.

u Nkonka, 7i.z. The male bush buck.
i Nkonkoni, n.7.. A gnu. x. Inqu.
u Nkonono, ii. x. A long enduring thing.
n N kontsiio, ». x. A head dress; a mitre.
u Nkui-unkulu, n.z. The Great-Great-

One ; the traditional Creator of all
things.

Nkwa, x. Used with Ukuti, which see
v

at No. S of its meanings. Ukuti
nkwa : To contract, as the contrac
tion of the ilesh or muscles, caused by
cold,or hunger, or spasm of any part.

isi Nkwa n.z. Bread; a loaf of bread.
x. Isonka.

u Nkwalimanzi, 7i.x. A water bird; a
heron.

ama Nkwana, n.x. Little boys.
uku Nkwantya, v.i.x. To be terrified.
uku Nkwaxtyisa, v.t.x. to terrify; to

alarm ; to shock with fear.
Nobabini, adj.x. Both : ye both. 2

per. plu. Ndiyaniyala bobabini :
I warn you both. Nina nobabini:
Ye both.

Nobahlanu, adj.x. All five. 2 per.
plu. Nina, nobahlanu: All ye five,
or all five of you. Ndiyateta kuni
nobahlanu : I speak to you five.

Nobane, adj. x. All four. 2 per. plu.
Bendinibona nobanc: I saw you all
four.

Nobamboxo, adj.x. All eight. 2 per.
phi. Ndiyanidcla nobamboxo: I
despise all eight of you.

Nobasixenxe, adj.x. All seven. 2 per.
plu. Nina nobasixenxe: All ye
seven.

Nobatandatu, adj. x. All six. 2 per.
plu. Niya kuja nobatandatu: Ye
will be killed, all six of you.

Nobatatu. adj. x. All three. 2 per. plu.
Niya kudutyidwa nobatatu: Ye
will be shot, all three of you.

Nodwa, x. Alone. 2 per. plu. Nina
nodtea : Ye alone. Nafika nodwa:
Ye arrived alone.

u Nogubalala, n.x. A small water insect.
u Non cd a, ii.x. A camelcopard; a gi

raffe. z. u Nohunda.
u Nojubelana, n.x. A species of tadpole.

Noko, adv.x.7.. 1. Notwithstanding;
nevertheless; yet; though. Ndi-
ya kuhamba noko : I will go not
withstanding. Hayi ke, nokuba
bayala siya kuyenza noko : Well,
even if they refuse, we shall do it
nevertheless. Noko atetayo akuk’
umntu oya kupulapula : Though ho
speak, no man will listen. Noko is
often used for, And that. When
thus used it is compounded of the
demonstrative pronoun, Oko: That,
and the conjunctive n prefixed.
Oko sikwaziyo siyakuteta, noko
sikubonileyo siyakunqinela: We
speak that which we know, and that
which we have seen we testify.
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Noku, x. The infinitive of the verb,
with the conjunctive n prefixed. It
is used to denoto continued and
persevering action by repeating the
verb in this form. Waqumba wada
waqumba nokuqumba rile was very
angry. Wada wahleka noktthleka:
Until he laughed ; yea, he continued
laughing.

Nokuba, adv.x.z. 1. And if; notwith
standing that. Nokuba uya kufuna
akuyi kufumana : Ami if you seek
you will not find. Nokuba uyarn-
beta,akuyi kuhinga: Notwithstand
ing that yon chastise him, he will
not reform.

2. Nokuba often denotes an al
ternative, giving the sense of Whe
ther, used as a disjunctive particle.
Nokuba sihamba, nokuba sihlcli:
Whether we go, or whether we re
main. Asazi nokuba bcbelelc, no
kuba bebehlcli kusinina: We know
not whether they were sleeping or
waking.

u Nomadubwanb, n.x. A scorpion, z.
Uj'czcla.

u Nomaxxele, n.x. A species of wasp.
u Nomanvama, n.x. A person who has a

peculiarly dark or frowning look.
u Nomatambezastsi, n.x. A species of

snake.
i Nombe. n.x.z. Cattle; livestock.

urn Nombo, n.x. A root.
u Nomeva, n.x. A wasp; a hornet.
u Nomow,n.x.Thoeggsof lice in the hair.
u Nompoxbiswaxa, n.x. A brass button,

of a conical shape.
u Nomyayi, n.x. A rook; a solely gra-

nivorous bird. J/dungula is the
carnivorous crow.

uku Nona, v.i. z. 1. To improve in condi
tion ; to become fat and sleek.

2. To become pleasant to the
taste, as ripe fruit.

uku Noxela, v. i. x. To desire the company
of a person, or the possession of an
object. When used negatively it
expresses a negation of all pleasure
or delight in an object or a person.
Andisam noneli: I have no more
pleasure in him. z. To improve in
condition.

uku Noxelela, v.t.x. To woo; to be so
licitous in seeking the possession of
a thing.

u Noxk.ala, n. x. A crab.
u Nonoa, n.z. The best grain kept for

seed.

u Nongui.ulw.axe, n.x. A large slimy
toad; the platana.

i Noxi, n. x. A piece of fat meat.
u Noxkexteza, n. x. An incessant, rapid,

and vehement speaker.
i Noxo, n.x. A mighty man ; a man of

valour, z. A person of great talent
and respectable appearance.

uku Noxopa, t’.i.z. To walk delicately.
u Nonqane, n.x. A tomtit.
u Noxqayi, n.x. A bird ; the coot.

Noxyaka, x.z. The present year.
u Notow, n.x. A bush bird.
u Nowambu, n.x. A locust bird.
u Nozazizingwenye, n.z. A pelican.

x. Inctoangube.
Nqa, x.z. Used with Ukuti, which see

at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
nqa : To wonder; to be astonished.
Bate nqa; They were astonished.
The objective form of the verb
Ukuti is used to express being
astonished at an occurrence. Rata
ls nqa ukufundisa kwake: They’
were astonished at his teaching.

i Nqa, n.x. A wonder; a surprise.
ili Nqa, n.x. The blcsbuck antelope.

uku Nqaba, v. i. x. 1. To be impracticable
from its difficulties. Londlela inqa-
bilc: That road is impracticable.
Lonto inqabile : That thing is im
possible.

2. To be valuable ; to be beyond
attainment, except by arduous
efforts, or by’ making sacrifices.

z. 1. To resist; to oppose; no'
yielding to force or compulsion
Yanqaba ukuhamba inkomo : Th'
cow refused to go on, or be driven
on.

2. To be immovable; to be firm.
in Nqiba, n.x.z. 1. A tower; a strong

hold; a fortified place.
2. An impossibility. Used with

the euphonic letter of spec. 3 sing.,
prefixed thus:—Yinqaba lonto:
That is an impossibility. Yinqaba
ukuba ndiyenzo lonto ngokwam : It
is an impossibility that I can ac
complish that thing alone.

i Nqabalala, n.x. A person of robust
constitution) and of great physical
endurance.

uku Nqabela, x. See uku Nqaba.
uku Nqabisa, v.t.x.z. To render difficult;

to make impossible ; to fortify : to
make impregnable. Baya nqabisa
londlela : They make that path, or
road, difficult and impassable. Ba
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nqabisa umzi: They fortify the
city.

uku Nqaka, v.t. x. To give food to one in
need. z. To catcli a thing thrown,
as a ball.

in Nqaka, n.z. The curd of milk.
uku Nqakula, v.t. x. To catch a thing

thrown, as a ball. z. uku Nqaka.
uku Nqakvlisa, v.t.x. To throw a ball or

stone in the air, so as to be caught
by another person.

uku Nqala, v.i.z. To be hard : firm ; diffi
cult to penetrate; to be fast; im
moveable.

i Nqala, n.x. Sulkiness; sullcnncss;
stubbornness. z.adj. To be hard;
firm; solid. Umhlaba unqala.-The
ground is hard ; difficult to pene
trate. =Nqabile.

isi Nqala, n.x. Grief of mind; heaviness
of spirit.

i Nqalaba, n.z. A bag made of coarse
grass.

i Nqalati, n.z. A bale; a bag stuffed
with goods.

isi Nqalanqala, n.z. A thing difficult to
manage; an impracticable thing.

i Nqaluka, n.x. A pack saddle.
i Nqalutye, n. x. A ball or round stone,

used for throwing to each other.
Nqam, v. x. Used with Ukuti, which

see at No. S of its meanings, Ukuti
nqam : To cut oil’suddenly. Bazite
nqam izandla zctu : They cut oil'
our hands.

i Nqam, n.x. The collar bone.
i Nqambi, n.x. An animal unclean for

food, not eaten, as a horse ; any
person or animal separated from
others on account of any unclean
ness.

i Nqambit, n.x. A trap for game. s
um Nqambulo, n. x. The lower jaw.

u Nqamf.ko, n.x. An overhanging pro
jection.

uku Nqamka, v.i.x. To cease from an ac
tion. Unqa mkile ekufundiseni :
He has ceased from teaching.

uku Nqamla, v.t. x. 1. To cutoff’. Inqande
apa : Cut it off' here.

2. To shorten a discourse or nar
rative. Nqanda ukuteta kwako :
Cut short your discourse.

3. To cross a place in walking.
Sanqarnla itafa: We crossed the
plain, z. uku Nqamtda.

uku Nqamlana, v.t.x. To cross each other,
as two paths crossing each other.
Zkunqandancni kwendlclazombini:

At the crossing of the two paths
z. uku Nqamulana.

uku Nqamlk.za, v.i. To lie across, as sticks
or poles across each other.

2. v.t. To make a short cut across
a country in travelling. Masi-
nqamleze apa : l.ct us take a short
cut here. To place things across a
space diagonally, z. uku Nqamu-
leza.

uku Nqamlezisa, v.t.x. To lay across each
other. Zinqamltzise izibonda:
Place the poles across each other.

um Nqamlezo, n. x. A cross; anything in
the form of a cross, as two pieces of
wood, fixed across each other.

in Nqanawa, n.x. A ship.
uku Nqanda, v.t.x.z. To drive back; to

turn back a person or animal from
a path which it is pursuing.

uku Nqandeka, v. i. x.z. To be turned back.
uku Nqanbela, v.t.x.z. To turn back in a

particular direction. Inqandele
ekaya, lonkomo : Turn that beast
towards home.

Nqanoi, ) adv.x. First, in point of
Nqaxje, ) time. Ndafika nqangi:

I arrived first.
i Nqaxqa, n.z. A passionate girl or

woman.
uku Nqaxqateka, v.i.x. 1. To have a long

ing desire for tobacco. This word
denotes the strong longing desire of
a smoker for his pipe when de
prived of it for any length of time.

2. To have a strong desire for an
object.

uku Nqapela, v.i.x. To stop growing; to
be stunted in growth.

i. Nqapi li:,n.x. A dwarf; one who has
been stunted in growth.

uku Nqaqvlisa, v.t.x. To train; to dis
cipline. A horse is nqaquliswed in
being broken in.

i Nqata, n.x. Hard fat of animals; suet.
um Nqate, n.x. The wild carrot.

i Nqatuka, l-.i.z. To grow kindly, fine
and fast, as a mcalie plant.

i Nqatya, n.z. The cpiarter evil in cat
tle. x. Isidiya.

uku Nqatyiswa, v.ji.x. The passive of
Ukunqabiaa: To secure; to make
difficult of access ; to fortify. Izi-
xcko nzinqatyixhceyo : Fenced, for
tified cities. For the change of b
into ty, sec the letter B.

in Nqawa, n.x. A smoking pipe.
um Nqawe, n.z. A description of mimosa

tree.
o
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in Nqayi, n.x. A clay pot.
utn Nqayi, n.x.1. A long stick without a

knob, used by the Kaffirs as a wea
pon for single conflict. Also used
in their dances by holding it on
high above the head, which gives
them the appearance at a distance
of a company of soldiers with their
bayonets fixed.

2. The name of a tree.
in Nqayi, n.x. A bald-headed person.

ubu Nqayi, n.x. Boldness.
1 Nqe, n z. A description of vulture of

an ash colour, x. Ixalanqa.
ili Nqe, n.x. 1. A misgiving; mistrust;

want of confidence; fear of failure
in an undertaking.

2. Nervousness of feeling from
an apprehension of danger.

isi Nqe, n.x.z. The small of the
back; the loins; the saddle of
mutton.

ama Nqe, n.x.z. The extremities of the
back, below the loins.

uku Nqekezela, v.i.z. To toss the head in
a significant manner, indicating a
threat.

uku Nqekuza, v.i.7. To toss the head from
side to side in walking.

i Nqele, n.x. The lands adjacent to a
city; the suburbs.

uku Nqeka, v. i. x. z. 1. To be disinclined
towards an undertaking or project;
to feel indifference.

2. To idle; to be lazy. Ndiya
wunqena umsebenzi: I am disin
clined to work; I feel lazy. Ndi
nqena ukuhamba : I have no dis
position to proceed.

ubu Nqexa, n.x.z. Laziness; idleness; in
dolence ; listlessness.

i Nqexera, n.x.z. A lazy person.
ubu Nqexera, n.x. Laziness; indolence.
uku Nqexqa, t’.i'.z.To roll; to tumble over

and over; to fall down, as from a
height, x. uku Qengqa.

uku Nqexqa, v. i. x. To recline; to sit
in a reclining posture, as on a
couch.

uku Nqexqela, v.t.z. To roll away.
uku Nqexq'isa, v.t.x. To place, or cause

to sit, in a reclining position.
i Nqextsi, n. x. The back part of the

head.
uku Nqeta, v. i. x. To stand afar oft’; to

keep at a distance.
uku Nqeta, v.t.x.z. 1. To cautiously pare

or cut away the edge or side of any
thing, as a loaf of bread.

2. To approach the boundaries of
a place or enclosure with caution.

Nqi, v. i. x. z. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukuti nqi: To become immove
able ; to become fast. z. To strike
against an object, as a boat against
a rock.

uku Nqiba, v. i.x. z. To beg, as a common
beggar; to sponge upon a person,
by frequenting his house, and ask
ing for food.

i Nqiba, n.x.z. A beggar.
uku Nqika, v.t.x. 1. To remove the stone

which covers the mouth of the pit
used by the natives fur storing
their corn in.

2. To open a cavern or excava
tion, by removing the stones by
which it is covered or closed. The
general meaning is to open out to
view that which was previously
concealed. Ndambona enqika in-
cwadi: I saw him open a book.

uku Nqikeza, v.t.x. 1. To make a feint of
attacking an enemy, and then to
retreat.

2. To purpose an enterprise and
then draw back from it.

u NQiMGQbsin:, n.x. A description of
fowl which frequents ponds, and the
still pools of water in a river, of a
brown colour.

uku Nqixa, v.t.x. 1. To witness to, as
one who testifies to a fact; to
testify.

2. To question or examine a
person ; to test a statement.

3. Used also as a verbal noun. A
record; an evidence. Kukunqlna
kwake oku : This is his evidence, or
the record that he beareth.

i Nqixa, n.x. A witness; one who testi
fies to, or attests a fact.

i Nqixa, n.x. The foot of an animal ; a
hoof. z. The spoor, or mark, left
by the foot in walking.

in Nqixa, n. z. A hunting party.
uku Nqinda, v.t.x. To cut off the sharp

points of any thing, as the horns of
an ox or cow.

i Nqixpb, n.x.z. An ox whose horns
have been shortened by cutting
them oft'at the points.

i Nqindkkazi, n.x.z. A cow whose
horns have been shortened.

isi Nqixdi, n.z. The remainder; frag
ment ; that which is left of any
thing.
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i Nqindi, n.x. The fist of the hand.
uku Nqisela, ii.i'.x. To witness for, or on

behalf of, another.
uku Nqixdwa, im'.x. To speak ambigu

ously and mistily.
u Nqixisha, n.x. z. A poisonous kind of

lizard.
i Nqiti, n.x. A finger which has been

amputated at the first joint. Some
of the tribes of natives amputate
the little finger thus as a tribal
mark soon after the child is born.

Nqo, u. x.z. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
nqo: 1. To stand upright; to
assume an attitude of determina
tion.

2. To be very determined in
carrying out a purpose ; to refuse
to listen to reasons for abandoning
a course of conduct.

i Nqo, n.x. A species of falcon.
uku Nqoba, v.t. x.z. 1. To break in two,

as a stick.
2. To defeat; to conquer; to

overcome ; to bring under control;
to subdue.

isi Nqoba, n. x.z. Conquest; victory.
uku Nqobela, v.t.x.z. To conquer for

another.
um Nqobi, n.x.z. A conqueror.

i Nqobololo, n.x. A person of great
endurance physically ; one of very
robust constitution, and of great
strength.

i Nqola, n.z. A wagon, x. Inqwdo.
i Nqolobane, n. z. A small store-house

built on poles, near the dwelling-
house.

isi Nqolomti, n.x. A woodpecker.
i Nqolowa, n.x. Wheat corn.

uku Nqoma, v. i. x.z. To lend for use to
another. Applied almost exclu
sively to the loan of cows to a per
son that he might have the milk.
’Zundi nqome inkomo ndiyisenge :
Lend me a cow to milk.

i Nqoma, n.x.z. A cow. or cows, lent to
milk to another person.

i Nqombokazj, n.x. A dark yellow cow.
i Nqondo, n.z. Foot of fowl; leg of

locust.
uku Nqokgqola, v.t.x. To knock, as with

a small stone on another. Applied
to the knocking of a broken bone
on a stone to extract the marrow.

uku Nqoxomfa, v. t. x. To perform an action
often and continuously, as digging
with a hoc, or as gleaning.

um Nqosqo, n.z. Spinal marrow.
uku Nqoxqoza, v.t.x.z. To knock, as at a

door for admission.
i Nqoxtsi, n.x. The hollow at the back

of the head.
uku Nqopisa, u.t.x.z. To make an engage

ment ; to make an appointment;
to enter into an agreement; to in
stitute ; to make a mutual agree
ment.

uku Nqopisana, v.t. x.z. To make a mutual
engagement or contract; to agree
together to an undertaking; to
enter into a covenant.

um Nqoiusaxo, n.x. A mutual engage
ment; a covenant entered into by
two or more persons; a contract;
an agreement.

um Nqopiso, n.x. An engagement; an
obligation; an institute.

um Nqopiswana, n.x. A time fixed by
two parties for the performance of
an action.

Nqu, v. z. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
nqu: To push about here and there,
as a pig grubbing for food.

in Nqu, n.x. The antelope called the
Gnu. z. Inkonkoni.

um Nqbba, n.x. An encampment; a
temporary erection on a journey.

i Nqubu, n.z. A bend in a river.
i Nqukvmbelo, n.x. A scam ; a hem on

a garment. From uku Qukuuibela :
To scam ; to hem.

isi Nqukuxquku, n.z. Stump of a tree.
Anything thick and stumpy, as a
large, ill shaped head.

uku Nquua, v.i.x. To worship; to pray;
to ask blessings from God.

uku Nqula, v. i.x. To give abundance of
milk. Applied to cattle only.

i Nqula, n.z. The upper part of the
dewlap in cattle.

in Nquto, n.x. A small species of tor
toise.

i Nqui.u, n.z. The thigh joint.
um Nquma, n.x. The olive tree.
uku Nquma, v. t. z. 1. To cut oft"; to lop

off; to finish with a stroke. Used
of killing an animal with a decisive
blow.

2. To fix a day for some particu
lar business.

3. To cut an affair short by set
tling it; to cut a discourse short.
x. Nqumla.

uku Nqumama, v. i.x. To stand still; to
cease operations. Used also with
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Ukuti, which see at No. 8 of its
meanings. Abantu bale nqumama
pezu kwentaba : 'Die people stood
still, or came to a stand still, on the
mountain.

in Nqumba, x. A closely packed con
course of people ; a crowd ; or a
drove of cattle closely packed to
gether. z. A buffalo.

isi Nqumela, x. Tallow made from the
fat of cattle.

uku Nqumla. See uku Nqamla.
uku Nqvmula, v.t.z. To cut olf entirely;

to amputate.
uku Nquna, v.t.z. To expose the person;

to be quite naked.
uku Nqunda, v.t.x.z. To break off or cut

away any tender branch, or grass,
.as in reaping the Kaffir corn. z.
To bend, as the point of a knife.

ama Nquxbasqvnua, n.z. Hesitation ; re
serve, as when a person admits a
fact unwillingly.

ubu Nqokv, n. Exposure of the whole
person.

uku Nquxc.a, v. I. x. To chop, or cut to
pieces; to mince as meat for cook
ing, or as hay or forage when cut
into chatl’ for feeding horses.

uku Nqunquluza, n.x. To lie or fall down
heavily; hence applied to a corpse.
Ilityc langunquluza entabeni : The
stone fell heavily from the moun
tain.

uku Nqusiia,v.t.z. To stamp, as stamping
a thing with a pestle in a mortar.

umbona : Stamp the mea
lies, so as to remove the husks.

uku Nqvtula, v. t. x. To pluck out hair
from the person, or from an animal.

Nqwa, v. x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
nqwa : 1. To lie down and slumber.

2. x.z. It sometimes denotes a
strong resemblance or likeness,
either in person or conduct. Elo
Tiashc lite nqwa nclami kanyc:
That horse resembles mine exactly.

3. x.z. To meet suddenly and
unexpectedly with each other in a
certain locality. Satena nqwa
enkalwcni : We met on the neck of
the mountain. The radical mean
ing in the last two significations is
what our English word “ Exactly ”
denotes. Satena nqwa endlwini:
We met at the house exactly, at
the very spot.

uku Nqwaba, v.t.z. To heap up.

in Nqwaba, n. z. A heap.
i Nqwabeba, n.x. A bulbous plant bear

ing a flower somewhat like a
lily.

uku Nqwaba, v.t.x.z. To nod the head; to
nod when dozing.

Nqwale. n.x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
nqwale: To bow the head. Bate
nqwale : They bowed their heads.

uku Nqwaleka, v.i. x. To bo nodding.
uku Nqwamba, v.t.z. To wind anything

round the neck.
i Nqwamba, n.x. Long strips of skin,

wound round the neck of an infant,
as a charm against evil.

i Nqwamba, n.x. A cutting made on
the nose of a calf, to prevent it
from sucking.

i Nqwasqwa, n.x. A sort of net work,
or trellis work.

uku Nqwanqwa, v.i.x. To hesitate ; to ma
nifest an indisposition to an under
taking or task ; to hesitate in speak
ing. Ute wakukov’ ukufika aka-
basanqwanqwa ukulwa: On his
arrival he immediately, without de
lay or hesitation, began the fight.

ubu Nqwanqwilb, n.x. Harsh conduct.
um Ngwazi, n.x. A hat; a bonnet; a

covering for the head; the name
for the head dress of the Kaffir
women, consisting of a high cap,
made of skin, and covered wiih
beads. lienee it denotes a bonnet
or hat.

uku Nqwema, v.t.x. To cut meat into small
pieces.

uku Nqwena, 1 v. x. To have a strong de-
uku NqwenelA,) sire for; to lust after a

thing; to covet.
uku Nqwexa, v.i.z. 1. To growl, as a wild

animal.
2. To grumble, as a man.

uku Nqwexela, v.i.z. To desire strongly;
to desire enviously ; to covet what
is another's.

uku Nqweneleka, v.n.x.z. To be desir
able. Izinto czinqwenelekayo: De
sirable things. Z inokunqwenclU.a
pezn kwe golidc : They are more
desirable than gold.

uku Nqwexisa, v.t.x.z. To cause or excite
strong desires in another.

i Nqwfno, n.x.t.. Strong desire.
i Nqwimba, n.x. The elbow joint.

uku Nsala, or Ntsala, v.t.z. To pull
strongly, as the string of a bow, or
a rope. x. uku Tsala.
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i Nsassa, n. z. A small white and black
bird. <

' i Nsele, n.z. A small animal that cats
honey. t

i Nselo, n.z. The hoof of an animal.
uku Nsisya, c.t.x. To pull or tie fast

together.
Nsu.vi>u, adj. x.z. Dark coloured; dark

brown ; nearly black. Ihashe cli-
nsundu : A dark brown horse.

Ntambama, arfw.z. In the afternoon.
um Ntaxezulu, n.x. A mantis. The name

in Kaffir is, lit., “The child of hea
ven." The Hottentots worship the i
mantis; hence perhaps the name I
given to it, which most probably
has been adopted by the Kaffirs
from the Hottentots.

uku Ntaxta, i'.j.z. To float; to swim.
uku Ntela, v.t. z. To joke; to say in sport

what is not true.
uku Ntelemra, v.t. z. To make rude or tin-1

kind jokes. I i
isi Ntei.i, n.z. A jesting, droll, funny, ’

jocular person.
Ntexsi, x. Used with Ukuti, which sec

at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
ntensi: To ache; to tingle. Ingalo
zam, zitc ntensi ngokubula; My i
arms ache and tinglewith threshing. ■

uku Ntexteleza, v.t. x. To perform any!
bodily exercise dexterously or cle- I
gantly, as dancing, running, riding,
&c.

i Ntextemisa, n.x. A petted, spoiled
child.

Nthlale, ax. Used with Ukuti,
which sec at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukuti nthlale To throw to the
ground in wrestling. Ndarnte
nthlale: I threw him to the ground.

Nthlikiti, v.x. Used with Ukuti,
which see at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukuti nthlikiti : To strike a person
heavily with the hand, so as to se
verely injure him.

Nthloyiya, n.x.z. A hawk very de
structive to chickens.

i Ntixtiyoya, n.x.The curlew; peewit.
i Ntivani, n.z. A small brown bird.
i Nila, n.x. The highest part of an

object, as the top of a mountain.
Amentia cutaba: The tops of
mountains.

ili Ntla, n.x. The part of the Kaffir hut
which is situated on the farther
side of the fire-place, which is in the
middle of the hut. It is the part
of the house at the back, directly

opposite the door, and is always
occupied by the master of the
hut.

uku Ntlakaza, v.t. x. To make coarse
work, as in sewing a garment, or in
grinding corn.

Ntlakaxtlaka, adj.x. Coarse, as meal,
or as a coarse texture, as sackcloth.
The prefix changes with the spec.
of the noun qualified. Umgubo
ontlakantlaka: Coarse meal. Ingubo
enUakantlaka : A coarse garment;
coarse cloth ; sackcloth.

uku Ntlatlata, v.t. x. To soften by chew
ing anything with the teeth, as a
string or thong. Inkomo intlatlata
intambo: The cow is chewing the
rcim or thong.

ili Nile, n.z. An open uninhabited coun
try ; a wilderness.

u Ntloxqwexi, ii. z. A very long walk
ing stick or staff.

uku Ntloxtlozela, v. i. x. To feel a tingling
sensation, especially about the nose
before sneezing.

u Ntloyiva, n. x. A species of hawk.
ubu Ntombi, n.x.z. Maidenhood, virginity.

i Ntsabo, 71.x.z. A fright; that which
frightens.

i Ntsasa, n.x. A description of bird.
z. Small bushy pieces of firewood.

i Ntsasela, n.x. Thatching grass.
i Ntseli, n.x. One who drinks much

milk; a drinker.
i Ntshiyaxe, n.x. A bird, flic roibeck.

Ntsiiontsho, adj.x. Abominable; un
clean.

ubu Ntsuostsho, ti. x. Abomination ;
odiousness. Into ebuntshontsho:
An abominable or odious thing.
Lit. A thing which is an abomina
tion.

Ntshwa, x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
ntshwa: 1. To contract or draw to
gether, as the skin when burnt, or
as leather when placed too near the
fire.

2. To contract the features in
anger; to scowl.

i Ntsikizi, n.x.z. A large bird of the
turkey buzzard species.

uku Ntsila, v.t.x. To repeat the same ac
tion, or the same request, until the
object in view is accomplished;
as the waves of the sea repeatedly
tossing a vessel until wrecked.

i Ntso, n.x. A kidney. Plur. Jzintso:
Kidneys.
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isi Ntsoskotelo, n.x. An ambiguous sen
tence or utterance; a double en
tendre.

uku Ntsula, v.i.x. To bud; to put forth
buds as a tree, or a plant, in the
spring of the year. Ngalo ivumba
lamanzi uya kuntsula, wenze ama-
sebe njcngesityalo csitsha : Through
the scent of water it will bud,
and bring forth branches like a
plant.

i Ntscsdu. See i Nsundu.
Ntsunpukazi, n.x. A dun coloured

cow.
n Ntswazi, n.x. A rod ; a switch.
i Ntswele, n. x. An onion ; garlic.

um Nru, n.x.z. A person; any human
being.

ubu Ntu, n.x.z. Humanity; manhood;
that which relates to mankind.

ulu Ntu, n.x.z. Humankind ; mankind.
i Ntubu, n.x. The white ant.

uku Ntula, r.i.z. To be destitute; to
need ; to be in want.

u Ntulikazi, n.x.z. The month of June.
Lit. The dusty month.

u Ntulo, n.x.z. A salamander.
u Ntuxtu, n.z. A person with weak

eyes, so that from pain in looking
at the light they are partially closed;
one with dull sight.

um Ntwasa, n.x.z. A child, male or fe
male. It is the dim. of Umntu :
A person.

ubu Ntwaxa, n.x.z. Childhood. Dim. of
Ubuntu : Manhood ; humanity.

i Nirr, n.z. An ostrich, x. Inciniba.
uku Ntyjnga, v.f.z. To throw away.
uku Ntyoxtya, v.t.7. To cut oft’ strips of

meat from an ox which has been
slaughtered without permission. It
is not considered to be stealing, but
is often found fault with by the
owner of the ox.

u Ntyoxtyo, n.x. A long operation ; a
tedious but determined way of per
forming an undertaking. Lomntu
unontyontyo, ngokuteta kwakc:
That man is tediously long in his
discourse. Indoda enontyontyo
ngokuhamba kwakc : A man who
holds on at a slow but enduring
pace in running.

i Ntyoxtyololo, n. x. A long garment;
a long train to a dress.

uku Ntyoxtyoloza, v.i.x. To hold on
steadily to a purpose ; to continue
long either in a discourse, or the
performance of an undertaking.

i Ntyozt, n.z. A wall-eyed person,
having one eye useless.

uku Ntyuktya, v.x. The same as Ukuntyo-
ntyoloza.

uku Ntywila, v.i.x. To dive; to plunge
into water.

uku Ntywilisa, v.t.x. To duck; to drown.
uku Nuka, v.i.x.■/.. 1. To smell. KunuU

antoni I What is smelling? In-
nyamauya nuka: The meat smells.

2. v.t. To smell or scent out or
after. Inja inuk' antoni? What
is the dog smelling at ?

3. To accuse of the crime of
witchcraft by the native custom of
“ Ukunuka." Thus, when the Jqira,
or witch doctor, uses enchantments
to discover the witch or wizard who
has bewitched the sick person, he
is said to nuka the person whom
he accuses, and the person accused
is said to be, Umntu onukiweyo:
The person smelt out.

um NuKAMmn.i, n.z. A species of tree
which has an offensive smell.

uku Nukela, v.i.x.7.. To smell out, that
is, to discover, by the process of
Ukunuka, for a person who is sick,
the person who has bewitched him.

ubu Nuku, n.7. Dirty habits.
i Nuku, n.z. A dirty person; one of

dirty habits.
uku Nukubala, v.i.7.. To be sodden with

rain, mud, &c.
um Numzaxa, n.x. A respectable man;

one of the higher ranks of society;
a gentleman. z. The owner of
several kraals, or villages, as dis
tinguished from the place or town
of the paramount chiefs, Umzana
being the dim. of Unizi: A town.
Uinn umzana denotes a person of
rank, a man of wealth, but inferior
to the great chief.

i Nuxnu, n.x. A moth.
u Nuxgf.kde, n.x. The large white ant

found in the nests of white ants,
named the queen of the ant heap.

i Nuxc.o, n.z. A porcupine.
isi N uxgu, n. x. A species of clover, (hare's

foot,) whose roots arc juicy and re
freshing when eaten.

i Nuxu, n.x. 1. A generic term for
insects.

2. A severe man. Often used to
frighten children, as if saying,
“ There is an insect.”

uku N unusa, v. t. x. z. To frighten children
by telling them that the bad man,
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or an evil thing, will come to
them.

u Nwabu, n.x. 1. A chameleon.
2. Figuratively, an animal which

is poor in condition, z. u Nwaba.
There is a curious nativeZuZu tra

dition respecting the Chameleon,
which is an animal very slow in its
movements; and the Intulo, the
Salamander, which is much quicker
in its movements. The tradition
is, that Nukuluskulu, the Gbeat-
Gbkat One, sent ITnwaZiu, after men
were first made, to inform them
that they should live for ever. But
after Unwabu had been dismissed,
Nukulunkulu changed his mind,
and sent Intulo to say that men
should die. Unwabu being too
slow in its movements, was outrun
by Intulo, who delivered his mes
sage first, and when Unwabu
arrived and delivered his message,
men answered him, “ We have al
ready accepted the message of In
tulo, and therefore can accept no
other.” And hence, says tradition,
it is that men must die. We have
here a dim shadowing forth of the
original destination of man, as an
immortal being, which was lost by
the acceptance of a message of death.

uku Nwabuluka, v. i.x. To stretch out, as
a bird its wings to commence its
flight, or as a snake when it unfolds
itself from its coil, or as any elastic
substance, z. To go slowly, as a
chameleon.

uku Nwabulula, v.t.x. To stretch out, as a
garment. Nwabulula ingubo :
Stretch out the cloak.

uku Nwala, v. t.z. To do a thing well.
um Nwe, n. x.z. A finger.

uku N weba, v. t.x.z. To stretch out, as any
thing elastic.

um Nweba, n.z. A large forest tree.
uku Nweba, v.t.x. To continue to annoy a

person by irritating language; to
seek to provoke a person to a quar
rel ; to refuse to make peace; to
seek a quarrel.

in Nwebu, n.x. The cuticle; the thin
outermost skin that covers the true
skin of the body.

um Nwebu, n.x. A skin garment.
uku Nwbbula, v.t.z. To rend; to tear, as

an old garment.
in Nwele, n. x.z. Hair of the head. The

sing, is u Nwele.

Nxa, adv. x. z. When ; at such a time.
It is a contraction of Ixesha: Time.
Nxa, used before verbs, to express
“ When,” always takes the verbal
prefixes of the subjunctive mood,
(sec Grammar,) and generally affixes
the particle yo to the verb. I'm
bahambayo: When they proceed.
Nxa afikayo : When he arrives.
Nxa bangatetiyo : When they speak
not. It sometimes has a conditional
force. Nxa ateta inyaniso uyaku-
viwa: When he speaks truth he
will be heard. Nxa is somet mes
used to express, “Seeing that." Ndi-
ngatinina ukubeta umntwana, nxa
ndimtandayo kangakal How can I
beat the child, seeing that I love
him so much 1

i Nxa, adv.z. On one side of. x. Nxa-
manye.

i Nxagu, n. x. A wild pig of the plains.
uku Nxakama, n.x. A nominal verb used

to describe the cry of animals. (See
Ukuxakama.)

i Nxakeko, n.x. A difficulty; a per
plexity ; an embarrassment.

i Nxakekwana, n.x. Small difficulties;
small embarrassments.

uku Nxala, v. t.x. To glutton.
i Nxala, n.z. A red reed buck.
i Nxalesye, adv.x. On the side of.

uku Nxalisa, v. t. x. To cause a person to
glutton, or cram himself with food.

uku Nxama, v.i.x. To haste; to bo quick
in performing an action.

uku Nxamela, v.i.x. To be in haste to
perform an action. Ndiyeke
ndixamele ukuhamba : Leave me
alone, I am in haste to be gone.

uku Nxamisa, v.t.x. To hasten; toquicken
in pace.

Nxamxye, adv. x. On one side, as of a
path or wood. z. Nxanye.

ubu Nxamo, n.x. Haste; impetuosity.
i Nxana, n.z. Desire.

uku Nxaxela, v.i.z. To desire to possess;
to long and languish for.

i Nxaxo, n.x. Thirst.
uku Nxaxwa, v.i.x. To thirst; to be

thirsty, z. To be dry from drought.
i Nxaxxadi, n.x. A butcher bird.
i Nxanxasi, n.x. A waterfall.

in Nxanxosi,n.x. A secretary bird. This
bird lives on small reptiles, and
eating snakes and lizards.

uku Nxapa, v.i.z. To pronounce the x
click, as a person expressing vexa
tion, or dislike.
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i Nxaruse, n.x. The name of a river
between the Gqunuoc and the
Buffalo rivers.

uku Nxasha, v.t.x. To charge a gun.
Umpu vxashiwe : The gun is
charged.

uku Nxata, v.i.x. To sit with the legs
wide apart; to straddle.

Nxatshike ! interj. x. Right ! Well
said ! That is right ! Approved of!

i Nxaxa, n.x. The name of a river on
the west side of the Fish River.

in Nxeba, n. x.z. A wound.
um Nxeba, n.x.z. A band to tic with,

made of the bark of trees.
i Nxele, n.x.z. 1. A left-handed person.

2. An ox with the left horn
broken off.

ubu Nxele, n.x.z. Left-handedness.
uku Nxesxezel.a, x. To comfort; to sym

pathize with. z. Uku jNxepezela.
i Nxexxezelo, n.x Comfort;sympathy.
i Nxenve, adv. 7.. On one side of a thing.
i Nxexye, n.x. A part; a portion.

Often used with nga prefixed; the
final a coalesces with the initial iof
inxenye, changing it into e. Bafika
nyenxenye: A part of them
arrived. Wandinika immali
nyenxenye He gave me part of
the money.

uku Nxiba, v.t. x. 1. To tic; to bind up.
2. To dress; to put on, or bind on,

a person's clothes. Basanxiba: They
are still dressing, z. To place a
piece of wood across the nose of an
ox,by dividing the cartilage, toguide
the ox bystringsattaehed thereto so
as to make it act like a bit in the
mouth of a horse.

i Nxibo,n.x. Bonds; fastenings, z. The
piece of wood placed in the nose
of a pack-ox to answer as a bit in
guiding it.

uku Nxila, v.i.x. To drink to excess; to
become intoxicated.

in Nxila, n.x. A drunkard.
i Nxili, n.x. A side pocket, as worn by

females.
uku Nxilisa, v.i.x. To make drunk.

i Nxina, n.x. The name of a shrub
which is strongly scented, from
which perfume is made; a wild
mint.

i Nxiwa, n. x. The site of an old village
or homestead.

isi Nxobo, n.x. A covering, as a holster
for a gun, or a leather case for a
box.

uku Nxoka, v.t.x. To poke with a stick ;
to thrust at.

i Nxoxxo, n.z. A small piece of meat
cut off from the flank of an animal.

in Nxowa, n.x. A sack or bag.
in Nxozi, n.x.z. The inner bark of the

mimosa tree.
uku Nxuba, v.t.x. 1. To intermix different

ingredients.
2. To feel alarmed and uneasy

on account of bad news. Ndi-
nxubilc: I am uneasy ; I am under
painful apprehension ; my thoughts
are confused.

3. To be so occupied with pain
ful thought, as to be unobservant
of passing events ; to muse ; to be
in a reverie. In these last two sig
nifications the original meaning of
an intermixture of different ingre
dients is still maintained.

i Nxuba, n.x. The Great Fish River.
So named on account of the muddy
state of its waters, from uku Nxuba:
To intermix.

uku Nxula, v.t. x. To lead a horse by the
side of a ridden one.

uku Nxuleka, v.n.x. To be loadable, or
easily led, as a horse which runs
well beside another when led by a
rider.

i Nxuluma, n. z. A large village or
kraal.

uku Nxulumaxa, x. To be near each
other; to be parallel to. Izindlu
zinxulumenc: The houses are near
each other. Indicia zinxulumenc :
The paths run parallel to each
other.

isi Nxulumane, n. x. That which stands
by, or runs parallel with, another
thing.

uku Nxusa, v.t.z. To ask a favour; to en
treat the goodwill of another.

uku Nxwala. v.t.x. To defy; to call
out to battle; to challenge to
combat.

uku Nxwalana, v.t.x. To defy each other;
to challenge each other to combat.

i Nxwaleko. n.x. An unruly person.
uku Nxwelkba, v.t.x. To wound, as in a

fight or battle.
i NxwELEiiA, n. x. A wounded person;

one wounded in battle.
uku Nxwema, v.t. x. To avoid; to shun;

to keep at a distance from.
i Nxwembe, n.z. A large spoon used

for mixing food.
u Nxeme, n.x. The sea shore, or banks
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of a river. Elunxwemene: On the
sea shore.

i Nxenxa, n.x. The name of the Kat
River.

uku Nya, v.t.x. 7.. To void excrement.
n Nya, n. z. Sternness; severity; wrath:

harshness ; unkindness ; cruelty.
uku Nyaha, v.i. x. To act foolishly, imply

ing great carelessness. Umntu
onyabileyo: A foolish, careless per
son. z. To handle roughly; to
thrash; to duck; to drench a person.

uku Nyafu, v.1.7.. To chew food with a
vulgar noise in eating.

isi Nyaka, n. z. The colon, or large in
testine.

um Nyaka, n.x. A year; the annual re
volution of the earth round t he sun.

Nyaka, 1 n.x.z. In the year; the
Nyakana, ) year when. Nyaka

ukumkani wafa ngayo: The year
in which the king died. Nyakana
bafikayo: The year in which they
arrived.

uku Nyakalkla, v.i.x. To swarm ; to be in
abundance, as a multitude; to
throng together.

uku Nyakama, r.r'.x. To become moist; to
contract moisture, z. To knit the
brows in displeasure ; to frown ; to
scowl; to look gloomy or morose.
Applied also to the sky when it is
gloomy and threatening in its
aspect.

Nyakamile, adj.x. Moist; damp.
z. Frowning, gloomy aspect.

uku Nyakamisa, v.t.x. To moisten, z. To
cause a frown.

ubu Nyakama, n.x. Moisture; damp
ness.

ubu Nyakamara, n.x. Slight dampness, or
moisture.

um Nyakanya, n.z. A tuft of feathers,
tied to a stick, forming the war
plume of the Zulu warrior.

isi Nyakanya, n.z. A crowd of people; a
commotion ; a concourse of people
forming a confused mass; an up
roar of people ; a riot.

isi Nyakanyaka, n.x. A crowd of people
waving to and fro ; a concourse of
people in commotion.

ubu Nyakanyaka, n.z. Confusion, as of a
crowd of people hurrying to and
fro.

uku Nyakatisa, v.i.x. I. To press onwards,
as in a crowd.

2. To urge upon a person’s
notice.

3. To press a person annoyingly
with conversation.

i Nyakato. n.z. The north cast wind.
uku Nyakaza, v.i.z. 1. To be in an agitated,

confused state, manifested by bustle
and disorder of manner.

2. To wave about from side to
side, as grass or corn agitated by
the wind.

Nyakknye, adv.x.7.. Last year, about
a year since.

ama Nyaia,n.x.Shamelessness; that which
is disgraceful; indecencies.

in Nyama, ii.x.7,. Flesh ; meat.
isi Nyama, n.z. Darkish, blackish, as

dark grained wood.
um Nyama, n.x.z. A rainbow.

ama Nyama, n.x. The scrapings or shav
ings of a hide, when dressed for
leather.

in Nyamakazi, n.x. Game; wild animals
fit for food. z. im Nyamakazi.

uku Nyamalai.a, f.i.z. To disappear: to
vanish; to become as nothing; to
become obliterated, as the tracks
of cattle.

uku Nyamalaza, v.t.x. To obliterate; to
cause to disappear.

in Nyamazaxa, n.x.z. A generic name
for all kinds of game, whether
animal or of the feathered tribes.

uku Nyameka, t>.i.x. To give close atten
tion to ; to take a lively interest in;
to give earnest heed to; to give con
stant and persevering attention to ;
to be indefatigable.

uku Nyamekf.i.a, v.i.x. To takean interest
in specified things; to care for with
tender affection: to give heed to;
to be observant of : to tend towards
in the affections; to savour of.

in Nyameko, n.x. Perseverance; endur
ing application to an undertaking.

uku Nyamezela, v.t. x. To endure; to bear
patiently ; to persevere amid diffi
culties'.

i Nyamezf.lo, n x.Endurance;fortitude.
i Nyamfunyampu, n.x. Food overcooked,

and therefore unpleasantly soft.
uku Nyamyeka, v.i.x To be surfeited

from eating to excess.
u Nyana, n.x. A son. Plur. oNyana:

Sons. z. A son or daughter, also
the younger wife of a polygamist.
Lit. A smaller one, or younger one.

i Nyanda, x. See in Vanda.
i Nyanuf.zulu, n.z. A slender green

snake, which inhabits trees, x.
Nambczulu.
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i Nr ano a, n.x.z. 1. The moon. The
changes of the moon are expressed
thus:—Inyanga elwasilcyo: The
new moon. Inyanga eldangencyo :
The full moon. Inyanga esclwa,
or seiselwa : (see Ukusclica••) The
moon after the full. Inyanga
ejileyo: The old moon. Lit. The
moon which is dead.

2. A month, meaning the period
of the moon.

3. A doctor; a diviner; a pro
fessional person ; one who has been
instructed in the art of medicine,
nnd also of using incantations and
enchantments, without which no
person is considered as a competent
doctor among the Kaffirs. There
arc those who are called Inyanga
yamayeza: Doctors of medicine;
and others who are called Inyanga
zoktdnda: Doctors of divination.
The latter are the highest in rank.

uku Nyaxoa, v.t.x.7.. 1. To practise the
art of healing, cither by medicine
or charms.

2. To beguile ; to deceive; to
enchant; to charm.

u Ntaxcati, n.x. Paste; any adhesive
substance.

uku Ntanoaza, v. i.x. 1. To walk totter-
ingly, as under a burden.

2. To lurk about as with pre
datory intentions.

ama Nyanoe, n.x. Those of old times;
elders.

aba Nvaxoi, n.x.7.. Those who practise as
doctors, by using charms or in
cantations.

i Nyaxoo, n.x. A store for corn, erected
on poles in the form of a small hut.
z. An arsenal. The store where
the shields are stored when not in
use in warfare.

um Nyaxoo, v.x.7.. The doorway; the en
trance to a house.

isi Nyaxoo, n.x.7. A charm; any sub
stance worn on the body as a spell
or enchantment to charm away
evil or to secure some good.

um Nyaxi, x. 1. The bushy ear of Kaffir
corn, after the corn is threshed out,
or the stalky blossom of maize.

2. Figuratively, a sweeping brush;
a broom.

uku Nyaxiseka, v.t.x. To be true ; to be
faithful.

ubu Nyaniseko," n.x. Faithfulness; sin
cerity.

in Nyaniso, n.x. Truth. Innyaniso lonto :
That is the truth.

uku Nyaxka, v.t.7. To take a bait out of
a trap, and go oft’ with it without
being caught, x. To draw in the
foot or feet.

uku Nyanta, v.i.7.. To feel uncomfortable,
or uneasy, as at hearing unplea
sant news, or something offensive.

uku Nyantsula, v.i.x. To boast; to be
haughty, supercilious, arrogant; to
walk and strut in a defiant man
ner.

nm Nyanya, n.x. A ghost; a spirit of the
departed.

uku Nyaxyalaza, v.i.7.. To cat or drink
without masticating; to guzzle.

uku Nyaxyateka, v.t.7.. To ooze out, as
oil through the sides of a porous
vessel.

uku Nyaxzela, v.t.x. 1. To press; to
squeeze, as a sponge.

2. To constrain; to urge to any
course of action by continued
argument; to bring the force of
circumstances to bear on a person
so as to induce him to a course of
conduct.

in Nyartni, n.x. A bird named the blue
sprew.

uku Kvasha, v.t.x. To force into a tube.
Hence, to load a gun, or to fill the
bowl of a pipe for smoking.

uku Nyatela, v.t.x.?,. To tread on ; to run
over. Wanyatclwa yinqwelo : He
was run over by a waggon. JXdin-
yatelwe lihashe : I was trodden on
by the horse. Unganyatcli apo:
You are not to tread there.

um Nyateliso, n.z. An ox given by a
chief to a person who is about to
start on a journey, to be slaughtered
for food on the way.

in Nr ATI, n.x. 7.. A buffalo.
i Nyatuko, n.z. A foot path. This

word has been substituted for that
in use among the Xo.sa Kaffirs, viz.,
Indicia, from the custom of never
using as a common word that which
has been adopted as the name of a
great chief. Undlela was the name
of a famous Zulu Induna, or coun
sellor of the chief; for this reason, it
was laid aside, and Inyatuko used.

uNyawo, n.x. The human foot. z. A
footstep or mark of the foot on the
ground.

nku Nyaza, v. t.z. To speak disparagingly
of a person, or his doings.
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um Nyazi, n.x. A fan. Umnyazi wok-
wcla: A winnowinc fan. z. A
flexible basket made of rushes.

u Nyazi, n.z. A flash of lightning. u
uku Nyazima, v t.7„ To lighten. Applied

especially to fog, or sheet lightning, u
Nye, orfy.x.z. One. The prefix varies

with that of the noun qualified.
Umntu omnyc: One person.
Ihashe linye: One horse. n

isi Nye, x. Another. Spec. 4 sing.
Jsinye isitya: Another vessel.

isi Nye, n.x.z. The bladder.
ubu Nye, n.x.z.Oneness;unity. Vbunye

babo: Their unity.
uku Nyebelela, v.i.x. To wish evil to

another; to endeavour to bring
calamities on another; to curse ; to
imprecate. t

uku Nyebeleza, v.i. x. To move stealthily,
so as to avoid observation, z. To
slip away; to disappear stealthily.

uku Nyebula, v.i.x. To pout out the lips; i
to make faces, as a child.

uku Nyekuza, v.t.z. To humble; to de
grade. Wanyiyefuza. pambi kwa-
bantu: He put me down, or hum
bled me, before the people.

uku Nyeka, v.i.x. 1.To lust after; to have
secret desires after either a person
or a thing. Generally applied to
lustful desires after a woman.

2. To look over the shoulder, so
as to observe what is taking place
behind a person.

uku Nyekana, v.i.x. To have secret
thoughts towards each other, mani
fested by expressive looks at each
other.

in Nyeke, n.x. A person with a double
lip, or hare lip.

uku Nyela, v.i.x.z. To water ; to sprinkle,
as water from a watering pot.

ama Nyela, n.z. The dross of metal, thrown
off in clinkers, in smelting or heat
ing for welding. Lit. The excre
ment of metals.

u Nyelf., n.x. The outer edge or side of
a forest.

um Nyele, n.x. Anything in a line or
stripe, as the bristles of an animal ,
when raised in anger, or the milky !
way in the heavens, z. A row ; a 1
line ; a stripe.as a stain in wood ; or
a line of grass which is sometimes
left on the land after the country
has been burnt by the grass being
fired.

uku Nyelela, v.i.x. To depart silently

and quietly, so as to avoid observa
tion ; to slip away from company
withouttakingleave, z. ukuNycnya.

uku N yelezei a, v.t. v.. To bear young, as a
pig, or a bitch ; to litter, or pup.

uku Nyklisa, v.t.x.z. To make odious; to
abuse; to rail at a person; to
slander; to defame.

i Nyembf.zi, n.x.z. Tears.
uku Nyenoanyenoisa, v t.x. To loosen any

fixture by shaking, or by pulling
backwardsand forwards, as a pole
fixed in the ground.

um Nyexi, n.x. A bridegroom.
i Nyenkelezi, n.z. 1. A snake which

moves as if blind.
2. A species of weasel which

moves as if blind.
uku Nyenyeza, v.i. z. To whisper slyly ; to

speak to a person in an undertone.
in Nyexzani, n.x.z. A cricket.
i Nyevu, n.x. A species of caterpillar.

uku Nyevuza, v.i.7.. To mutter and mur
mur, as when in anger.

i Nyewe, n.z. Moderation : calmness.
i Nyeza, n.z. A kind of sweet potato.

um Nyezaxi, n.z. A willow tree.
u Nyezi, n.z. Moonlight.
i Nyezwana, n.x. A small cricket.

Nyi, x. Used with Ukuti, which sec
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
nyi: To proceed on farther. Kwa-
fika abantu bebabini, omnyc ngo-
kuba ediniwe njc utc pefu, kanti
esenamandlana Ktiye omnyc ute nyi
yena: There arrived two persons,
one of whom being tired rested
awhile, but the other being stronger
proceeded further.

i Nyiba, n.x. A narrow way or pass.
uku N yiba, v. i. z. To go oil’, as if ashamed ;

to slink away.
i Nyibiba, n.x. A fountain lily. Arum.

uku Nyibilika, v.i.x. To melt away.
z. To glide ; to slide away, as on a
slippery path; to become loosened,
as a knot.

uku Nyibtlikisa, r.t.x. To cause to melt.
z. To cause to slide, or slip away ;
to loosen, as a knot in a string.

i Nyiki, n x. A species of caterpillar.
z. An incision made in the flesh to
relieve pain.

uku Nyikila, v.t.x. To pinch.
uku Nyikima, v.t.x.z. To shake; to trem

ble : applied to a body (inanimate)
; which is capable of tremulous

motion, as the earth when shaken.
' by thunder, or an earthquake.
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i Nyikimo, n.x. A shaking; a tremu
lous, vibratory motion. The
shaking of the earth by an earth
quake would be called Inyikimo
yomhlaba.

uku Nyikinya, v.t.x.?.. To shake or move
a thing backwards and forwards, so
as to loosen it, as a pole which has
been placed in the ground.

u Nyikinva.se, adj. x. Fine, not coarse.
u Nyilbyo, n.x. A Cape canary.
u Nyilingo, n.x. A tight girdle; from

Ukunyinga : To bind tight. Used
specially to denote a kind of
thong worn round the loins by
heathen Kaffirs.

uku Nyinga, v. t.x. To gird or tie so tight
round a thing ns to cause a depres
sion in the part girded, as a thong
round a wool sack.

i Nyingci, n.x. A hyaena.
uku Nyinceka, v.i.x. To be tied round so

as to be indented or depressed at
the part where bound.

uku Nyinya, v. t.x. To pull tightly, as a
thong when tied. z. To compress ;
to abbreviate, as words in writing ;
to speak ambiguously by keeping
back words, as when a stranger is
present.

uku Nyisyisa, v.t.x. To allow a rope held
in the hand to lengthen slowly, or
a little at a time.

Nyinyiteka, v.i.x. To ooze out; to
percolate, as liquid through the
pores of a substance, or through
small openings.

uku Nyinyitekisa, v.t. x. To cause to ooze.
u Nyiwa, n. x. A description of red beads.

uku Nyoba, v.i.x. To be elated; to feel
pleasant and joyous. Unyobile :
He is enjoying himself.

um Nyobe, n.x. An antiquated dress.
uku Nyobisa, v.t.x. To give joy; to make

happy.
um Nyobo, n. x. A gift from a young man

to his intended; as a ring or a
brooch.

uku Nyoboza, v.i. z. To act as one
ashamed.

i Nyoka n.x.z. A serpent: a snake.
i Nyokasa, n.x.z. A small snake.
u Nyoko, n.x.z. Thy mother.
u Nyokokazi, n.x. Thy aunt.
u Nyokokulu, n. x. Thy grandmother.

uku Nyoloza, v.i.x. To move quickly
towards an object.

um Nyom bo, n.z. The tendrils of any
creeping plant, as of a cucumber.

uku Nyomla, v.i.x. To grin; to smile, as
if grinning.

uku Nyona, v.t.x. To point in anger to
wards the nose of another, so as to
annoy and irritate him.

uku Nyondla, v.i.x. To look out sharply;
to look narrowly, or closely, after a
thing, or object.

i Nyonga, n.x. The flank, z. The hip
joint; Ir chanter major.

u Nyonga, n.z. A cripple, one who is
lame in the hip joint.

uku Nyongaza, v.t.z. To limp, as a cripple
on one leg.

i Nyongo, n.x.z. Bile ; gall.
uku Nyongoba, v.i.x. To act slyly ; to do

a thing with dexterous secresy.
i Nyoni, n.z. A generic term for birds

and fowls, x. Intaka.
uku Nyonyoba, v. t. z. To go very softly

towards an object, so as to capture
it.

i Nvosr, n.x.z. A bee. z. Honey'.
uku Nyotula, v.t.x. To pluck, or pull up, as

a plant; to pluck ofl’hair by violence.
u Nyovu, n.x. A Kaffir hash, made of

meat and corn.
um Nyovu, n.z. A wasp.
uku Nyovula, v.t. x. To pcrseveringly

abuse and annoy.
uku Nyuka, v.t.x. To ascend, as in ascend

ing a mountain ; to climb, as when
climbing a tree.

uku Nyukei.a, v.t.x.?.. To ascend or climb
towards a certain place. Nyukela
emtini : Climb the tree.

isi Nyvko, n.x.z. An ascent; an accli-
_ vity.

i Nyukunuku, n.x. A very’ dirty or
soiled thing, or person.

uku Nyvkunya, v.t.?.. To shake to and fro,
as a post to loosen it in the ground.

uku Nyula, v.t.x.z. To choose; to select.
uku Nyulela, v.t. x.z. To choose for.

i Nyumba, nz. A barren person or
animal.

i Nyundu. n.z. A moth, the species that
cats clothes.

um Nyundu, n.z. A leech.
uku Nyusa, v.I.x.z. To raise higher; to

cause to ascend.
in Nvusnu, n.z. A large dangerous snake

that has its habitation in trees. The
" Boomslang" of the Dutch.

uku Nywalaza, v.t.x. To act deceptively ;
to pretend to be what a person is
not, as to pretend great zeal where
the heart is not engaged.

uku Nyweba, v.t.x. To pinch.

Nyikinva.se
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uku Nywebelela, v.t. x. To predict or wish
evil to another.

uku Nyweleza, v. t. x. To flatter: to coax.
in Nywblezo, n.x. Flattery ; adulation :

the art of putting things so as to
bring over a person to the views of
the speaker.

i Nzembeszembe, n.x. Looseness of
flesh arising from corpulence. Len-
kabi iyenzembenzembi: This ox is
very fat, its fat hangs loose upon it.

ama Nzi, n.x. Water.
Nzi, x. Used with Ukuti, which sec at

No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti nzi:
To strike hard in beating a person
or animal. Wandibeta, wada wati
nzienthlokweni: Hebeatme until he
struck me a heavy blow on the head.

ubu Nzi, n.z. Brow; forehead.
Nzima, adj. x.z. Heavy. The prefix

varies with that of the noun it qua
lifies. Umntwanaomzima: A heavy
child. Into enzima: A heavy thing.

ubu Nzima, n.x z. Weight ; heaviness.
Ndinobumima: I am in heaviness.

i Nzima, n.z. A black ox.
i Nzimakazi, n.z. A black cow.

Nzo, n.x. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti nzo:
To fix the attention, or to fix the
eye, steadily upon a person or thing.
Iliso lake walite nzo pezu kwam :
He fixed his eye steadily upon me.

uku Nzonza, v.i.x. To waste away, as a
person in ill health, or water in a
leaky vessel.

Nzulu, adj.x. Deep. The prefix
changes with that of the noun qua
lified. Umlambo onzulu: A deep
river. Ulwandle olunzulu: A deep
sea.

i Nzulu, n.x. A depth ; a deep.
u Nzulu, n.x. Depth ; deepness.

0.

The letter O in Kaflir has the full open
sound of o in yo and so in English

1. O is the relative pronoun of
nouns, the initial vowel of which is
u. Umntu osebenzayo : A person
who works. Umlambo oyinzulu :
A river which is deep.

2. When followed by an active
verb, before which the pronominal
verbal mediate which denote the
accusative of the pronoun, (see
Grammar,) are placed, o is the acc i-

satire <f the relative pronouns who
and which, when the pronoun refers
to nouns commencing with u. Un-
yana wakoomtandayo:Thy son whom
thou lovcst. Umntu ondinttandayo:
The man whom 1 love. Uluti onda/u-
tshisayo : The rod which 1 burnt.

3. Prefixed to nouns which are
preceded by a noun of spec. 1 and
6 sing., o constitutes the genitive of
the per, pro. whose. When thus
used, the noun to which o is pre
fixed is followed either by an adjec
tive or verb. Umntu onkosi inkulu:
A person whose chief is great. Um
ntwana oyisc efile : A child whose
father is dead. Umlambo omanzi
maninzi: A river whose waters are
many.

is Oba, n. z. A plantation of the sugar
cane, Umoba.

um Oba, n.x.z. The sugar cane.
Obo, x.dem. pro. spec. 7. That; those.

Obo buso : That face. Obo bum-
nyama : That darkness.

Obu, x.dem.pro. spec. 7. This; these.
Obu bulumko : This wisdom.

ukw Obuka, v.i.x. To fall oil', as the skin
in patches from the body, or an
animal, or as bark from a tree.
z. Ukwcbuka.

ukw Obula, v. t. x. To flay ; to strip off the
skin, or bark from a tree. z. Ukwe-
bula.

Obunyb, adv. x. Another ; others.
Obunye ubuso : Another face.

Obuya, x. z.dem.pro. spec. 7. That
there. Ubuhlauti obuya: That
cattle fold there.

Odwa, adj.x. z. Alone; only; nothing
more. Referring to nouns of spec. 2
plur. Amahashe abe odwa: The
horses were alone. Abeko amafu
odwa: There was nothing but
clouds, or, there were clouds only.
Odwa is the root word to which the
euphonic letters of nouns are pre
fixed to express the above meaning
according to the species of the noun
referred to, with the exception of
the 1st and 2nd per. sing, and 1st
spec, sing., which take Edwa.
Ngabantu bodwa: People only.
Tina sodwa: We alone, &c.

ukw Ohlwaya, v.i.x. To reprove with
anger; to express displeasure to:
wards another.

ukw Oja, v.t.x. To bake or roast meat.
um Oji, n.x.Onewhobakesor roasts meats.
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ukw Oka, v.t.z. 1. To scorch by fire.
2. To inflame; to stir up passion,

as in an angry man.
Okasye, x. A disjunctive particle.

Otherwise ; else ; once more ; or.
Okanye aninamvuzo kuyihlo ose-
zulwini : Otherwise ye have no re
ward of your Father who is heaven.
Anivangaua oko kutetiweyo yi-
ukosi, okanye, anifundanga na oho
knbalwa yiyo emtetweni < Have ye
not heard that which the chief has
spoken 1 or have ye not read
what he has written in the law ?
Sakubona ninina ke usifix, okanye,
unseutolongweni, scza kuwe? Or
when saw we thee sick or in prison,
and came unto thee ?

Oko, x.z. dem.pro. spec. 8. That. Oko
kulunga : That goodness.

Gkokuba, x. An intensitivc form of
Ukuba. It denotes a reference to
some action expressed or under
stood, expressing, That I should, or,
that we or they should-, as, Ungu-
banina u Yeuovab, okokuba ndi-
pulapule ilizwi lake? Who is the
Loan, that I should obey His
voice?

Oku, x.z.dem.pro. spec. 8. This. Oku
kutya : This food. Oku. is also used
as a prefix to adjectives and verbs
when the relative pronoun is used
referring to nouns of spec. 8. Uku-
t.ya oZ'umnandi: Delicious food.
Ukulunga oZ’ubonakalayo : Good
ness that is manifest.

Okunene, ]adv.x. In truth; of a
OkwbbeseJ truth; verily; surely,
Okuxce.suawo, adv. x. That which is

aimless, worthless, idle, vain. Lit.
“ That which has no place." (See
Ngendawo.)

Okvkje, adv.x. Like to this. This,
word is compounded of Oku, This,
and a contraction of Njalo, Like;
and often answers to the English
words, so, that, such, and such as.
Akuzanga kubonwe okunje kwa-
Sirayeli: It was never so, or thus,
seen in Israel.

Oku.vi.vzi, adv.x. Abundance. Ndi-
nokuninzi mhlobo warn: I have
abundance, my friend.

Okuya, x.z. 1. Dem. pro. spec. 8. That
there.

2. Then; when. Okuya nda-
fikayo : When I arrived.

Okwako, adj.x. That which is thine.

Nanku unako okwako: There thou
bast that is thine.

urn Olakazana, n. x. A daughter-in-law.
Olu. x. z. dem. pro. spec. 5 sing. That.

Olu Tuti: That rod.
uku Olula, v.i.z. To stretch out. Yolula

isandlasako : Stretch out thy hand.
Yolula intambo: Stretch out the
thong.

ukw Oma, v.i.x.z. To dry up.
Oaiabini. adj.x. Both. Spec. 2 plu.

Amahashe omabini Both horses.
Omaulanu, adj.x. All five. Spec. 2

plu. Amazwi omahlanu : All five
words.

Omamboxo, adj.x. All eight. Spec. 2
plur. 0maniboxo amatye: All eight
stones.

Omane, adj.x. All four. Spec. 2 plu.
Sawabona '.mane amahashe: We
saw all four of the horses.

Omasixexxe, adj.x. All seven. Spec.
2 plu. Siya teta nani makwenkwe
ndini omasixenxe: We are speak
ing to you boys, all seven of you.

Omatanbatu, adj.x. All six. Spec. 2
plu. Ajika amadoda lawo omata-
ndalu: All those six men arrived.

Omatatu, adj.x. All three. Spec. 2
pin. Amakosazana omatatu : All
three princesses.

ukw Ombela, n.x. 1. A night dance in the
house, accompanied by the beating
of a hide and the clapping of hands,
to give the time of the dance.

2. A day dance got up to accom
pany the incantations of a doctor
in case of sickness, also accompa
nied by beating of hides and' clap
ping of bunds.

is Ombu, ?t.z. A rhinoceros.
ukw Omeleza, vt.x. To strengthen; to

invigorate.
ukw Omelezeka, v.i.x. To be strengthened ;

to be refreshed in spirit; to feel
fresh courage in an enterprise or
undertaking.

Omnye, adj.x. Another. Spec. 1 and
6. Umlambo omnye: Another
river. Omnye umntu : Another
person.

Omkye-kwomnye, adv. x. One towards
another, or one from another. Nizo
nivumelcnc omnye-kwomnye : Sub
mit yourselves one to another. After
an active verb it often means reci
procal action. Bahlnkana omnye-
kwomnye : They departed from each
other. Babcbhlana omnye-kwomnye:
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They wrote one to another; they’
corresponded. Ningaxoki omnye- I
kwomnye ■■ Lie not one to another. |

ukw Omula, v.t.x. To commence to drink
milk, after abstaining from it for a I
long time, either on account of the
observance of any superstitious cus- I
tom, or because in the winter sea
son milk has been scarce.

ukw Ona, v.t.x.?.. I. To spoil.
2. To injure; to wrong.
3. To act unjustly towards

another; to maltreat; to violate ;
hence,

4. To sin ; to transgress a law.
This word, when used for sinning
against God, embraces all the above
meanings, and is very expressive.
When the action of the verb ter
minates upon another than the
actor, the verbal medial of the
species of the noun, or of the pro
noun referring to the noun consti
tuting the object of the verb, is
inserted between the verbal prefix,
or the tense form of the verb, and
the root of the verb, thus: 13a-
yaniona lomntu : They are injuring,
or maltreating, that man. Uyan-
cZoncla ninal Why arc you injuring
mot Ihashe lako liyona intsimi
yam : Your horse is destroying my
garden.

ukw Ona, v.i.x. To snore in sleep.
2. To snort as a horse.

ukw Onakala, v.n.x. To become injured;
to be destroyed, z. To be depraved,
corrupt; to be bent on mischief;
to be wanton.

ukw Onakalisa, v.t.x. z. To injure; to
damage ; to deprave ; to ruin.

is Onakaliso, n.x. Injury; damage in
flicted by another.

is Onakalo, n.x.z. Damage; injury;
harm.

ukw Onda, v.i.x. To go straight ahead,
or right on without turning, z. To
become lank, slim, slender, meagre.

ukw Ondela, v.i.x. To look steadfastly at
a person or thing.

ukw Ondla, v.t.x.z. To rear; to nurse;
to provide for ; to bring up a child.

ukw Ondlela, v.l.x.z.l. To nurse or bring
up a child for another.

2. To bring up a child to or for
any particular calling or object.
Ukwondlcla abantwana ekwoyikeni
u Yehovah : To bring children up
in the fear of the Loan.

um Ondlt, n.x.z. A guardian of a child ;
one who provides for and brings
up a child.

um Ondlikazi, n.x.z. A female nurse or
guardian of a child.

is Ondlo, n.x.z. Remuneration for rear
ing the child of another.

ukw Onoa, v.t.x. To provide for, and take
care of, a sick person ; to show hos
pitality to the sick, by administer
ing food to them. z. To be frugal
in the use of food ; to use economy
in household affairs.

ukw Onoama, v.i.x. 1. To stand above, or
overhead.

2. To overlook; to superintend;
to rule over.

um Onoama, n.x. A ruler; a governor;
one who supervises.

ukw Okgamela, v. i. x. 1. To overhang, as
an overhanging precipice or moun
tain. Intaba iyongamela indicia,
ngati iza kuyi wcla : The mountain
overhangs the path, as if it would
fall on it.

2. To rule over; to exorcise
authority over.

Onoayi, x. Tense form of the verb,
specs. 1 and 6 sing. Prefixed to
the infinitive of the verb. Who, or
that, will not. Umfazi ongayi ku-
teta: A woman who will not speak.
Umlambo ongayi kutsha: A river
which will not dry up.

ukw Onoula, v.t.x. To skim off scum; to
skim milk.

is Ongulo, n.x. A skimmer.
ukw Ongulula, v.t.x. To restore to health;

or to restore a person to vigour who
has been reduced in flesh by giving
him nourishing food.

is Oni, n.x.z. A common sinner; one
addicted to sinning; a bad man.

um Oni, n.x.z. A sinner ; one who sins.
ub Oni, n.x.z. Injustice; sinfulness.

ukw Onisa, v.t.x. z. To spoil; to wrong.
ukw Oniwa, x. The passive of Ukwona.

It is used to denote wrong or
injustice being practised towards a
person. Lowo umntu won iwe kanye
ngokuteta kwabantu ngaye: That
person is much wronged, or has
an injustice perpetrated on him,
by the things spoken respecting
him.

is Onka, n.x. Bread; a loaf of bread.
Plu. iz Onka.

Onke, x. Every one. Spec. 2 plur.
T Onke amazwi ako : All thy words.
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Onke is the root word to which the
euphonic letter of each species of
noun is prefixed to express, All.
Zonke inkomo: All the cattle.
Bonke abantu : All the people, etc.

is Onkwana, n.x. A small piece, or loaf,
of bread.

is Oxo, n. x. z. Sin; wickedness ; wrong;
inj usticc.

ukw Obwaba, n.x.z. To be the subject of
pleasurable sensations; to be in
comfortable circumstances in life;
to be delighted. Ndonwdbile: I
am delighted ; I am happy. When
Ukwonwaba follows the negative
verbal prefixes, with the conjunctive
particle na inserted between the
prefix and the verb, it denotes the
reverse of the above senses.
Andina kwonicaba: I have no com
fort ; I am miserable. Abantu aba
hlcli ezonweni, abana kiconwaba :
The people who remain in sin have
no happiness

ukw Onwaba, verbal n. x. z. Happiness ;
comfort. ATdinokiconwaba : I have
comfort; 1 have happiness.

ukw Onwabelana, ti.f.x.z. To be happy
together. Bahlcli nyokwonicabc-
lana ■■ They live happily together ;
they promote each other's happiness.

ukw Onwabisa, tU.x.z. To give comfort;
to delight.

nm Onwabisi, n.x.z. A comforter; one
who sympathizes with, and gives
comfort to another; one who gives
happiness.

nlw Onwabiso, n.x.z. Comfort; consola
tion.

ukw Onwaya, v.i. x. To scratch the person.
ukw Opa, v. i.x. To drop, as blood from a

wound; to bleed.
ukw Opula, v.t.x.z. To remove a vessel

from the fire. Yopida imbiza:
Take the pot from the fire.

ukw Osa, v.f.x.z. To roast. Tosa inyama :
Boast the meat.

ukw Osela, x. 1. To roast for another per
son. Ndamosela inyama : I roasted
meat for him.

2. To die; to expire, as from a
deadly wound.

Osukuba, adv.x. Whosoever; whom
soever. Sec Bukuba.

ukw Osula, v.t.x. To wipe away. Yosula
inyembezi zako : Wipe away your
tears.

ukw Ota, v.i. x. z. To warm the person at
the fire.

| ukw Otuka, v. i.x. To be startled from fear.
ukw Otusa, v.t.x. To startle; to cause

alarm.
Oveneyo, adv. x. Applied to ground

which is firm to tread upon, as con
trasted with miry or boggy ground.
Umhlaba oveneyo: Firm ground.
It is derived from Ukuvana, the
reciprocal form of the verb Ukuva :
To feel. Lit. Ground which can be
felt.

ukw Over a, v.t.x. To clean corn, rice, &c.,
by washing it in water.

Owamazibulo, x. See ama Zibulo.
Oyena, pro.x. That is he, he that, or

that is he whom. Owcnza ngen-
kohliso, oyena ndiya kumkupa endl-
wini yam He that worketh deceit,
he it is whom I will remove from
my habitation.

ukw Oyika, v.i.x. To fear; to be alarmed.
ukw Oyikhka, v.n.x. To have the quality

of exciting fear or dread. It is used
as an adjective for Fearful. Tgama
eloyikekayo: A fearful name. Umntu
oiooyikckayo: A fearful man.

ukw Oyikisa, v. t. x. To alarm ; to frighten.
ulw Oyiko,n.x.Fear; dread; apprehension.

ukw Oyikwa, x. The passive of the verb
ukw oyika: To fear. Used as a
verbal noun for Fear. Ukwoyikwa
kwabo kwabamkulu : Their fear
was great-

ukw Oyisa, v.t.x.z. 1. To conquer; to over
come; to prevail against. Ndi-
moyisile: I have conquered him.

2. To be beyond one's strength
or ability. Lonto indoyisile: That
masters mo; it is beyond my
strength or ability.

ulw Oyisa, n. x. z. Victory; conquest.
ukw Oyiseka, v.i.x.z. To yield; to give up

a contest; to submit; to give way.
is Oriso, n.x.z. A conquest; a victory.

ukw Ozela, v.i.x.z. To be drowsy ; to doze.

P.

P has the same sound in Kaffir as in the
English words Pit, Pass, &c. This
consonant undergoes a mutation in
the inflection of nouns, adjectives
and verbal roots, whereby, when it
precedes the final vowel of words
which are not monosyllables, it
changes into t«h. Usapo: Children.
Elushatskeni : Among the children.
Ukukupa: To turn out. Ukw-
kvtshwa : To bo turned out.
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uku Pa, v. t. x.z. To give; to confer; to
bestow; to make a present; to give i
a gratuity.

um Pa, n.x. A mcalio cob when stripped
of the corn.

isi Pa, n.x.z. A sheaf, as of wheat or any
other grain.

um Pa fa, n.x.z. A species of thorny bush.
Pafu, x. Used with Ukuli, which see

at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuli
pafu.: To stand aghast; to be
greatly astonished.

uku Pafuka, v.i. z. To burst out, as blood
from the nostrils when struck.

uku Pafuza, v. i. z. To blurt out lies.
uku Paula, v.t.x.z. 1. To compass about;

to surround. Otcmbelayo ku Ye-
iiovah, nya kupahlwa, bububcle .
He that trusteth in the Loan, mercy
shall compass him about.

2. To beset; to hem in; to press on
all sides, so as to perplex Sipahlwa,
lutshaba: We arc beset by enemies.
Obubomi bapahhea bububi: This
life is beset with evil.

3. To accompany a bride or bride
groom to a wedding. Applied to
both groomsmen and bridesmaids.

im Paula, n.x.z. Goods; effects; tools;
any movable property.

u Pahla, n.x.z. The frame of a native .
house. In the houses of brick and
stone it denotes the roof.

uku Paka, v.t.x. To take food from a dish
with a spoon or ladle, z. To serve
out food.

uku Pakama, v.i. x.z. 1. To stand in an up
right posture. Pakama : Stand
upright.

2. To be elevated. Intaba epaka-
mileyo : A high mountain.

uku Pakamisa, v.t.x.z. To raise up; to
elevate.

uku Pakamisf.la, v.t.x.z. To raise ; to lift
up for another, or for some par- ;
ticular purpose.

ubu Pakamo, n.x.z. Height.
uku Pakata, v.i.x. To put forth fine and

beautiful ears, as a mcalic garden. |
Pakati, adv.x.z. Among; between;

inside. Pakati kwempahla: Among
the goods. Pakati kwobuhlanti:
In the kraal.

um Pakati, n.x.z. A counsellor of the
chief; a head man ; a civil officer.

ubu Pakati, n.x.z. Office ; authority.
i Pakato, n.x. The groin.

uku Pakaza, v.t.x. To slap or strike the
face with the flat of the hand.

T 2

uku Pakf.la. v.t.x. To pour out food from
a vessel; to serve out food.

um Pako, n. x.z. Food for a journey; com
missariat stores for an army.

isi Pako, n.x. A blemish.
uku Pakula, v.t.x.z. To take honey from

a bee’s hive, or from a bee’s nest.
ubu Pakufaku, n.z. Timidity; nervous

ness. Umntu onobupakupaku: A
nervous, timid person.

uku Pala, v.t.x.z. 1. To shave off the
rough parts of a hide or skin; to
prepare a hide for tanning.

2. To go about in search of an
individual. Ndapala ilizwe lonke,
ndingamfumananga: I searched the
whole country, and could not find
him.

3. To race or gallop, as a horse.
uku Palaka, v.i. z. To spill; to overflow,

as water from a vessel.
uku Palala, v.i.x.z. To spill; to run over,

as water from a vessel.
im Palala, 1 n.x. A vagabond; a wan-
im Palalana, f dcrer.
im Palanga, n.x. An ell.

uku Palaza, v.t.x.z. To spill; to cause to
run over; to throw away water from
a vessel.

uku Palazela, v.t.x.z. To pour out for, or
upon. Amanzi apalazelwa bona;
The water is poured out upon them.

im Pali, n.x.z.The scrapings of a hide ;
the shavings produced in scraping
a hide.

um Pali, n.x.z. A dresser of hides. The
word Isikuniba is generally added
to Umpali. Umpali wesikumba ;
A dresser of hides.

i Palo, n.x. The name of a worm in the
intestines; a tape worm, z. The
scrapings or shavings of a hide
which has been prepared for a
karosse or garment.

im Palo, n.z. Anything which has been
scraped or scooped out, so as to form
a hollow; hence, a hollow in an old
tree.

isi Palukana, n.x. A small valley or
stream that branches off from a
larger one.

isi Paluko, n.x. A valley or stream that
branches off from another.

i Pasiba, n.x. 1. A parcel or bundle of
things which can be carried in the
hand.

2. One who turns aside ; a rene
gade ; a turncoat; one who aban
dons his party.
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uku Pamba, v. i. z. To turn from; to turn
away from ; to turnback on a jour
ney. Ngapanjica yindaba: 1 was
turned, or called back, by informa
tion received.

uku Pambana, v. I. x.z. 1. To pass each
other on the way without the know
ledge of doing so ; to thus miss each
other on the road.

2. To contend or argue a point;
to have different opinions on a
matter ; to differ; to quarrel.

3. To lie across each other, as two
paths crossing each other.

uku Pambaxisa, v.l. x.z. 1. To cause to
differ; to mislead ; to misdirect.

2. To lay one thing across another.
im Pamb.aniso, n.x.z. Perversion; dis

cord ; contradiction.
im Pambano, n.x.z. A missing of each

other on a road ; an error ; a mis
take.

uku Pambeka, v.t.x.z. To err ; to blunder ;
to misapprehend a statement; to
start aside from rectitude of con
duct.

isi Pambeko,n.x.z. An error ; a mistake;
a blunder.

Pambi. See Ngapambi.
Pambile, adv. Before; in advance of.

Bangopambile: They are in ad
vance ; they are before.

um Pam bo, n.x.z. A handle attached to
both sides of a pot or vessel. Um-
pambo wembiza: The handle of
a pot; also a hoop for a cask.

uku Pambvka, v.t.x.z. To deviate from;
to leave the path in which a person
is walking; to deviate or depart
from right conduct. Upambukile.
kukulunga : He has deviated from
right conduct.

uku Pambvkela,' v.Lx.z. To turn aside
towards a person or thing ; to turn
aside for or on account of a person
or thing.

uku Pambukisa, v.Lx.z. To cause to turn
aside; to cause to err.

isi Pambvsa, n.x.z. A bye-path ; a lane;
a path which leads out of or away
from another path.

im Pamla, n.z. The flat or palm of the
hand. Wandibeta ngcmpamla: He
beat me with the palm of the band.

uku Pamla, v.i.x. To wander about a
country.

isi Pampam, n.x. A wanderer; one who
wanders about, not knowing where
he is going.

uku Panda, v.Lx.z. To penetrate the earth,
as the roots of trees; hence, to
scratch up the earth, as fowls for
food. Inkuku iyapanda cmhla-
beni : The hen is scratching up the
earth.

um Panda, n. x. z. An earthen pot or ves
sel ; a pitcher.

im Pande, n. z. A root.
uku Pandela, v.Lx.z. To scratch up or

remove the earth in any particular
place ; to scratch or remove the
earth for some purpose. Inja ipan-
dcla ntonina apa? What is the
dog scratching for here I

Pandle, adv.x. Without. See Nga-
pandle.

um Pandle, adv.x. The outside of a
thing. Umpandle wendlu: The
outside of the house.

isi Pane, n. z. A liberal person : one who
gives freely.

uku Pano a, v. Lx.z. To take by violence
and force from another. Bapanga
impalda yam: They took by force
my goods.

im Panda, n.x. Plunder; that which has
been taken by violence.

isi Panda, n.z. The shoulder blade.
uku Pandalala, v.Lx.z. 1. To scatter

abroad ; to separate ; to remove to
a distance from each other.

2. Used adjcctively, it denotes a
broad, wide thing. Indicia epanga-
lele: A broad, wide path.

uku Pandalalisa, v.Lx.z. To scatter; to
cause to be scattered abroad.

uku Bandana, v.Lx.z. To plunder, or take
by violence from each other. Nan-
kuya abanlu abapanganayo ■ Yon
der arc persons who arc plundering
each other. This word is applied
especially to denote a scramble,
such as sometimes takes place
among native children, for food.
Abantwana bapangana ukutya:
The children are snatching the food
from each other.

uku Panoela, v.Lx.z. 1. To take from
another by violence. Bandipangcle
impahla zam : They took violently
from me my goods.

2. To arrive at a place before
another person; to be earlier in
attendance. Ndimpangde kusasa:
I was beforehand with him, or
arrived before him, in the morning.

im Pandele, n.x.z. A guinea-fowl.
I uku Pandisa, v.Lx.z.To cause to be plun-
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dered ; to snatch with violence, or
to wrest a thing from another.

isi Panoo, n.x. A violent thunderstorm.
It is so called because the rain often
falls in such quantity as to sweep |
away many things by the violence
of the torrents formed.

i Panoo, n.x. A feeling of hunger, or an I
empty stomach ; hence, the hollow I
between the ribs of a beast and the
hips, when hungry.

uku Pakula, v.t.x. To injure the eye, by
causing any substance to enter it.

Pantsi, adv.x.z. Underneath. See
ngapantsi. Pantsi is often used to
express near to, almost. Upantsi
kwokufa: He is almost dead. Ilrau-
pantsi kwo kubulawa: He was al
most killed.

uku Panyaza, v.i.x. 1. To blink.
2. To obscure the vision; to in

jure the eye, so that the sight is
injured. Upanyazile lakuwa ilitye:
He blinked when the stone fell.

im Panza, n. x. A scattering, as that of a
defeated army. z. A person who
asks for food in time of scarcity.

uku Panza, v.i.x. To become scattered, as
an army when defeated, z. To ask
food as a favour in time of scarcity
or of famine.

uku Panzisa, v.t.x. To scatter ; to disperse,
as by defeat in war.

isi Panziso, n.x. A scattering; a disper
sion, as of a people driven and
scattered by war from their
homes.

uku Papa, v. i. x. z. To fly; to be active
and diligent; to give heed to; to
be attentive.

isi Papa,71.z. A species of euphorbia; a
mushroom.

um Papa,7? .z. A large species of euphorbia,
with thorns.

uku Papama, v.i.x.z. To wake up from
sleep.

uku Papateka, v.i.x.z. Tobe in a nervous
timid state of feeling; hence, to
bolt; to run suddenly and violently
from the course, as a race horse; to
run away, as in a panic, and refuse
to be controlled, as a horse when it
suddenly bolts.

uku Papazela, v.i.x.z. 1. To fly towards
a certain place; to flutter over a
place. Intaka yapapazela pczulu:
The bird flew upwards.

2. To bo agitated; to feel con
fused ; to be nervously timid. In-

tliziyo yam ipapazela: My heart
flutters, or palpitates; I am agi
tated.

i Papu, n.x. The heart of an animal.
z. The lungs.

um Papu, n.z. The lung disease in cattle.
uku Pasa, v.i.x. To tripplc as a horse, z.

To prop up, or support, as a house
by a pillar.

uku Pasuluka, v.t.x. To struggle with
difficulties so as to overcome them ;
to resist so as to escape from ar
rest. The primary meaning is, To so
contend as to effectually resist efforts
made to subdue or conquer. Hence
if a roll of leather or any other sub
stance constantly flies back to its
open condition and resists the at
tempts to reduce it to a roll, it is
said to pasuluka. It is therefore
applied to a long-contended com
bat with an enemy, who has ob
tained a temporary advantage,
when by renewed effort the advan
tage lost is regained by rising again
to combat, and either escaping the
danger or overcoming at last.
Ute ke u-apasuluka ngakumbi
wenza ngokwendoda wada woyisa :
Again he took courage, and con
tended manfully, until he gained
the victory, z. uku Pasalaza.

uku Pata, v.t. x.z. 1. To touch ; to feel; to
handle.

2. To take charge of. Umntwana
npatwa ngu John : The child is in
the charge of John.

3. To undertake a charge, or to
transact a business. Lomscbenzi
upetwe ngu James: That affair is
undertaken by James.

4. To rule; to be in authority
over others; to be the general
officer in command. Umkosi
upetwe ngu Faku: The army is
commanded by Faku. In all these
senses it retains its original signi
fication of being in immediate and
direct contact with the object or
undertaking spoken of, so that it is
presided over and carried into ef
fect by the person who is said to
pata it, thus always embodying the
first signification given, viz., To
touch; to feel.

5. To carry in the hand, as a
stick or weapon of war. Wapete
umpu: He carried a gun. Abaptte
amakaka: Those who carry shields.
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isi Patamandla, n.x. A person in autho
rity. It applies to any office which
is less than that of the supreme
power, or chief magistrate, or ruler,
or king of a people. A judge, a
magistrate, a governor of a colony,
in civil administration, or any
officer inferior to the General com
manding in military affairs, would
be denominated an isi Pata
mandla.

uku Patana, v.t.x.?.. To touch each other.
uku Patapata, v.t.x.z. To feel by touching

with the hands.
uku Pataza, v.t.z. To pat softly with the

hand in a playful way; press
softly.

uku Paiela, v.i. x.z. To carry for another.
uku Patelela, v.t.x.z. 1. To join com

pany with another in a journey.
2. To hold on on a journey amid

difficulties of the way, as on a
slippery path. Ite indicia imtyi
bilizc wapatelela noko : The path
was slippery, but he held on his
way nevertheless.

uku Patsa, v.i.x. To amble.
u Pau, n. x.z. A distinguishing mark;

a sign: applied to any mark placed
on cattle, to distinguish them from
others.

uku Paula, v.t.x. To mark or brand
cattle.

uku Paulela, v.t.x.z. To brand or mark
cattle for another.

uku Paulelisa, v. t. x.z. To cause cattle to
be branded or marked for another.

Pata, adv. x. z. Yonder, at a distance.
Applied to any object or locality
in the distance, but within the
range of vision. See Ngapaya.

uku Pazama, v.i.x.z. To be confused; to
be unsteady, thoughtless, incon
siderate.

uku Pazamisa, v. t.x.z. 1. To hinder the
sight of a person; to cause to see
indistinctly.

2. To confuse a person.
3. To prevent the progress of an

undertaking; to hinder the ac
complishment of a purpose.

4. To perplex; to puzzle; to dis
tract.

Pazi, v. x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
pazi : To get a glance of; to have
or obtain a momentary view of a
thing, z. To make a feint as if to .
strike a person I 

uku Pazima, v. i. z. 1. To wink rapidly
with the eye.

2. To glimmer or quiver with
rapid coruscations, as the sky
sometimes doos with sheet light
ning in a storm, or with an
aurora borealis.

uku Pazuka, v. i. z. To blurt out a matter
without due consideration.

uku Peoa, v.t.z. To fold up as paper; to
turn down, as a leaf of a book; to
fold back, as wristbands, or the
collar of a coat; to dress the hair
in rolls.

i Pecepecana, n. z. A plausible, lying
person. Lit. Folding one thing
back upon another.

uku Peoepeoeza, v.t.z. Tospeak plausibly'.
Pefu, x. Used with Ukuti, which see

at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
pefu: To take breath; to rest
awhile. Bati pefu kona: They
rested awhile there to breathe a
little.

uku Pefumla, v.i.x.z. To breathe; to in
spire breath.

um Pefumlo, n.x.7. 1. Breath.
2. The soul of man.

uku Pehla, v.i.x.?.. 1. To churn.
2. To rub two pieces of wood to

gether so as to produce fire, which
the natives of Africa often do.

3. To bore a hole in wood as the
worm Impehla docs, from which
circumstance it has its name.

im Peiila, n.x. An insect which bores in
trees, or in wood. From uku Pehla:
To bore a hole in wood.

um Peiili, zi.x.z. One who agitates or
churns the milk for butter.

um Peiilo, n.x. z. The pithy kind of wood
produced in boring a hole in wood.

um Peiilu, n.x. The milk procured from
the cow from a second milking,
after the calf has been permitted to
suck a second time. Ukwcnz’ um-
pehlu: To milk a cow the second
time.

i Pejane, n.z. A rhinoceros.
uku Peka, v.i.x.z. To boil food; to cook

by boiling.
uku Pekela, v.i.x.z. To cook food by boil

ing for another person, or for a par
ticular purpose. Ndiyapekela u-
hambo Iwctu : I am preparing food
for our journey.

um Peki, n.x.z. A cook.
im Peko, n.x.z. 1. A pipe bowl, so called

be cause the tobacco is placed there a
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food in a pot to be prepared for use
by fire.

2. A cooking; that which is
cooked.

uku Pekuza, v.i.x. 1. To drive away a per
son with the motion of the hand;
to refuse to have any intercourse
with a person, and expressing
that refusal by motioning him
away.

2. To turn away an animal from
the direction in which it is pro
ceeding. z. To rout; to drive
away.

uku Pela, v.i. x.z. To come to an end; to
terminate; to cease. Ndipcla apa
ukuteta kwam : Hero I finish my
speech.

uku Pela, n. x.z. Nominal verb. 1. The
end; the finish of a thing.

2. When used with a noun fol
lowing in the genitive case it means,
“The only one.” Ukupda kwon-
yana wako: Thy only son.

3. Pela is used to denote the
whole of a thing, circumstance, or
event. Bahlala kona umnyaka
upela: They stayed there a whole
year. Watabata ixwanc wayini-
kela ipela, ibelidini lokutsha ku-
Yeiiovad : He took a lamb, and
offered it wholly, a burnt oflering
to the Loan.

4. Pela is sometimes used
adjectively, to express tvhole, only,
■wholly so, &c. Oku kupela itemba
letu : This is our only hope. Imali
zam -ipela: The whole of my money.
Sec Kupela. Lonto ingcwelc
ipela : That is a holy thing, wholly
so.

i Pela, n.x.z. An insect which abounds
in Kaffir houses, much resembling
the cockroach, but smaller and of
a brown colour.

i Pelamehlo, n.x. A black insect,
found in houses, much resembling
the cockroach.

uku Peleka, | T° accompany a
uku Pelekela, [ Per80n a sman dlslancc

’) on a journey.
uku Pelekelei.a, v.i. x.z. To accompany a

person on the whole of his j’our-
ncy.

uku Pelekezela, v.t.x.z. To accompany a
person on a journey, and return
with him again to the place of
starting.

uku Pelela, v.i.x. 1. To come to a final re

sult; to entirely finish; the finale
of a thing or di.-cussion.

2. To come together to a Certain
place ; to flock to a locality. Abantu
bapelela entabeni : The people are
flocking, gathering together, on
the mountain.

uku Pblelela, v.i. x.z. The same as uku
Pelela at No. 2 of its meanings.

uku Pelelisa, v.t,x.z. To fully finish or
complete an enterprise or a
thing.

uku Pelehseka, v.n.x.z. To be complete;
to be in a finished state; the end
ing ; finis.

uku Pf.lelisela, v.i.x.z. To use up, or ap
propriate the whole; to finish en
tirely. Ute wapdelisda ubusuku
bonke ngenyembezi: He spent the
whole night in tears.

uku Pelelwa, x.z. The passive of uku
Pelela. When used with a noun
following of the causal form (see
Grammar) it means, To be left desti
tute of. Upelelwa ngamandla:
His strength has failed him. JFa-
pelelwa yingqondo yakc : His un
derstanding forsook him ; he was
bereft of his reason.

im Pelesi, n.x. A companion of a young
wife who accompanies her when
she leaves her father’s house for the
residence of her husband, and who
remains with her for a season.

uku Pelisa, v.i.x.z. To bring to an end ;
to terminate.

im Pelo, n.x.z. The end of a thing or
matter.

uku Pemba, v.i. x.z. To light a fire.
uku Pembela, v.t.x.z. To kindle a fire for

another person.
i Pemte, n.x. A temporary hut, erected

in a garden to afford protection to
those employed there during the
summer months.

im Pemvu, n.x.z. An animal with a white
stripe on the front of the head.

i Pemvukaz.i, n.x.z. A cow with a
white stripe in front of the
head.

uku Pexdelulula, v.i.x. To open as a
sack.

uku Pesdla, v.i.x. 1. To search the head
for vermin.

2. To thoroughly investigate, or
search into a matter. Alasiyipendle
lendawo uteta ngayo : Let us dis
cuss, and search into this matter of
which you speak.
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uku Pknkcka, v. i.x.z. To turn off from a
direct line in walking. Penduka
apo : Turn aside, or take another
direction there.

uku Pexdula, t>. i.x.z. 1. To turn a thing
over.

2. To reply to a question or
argument, z. To turn round, as a
■wheel.

uku Pendulana, v.i.x.z. To answer each
other.

uku Pendulela, v. i.x.z. 1. To answer for
another; to answer for, or to ex
plain a matter.

2. To turn a garment inside out.
Pendulela ibatyi yako : Turn your
jacket inside out.

um Pendult, n. x. One who answers.
um Pesdulo, n.x. An answer; a replica

tion.
isi Pendupendu, n.x. K tumult; an up

roar. Lit. That which is upside
down.

uku Pf.socla, v.t.x. To search for, so as to
find; to find that which is sought
for; to discover ; to briug to light
that which was hidden, or lost; to
search out. z. To release from
bondage; to liberate from prison;
to deliver from an enemy.

uku I’enoci.ula, v.t.x. To search for; to
search out; to investigate, z. To
make entirely free; to release;
hence, to dissolve or set aside an
engagement.

uku Pengupengululela, v.t.x. To search
for with intense diligence; to search
out; to investigate. The same
as uku Penguhda, but intensified
in meaning.

i Pent, n. x.z. A penny. Kafiirized from
the English.

uku Pesuka, v.i.x.z. To fall, from losing
your balance; to fall backwards.
Ndipenukilc: I overbalanced myself.

uku Penula, v.t.x.z. To throw a thing or
person over, as in wrestling, or by
tripping a person up.

uku Penya, v.t.z. To open out to view,
as a book, or a cloth. Penya
inewadi : Open the book.

uku Pepa, v.i.x.z.. To dodge; to escape a
danger by suddenly starting aside.

i Pepa, n.x. A letter; a paper; a
manuscript. Kafiirized from the
English.

uku Pepela, v. i.x. To escape from seizure
by a contortion or twisting of the
body.

uku Pepeta, v.t.x.z. To blow away, as
dust by the mouth, or any light
substance by the wind.

uku Pepeteka, v.p.x.z. To be blown away.
The difference of signification be
tween Ukupepuka and Uknpepe-
teka is, that the former refers to the
first movement when blown away ;
the latter to the continued blowing
away of the substance, z. uku
Pepezela.

im Pepo, n.x. Light air; a soft, light,
gentle breeze.

uku Pepuka, v.p.x.z. To be blown away,
as dust or leaves by the wind.

Pesheya, adv. x. z. Beyond ; on the
other side of a stream or river.
Pesheya kwolwandle : On the other
side of the sea.

uku Peta, v.t.x.z. To bind the border of
a mat; to hem, as a hem on a
garment; to finish off by giving
an edge or border to a thing, as a
mat.

isi Peta, n.x. A bow to shoot arrows with.
um Peto, n.x.z. The edge of a garment;

the rim of a cup or basin. From
uku Peta: To edge.

uku Petsiieketiswa, v.p.x. To be blown
away, as by the wind. The dif
ference between this word and
uku Petshetwa is, that the latter
denotes that the thing spoken of
is being blown away ; the former,
that it is already blown away.

uku Petshetwa, v.p.x. The passive of
uku Pepeta : To be blown away, as
by the wind. Jcng’ umququ ope-
tshetwayo ngumoya: Like chad’
which is driven away by the wind.
For the change of the p in the
active form of the verb into tsh in
the passive, see under the letter P.

un Petu, n. x.z. A maggot.
uku Petuza, v.i.z. To produce maggots,

as putrid meat. Iseipetuze inyama:
The meat has already produced
maggots.

uku Petuzela, v.i. z. To be alive with mag
gots, as putrid meat.

i Pbwula, n.x.The name of a tree.
uku Peza, v. i.x.z. To cease an action; to

leave off.
uku Pezisa, v.t.x. z. To cause to cease; to

terminate an action; to cause the
cessation of any operation.

Pezolo, adv.x.z. Yesterday evening;
last night. Safika pezolo: We
arrived, last n'ght.
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Pez,u,«<Zi’.x.z. Upon. Pezubwenlaba:
Upon the mountain. See Ngapezu. 11

Pezulu, adv. x.z. Upwards; above.
Kangela pezulu: Look upwards.
Pezulu ezubcini: Above, in the
heavens. Jzinto zapezulu; Things i
which are above. See Ngapezulu.

Pi, adv.x.z. A contraction of Pina:
Where? whereabouts! Tndoda
ipi? Where is the man? The
prefix varies witli the noun referred
to. Inkomo zipi ? Where are the i
cattle? Amahaslie api ? Where
arc the horses ?

ini Pi, n. x.z. 1. An army. A military
post. Impi ipina ? Where is the
army ?

2. An enemy; a foe. Uyimpi
kunii : Yon are an enemy to me.

uku Pica, v. t. z. To wattle.
uku Piciza, v.t. z. To put out of joint, as

the ankle or wrist.
uku Pim.iKA, v.i.7. To spurt out, as water

from a compressible vessel, by pres
sure.

uku Pihi.iza, v.t.7.. To cause a liquid to
spurt out by pressure.

uku Pika, v.i.x.z. I'o contradict; to con
tend ; to strive; to dispute; to
obstinately object.

i Pika, n.x. A sharp pain in the chest or
side, occasioned by over-exertion, as
in running; a stitch.

isi Pika, n.x. The breast of a man.
uku Pikana, v.i.x. z. To contend with each

other.
uku Pikela, v. i. x. To contend on account

of, or for a certain purpose. Upi-
kela ntonina? For what arc you
contending?

i Piki, n.x.z. A quarrel ; the ground or
cause of strife.

um Piki, n.x. z. A lover of contention.
uku Pikisa, v.i.x.z. To cause another to

dispute; to pick a quarrel with a
person. Lendoda iman’ uknnrfipi-
kisa : This man is continually con
tending with me.

uku Tikisana, v.t.x.z. To contend with, or
to contradict each other.

im Pikisano, n.x.7.. That which is con
tended about; the matter in dis
pute. Uyazenza sbjimpikisano
kubamelwana bctu ; Thou makest
us to be a strife to our neighbours.
hnpikinano yabo inkulu : Their sub
ject of dispute is great.

u Pikisano, n.x. Contention; strife;
disputation.

i Piko, n.x.z. The wing of a bird.
uku Vila, v.i. To live; to prosper; to bo

in health. Ueapilile na? Are you
in health? To recover from sick
ness ; to become convalescent.

uku Pilisa, v.t.x.z. To restore to health ;
to invigorate.

um Pilisi, n.x.z. One who gives health.
im Piliso, n.x.z. Health; vigour.
i m Pi to, n.x.z. Active life; health;

vigour.
uku Pimisa, v.t.x. To have carnal com

merce with women.
uku Pisiisila, v.i.x. To speak out; togivc

clear utterance. Used with A mazwi:
Words. Pimisela ■ukuteta: Speak
out clearly.

isi Pimiselo, n.x. Utterance; emphatic
speaking.

i Pimm, n.x.z. A serpent of the Cobra
di capello species. The Benkhaals
of the Dutch, z. Imfazi.

Pina, adv.x.z. 11’11010? in which
place? whither? Inja ipina?
Where is the doe ? Nisinga pina ?
Whither are ye going?

uku Pisiia, v.i. x.z. To repeat an action;
to do it again. U Kristu uya ku-
pinda ukuza cbuqaqaulini bake:
Christ will come again in His glory.

uku Pinuezela, v.i.x.z. To retribute. Used
in the sense of bringing evil upon
a person as a retribution for bad
conduct.

um Pindezeli, n.x.z. An avenger.
im Pinpezelo, n.x.z. A recompence; a

retribution for evil conduct.
uku Piniila, v.i.x. To force young girls;

to violate a virgin.
nku PiNinsA, v.i.x.z. To cause to return.
uku Pinga, v.t.7.. 1. To intertwine; hence,

to wattle ; to make a basket by in
tertwining the twigs of which it is
composed.

2. To copulate. Applied only
to the coition of dogs. z. To com
mit adultery, or fornication.

uku Pinoela. v.i.x z. To wattle; to inter
twine twigs and sticks.

uku Pisoelelana, v.i.x. To entangle.
im Pinoelklano, n.x. An entanglement.
um Pinoeli, n.x.z. A person who wattles.

> im Pingelo, n.x. Wattles; sticks or laths
t for wattling.

um Pingi. n.z. An adulterer; a fornicator.
- um Pingikazi, n.z. An adulteress; a whore.

i Pingo, n.x. Hurdle work ; wattling.
; isi Pingo, n.x. 1. A wild fruit, like the

juniper berry.
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2. The name of a wild thorn tree,
bearing thorns of a hooked charac
ter. z. An act of adultery or forni
cation.

i Pim, n.x.z. A stick used for stirring
porridge.

uni Pihi, n.x. A handle,as of an axe or hoc.
uku Pinyaza, v.i.7.. To twist or sprain a

joint.
uku Pinyela, v.t.x. l.To entwine or twist.

- 2. To twist about in speech when
endeavouring to speak so as to mis
lead.

um Pikyiswa, n.x.z. A harlot; a prosti
tute.

Piszi, x. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
pinzi; To make a quick motion,
like the twinkling of an eye.

uku Piqii.ika, v.i.7.. To twist the body in
dancing.

im Pisa, n.x. A wolf which is found on
the sea coast; a strand wolf.

uku Pisela, v.t.x.z. To put a handle to an
axe, or pick, or hoe.

isi Pisi, n.z. 1. A devourcr ; a great eater.
2. The name for the hyama.
3. A thief who comes in the

night to steal.
im Piso, n. x. A large clay pot for hold

ing beer.
Pin, n.x. Used with Ukuti, which sec

at No. 8 of its meanings. (/Anti
pili: 1. To be lost or hidden among I
other things. He piti iyusha
emhlambeni: The sheep was lost
among the flock.

2. The passive form of Ukuti is
often used with Piti. Ukutwa,
piti: To be in a state of con
fusion. Kwatwa piti: There was a
great confusion, a great uproar, or a I
state of amazement.

im Pin, n.z. A woman’s top knot or head
dress of hair.

uku Pitikeza, v.i. x.z. To mix together;
to denote a state of confusion.

im Pm m piti, n.x.z. An uproar: a tumult.
im Pitipiti, n. x. z. A state of confusion or

panic.
uku Pinza, v. t.z. To make confusion, as a

number of people moving about.
um Pitiza, n.z. A disturber ; an exciter ;

an agitator.
uku PiTfZELA, v.i.x.z. 1. To mix up toge

ther.
2. To agitate; to stir up strife or

division.
uku Pmzelisa, v.i.x.z. To cause confu

sion ; to create a panic ; to cause
disorder.

im Pitizelo, n.x.z. Strife; confusion.
uku Piza, v. i.z. To concern one’s self about

a matter.
isi Po, n.x.A gift or present.

Po, x. A contraction oiPofu, which see.
um Pohe, n.x. A mixture of boiled corn

and thick milk, much prized by
the natives of Africa for food. (A
Fingoc word.)

iin Pobele, n. x. A head dress made from
the bushy part of the jackal’s tail.

Pofu, inte.rj.x.z. Why then?
1. Used to point out the absurd

ity or contrary nature of a proposi
tion or action. Ute unguinntu
olungileyo nje, ungatinina pofu
ukweujenjalo ? You say you arc
a righteous man, koto then can you
act thus I Utsho ukuti, utanda
umsebenzi, pofu ungatinina uku-
nqena kangaka? You say you like
work, how then can you manifest
such laziness 1

2. Sometimes pofu asks a reason
for a thing which appears in itself
absurd. Wcnze ukukohlakala ku-
tixnupofu? Why, what evil hath he
done! Usitsho nganina pofu? Why
then do you make that assertion I
Yiniua pofu ukuba usitsho I Why
then do you say so?

im Pofu, n.x.z. Yellow. See Afpofu.
z. Poor; beggarly.

im Pofu, n.x. A large species of antelope;
an eland.

im Pofukazi, n.x.z. A yellow or cream
coloured cow.

im Pohlolokazi, n.x. Applied to denote
a cow with horns which stand
straight up, also to a woman with
a long face.

isi Poulonco, x. The eighth. See Lipo-
hlonyo.

uku Pohloza, v.t.z. To strike with vio
lence.

u Poko, n.x.z. A kind of millet of an
intoxicating quality when infused
in native beer.

isi Pokolo, n. x. Anything which is
stumpy.

uku Pokoza, v.t.x. To pour out in part a
liquid from a vessel, or grain or any
oilier substance, as from a sack.

uku Pokozela, v.i.x. To pour out in part
for another.

uku Pola, v.i.x.z. 1. To cool.
2. To heal, as a wound.
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uku Polisa, v.i.x.z. 1. To make cool.
2. To cause a wound to heal.

i Polisi, n.x.z. The police; a police
man. The English word Kaffirized.

uku Pololoza, x. See uku Poloza.
uku Poloza, v.t.x.z. To reveal a secret; to

blab about a matter. Lit. To let it
out.

um Polozi, n.x.z. One who reveals secrets;
a blab.

i Postro, n.z. An absolute, overbearing
person.

u Pondo, n. x. z. A horn of a living
beast.

um Pondo, n.x.z. A person of the Ami-
mpondo tribe of Kaffirs.

isi Pondo, n.z. A small side entrance to a
cattle fold or kraal.

im Pondo, n.z. A contagious disease; pes
tilence.

um Pondom pondo, n.z. A species of beetle
of a blue colour with black stripes,
with long horns bent on both
sides.

um Pondwk, n.z. The pound sterling. Zu-
luized from the English.

u Pondwana, n.x.z. A small horn.
isi Ponco, n.x.z. A large prominent fore

head.
im Ponoo, n.x. A he-goat.
um Pongolo, n.x.z. A quiver for arrows.

z. A cask ; a barrel; any receptacle
of a large bulk, as a box ; a chest.

uku Pongola, v.i.z. To manifest indiffer
ence to what is being said, by look
ing away from the speaker.

uku Pongoma, v.i.x. 1. To sit in an uncom
fortable position, as a person lean
ing on his arms and knees.

2. To desert from one chief to
another.

um Ponoshomc, n.x. That side of a river
which is nearest to the speaker, and
directly opposite to another person
on the other side, to whom he is
speaking.

i Pont, n.x. A pound sterling. Ktiffir-
ized from the English word Pound.

uku Posxo, v.t.z. To throw with violence
through the air; to burl, as a spear.
or assegai, thrown by the hand.
x. Ukuposa.

Ponvo. z. Used with Ukuti, which sec
at No. S of its meanings. Ukuti
ponyo : To slip or fall away from ;
to go off from, as anything flying
out of the hand. Izcmbe lite ponyo:
The axe flew or slipped out of the
hand.

s

uku Ponyoza, v.i.z. The same as Ukuti
po/iyo.

um Popiya, n.x. A sack in a state of ten
sion from the pressure of its con
tents ; a very full sack.

uku Popoza, v.t.z. To gush, as water out of
a rock, or as blood from a vein.
x. Ukumpompoza.

uku Poqa, v.i.x. To slip off, as a saddle
from a horse.

uku Poqa, v.i.x. To speak hurriedly, so as
to confuse others by interrupting
them.

uku Poqf.la, v.i.x. To slip out, as one
thing slipping out from another, as
an axle of a vehicle slipping out
from the wheel.

uku Poqklkla, v.t.z. To make a vigorous
attempt to do a thing; to put force
or pressure on a person or thing.

um PonoPKTt, n.x.z. A prophet.
um Posa, n.z. The seraglio of the Zulu king.
uku Posa, v.i.x. To throw; to fling; to

hurl. z. Ukuponxa.
2. To miss an object aimed at,

in throwing or firing at it.
uku Poseka, v.t.x. To rush upon; to throw

one’s self upon. Wati ukuposeka
kubo, wanga anga babulala: He
rushed upon, seeking to kill them.

uku Posela, v.t.x. To throw into a certain
place. Yiposele lonto einnxunyeni:
Throw that thing into the hole.

uku Posisa, v.i.x.z. 1. To miss; to err in
conduct.

2. To make a mistake; to bo
wrong in a conclusion arrived at.

isi Peso, I n.x.z. A mistake; an error;
i Posiso, j a transgression. Lit. That

which misses the mark.
uku Pota, v.i.x.z. To twist, as siring; to

spin ; to plat.
uku Poteka, v.i.x.z. To have the quality

of being twisted or spun.
uku Potela, v.t.x.z. To twist or spin for

another, or for a certain purpose.
im Poto, n.z. A long, slender stalk as of

Kaffir corn.
im Potshask, n.x. A young and tender

mealie cob.
uku Potela, v.t.z. To release from con

straint. It is used to denote the
final action of a Zulu Inyanya, or
witch doctor, in releasing a person
or persons from some restraints im
posed upon them during the con
tinuance of his incantations in any
case of sickness, &c., on which he
has been called to exercise bis art.

2
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i Potwe, n.x. The name of a Email
brown bird; a bird which has a
chattering note. Applied figura
tively to a chattering poison.

Potyo, x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
potyo: To throw out any thick or
viscous liquor, as honey or treacle.

uku Potyoza, v.i.?.. 1. To pour out a thick
stream of any liquid.

2. Figuratively applied to a
stream of words when a person talks
at random, uttering things true or
false, so that a stream of words is
maintained.

uku Poza, v.t. z. To cool, as liquid, or as
porridge, x. uku Polo,.

uku Pozis.a, u.4.x. To cool down in pro
secuting an enterprise, so as to
draw back from or fail in prosecut
ing it, arising from unexpected
difficulties, z. To cool hot water
by adding that which is cold.

Pu, z. Used with Ukuti, which see at
No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti pu ■■
To blow or puff with the breath, as
an ox or a calf from pain, applied
also to meat when puffed up from
putridity.

uku Pubuka, v.t.x. To misbehave in word
or deed; to be rude and boister
ous.

uku Pubuza, v.t.?.. To slap the face or head
of a person with the open hand ; to
be violent in conduct.

Pucu, x. Used with Ukuti, which sec
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
pucu: To slip oft; as hair from a
skin when partly decomposed.

uku Pucuka, v.i.x. z. To have the outer
skin taken off by a bruise. Jfdi-
pucukile yinqwelo : I am bruised
by the wagon.

uku Pocola, 4.x. z. To abrale the skin;
to remove the outer skin by coming
in contact with some object; to
gal). Isihlalo silipuctdile ihashc :
The saddle has galled the horse.

uku Pohla, v.i. ?.. To grow fast, so as to
stand straight up, as a healthy
plant. Applied also to a person
who stands straight up, like a
soldier on parade.

Poiilo, z. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukutipuhlu : To act determinately,
so as to manifest conduct bordering
on self-will. Waye kuluma nomnye
waza wati puhlu ngeyake endlela :

He spoke with the other, and then
insisted upon having his own
way.

isi PoiiLUPonLU, n.x. A person in a very
excitable state of mind . one who is
agitated by some event, or events.

ubu Puhlupuiilu, n.x. A wild, over-excited
state.

im Pukane, n.x.z. A fly.
im Pukomti, n.x. A species of mouse,

which lives in hollow trees. Lit.,
The tree mouse.

im Puku, n.x.z. A mouse.
i Pukufu, n. ?.. Foam; froth. Applied

to foam formed on the surface of
water by violent agitation, as the
foam of the sea. Ulwandlc luhla-
zisa ipukupu: The sea is making
foam.

isi Pukupuku, n. z. An empty, silly per
son ; one who is frothy, and sense
less in his conversation.

uku Pukuza, v.i.z. To ferment; to be
excited in conduct; to act fool
ishly.

uku Pukuzela, v.i. x. 1. To overflow, as
dough when fermented, or as yeast
from fermented beer.

2. To be hasty in the prosecu
tion of any enterprise, z. To act
as a silly, senseless person.

uku Pulapula, v.t.x. To listen attentively;
to obey a command.

uku Pulapulula, v.t.x. To rub gently on
any part of the body, so as to give
relief from pain ; to soothe; to
smooth down as fur on a garment.
z. uku Pulula.

im Pulo, n.x. The wax of the car.
uku Pui.uka, v. i. x.z. To slide or slip out

of the hand, as an cel. Intambo
ipulukile csandleni sam : The
thong has slipped through my
hand.

uku Pulukana, v. i.x.z. To slip away
as one thing from another. Uku-
pulukana nento, is to allow a thing
to slip away, so as to lose it from
the grasp.

uku Pulula, v. t. x. To rub gently with
the hand any part of the body suf
fering pain, so as to soothe it. z.
To coax, to flatter, by patting
gently with the hand.

Pululu. x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
pululu: The same meaningas Uku-
puluka.

uku Puma, v.t.x. To go out from a place.
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Puma endlwini: Go out of the
house.

ini Pumalanoa, n.x. z. The rising of the
sun ; the cast.

uku Pumela, v.t.x.z. 1. To go out for a pur
pose. Ba pumela ntoninal For
what purpose, or why have they
gone outl

2. To come out; to appear to
view, as on the opposite side of a
river. Sebepumele emlanjeni:
They have appeared, or emerged
from the river. Abakapumele en-
tabeni: They have not yet come out
on the top of the mountain.

uku Pumelela, v. i.x.z. To come out fully
to view; to be in full sight, as a
person or object on an eminence.

izi Pomelo, n.x.z. Outgoings; issues;
results.

uku Pumesa, v.t. z. 1. To bring out; to set
out; to fit out; to qualify for re
ception or use ; as an ox which is
set apart for part of the outfit of a
bride, or as dowry.

2. To speak out distinctly and
deliberately.

3. To make a full confession ; to
“make a clean breast of it.”

uku Pumisa, v. t. x.z. To take out; to force
out; to eject.

uku Pumla, v. i. x. To rest; to be quiet.
z. uku Puinula.

uku Pumlisa, v t.x. To help to give rest.
Pumlisa inkabi apa : Best the oxen
here.

im Pumlo, n.x.z. The nose.
um Pumo, n.z. Monday. Lit.. The going

out day, because on the Sabbath
natives who are hired as daily
labourers do not go out, or leave
their homes, to work.

izi Pumo, n.x. Outlets; places of egress,
or escape.

i Pumpulo, n. z. Anything active in
mischief, cither man, or beast, or
reptile.

uku Pumputa, v.i.x. Sec uku Mpumputa.
uku Pumza, v.t. x. To give rest; to relieve

from toil; to give rest of mind. z.
uku Pumuza.

uku Puscuka, v. i. x To slip ofl".
uku Puniila, v.t.x. To use violence in

forcing a virgin, z. To uncover,
to denude, to strip ofl' the tender
leaves from a plant, or the side
leaves of thatching grass, so as to
prepare it for use.

im Pundu, n.x. The privates of man. 

im Pusnu, n.z. The poles erected on each
side of a cattle fold or kraal.

uku Pusiiula, v.i.z To change a purpose,
in consequence of having com
menced it on deficient information,
or from miscalculation.

uku Pu.soa, v.t x. To sip, to taste a liquid;
to take a slight draught.

z 1. To drive away; to repel ;
to ward off; to drive away any
thing troublesome, as flies.

2. To command attention and
silence, as a chief when about to
speak.

i Punga, n.z. An odour ; a smell.
imi Punoa, n.x. The lungs of cither a per

son or an animal.
uku Pusgula, v.t. x.z. To take a part from

a whole, as to take corn from a
sack, or sugar from a bag. P ungula
apa: Take a little here. z. To
lighten a load by removing a part.

isi Punguleko, ii. x. z. A portion taken
from the whole, as a measure of
corn from a sack.

u Punoupusgu, ii. x. A chrysalis.
im Pusgutye, n.x.z. A fox; a silver

jackal.
uku Puaouza, v.i.x. To look on one side ;

to look back as over the shoulder.
uku Pusyiswe, v.p.x.z. The passive of uku

Pumisa : To take out; to force out;
to eject. For the change of in
into ny, see the letter M.

uku Punyuka, v.i. x. 1. To slip out of its
place, as anything slipping from the
hand; or the handle of an axe
slipping from the axe bead.

2. To fall ofl' as hair in an un
sound place, in cattle.

uku Punyula, v. t.x.z. To cause to slip out
of its place. The same as Uku
punyuka, but the active form, to
slip out of the grasp of another per
son by using force to effect the
escape.

uku Punyvzwa, v.i.x. To be made easy,
or to be made to rest. It is the
passive of Ukupumla: To rest. For
the mutation of the m into ny, see
the letter M.

uku Punza, v.t.x.z. To cast the young
before the proper time of birth.
Applied to animals only.

im Punzi, 11. x.z. A small antelope; the
Dieuker.

isi Punzi, n.x.z. The stump of a tree re
maining in the ground after the
tree is felled.
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ini Puszo, n.x.z. An abortion. Applied
to animals only.

ku Pupa, v.i. x.z. To dream.
i Pupa, n.x.z. A dream.

ubu Pupaka. n.x.z. A dreamy state of
mind.

i Pupaka, n.x.z. A kind of dream; a
trance; a reverie; a waking
dream.

um Pupi, n. x. A dreamer : one who is in
the habit of dreaming.

uPupu, n.x.z. The hoof of an animal
whose foot is not cloven, as the
horse.

i Pupu, n.x.z. A hairy caterpillar.
im Pupu, n.z. Meal; fine flour.

uku Pupuma, v.t.x.z. To overflow; to
bubble up; to boil over; to gush
forth, as a bubbling fountain, n.
An overflowing, a gushing forth.

uku Puppteka, v.i.x. To fly away in a
passion; to bolt, as a horse from
the course; to run about wildly.

uku Puta, v.i.x.z To die away, as vegeta
tion when destroyed by heat, or
other cause. Thus when a crop
fails, or ground is unfertile, it is
said to be “ putile.” Amazimba a
putile: The corn has failed.

uku Putaputa, v.t.x.z. To grope; to feel
about with the hands, as a person
blindfolded ; to search for a thing
by feeling after it with the hands.

uku Putaputela, v.t.x.z. To feel after a
thing, like a person in the dark.

i Pun, n.x.z. A beautiful little ante
lope, called the blue buck.

uku Pctuka, v. i. z. To be heated or galled
by irritation or chaffing; to be
rubbed, grazed.

uku Putula, v.t.z. To rub off or away
with the hand.

uku Putuma, v.t.x. To go after or in
search of a thing that has strayed,
or has been stolen, or has run
away. Used colloquially to express
the familiar phrase in English,
“What arc you after now!"
Upvtuma ‘ntonina kalokul What
arc you after now I

uku Putumhla, v.t.x. To go after, for, or in
search of, for another. Ndiputu-
mde ihashe him : Go after my horse
for me.

uku Putujiisa, v.i.x. To cause pursuit of
a person or thing which has been
lost or strayed.

uku Puza, v.t.x.z. To sip; to diink in
small quantities.

im Puza, n.z. A cutaneous eruption; a
watery eruption.

i Puzr, 77.x.z. A description of pumpkin.
uku Puzisa, v.t.x. To give to drink; to

drench, as with medicine.
im Puzwana, zi.x. A slight cutaneous,

watery eruption in the skin.

Q.

Q is a palatial click in Kaffir. It is
pronounced by bringing the upper
part of the tongue flat against the
palate of the mouth, and suddenly
withdrawing it, thus causing a loud
click or smacking sound. It is
varied in its prouounciation by
combining with n, g, and ng, which
often precede it. Nqamla: Cut
off. Ngqonga; Surround. Oqabuka :
Burst.

Qa, adv. z. A strong denial, express
ing, No; no, never; decidedly not.

isi Qa, 71. z. A lump of any substance.
Applied in derision, or contempt, to
ashort person; a small mongrel dog.

isi Qa, 7i. z. Any good and shapely piece
of the productions of nature, as a
piece of honeycomb with the honey
in it, a piece of beef, &c., but
not applied to anything manu
factured, as bread, &c.

ubu Qa, n.z. Vanity; pride; conceit;
fastidiousness. When a man is
too nice about his food, or when
a girl rejects her lovers, they are
said to have Ubuqa.

um Qa, 11. x. Stiff porridge.
um Qa, n.x. A squirrel.
uku Qaba, v.t.x.z. To paint; to colour; to

cover with any coloured wash, with
pitch, paint, or any colouring
liquid. This word is especially ap
plied to a custom of the uncivilized
Kaffirs of covering their bodies
with a description of red clay,
called imbola. They use it thus
ground up with fat, and cover the
whole body with it. Hence the
heathen who universally adopt this
custom arc distinguished from those
who have embraced Christianity by
being called, Amaqabambola:
Those who colour themselves with
imbola, red clay.

um Qaba, n.z. A decoration of the per
son consisting of balls and large
beads worn arouud the neck.
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um Qabalanda, n.z. A copper bangle, or
a ring of ivory worn around the arm.

ama Qabambola, n. x See the concluding
part of the meaning of uku Qaba.

uku Qabana, v.t. x. To form companion
ships ; to fraternize with ; to hold
frequent converse with each other;
to make friends of each other.

i Qabane, n.x. A companion ; a mate.
uku Qabanisa, v. t.x. To assist each other

in anointing the body with red clay.
uku Qabela, v.t.x.z. To paiut or colour for

another.
isi Qababv, n. z. A wide path.
isi Qabkto, n.z. A large kind of basket.

uku Qabuka, v. i.x. 1. To clear away. Li-
z/z/Zin/aZnzZ-anininaisipango? When
will the thunderstorm clear away?

2. Hence it denotes, to be alert;
to be watchful ; to be active in
mind ; to be refreshed by the re
moval of dulncss from the mind, or
heaviness from the spirit. Wa-cla
emtonjeni waqabuka: He drank at
the fountain, and was refreshed.

z. 1. To burst, as a sack or an
abscess from internal pressure; to
break, as a thong.

2. To get a glimpse of an object;
to notice ; to begin to apprehend a
subject!

uku Qabukisa, v.t.z. 1. To help to com
prehend a matter.

2 To refresh; to quicken the
apprehension of a person.

isi Qabuko, n.z. 1. Fear; apprehension ;
expectancy of danger; apprehen
sion of evil.

2. Recognition; perception of
an object; surprise caused by sud
denly beholding an object.

uku Qabula, v. t. x. To refresh ; to revive;
to cheer ; to invigorate ; to enliven.
Waya emtonjeni wasela. eziqabula
kona : He went to the fountain and
drank, and refreshed himself. This
word is the active voice of Qabuka :
To clear away. Thus, applied to
the mental feelings, it denotes the
clearing away of that which op
presses, that which casts down the
spirit, so that the mind becomes
clear and vigorous. It means, lit
erally, to cause freshness of mind
or body. Qabula ubutongo : Clear
away the sleepy feeling: arouse
yourself from slumber. ’Zuyenze
lonto ngokuqabuka : Do the thing
carefully and intelligently ; under

stand it before you undertake it.
z. 1. To quicken a person’s appre
hension; to refresh the spirit.

2. To open; to lay open ; to ex
pose to view, as the removing of
saplings in a plantation, that the
remaining trees may obtain more
space to grow in; or the thinning
out of plants, as maize, that the
crop may obtain more air.

ama Qabuqabu, n.z. Curiosities; novelties ;
things looked upon for the first time.

i Qabutuli, n.x. A species of lark.
uku Qadaza, v.i.x. To run about in a

staggering or playful manner as
one in sport.

um Qadi, n.x.7.. The principal beam of a
house, or a roof; the principal of a
roof.

uku Qabamushela, v.t.x. To fix or attach
one thing to another ; to join to
gether.

Qaka, v.x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. 8 of its meanings. Uku-
ti qaka ; To stand alone, as a tree
or a house on a plain, or on a ridge.
z. To become white; hence,—to
paint the face white; to whitewash
a house. Applied also to grey hairs.

uku Qakata, v.i. x. 1. To spriug up; to
bound as a ball; to skip ; to be
lively and sprightly in action.

2. To chaff; to jest.
i Qaka, n.x. Any small box or case

which is carried on the person;
hence, a snuff box, a small tin box
in which the Kaffirs living under
British rule carry their deeds of
citizenship whereby they arc dis
tinguished froui foreigners, z. A
small calabash in which milk is
agitated to promote fermentation
to prepare it for food.

uku Qaka, v.t.z. To watch for ; to lie in
wait for, as a cat or a hunter for
prey.

i Qakala, n.z. The ankle bone.
uku Qakaqa, v. t. z. To dot or mark the

face by tattooing.
uku Qakaza, v.t.z. 1. To griud coarsely

or to crush grain.
2. To show the teeth, as a dog in

snarling. The meaning is to cause
that which is white in any thing to
appear; from Ukuqaka To become
while. Hence, to crush com, that
the mealy part might appear, and
to show the white teeth.

um Qako, n.z. White clay; lime; chalk.
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uku Qakuna, v.t.z. To catch at, as when
endeavouring to catch by overhear
ing what is said.

i Qakuva, n.x. A pimple on the skin.
uku Qai.a, v.t. x.z. 1. To commence an

operation. Uyakuqala niuina uku-
Bebenza! When will you commence
work ?

2. To perform one thing before
another. Qala ngalonto, ungeka-
yenzi leyo: Begin with that thing
before you do this.

3. To first commence a quarrel
or contention. Nguye owandiqala-
yo: It was he who first began to
quarrel with me.

uku Qalana, v.t.x. z. To begin together;
to commence an operation or enter
prise simultaneously.

i Qalaqala, n.z. A sharp impetuous per
son : one always ready with bis
word ; one always ready for conten
tion.

uku Qalaza, v. i.z. To be looking about in
all directions; to be observant. i

uku Qalkka, t>. n.x z. To begin to be. n.
The beginning. Ekuqalekeni: In
the beginning.

isi Qaleko, n. x. z. The origin; the be
ginning of a thing. isiqab’ko, eom-
hlaba: The beginning of the
world.

uku Qalekisa, v.t.x.z. To curse; to doom
to punishment; to denounce; to
imprecate.

uku Qalisa, v.t.x. To originate; to cause
the commencement of a thing.

isi Qalo, n.x.z. The beginning: the com
mencement.

u Qalo, n.x. A field mou-e.
i Qam, n.x. The splash of the feet in

swimming. Yenza iqam : Make a
splash with your feet.

uku Qama, v.i.x. To be fruitful, applied ,
to fruit-bearing trees, or to wool-bear- ’
ing animals, as sheep, z. 1. To ap
pear distinctly; to come out to view,
as a path or road. j

2. Applied to animal life; to
have a healthy appearance ; to be
in good condition. Inkabi yake-
iqamile : His ox is in splendid con
dition.

isi Qama. n.z. A small cloak made of a
calf's skin.

uku Qamanoela, v.i.x. To tie fast.
uku Qamba, v.i.x. To dance a night dance.

z. To invent; to devise ; to plan, as
a piece of work; to compose, as a 1

song or story ; to settle terms of any
business transaction.

uku Qambaka, v. i. x. To burst open, ns a
sack or tube from internal pressure,
or as an abscess or boil. z. uku
Qabuka.

uku Qambalala, v.i.z. Tolicatfull length
on the ground ; to lie in a careless
manner, in a sort of dreamy indiffer
ence. x. uku Cambaltda.

uku Qambasa, v t.x. To burst open; to
cause to burst, z. uku Qabula

uku Qambela, v.i.x. To dance a night
dance in a certain place. Qambda-
ni endlwini : Dance ye in the house.
z. To invent for or on account of
another; hence, to accuse falsely by
inventing a falsehood of another.

uku Qambuza, v.t.x. To pierce through.
i Qambi, n.z A group or collection of

animals or things; hence, a drove
of cattle; a constellation of stars ;
a division, as of an army.

uku Qamela, v.t.x. To lay the head on a
pil'ow, or any thing for rest and
repose.

um Qamklo, n.x. A pillow. The word
originally is applied to the block of
wood, or to a small stool used by
the natives ns a rest for the head
when they sleep.

i Qamesi, n.x. A strong long thong or
reim.

uku Qamisa, v.t x. To cause fruit to be
brought forth ; to fructify, z. To
make plain ; to bring forth to view.

uku Qamngqulula, v.t. x. To cut open.
isi Qamo, n.x. Fruit of a tree; produce;

crop.
u Qampu, n. x. A neck of land over a

ridge or a mountain.
i QAMru, n.x. An awl for piercing with.

uku Qamunda, v. i. z. To speak out freely,
without hesitancy or reserve, in a
random, reckless manner.

ama Qanaba, n.x. Steps to ascend by.
i Qanda, n.x.z. An egg; also the name

of a large description of bead.
uku Qanda, v.t.z. To split; cleave; cut

into pieces ; to break as stones, x .
uku Canda.

isi Qandaliso, n.x. A riddle ; a thing to
be guessed at; a subject for guess
ing at.

uku Qandeka, v.i.x. To split, or burst open.
Ilityc liqandekile: The stone has
split.

uku Qandela, or Qandelhla, v.i.z. To
gue-s; surmise ; conjecture; d.vine,
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as a native Inyanga, or doctor, by
divination.

i Qandasa, n.x.z. A small egg.
um Qandeli, H.7.. A diviner; one who I

guesses well.
uku Qandula, v. t. x.z. To dress a stone for j

grinding corn on, by the native ■
process of picking it with a pick.

uku Qandusela, v.t.x.z. To hatch, as a
bird hatches its young. Inkuku |
iqandusele: The hen has hatched
the chicken. This meaning comes .
from uku Qandula: To pick at a :
stone, and refers to the hen pecking
the egg with her beak to allow the
escape of the chick.

uku Qanoa, v.t.z. To jest; to speak ironi
cally ; to be facetious.

um Qangabodwa, n.x. A stalk of Kaffir
corn which has degenerated into a
sort of recd, and no longer bears
corn.

um Qanoala, n. z. A stringed musical in
strument.

i Qanoane,». z. Flatulency of the bowels.;
um Qangi, n.z. A jester; a facetious indi

vidual.
isi Qanoo, n.z. Jesting; irony.

uku Qangqulala, v.t.x. To cut open an
abscess; to lance; to rip open with
a knife.

uku Qanjaqanja, v. i. z. To wallow on the
ground as a drunkard or maniac.

uku Qanqabaza, v.t.x. To be haughty ; to
be contemptuous; to manifest.
haughty indifference to another, or
towards any subject.

uku Qapula, v.t.x.z. To let blood; to
bleed a person.

um Qapv, n.x. The cotton plant; cotton.
isi Qapu, n. z. A small piece of merit. I

ubu Qapuqapu, n.x. Any downy or feathery
thing ; any thing soft and downy. I

u Qaqa, n.x. A ridge of stones.
i Qaqa, n. x. z. A musk cat. The Dutch

call it the muir cat.
uku Qaqa, v.t.x.z. To cut open, as a sack

at its mouth.
uku Qaqadeka, v.t.x. To become hardened,

as ground which is hardened by the
sun.

uku Qaqamba, v.t.x.z. To smart with a
throbbing sensation, as a painful
swelling.

uku Qaqambela, v.t.x. To smart intensely '
with a throbbing pain, as a swelling
which is beginning to suppurate.

uku Qaqambisa, v.t.x. To cause pain by the
infliction of punishment; to punish.

uku Qaqamhla, v.t.x.z. To shiver; to
tremble.

i Qaqani, n.z. Couch or quick grass.
x. Uqaqaqa.

ubu Qaqaula, n.x. 1. A bright whiteness,
such as that of the sun in its
strength and glory, or iron in a fur
nace when at a white heat.

2. Visible glory ; intense bright
ness. Xcshikwcui ayakufika un-
yana wesintu esebuqaqauleni bake :
When the Son of Man shall come
in His glory.

u Qaqaqa, n.x. Couch or quick grass.
z. Iqaqani.

uku Qaqateka, v.i.z. To make a cracking
sound, as the sharp ring of a mus
ket, or a crackling sound of thun
der, when very near.

uku Qaqaza, v.t.x.z. To make a chattering
noise with the teeth.

uku Qaqazela, v.t.x.z. To gnash or grind
the teeth, as from rage or suffering.

uku Qaqaz.ei.isa, v.t.x.z. To cause the teeth
to chatter or grind together.

uku Qaqeka, v.t.x. To become ripped or
open ; to unravel or open, as a gar
ment badly sewn.

um Qaqoba, n.x. The name of a species of
thorn tree.

i Qaqoba, n.x. A small gathering of any
thing.

um Qaqongo, n.z. A shrub, the stalks of
which die away every year, and fur
nish a material much used by the
natives for kindling their fires.

i Qaqu, n.x. A small tin vessel.
uku Qaquluka, v.i.z. To become loose, as

a knot.
uku Qaqulvla, v.t.x. To strip off, as when

the leaves of a green switch are
stripped off by drawing it through
the hand. z. To untie; to unloose;
to unbind; to unrip.

uku Qasha, v.t.x. To hire, as a servant;
thus applied, but properly the
word signifies, To choose; to take a
lot.

uku Qashisa, v.t.x. To cast lots; to de
cide a matter by casting lots.

i Qasihso, n.x. A lot; that which falls
to a person by the casting of lots.
The plural is used with the verb
Ukwenza: To do ; for casting lots.
Masenzc amaqashiso: Let us east
lots.

ama Qashv, n.x. Parched corn. It denotes
the corn of the maize placed on the
fire until it bursts open from the
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action of heat, which is then
eaten.

Qata, x. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. It is used
in reference to another verb, ex
pressed or understood, in the sense
of, "Just as,” or, “Just now.” Ke-
kaloku kuti qata enkumbulweni
into eyandihlelayo kulendawo : It
just occurs to me what happened to
inc at this place. Safika, kute qata
imvula : We arrived just as it began
to rain.

uku Qata, v.t.z. To break or crush hard
substances. Hence,

1. To break up new ground,
which is always more difficult to
pulverize than old ploughed land.

2. To cat hard mealies, to break
or crush them with the teeth.

isi Qata, n.z. Stoutness; strength.
i Qata, n.x. The ankle bone. z. A slice

or small piece of meat..
urn Qatana, n.x. A hard biscuit, such as

a ship biscuit.
uku Qataza, v.i.7.. To be very angry.
urn Qato, n.7.. A newly prepared piece of

ground, when broken up for the
first time for sowing.

urn Qatonoo, n.x. The name of a plant.
urn Qatu, n.x. A stubborn, unmanageable

person or animal.
uku Qatva, rJ.z. To jerk or spring about.

Hence, To cuiit sparks, as from
fire; to fly off, as corn when being
threshed.

i Qatvaxa, n.x.z. A small leaf.
uku Qatyula. v.t.z. To break, as a string

or cord.
uku Qatyulwa, v.i’.x. To be refreshed. It

is the passive of Ukuqabula. For
the mutation of the b into ty, see
under the letter B.

ubu Qatyulwana, n.x. A slight refreshing.
The diminutive of uku Qabula,
which see.

uku Qavka, v.i.x.r.. 1. To break, as a
thong or rope.

2. Figuratively, To die ; to ex
pire. In this latter sense it is
usually followed by Umx'clo. Ewe,
nnintu uyaqaka umxblo, upinake? i
Yea. man giveth up the ghost, and ■
where is he ! See uku X'da and |
u rn X'elo.

uku (jAtii.A, r.t.x.7.. To break asunder, as a
siring, or strap, or band.

i Qawe, n.7.. A brave man ; an ostenta
tious person; a swell.

ubu Qawe, n.7.. Bravery ; Ostentation.
i Qayi, n.x. A proud, haughty person.

uku Qavisa, v.i. x. To exult; to boast.
Sec uku Ziqayisa.

uku Qayisela, v.t.x. To boast of, or on ac
count of; to make ostentatious dis
play ; to boast against another.
Wandiqayisda ngchashe lake:
lie boasted against me on account
of his horse.

i Qatiya-, n.x. Bravery; courage; he
roism ; fearlessness of danger. Used
with the relative pronoun of the
noun referred to and the conjunc
tive n. Unintu oneqayiya: A
brave person. Indoda eneqayiya :
A brave man. Lit. A man- who
has bravery.

uku Qaza, v. i. z. To look attentively at
things; to look over attentively;
to examine.

isi Qazi, n.x. An attentive observer; one
who looks into and observes mat tors.

i Qeba, n.x. The space under the chin,
reaching to the neck.

i Qebeya, n.x. A fabulous reptile, of
which the natives speak with great
dread and fear.

uku Qeda, v.t.x.7.. To finish; to bring to
a termination. This is properly a
Zulu word, and is used principally
by the Fingoc tribes who migrated
to the Xosa territory from the Zulu
country.

um Qeda, n.7.. A species of finch, white
and black striped.

um Qedazixdukwaxa, n.x. The same bird
as Umqcda. Compounded of Qeda:
To finish, and Izindukwana : Small
throwing sticks; because the Um-
qeda is a bird that bides itself in
the bushes, so that the boys’ sticks
are often all thrown or finished
up before they can hit it.

i Qedlana, n.x. A small company or
gathering of people, or of children.

i Qeou, n.x. A pack ox.
um Qecu, n.x. A lot of young cattle, set

apart to be trained for labour as
pack oxen. z. All the young cattle
of a herd, except the sucking
calves.

Qeke, v.i.x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. S of its meanings. Ukuti
qeke: To go out on the opposite
side from where the person speak
ing is standing, as on the opposite
side of a river. Ndayibona inya-
makazi ite qeke apaya : I saw the
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buck go out of the river, there, on
the opposite side.

uku Qekbka, v. i. x.z. To crack, so as to
fall to pieces.

uku Qekbza, v.t.x.z. To break to pieces;
to cause to break, as a vessel.

uku Qela, v.t.x. 1. To be accustomed to a
person or tiling; to be lovingly ac
quainted with.

2. To form a habit, so as to ac
custom one's self to a course of
conduct. Sendiliqdile elosiko : 1 am
accustomed to that habit of conduct.
jNdimqdile lomntu : 1 am ac
quainted with, or accustomed to
the company of, that person.

z. To stand manfully to fight or
dance.

um Qela, n.x. A scratch or mark with a
pen or pin.

i Qela, n.x. A company or gathering.
Generally followed by the noun
descriptive of the company or ga
therings spoken of. Iqela labantu:
A company of people. Iqela, lama-
sodati : A company of soldiers.

uku Qelana, v.i.x. To be accustomed to
each other; to form a companion
ship.

i Qelazana, 7i.x. a Kaffir pumpkin.
i Qele, 7i.x. A habit; that which is

habitually performed by an indi
vidual as contrasted with occasional
acts, as by impulse.

um Qele, 7i.-z. A circlet made of the skin
of the otter, worn round the head
with feathers attached to it, as an
ornament for the dance or for war.

i Qele, n.z. A bracelet, with shells, as
ornaments, on it.

uku Qelisa, v.t.x. To train ; to accustom
another to a certain line of con
duct ; to assist another to form
habits.

uku Qembula, v.t. z. To divide a whole into
two parts. Qendnda izinkomo: Di
vide the cattle into two parts.

isi Qi ndu, ii.x. A part of a whole. Isi-
qendu sentsimi : A part of a field
or a garden.

z. 1. A vessel partially full.
2. A person with a retiring fore

head.
um Qexgele, 7i. z. Name of a stringed

musical instrument.
isi Qenoele, n.z. A disrespectful ironical

appellation, applied to old women
ol a kraal who have become bare
headed from the falling off of the

2

hair. Isiqengde ma’ihlalc ckaya:
Let the old women remain at home.

uku Qengqa, v. t.x.z. To roll over, as a
large stone; to roll from one place
to another, z. To carve in wood.

uku Qexgqkla, v.Lx.z. To roll towards a
place. Liqengqde ilityc ebuhlanti:
Holl the stone towards the cattle fold.

uku Qexgqeleka, v. i.x.z. To roll over and
over, as a stone rolling down a de
clivity.

uku Qengqelekela, v.i.x.z. To roll over
and over towards a certain place.
Waqengqelekda kwelccala lenduli:
He rolled over on the other side of
the hill.

um Qexgqelezi, n.x. A steep place, as on
the side of a mountain ; a steep de
scent. From uku Qengqela: To
roll towards a place. Lit. A place
of rolling.

i Qenqa, n x. The leprosy.
uku Qenya, v.t.x. To gnaw, as a dog at a

bone. z. To strut; to walk with
affected dignity. See uku Ziqenya.

isi Qepu, n. z. A portion or part of a
whole which has been torn or cut
from the other part; a remainder;
a fragment. Hence, applied to a
short, strong, thick-set person of
small stature. = The fragment of a
man.

uku Qei-vza, v.t.z. To rave; to be furious,
or raving, as a mad bull tearing up
the ground with his horns; to rant;
to rage; to throw dust into the air
as a token of wild anger.

Qeqe, v. x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. S of its meanings. Ukuti
qeqe: To lose heart; to be dis
heartened ; to be dismayed.

uku Qeqeba, v.t.z.. To conceal of set pur
pose from one's observation; to
overlook purposely, as in refusing
to recognise, so as to ignore, the
evidence of a witness in a suit at
law, or the claims of an heir to the
property belonging to him.

i Qeqeba, n.z. One who is overlooked ;
one who is not recognized.

uku Qeqesha, v.t.x. To train au ox or a
horse for draught.

uku Qeqeta, v.t.z. To leap; to jump for
ward ; to run by leaps or jumps like
a kangaroo, or an Orcbi antelope.

i Qthu, n.x. A hook.
uku Qesha, v.t.x. To hire; to employ, as

a servant.
uku Qeta, v.t.z. To sit at ease.

A 2
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ama Qetsv, n.x. Artifice; fraud; stratagem.
uku Qetuka, v.t.x.z. 1. To lean over, as if

about to fall ; to lose the balance.
Inqwelo iqctukile: The wagon is
falling over.

2. Used figuratively for indeci
sion of mind ; a person is said to
Qetuka when he often changes his
mind as to a purpose.

uku Qetukkla, v.t.x.z. l.To lean out of the
perpendicular towards another ob
ject. Inqwelo iqetvkile eweni : The
wagon leans over towards the pre
cipice.

uku Qezola, v.t. To break oft' a portion;
applied especially to the breaking
of bread, z. To chip off from a log
of wood.

i Qezu, n.x. A morsel. Ndipc iqezu
lesonka : Give me a morsel of bread.
z. Anything chipped oft' from
another, as a chip, lump, &c.

i QiBiitA, n.x. A left tributary of the
Keiskama river.

uku Qibula, v.t.7.. To stretch out, so as to
snap, as the string of a bow; to
stretch out, so as to lengthen; to
extend, as a line of people, or a
fence, &c.

uku Qika, v.t.z. To understand; to com
prehend ; to apprehend a subject;
'to discriminate; to distinguish.
X. Ukuqiqa.

uku Qikaqikeka, v.i.x. To tumble about;
to roll over and over.

uku Qikela, v.t.z. To thoroughly under
stand a thing; -’to understand a
thing: to comprjMnd a matter.
x. Ukuqiqcla.

isi Qiki, n.z. A small wooden stool or
support for the head ; a wooden pil
low. x. Umqatnelo.

uku Qikisa, v.t.z. To assist another to com
prehend, or understand; to instruct
on any subject, x. -Ukuqiqisa.

uku Qikiza, v.t.z. To dress the inifoce, or
red topknot, of a woman’s hair.

i Qikizi, n.z. A young woman eligible
from age to have the hair dressed
into the red topknot, but upon I
whom the ceremony has not yet
been performed.

i Qila, 7i. z. A tastefully-made dress for I
females, worn at weddings, &c.

uku Qila, v.t. z. To outwit; to over-reach ;
to surpass in stratagem.

i Qilazana, n.x.z. A clever, sharp, in-'
dustrious woman.

i Qili, n.x.z. A clever person in making

a bargain; a sharp man in business ;
an industrious person.

ubu Qili, n.x. Sharp practice in business
transactions, z. Craftiness; cun
ning.

uku Qilika, v.t.z. To give forth foam, as
beer when fermenting.

i Qilika, ti.x.z. Beer made of honey.
u Qilima, n.x. A stockade, or close line

formed of poles, so that nothing
can pass, or when persons stand in
line.

uku Qilinga, v.t.z. To tic very tight.
u Qimoqosiie, n.x. A bird of the heron

species; the hammerhead.
uku Qina, v.i.x. 1. To become solid; to

become compact.
2. To melt the fat from the in

ward parts of an animal, as that
about the kidneys and the caul.

z. To be fixed, steady, unshaken ;
to stand firm, as a pole in the
ground ; to be sharp, smart, clever.

i Qina, n.x. 1. A sharp and difficult
ascent on a road.

2. A knot in a string. Gene
rally it means a difficulty.

z. The antelope, called astcin-bok.
um Qindi, n.x. The human fist; the

clenched hand.
• i Qindiva, n.x. Anything of an oval

shape. A person with prominent
cheeks would be called an Iqindiva.

i Qinoa, n.x. An excuse ; a subterfuge;
a mean device. Uintu oneqinqa:
A person who practises subter
fuges ; a person wanting in honesty.

uku Qinoa, v.i.x.z. To plot; to intrigue;
to devise; to baffle another by in
trigues ; to bring into a dilemma,
or difficulty.

isi Qinoata, n.x.z. A part of the whole;
the half.

uku Qinoatisa, v.t.x.z. 1. To half fill a
vessel, or any measure, or a sack.

2. To divide a whole into two
equal parts.

uku Qinoela, v. t.x. 7.. To plot for a certain
purpose; to plot against another.

uku Qinoelana, v.t.x.z.. To entangle, or
plot against each other.

um Qingo, n.z. A pass between mountains
and rocks.

uku Qingqa, v.t.x. To carve a figure.
uku Qinisa, v.t.x. To persevere; to act

with decision and energy in the
performance of any enterprise.

uku Qiniseka, v. i. z. To become strong,
confirmed.
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urn Qittisr, n.z. One who makes sure work;
one who gives confirmation; a wit
ness.

isi Qixiso, n.z. Full confirmation; the
whole truth ; the certainty of a
matter.

i Qixtso, n.x. Certainty; correct judg
ment of a matter. Lomntu una-
maqiniso: That person has the
truth, or certainty.

isi Qiso, n.z. A resolve; a resolution; a
purpose to perform a thing.

Qipu, x. Used with Ukuti, which sec
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
qipu : To suddenly open, or break
apart. Amafu ate qipu kubini :
The clouds suddenly broke in two.
Used to describe the break of day.
Kwa kuqala ukuti qipu ukusa:
When the day began to break.
Kwada kwafuna ukuza kuti qipu.
ukusa : Until almost break of day,
or until the dawn.

uku Qipuka, v.x. To break asunder; to
break in two.

uku Qtpi'Qii'ui.-A, v.t.x. To snatch a thing
from another person.

uku Qipuza, v.t.x. To attempt to seize a
thing, but miss it by falling short of
it, as a dog attempting to seize a
buck inhunting, but failing todoso.

uku Qiqa, v.i.x. To comprehend, to appre
hend ; to take hold of an idea or
subject, so as to contain it in the
mind. z. To trot; to run in a
trot.

um Qiqinoo, n.z. A large bundle of things.
uku Qiqisa, v.t. x. To assist to compre

hend ; to impart instruction on
any subject, so as to make it easy
of comprehension, z. Ukuqikisa.

uku Qiqizela, v.t.z. To trot quickly; to
run at a trot; to haste; to run
hastily, so as to accomplish an ob
ject.

isi Qiti, n.x. An island. z. A site to
settle on, as a village.

uku Qiwula, v.t.x.1.To drawout one thing
from among many of the same sort,
as an assegai or spear from a bun
dle,for the purposcof attackingafoe.

2. To make a detour, so as to cut
off the retreat of an enemy.

uku Qiwulela, v.t.x. To draw out one
thing from among many of the
same sort for some special purpose,
as to make ready for battle, to pre
pare for attack by drawing a sword
from its sheath, or an assegai from

the bundle, or by fixing a bayonet
on the gun.

i Qiva, n.x. A covering for the head ; a
handkerchief, so called because a
handkerchief is used to cover the
heads by the Kaffirs.

i Qiyana, n.x. A small handkerchief.
uku Qoba, v.t.x. 1. To bcat^so as to break

or crush stones, or’clods of earth.
2. To journey in the dark. z. To

cut up, chop, slice into small pieces.
uku Qobisa, v.t.z. To cause to be cut up,

chopped, or sliced up. Figura
tively, to annoy; to worry; to
bother, &c.

u Qobo, n.z. The real substance of a
thing or person; self; person;
reality.

uku Qobola, v.t.z. To strike on the head
with a stick.

i Qoboqobo, 7i x.z. Anything soft and
brittle. Umti oqoboqobo: A soft,
brittle tree.

ubu Qobouobo, n.x.z. Brittleness; softness,
as of a tree.

uku QoBosna, v.t.x. To kncc-haltcr; to
hobble, or to button.

uku Qoboza, v.t.x. 1. To beat, or crush, as
by a heavy blow.

2. To tear, as flesh is torn by
birds of prey.

uku Qooela, v.t.z. To filch mealies, sweet
cane, (tni/e,) kc.,out of a garden, like
the picking of ears of corn in a field.
It is not considered as stealing, but is
found fault with as a wrong doing.

uku Qojkma, v. i. z. To sit on the haunches
as a dog.

uku Qokela, v. t. x. To add to. Generally
used to denote repeated action or
addition of words .in conversation.
Ndabcta inyamakaji yawa, yabuya
yavuka kodwa ndapuya ndaqokcla
yafa ke : 1 hit the libck, and it fell,
but it rose again, until I repeated,
or added to the blpw, and it died.
Ndiyalivumaelolako kodwa mandi-
qokele ngcliti : I agree wit|| what
you say, but allow me to add a word
thereto.

uku Qokf.lela, v.t.x. To collect together.
Baqokelele impahla zabo : They
gathered together their goods.

uku Qokelelaxa, v.t.x. Tp add to each
other’s store or possessions.

uku Qokelelasisa, v.t.x. To cause to be
added to each other’s store or pos
sessions ; to assist each other in
adding to their possessions.
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um Qokolo, 77. x.z. A wild fruit of the ap
pearance of an apricot found in
abundance on the Kie river. Hence
called the Kie apple.

i Qokolo, n.x.z. The fruit of the Um-
qokolo.

anta Qokolo, ti.x. Craft; that which par
takes of guilt. Ulwimi labanama-
qokolo; The tongue of the crafty.

ubu Qokolo, n.x. Guile; wiliness; fraud;
skill or dexterity employed to
effect purposes of deceit.

i Qokolo, 71. x. A cunning, crafty man.
uku Qokomisa, it i. x. To endure to the

end; to allow no difficulties to
cause an enterprise to be aban
doned ; to make sacrifices in order
to accomplish an object.

uku Qokota, v.t.z. To twist, as a string.
i Qola, n. x. A drunkard.

uku Qola, v.t. x.z. To perfume the body.
2. To present presents to a young

chief when instated in the chief
tainship.

i Qola, n.z. The name of a bird of the
size of the large finch, with white
and black feathers.

i Qolakazi, n.z. A cow, or any animal
of the feminine gender marked with
white and black spots like the bird
called the Iqola.

Qolk, x.l. Used with Ukuti, which sec
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
qole.: To be overcome, as by sleep.
Ubutomjo : Sleep ; is usually added.
jVilite qole bubutongo : 1 was over
come of sleep.

2. To be depressed, dejected, dis
pirited by trouble, embarrassment,
or affliction. Baiiwe qole sisifo:
They are depressed, cast down by
sickness.

uku Qolisa, v.t.x.z. To perfume ; to scent;
to fill or impregnate with a grate
ful odour.

um Qoliso, 72. z. A beast given to a bride’s
mother.

isi Qolo, n.z. • Insolence; haughtiness;
impudence.

u Qolo, n.x. A very narrow path or
ridge on the top of a mountain with
precipices on each side. z. The
ridge of a hill.

um Qolo, n.x.z. 1. The backbone.
2. The lintel of a doorway.

i Qolo, n.z. The rump of a living ani
mal.

u Qolokotyo, n.z. Anything stiff, but yet
flexible, as a tall man ; a stiff dress.

um Q ilomba, n.x. A cave in a rock.
in Qolomti, 72.x. A woodpecker.

uku Qolosela, v.t. To look attentively at
an object; to wait for with expecta
tion, as a person looking for and
expecting the arrival of his friend.
z uku Qolozela.

uku Qolotva, v.t.z. To act in a violent,
overbearing, in.-olent manner.

uku Qoloza, v. i.z. To stare at a person or
thing.

uku Qoma, v. t. x. To serve up meat in the
native manner, by cutting off a
small piece and eating it before the
company, to assure the guests that
it is not poisoned, z. To choose ;
to select; to prefer one thing to
another.

i Qoma, n.z. A la’-ge basket used for
harvesting corn, and also for con
veying it to market, x. Igqdboza.

um Qomboti, 72.x. One of the names of
Kaffir beer, but usually called
Utyalwa.

uku Qomfa, v.l.x. To abort; to procure
abortion.

2. To fillip with the finger.
z. 1. To bend forward from pain

in the back, so as to obtain relief.
2. To travail with birth pains;

to suffer the pains of parturition.
uku Qomfisa, v.t x. To cause, or help to

procure abortion, z. To bring on
labour pains.

isi Qomfo, w.x. An abortion, applied to
women only, and not to animals.
Impunzo is used for animals.

i Qoxci, n. x. The name of a tree which
bears large flat pods of beans.

2. The Kaffir name for King
William’s Town ; the Buffaloe river,
on the banks of which the town is
built, being called the Jqonci river.

uku Qonda, v. i. x. To understand; to know
the meaning intended by the
speaker or writer.

z. 1. To consider attentively; to
go straightforward towards an ob
ject.

2. To net; to knot; to crochet;
to embroider ; to knit.

uku Qo.skakala, v.n.x. To be understood.
Sekuqondakele oku kaloku : Now
that is understood.

uku Qosdakalisa, v. t. x. To make plain
to make understandable; to cause
to be understood.

uku Qondkla, v.t.x. To fix the attention
steadfastly upon an object or sub-
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jcct. Waqondcla pantsi cmhlabcni
amehlo ake : He fixed his eyes at
tentively on the ground.

z. 1. To fasten tightly, as by
bolts and screws; to splice.

2. To understand a subject as the
result of attentive consideration.

uku Qondisa, v.t.x.7.. To instruct; to make
another understand a subject ; to
unravel a difficult subject to ano
ther ; to inform ; to direct.

um Qoxmsi, n.x.z. An instructor; one
who gives information on any sub
ject to another.

um Qoxniso, n.x.z. A sign; a token; that
which conveys instruction.

i Qoxno, n.z. A single stitch, or loop,
or knot in net work, or in plaiting
a native basket.

um Qoxno, n.z. A netted or knotted bor
der ; a piece of basket work with
stitches.

u Qoxno, w.z. The seam or stitches
wherewith the head ring of a Zulu
is sewn into his hair.

uku Qoxei.a, v.i.z. To be overcome by su
perior influence or authority.

uku Qonoa, v. t. z. To heap up to overflow
ing, as corn in a measure.

i Qonoa, n.z. The summit of a heap;
that which is elevated, as a shelf to
put things upon.

um Qoxoo, n.z. A mass heaped up, as
thunderclouds. Umqongo wamafu:
A heap of clouds.

uku Qoxgobeza, v.t. z. To lay up with
foresight; to store up provisions;
to lay up in store.

uku Qongoloza, v.I.z. To lay up in large
stores.

Qongqololo, v.t. x. Used with Ukuti,
which see at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukuti qongqololo : To lavish ; to
expend profusely; to live a rollick
ing sort of life ; to waste ; to squan
der. Wapiti qongqololo ngokuyicita
yonke imali yake, wadaakaba nauto
eseleyo: He recklessly squandered
away his money until he had no
thing left.

uku Qongqoloza, v. t. z. To make an echo
ing sound ; to call out loud, as in
the open country.

uku Qongqota, v. I. x.z. To knock with a
rapping sound, as when knocking 1
for admission at a door.

i Qosgqoti, n.x. z. A bird which peeks
at trees ; a woodpecker.

u Qoxgqotwane, n.x. A large black

beetle, which makes a knocking
noise to call its mate. The name
is derived from Ukuqongqota: To
knock; from this habit of the insect.

uku Qoxoxoisa, v.t.x. To direct attention
towards an object; to point out an
object to another.

i Qonqa. n.x. A hook ; a crook.
um Qoxqo, n.x. The spinal marrow.

i Qonqonva, n.x. Procrastination, or
delay in acting. Yasinda inyama-
kazi ngokuba bendi neqoqonya
ukuyibinza : The buck escaped be
cause I hesitated to strike it.

uku Qonqoza, v. t.x. To knock, as at a door;
to make a knocking sound.

i Qonya, n.x. A eaterp liar which is
found in the mimosa bush. It has
a beautiful metallic appearance,
like silver.

uku Qoi’a, v.t.?.. 1. To notch, as a stick ;
to cut into strips, ns a hide into
thongs; to carve; to cut out in
wood or stone.

2. To treat roughly ; to irritate ;
to pick a quarrel.

isi Qopamuti, n.z. A woodpecker. Lit.
One who qopas or notches trees.

i Qoro, n.z. A notch; a nick, as in a
stick or tally.

isi Qoro, n.z. The tail-like girdle worn
round the loins by the Zulu men.

uku Qopoloza, v.t.x. To pcrsevcringly
struggle against difficulties in the
performance of an enterprise al
though seemingly without avail.

uku Qoqa, v.t.x. 1. To slightly carve a
walking stick, so as to beautify it.

2. To notch, as a tally stick.
z. uku Qopa.

uku Qoqa, r. t. z. To collect together in one
place, as cattle, See.

i Qoqa, n.x. A description of spear or
assegai, carved ornamentally.

u Qoqoqo, n.x.z. The windpipe, z. Cane
sticks, or rattan. From its joints
resembling those of the windpipe.

uku Qoqoza, v.t.7.. 1. To overpower; to
overcome.

2. To make a rapping noise, like
a blind man with a stick in feeling
his way.

uku Qosha, v.t.x. To button up, as a coat
or garment.

uku Qoshkla, v.t.x. 1. To gather up; to
gather an army into close compact,
so as to form one body or mass of
men ; to bring the different divit
eions of an army into one body, or
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a regiment, when forming a square
to receive cavalry.

2. To gather up the tools at the
close of day, so as to leave off
work.

i Qosn.v, n.x. A flat button, about the
size of a shilling. Hence used also
to denote a piece of money, z. i
Qotya.

uku Qoshelisa, v.t.x. To cause to gather
up.

uku Qota, v.t.z. 1. To grind fine, as crush
ing a stone or cement to powder.

2. To work a thing perfectly
round, as the knob of a stick.

uku Qotajia, v.i.z. To sit in a cowering
posture, as the African natives
when they sit over a fire kindled
on the ground to warm themselves.

Qotk, v.t.x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. 8 of its meanings. Uku
ti qote: To die in numbers, as peo
ple in battle, or as in a plague, or
cattle during a fatal epidemic.

izi Qoto, n.z. Hail. x. Izicoto.
u Qoto, n.z. A thong made from the

skin of anp. animal which has not
been properly dressed, and is stiff
and difficult to use.

uku Qotuka, v.i.x. To cause abrasion of
the skin.

uku Qotula, v.t.x. To chafe; to abrade
the skin.

i Qotva, n.z. A flat button, x. i Qosha.
uku Qotyama, v.i.z. To crouch in sitting;

to squat, as a person sitting with
his knees drawn up, so that he is
supported on his feet, and does not
reach the ground in sitting.

isi Qova, n.z. A crest of feathers on a
bird; a plume of feathers on a per
son’s head, as a war plume.

isi Qv, or, in Qu, x. Used with the geni
tive of the per. pro. for myself, her
self <tc. Isiqu sami: Myself. Isi
qu sako: Himself. Isiqu sako,
nomzimba, nompefumlo: Thyself,
thy soul and body. Inqu yake :
Himself.

2. The very personification of a
thing, as, Inqu yenkohlakalo: The
personification of wickedness:
wickedness itself, z. isi Qu : The
stump of a tree ; the lower or thick
end, as of a bundle of grass; the
substance or the individuality of a
thing.

ubu Qu, n.x. The personality, substance,
or individuality,ofaperson orthing.

i Quba, n.z. Old, rotten manure, x. i
Gquba.

um Quba, n.z. Dry, dusty manure, which
has been trodden into dust in the
kraal or fold. x. um Gquba.

uku Quba, v.t.x. To bathe ; to plunge into
water.

uku Quba, v.t.x.z. To urge forward. Quba
inkomo: Drive on the cattle. Quba
lomsebenzi : Urge on that work.
Qutywa is the passive form. Seo
the letter B, for the change of b
into ty.

uku Qubela, v.t.x.z. 1. To drive for another.
2. To drive towards a certain

place, Ndiqubcle inkomo zami:
Just drive my cattle for me. Ziqu-
bele emanzini inkomo : Drive the
cattle to the water.

uku Qubisa, v.t.x.z. To help to cause to
drive.

uku Qubisana, v.t.x.z. To meet with; to
come in contact with. Uku qubi
sana nento : To meet with a
thing.

i Qubu. n.x.z. A protuberance ; a pro
minence or tumour on the body ;
any swelling forth on the body,
hence, applied to the downy feathers
on the breast of a bird or fowl.

isi Qubu, n.x. Speed ; swiftness.
uku Qubuda, v.t.x. To bow down; to bend

the head forward in a posture of
reverence or respect to another.

uku Qubuka, v.i.z. 1. To break out on the
body, as an eruption or rash.

2. To break forth, as a fountain ;
to burst forth, as a buck or fox
from its cover when hunted.

uku Qubui.a, v.t.x. To lay hold of; to seize
suddenly; to surprise a person by
coming upon him suddenly, z.
To drive away with violence.

i Qubuqubu, n.z. A small tumour, or
pustule.

uku Qubuta, v.t.z.. To cover the head, as
with a shawl, or with the blanket
worn by the natives as a karosse,
so as to prevent the face from being
seen. x. Uku Gqubutela.

uku Qubutya, v.t.x. To elbow ; to jostle,
as in pushing with the elbows in
a crowd.

i Qude, n.z. A domestic cock. x. In-
kunzi yenkuko : Lit. The male of
fowls.

i Qunu, n.x. A large antelope, the
koodoo.

i Qugasb, n.x. A description of beetle. 
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uku Qukanisa, v.t.x. To gather up, as
crumbs when swept from a table.

i.'i Qukaqa, n.z. A log of wood.
u Qukulubolo, n.x. A somersault. To

turn a somersault is expressed thus,
Yenza uqukulubodo: Make a
somersault.

uku Qukumbela, v.t.x. To hem a garment.
uni Qukumbelo, n.x. The hem of a gar

ment.
uku Qukuqela, v.i.x. To proceed in a lino

along a road or path, as oxen or
people following each other.

isi Qukuvana, n.x. A short thick thing
or person.

uku Qukuza, v.t.z. To strike gently; to
touch gently.

i Qula, n.x. A small round button.
uku Qula, v.t.z. To strike so as to rebound,

as a stick thrown against a wall, or
as shields are often struck together
by the different warriors when
going to battle for the purpose of
causing excitement.

i Qula, n.x. A well of water.
isi Qula, n.x. The calf of the leg.

i Qulaqosha, n.x. A small button with
a flat base, and round or conical
top ; from Iqula ; a round button ;
and Iqosha : a Hat button.

uku Quleka, v.i.z. To faint.
uku Qulela, v.t.z. 1. To pour out freely,

especially any slowly flowing liquid,
as honey.

2. To pour out a volume of sound,
as iu singing; to pour a volley, as
a regiment in firing.

i Qulo, n.z. A cluster of living things,
as a swarm of bees when they clus
ter on the branch of a tree, or a
crowd of people when seen at a dis
tance in motion, so as to present
the appearance of surging to and
fro. x. Isiqweqwe.

um Qulu, n.x.z. A heap of things; a
mass; a package; a bundle or bale
of things.

isi Quluba, n.x. The calf of the leg.
uku Quma, v.t. x. To hide on the person,

as under a garment.
uku Quma, v.i.x.z. To rise in columns or

masses, as smoke or dust. z. To
explode from heat; to burst forth,
as crackling sparks from a fire.

isi Quma, n. x. 1. A heap of grain, /si-
quma senqolowa : A heap of wheat.

2. A bunch of grass, or herbs, or
flowers, so named because it spreads
out like a small heap at the top.

B 

uku Qumba, v.i.x. To be angry.
z. 1. To swell up ; to swell from

flatulency.
2. To swell with anger; to be

displeased, so as to be sulky or
grumpy.

3. To swell out, as a bud on a
tree.

uku Qumbela, v.t. x. To be angry with ; to
be angry on account of.

um Qumbi, n.x.z. The first swelling out
of the Kaffir corn, previous to its
full development; a bud on a plant,
specially the swelling protuberance
of a plant, as that of the rhubarb
plant.

uku Qumbisa, v.t.x To affront; to make
angry, z. To cause to swell; to
displease ; to cause flatulency.

i Qumbu, n.z. The large white ant when
swollen with eggs; the Queen ant.
From uku Qumba: To swell out.

uku Qumbusa, v.t. z. To stab ; to pierce.
i Qume, n.z. The wild hemp plant.

uku Qumisa, v.t.x. To raise in columns of
smoke or vapour.

u Qumqumu, n.z. The Cape gooseberry.
uku Qumuka, v. i.z. To start away wildly

as cattle when they start oil' from
the pasture lands for home, or for
water to the river. Hence, To burst
out into a fit of laughter.

isi Qumuza, n.z. Grubs of young bees
while still in the comb, before
being winged.

uku Qumza, v.t.x. To crush any hard sub
stance.

uku Qu.sda, v.t.z. To blunt the edge or
the point of an instrument, ns a
knife or assegai.

isi Quxnu, n. z. A heap or mound of grass
or weeds growing in the bed of a
river.

isi Qunga, n.z. A long description of
grass used for thatching.

uku Qunga, v. t.z. To pour from on high
into a vessel, so as to mix the con
tents ; to milk from the cow into a
vessel containing a portion of coa
gulated milk, that the new milk
may at once curdle. In this state
it is very delicious.

isi Qunge, n.x. A state of confusion, used
especially to denote confused talk ;
an uproar.

um Qunge, n.z. An animal with black
stripes, as a zebra, or a cat, when
thus marked.

i Qungequ, n.x. A large grass lizard.
B

—
—
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i Qungo, n. z. A disease supposed to
attack one who has killed a chief.

isi Qusgqu, n. z. A large round basket.
uku Qunquluza, v. i. z. To be stark naked.
uku Qunquta, u i. z. To run with a steady

gait.
uku Qvkquteka, v. i. z. To go as one hea

vily laden ; to move painfully.
uku Qu.stsula, v.t.z. To twist out of joint,

as a limb.
i Qunube, n.x. A kind of wild rasp

berry.
isi Quxyana, n.x. 1. A small heap.

2. A small bunch of flowers or
herbs. The diminutive of isiQuma.

uku Qufa, v.t.x. To shorten a narrative or
speech.

isi Qupe, n.x. A small portion of time.
uku Quqa, v. i.x. To trot, as a horse.
uku Quqela, v.t.x.z. To go often to the

same place ; to frequent a place.
Lit. To be trotting towards a place.

uku Quqisa, v.t.x.z. To trot; to cause to
trot.

um Ququ, n.x. z. Chaff; any husk or cap
sule of plant or grain.

i Ququ, n.z. A stench ; feetor coming
from a putrid carcase.

uku Ququbala, v.t.x. To lie down indo
lently or carelessly, as one indiffer
ent to danger, although near at
hand; to gather the person up, as
for sleep, as if indifferent to passing
events.

z. 1. To sit huddled up, as from cold
■ or indolence, or one shirking work.

2. A state of indecision which
prevents action, in which a person
is always intending to perform
something, but never does it; to
be undecided and uncertain in
action.

i Ququlukana, n.x. A very poor desti
tute person.

i QuquluIiazaxa, n.x. A very poor des
titute woman.

i Ququlusana, n.x. A small, short,
stumpy person or animal; a little
ugly man; one of the commonalty.

uku Ququza, v.t.x. To move about quickly,
as a dog or kitten in play. z. To
importune; to annoy by impor
tunity.

uku Qusiia, v.t.x. To efface; to remove
any marks from the surface of a
book or table; to rub out, so as to
render illegible.

uku Qushhka, v.t.x. To cover, so as to
hide from observation. Yiqushdce

cnceni: Thrust it under the
grass.

uku Quta, v.i.x. To blow, as a wind stea
dily from one point of the compass,
as a steady breeze.

uku Quta, v.i.x. To hold out the hand to
receive punishment, as a boy at
school, z. To pull out hair from
the person.

uku Qutisa, v.t.x. To cause a boy to hold
out his hand for punishment.

uku Qutyudwa, v.p. x. The passive of Uku-
qubuda : To bow the head. For
the mutation of b in the active
form into ty in the passive, see
under the letter 13.

uku Quva, v. i. x. To bud as buds of
leaves before bursting. Sciqala
nkuquva imiti: The trees have
begun to bud. Used as an adjec
tive thus: Into equvileyo: Any
thing with a convex or rounded
surface, like a bud.

i Quva. n. x. A bud ; also a stiff curl
of the hair; any small protube
rance.

uku Quza, v.t. z. To fly about wildly, as a
dog barking and snapping, without
actually attacking.

i Quzu, n.z. A leaflet of the wild hemp.
uku Quzula, v.t.z. To wrench; to twist off,

as a branch from a tree.
ili Qwa, n.x. Ice; sleet, z. Snow.
in Qwaba, n.z. A separate heap, as of

grass.
uku Qwabaqwaba, v. i. z. To shrug the

shoulders.
uku Qwabaza, v.t. x. To tap lightly with

a stick ; to fillip with the finger.
i Qwabe, n.z. A musical instrumeut

which is beaten like a drum.
u Qwabi, n.z. One who plays the iqwabc.

um Qwabulo, n.x. The name of a sea ur
chin. It is used figuratively to denote
a person without eyebrows.

um Qwaiba, n.z. A strip of meat dried in
the sun. Mamed by the South
African colonists biltong.

Qwaka, v.t.x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. 8 of its meanings. Uku
ti qwaka: To strike a sudden
effectual blow, so as to produce the
purpose intended, whether it be that
of felling to the ground, or of killing.
Ndamti qwaka ndamkahlela pantai
emhlabeni : 1 struck him down to
the ground.

isi Qwaka, n.z. A person of brute vio
lence in appetite, strength, habits.
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&c.; an unfeeling man ; one of
brutal conduct.

ubu Qwaka, n.z. Brutality; inhumanity.
uku Qwakakisa, v.t.x. To harrow culti

vated land.
isi Qwakaniso.h.x.A barrow,-agardenrake.
isi Qwala, n.x. A lame person.

uku Qwalbla, v.i.x. To become lame ; to
be lame ; to go lame.

u Qwamba, n.z. Cream, x. u Camba.
isi Qwanoa, n.z. The diaphragm.

i Qwasoe, n.x. A castrated animal. |
i Qwanisqi, n.z. A tree with many '

thorns of the shape of a fish hook. 1
It is called by the Dutch colonists ;
Wacht ecn bcetje : that is, “ Wait a
little;” from its taking hold of the
clothes of a person, and detaining !
him in passing it.

i Qwaka, n.x.z. A zebra.
um Qwashu, n.x. A kind of tree ; a sort

of milk wood.
uku Qwata, v t.7.. To clear all off, as grass

from a field, or as fire devouring,
or an army destroying all before it.

isi Qwato. n.z. A clearing; a place like a
desert.

u Qwato, n.z. A place from which all
animal and vegetable life has dis
appeared ; a desolation ; a desert .

uku Qweba, v.t.x. To accumulate property;
to lay up in store. Ezizinto ozi-
qwebileyo kanti zoba zczikabaninal
Whose then shall these things be
which thou hast laid up I z. To make
a sign to a person by a motion of
either head, hand, or feet; to wink
with the eye.

uku Qwebela, v.t.x. To provide for or lay
up for a special purpose.

uku Qwela, v.t.x. To fully accomplish any
purpose or undertaking, usually ap
plied to the taking away cattle so
that none arc left. Inkomo ndizi-
qwelile zonkc : I have taken all the
cattle. Or applied to the complete
emptyingof a vessel or measurcofits
contents so that nothing remains.

in Qwele, n.z. A vigilant herdsman, who
is jealously suspicious of danger to
his flock or herd.

um Qwele, n.z. A walking stick.
um Qwemesha, n.x. A girdle made of

small rings of brass strung on a
string or small thong, worn round
the loins by the uncivilized Kaffirs.

uku Qwhnga, v.t.x. To rend in pieces; to
tear, like a beast of prey. z. To
protect from danger or violence.

2 b 2

isi Qweqwe, n.x. 1. An ornamental bead
worn on the forehead ; a frontlet
between the eyes.

2. Any dense mass either of
living things or inanimate objects,
as a swarm of locusts, or a dense
forest, z. Iqulo.

u Qweqwe, n.x. An outer shell or crust,
as the cover of a book, or a crust of
bread.

uku Qwesha, v.i.x. To abscond ; to elope ;
to go away clandestinely. Applied
to cattle or horses when they run
away to the place from whence
they have come.

Qwt, v. i.x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. S of its meanings. Uku
ti qwi: To fall suddenly so that
life appears to be extinct. Wall-
qwi sidvli : He swooned as in a fit.

i Qwiqwi, n.x. A peculiar smell.
uku Qwita, v.t.x. To strike fire with flint

and steel.
u Qwitela, n.x. A very tempestuous

wind; a hurricane ; a whirlwind.
Qwiti, v.i.x. Used with Ukuti, which

see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
qwiti: To fall suddenly to the
ground, as a person in a fit.

R.

R in Kaffir is a guttural to which there
is no corresponding sound in
English. It has two sounds :one is
comparatively a soft guttural which
corresponds to the g in the Dutch
language, as in the word Gocdheid :
Goodness; and occurs in the Kaffir
words -Jiazula : To tear; -liana:
To suspect. The other sound of R
is a guttural which has no corre
sponding sound in any European
language, being peculiarly deep and
harsh; it is pronounced by con
tracting the aperture of the throat,
and forcibly expelling the breath,
so as to produce a harsh rustling of
the epiglottis ; it is always followed
by an aspirated vowel, and is pro
nounced with a strong aspiration.;
itoccurs in the words Iratshi: Pride;
and Irar'a: Bitter.

Ra, x. A particle of comparison affixed
to nouns and adjectives. It usually
denotes diminution of quality, but
sometimes only that of a general
resemblance or likeness. Ubukosi :
Chieftainship. Ubukosira: That
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which partakes of the nature of
chieftainship, or a sort of chief
tainship. Ubutongo : Sleep. Ubu-'
tongora: A little sleep ; drowsiness.
Itongora: A sleepy sort of person. ,

i Rabula, n.x. A left tributary of the
Keiskama River.

uku Rabula, v.t.x. To sip at any thing.
z. To gulp down; to swallow
greedily.

uku Rabula, v.i.x. To kick up as a horse.'
z. To speak or pronounce a language
incorrectly.

i Rafu, n.x. Tribute ; taxes.
u Rafu, n.x. A five-shilling piece.

uku Rala, v.i.x. To be angry.
R.ilagaqa, v.t.z. Used with Ukuti,

which see at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukuti ralagaqa: To come together
in conflict-.

i Rilarakazi, n.x. A cow with a white
throat.

i Ralarakazi-elibomvu, n.x. A red cow
with a white throat.

i Ralarakazi-elimnyama, n.x. A black
cow with a white throat.

uku RalaIiuma, v.i.x. To be fierce; to rage
with anger.

isi Ralarume. n.x. A fierce wrathful man.
z. i 'Jialijani.

nbu Ralarume, n.x. Fierceness; rage.
uku Ralela, n.x. To be angry on account

of.
i Ralasi, n.x. Barley.

ubu Ralutya, n.x. Indecorous conduct.
i Ramba, n.x. A puff-adder.

uku Ramxcela, v.t.x. To eat or drink in a
slovenly manner.

i Ramxcwa, n.x. A beast of prey.
uku Ramuea, v.i.z. To dry up. from being

scorched from the sun, as a garden
where vegetation is dried up.

uku Ramula, v.t.z. To scorch; to singe;
as 'Ramula inkuku: Singe the
fowl. x. 'Rauka.

i Ramunwa, n.z. A fierce ravenous beast.
uku Ramzela, v.t.x. To make a noise like

a pig in eating. Ononuitopoctic.
uku Raxa, v.t.x. To suspect; to have sus

picion of guilt, z. To hear a slight
> sound.

i Ra.xaxa, n.z. A person with large
bushy whiskers, or a large beard.

uku Raxela, v.t.x. To suspect a certain
person. Ndiyamrancla u James :
I suspect James.

uku Raxeleka, v.n.x. To be suspected ;
to be in such circumstances, or to
act so as to cause suspicion. |

i Raxisf, n x. A domestic goose.
isi Rang, n.x. A suspicion ; a surmise of

evil. z. A conjecture.
uku Raxuka, v.t.x. To go on the trrmp to

seek work.
i Raxuka, n.x. A servant who comes

from a distance ; a foreign servant,
uku Ranukela, n.x. To arrive at a certain

place in search of employment.
uku Rapuxa, v.t.z. To do a thing hurriedly

and imperfectly.
uku Raqa, v.t.x.z. 1. To surround, as in

apprehending a thief; to encircle.
Kara, adj. Bitter. The prefix changes

with the spec, of the noun qualified.
Ukutya okur'arh: Bitter food.
Amazini ararlt; Bitter words. Into
crura: A bitter thing.

i Raside, n.x. The name of a water fowl
resembling the stork.

i Ratsha, n.x. A proud, vain person.
uku Ratsha, v i.x. To be proud ; to be

haughty and supercilious.
i Ratshi, n.x. Pride; haughtiness.

Ratya, Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. 1. Ukuti
ratya : To splash against, as the
dashing of water against the side of
a ship.

2. The dusk at evening tide. Lit.
The first splashing of the darkness.

i Ratyaratya, n.z. One who walks with
a quick and vigorous step, rushing
roughly by.

Ratyaratya, v.i.z.. Used with Ukuti,
which see at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukuti ratyaratya,: To makea rough
hoarse sound, as small stones when
rattled inside a box.

uku Ratyela, v.t.x. To make preparatory
arrangements for marriage.

uku Ratyaza, v.t.x. 1. To splash water in
throwing it from a vessel.

2. To be restless so as not to re
main long in one place ; to wander
about from place to place, or from
house to house, z. To rustic ; to
make a rustling sound, as corn or
trees when agitated by wind.

i Rau, n.x. A monkey, the brown
species, z. A small shield used
more as an ornament in travelling,
than for warlike purposes.

ama Rau, n.x. A description of ear-bead
worn by the Kaffirs.

isi Rau, n.z. A strong feeling or emotion,
whether of grief, compassion, in
dignation. or ill-will, &c.

uku Raula, v.i.x. To surround; to cncir-
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cle, as a place surrounded or be
sieged in war.

uku Ravka, v.t.x. To singe with fire. z.
•Ramula.

uku Ravia, v.t.x. To compass; to sur
round. Yate impi yama-Mpondo
yaraula aba-Tcmbu : The army of
the ama-Mpondo surrounded the
aba-Tembu. z. To excite emotions,
as of pity, indignation, &c.

uku Ravlela, v.t.x. To surround; to en
compass for; to encompass a place
named. Hambani, niraulele isi-
xcko : Go ye. and surround, or en
compass, the city.

uku Ravza, v. i.z. To feel ambitious; to
seek after praise, v.t. To com
mend ; to praise; to applaud ; to
extol iu words ; to magnify.

uku Rauzela, v.t.x. To itch, to smart with
a.burning sensation, v. t. To sting;
to cause a burning sensation, as the
stinging of a nettle.

uku Raxa, v.i.x. To be stifled or choked
by water, as a person when
drowned.

uku Raxa, v. I. x. To choke or suffocate by
any liquid, as by water.

uku Raya, v.t.x. To parch, as peas on the
lire. z. To be rough in speech.

uku Rayiya, v.t.7.. To sing and leap vehe
mently in the native dances; to
surpass others in violence of gesture I
and loud singing in a dance.

uku Razula, v.t.x.z. To tear; to rend, as '
a garment. Wayirazula ingubo
yam : He tore my garment.

ama Re, n.x. Rumours. The word usually
denotes some misconduct on the
part of the individual respecting
whom the rumours are afloat. Ndive
amare ngaye: 1 have heard rumours
respecting him. Implying some
misconduct on his part. The sin
gular is Ulurc.

uRebe, n. x. A shark, z. A hawk.
The original idea is that of a de-
vourer.

isi Rf.bi, 7i. z. A noisy person ; one boister
ous in speech. Hence, one who
often tells untruths; a liar.

uku Redeba, v t. x. To scratch the back of
the head.

i Rele, ) 71.x. A sword. Properly a
isi Rele, ) short handled assegai, which

is never thrown, but reserved for
hand-to-hand conflict as a stabbing
spear. The sword is not used in
native warfare, but this word for a

short stabbing assegai has been
adopted to denote the sword as used
by civilized nations, z. A line or
row of people, when walking in sin
gle file.

Relekeqe, v.t. x. Used with Ukuti,
which sec at No. 8 of its mean
ings. Ukuti relekeqe: To appear
suddenly on the opposite side of a
river, or at some open space in a
thicket.

isi Relerele, ti.z. A large umkonto, or
spear, used for stabbing in war. x.
isi 'Rele.

i Relerele, n. x. A flimsy texture,
through which the light can be
seen. Gauze or muslin would be
called, Into elirelerele: A thing
which is irelerele.

ubu Reletya, 71. x. Shameful, indecorous
conduct.

uku Reba, v. i. z. To speak hastily and fa
cetiously, so as to provoke laughter;
to speak jocosely.

i Rema, n.z. One who utters words for
the sole purpose of exciting merri
ment ; a v or 1-makcr.

uku Rexga, v t.x. To make public a pri
vate matter.

i Rkxoqa, 7t.x. A sickle; a reaping
hook.

uku Resqa, v.t.z. To surround with mats
an open fire, such as is made in the
open air when travelling, so as to
keep off the wind.

uku Renya, v.t.x. 1. To gnaw like a dog.
2. Applied frequently to the

gnawing of hunger. Lamrenya
ipango: He was gnawed with a
feeling of hunger.

uku Reqa, v.t.x. To saw; to hack with a
knife.

ama ReIieki, 71.x. Flying reports; indis
tinct intimations of an occurrence.

uku Resha, v. i. x. 1. To insinuate; to im
pute evil conduct to another.

2. To attempt to seize, or strike
a person or thing, but to miss your
aim.

izi Resuv, n.x. Insinuations; imputa
tions.

uku Rexenoa, v.t.z. To go stealthily about
in a person's hut when the owner is
away, for the purpose of pilfering.

uku Rexeza, v.t.x. To commit adultery.
z. uku Pingei.

um Rexezi, 7i.x. An adulterer, z. uni
Pingi.

um Rexezikazi, ?i.x. An adulteress.
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u Rbxez.o, n. x. Adultery.
i Rbz.a, n.x. The name of a bird.

uku Reza, v.t. z. 1. To milk into the
mouth, as Kaffir boys are in the
habit of doing, sitting under the
cow, and milking into the mouth.

2. To rain softly, as when rain
falls in soft showers.

um Rezo, n.x. 1. The last drain of milk
from the cow in milking.

2. Fine, small rain.
3. A train, ns of a garment.
4. The plural Imirezo denotes

the tails of the monkey or other
small animals worn on the neck
and breast of the Zulu men.

uku Rila, v.t.z. 1. To entangle so as to
hook a person or thing; to hike in
a noose.

2. To button.
uku Rilela, v.t.z. To button up ; to fasten

with a button.
uku Rina, 1 v.t.x. To dress so as to give
uku Risela, ) a finished appearance to

any thing; as hair when dressed,
or a horse when well rubbed down.
When a Kaffir has rubbed himself
over with red clay and fat so that
his body presents a red glossy
appearance, he is said to rina, or
dress himself Lomtn selerinele:
That man has dressed his skin with
red clay.

uku Riscisa, v.t.x. To snare, as a bird in
a trap.

uku Rintvela, v. t. x. z. To catch in a thong
or lasso.

uku Riqiza, v.i.7.. To hesitate; to pre
varicate, as a person detected in a
falsehood.

i Rixiinxr, n.x. A slovenly or dirty
place or person.

i Riwa, n.x. A green rich pasturage.
um Ro, n.x. A yellow sprew.
uku Rjba, v. i. x. To look through an open

ing ; to peep.
i Roba, n. x. An orifice; an opening or

aperture, as through a wall.
isi Roba, n.x. A rent; a hole in a gar

ment. z. A crevice, or an opening
in a roof or wall through which
light enters.

i Rouotva, n.z. A very poisonous adder.
x. i Buhdu.

uku Roboza, v.t.x. To burst in, as a cask
by a person standing on its end.

uku Rocozisa, v.i. x. To sound like a bell
on oxen or houses. Its original
meaning denotes the rattling sound

made by the chains or other orna
ments worn by the heathens in
their dances. Onomatopoetic.

Rono, x. Adieu ; farewell.
uku RonoMisuA, v. t. x. To kill by cutting

the throat.
isi Rouoi.o, n.x. Redness. The heavens

arc said to be i.sirorjolo when very
red, or the face when burnt by the
sun. z. A burning.

uku Rola, v.t.x.z. 1. To drag along on the
ground.

2. To bring out to view; to draw
out. 'Bola imali yako : Bring out
your money.

uku Rolkla, v.t.x. To drag towards a cer
tain place Yirulele emlanjcni:
Drag it to the river, z. To draw
another on, by going before him.

um Roleli, n. x. A leader of others, x. um
Kokeli.

isi Roi.r, n.x. A person or animal which
lags behind.

um Rolo, n.x. A long stick which is usu
ally carried bound up with the bun
dle of assegais which the Kaffirs
carry with them for defence. The
name is derived from Ukurola : To
draw out; as the Kaffir instinctively
draws out this stick for defence or
attack on every occurrence of ap
prehended danger, when not of a
serious character, so as to require
the assegai or spear, z. A cave ; a
hollow tree.

i Roto, n. x. The cork tree, so named
because of the rough appearance of
the bark.

ubu R01.0, n.x. Roughness, or unevenness
of surface.

i Roloda, n.x. Any living thing, man,
or animal, or reptile which is of a
dirty red or earth-coloured appear
ance.

uku Rolonoa, v.t.x. To scoop out, as a
round hole in the ground, or a
pumpkin.

uku Roloza, v.t.x. 1. To take any thing
out from a bag.

2. To talk in a loose, careless
manner.

uku Roluba, v.t.z. To make a trail on the
ground, as in dragging a block of
timber on the ground, or as a snake,
when leaving a slimy trail behind it.

nku Rona, v. i.x. To snore.
uku Rongoza, v.i.z. To sing in joyous

mirth, as when on a hunting expe
dition or a public dance.
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isi Ronqa, n.z. A small enclosure placed
before the door of a hut, to turn
aside the wind ; any shelter from
the wind, such as is erected in Africa
temporarily when travelling.

isi Rovo, n. z. A prostitute; a whore.
uku Roqa, v.t.x. To roast, as coffee or

beans.
isi Roqoba, n. z. A very rough broken

piece of country.
uku Roqola, v. i.x. To bend or double up

the person, from pain, or cold, or
weakness.

u Roqolo, n. x. A person, or an animal,
bent up with pain, cold, or debility.

uku Roqoloza, v.t.z. To finish up ; to con
sume, as in eating or drinking; to
drain, or cat up the whole.

u Roqotyf.ni, n.x.z. A rock lizard.
uku Rora, v.i.x. To be dissatisfied; to

murmur; to complain.
uku RoiusA, v.t.x. To cause dissatisfaction ;

to raise murmurings and complaints.
u Roiiooo, n.z. A paramount chief, as a

colonel in an army, but not the
king or chief ruler in the nation.

uku Robonya, v. t. x. 1. To clean a bone by
scraping off all the flesh.

2. To question a person in a
searching manner on any subject.

uku Rota, v. i. x. To act valiantly ; to be
courageous.

i Roti, n.x. A valiant, courageous man.
isi Rotoza, n.x. An inquisitive disposi

tion.
uku Rotva, v.t.z. 1. To draw out from be

tween other things; to unsheath,
as a sword when drawn from its
sheath.

2. To draw along the ground, as
dragging bushes.

urn Rotya, n.z. A deep narrow hollow
made by a stream of water; a ravine.

uku Roxa, v. i. x. To move back; to re
treat ; to recede.

i Roxa, n. x. The oil of a tobacco pipe.
uku Roxisa, v.t.x. To draw back; to cause

a retreat.
uku Roza, v.t.x.z. l.To walk at a short dis

tance from each other, in rotation,
so as to form a line.

2. To flow gently, as a stream of
water trickling down a hollow place.

ama Roza, n.x. 1. A constellation of stars
which are in a line. Hence applied
to the belt in Orion.

2. A raw, ns of beads or pearls.
im Rozo, n. x. z. A gentle trickling; a

gentle flowing down.

Ulogazi lako liinrozo yinina ?
Ulogazi lako lipalele tina.

Thou art He whose blood is flowing for
what I

Thou art He whose blood is spilt for us.
From the first Christian hymn
written in the Xosa. composed by
the native convert Untbikana.

uku Ruba, v.t.z. To make a loud, con
tinued noise, as the roaring of the
ocean, or as the excited song of
battle when in a rush the war cry
is raised, and the host rushes to the
battle, or the sound of a mighty
waterfall, or when the roar of a
storm is heard in the atmosphere.

i Rubo, n.z. A war song sung by war
riors when approaching their chief
or going out to battle.

uku Rubuluza, v.t.x. To move forward on
the belly, as a snake, z. To suck
up. as from a cup standing on a
table.

uku Rubvza, v.t.z. To make a rushing
sound, as in wading through a
river, or when milk is flowing in
large quantity into the milk pail
from the cow, or when the assegai,
or Kaffir spear, passes through the
air with a whizzing sound when
thrown with force. Onomato-
poetic.

uku Ruba, v.t.z. To be purged ; to have
relaxed stools, as in dysentery.

uku Rodisa, v.t.x. To purge; to cause
diarrheea.

uku Ruuula, v.t.x. To drag along the
ground.

isi Rula, n.z. A glutton; a ravenous
person.

i Rulvwa, n.x. Gunpowder.
uku Ruma, v.t.x. To propitiate by an offer

ing, so as to remove the evil effects
arising from the anger of a tutelary
god or spirit. The Kaffir is some
times under dread of having of-
fi tided the spirit presiding over
some river which he has crossed, or
where he has bathed, and that he
is consequently afflicted with some
disease ; and in order to propitiate
the river god, he proceeds in silence
and measured paces to the river, or
if unable to go himself his nearest
relatives go for him, and cast some
article of value, or at other times
cast the seed of the Indian corn
into the river, as if sowing it. on
the land. In so doing he is said to
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ruma the river. jVdaruma um-
lambo ngamaci ami : 1 propitiated
the river with my earrings. Tho.-c
also who attend at the offering of a
sacrifice to the spirits of the de
parted leave belli nd them an offer
ing either of money, or any article
of dress or oilier article, as an offer
ing, and thus they arc said to ruma,
or make an offering.

i Rume, n.z. A large cave or den.
u Rome, n.z. A long range, as a long

verandah to a house ; a long story ;
a long song; anything of unusual
length.

uku Rus a, v.t.x. To sprain, as a limb.
z. To cut off the whole ear of an ox.

uku Runeka, v.i.x. To be sprained.
uku Ruqa, v.t.z. To rub or daub on, as

paint, plaster, &c.
uku Ruqisa, v.t.x. To drag along the

ground, as a load of bushes, a log of
timber, or a dead body.

uku Ruquka, v.i.x. To tire of; to become
weary of, as of food, or t he company
of a person.

uku Ruqula, v. t. x. To weaken ; to weary ;
to tire out, as by pain.

uku Ruquzela, v.i.x. To slip or creep
along, as a snake on the belly.

uku Ruiia, v.t.x. To disjoint, as the cut
ting up of meat, by separating the
joints of the animals.

z. 1. To drag away with violence;
to pull or carry away.

2. To entice or allure to evil.
i Rujil-xeli, n.x. A governor of a colony.

This word is Kaflirizcd from the
English word Colonel. The Katlirs
for many years after the arrival of
the British settlers of 1320 knew no
higher authority than that of Colo
nel Somerset, who was “Command
ant,'' Commander-in-Chief, on the
frontier of the colony. They called
him "Ruruneli Somerset; thus Kaf-
firizing the word Colonel into -llu-
runcli ; and thus the word became a
synonym for, Governor of the colony.

Rutu, v. t.x. Ur-ed with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
rutu .- To snatch suddenly. Yiti
rutu isirele sako: Draw thy
sword.

uku Ruzula, v.t.x. To pull from another
person by force, as when two per
sons are contending for the posses
sion of a thing.

Rwada, adj.x. Raw; underdone in

cooking. Inyama irwada : Heat
not properly cooked, or raw, un
cooked meat.

uku Rwasiuuza, v.i.x. To make a noise in
eating, as a cow in long grass, or
in a mealicgarden. Onomatopoetic.

i Rwana, n.x. A description of assegai.
i Rwasqa, n. x. A man who has large

bushy whiskers, or a thick, large
beard.

i Rwanqakazi, n.x.z. Any animal with
a shaggy mane ; a cow with a white
belly.

i Rwasqakazi-elibomvu, n.x. A red cow
with a white belly.

i Rwanqakazi-elimnyama, n.x. A black
cow with a white belly.

i Rwanqana, n.x. A person with small,
scanty whiskers.

i Rwastsa, n.x. A description of grass.
i Rwantsi, n.x. A description of large

iluted water rush ; any thingyZntaZ
in shape is an irwanlsi.

uku Rwatuluza, v.t.z. To seize and snatch
away from a person with violence ;
to take bold of, as with claws, like
a fierce animal.

uku Rwaqabala, v. i.z. To frown ; to be
dejected ; to be out of sorts ; to look
grim and sullen; to lower, as a
gloomy sky.

uku Rwaqhla, v.t.x. To draw in ; to con
tract; to shorten; to draw back.
•Rwaqela. inyawo zako: Draw in,
or back, your feet. •Rwaqela, in-
tambo : Shorten the rope. z. To
frown at.

uku Rwauwaza, v.t.z. To make a rustling
sound, as of water falling on a rock
beneath a small waterfall.

uku Rwabwazkla, v.i.x. To grow rapidly.
Applied more generally to the
growing of annual plants. Umbona
urwarioazele: The maize has grown
rapidly.

uku Rwabwlaza, v.t.z. To squander; to
be prodigal in expenditure; to
waste ; to expend extravagantly.

uku Rweba, v t.x. 1. To persuade.
2. To accumulate by trading ; to

get gain by trade. Usually applied
to itinerant trading.

z. To claw the flesh.
uku Rwebela, v.t.x. To lay up the profits

of business; to accumulate aud lay
up by trade.

uku Rwkbesiia, v. t. x. To obtain a thing
clandestinely, or by deceptive re
presentations ; to obtain things
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from another by an underhand pro
ceeding.

um Rwhui, n.x. A trader; an itinerant or
travelling trader.

uku Bweca, v.t. x. To slightly touch a per
son, so as to call his attention se
cretly to a thing, or as a person
slightly touching another's car, so
as to tickle it. z To smoke the
wild hemp.

uku Rweea, v. t. x. z. To scratch with the
nails; to claw.

uku Bwempa, r.t. x. To scratch with the
nails of the fingers, so as to tear the
flesh; to claw.

uku Bwexa, v.t.x. 1. To cause irritation
on the skin by any rough friction,
as a rough garment. Ingubo
erwexayo: A rough garment that
cau-es irritation.

2. To cause a grating sound by
rubbing against, like a file or saw.

u Bwexesiie, n.x. A species of cater
pillar.

i Bwexu, n.x. A grey or grizzled co
loured animal. Izinkomo izingre-
maricexu : Grey or grizzled cattle.

Bwi, v.t. x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
rwi-: To move with rapidity, as a
shooting star, or a bullet from a
gun.

uku Bwica, v.t.x. To tack work, as a gar
ment ; to sew in a loose or slovenly
manner.

uku Bwinqela, v.t.x. 1. To concentrate all
a person's energies in the perform
ance of an enterprise.

2. To gather up into a concen
trated mass the divisions of an
army, when massed for action.

i Bwixtsela, ti.x. A fastening for the
native sandal, a kind of primitive
shoe made from the skins of beasts,
called a veldt schoon, or field shoe,
by the Dutch.

uku Bwintyela, v.t.x. To catch in a noose
or lasso.

uku Bwiqiliza, v.t. x. To lay hold of any
person or thing, and drag it away.

uku Bwitsha, v.t.x. To strangle; to suf
focate.

isi Bwltsho, n.x. A strangling.
uku Bwixa, v.i.x. To speak in a loud,

sharp,- angry tone.
uku Bwixa, v.t.x. To swallow ; to gulp.

SA.

S.

The letter S has one uniform sound in
Kaffir, like s in the English word
Silver.

uku Sa, v.i.x. z. 1. To dawn. Lit. To
morning, tiekusile: It is morning.

2. To become light and clear
after rain, or after misty and foggy
weather. Izulu lisile : The heaven
has become clear.

uku Sa, v.t.x. To convey; to remove from
one place to another. Yisa lomntwa-
na ku nina : Take this child to
its mother.

uku Sa, n.x. The morning. Ukusa kwa-
namhla : This morning. Lit. The
morning of this day.

Sa, x. This particle is used in several
senses, in combination with the
auxiliary verbs and verbal prefixes.
When used in the affirmative it de
notes that the verbal action is, or
was, or would be as yet incomplete,
or still being performed, at a cer
tain time referred to ; as,

1. To prepare for an action. Ndi-
samka; I am preparing to depart,
or just on the point of departing.

2. To continue an action. Ndi-
sasebenza : I am still working.

3. It denotes, still further, above
that. Usufuna ntoninal What do
you want more, or above, what you
have? Uyihlo usahlelina? Is your
father still or yet alive?

4. In the negative form of the
verb it is used to denote that the
action of the verb will be performed
no longer, or no more. Anisayi
kubona yena : Ye shall see him no
more. Andisayi kuteta : I will say
no more. By referring to the
Grammar, it will be seen that sa is
used with all the tenses of the verb,
both negative and affirmative.

5. The particle sa is inserted be
tween uku, the sign of the infini
tive, and the root of the verb Uku-
sa, To become light, in the sense
of, “ While it was yet morning.” Sa
suka kwakusnsa : We started very
early in the morning. Lit. While it
was still getting light. Uz' uvuke
kusasa: Arise early, in the dawning
of the day.

6. As an exclamation. Sa 1 It
is used to urge dogs to fight, or to
increase their speed in hunting.

c o
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uku Sa, v.i.x. To bo rode, impertinent.
The perfect form of the verb, sile,
is used as the adjective for Rude,
impudent. Isile lentombi: That
girl is rude, immodest.

isi Sa, n.x.z. Kindness; help; assist
ance ; benevolence.

nku Saba, v.i.x. z. To flee from. When
the verbal prefixes and the aux.
verbs which form the tenses end in
a, they are changed into e before
saba. Ndesaba: 1 fled. IPcsaZia;
He fled.

u Saba, n. z. A dried up tree, grass, or
any vegetable substance.

uku Sabalala, v.i.z. To lie about in con
fusion ; to be scat tercd; to be
thrown about in disorder, x. uku
Tshabalala.

uku Sabalalisa, v.t.z. To scatter in con
fusion ; to throw things into dis
order. x. uku Tshabalalisa.

uku Sabf.la, v.i.x.z. 1. To answer a call.
Sabcla wakubizwa: Answer when
you are called. Hence, To echo.
lliwa iyasabela . The rock echoes.
Lit. The rock answers.

2. x. To flee to a place of refuge;
to seek protection. Afasisabele
entabeni: Let us flee to the moun
tain.

uku Sabisa, v.t x. To cause to flee. z. To
make afraid: to terrify, as by
threats.

i Sabiso, n. x. A fleeing from ; a retreat.
z. That which causes fear or appre
hension ; a talc or narrative for
frightening people or children with.

i Saci, n. x. A reason why ; the purpose
or object in view in any under
taking; that which stimulates to
action .as the ultimate object in view.

in Sada, n.z. Abundance; a large num
ber. Akunkomo yinsada: It is not
mere cattle, but a host of cattle.

Saka, v.i.z. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
saka : To fly in pieces, as a hand
ful of corn when thrown from the
hand; to break, as a shell from a
gun in war, or«as a broken heart.

um Sa ka bo, n.z. A young snake.
uku Sakaza, v.t.z. To scatter; to strew,

as in scattering seed in sowing a
field.

Sa ku, aux. v.x. When we. Sakuqala
ukuteta : When we began to speak.

Sakuba, aux. v. x. If we. Used before
a verb thus: Sotinina ukugqiba

umsebenzi wctu sakuba silibala
kangaka? How shall we accomplish
our task, if wo delay thus?

i Sakubalo, n.z. A small bird, whose
habitat is marshy ground where
flaggy rushes grow. It has from
five to six long feathers in its tail,
of a very beautiful appearance,
whereof the plumes of the Zulu
warriors arc made.

Sakubona, inter).z. A. form of saluta
tion, meaning, “ We recognise you,”
that is, You are our friend.

uku Sala, v.i.x.z. To remain behind. Wa
sala ekaya : He remained at home.
Intocseleyo : That which remained;
the remainder.

uku Saleka, v.t. x. To spread thinly over,
as a thin covering over another
thing.

uku Salela, v.i.x.z. To remain behind on
account of some circumstances re
ferred to, or for some purpose. JTa-
salela u Yise: lie remained on ac
count of his father.

i Salelo, ) n.x.z. The remainder; the
isi Salelo, 1 remnant. Isalelo sabantu:

The remainder of the people.
uku Salisa, v.t.x.z. To leave behind; to

leave a part of the whole; to cause
to remain. Ndiya kusalisa inxenye
ycmali: I will leave a part of the
money. Abantu ababe salistce yi-
nkosi : The people who were left by
the chief.

i Salelo, n. x. The remainder; the
remnant.

i Sambembe, n.x. Palpitation of the
heart, caused by fear or excitement..

i Sampu, n.x. 1. A silly person.
2. A person or animal with a dis

tended abdomen.
i Samvemve, n.x. The watcrwagtail.
u Sana, n.x. An infant; a baby. z. A

scent, or whiff, as of something
burning.

San-aba, n.x. A spot, or mark, as on
the person.

i Sanda, n.x. A threshing floor; a place
where corn is threshed out.

i Sandakela, n.x. A careless, indolent,
dishonest person.

i Sandanda, ii.x. The rump of an
animal.

i Sandekela, n.x. An honourable man ;
one of the aristc r icy.

i Sandt, n.x. A sound ; a report, as of
a sound in the air.

i Sandla, n. x. The hand.
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u Sando, n.z. A long creeper about the
thickness of the finger, the fibres of
which are very strong.

i Sanbo, n.x. A hammer. See is yl ntZo,
under the letter A.

Sanbu, 1 x. These words are properly
Sandula, ) adverbs of time, partak

ing, however, of the nature of
idiomatic verbs. They are derived
from Sa, and Anbula, which see,
and express the time at which the
action of the verb was performed,
or will be performed. Safika lisand?
ukutshona ilanga: We arrived
just at the setting of the sun. Lowa
ngumntu osandul" ukuvela pesheya
kwolwaudlc: That is a man
that has just arrived from across
the sea. Ilanga lisand' ukuvela:
The sun has just now appeared.

Sanoa, x. Sec Ukunga, at No. 2 of its
meanings.

in Sanoa, n.z. One who squints; a cross
eyed person.

uku Sangana, W.7.X. 1. To be soon angry ;
to manifest an irritable temper, z.
To be at cross purposes with another
in speaking or acting.

2. x. The decline of the day. lya-
sangana imihla: The days shorten.
Applied especially to the decline
of the sun.. Uknsangana kwe-
langa : The decline of the sun.

uku Sanganisa, v.t.x. To misrepresent; to
misstate for the purpose of decep
tion. z. To get at cross purposes ;
to confuse ; to confound.

um Sanganiso, n.x. A misrepresentation;
a statement made with the inten
tion to deceive, z. A cross purpose.

i Sango, n.x.z. 1. A gateway; the
main entrance to a cattle kraal.

2. An eye or loop in a cord or
thong.

i Sangobk, 71. z. A flower of a species be
longing to the genus asdepias or
stapdia, so called from its peculiar
shape, the calix or coral being
covered like an umbrella when ex
panded, and having four openings,
like gates, at the sides of the calix.

i Sango, n.z. The leaves of the wild
hemp, which arc smoked by the
natives, and produce a most in
toxicating effect.

in Sango, 7i.z. The stalk of the wild
hemp.

Sangwana, n.x.z. A small gateway or
entrance to a garden or cattle kraal

2

i Sanqa, 7i.x. 1. A halo round the sun
or moon.

2. A fabulous story.
3. A fairy ring on the grass.

i Sanqawe, ii. x. A white circular spot
on the forehead of an animal.

in Sansa, n.z. A white speckled animal.
Inkomo ensansa: A white speckled
ox.

in Sansakazi, n.z. A female animal with
white speckles on its body.

in Santsa, ti.x. A small speckled bird of
the finch family, z. i Sansa.

uku Santsousa, n. x. 1. To dun a person
for debt; to prosecute and pursue a
person without mercy or considera
tion ; to take all a man has for
debt.

2. To pursue an enemy or foe,
as an army until it be destroyed.

3. To drive away to a distance, to
give no rest cither to a person or
cattle, but again and again to fol
low and drive away ; to pursue.

i Santya, n.x. Hushing speed. The
word implies a rushing impetuous
speed which is not lasting or en
during in its character. Ihasho
linesantya: A swift horse.

i Sanuse, n.x.z. An enchanter; a sor
cerer ; one who supplies charms to
protect the person from evil influ
ences ; one who is supposed to bo
possessed of supernatural powers.

i Sanxa, n.x. A species of hawk; a
falcon.

i Sanzwile, ti.x. The mocking bird.
uku Sapaza, v. t.z. To squander; to bo pro

digal in expenditure ; to give away
food, money, &c., with prodigal
liberality; hence, to be loose in
talk, to speak so carelessly and
fluently as to have little regard for
truth.

u Sapo, n.x.z. A family. Plur. Intsajio :
Children.

ubu Sabo, n.x.z. Sonship.
u Sapokazi, n.x.z. A young heifer of

about one year old.
i Sapuka, n.x. A fool or dolt.
i Saqaka, n.z. ’A cow which gives but

little milk.
uku Sasa, ut.z. To run wild with joy; to

be excited with pleasurable feel
ings.

u Sasalk, n.z. A wild white rose free.
uku Sasazela, v.t.t.. To urge on to attack ;

to set on, as a dog when urged on
to follow game.

o 2
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u Sataxa, n.x. z. Satan. Kaflirized
from the English.

uku Sataxisa, v.t.x. To impose upon; to
imitate the devil.

ubu Satasata, n.x. Imposture; fraud.
u Satyaxa, n.x.z. Small children; little

children. A term of endearment,
meaning dear children.

uku Saula, v.t.x. To throw clay, as prac
tised by boys by placing a small
portion on the end of an elastic
twig, and throwing it with force
from it at any object.

uku Sauza, v.t.z. To rail, rate, scold in a
vehement and unbridled man
ner.

i Savu, n.x. The name of a bird. Also
the name of a tree.

Saza, x. 1. Then we, and we. Spec. 4,
sing. See Ukuza, at No. 2 b of its
meanings.

2. Tense form of the verb, 2nd
person pin. It precedes a principal
verb with a conjunctive force.
Saza safika kc : And wo arrived, or
we then arrived.

Se, x. A particle which denotes that
the action of the verb to which it
is prefixed has, or had, or will have
already taken place, previously to,
or simultaneously with, some other
event referred to. Se is probably
derived from Sala: To remain ; or
from its perfect tense Sele. The
full form of Sele is used when the
3rd per. sing. spec. 1st, and 2nd
spec, phi., arc the nominative of the
verb, while with all the other per
sons and specs, se only is used.
Examples :— JITweZe suka, waba-
konzakc: And she arose, and min
istered unto them. Sendijikile :
I am already arrived. Sendiya-
kuba ndifike kadc, kungeka biko
eloxesha : I shall have already ar
rived long before that time. Sen-
diya kwcujcnjaninal What must I
do ?

2. Se denotes that the speaker
has at length come to a decision on
some matter in which he is now
ready to act. Sendiya kuvumakc:
I will now consent. Nd'.sendi
hamba ke: Well, I will go then.

um Sebe, n.x. The eyelash, z. 1. A ray
of light as from the sun.

2. A dart; an arrow.
i Sebe, n. X. The branch of a tree.

um Sebelaxoa, n.z. The rays of the sun,

as often seen at sun-rise and sun
set.

uku Sebeza, v.t.x. To whisper.
uku Sebenza, v.t. x.z. To work ; to toil; to

labour; to perform any operation or
service.

uku Sebenzela, v.t.x.z. To work for; to
perform on account of.

um Sebknzi, n.x.z. Work ; labour : opera
tion ; service ; pursuit; occupation.

uku Sefa, v.t.x. 7.. To sift, as corn or meal.
Kaflirized from the English.

uku Seka, v.t.x. To support, as a founda
tion supports a building.

i Sekaxe, n.z. A long thin spear.
uku Sekela, v.t.x. To place for support;

to lay a foundation; to sustain; to
prop up, as a buttress against a
building.

uku Sekeleza, v.t.x. 1. To obtain a re
ward or recompense, as for labour
wrought.

2. To make a detour for any
purpose, as in taking game or in
catching a horse, or to avoid being
seen.

isi Sekelezo, n. x. A reward ; a recom
pense.

um Sekelo, n.x.z. A foundation; that
which is placed to support another
thing or a building.

Seko, Compounded of the particle sa,
which see, and ko, present, meaning,
“still here, or still present.” It is
preceded in use by the verbal pre
fixes. Jfdiseko : I am still here.
Baseko : They arc still here.

i Seko, n.z. Oncof three stones so placed
by the natives in cooking, when on
a journey, that they form a sort of
tripod stand for the pot.

isi Seko, n.x.z. That which is placed as a
support for any thing; a foundation
of a building.

uku Sela, v.t.x./. To drink. Sela amanzi:
Drink water.

i Sela; n.x.z. A thief.
ubu Sela, n.x.z. Theft; thievishness. Ubu-

sela balomntu bukulu : The thievish
ness, or the thievish propensities, of
that man arc great.

Selk, sec Sc.
i Sele, n.x. A frog. z. i Selescle.

isi Sele, n.x. A corn pit; a store for corn
excavated in the cattle kraal, z. A
small shallow hole.

in Sele, n.z. The honey bear: ursus
•mcUivorus.

um Sele, n.x. A water furrow ; a drain.
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i Selesele n.z. A toad; a frog. x. i Sele.
u Selo, n.z. A hoof of horse or cattle,

so called on account of its cavity
which is used as a drinking vessel
by an army when going out to war.

i Selwa, n.x. A calabash. Used when
dry and hard as a large bottle to
hold and prepare milk for drinking
as thick milk. z. The seeds or
fruit of the calabash.

u Selwa, n.z. A calabash, x. i Selwa.
uku Selwa, The passive form of the verb

Ukusela : To drink, &c. This word
is also used to describe the waning
of the moon after the full. Inyanga
iselwe. This form of Ukuselwa is
the objective form of the verb Uku-
sa: To dawn; and when applied
to the moon is literally, The moon
is overtaken by the morning; mean
ing that before it sets, the morning
appears; thus using the phrase, In
yanga iselwe, to denote the waning
of the moon after the full.

i Sema, n.z. A convolvulus which has a
large bulbous root which is dried
and eaten like a turnip, by boys
who herd the cattle.

i Seme, n.x.z. A large wild bird which
is much prized as game, called by
the colonists the Pauw.

i Sends, n.x.z. A testicle.
isi Sends, n.x.z. Hernia.

u Sendo, n.x. The flank of a beast, z. A
border or edge, as the edge or bor
der of a garment.

um Sendo, n.z. The hairy side of a skin.
uku Senga, v.t.x.z. To milk a cow, or any

other animal.
Senoati, adv. x.z. Compounded of Se :

Already ; and Ngati : It seems as
if. It expresses :—It already seems
as if; thinking it might; as if
already. Scngati intliziyo yam in-
gaqoboka : It seems ‘as if my heart
would already break. Jcngokuba
scngati sivumilc,kanti asivumanga:
Just as if we had already consented
while we consented not.

um Sense, n.x.z. A very brittle soft de
scription of tree, called by the colo
nists a cabbage-wood tree.

uku Sesgela, v.t.x. To milk for another;
to milk into any vessel. Sengela
etuugcui: Milk into the pail.

in Sencetve, n.z.. The white flint quartz.
um Sengi,n.x.z. Amilkinan; onewhomilks.
um Senoikazi, n.x.z. A milkmaid.
in Sensane, n.z. A gnat ; a musquito.

in Sense, n.z. A sharp, clever person.
in Sepe, n.z. An antelope called the

springbok.
um Sksane, n.x. A finger ring.
uku Setvenzwa, v.p.x. To be wrought.

The passive of Ukustbenza: To
work. Into esetyenzwayo: A
wrought thing; a manufactured
article, as distinguished from that
which is in a state of nature. For
the mutation of the b into ty, see
the letter B.

uku Setuluka, v.i.x. To slide down on a
sideling place, as a vehicle on a
sideling road, slipping down from
its own weight or gravity.

um Setuluka, n.x. A sideling place on a
road which is at so acute an angle,
that a vehicle in passing would be
in danger of sliding down, and of
upsetting, from its own gravity.

uku Seza, v.t.x.z. To give drink ; to cause
to drink ; to drench.

uku Skz.ela, v.i.x.z. To sniff; to scent; to
smell.

uku Shenxa, v.i.x. To move on one side;
to move out of the way.

uku Suenxisa, v.t.x. To remove a person
or thing out of the way, or on one side.

uku SitENXisELA, v.t.x. l.To remove a thing
for another.

2. To remove a thing out of the
way, or on one side, into a certain
place mentioned. Zundishenxisde
lonto endlweni : Please remove this
thing for me into the house.

in Suhshemba, n.x. That which is tall and
lanky.

uku SntNGA, v.t.z. To practise wickedness:
to act basely; to live a lawless life.

i Shinga, n.z. A bad base man; a
scoundrel.

uku Shicelela, v.t.x. 1. To make an im
pression by pressing, lienee,

2. To seal a letter ; also to print
by a printing machine.

SniCF.NEYO, adj. x. This word is from
Liishica: Tough, which see. It de
notes strength of fabric, toughness
of material. As, Iqiya eshiccneyo:
A strongclosely woven cloth or fabric.

uku Shinta, v.t.x. To set on one side,
usually applied to the setting aside
of food for the purpose of pilfering,
as sometimes practised by servants.

uku Sbintela, v. t. x. To set aside food for
the purpose of pilfering it for
another ; as food which is set aside
slily for another.
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Shinye, v.t.x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
shinye : To become dense. Amafu
ate shinye: The clouds became
dark, thick, and dense. Lite shinye
ihlati: The forest became dense.

Shinyi, v.t.x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. 8 of its meanings. 1.
Ukuti shinyi : To shut or close up.
Hence, to hold fast; to hold with a
firm grasp, by closing up the
hand. Unite shinyi; Hold him
fast.

2. Applied also to standing corn
when standing thick and luxurious.
Ate shinyi aiuazimba : The corn
stands thick. Lit. It closes up,
forms a thick mass.

uku Shiva, v.t.x.z. To leave behind ; to al
low to remain; to abandon ; to for
sake.

uku Shiyela, v.t.x.?.. To leave; to allow
to remain for another. Ndiya-
kumshiyela inkoino: I will leave a
cow for him. Zundishiydc ukutya :
Please leave some food for me.

i Sni vt, n.x.z. The eye-brow of the human
eye.

uku Shiyisela, v.t.x.7.. To out-do another
in competition; to win in racing or
running.

uku Shoba, v.t.x. To abuse; to revile; to
curse.

i Shoba, n. x. Abuse.
um Sholoou, n.x. A ghost; the spirit of a

departed person.
uku Shuba, v.t. x. To suck out the last drop

of milk from the cow by the calf.
Inkonyana ishubile : The calf has
sucked all the milk. A woman’s
■word for, “ to finish.” The women
of the Amanqika tribe of Kaffirs
never use the word Ukuqiba, which
is the proper word for “ To finish,"
but use Ukushuba. This arises
from the custom of Ukuhlonipa,
(which see,) the syllable qi in qiba
being also one of the syllables in
the name of their great chief U-
nqika, from whom their tribal name
is taken.

uku Shudula, v.t.z. To break loose the
ground, either by tramping as a
horse, or by scraping with the foot
as one sitting uneasily ; to paw up
the ground, as a horse when an
xious to start on a journey.

uku Suuka, v.t.z. To dress askin by rubbing
it, that it may become soft for use ;

to full; to mill ; to curry, as lea
ther. z. uku Sitka.

i Shukeli, n.z. Sugar, x. i Shwekile.
Kallirized from the English.

um Siivki, n. z. A fuller; a currier, x.
um Suki.

uku Shvku.ua, v.i.x.7.. To move about, as
from side to side, as the branch of
a tree in the wind.

uku Shukumisa, v.t.x.z. To move about;
to cause any thing to be moved ; to
shake. Umti ushukunyiswa ngu-
moya: The tree is shaken by the
wind. Izinto ezingenaku shu-
kunyisiva: Things which cannot be
shaken. Sec uku Shukunyiswa.

uku Shukunyiswa, x. The passive of uku
shukumisa. To cause to shake, or
to be moved. For the change of
the m into ny, see under the letter
M.

uku Shumaykla, v.i.x.7.. To publish; to
declare; to deliver a set speech ; to
preach ; to give oft’ news.

uku Shumayeza, v.t.x.z. To cause to hear;
to declare to others; to inform ; to
give notice; to make acquainted
with any matter; to proclaim to.

uku Shumpola, v.t.x. To take hold of and
twitch the flesh of another; to
pinch severely.

i Shush, n.x. z. Ten. See Lishumi.
Abantu ba lishumi: Ten people.
Inkomo ezi lishumi: Ten head of
cattle. Lit. People, cattle, that
are ten.

uku Shunquka, v. i. x.z. To break off short,
or suddenly.

uku Shunqula, v.t.x.z. To break any
thing off short.

Snustiu, adj.x. Hot. This word is
often contracted, and used as an in
terjection, when applied to the
weather, Thus :—Shu.1 O how hot
it is I As in the case of other ad
jectives, the prefix changes with
that of the noun it qualifies.
Amanzi ashushu: The water is hot.
llanga lishushu : The sun is hot.
Umzimba warn ushushu : My body
is hot.

uku Shwabana, v.i.x.z. To dry up; to
wrinkle ; to wither.

uku Shwabanisa, v.t.x. z. To dry up; to
cause to wrinkle, or to dry up like
a dry leaf.

uku Shwabulela, v.t.x. To curse; to ex
ecrate ; to devote to evil ; to im
precate.

Shvku.ua
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Siiwaka, v.t.x. Used with Ukuti. i
which see at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukuti shwaka; To suddenly dis
appear. Bate shwaka : They sud
denly disappeared, z. To break in
pieces; to fly into pieces.

uku Shwakajia, v.i.z. To become par
tially dry, so as to change from a
watery state to a moist one. Udaka
lushwakeme: The clay has become
partially dry.

uku SnwAKAMiSA, v.t.z. 1. To make par
tially dry.

2. To moisten what was pre
viously dry.

i Siiwekile, n. x. Sugar. Kaflirizcd
from the English word. z. i Shu-
keli.

uku Siiwenya, v. i. x. To dry up; to shrink
together, as a dry leaf.

i Siiwisuwe, n.x. A concubine; a
kept miss; one who lives with a
man enjoying all the privilege of a
wife, but who is unmarried, and
whose children are illegitimate.

ubu Shweshwb, n.x. Concubinage.
Si, x. 1. Verbal prefix, and verbal

medial of the 1st per. plu., and of
spec. 4 sing. As the verbal prefix
it is the nom. to the verb, and as the
verbal medial it is the accusative.
As a verbal prefix it is prefixed to
the verb ; thus : Si'teta : We speak.
Isicaka styasebenza : The servant is
working. As the verbal medial it
is inserted between the tense form of
the verb and the root; thus : Baya-
sibulala: They are killing us. Isi-
zwe bastfudusile: They have re
moved the nation.

2. St is the euphonic syllabic of
the 1st per. plu., and nouns of
spec. 4 sing. The euphonic syl
lable is the substantive verb when
prefixed to nouns and adjectives;
thus : Isitya sikulu : The basket (it)
is large. Lomntu usfsidengc: That
man (he) is a fool.

amaSr, n.x. Thick milk. This kind of
milk, as prepared by the Kaffir, is
much used as an article of food, and
very nutritious. It is prepared by
being allowed to remain in a “milk
sack," made from the hide of a
newly-slaughtered cow or ox, until
it ferments ; the thick or curd part
of the milk then rises to the sur
face, and after being well shaken
and manipulated, it is poured off

from the whey, and is considered
very delicious article of food.

um Sr, n.x.z. Smoke; also steam; visible
vapour.

u Siba, n. x. A feather; also a pen.
uku Sibekela, v.i.x.z. To become over

cast with clouds. Izulu lisibekele:
The heavens are overcast z. To
cover up. Sibekela imbiza: Cover
the pot.

•Sibozo, adj.x. Eight. The prefix
changes with that of the noun quali
fied. A bantu abazibozo : Eight peo
ple. Inkomo ezisibozo: Eight
head of cattle.

uku Sibukola, v.t.z. To uncoA-cr, as by
taking the cover from a pot.

i Sicqu, n.x. A trap for birds.
isi Simla, n.x. A blemish ; a scar.

uku Sika, v.t.x. z. To cut with a knife.
Sika, x. One of the genitive forms

before proper names, when the
noun referred to is one of spec. 4,
sing. Isicaka sika Kama: Kama's
servant. Isitya sika James: James’s
basket.

in Sika, n.x. A pillar; a pole forming
one of the supports of a native hut.
x. in Tsika.

ubu Sika, n.x.z. The winter season.
in Sikazi, n. z. A female animal.

uku SiKEKA, v.i.x.z. To have the quality of
cutting. Imela isikeka kakuhle:
The knife cuts well.

uku Sikf.la, v.t.x. 'Io cut for another.
Sisikele apa : Cut for us here.

uku Sikelela, v.t.x. To confer favours; to
bless by conferring favours.

i Sikf.lo, n.x. A sickle; a reaping hook.
Kaflirizcd from the English.

i Sikizi, n.x. A vile thing ; an abomina
tion ; that which excites disgust
and abhorrence.

uku Sila, v.i.x.z. To grind in a mill, or as
the natives on a stone by crushing
with another stone.

um Sila, n.x.z. 1. The tail of an animal.
2. x. A messenger of a chief, or

of a court of justice sent on official
business ; a sheriff’s officer when
armed with authority to seize goods
or chattels. A person thus armed
with authority is called an Umsila,
because when sent by a native chief
or court, to demand property which
is confiscated by order of the chief,
he carries a siick or rod, to which
is attached the white tail of an ox,
or he wears it on his right leg as an
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emblem or authority. In the Zulu
country, the white tail is fixed on
the top of a shield for the same
purposes.

in Sila, n.z. Dirt; filth, x. in Tsila.
isi Sila, n.z. The tail of a bird, or a

domestic fowl.
uku Siliika, v.t.x.z. To have the quality of

being easily ground into flour, as
wheat or any other grain which is
easily ground into fine flour. Lcn-
qolowa ayisileki: That wheat will
not grind well.

uku Silela, v.t.x. To grind for another.
Jfdiyamsilela uBawo ; 1 am grind
ing for my father.

Silk, adj. Forward; immodest. See
uku Sa.

um Sili, n.x.z. A grinder; one who grinds
corn ; a miller.

i Sn.tMHiA, n.x. See isi Limela under
the letter L.

uku Simama, v.i.z. To stand firm ; to main
tain one’s ground amidst opposi
tion ; to stand firm while others
fall, or give way.

i Simba, n.x.z. A cake of cow-dung. It
is usually applied to a cake or lump
of cow dung, but can be used to de
note a cake generally, by adding
the name of the substance of
which it is composed. Thus, Isi-
mba sdbulongwe : A cake of cow
dung. Isimba sesonka ; A cake of
bread.

in Simba, n.z. A species of civet eat, the
skin of which is much prized by the
natives.

Simbi, x. Another of a different sort,
referring to a noun of spec. 4, sing.
Sisando simbi: It is a different
hammer.

in Simbi, n.z. 1. Metal; but more gene
rally applied to iron.

2. Beads in general.
x. in Tsimbi.

um Simbiti, n.x.z. A tree of a very hard
kind of wood, of the Lignum Vitre
species.

nku Simbuka, v.i.z. To be loosened from
the ground so as to be removed, as
in the digging up of a tree.

uku Simbula, ft.z. To loosen from the
ground. Simbula umuti: Loosen
and remove the tree.

isi Simbula, n.z. A description of dark
beads.

uku Simelela, v.t.x.z. To support the per
son with a stick in walking.

isi Simelelo,) , . ...„ n.x.z. A walking-stick.um Si ME LELO, ) °
in Simi, n.z. A garden; a piece of cul

tivated land. x. in Tsimi.
uku Simula, v.t.z. To hurl, as a spear, or

assegai.
uku Si sa, v.t.x.z. To dance. Used princi

pally by the Fingoc tribes.
uku SiXAZA, v.t.7.. To make a breach as in

a wall; to make a gap as in a fence
or hedge.

uku Sinda, v.i.x.z. 1. To go beyond the
strength or ability of a person;
hence. To foil; to master; to over
come. Lomtwalo nyandisinda:
That burden masters me, it is be
yond my strength.

2. To escape narrowly from acci
dent or peril. Lit. To go beyond it.
Usindile ekufeni: You have nar
rowly escaped death.

3. To smear with the hand the
earthen floor of a house with fresh
cow-dung, which from its adhesive
properties, when properly applied,
makes a new covering to the floor,
which generally continues good for
about a week. This is the native
mode of cleansing their house floors;
and as it is very seldom that
planks or boards can be obtained
on a Mission station, where there
arc no sawyers to fell and saw the
timber into plank, this is the mode
nessarily adopted weekly, or oftencr,
in cleansing the earthen floors of
the Missionaries' houses ; thus giv
ing them a new carpet every week !

i Sinda, n.z. A description of brass
armlet.

uku Sindasindeka, v.i.x. To be over
whelmed ; to feel oppressed under
a load.

in Sindh, n.x. 1. Uncultivated land, as
distinguished from that which is
cultivated.

2. The red substance which is
found in the honey-comb, called
the bread of bees.

uku Sindisa, v.t.x.z. To save from danger,
or evil; to deliver from peril. Lit.
To place beyond the reach of danger.

um Sindisi, n.x. A saviour : a deliverer ;
one who delivers from danger or
evil.

uku Sindezela, v.t.7.. To overburden ; to
Jay a greater burden upon one than
he is able to bear; to weigh upon;
to bear or press heavily against.
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u Sindiso, m.x.z. Salvation ; deliverance
from danger.

um Sindo, n.x. Anger; wrath arising from
excitement, z. A loud noise made
by persons who are under excite
ment, arising cither from joy, anger,
or sorrow; uproar.

isi Sindo, n.z. Weight; influence.
um Sindwana, ji.x. A little wrath, z. A

little noise.
in Sindwane, 9i.z. A small stem of a

plant like the violet, used for per
fumery ; the little violet flower bell.

uku Sineka, n.x.z. To grin; to show the
gums in laughing.

Singa, Tense form of the verb, 1 per.
phi. We may or can. Singahamba:
We can go. Singabonana? Can we,
or may we be allowed to, see ?

uku Singa, v.i.x.z. 1. To watch bees in their
flight, so as to follow and discover
the nest or hive.

2. To have the attention fixed in
a certain direction. Hence,

3. To proceed towards a certain
place. Usinga pina? Whither arc
you bound? Ndisinga c-Xesi: I
am going towards the Keiskama
river.

u Singa, n.x.z. The tendon found on the
under side of the shoulder-blade of
an ox, from which the native thread
is made with which the karosses of
the natives arc sewn. Hence this
word is used to denote thread in
general.

um Singa, ii.x.z. A stream ; a current of
water. From Ukusinga: To pro
ceed in a certain direction.

isi Singa, ii.x.z. A small thong or reim,
by which calves arc fastened by the
leg when young.

Singa banga, x. We wish they would.
Singa banga fika: We wish they
would arrive. See Singasinga.

um Singakazi, 91-x.z. A very powerful
stream of water; a flood of water.

Singa linga, x. Wc wish it would.
Spec. 2 sing. Singa linga balcka
ihashc: Wc wish it (the horse)
would run. Sec Singa singa.

Singa ninga, x. We wish you would.
2 per. plu. Singa ningavuma: We
wish you would consent.

Singa singa, x. Tense form of the verb.
1 per. plu. We wish. Singa singa
sinjalo: Wc wish wc were so. Singa
singa bona, umqondiso ovcla kuwe:
Wc arc desirons of seeing a sign

D

from thee. This is, properly speak
ing, the Optative mood of the
verb. (See Grammar.) It is the
repetition of nga, with the Verbal
prefixes and Verbal mediate. Used
thus: Singa lingafika ihashc : Wc
wish the horse would arrive.
Banga singaldclwe yingozi: They
wish us harm. Ninga singabulal-
wana ? Do you wish us to be killed 1

uku Singasinga, v.i.x.z. To be on the
alert; to look out in every direc
tion ; to observe things attentively.

uku Singata, v.i.x.z. To take in the arms,
as the taking a child in the arms.
Waba singata abantwana ngengalo :
He embraced the children in his
arms.

uku Singatisa, v.t.x.z. To assist another
person to take a child in the arms;
to place a child in the arms of ano
ther.

uku Singa unga, v.i.x. I wish you would.
2 per. sing. Singa vngahamba: I
wish you would go. Sec Singa singa.

uku Singisa, v.t.x.z. To direct towards, as
the directing of the attention to
wards a certain place. Bakangcla
basingisa entabeni : They directed
their attention towards the moun
tain.

uku SiNGisr.LA, v.t.x.z. To direct towards
an object; to draw the attention
towards any object.

in Singisi, n.z. A kind of turkey-buzzard;
a large black bird with white tips
to the wings, and a neck like a tur
key. z. Jntsikisi.

in Sini, n.z. 1. Gum of the mouth.
2. One who is derided.

isi Sini, n.x.z. An opening between the
front teeth.

um Sinjane, «.z. The name of a shrub.
uku Si nth, a, v.i.x. To keep watch; to

stand as a sentinel. Kaffirizcd from
the English.

i Sintela, v. x.z. A sentinel.
um Sintsana,n.x.z. A diminutive species

of the tree called the Kaffir-broom.
It bears a very beautiful red flower.

um Sintsi, 9i. x. z. A large species of Kaffir
broom, which grows to a tree, and
which, like the umsitsana, bears a
beautiful red flower.

uku Sinya, v.i.x. 1. To wear away. Ap
plied to the wearing away of the
teeth of a cow, or of an ox, or of
any animal, by old age.

2. To wear away, or become blunt
D
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from use, as a saw, or any instru
ment.

z. To become less; to wane.
Inyanga isinyile: The moon is
waning, j.e., is growing less.

i Sieve, n.x. A bladder.
uku Sixveka, v.n.x. To be in the process

of wearing; to be worn away, cither
by use, as an instrument, or by old
age.

z. To become less; to become
scarce ; to diminish. Abantu baya-
sinyeka kukuba: The people are mi
nished by death.

um Sipa, n.x.z. A sinew; a tendon.
in Sipana, n.z. The indigo plant.

SrponioNoo, adj.x. Eight. The prefix
changes with the spec, of the noun
qualified. Abantu basipoldongo :
Eight persons. Amadoda asipo-
Idongo: Eight men. Izindlu ezi-
sipohlongo: Eight houses.

uku Sisa, v.i.x. To continue at a party or
revel the whole night, until the
morning of the next day. From
Ukusa: To dawn. Lit. To cause
the morning to appear, z. To re
move stock, as cattle or sheep to
new pasturage.

i Sisa, n.x. Benevolence; kindhearted-
ness; liberality. It is often used
with Ukwenza : To do; to express
its action. When thus used, or in
connexion with an active verb, it is
preceded by nge, the instrumental
particle of nouns whose initial vowel
is t. Ukwenza ngesisa: To act
benevolently. IFasinceda ngesisa:
lie helped us liberally. Namkele
ngesisa, nikclani ke kwangesisa ;
Freely ye have received, freely
give.

Sisipina, adv.x. Which? Which of
the two 1 Spec. 4 sing. Sisipina
isitya usitandayo? Which of the
baskets do you prefer? Sisipina
sikulo kuzo zombini izindlu? Which
of the two houses is the greatest?

Srso, per.pro. x. Spec. 4 sing. It is it,
or, It is he. Siso isizwe sakowetu:
It is (it) our nation. Siso isicaka
sake : It is (he) his servant,

uku Sita, v. t. x. z. 1. To shade; to hide from
view by intercepting the vision, as
when standing between the object
and the beholder. Indlu iyandisita:
The house intercepts my view.

2. To be in a warm or sheltered
situation. Lendlu isilile: This

house is warmly situated, is in a
sheltered position.

uku Sitakala, v.i.x.z. To become obscure;
to be lost to view. Ilanga lisitakele:
The sun has become obscure.

uku Siteka, v.i.x.z. To be obscure. Often
applied to the action of the mind.
Lento iyandisiteka: That matter
is not properly comprehended by
me; it is obscure to me.

uku Sitela, v.t.x.z. 1. To hide away pur
posely from view ; to hide away in
a certain place Sited' apaya: Hide
away there. Intaka isitele cnceni:
The bird has hidden away in the
grass.

2. To be out of sight. Indlu
isitelwa yinduli: The house is hid
den by the hill.

uku Sitibala, v. i.z. To be cloudy. Applied
to the sky or atmosphere. Izulu
lisilibelc.- The sky is obscure,
cloudy.

um Siro, n.x. A gathering of persons to a
feast or dance, as to a wedding fes
tival, which usually lasts for several
days. On these occasions the guests
bring cows for milk, and corn for
food, together with horses for riding
and sport. An Umsito denotes a
festival, a meeting for hilarity anil
sport, which is of several days’ con
tinuance.

uku Siza, v.t.x.z. To help; to assist; to
succour; to administer aid to a per
son in destitute circumstances.

i Siza, n.x. A site for a house. Applied
by the Kaffirs to denote the circle
marked out for inserting the rods
for building their huts, which arc
circular, but also applicable to the
site, or ground plan, of any house.

uku Sizakala, v.i.x.z. To receive help;
to be helped ; to be assisted. Bate
basizakala ngamazwi ake: They
received help from his words.

u Sizana, n.x. An object of pity; a
poor, indigent person.

u Sizi, n.x.z. Sympathetic sorrow; sym
pathy. The word Usizi has a pecu
liarity in its use; the word Beta: To
beat, being used in connexion with
it, thus: Ndibetwa lusizi ndaku-
bona isifo sako: I have sympathetic
sorrow when I behold thy affliction.
Lit. I am beaten, or smitten, by
sorrow. NdUusizi ngenxa yakc: I
sympathize with him. Lit. I have
sympathetic sorrow on his account.
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um Sizi,n.x.z. Any black substance, either
in powder or liquid, as soot, ink,
&c. Hence, z. Gunpowder.

uku Sizila, v.t. z. To pound, or crush into
powder or dust; to rub against, as
a wheel against a stone, or as any
thing trodden under foot and
crushed, as a worm or snail.

u Sizo, n.x.z. Help; assistance; suc
cour.

in Sizwa, n.z. 1. A young, unmarried
man, who has not yet received a ring
of hair on the head, which ring de
notes manhood.

2. An ox whose horns are not
fully grown.

i Skolo, n.x.z. A school. Usually ap
plied to Mission stations, as places
of instruction, every Mission in
South Africa having been com
menced by the establishment of a
school for education. Kaflirizcd
from the English word School, as
such a thing as a school was un
known until the Mission stations
were commenced.

u So, x.z. A particle prefixed to nouns,
to express, “ The father of.” Uso
li fazi ka Moses: The father of
Moses's wife. Usomandla : The
father of strength,—meaning the

■ source of power,—the Almighty.
The word for his or her father in
the Xosa, is Uyise; but in Zulu
Kaflir it is Uyiso; and doubtless
the syllabic So, used both by the
Amaxosa and Amazulu, is a con
traction from Uyiso, the Zulu, for
his or her father. When prefixed
to abstract nouns, it denotes, the
source of, as, Usdbuhunlco: The
source or father of wisdom. Uso-
bukosi: The source or father of
authority or rule.

ili So, n.x.z. The eye. The plural is
Amehlo: Eyes.

in So, n.z. The kidneys, x. in 7'so.
um So, n.x. The dawn of day. From

Ukusa: To dawn. z. To-morrow.
ama So, n.x. A large round bead. So

named from its resembling the pu
pil of the eye, Amaso being, ac
cording to the analogies of the
language, the plu. for eyes, Iliso
being the singular; although, in
practice, A mehlo is used.

ubu So, n.x.z. The face; the countenance.
Sec Ebiuweni.

Sobabini, adj.x. We-both. 1 per. plu.

Besihamba, sobabini: We went,
both of us.

Sobaulanu, adj.x. All five. 1 per.
plur. TinasobaJdanu: All five of ns.

Sobane, adj.x. All four. 1 per. plu.
Siya kuza sobane : Wo will come,
all four of us.

Sobasixksxe, adj.x. All seven. 1 per.
plu. Sabizwa sobasixenxe : We were
all seven of us called.

SoBATANDATU, adj.X. All six. 1 per.
plu. Sayalwa sobatandatu: We
were warned, all six of ub.

Sobatatu, adj.x. All three. 1 per.
plu. Sitsho sobatatu : We all three
say so.

um Sobo, n.x.z. The name of a wild fruit
plant very abundant in old gar
dens.

um Sobosobo, n.x.z. The name of the
fruit of the Umsobo.

i Soco, n.z. A small cooking pot.
Sobwa, adv.x. He, she, or it alone.

Spec. 4 sing. Sisicaka sodwa : It
is only the servant, or it is tho ser
vant alone.

i Soka, n.x.z. A bachelor; a young
unmarried man.

uku Soka, v.t. x.z. To give presents to cir
cumcised lads by the men assem
bled to receive them as acknow
ledged men, after the rile of cir-
cumcisionhas been performed, z. To
circumcise.

ubu Soka, n.x.z. Bachelorship; celibacy.
uku Sola, v.i.x. 1. To feel a dislike to a

person or thing; to be discontented
or dissatisfied, so as to reject the
company of a person. Andi sayiku-
hlala kulomzi, kuba ndibasola
abantu bawo: I refuse to remain in
that place, because I dislike the
inhabitants.

2. To accuse another of stinginess
or niggardliness.

z. To blame; to find fault with;
to grumble about; to scold; to be
dissatisfied with.

uku Solonua, v. i.x. To make as'if search
ing for something lost.

i Solostsi, n.x.z. A sweet pumpkin,
called the Ceylon pumpkin, from
having been introduced into South
Africa from the Island of Ceylon.
Kaflirized from the English.

i Solotya, n.x. Any ornament which
hangs on a dress like fringe.

uku Soma, v. i. x. To speak a foreign lan-
I guage. z. To make -an assignation

2 n 2
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with a female. Used only in a bad '
sense.

u Somakolwa, ?i.x. The father of be
lievers. Sec So.

u Somandla, ?i.x. Sec So.
in Somasomane, n.z. Small talk; insig

nificant utterances.
uku Somba, v.t.z. To intercept another, by

making a ditour, and so meeting
him unexpectedly.

i Sombe, 71.z. An obstruction ; that
which intercepts.

uku Somboza, v.i.z. To speak evil of; to
abuse.

uku Sombvlula, v.i. x. To escape or slip
from the grasp; to pull away from
the hold of another person by a
twist or wrench. Ndambamba,
kodwa wasombidida esandleni sam :
I seized him, but he slipped away
from my hand. z. To unfold ; to
loosen ; to unravel.

uku Sombuluusa, v.t.x. To rescue from
the grasp of another, by causing
the person or thing to slip from his
grasp.

uku Sombululisaxa, v.t.x. 1. To slip away
from the grasp of each other.

2. To assist each other to slip
away from the grasp of another.

i Sour, 7i.x. z. A red-winged sprew.
u Somfazi, 7i.x. The father-in-law of a

husband. Usomfazi wako : Thy
father-in-law. Lit. The father of
thy wife. See So.

u SoMuksiir, 78.x. A species of hawk.
uku Soxdeea, v.i.x.z. To approach; to

draw nigh. Sonddaniapa: Come
near here.

uku Soxdelana, v.i.x.z. To approach each
other.

uku Soxdeza, v.t.x.z. To cause to ap
proach ; to bring near.

i Sondo, Ti.x. The lower edge of a gar
ment. z. A footprint of an animal ;
track or trail, as of a wagon wheel.

i Sondlo, ji.x. Sec is Ondlo, under the
letter 0.

u Soxdoda, 71.x. The father-in-law of a
wife. Usondoda wako : Thy father-
in-law. Lit. The father of thy hus
band. See u-So.

uku Soxga, v.t.x.z. 1. To fold a garment;
to roll up, as a coil of things.

2. To turn back an animal or
person from the path they arc pur
suing. Songa inkomo zingangeni
entsimini: Turn the cattle, that
they go not into the garden. , <

3. To turn away a person from a
purpose by persuasion. Anisayi
kundisonga, kulomscbenzi nakanyc:
You will not succeed in dissuading
me from that enterprise,—never.

uku Songela, v.t.x.z. 1. To turn any per
son, or any animal, for another.
Ndisongde inkomo zingangeni
entsiwini : Turn the cattle for me,
so that they may not enter the cul
tivated land.

2. To fold a garment for another.
3. To use threatening language

to another.
izi Soxgelelo, n.x.z. Thrcatenings ; me

naces.
i Soxgo, 7i.x. Savour.
i Songo, «.z. Arm ring ; circlet of fur

worn round the body ; a hoop ; a
large ring, .as the band of a wheel.

i Songololo, 7i.x.z. A species of mille
pede ; a long black annulose worm,
common in South Africa.

i Sonka, x. See is Onka, under letter 0.
i Sonkwana, x. Sec is Onkwana, under

letter O.
uku Sosta, v.t.x.z. To twist a rope; to spin

a cord. z. To keep Sunday; to
go to a place of worship. Zuluized
from the English Sunday.

i Sosta, n.z. Sunday; the day of wor
ship. Zuluized from the English.

i Sokto, n.z. The same as i Sondo.
um Soxto, 7i.x.z. A thread; anything

twisted or spun.
um Soxtwaxa, 7i.x.z. A small thread; a

fine thread.
in Sonyama, 71-x.z. The best part of the

meat behind the shoulder, on the
ribs, which is always cut off for the
chief when an ox is slaughtered.

i Soya, n.x. 1. A pleasant flavour, as of
food.

2. That which in women excites
sensual desires in men. Applied
thus to women : Umfazi onesoya :
A woman who attracts lovers. It
docs not mean a beautiful woman,
but one who has that peculiar
expression, mannerism, and action
which excites sensual desires in men.

i SoyikisOjTi.x. Fear; dread; alarm; panic.
isi Su, 71.x.z. The abdomen ; the stomach ;

the womb.
ulu Su, 71-x.z. 1. The stomach ; the paunch

in animals. Sec u Lttsu.
2. The skin of a goat.

Suba, x. A contraction of Sukuba,
which see.
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uku Suba, v.t.x.z. To take a handful of any >
thing, as a handful of corn or sugar. I

uku Subukula, v.t.z. To take off the cover ■
from a vessel.

in Sirov, n.z. Abundance.
uku Subuka, v.i.x.z. To stand aside out of ,

the light
uku Subusa, v.t.x.z. To remove a thing

which intercepts the light, so as to ,
allow the light to fall on any place .
or object.

uku Svka, v.i.x.z. 1. To arise from a sitting
or recumbent position to a standing '
posture.

2. To remove out of the way.
When used in the imperative it'
means, “Get out of my way.” It j
also means, “Leave me “Go out'
of my sight.” Suka endlwini yam : |
Go out of my house. When used
thus it denotes an insulting way of
speaking.

3. To arise from resting on a
journey, so as to proceed onwards.
Sasuka kona sahamba kwada kwa-
semini: We arose from thence, and
pursued our journey until mid-day.

-1. Svka is also used conjunc
tively as an auxiliary verb, and de
notes that the action of the suc
ceeding verb took place at the
time, or immediately after some
event referred to as having pre
viously taken place. Basuka, ba-
zishiya intambo zabo, bamlandcla :
Straightway they left their nets,
and followed Him. II'asuka watsho:
Then said he.

5. It often denotes the rise or
commencement of an event, or of a
scries of events. Kwaza kwasuka I
umbuzo pakati kwabo ngako uku-1
hlambuluko : Then there arose a
question among them about puri
fying. Ukusuka kwalonto kwanje :
The rise, or the commencement, of
that affair was thus.

uku Svka, v.t.x. To dress a hide, so as to
soften it; to dress a hide for lea
ther ; to curry; to full; to mill.
z. uku Shuka.

uku Sukasuka, v.i.x.z. To go from one
place to another, without tarrying
long in any place ; to wander about
from place to place; to go to and
fro ; to be restless.

uku Sukf.la, v.t.x.z. 1. To arise, or to leave
a place, and proceed to another
place for some special purpose.

Ndiya kumsukcla umntwana warn :
I will go after my child. Usukcle
inyamakazi: He has gone after
game.

2. To pursue, as in pursuing an
enemy when flying. Sisukel’ impi:
We are pursuing the enemy.

um Suki, n.x. A fuller; a currier, z. um
Shuki.

in Svku. n.x. Days. Ngczinzuku : In
those days.

u Sukv, n.x. A day of twenty-four horn’s.
l/suku is distinguished from J mini,
as including the whole period of
the diurnal motion of tho earth,
whereas /mini means day, as dis
tinguished from night, z. A day,
consisting of the hours between
sunrise and sunset.

ubu Sukv, n.x.z. Night. The ablative is
formed as that of- the names of
places, by changing the initial
vowel into c. Ebusuku: In the
night.

Sukuba, x. This is a compound word,
from Suka: To arise, and Ukuba: If.
It denotes contingency connected
with the performance of some ac
tion, or the existence of some cir
cumstance or circumstances of time,
place, &c., in the future, to which
it refers.

1. It is used to express, “Sup
posing that,” “If it should happen
that.” L'kuba kusukuba ku kufa
umntu : Supposing a man die.
Umntu osukuba esifa : Supposing
a man be sick.

2. “ Whosoever, whensoever,
whatsoever.” In these significa
tions it still retains its contingent
sense. Usikelelwo osukuba enga-
xakaniscke ngami: Blessed is he
whosoever shall not be offended in
me. Lowo usukuba enuko kuyaku-
piwe ycna; kanti osukuba engenako,
uyakuhlutwa kwaoko anako : Who
soever hath, to him shall be given
but whosoever hath not, from him
shall be taken away even that which
he hath. Into usukuba uyibopa
yona: Whatsoever thou shalt bind.
Xeshikwcni ndisukuba ndikutyela
into: Whenever I reveal to thee a
thing. Ndokulandcla apo usukuba
uyc kona: I will follow thee where
soever thou goest. See Kusukuba.
It will be seen by the above exam
ples, that Sukuba is usually pre-
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coded by the Pronominal verbal pre
fixes, or the llclativepronoun which
is the nom. of the verb with which
Sukuba is connected.

uku Sukula, v.t.x. To bring a knife or sur
gical instrument to a fine, keen
edge by sharpening, z. To use in
cantations, such as mixing seed
with certain preparations, for the
purpose of causing the land to be
fruitful.

um Sukulo, ?i.z. A medicine used in the
process of the Ukusikulo.

uku Sula, v.t.x.z. 1. To wipe away, or to
wipe off from an article, so as to
cleanse it. Hence,

2. To remove, or clear up, a
charge or suspicion of guilt. Sula
clotyala: Withdraw, or clear up,
or prove that accusation.

uku Sulkla, v.t.x.z. 1. To befoul; to impli
cate in a charge of guilt; to endea
vour to transfer guilt to another.
Yinina ukuba ufun’ ukundisidela
ngetyala lako 1 Why do you endea
vour to implicate me in your
guilt!

2. To spread a contagion ; to
communicate disease to another.
Bayasisulela ngesifo sabo: They
impart their sickness to us.

isi Sulo, 7i.x.z. Anything to wipe with;
a towel.

isi Sulu, n.x.z. A thing easily obtained
below its real value; a lucky chance;
a windfall; an unexpected present,
or an unexpected good fortune.

u Sulu, n.z. Scorn ; contempt.
uku Sulunga, v i.x. To silently bear con

tempt or scorn.
uku Sulungf.ka, v.t.x. To clear of impuri

ties or imperfections; to beautify
by removing defects.

i Sulunokko, 7i.x. A beautiful thing;
that which is free from defects of its
kind.

uku Suluza, v.t.z. To twist, as a fibre be
tween the fingers.

um Sulwa, n.x. An innocent person; one
free from guilt. Ukuba 'msulwa :
To be pure. Lit. To be one cleansed.
From Ukusula : To wipe away, or
wipe clean.

in Sumasumaxe, ?i.z. An old tale or story.
in Sumo, n.x. A fairy tale; a child’s talc;

a fable; anything of romance.
in Sumpa, n.x.z. A wart; a mole on the

body.
in Suxnu, c.dj.x.z. A dark brown, or dun

colour. Inkabi cnsundu: A dark
brown ox.

um Suxnu, 7i x.z. An earth worm of a
brown colour.

i Suxnu, 7i.x.z. A water palm; palmetto.
in Susdukazt, n.x.z. A dark brown or

dun-coloured cow.
um Sundulo, 7i.x.z. The strong tendon

running along the upper part of the
neck of an animal, giving support
to the head.

um Sundulu, 7i.x.z. An earth worm.
uku Sunduza, v.t.x.z. To push a person

violently and forcibly away; to re
pel ; to check an advance.

uku Sunduzana, v.t.x.z. To resist the ap
proach of any person or thing; to
resist and contend with any influ
ence or principle which seeks to gain
a place in the affections or the heart.
It is followed by the conjunctive n,
which is prefixed to the person, or
influence which is resisted. Usu-
nduzane nokuva kwontliziyo yakc-
He resists the convictions of his own
heart.

uku Sungubala, v.i.z. To creep through a
gap, or through a thicket in a stoop
ing position.

uku Sunoula, v. t. x. To commence an ope
ration or enterprise ; but specially
applied to commencing agricultural
operations by digging or ploughing
in the spring of the year.

i Sungulu, n.z. A needle or awl, which
the natives use in making holes in
sewing; a kind of stiletto, x. Isi-
landa.

in Sunguzi,?! x.z. A path passing through
a forest overshadowed by trees
overhead; a path overgrown by
luxurious vegetation.

in Suxsu, 71.z. 1. A pustule, or watery
eruption on the face, or other parts
of the body.

2. Large drops of rain, when seen
separately in falling.

in Sussuba, n.z. A mass of pustules on
any part of the body.

in Suntsu, ?i.x.z. 1. A drop, as of rain.
2. Spots, marks, or pustules on

the body.
i Suntswana, 7i.x.z. The diminutive of

in Suntsu. A small particle, as in
the word, in Suntsu.

uku Susa, v.t.x.z. 1. To remove away; to
remove from one place to another.

2. To send away; to cause to
depart.
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isi Susa, n.z. The cause or origin of a
matter. Umbuzeisisusasalondawo:
Ask of him the cause of this matter.

uku Susela, v.i.x.z. To start, as on a jour
ney. Applied especially to the
starting of young birds, when first
leaving the nest for flight.

um Sutu, n.x. One of the Amasutu tribes ;
a tribe of natives living north of
the Great Orange Biver.

in Sutya, n.z. A long assegai, or spear.
uku Suzela, v.t.x.z. To sting, as a bee, or

wasp.
uku Swabula, v.t.z. To jeer; to chafe; to

insult.
uku Swabuzela, v.t.z. To act with violence;

to destroy with violence.
uku Swaca, v.t.z. To seize and cast down.

i Swana, n.z. A person with a diseased
or defective eye.

uni Swane, n.x.z. The contents of the
stomach of an animal after death.

uku Swela, v.i.x.z. To want; to be de
ficient in; to lack; to be destitute
of.

i Swele, n.z. Garlic; onions; leeks;
shalots. x. Intswde.

uku Sweleka, v.i.x.z. To be scarce ; not to
be obtained without difficulty.

u Swelo, n.x.z. Want; destitution. It
is generally used in the plural,
which is formed by the prefix being
changed into in. Inswdo zam
zikulu : Afy wants arc groat; I am
destitute.

in Swempe, n.z. A quail, x. fsagwiti.
um Swendo, n.z. Nap on a woollen blan

ket, or on a garment.
isi Swenya, n.z. A bunch of corn twisted

together, as a bunch of maize cobs,
tied together by the leaves to bang
up to dry.

um Swi, n.x. 1 A blue-coloured bird.
2. A blue bead.

T.

The letter T in Kaffir, as in English, is
a dental, and is sounded as t in
Take, Tame, &c.

Ta, v.i.x. Used with Ul-uti, which sec
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
ta: I. To move with a hopping
motion, like a grasshopper.

2. Applied to the action of the
sun when it shines with intense
heat and seems to strike the ground,
so as to scorch up vegetation.
Ilanga lite ta lada loma ilizwc: The

sun shone, or fell, with intense
heat until the country was burnt up.

uku Ta, v.t.x.z. To pour into a vessel at its
neck or mouth. Applied more
especially to pouring milk into the
narrow neck of the milk-sack,
which is accomplished by placing
the thumbs on the edge of the
milk-basket, or milk-pot, and thus
improvising a lip to the vessel
through which the milk flows in a
small stream into the neck of the
milk-sack. Yita emvabeni ubisi:
Pour the milk into the sack.

ili Ta, n.x. A stream of light. Applied
to the shining of the sun from be
tween clouds when seen in a single
ray or stream of light. Also ap
plied to a stream of light as often
seen in Africa issuing from a fire
lighted by travellers among trees,
for a bivouac at night.

isi Ta, n.x.z. A stack or heap of com not
yet threshed out.

um Ta, n.x.z. A familiar phrase, or fond
expression to a child or favourite
Uinta ka bawo : Child of my father.

in Taba, n.x.z. A mountain.
in Tabalala, n.x.z. A large quantity ;

many; a great number, in opposi
tion to a few.

uku Tabata, v.t.x.z. 1. To take hold of; to
take a thing so as to retain it. Ta
bata umntwana: Take the child.

2. To begin to take; retaining its
original sense of taking hold of,
but peculiarly applied. When
thus used the impersonal pronoun
ku is prefixed. Kutabata kuso
isahlukwana sesihlanu, kudc kubc
csesitoba: Beginning at the fifth
verse unto the ninth. Kutabata
csipelweni samazulu kudc kubc
kwesinyc isipelo sawo : Beginning
at one end of the heavens, until it
reach unto the other end thereof.

i Tafa, n.x.z. A plain; a flat piece of
country.

i Tafele, n.x.z. A tabic. Kaffirizcd
from the English word Tabic.

in Taka, n.x. Birds in general. Intaka
zezuln : Birds of heaven, z. The
female of a bird, named Ujojo.

| i Takane, n. x. A kid of a goat.
uku Takata, v.t.x.z. To bewitch ; to se

cretly practise evil towards another.
ubu Takata, n.x. Bewitchcry.

, ubu Takataka, n.x.z. 1. Feebleness;
j weakness of body.
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2. Softness, in a good sense, as a
tender, impressible heart.

nm Takati, n.x.z. A wizard; a witch ;
one who bewitches.

in Takazana, n.x. Small birds.
uku Takazela, v.i.x.z. To utter a joyous

exclamation of satisfaction at, any
event. The huntsman takazdas
when his dog seizes the game. The
warrior also takazdas when he
shouts the victory.

in Takodvst, n.x. A honey bird. This
bird will lead a person to the nest
of bees in a forest by going from
tree to tree in the direction of the
nest, and uttering its cry to call
attention ; when near the nest, it
will sit until the honey is ab
stracted, expecting, what the honey
seeker seldom denies to it, that a
small portion of tbc comb and
honey may be left on the ground
for its share, to be eaten at its
leisure, z. Ungende.

in Takumba, n.x. A flea. z. A cunning,
shifty character.

i Takutaku, n.x. A soft, flimsy sub
stance.

i Tala, n.x.z. A shelf; a ledge, as in
a rock.

ubu Tala, n.x.z. Flatness of surface in a
rock ; flat, rocky surface.

nm Tala, n.x.z. A species of coarse swamp
grass ; a kind of sedge.

uku Talalisa, v.t.x. To be indifferent or
unconcerned about a matter; to be
without care or’anxicty.

i Talatalakazana, n.z. A bold girl,
whose eyes are looking every
where. .

i Tama, n z. A mouthful of any liquid.
um Tama, n.z. A mouthful of food. x. urn

Tamo.
uku Tamba, v.i.x.z. 1. To become soft. In-

tambo Uambile : The reim or thong
is soft.

2. To tame down; to become
subdued. Umntu danibilego : A
gentle person; one who is easily
entreated or persuaded.

3. To move in regular or mea
sured circles, as soldiers in exer
cising, or as vultures when in their '
flight they make gyrations round I
their prey.

i Tamba, n.x. 1. A mealie cob when
partially ripe and dry.

2. A person who is subdued and
submissive.

um Tambama, n.z. The decline of day;
the afternoon.

in Tambanane, n.x. A species of hawk;
the sparrow-hawk.

uku Tambeka, v.i.x.z. To be in an oblique
position; to walk or stand out of
the perpendicular. Isihlalo sitam-
bekile: The stool is leaning over on
one side.

uku Tambekisa, v.i.x.z. To place or set a
thing out of the perpendicular.

uku Tambisa, v.t.x. 1. To anoint the body.
2. To lubricate, as a vehicle, or

as machinery, with fat or oil, or any
anti friction matter.

3. x.z. To tame; to subdue; to
soften.

isi Tambiso, n.x. An anointing. loli Ze-
sitambiso .- Oil for the anointing.

u Tambo, n.x. A net. Utambo loku-
bamb’ intlanzi: A fishing net.

ama Tambo, n.x.z. The plural of Itambo :
A bone. It is the name of a small
white bead very generally worn by
the Kaffirs, and so named because
they resemble bone in their sub
stance.

in Tambo, n.x.z. A thong; a rope; a
reim.

um Tambo, n.x.z. A vein ; an artery.
u Tambo, n.z. A snare for birds, made of

string.
i Tambulo, n.x. A kind of timbrel; a

musical instrument.
in Tamo, n.x.z. The neck.
i Tamo, 1 n.x. A mouthful; a bite of

um Tamo, } bread, z. um 'Tama.
i Tamsanqa, n.x. A lucky octurrencc;

an unexpected benefit, whether
arising from unforeseen circum
stances, or conferred by one person
on another. This is the meaning
attached by a heathen Kaffir to
this word. It has, however, been
long used by missionaries in the
sense of “a blessing,” and the verb,
Ukutamsanqda, from which it is
derived, as the verb to bless, or
confer blessings.

uku Tamsanqlla, v.t.x. To confer benefits ;
to bestow unexpected benefits upon
another.

uku Tamsanqeleka, v.n.x. To be in circum
stances of good luck ; to be pros
perous. It is used as a verbal noun,
thus: L mntu onokutamsanqdeka .-
A prosperous person. Lit. A per
son who has prosperity.

uku Tamsakqeleka, v.n.x. To be the re-
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cipicnt of benefits, or favours; to be
in a prosperous condition.

uku Tamsanqelisa, v.t.x. To cause blessings
or benefits to be conferred upon
another.

uin Tana,n.x. A contraction of Umntieana ■
Child. Used in familiar conversa
tion for “ Aly child.” Caca tana:
Cheer up, child.

uku Tana, v.i.x. To be placed suddenly in
intimate relationship with a person
or object, the nature of which re
lationship is determined by Tana
being followed by a verb of the
class of those used with the aux.
verb Ukuli. Ndatana gwaqanomntu
owandibuza, ukuti ndinguhanina, ul
ndisinga pina? I suddenly met ul
with a person who enquired of me,
who I was, and whither I was pro- ul
cecding. Kwalapa ndatana piti
nenewadi yam: It was here I sud- ul
denly lost my book.

um Taxa, n.x. A small tree; a shrub.
in Tana, n.x. A description of parasitical

plant or creeper, the bark of which
is very tough and flexible.

um Tanam, n.x. Aly child; a contraction ,
from Umntwana, warn. ■ u

Tanci, adv. x. First in order of time.
= Afaland, which sec.

uku Tanda, v.t.x.z. 1. To wind round.
Tanda intambo : Wind the
string.

2. To love; esteem ; admire. The
original idea, to wind round, is re
tained ; to love is to wind the
affections round the object loved.

3. To will; to desire.
um Tanda, n.x. A large cave.

uku Tandabuza, v.t.x. To doubt; to hesi
tate about a matter; to be in a
state of indecision. It is a com
pound word, from Tanda : To de
sire ; and Buza: To inquire. Lit.
I desire or wish to make inquiry.
ydisatandabuza ngalontu: I am
still in doubt about that matter.
Andisa tandabuzi ; I am no longer
in doubt, z. To make inquiry into
a matter.

uku Tandana, v t.x.x. To love one another;
to reciprocate love.

in Tandane, n.z. A fatherless child.
izi Tandani, n.z. Persons who love each

other.
uku Tandata, v.t.x. I. To lay things side:

by side, as timbers or trees, to form .
a rail to cross a river, which is often '

done by the Zulus when the rivers
are flooded.

2. To think and reason logically
and consecutively on any subject.
Lit. To lay the thoughts in order,
side by side.

Tandatu, adj.x. Six. The prefix
varies with the spec, of the noun
referred to. Abantu batandatu :
Six persons. Amahashc matandatu:
Six horses, z. fsitupa.

isi Tandatu, n.x. The sixth. Umhla
oicesitandatu: The sixth day. Ngc-
mini eyesitandatu: In, or during
the sixth day. Indlu eyesitandatu :
The sixth house, z. Isituka.

uku Tandaza, v.t.x.?.. To pray; to intreat.
uku Tandazeua, v.t.x.z. To pray for; to in

tercede.
uku Tandazelana, v.t.x.z. To pray for one

another.
uku Tandeka, v.i.x.?.. To be loveable; to

be beloved; to have such qualifica
tions as cause love and admiration.
Hat ukutandeka kwctabanakclc
zako Yehovah wamikosi! How
amiable arc Thy tabernacles,© Lord
of hosts 1

uku Tandf.la, v.t.x.z. To love for, or on
account of. Ardinit«ndcZaukulunga
kwakc; I love him for his good
ness.

in Tandokazi, n.z. A favourite wife ; one
who is loved by the husband above
his other wives.

u Tando, n.x.z. Love ; affection.
in Tando, n.x.7.. Desire; will; lust;

affection.
isi Tandu, n.x. A smithy ; a forge.

uku Tandulula, v.t.x. To unfasten, by un
winding that which has been
fastened by winding a cord
round it.

i Take, n.x. Young bees while still in
the honey-comb.

i Tanga, n.x. A cattle place, where the
cattle are sent from home, for bet
ter pasturage.

i Tanga, n.x.z. The thigh.
i Tanga, n.x.z. A pumpkin ; the name

of the gourd tribe of plants gene
rally.

in Tanga, n.x. 1. A house for strangers;
the house generally occupied by the

i unmarried men of a native kraal or
village.

;: u Tanga, n.x. The seed of pulpy fruit,
i such as the pumpkin and water
i' melon.
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um Tangala, n.z. A fence made of
stones.

in Tanoanye, n.x.z. Of the same age, or
standing. Inkomo ziyintanganye:
The cattle are tho same ago.
Ababafana, bayintanganye: These
lads are of the same ago, or
standing.

u Tango, n.x.z. A fence; a hedge.
in Tanjana, n.x.z. A small thong, or

rcim.
uku Tantamisa, v.i.x. To walk warily, as

in a narrow path.
uku Tantasa, v.i.x. To carry on the palm of

the hand.
uku Tantata, v.tx. To step jauntily ; to

step from stone to stone, in crossing
a river, z. To master; to over
come ; to surpass.

ilni Tahtato, «.x. Stones placed as step
ping stones in crossing a river.

um Tastato, n.x.z. 1. A bridge; any con
trivance for crossing a river.

2. A narrow, dangerous path.
um Tantikazi, n.z. A young heifer of one

year old. x. u Sapokozi.
uku Tax yaza, v.t.z. To press gently between

the finger and thumb, as when
• pressing fruit, to see if it is ripe.

uku Tapa, v.t.z. To pull out, as grass from
a house, or honey from a rock.

i Tapile, n.x. A potato. Kaflirized
from the English word.

Tape, v.i. Used with Ukuti, which sec
at No. S of its meanings. Ukuti
tiipu ; To appear suddenly and un
expectedly. Nxa ebesateta wati
tiipu, umninawc wake wambiza:
While he was yet speaking, be
hold, his brother came and called
him.

uku Tapuka, v.i.x. To come out from a
passage or tube. Umsi uyatainika:
The smoke comes from the chim
ney.

uku Tapuluza, v.t.x. To cause to come
forth in abundance, as smoke from
a chimney, or in large numbers, as
ants from the ground.

uku Tapuzela, v.t.z. To come forth in
puffs, as steam from an engine, or
as smoke from a chimney.

i Take, n.x. Mercy; tender kindness.
Often used in supplication without
the prefix. Tarn ’nkosi 1 Mercy,
Lord !

nku Taruzisa, v.i.x. To seek mercy ; to
implore for mercy.

uku Tata, v.t.x. To take a thing in the

hand ; to lay hold of a thing. Con
tracted from Ukutdbata: To lay
hold of a thing.

i Tata, n.x. The nostril, z. 1. A barbed
spear.

2. A pert, forward person.
um Tata, n.x. A large river, which forms

tho boundary between tho Aba-
teinbu and A mampondo tribes of
natives, z. Brittle, as applied to
wood; brackish, as applied to
water.

uku Tatabelkka, v.i.z. To walk grandly ;
to walk with a strutting gait.

uku Tatamba, v.i.x. To hop about like a
flea; to move with a hopping,

jumping motion, like a grass
hopper.

u Tatamela, n.x. A tall person, or
tree.

uku Tatamisa, v.t.x. To carry carefully.
uku Tatana,v.t.z. To take one another; to

marry by Christian rites.
i Tatasholo, n.x. An effeminate per

son; one unaccustomed to active
exercise; a person deficient in
energy.

ubu Tatasholo, n.x. Softness ; effeminacy.
Tatata, z. Used with Ukuti, which

sec at No. 8 of its meanings. Vkuti
tatata: To walk with heavy, cau
tious steps, as a person carrying a
full vessel in his hand, the con
tents of which he is fearful of
spilling.

uku Tatazela, v.t.z.To do a thing hurriedly
and hastily.

isi Tati, n.x. A reflection of fire, causing
a light in the atmosphere, z. Tre
foil ; clover.

uin Tati, n.x.z. 1. The name of a very
durable wood of the African forests.
It is much prized for firewood, from
the resinous substance it contains,
which makes it very inflammable.
It is the Sneezewood of the Cape
colonists.

2. The name of the river on
which the Newtondale Mission Sta
tion is built.

i Tatisitupa, adj.z. Six.
Tate, adj.x.z. Three. Tho prefix

changes with the spec, of the noun
which is qualified. Abantu aba-
tatu: Three persons. Imilambo
•mitatu : Three rivers.

isi Tatu, adj.x.z. Third. Tho prefix
varies with the spec, of the noun
qualified. Uudda weeitatu: The
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third day. Inyanga yesilatu: The u
third month.

in Tatyana, n.x.z. A small mountain.
uku Tatyatwa, The pass, of Ukutabata.

For the change of the b into ty, see
the letter B. i

isi Tauwa, ».x. A dolt; a stupid person.
i Tazana, n.z. A moderate supply, but

not a sufficiency.
ama Te, n.x.z. Saliva; appetite.

i Tube, n.x. The rump of a beast.
z. A thin piece of flesh cut from

the flank.
ama Tebe, n.7.. Fat of animals.

in Tebe, n.x.. The water lily; the Arum.
x. Inyibiba. t

isi Tebe, n.x.z. A small closely woven
mat, used as a kind of tray by the
Kaffirs to serve up meat on at
meals.

i Teou, >1.7. A bay of the sea; an estu
ary of a river where it enters the i
sea.

i Tegwane, n.x.z. A river bird.
uku Tekela, v.t.7.. To apply to another for

food, or any other necessary of life
when in circumstances of destitu
tion.

um Tekelekazana, n.z. A woman of short i
stature.

um Tekf.lekazi, n.7.. A tall woman of a
fine figure.

uku Tbkeleza, v.t.7. To fasten or tie to
gether.

in Tbkeleza, n.x. A long thong or rein.
um Tekeli, n.z. An applicant for food;

a visitor.
i Tfketske, n.x. Any soft jelly-like

substance.
uku Tf.ketis.i, v.t.z. To sport with a young

child by childish talk.
u Teku, n.z. Boldness; free and easy

manners, bordering on imperti
nence.

uku Tekula, v.i.7.. To speak or act in a
bold, outspoken, impudent manner;
to jeer; to chafe by sarcasms.

uku Tela, v.t.7.. To pour, as water, &c.; to
pour out of a vessel.

uku Telekelela, v.i.x. To guess at a thing;
to infer.

in Telekeliso, n.x. An inference; a
guess.

uku Telekelelisa, v.i.x. To cause a per
son to draw' inferences; to cause
guessing or reasoning on any
subject.

uku Telekisa, v.t.x. To abet; to urge on
to strife ; to excite to war. 1

uku Telela, v.t.x. To join a company,
cither for war, or any other purpose
of co-operation.

z. To pour into; to pour out
for.

uku Telblana, v.t.x. To join together for
co-operation in any purpose; to
form a union as among workmen ;
to form a confederacy.

um Tei.f.lo, n.z. A description of tree.
x. Um Tentsema.

um Telei.o, n.z. A preparation mixed
with the snuff a girl takes, to cause
her to love a man who is paying his
addresses to her.

uku Telenoa, v.i.x. To bo astonished at;
to wonder at. It is the objective
form of Ukuti nqa: To be aston
ished.

isi Tei.eti, n.x. A street. Knffirizcd
from the English.

uku Teleza, v.i.x. To slip ; to slide.
i Telezi, n.7.. Any conduct which would

tend to unlit a person for war, or
for a successful hunt.

in Telezi, n.z. Medicines which aro
sprinkled as charms on the troops
before starting for war.

ubu Telezi, n.z. Slipperiness. Londlcla
inobutelezi: That path is slippery.
Lit. It has slipperiness.

uku Temba, v.t.x.?.. To hope; to trust; to
rely on.

i Temba, 71.x. Hope ; trust.
uku Tembf.ka, v.i.x. 1. To be in a hopeful

state. Ewe ke kuko •ukutembeka
kuyc : Yes, there is hope of him.

2. To give grounds of confidence.
When used adjcctivcly it often de
notes that the person spoken of is
one in whom confidence might be
placed, that he is one who is faith
ful in that which is confided to him.
Isicaka sitembekileyo, silumkileyo :
A faithful and just steward, or
servant.

uku Tembela, v.i.x.?.. To hope for; to trust
upon another for help, or for some
promised good. Sitembela wena
ukuba nguwo oyakusinceda: We
rely upon thee for help.

uku Tembisa, v.t.x.?.. To raise expectation
by promised help, or promised
favours or gifts; to cause to hope
or trust; to promise.

isi Tembiso, n.x.z. A promise.
isi Tembu, n.x.z. Each of the wives of a,

polygamist which he marries after
his first wife, is called an isitembn.

*2 e 2
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um Tembu, n.x.z. One of the Abatembu
tribe of Kaffirs, called by the Colo
nists, Tcmbookics.

uku Tembuluka, v.t.z. To perform an action
in a slow, hesitating manner, as
one unwilling to do it.

uku Tembuza, v.t.z. To visit the huts of his
difl’erent wives by a polygamist.

ubu Tembuzani:, n.z. Freckles on the face.
uku Temeleza, v.t.z. To do a thing se

riously, earnestly, devoutly.
uku Texa, v.t.x.z. To castrate.
isi Texa, n.x.z. A brick.

uku Texda, v.i.x. To revolve as a wheel.
z. To roll out; to dcvclope.

in Texda, n.x.z. I. The hollow part’of the
palm of the hand.

2. Any thing circular which rolls
round iu moving, as a wheel.

i Tends, n.x. The head, eye, or
source of a fountain.

i-d Tende, n.x.z. The heel of a human 1
foot.

um Texdr, n.z A stripe : applied espe
cially to a stripe, or stream of light,
as, Umtende wokusa : The beams of
the morning. Umtende wezulu : ,
A galaxy of light; a line of light |
in the heavens.

in Texdele, n.x.z! A partridge.
um Tesdeleko, n.x. A family or social .

feast on any special occasion. This
word has been adopted to designate
the Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper.
L'mtendeldco wenkosi: The family
repast of our Lord.

in Texdeleko, n.x. A fence; a wall round
an enclosure.

uku Tkxesa, v.t.z. To wilfully neglect a ‘
parent or a chief.

in Texetve, n.x. A red coloured hare.
z. A rock rabbit.

uku Texga, v.t.x.z. To buy.
uku Thxgela, v.t.x.z. 1. To buy for another

person, or for some particular pur
pose.

2. x. To give a large price for an
article. Ugitengde lonto: You
have paid for that article.

uku Tengisa, v.t.x. To sell. Lit. To cause
to buy.

in Texgo, n.x.z. A purchase ; a mercan
tile transaction; a sale; a buy
ing.

in Texoc, n.x.z. A small black bird which
cats bees.

in Thsjaxa, n.x.z. The diminutive of
Itemba: Hope. A small faint
hope.

um Texo, n.z. A castrated animal.
in Tente, n.x.z. A tent. Kaflirized from

the English.
um Tente, n.z. Grass which has been

burnt or cut, the stubble of which
hurts the naked foot.

uku Textesa, v.i.z. To put a high price on
a thing, so as to cause dissatisfac
tion with tho article offered for sale.

uku Tenteta, v.t.x. To gash ; to make a
deep cut.

um Textsema, n.x. A description of tree.
z. um 'Telelo.

uku Tesa, v.i.z. To walk, act, or speak, in
a slow, drawling way ; to be nice,
dainty, fastidious.

uku Teta, v.i.x. To speak ; to utter speech.
z. 1. To make a formal address :

to deliver an oration, as a chief
addressing an army before going to
war.

2. To scold ; to chide; to blame;
to clamour.

x.z. To investigate and adjudi
cate a case at law, as a magistrate
or judge.

uku Tetana, v.t.x. To speak with each
other; to converse.

uku Tetatata, v.i.x. To babble; to talk
nonsensically.

isi Tetatete, n.x. A babbler ; one who
speaks nonsense.

isi Tete, n.x. A last will; the last words
of the head of a family when dying,
whether referring to the disposal of
property, or given as adyice and
warning to the survivors.

in Tete, n.x.z. A grasshopper.
uku Tetela, v.t.x.z. To intercede for; to

advocate; to plead for another.
um Tethteli, n.x.z. An advocate ; an in

tercessor.
um Teteti, n.x.z. One who pleads for

another.
um Teti, n.x. A speaker ; one who speaks.
isi Teti, n.x.z. A speaker of an assembly;

a chief speaker.
uku Tetisa, v.t.x.z. To reprove; to find

fault with; to scold.
uku Tetisisa, v.t.x.z. To help another to

speak.
uku Tetisisaxa, v.t.x.z. To render mutual

help in speaking.
isi Teto, n.x. A commandment; an ordi

nance.
um Teto, n.x. A law; a statute : an ordi

nance.
in Teto, n x.z. Speech ; an utterance ; a

declaration; a deliverance in words.
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uku Tf.za, v.t.x. To fell and carry fire-wood
for fuel. Applied especially to the
gathering of wood for fuel by the
Kaffir women, and binding it into
bundles like large fagots which they
carry to their homes on their heads.

uku Tr.z.F.tA, v.t.x. 1. To cut or gather fire
wood for another person. Ndiyam-
tezela u Ala : I am gathering fuel
for my mother.

2. To gather or fell fire-wood in
any specified locality. Siya kute-
zcla ehlatini lascm Bashc : We arc
going to gather or to fell fire-wood
in the forest near the Bashc river.

uku Ti, aux.v.x. The root of this mono
syllable verb, To be, or to do so, is
used in a variety of senses and com
binations, both with the verb and
several other parts of speech; as:—

1. To say ; to express in words.
Ubutinina? What did you say?
Ndili ’mna: I say ; this is my sen
timent. When used in this sense ,
it forms its perfect tense by chang
ing its final vowel into e, in the '
affirmative, and a in the negative:!
thus following in its conjugation I
the changes of verbs which end in a,
from which, however,in othcrrcspccts '
and combinations it widely differs.
JYdite: I said. Ute: He said.!
Akatanga Into : He said nothing. |

2. To have an opinion on a1
matter. When thus used it is infe-1
rential, and generally refers to some i
previously stated circumstances, or ‘
to some thing that has occurred, ■
which has caused the opinion to be '
formed. Sendisiti ulixoki: Now1
I am convinced that he is a liar. 1
jVditi 'mna uposisilc : Aly opinion
is that you have made a mistake.
Uti nina wena ngoko ? What is your
opinionnow? lliuanditiluto: Really I
I have no opinion to express.

3. When the passive form of |
Ukuti is used with the impersonal :
Pronominal verbal prefix ku, it.
means, ]t is ordered, requested, or'
c.mmandcd. Kutwa, manditetc!
nawc : I am ordered or requested;
to speak with thee. Kutwa, uz''
umkeke kusasa : It is ordered that
you leave in the morning.

4. In this the passive form, Uku-
Tr sometimes precedes nouns which
are the characteristic names of per
sons, places, or things. Ababantu,

Tf.

kuliwe ngaba-Kristu : These people
arc called Christians. Isitade csi-
kutiwayi-Nazaretc : The city which
is called Nazareth. Isahluko saba-
Kristu, abaZutiica, ngama-Wesley :
The denomination or section of
Christians named Wcsleyans.

5. Ukuti means, To do thus; to
do so. Yiti : Do so. Ndite nde-
suka : I did so ; I arose. It is thus
extensively used as a kind of pre
fatory predicate to the subject of a
sentence, in which arc included the
action of the verb, or it may be, of
several verbs ; or to some circum
stances connected with the action of
the verb or verbs in the sentence,
to be afterwards expressed by the
verb or verbs of the real predicate.
Thus the action of Ukuti is thrown

forward to all the circumstances
of the sentence. Yati inqanawa
yahamba ebusweni kwamauzi: And
the ark went upon the face of
the waters. Bali abobantu bahlcli
bati cwaka: And those persons (did
so) they remained silent. Woti
osukuba ebulala, abe uctyala ema-
tyalcni: Whosoever shall kill, shall
be in danger of the judgment. Bati,
bakufika kulondawo, baqala uku-
sebcnzA; baka izindlu, balima ama-
zimba, balungisa zonke izinto zoko-
hlala: They did so, when they ar
rived at that place; they built
houses, they cultivated lands, and
prepared the place for habitation.
Here Bati, at the beginning of the
sentence, is a sort of prefatory pre
dicate to each of the verbs in the
sentence. Baza bati kodwa abantu,
bakufika, babulala abanyc: But
when the people arrived they (did
so) slew the other people. This
idiomatic use of Ukuti as a pre
fatory predicate is very frequent in
Kaflir; and, when properly used, it
gives great beauty and force to the
language.

G. Used with the impersonal
Pronominal verbal prefix ku, in the
past tenses, it means, It came to
pass. Kute akuqibela ukuteta
wasuka kona: It came to pass when
he had finished speaking he de
parted thence. Kwayekute akuba
cbeiikile wascleqala ukulwa: And
it came to pass that as soon as he
arrived he commenced the fight.
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7. Ukuti is often used to express :
hypothesis or supposition. Bendite
ufika nabo : I thought you arrived
with them. Niti ninakc kalokuli
What do you now think ’ Ktmyati
umhlaumbi bangafikele c Fenisi : ;
If by any means they might arrive
at Phenice.

8. There is a elass of verbs, or
verbal particles, which are always
preceded by ti, the root of Ukuti,
in the sense of “ to be,” or, “ to do
so." These verbs, or verbal parti-1
clcs, have no proper infinitive, the
sign of the infinitive, uku, being
supplied by Ukuti. They particu
larize the kind of being or action
referred to, but without being af
fected by conjugation or govern
ment. this being supplied by Ukuti,
which takes all the verbal prefixes
and tense forms of the verb, like
any other of the monosyllabic class
to which it belongs. As, Xa kuti
qipu : When the day breaks. Bali
shicaka abantu : The people sud
denly disappeared. Kieakuti yip’
ukusa: Just as the day began to
break. These verbal particles,
which arc thus preceded by Ukuti, i
will be found under the letter of the ■
alphabet where they occur in the i
Dictionary.

9. It is often used in what would
in English be a redundant mode of i
expression, but which, as an idiom
of the Kaffir language, gives force
to the sentence. It is thus used 1
after verbs which express saying,
speaking, writing, reading, calling, I
testifying, &c. When thus used it
is generally in the infinitive mood,
and in the same voice to which the
principal verb belongs. Uyanqina
ktizo intliziyo zabo nyokuti, balu-
zapo lukaTixo: He bears witness
with their spirits (saying) that they
arc the sons of God. Jengokuba
kubitliwe emtetweni ka Yehovah
ukutuca: As it is written in the
law of the Lord, (to be said).

10. Ukuti is also used in com
bination with other verbal and pro
nominal particles, which will be
noticed and explained in their pro
per places in the Dictionary; such
as, Kungati, Ekutini, Ngati, &c.

ulu Ti, n.x.z. A long rod. The plural is
Izinti. It is the name of the rods

used for constructing the native
huts.

ubu Ti, n.x.z. Poison, x. The material
said to be used by witches and wi
zards in cfl'ccting their evil designs
upon their victims. It is the name
of the substance or substances, pro
fessedly discovered by the A maqira,
or witch doctors, as the bewitching
matter used by the persons whom
by their incantations they profess to
discover as the witch, or wizard.

um Ti, n.x. A tree. z. Umuli.
uku Tiba, v.t.x.7.. 1. To check; to restrain;

to interfere with another when
speaking, and refuse to listen, or
prevent others from listening; to
refuse to be influenced by another.

2. To stifle convictions or feel
ings.

in Tibane, n.x. 1. The name of a bird.
2. A description of bulb, eaten by

the Kaffirs in time of hunger.
isi Tibili, n.z. The buttock or rump of

an ox or cow.
Tile, adj.x. This word is used with

nouns, to denote, “a certain per
son,” or, “a certain thing.” Its
prefix varies with the noun referred
to. Umntu otile : A certain man.
Into (tile: A certain thing. Izi-
nto ezitile : Certain things. Abantu
abatile: Certain persons.

in Tile, n.x. A flat strip of country, ora
small valley running parallel with
the river, on its immediate banks,
and situated near the river's level,
suitable for cultivation, z. Ifenya.

uku Tiliza, v.i.x. To moderate; to sub
side.

i Tiloxgo, n.x. A trumpet, x. i Xilongo.
uku Timba, v.i.x. To take spoil in war; to

take captive, z. uku Tttniba.
aba Tijibi, n.x. Those who take spoil in

war.
uku Timla, v.i.x. To sneeze. z. uku

Timula.
Tika, pro.x. We ourselves. When

used as a nominative to the verb,
it precedes the verbal prefix, which
is the usual nominative : it gives
emphasis, and distinguishes from
others. Tina, sihleli kamnandi:
We ourselves arc very comfortable.
Sometimes it is used as the objective
to the verb. Bayasizonda tina :
They thoroughly hate us.

ama Tinpala, n.x. Waverings of purpose;
doubts; misgivings.
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uku Tindiza, v.i.x. To be unsettled in |
opinion or purpose; to waver in
opinion or purpose.

uku Tikgaza, v.i.x. To hesitate; to be ofI
doubtful mind as to the performing
of some action.

isi Tingatinga, n.x. Perplexity, or em
barrassment of mind. JKa-sesitinga-
tingeni wakohlwa ukuba angenza
ngakupina : Ife was perplexed, and
knew not what to do.

in Tisi, n.x. An otter, z. um Tint.
um Tinjana, n.x. A company of young

girls. Applied more especially to
those who accompany a bride to the
marriage.

uku Tinjwa, v.p.x.z. To be taken captive.
The passive of Ukutimba: To take
captive; to take spoil. See under
the letter B, for the change of the
mb into nj.

aba Tinjwa, n.x. Captives; those who
have been taken captive in war.
From the passive of Ukutimba: To
take captive in war.

uku Tinsila, v.t.z.To throw on the ground;
to drop it down, as a load from the
shoulder.

uku Tinta, v.t.x.z. To hinder; to obstruct;
to intercept.

uku Tintela, v.t.x.z. To keep back for; to
keep back from ; to hinder from.

uku Tinteleka, v.n.x.z. To be hindered;
obstructed.

uku Tintita, v.i.x. To hesitate in speak
ing; to stammer, z. To beat a'
garment or blanket, to remove the ,
dust from it.

uku Tintinya, v.t.z. To feel with the fin-1
gers, as to feel a man’s muscles ; to
examine by feeling what is inside a
parcel; to sound a person as to his
purpose or meaning; to sound the
depth of a river before crossing it.

um Tinto, n.x. Buttermilk, z. um Bobe.
isi Tinzi, n.x. The tip of any part of the

body. Isitinzi sendlebc: The tip
of the ear.

isi Tititi, n.z. A foolish, helpless person; ,
one who is unapt and wanting in '
ability in an undertaking.

u Tixo, n.x. God. This word is proba
bly of Hottentot origin. It is found,
with some slight variation ot pro
nunciation, both in the Hottentot ■
and the Namaqua languages.

uku Tiya, v.t.x.z. 1. To entrap; to set a
trap for game.

2. To bate ; to detest. i

3. To give a name to a child.
When thus used, it is followed by
Igama: Name. Ukutiya igaina:
To give a name. Tiya lomntwana
igaina: Give this child a name.

isi Tiya, n.x. A small garden, usually a
small mcalie garden.

iku Tiyela, v.t.x.z. To entrap ; to ensnare
birds or game.

um Tiyeli, n.x.z. One who sets traps for
game; a fowler; a trapper.

isi Tiro, n.x.z. A snare ; a trap.
in Tlafvno, n.x. The temples of the head.
in Tlaiila, n.x. A fresh, bright, healthy

appearance, indicative of health
and beauty.

in Tlaka. n.x. 1. Gum, as gum arable.
•2. The white of the eye.
3. The transparent part of the

eyeball.
in Tlakantlaka, n.x. Any coarse sub

stance, as, Umgubo ontlakantlaka :
Coarse meal. knguboentlakantlaka:
Coarse cloth, as sackcloth, or a
coarse garment.

in Tlakontlane, n.x. A species of tree,
which bears small berries, z. isi
Jllakoti.

in Tlalo, n.x. A sitting; the period of
staying at any place. From uku
Hlala : To sit; to remain.

in Tlama, n.x. Bough for making bread.
in Tlamiia, n.x. A scold; one who is al

ways finding fault, with abusive
words.

in Tlambi, n.x. A swimmer.
in Tlandlokazi, n.x. A species of hawk;

a falcon.
u Tlanga, n.x. A tribe; a nation of peo

ple.
in Tlanga, n.x. Marks left on the body

from incisions made by the opera
tion of cupping or tattooing.

um Tlangala, n.x. A civet cat.
in Tlangana, n.x. A joining; a junction ;

a place where two roads meet, and
join together.

in Tlangasiso, n.x. A congregation of
people; an assembly.

in Tlango, n.x. This word is used with
Ubusi: Honey; to denote the honey
comb. It has reference to the small
cells of the comb. Intlango zobusi:
Cells of the honeycomb.

in Tlangoti, n.x. 1. The side of the hu
man body.

2. The sharp edge of a sword.
in Tlangu, n.x.z. A large antelope,

named a Itcit-bok.
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in Tlantsi, n.x. A spark of fire.
in Tlanzi, n.x. A fish.
in Tlaulo, ) n.x. A fine, or pecuniary
in Tlavlelo, ) punishment, paid for

another ; a ransom ; a sum paid
for the release of another from
punishment.

in Tuztro, n.x. The heart, of man or
animal.

in Tloko, n.x. 1. The head, of man or
animal.

2. The principal part of a sub
ject. ; the beginning of a matter.
Intfoko yalonto nipambanc ngayo
iyiyipina? What is the point of
the matter you arc disputing
about ?

3. The head or chief of a people.
Abac/»Ifo7.o zabantu: These arc
the heads of the people.

in Tlokoiilaza, n.x. The spring season
of the year.

in Tlokomo, n.x. A loud noise, as of peo
ple shouting, or of vehicles running
on a stony road.

in Tton, n.x. Spies of an army, who go
out to reconnoitre before an attack
is made.

in Tlombe, n.x. A description of hea
thenish dance.

in Tlondi, n.x. Lewdness; the unclean
wickedness of young people.

in Tloxhlo, n.x. The sides of the head
running back from the temples on
each side, until the hair is reached.

in Ttov.i, n.x. Whey of milk.
in Tlusielo, n.x. Sprouts. Usually ap

plied to the young sprouts of an
old plant, especially to the shoots
of old Kaffir corn stalks which have
been left in the ground after reap
ing, and have produced a second
crop in the succeeding year, which
in warm climates often takes place.

in Tluxcu, n.x. Pain: physical suffering.
in To, n.x.z. 1. A thing; any article;

any inanimate substance.
2. A subject; any matter of dis

cussion or conversation. Lonto
ubuMa ngayo: The subject you
were speaking of. Eyonanto bebe
pikisana ngayo : The matter they
were contending about.

isi To, n.x.z. 1. The calf of the human
leg.

2. The whole leg of an animal.
ulu To. n.x.z. Thing. Used negatively to

denote nothing. Asilulo: It is
nothing : of no consequence.

uku Toba, v.i.x.z. To bend ; to stoop ; to
bow down the person, v.t. To re
duce a swelling by fomenta
tion.

i Toba, adj.x. Nine. The prefix varies
with the spec, of the noun referred
to. Abantu abalitoba: Nine per
sons. Izindlu czililoba; Nine
houses. Amadoda alitoba : Nine
men.

; isi Toba, n.x. Ninth. Umntu owevitoba.
The ninth person.

uku Tobeka, v.n.x.z. To be humble, sub
missive, lowly. Lit. To be bowed
down.

uku Tobeka, n.x. Humility: self-abase
ment. Ukutobelca kwentliziyo :
Humility of mind, or heart.

uku Tobela, v.i.x.z. To bow or incline to
wards ; to be submissive to. To-
beta intliziyo zenu ngakuye u Ye-
hovah : Incline your hearts towards
the Lord.

uku Tobisa, v.t.x. To humble; to subdue;
to bend.

isi Tobo,n.x.z. A fomentation ; a poultice
for reducing a swelling or local in
flammation.

um Tobo, n.z. A herb from which a poul
tice or fomentation is made.

uku Toboza, v.t.7.. To flatter; to soothe, as
the soothing down of a person's
anger.

Tofotofo, adj.x. Softness. It denotes
that which is soft to the touch ;
applied to a swelling on the person.
Isandla sadumba sada satofotofo:
The hand swelled until it was soft,
or puffed up. Also applied to ripe
fruit. Iziqamo ezitofotofo : Fruit
which is soft from ripeness. The
prefix changes with the spec, of the
noun qualified.

isi Tokazana, n.x.z. A small or young
heifer.

i Tokazi, n.x.z. A heifer.
in Tokazi, n.x.z. 1. A large huge thing.

Compounded of Into: Thing; and
Kazi: The superlative form of
comparison.

2. A female.
uku Tokoxbisa, v.i.x. To hang down the

head as if ashamed. Intloko, w/i-
tohombisa engc ulisela: He held
down his head as if he were a
thief.

isi Tokotoko, 1 n.x. Darkness; gloomi-
ubu '1’okotoko, j ness.
uku Tokoza, r.Lz. To be in an enjoyable
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state of mind; to enjoy oneself; to
be in good health ; to be refreshed,
cheered, enlivened.

uku Tokoza, n.z. Joy; enjoyment,
uku Tokozela, v.i.-/.. To rejoice on account

of, as on receiving joyous tidings.
in Tokozo, n.z. Happiness; enjoyment;

ease ; prosperity.
uku Tola, ti.t.x.z. 1. To pick up from the

ground, as the finding and picking
up any lost thing.

2. x. To shootan arrow from a bow.
i Toli, n.x. A calf, after the horns have

appeared, z. i Tole.
urn Tolo, n.x.z. A camelthorn tree; a kind I

of mimosa, with very large thorns.
u Tolo,n.x. Anarrow; a dart. Pin.Intolo. I
i Tolofiya, n.x. The prickly pear ; a

species of the cactus tribe of plants.
uku Tomalala, v.i.x. To be pacified; to be

quieted ; to be in a pacified frame
of mind, from the persuasion or
coaxing of another.

uku Tomalalisa, v.t.x. To pacify ; to calm;
to persuade, so as to remove appre
hension ; to restore confidence
where there has been apprehension
of evil or of unfair dealings.

uku Tomba, n.x. 1. To put forth shoots ; to
thrust out a germ.

Applied to a female, to arrive at
the age of puberty. Intombi: A
girl, is derived from this word.

in Tombazana, n.x.z. A little girl.
i Tombe, n.z. The part of the native hut j

separated off as a place for goats to I
sleep in.

isi Tombe, n.z. A likeness, or figure, of
man, woman, or child; a doll; a
puppet, x. Isitomo.

um Tombi, n.z. A large fibre-bearing tree.
in Tombi, n.x.z. A girl; a maid ; a virgin.

um Tombo, n.x.z. A fountain ; a spring of
water.

isi Tombo, n.x.z. The young sprouts, or
shooting of the germ in corn ; the
chit or sprout of corn, when under
the process of malting, previous to
the drying process.

imi Tombo, n.x. 1. Malt.
2. Fountains.

um Tomboti, n.x. A tree of a very hard de
scription of wood, which is scented
and used as a perfume. Its sapisvery
virulent in its effect: if it enter the
eye, it often causes blindness.

isi Tomo, n.x. An image carved in wood.
or moulded in clay ; a doll; a pup.
pct. z. Isitombc.

i Tomololo, n.x. A quiet, well-behaved
person ; an amiable person.

ubu Tomvi, n.x. Restraint; hindrance;
check.

um Tondo, n.x.z. The penis marts.
um Tondolo, n.z. A castrated animal.
in Tonga, n.x.z. A stick used as a weapon

of assault, or defence.
isi Tonga, n.x. A report, as of a gun; a

report or sound caused by an explo
sion, or by a concussion, z. A large
round thing, usually applied to the
sweet potato.

i Toxg.uia, n.x. A person who indulges
in sleep ; a sleepy person.

in Tongo, n.x. The gummy matter which
exudes from the eye during sleep.

ubu Tongo, n.x.z. Sleep.
i Tongo, n.x. A dream, z. Ancestral

spirit. The Zulus attach ideas to
the Itongo of providential help and
succour in extreme need, especially
in circumstances of war, or of a long
journey when food fails them. They
say the Itongo, their ancestral spirit,
will take care of them, that they
die not.

um Tongoti, n.x. The name of a tree, fur
nishing a very hard kind of wood ;
a species of Lignum Jrit<c.

isi Tongotongo, n.x. A threatening or
horrific appearance. Amazulu asuko
asitongotongo: The heavens be
came threatening in appearance.

um Tongwane, n.z. A kind of wild melon
tree, bearing fruit like a chestnut.

i Tongwane, n.z. The fruit of the Um-
tongwane.

isi Tonjana, n.z. A small sprout or shoot.
in Tonjani, n.x. Derived from uku

Tomba: To arrive at the age of
puberty, but applied only to girls.
The word denotes a heathen
custom of a very lascivious charac
ter, at which public rejoicings and
indecent dances take place in cele
bration of a girl having arrived at
the age of puberty. These public
lascivious dances are destructive of
the purity and morality of the peo
ple ; and while no wonder can be
felt at their celebration among the
heathen in their own country, as
they are but in accordance with
the impurity and immorality of
their national system and belief, it
is matter for astonishment that
these rites arc allowed by a pro
fessedly Christian Government
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throughout the colony, and that
in the Native Locations which arc in
immediate connection with the
Colonial towns.

Tonono, v.t.x. Used with Ukuli, which
sec at No. S of its meanings. Ukuli
tonono : To go forward in a straight
line. Yiti tonono wena : Proceed
onwards straight before you.

uku Tonsa, n.x.z.To drip; to fall in drops.
i Tossi, m.x.z. A drop.

uku Tonsela, v.t.x.z. To drop, as spatter
ing drops of rain, or as tears from
the eyes ; to spatter.

isi Tonta. n.z. A sheaf of wheat; a large
bundle of the cars of the Kaffir corn
tied together.

uku Tonya, v.Lz. To exert a commanding
influence over others; to take the
lead in any undertaking.

uku Topa, v.i.z. 1. To be smooth and sleek,
as a horse in good condition.

2. To be agreeable and pleasant
to the taste, as good cooked food.

um Toti, ti.x. Anything agreeable to the
palate; a relish; that which is
savoury, x. ’Nnandi.

uku Tota, v.t.x. To abandon a purpose, on
account of alarming representa
tions made by another as to its perils.

z. To close up tightly, as wattling
for a hut.

isi Totafa, n.x. Hangings or appendages
of a garment, asfringesforornament.

uku Totisa, v.t x. To so alarm a person, as
to the dangers or perils of an under
taking, as to cause him to abandon
the enterprise.

j v.t.x.z. To totter in walk-
uku Totoba, ing; to move slowly
uku Totabala, I and feebly, as a person

I recovering from illness.
um Toto, n.z. Name of a tree, the berries

of which arc first green, then red,
and black when ripe.

u Toto, n.z. Anything arranged with
taste, so as to appear neat and
orderly, as a well wattled hut, or a
shelf of well bound books.

i Totolo, n.z. A person lacking manli
ness ; a weak-spirited, heartless
person.

ubu Totolo, n.z. Helplessness; want of
manliness; weakness of mind.

uku Totonca, v.t.z. To lay hold of; to
seize, and to thrust with a spear or
assegai, so as to kill the Umlotongo,
or bullock given to a bride by her
father to bring her good fortune.

um Totongo, n.z. A bullock given by the
father to a bride to bring her good
fortune, and which is usually
slaughtered with her approval for
herself and friends exclusively.

isi Totongolo, n.z. A person without
strength ; poor, feeble, and helpless,
from weakness.

uku Totosa, v.t.z. To pet; to indulge ; to
humour.

um Totovane, n.z. A tree which produces
small red berries abundantly.

in Totovitanb, n.x.z. A large green spe
cies of grasshopper, which smells
very’ disagreeably when touched.

uku Totuva, v.t.x. To walk feebly; to
totter.

um Tovoti, n.z. The temple of the head.
x. Intlafuno.

um Tovuto, n.x. The jugular vein.
uku Tozama, v.t.x. To be in a moody,

drooping, pensive, sleepy state.
isi Tozela, n.x. A thing which is plea

sant to the senses, delicious to the
taste, fragrant to the smell, or plea
sant to the ear; that which capti
vates the mind through the senses,
as opium, producing pleasant hallu
cinations, or a pleasant stupor.

in Tozwane, n.z. A tough kind of rush
used for binding and tying the rods
of which the native hut is built.

isi Tsaba, n.x. A garland ; a bandage of
an ornamental kind round the head.
Isiteaba sentyatyambo: A head
dress of flowers; a garland. A crown.

uku Tsaka, v.t.z. To eject spittle through
the teeth, x. Ukut«hica.

uku Tsala, v.t.x. 1. To pull ; to draw to
wards a person.

2. To attract; to influence to
wards a particularcourse of conduct.

3. To race.
uku Tsalatslalana, v.t.x. 1. To pull one

against another.
2. To be at cross purposes one

with another ; tohave a difference or
misunderstanding with each other.

uku Tsaleka, v.t.x. To be drawn or influ
enced towards. Intliziyo yam
itsalekUc kulonto : Aly heart is in
clined, or is attracted towards that
object.

uku Tsalela, x. 1. To draw a person or
thing tow'ards another person or
thing. Itsalele, ngakuwe : Draw
it towards you.

2. To pull for another.
uku Tsama, v.i.x. To grow less; to de-
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crease in bulk, as a swelling or tu
mour. Ukudumba kulsainile: The
swelling has gone down.

um Tsantsa, n.x. A hollow place running
up a mountain; a small ravine or
kloof.

in Tsapaxtsapa, n.x. A person given to
hospitality.

in Tsasa, n.x. The early morn.
in Tsasela, n.x. A long rank description

of grass growing near rivers.
uku Tsatsa, v.i.x. To run quickly; io

make speed.
in Tsatsiiaxa, n.x. Children.
in Tsatshaxyana, n.x. Very small chil

dren.
uku Tsaula, v.i.x. To cause a thing to sud

denly spring as with a jerk. Ap
plied to the throwing of tenacious
clay by boys from the end of an
clastic stick, so as to strike an ob
ject. It also denotes the action of
water when boiling violently, so I
that small jets arc thrown up with
a jerking motion.

i Tsawa, n.x. An edible bulb.
uku Tsaz.a, v.t.x. To ooze, or squirt out

from internal pressure, as milk from
a cow when the udder is full, or as
perspiration from the body when it
falls in large drops, or blood from a i
vein.

in Tse, n.x. A species of civet cat.
uku Tsebelela, v.t.x. To whisper; to speak ■

in a whispering tone.
in Tsebelele, n.x. Whisperings; words

spoken in a whispering tone, but
not necessarily in the car, like i
in '1'sebczo.

uku Tsebeza, v.t.x. To whisper in the ear. j
in Tskbkzo, n.x. Whisperings in the ear. j
in Tsele, n.x. Stepping places cut in a

tree to ascend by.
in Tseli, n.x. A drinker; one who drinks.
in Tselwaxa, n.x. The upper part of the '

hoof of an animal whose hoof is I
cloven, the ring or horny substance '
above the cloven part.

in Tsekte, n.x. Scales of a fish or reptile.
in Tsetelela, n.x. Whisperings.

uku Tsha, v.i.x. To burn, as with fire ;
to dry up, as a river; or be burnt
up by the sun. Indhi iyatsha :
The house is on fire. Umlambo
utsJiil’ : The river is dried up.

Tsha, adj.x.z. New; young; healthy. ,
The prefix changes with the spec. I
of the noun qualified. Umnyaka |
omtsha: The new year, Inyanga •

enteha: The new moon. Tsitya
esitsha : A new basket-.

ubu Tsha,n.x.z. Youth ; newness: freshness.
u Tshaba,n.x.z. An enemy; a destroyer;

one who causes desolation.
ubu Tshaba, n.x.z. Enmity; malevolence.
uku Tsiiadalala, v.i.x.7. To decay; to

perish.
uku Tshadai.ai.isa, v.l.x.z. To destroy; to

desolate; to lay waste.
i Tshabaxqa, n.x. An antelope; the

stcinbok.
uku Tsuadula, v.t.7.. To sport; to frolic.

i Tshafelt, n.x. A bird; the Cape
Bunting.

uku Tshakaca, v.i.x. To leap or jump as a
monkey from one tree to another;
to spring nimbly and smartly from
one thing unto another ; to hop, as
a grasshopper.

um Tshakazi, n.x.z. A bride.
uku Tshaluza, v.t.7.. 1. To rove about from

place to place.
2. To be unstable, shifty, slippery

in character.
in Tshambulo, n.x. One who denies a

thing, knowing it to be true.
uku TsnAMPUZAjii.i.z. To talk rapidly with

out regard to truth.
i Tsiiamtsham, n.x. Any thing very

white in appearance, as a whitened
wall, or a white rock or precipice.

um Tshanakazi, n.x. A niece.
i Tshaxda, n.x. A place or mark on the

head bare of hair.
uku Tsiiaxela, v.t.7.. To sweep, as the

sweepingof a room. x. uku Tthayela.
um Tshaxelo, n.x. A brush for sweeping

with. x. um Txhayelo.
isi Tsiianouba, n.x. A ringworm.
in Tshapantshapa, n.x. A frivolous, vola

tile person.
uku Tshapalaza, v.t.z. To smear the floor

of a house with cow dung. x. Uku-
sinda. This smearing is the only
method whereby the ground floor
of a house made of earth can bo
preserved from breaking up, and
is the process which on Mission
Stations has to be adopted in the
houses of the Missionaries where
boards for floors can seldom bo
obtained.

uku Tshapaza, v.i.x.7.. To drop, or spatter
as rain, or the splashing of falling
water on stones.

uku Tshata, v.i.x. To marry.
uku Tsiiatela, v.t.x. To marry for, or on

account of.
2 f 2
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uku Tsitatshei.a, v.t.x. To entirely destroy, j
as cattle when they cat up and
trample down growing crops.

uku Tshatisa, v.t.x. To marry; to join
together in marriage.

in Tsiiatsiioba, n.x. The flower of the
mealic cob.

in TsnATSHONGO, n.x. The name of a bird.
uku Tsiiaula, v.i.x. To move the eyebrows

affectedly as an expression of
pride.

i Tiiawe, n.x. One high in birth; one
of the aristocracy.

uku Tshaya, v.i.x. To smoke tobacco.
z. To beat; to whip; to flog; to

punish.
uku Tsiiavei.a, v.t.x. To sweep, as with a

brush, z. Uku Tshanela.
nm Tshayili, n.x. A sweep; one who

sweeps.
z. One who beats or whips, hence

a wagon driver.
um Tsh.iyelo, n.x. A brush, z. um Tsha-

nelo.
in Tsuayklelo, n.x. 1. A sweeping away;

a clearing.
2. That which is preparatory to

another action or event; a prelimi
nary ; an introduction.

uku Tsiiaza, v.t.x.z. To frost bite. Ndi-
tshaziwe : I am frost bitten.

z. To be scorched ; to be burnt as
food in being cooked ; to be covered
over with a film or thin skin, which
is nearly black, as from a burn.
Hence the word denotes, both in
the Xosa and the Zulu, the appear
ance of vegetables when they turn
black from the action of frost.

uku Tsiiaza, v.n.x. To be frost-bitten.
in Tsiiazi, n.x. A comb.

Tsiie, Used with Ukuti, which see at
No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti tshe :
To go past a place so rapidly that
only an indistinct view is obtained
of it; to pass very near to.

uku Tsiiebeleza, v.i.x. To glide along, as
on a smooth surface; to slip along,
as on slippery ground, or as a flat
stone on water when thrown on the
surface ; to make ducks and drakes.

uku Tsiieka, v.t.x.z. To be purged, as when
suffering from diarrheea.

uku Tshelela, v.t.z. To slip or slide for
ward, as when walking on a slip
pery road. Figuratively, To err ;
to fall into, or be overtaken by, a
fault.

uku Tsheleza, v.t.z. To cause to slip or

slide; to make smooth. Ilityc
lokusila litsheleztra: The millstone
is worn smooth.

ubu Tshei.ezi, n.z. Slipperincss. Indicia
inobutshelczi: The road is slippery.
Lit. It has slipperiness.

in Tsiiemdexxa, n.x. A crooked thing,
as a crooked stick, or a crooked
tree.

i Tshenoakazi, n.z. A cow that usually
leads the herd when travelling.

in Tshengula, n.x.z. 1. A sharp edged
thing, as a stone, or a knife, be
come so by use.

2. A Kaflir snuff spoon.
uku Tsiientshisa, v.t.x.z. To change money

by giving smaller money for a more
valuable coin. Kaflirizcd from the
English word, To change.

uku Tsiieta, v.t.x. To cut off the rind of a
pumpkin by chipping it with a knife.

uku Tsiietsiia, v.t.z. To hasten; to make
haste; to move with celerity; to be
quick, x. Ukunxama.

isi Tsiietsiie, n.x.z. A knife. Obsolete.
um Tsiietsiie, n.z. A single string of

beads, as purchased in a shop.
uku Tshetsiiisa, v.t.z. To hasten another

in the performance of an action ; to
drive or urge on; to accelerate
movement; to expedite, x. Uku-
nxainisa.

um Tsm, n.x. A stripe, or scratch, made
on the surface of anything.

uku Tshibilika, v.i.z. To glide or slip
away, so as helplessly to fall to the
ground, x. uku Tyibilika.

uku Tsiiibiliza, v.t.x. To twist the body,
as a native girl in dancing.

Tsiiibu, v.i.x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
tshibu: To feel cold and chilly.

uku Tsiiica, v.t.x. To spit. z. Ukutsaka.
uku Tsiiicela, v.t.x. To spit upon.

i Tsijolo, n.x. A man whose word can
not be relied on; a deceptive,
shifty character.

uku Tshikila, ) v.t.x.z. To turn the back
uku Tsiiikilela, j on any object, as a

person in hot anger.
in Tshikivane, n.x. A person of a wicked

and obstinate disposition.
uku Tsihla, v.i.x. To dance the dance

performed by circumcised lads
while undergoing the rite of cir
cumcision. These Ukutshila dances
are of a very lewd and licentious
character, in which the females of
the village where they are per-
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formed take a prominent pari, by
making obscene gesticulations, z.
To throw the bead about, as a high
spirited horse, or a haughty person.

in Tshixga,n.x. An ornament made from
the tufty end of the jackal’s tail,
usually worn by men on the
head, and sometimes on the shin
of the leg, in dancing or in hunt
ing. It is of a tassel-like appear
ance, and in an accommodated
sense may be used to denote, “a
tassel.”

uku Tsiiinga, ti.f.x. To act wildly ; to act
without regard to consequences; to
set the law at defiance.

um Tshingo, w.z. A whistle made of a
reed; a reed, llmhlanga wemi-
tskingo : A bed of reeds.

i Tshinitsuini, n.x. An uncertain, un
reliable character; one not to be
trusted; a cheat.

uku Tsiiixiza, ii.Z.x. To promise much, and
,■ perform little; to cheat; to hum

bug.
in Tshinizo, 7t.x. An imposition; a de

ception ; a delusion.
uku Tsiiixtshisa, ti.f.x.z. See uku 'J'elie-

ntehisa.
isi Tshipa, 7i.x. Anything which causes a

whispering sound by its motion.
O nomatopoelic.

in Tshipitshipi, ii.z. A person with a
heavy, clumsy walk.

uku TsniPizA, v.t.7.. To wipe away fears.
um Tsmso, 71.x. A brand on cattle.

uku Tsiutsha, ti.i.x. To fail; to miscarry
in any project or undertaking. •

uku Tshitshiliza, ti.i.z. To slide on the
ground.

uku Tlhitsuisa,v.t.x. To cause failure; to
frustrate ; to make void.

uku Tshitshizela, Ti.f.z. 1. To chase with
dogs.

2. To shiver. Referring to quick
or spasmodic motions in certain
diseases of cattle.

i Tshivela, 7i.x. A cheat.
uku Tsiiixa, v.t.x. To lock; to bolt.
uku Tsdixela, ti.I.x. To lock up, or to lock

in, as in a prison.
isi Tsuixo, 7i.x. A lock.

uku Tshixiza, v.i’.x. To grind the teeth.
Also used as a noun. Ukutshixiza
kwamazinyo: The grinding of
teeth.

uku Tshiza, ti.f.x. To bespatter, as with
mud or water.

uku Tsno, v.i.x.z. To say so. JI'aMiO:

You said so. Andituhongo : I did
not say so.

uku Tshoba, i-.i.x.z. To be restless; to be
uneasy, as one continually moving
from pain.

i Tshoua, 7i.x.z. The bushy end of an
animal’s tail. Figuratively, A ta<scl.

uku TsnoBATsnoBA, v.f.x.z. The same
meaning as Ukutshoba, but inten
sified ; to be excessively restless.

uku Tsiiobisga, v.i.7.. To void urine, x. uku
Tunda.

u Tsiiodolwaxa, 7i.x. A thin, spare per
son.

uku Tshokoza, v.t.z. To eject from the
stomach ; to disgorge, as food which
rises from the stomach when a per
son eructates wind. Applied es
pecially to a kind of caterpillars,
named Amacimbi, which eject that
which they have consumed when a
person moves or shakes the tree on
which they are found.

uku Tsnoto, r.t’.x.z. To speak so for a pur
pose. Uteholo nina? For what
purpose do you say so 1

in Tsholo, 7i.x. A concert of voices; a
vocal concert.

uku Tsholoza, v.i.x. To sing in concert;
to sing in measured time, so as to
lead the native dance. It is used
especially to denote the singing and
action of the women at a dance
who stand and sing and beat time
by clapping of hands, so as to lead
the dance.

uku Tsiioxa, ii.i.x.z. 1. To disappear.
Abantu batshonile cle kwentaba:
The people have disappeared on the
other side of the mountain. This
word is that which is used to denote
the setting of the heavenly bodies.
Jlanga litshonile : The sun has set.
Inyanga itskonile: The moon has
set. Lit. They have disappeared.

2. To sink in water. Utukonile
emanzini: He has sunk in the
water.

uku Tshonela, v.i.z. To disappear in a
certain place. Watshonela apa
umntwana team: My child disap
peared here, in this place.

i Tshongololo, 7i.z. A millepede.
i Tshoxgwe, u.z. A species of the stra

monium plant. Its berries are very
poisonous.

uku Tsiioxisa, r.t x.z. To cause to sink in
water, or to disappear.

uku Tsiiotsiia. v.i.7.. To bend the bodv, as
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from severe pain in the stomach, or I
other parts of the body.

in Tshoxtsho, n.x. A disgusting thing ■
or smell ; that which creates dis
gust.

Tshotsiio, interj.x. It serves you right.
Used derisively towards a person
who has got into trouble by indis
creet conduct.

uku Tsiiotshobela, v.i.x. To draw nigh
rapidly to an object when in pur
suit, or in warlike operations.

uin Tshotsuobelo, n.x. A springing for
ward, as of one in battle, who
springs forward with energy to
wards his opponent; a coup de
main; a sudden effort; an unex
pected attack.

uku Tshotskozela, v.t.z. To go about bent
from pain.

uku Tsiioza. u.f.x.To make sure; to assure. ;
i Tshukeli, n.x.z. .Sugar. Kaflirized

from the English.
uku Tshula, v.Z.x. To pierce the ground ■

with a sharp instrument, as when
searching for something. Used
especially to denote the searching
for a corn pit in the cattle kraal by
probing, so to as to discover the
stone by which it is closed.

uku Tshuluka, v.t.z. To come from a far
distance.

in Tsiiumayelo, n.x. A declaration; an
address ; a speech, or sermon.

in TsnvxooTSHA, n.z. The spawn of
frogs.

uku Tshutshisa, r.Z.x. To persecute; to
annoy by evil acts.

uba Tshutshiso, '• m ■ n.x. Persecution.in TsnvTsmso, /
nm Tshutshisi, n.x. A persecutor.
um Tsiiwa, n.z. A line or stripe.

in Tshwabaniso, n.x. A withering up;
that which is shrunk up from being
withered, as a withered limb.

uku Tsiiwala, v.t.z. To gather up in haste,
as the gathering together of clothes,
upon the sudden falling of rain,
which have been spread out to
dry.

uku Tshwayezei.a, v.t.z. To scrape acquain
tance with another; to sucak or
steal into company.

uku Tsiiwela, x. To scratch out; to efface.
um Tshwkle, n.z. Roasted maize.
um Tshwelele, n.z. A small owl, that has

a very monotonous note at night.
uku Tshweleza, n.z. To enter and stand

between contending parties, and

endeavour to make peace, x. uku
Lamia.

in Tsiiwanya, n.x. A withered, dried up
thing.

uku Tshweza, v.t.x. To chop a pole, so as
to straighten it; to chop a pole by
sharpening the end to a point.

uku Tshwiba, v.t.z. To cast from the per
son ; to give up, as a thing stolen.

uku Tstiwila, v.t.x. To cut the car of an
animal, as a mark whereby to dis
tinguish it from others.

in Tsiiyontshyo, n.x. A young animal,
or bird, or fowl. The young of
beasts and birds.

uku TsnvoNTSnYA, v.Z.z. To turn away;
to dismiss, as one who speaks evil.

uku Tsida, v.i.x. To leap.
uku Tsibela, v.t.x. To leap over or towards

an object.
in Tsikizi, n.x. A large wild bird, of the

turkey buzzard species, z. Insi-
ngisi.

in Tsila, n.x. Filth ; that which defiles.
z. in Hila.

in Tsimbi, n.x. Metal; more generally it
denotes iron, in bars.

in Tsimakoo, n.x. A ring-tailed monkey.
in Tsimi, n.x. A garden; cultivated

land. z. in £>'imi.
uku Tsina, v.i.x. To laugh with a grinning

kind of laughter.
in Tsini, x. 1. Laughter.

2. The gums. It is usually ap
plied to a grinning kind of laughter,
in which the gums arc exposed.

in Tsinyana, n.x. A small garden.
in Tsito, n.x. Warmth; shelter from

cold.
uku Tsitsa, v.t.x. To ooze through, from

internal pressure, as water through
a dam, or blood or sweat from t he
skin.

in Tsizr, n.z. Sorrow; trouble; grief;
pain of mind ; sadness. Umpcfumlo
wain unentsizi kakulu, wada wase-
kufeni: My soul is exceeding sor
rowful, even unto death.

uku Tsoba, v.i.x. To be anxious and rest
less about the effecting a pur
pose.

i Tsoto, n.x. A sharp point; a peak.
lutongo cteolo: A sharp pointed
stick; a goad. Iniaba etsolo-. A
pointed or sugar-loaf mountain.

in Tsomi, n.x. A fable; a fiction tale.
i Tsomo, n.x. A large river in the Tembu

country ; one of the chief tribu
taries of the great Kie river.
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uku Tsoxkota, v.i.x. To speak myste
riously.

i Tsonkotelo, n.x. An intricacy. Used
to denote dark, mysterious, or am
biguous speech.

uku Tsostelela, v.t.x. To weave ; to plait;
to twist, as a rope.

in Tsoxtebelo, n.x. That which is twisted
or plaited ; hence, a bracelet for the
wrist, such being usually twisted of
different coloured grasses, or woven
of beads.

in Tsoxtelo, n.x. A rope ; a thong; any
thing to pull by, as the trace
whereby a vehicle is drawn.

Tsu, v.t.x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
tsu : To whisper softly. Usually
followed by Indlcbe: Ear. Il'a-
sondela icati tsu endlebeni yake:
He approached and whispered
softly in his car.

in Tsuba, n.x. A leather or skin bottle.
Applied to the Kaffir milk-sack,
which is made from the hide of a
cow.

in Tsumpa, n.x. A wart.
ubu Tsvmtsum, n.x. 1. A descript ion of red

ant.
2. Any thing soft and pulpy, like

ripe fruit.
in Tsumtswana, n.x. That which is small

of its kind, as small stones, &c.
Not applied to animals or plants.

i Tswele, n.x. Onions; leeks.
in Tsweliso, n.x. A need, want, necessity;

a state that requires supply or
relief.

in Tswelo, n.x. Need ; lack of anything;
destitution.

uku Tswisa, v.t.x. To speak in a strain
ed, affected, or unnatural tone of
voice.

Tu ! interj. 1. No more ; the absence
of the thing, as, Tu! amanzi:
There is no water. Tu ! abantu :
The people arc gone.

2. Used with the auxiliary verb,
Ukuti, to enforce silence. Yili
tu! Be silent; keep silence.
Batitu! They kept silence.

3. When the vowel is aspirated,
and when thus used with Ukuti,
it denotes the suddenly coming
upon an object so as to catch a
sight of it. Brdati ndakuti tu
kongonyama, ndatuswa kunenc:
When I caught a sight of the lion, I
was much alarmed.

uku Tuba, v.t'.z. To be agitated as water,
so as to cause discoloration by
stirring a sediment.

i Tuba, n.x.z. An opening; a passage.
Used Jiyuratively for an excuse or
an alleged reason.

isi Tuba, n.x.z. An opening.
uku Tubf.la, v.i.x. To go from place to

place, to escape pursuit.
um Turn, n.x.z. The milk of a cow for

two or three days after calving.
in Tunt, n.z. 1’orridgc made of meal

and new milk.
in Tubu, n.x. Young ants.

uku Tubula, v.t.x. To remove the hair
from a skin, or to remove any small
pieces of flesh, adhering to the skin
of a beast, after it is flayed. z.
To butt, thump, as a calf when
sucking.

uku Tubuleza, v.t.x. To stoop under a
small opening, so as to work a way,
as through a thicket, or the under
wood, or the low bushy part of a
forest, z. To walk gracefully, as a
person with (lowing robes.

uku Tubuza, v.t.z. To break up by blows,
as clods, or ridges, in a field which
has been roughly ploughed.

uku Tuka, v.t.x.z. 1. To curse; to abuse;
to blaspheme.

2. To start; to be alarmed.
Atdatuka, ndakumbona. I was
alarmed when I saw him.

uku Tukana, v.t.x.z. To abuse each other.
uku Tukela, v.t.x.z. To abuse on account

of. Undilukelu nina? For what
are you abusing me I

um Tuki, n.x.z. An abuser.
in Tuko, n.x.z. A blasphemy ; a curse;

abusive words.
in Tuku, n.x. A mole.

ubu Tuku, n.z. A discharge or humour
of any kind.

i Tuku, n.z. A large white maggot
found in old rotten manure, which
is the larvte of a large black beetle.

isi Tukulu, n.z. A stem of a native pipe.
ubu Tukulula, v.t.x.z. To untie; to loosen;

to unfasten.
uku Tukululeka, v.t.x.z. To loosen; to

become loose.
uku Tukusa, v.t.z. To conceal; hide

away. IKatukusa intambo csiko-
teni: He concealed the thong in
the long grass.

uku Tukutela, v.t.z. To be angry. 7/k-
kutele intliziyo yake : His heart is
angry.
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uku Tukuteza, ) I’.t'.x. To have anxiety I
uku Tukutezela, 1' about a matter, to cn-1

courage anxious thoughts, to take ■
anxious, carking earc about a
matter.

isi Tukutezi, n.x. Anxiety of mind, that
which disturbs the mind.

isi Tukutuku, n.x. An imperfect appre
hension of a subject, z. Agitation

~ of mind, such as produces perspira
tion on the body.

isi Tukutukwana, n.x. A very slight
apprehension of a subject.

uku Tukuza, v.t. x. 1. To burrow in the
ground, as a mole.

2. To proceed on a journey on a
dark night, so as to have to grope
the way. :

in Tukwane, n.x. A small yellow bird,
with a white circle round the eyes.

uku Tula, v.t.x.z. 7. To leave ofl’speaking,
to be silent. i

2. To cease to rain. Kicatula
imvula : It ceased raining.

3. v.t. To take down a thing,
as from a shelf, or hook. Tula
inewadi: Take down the book.

uku Toleka, v.i.x.z. To fall down, as an
article from a shelf.

u Tuli, n.x.z. Dust.
u Tulikazj, n.x.z. 1. A great dust; a r

storm of dust.
2. The month of July, so named

because of dust being so abundant
during that month. i

uku Tulisa, v.t.x.z. To silence, be still.
in Tulo, n.x.z. A salamander. i

‘ isi Tulo, n.z. A stool; a chair; a seat.
Kaffirized from the English word,
Stool.

i Tulu, n.z. The fruit of the Umlulu
tree.

um Tulu, n.z. A wild medlar tree bearing n
a fruit which is apparently rotten
when ripe. u

ubu Tulu, n.x. Deafness. From Uku-
tula.

isi Tulu, n.x.z. A deaf person. i
uku Tulula, v.t.x.z. To pour out of a

vessel. Applied more especially to
the pouring out of thick milk from
themilksack. Tululaamasi: Pour i
out the milk.

uku Tululela, v.t.x.z. To pour into, or i
pour out in a specific place.
Uicatiilulde lamafuta emzimbeni
wami: She hath poured this oint
ment on my body.

uku Tuma, v.t.x.z. To send ; to despatch.

I i Tuma, n.x. Fruit of the Umtuma
tree.

j um Tuma, n.x. A largo tree of the
stramonium species, very thorny.
(Solanum.)

uku Tumakalala, v.i.x. To be satisfied
with a course of action.

uku Tumda, v.t.z. To take captive; to
carry away captive. x. uku
Timba.

i Tumba, n.x.z. A boil; a swelling ; an
abscess.

in Tumbane, n.x. A stye of the eye;
a small ulcer on the lid of the
eye.

isi Tumbanja, n.z. The side post of a
Kaffir hut.

ama Tumbu, n.x.z. The intestines.
i Tumbu, n.x. One of the intestines.

ubu Tumbu, n.x. The inside refuse or pulpy
part of a pumpkin.

uku Tumela, v.t.x. To send for, or to
send for some special business.
Utunyelwa nina ? Why, or for
what purpose, arc you sent 1 For
the change of them in the example,
into ny, sec the letter Jf.

isi Tumutumu, n.z. A place of large
extent, as a large assemblage of
huts, or a large garden.

uku Tuna, v.t.z. To make unpleasant,
offensive, disagreeable, or ridiculous,
as by an offensive remark, or by
adopting an unbecoming dress.

uku Tunoa, v.i.x. To void urine, z. uku
Tvhobinga.

uku Tundeza, v.t.x. To drive an animal
gently; to drive on tenderly.

isi Tundu, n.z. A large wicker basket.
um Tunduluka, n.z. A tree with a fruit

like a red plum, which is very acid
before it ripens.

uku Tunoa, v.t.x. To sew, to stitch.
i Tunoa, n.x.z. A milk pail.

uku Tungata, v.i.z. To sniff; to smell at a
thing like a dog.

in Tungele, n.x. A coarse kind of mat.
um Tungi, n.x.z. One who sews.
in Tungo, n.x. 1. The shin bonef

2. The inner part of the roof of
a house.

um Tungo, n.x.z. A sewing, a seam, a
piece stitched on to a garment.

isi Tunau, n.z. A bundle of grass, or leaves,
or any other light material.

i Tungulu, n.x.z. The name of a wild
fruit, the size and shape of a
magnum bonum plum. It is found
in abundance on the coast lands, in
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and near the colony of,
Natal.

uni Tungulu, n.x.z. The tree bearing
the fruit named i tungulu.

uku Tungulula, v.i.x. 1. Animals which are
born blind, as the feline species,
are said to tungulula when they
first open their eyes.

2. To wake up to the appro-1
hension of a thing or subject.

in Tungunono, n.z. The secretary bird. ■
x. i Ngxangxosi.

uni Tuxgwa, n.z. A tree, the fruit of.
which is used as a carminative '
medicine. i

in Tukgwa, n.z. The fruit of the uni r
tungwa tree.

in Tunja, n.x.z. An opening; a hole I
through a roof, a wall, or a rock.

in Tvkjana, n.x.z. A small opening.
uku Tunqa, v.t.z. To smoke, as a fire; to

rise, as dust.
uku Tuksula, v.t.z. To throw a burden on

the ground, as a piece of timber
from the shoulder, or a bundle of,
grass or clothes from the head.

ubu Tuntu, n.x.z. Dulness; want of edge
in an instrument.

uku Tuktubbza, v.i.x. To blunt the edge
of an instrument or knife.

uku Tunttuta, v.t.x. To beat severely; to
belabour, as with a stick.

uku Tcxuka, v.t. To hurt, a person by touch
ing a sore place or old wound.

isi Tuxv.su, n.z. A weak-minded indi
vidual.

isi Tvnywa, n.x.z. A messenger. Lit.
One sent.

i Tuxzr, n.x.z. A shady place; a sha
dow. Itunzi lofuka: The shadow
of death.

isi Tuxzr, n.x.z. The shadow of a person
or thing. Isitunzi scndlu: The
shadow of a house.

urn Tuxzr, n.x. Shade. Masihlale ein-
tunzini : Let us sit in the shade.

uku Tufa, v.i.x. To mention a matter to
another; to refer to, and speak ca
sually of, a matter.

i Tufa, n.x. The footprint of an animal '
with talons.

isi Tufa, n.x.z. The thumb, z. Six.
isi Tufana, n.z. A short, thickset person. ;

From isi Tupa : The thumb.
uku Tupaza, v.t.z. 1. To walk as a thick

set person; to stump along; to
toddle, as a child.

2. To grope ; to try to find the
nay in the dark.

um Tuqwa, n.x. A tawny coloured ox.
z. um Tuqu.

um Tuqwakazi, n.x. A tawny coloured
cow. z. um Tuqukazi.

uku Tusa, v.t.x.z. To startle; to frighten;
to alarm.

i Tusr, n.z. Brass. x. Ixina.
in Tusr, n.x.z. An ox with white flanks.
in Tusikazi, n.x.z. A cow with white

flanks.
uku Tuta, v.i x. To rob.
uku Tuta, v.t.x.z. To carry things from

one place to another.
isi Tuta, n.x. 1. An ancestral spirit.

2. A weak-minded, helpless per
son. Used to denote a clever per
son who does foolish things ; a
genius.

uku Tutixa, v.t.x.z. To carry for another,
or to remove a thing to a place
named or pointed out. Zitutdc
cndlwini ezizinto : Take, or carry,
these things into the house.

in Tuto, n.x.z. A load ; a cargo; that
which is carried or conveyed.
Intuto wenqwelo : The load of a
wagon. Intuto wenqanawa: The
cargo of a ship.

Tutu I Used clliptically for Makubc
tutu: Let there be silence; hold
your peace; be still. Tutuni!
bantwana.: Silence 1 children.

u Tutu, n.x.z. Ashes.
i Tutu, n.x. A robber; one who takes

from another by force or violence.
Usually applied to cattle lifters.

uku Tutuaiba, v.i.x.z. To throb, as a
wound when suppurating; to ache.

uku Tutumbbla, v.i.x.z. To throb vio
lently.

uku Tutu.mbisa, v.t x.z. To cause an aching
pain ; to cause pain, either of body
or mind.

in Tumbo, n.x.z. A throbbing pain.
uku Tutumela, v.i.x.z. To tremble with

fear; to be nervous; to feel trem
bling anxiety.

uku Tutuxjiswa, v.p.x. The passive of the
verb Ukututumbisa: To be in pain ;
to be made to feel pain. For the
mutation of the mb into nj, see un
der the letter B.

u Tvtuva,, n.z. A scabby pustule ; any
foul eruption on the skin.

isi Tctwane, n.x.z. An epileptic fit.
in Titwane, n.x.z. A’ person afflicted

with epileptic fits.
i Tuttana, n.x.z. A small space. Dim.

of Ituba : A space; an opening,
O 0

Tuxv.su
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Waychamba ilutyana: lie pro
ceeded a little way.

in Tuva, n.z. Scurf on the head.
u Tuvr, n.x.z. The excrement of the

human species.
uku Twa, aux. n.x.z. The passive of Ukuti:

To say. Used, 1. To convey an
order or a command issued to a
third party through a person.
Kutwa makuhanjwe: Orders arc
given that the journey commence.

2. Applied to names of places
thus: Sadlula kwentaba ckutwa
Yintabakandoda: We passed a
mountain named, Intabakandoda.

um Tw.t, n.x.z. A Bushman ; one of the
Bushman tribe.

u Tw.t, n.z. A deep place in a river ; a
hollow in a rock, where bees arc
often found.

1 Twabi, n.z. Hiccough.
uku Twabula, v.t.z.To beat a child. From

Umntwana : A child ; and Bula,:
To beat out corn.

uku Twabulula, v.t.x. 1. To stretch out,
as when a skin is pegged to the
ground to dry, or as a garment
which is stretched to remove folds
or wrinkles.

2. To stretch out, as a bird when
stretching oul its wings to fly.

isi Twabululo, n.x. A stretching out.
Tsiltoabuhdo samapiko entaka: The
spreading oul of a bird’s wings.

uku Twabuzela, v.i.z. To step out in walk
ing.

i Twabvzi, n.x. A description of bird.
u Twat, n.z. Cutaneous sores.

uku Twaizela, v.i.r.. To walk vigorously;
to stride along like a tall man.

uku Twakula, v.t.x. To chew hastily.
i Twakutwakv, n.x. 1. Any naturally

hard substance, which, when satu
rated by, or steeped in water, be
comes soft and yielding. Hence,

2. Applied to a person without
strength of mind or will; one who
soon yields to circumstances; a
cowardly individual.

uku Twakutwakula, v.i.x. To walk in a
peculiarly jumping manner, as a
person who is afflicted with Chorea,
or St. Vitus’s Hance. Used deri
sively to describe another’s walk
when unsteady.

uku Twala, v.t.x.7.. To carry; to bear a
burden.

in Twala, n.x. A louse.

uku Twalela, v.t.x.z. To carry for another;
to carry towards a person or place.

uku Twalklana, v.i.x. To be very angry;
to be wrathful.

um Twali, n.x.z. A porter; one who
carries burdens.

uku Twalisa, v.t.x.7.. To lay a burden on
another.

um Twalo, a burden ; load; freight.
um Twana, x.z. See Umntwana.
in Twana, n.x.z. 1. A small thing; the

diminutive of Into : A thing.
2. A small quantity of anything.

Ndipe intwana yamasi: Give me a
little milk.

in Twanana, n.x.z. A very small thing.
isi Twanya, n.z. Soft fruit.

uku Twasa, v.t.x.7. 1. To come into view:
to begin to appear in the heavens.
Inyanga itwasile: The new moon
has appeared ; it is new moon.

2. It denotes the commencement
of the seasons of Spring and Sum
mer. Intlokohlazi seitwasilc: The
spring has commenced. Litwasilc
ihlobo: The summer has com
menced.

3. It denotes the completion of a
professional education, and the
commencement of practice by the
native doctors, and the professional
witch finders, denoting that they
have been fully instructed in the
mysteries of their profession. Eli
qiia litwasilc: That doctor has
completed bis education and com
menced practice.

■1. IV hen Ukutwasa is used as a
verbal noun in the ablative case it
has an adverbial power, and means,
Just about the commencement of
any period referred to. Ekutwaseni

. kwcntlokohlazi : About the com
mencement of spring.

uku Twasisa, v.t.x.7. To initiate into pro
fessional practice, as old doctors do
a young unpractised one.

i Twatwa, n.x. A dressed hide, such as
is used for making thongs; a fore
slag skin. z. Hoar frost.

um Twazi, n.x.z. A strong fibrous sub
stance, found in forests; a kind of
monkey rope, much used by the
natives in building their houses.

um Twebela, n.x. The wax-like substance
used by the bees for filling any
opening in the hive, and for closing
it during the winter season, to keep
out the cold.
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uku Twebula, v.t.x. 1. To tear the pieces
of flesh oft’ a hide which adheres
to it after it is taken from the
animal.

2. To strip bark from trees.
ukn Twesa, v.t.x. 1. To give advice to

another.
x.z. 2. To place a burden on man

or beast. Used principally to de
note the assisting a woman to place
a burden on her head, which is the
mode usually adopted by Kaffir
women in carrying a burden. In
the latter sense this is a word more
generally used by the Fingoo tribes.

uku Twbtwa, v.i.x. 1. To creep along slowly
and slily, as a cat.

2. To speak softly,as when giving
a hint; to speak as one fearful to
speak openly.

in Twetwe, n.x.. A pod of a seed-bearing
tree, as of the mimosa tree.

i Twetwe, n.z. A state of shivering from
fear.

i Twika, n.x. A mongrel dog.
Tya, x. Used with Ukuti, which sec at

No. S of its meanings. Ukuti tya :
To come out to the open country,
as when climbing a mountain a
person reaches the top, and gets a
view of the country which was pre
viously hid from him. BYiti tya
entabeni: He came out on the top
of the mountain.

uku Tya, n.x.z. Food of any kind. =
Ukudla.

uku Tya, v.i.x. To cat; to take food.=
Ukudla.

isi Tya, n.x.z. A basket; a vessel.
um Tya, n.x. A cord for binding with;

a thong.
uku Tyabeka, v.t.x. To plaster, as a house.
uku Tyabuka, v.i.x. To chafe, as in riding,

so as to have an abrasion of the
skin, resulting in an open sore.

uku Tyabula, v.t.x. To chafe, so as to
cause an open wound or sore; to
open the flesh by scourging.

Tyafa, v.i.x. Used with Ukuti,which
see at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukuti tyafa : To sink into a soft
substance, as a stone into soft mud.
j\7dite tyafa cludakeni: I sunk into
the mud.

Tyafile, adj.x. Weak ; weakness; las
situde; want of vigour. From
Tyafa: To sink. Tyafile refers to
a want of strength to bear up under
trials. Ndityafdc ; I am weak.

ubu Tyakala,n.x.Stupidity; recklessness.
isi Tyakala, n.x. A stupidly reckless

person.
uku Tyakatya, v.t.x. 1. To cut open, as in

lancing a tumour, or cutting a piece
of meat in two.

2. To lacerate in flogging or
scourging.

3. To pled along on a journey.
i Tyakuva, n.x. A pustule, as in the

small pox.
uku Tyala, v.t.x.z. To push a person for

ward, or to push from the person.
uku Tyala, v.t.x. To plant, as a tree or

shrub.
i Tyala, n.x. Guilt; faultiness.

isi Tyalo, n.x.z. A plant; that which is
planted. From Ukutyala: To plant.

uku Tyampuza, n.x. To impose upon a per
son by misleading statements; to
bamboozle.

isi Tyasa, n.x.z. A small basket, or a
small vessel. Dim. of Isitya.

uku Tyaxda, v.t.x. 1. To lance or cut open
a boil or abscess.

2. To lay open by cutting, as a
piece of meat.

i Tyaxda, n.x. A bald place on the head.
uku Tyaxdela, v.t.x. To cut open for

another. Ndityandeleinyama ukuzc
ndi yoje : Cut up this meat for me,
that I may roast or fry it.

uku Tyasela, v.t.x. To sweep, as the sweep
ing of a house, x. uku Tshayela.

um Tyaxelo, n.x. A brush, x. Umtyayelo.
i Tyaxelo, n.z. A plant from which the

natives make tea, and from which
brooms are made.

uku Tyaxga, v.i.x. To wander about from
place to place.

um Tyanoakipo, n.x. A long continued
plaintive cry, as of a person in sor
row or trouble.

u Tyani, n.x. Pasture grass; hay.
uku Tyaxtyula, v.i.x. To bolt; to run

away violently.
uku Tyafa, v.i.x.x. 1. To perform an action

seasonably, opportunely, and satis
factorily. Utyapile ufike : You
have come just at the right time.
Uyatyap' utsho : You have said the
right thing, and at the right time.

uku Tyapaka, v.t.x. To be blinded by in
jury to the eyes. Always followed
by Jliso or Ameldo. Bangabantu
abatyapeke amehlo : They are per
sons who are blinded; whose eyes
are so injured that they cannot
see.

a
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uku Tyapalaza, v.t.z. To smear the floor of (
a house with cow dung, to lay the
dust, and prevent the earth from
breaking up. x. Ukvsinda.

uku Tyapaza, v.t.x. To injure or destroy ■
the eye or eyes. Waba tyapaza
amehlo: lie put out their eyes.

uku Tyaqa, v.t.z. To overpower by astonish
ment ; to cause great surprise; to
deprive a person of self-possession.

in Tyasa, ii.z. A snuff spoon made of
bone.

uku Tyata, v.t.x. To carry on the shoulder,
as a gun.

um Tyato, ii.x. 1. Anything worn or car
ried across the shoulder. Hence,

2. An ox whose horns lean back
towards the shoulder.

uku Tyatyamba, v.i.x. 1. To flower; to
blossom.

2. x.z. To throb; to ache, as a
rising or wound.

uku Tyatyambela, v.t.x.z.To feel an aching
pain.

in Tyatyambo, n.x. A blossom ; a flower.
uku Tyatyaza, v.t.z. To spurt out, as water

from a syringe.
uku Tyatyekwa, x. Poss, of uku Tyabeka :

To plaster. For the mutation of b
into ty see the letter B.

uku Tyatyazela, v.i.x. To make a noise
like the cracking of timber, or like
the splittingof large picccsof wood.

i Tyatyazi, n.z. A blister on the hand
or foot.

Tye, x. 1. The perfect tense of the
verb Tri, which sec. It is used ad-
jectively for Straight, denoting that
which is straight, as a line, a road,
or a path. Indicia ite lye : A path
which is straight.

2. It is sometimes used as the
active voice of Tyi, (which see,)
with the auxiliary verb Ukuti, after
the verb Ukwenza: To make. Zcn-
zeni ziti tye indicia: Make the
paths straight.

ili Tye, 77.x.z. A stone; a flint; a pebble.
z. Ityc.

uku Tyeda, v.t.x. To open out anything
made of metal, as a ring, lienee,
To cock a gun. Umpu utyedile:
The gun is cocked.

uku Tyeka, ) v.t.x. To move on one side;
uku Tyekeka, )’ to move out of the way,

so as to allow another person to
pass.

uku Ttekela, v.t.x. To bend towards ; to
turn towards; to be inclined to.

i Tyeketyeke, n.x. Any soft, yielding
substance, wanting in rigidity, as a
person in a fainting fit. Nditc
ndakulinga ukumfunqula, ndafika
elityeketyeke : When I attempted to
lift him up, I found his body with
out rigidity, z. A large black ant,
which is found running rapidly

• about in roads.
uku Tyekeza, v.t.z. To leak out, or to spill

out, from a vessel, so that but little
remains.

uku Tyekisa, v.t.x. To cast aside; to wil
fully neglect.

u Tyj-.ku, n.z. Anything in an awkward
position which is likely to fall.

uku Tyekui.a, v.t.z. To skip about, as
lambs or young calves; to gambol;
to frisk about.

uku Tyela, v.t.x.z. To inform of an event
or events; to relate ; to narrate.

in Tyela, n.x. Porridge burnt to the
bottom of the pot in which it has
been boiled.

i Tyeleba, n.x. An aromatic plant; a
kind of mint.

uku Tyeleka, v.t.z. To borrow; to lend.
x. Ukuboleka.

uku Tyei.ela, v.t.x.z. 1. To relate ; to com
municate information to another.

2. To visit a person or locality.
in Tyei.elo, 77.x.z. A narrative; a state

ment.
uku Tyeka, v.t.z. To converse; to chat;

to communicate one with another
in conversation; to hold friendly
intercourse.

i Tykya, 77.x. A chest; a box. Used
also to denote a coflin.

Tyi, v.i.x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. S of its meanings. Ukuti
tyi: to go straightforward on a
journey. Yiti tyi kuyo londlela:
Go straightforward on that
path.

um Tyi, n.x. An opening; an open way ;
that which has no obstructions.
Unityi womyango: The doorway,
or opening into a house. Uintyi
waschlatiui: An opening, or
straight, open path, through a fo
rest ; an opening of clear sky amid
clouds.

uku Tyibilika, v.i.x. To slip; to slide.
uku Tyibiliza, v.t.x. To cause to slide.
uku Tyida, v.t.x. To interlay, as the inter

laying of metal or ivory in wood
or stone. Applied by the Kaffirs
especially to the interlaying of lead
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or other metal in the bowk of their
pipes.

uku Tyikatyika, r.i’.x. To roll about in
mud.

uku Tyikatyikisa, v.t.x. To roll a person
in the mud.

uku Tyila, v.t.x. To make manifest; to
reveal.

uku Tyilbla, v.t.x. To throw refuse about
in a slovenly manner; to make a
litter. Especially applied to the
throwing about the peelings of the
sweet cane, when eaten by the na
tives.

uku Tyiloza, v.i.x. To speak often; to
chatter; to prate.

um Triso, n.x. A row of things, as of
poles, or trees, or stones.

uku Tyisa, v.i.x. To chew the cud.
uku Tyishila, v.i.x. To move off from a

place rapidly, as if in haste, or from
fear of evil.

um Tyiso, n.x. The cud. Inkomo iyatyisa
umtyso: The cow is chewing the
cud.

uku Tyityisa, v.t.x. To spoil a thing by
attempting to perform it without a
sufficient knowledge of the opera
tion ; a person attempting to tunc
an instrument who has a deficient
car for music, and thus spoiling it,
would be said to tyityisa it.

uku Tyityizela, v.t.z. To run a red hot
iron into any soft substance, as into
wood.

Tymbalala, v.i.x. Used with Ukuli,
which see at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukuti tymbalala: To be prostrate,
as one dead.

uku Tyoba, v.t.x. 1. To crush an insect or
a small substance with the nail
of the finger.

2. To banter.
Tyobotyobo, x. Onomatopoetic. Used

with Ukuti, which sec at No. 8 of
its meanings. Ukuti tyobotyobo:
To break to pieces. Applied to the
breaking of dry twigs, or of dry
leaves, by treading them down.
Yiva! nantsiyainyamakazi iti tyobo
tyobo chlatini: Listen ! there is the
sound of game treading down the
branches in the forest. When pre
ceded by the passive form of Ukuti
it denotes the being broken to
pieces. Inqwclo yatiwe tyobotyobo
cmazantsi alentaba: The wagon
was broken to pieces at the foot of
this mountain.

uku Tyoboza, v.t.x. To break through a
fence or boundary. Inkomo zi-
tyo6o:i/ecbulilanti: The cattle have
broken through the kraal. The
difference of meaning between this
word and Gqoboza, (which see,) is,
that Tyoboza denotes that an en
closure is broken through by press
ing upon it, or running against it
by an animal, and thus forcing a
way through. Whereas, Gqoboza
denotes the breaking through of an
enclosure or wall by the use of in
struments. Amasela agqobozile
indlu: The thieves have broken
through the house.

uku Tyobozhka, r.n.x. To break out, as a
fountain breaking out from the
earth, or cattle from an enclosure.

uku Tyobozela, v.t.x. To break through in
a certain place. Indawo apo zi-
tyobozela kona inkomo : The place
where the cattle broke through.

uku Tyokela, v.i.x. To continue to re
iterate and repeat again and again
the same thing.

u Tyokf.lo, mx. A repeated utterance
and reiteration of the same thing.

uku Tyoi.a, v.t.x. To accuse a person
falsely of any crime or misde
meanour. z. To deceive ; to steal,
stealthily, as when in friendly in
tercourse a man steals another’s
purse.

um Tyoli, ?i.x. A false accuser; one who
wilfully accuses another for the
purpose of injuring him.

um Tyolo, n.x. The yellow jessamine
plant.

i Tyolo, n.x. A separate bush, or a
clump of bushes standing alone.
z. A bushy country.

uku Tyoloza, v.i.x. To sing at a dance, so
as to lead the dance, in measured
time. It is used especially to de
note the action of the women, who
stand and sing, and keep time by
the clapping of their hands, while
the men dance.

uku Tyomfa, v.t.x. To cajole; to impose
upon; to flatter, so as to cheat.

uku Tyondotf-la, v.t.x. To make a state
ment to another, in a formal and
particular manner, so as to give a
full and accurate account of a
matter.

i Tyosholo, n.x. Anything long or
lanky ; a long thing without cor
responding bulk.
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uku Tyotyobeza, v.t.x. To perform to the
utmost ability of the person acting.

uku Tyouta, v.t.x. To whistle, so as to in
cite to combat.

Tyu, x. Used with Ukuti, which sec
at No. S of its meanings. Ukuti
tyu. 1. To suddenly throw a gar
ment or cloth on the shoulder. Yit i
tyu ingubo yako : Throw thy cloak
over the shoulder.

2. To suddenly spring on a horse.
Ute tyu ehasheni : He suddenly
sprang upon the horse.

um Tyuba, n.x. Brackish water.
um Tyukata, n.x. A long, tedious road.

Tyuku, x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
tyuku: To perform an action deli
berately and carefully.

uku Tyukuza, x. The same meaning as
Ukuti tyuku, which see.

uku Tyui.uba, v.i.x. To cause a quivering
motion in the chest, and strong
muscular action of the body, as
made by Kaffirs when dancing in a
state of nudity.

uku Tyumba, v.t.x. To purloin; to take
without the knowledge of the pro
prietor. It also denotes the appro
priating a thing to a person’s own
use, under the professed purpose of
restoring it to its owner.

uku Tyumbuza, v.t.x. To flounder about in
water, or as a loose thing in a jolt
ing wagon on a rough road.

uku Tyuaika, v.t.x. To burst open, as a
ball or bladder, or as an egg iu fall
ing ; to be dashed in pieces.

uku Tyumza, v.t.x. To bruise ; to crush.
z. Ukutyumuza.

uku Tyundyuta, v.i.x. To talk repeatedly
and incessantly on any subject.

uku Tyundyutuka, v.i.x. To utter a long,
plaintive cry, as of one in great
distress.

uku Tyuntya, v.i.x. 1. To make a long
speech ; to be prosy and tedious in
making a statement.

2. To run with long and steady
strides, so as to hold out long with
out weariness.

in Tyuntya, n.x. A great talker; a
proser.

i Tyuntyo, n.x. A Icing, tedious speech,
sermon, or oration.

uku Tyunyuzwa, v.t.x:/.. To be bruised.
the passive of Ukutyumza: To
bruise. For the change of the m
into nyu, see under the letter M,

uku Tyutula, v.t.x. 1. To cut or tear meat
from the carcase of an animal in a
boisterous, ravenous manner, by
snatching from each other, as is
often done by Kaffirs, before it is
cut up into joints; to snatch and
tear from each other, as dogs
when tearing to pieces a piece of
meat.

uku Tyutulisa, v.t.x. To assist to cut meat
from the carcase of an animal, as in
the word Ukutyutula, before it is
cut up into joints in a proper
manner.

Tyututyula. Used with Ukuti,
which see at No. S of its meanings.
Ukuti Tyututyula, v.t.x. To move
quickly, energetically, and scarch-
ingly through a thicket, a forest, or
jungle, or any other obstacle to pro
gress, in a journey.

uku Tyututyuta, v.i.x. To be precipitate
in acting; to act with nervous
haste.

ubu Tyututyutu, n.x. Precipitancy in ac
tion.

uku Tyutuzela, v.t.x. To act with pre
cipitancy; to be excited in action,
so as to lack prudence and caution.

uku Tyutya, v.t.x. 1. To extend an
action or operation over the whole
surface of a person, or thing, or
country. Hence,

1. To traverse a locality or a
country, as in search of a person or
animal. Ndatyulya ilizwe lonke
ndilifuna ihashc lam, kanti andili.
fumananga: I travelled over the
whole country, seeking my horse,
but found it not.

2. To gad about from place to
place; to rove about. Uman’uku-
hamba etyutya ilizwe lonke : He is
constantly gadding about over the
whole country.

3. To spread over the whole per
son. Etutywa umziniba wake wonke.
ngamaqakuva: The eruption has
spread over his whole body. Etutywa
into cninzi amanxeba, waye naye
ebatyutye kuncnc kwanabo: He was
covered with many wounds, and he
also covered them with wounds.

i Tyuwa, n.x. Salt.
uku Tywabuzela, v.t.z. To eat in a hasty

and unbecoming manner.
i Tywakutywaku,n.x. A soft and flexible

substance, as dough or wax. This
word is applied to persons, to de-
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note a weak, feminine disposition,
or weakness of body, implying las
situde and want of vigour. If a
person faints, and is habitually
weak, it is said, Ulitywakntywaku.

ubu Tywala, 1 n.x.z. Beer; any fermented
u Tywala, J liquor, made either from

malt, honey, or fruit.
uku Tywakaza, v.t.x. Onomatopoetic. 1.

To slap with the hand ; to box.
2. To clap the hands together.

Watywa'raza izandlazakc ngovuyo:
He clapped his hands with joy.

isi Tywetywe, n.x. Anything broad and
flat, as a slab of stone, or a table top.

uku Tyweza, v.t.x. To sharpen a stick to a
point.

uku Tywila, v.t.x. To dive in water.
uku Tywilisa, v.t.x. To cause to dive; to

submerge ; to plunge under water.
in Tywiliso, tt.x. Submersion.

uku Tywina, v.t.x. To cement; to glue
together.

i Tywina, n.x. Glue; any liquid cement.
A kind of cement made from a tree
of the same name, and used for fix
ing the spear of the assegai in its
handle.

U, in Kaflir, is sounded soft, like oo in
the English words, moon, soot, &c.

In vowel verbs, that is, verbs the
root of which commences with a
vowel, the final u of the sign of the
infinitive is changed into w before
the initial vowel of the root. Thus,
Ukuenza becomes Ukicenza, and
Ukuoyika becomes Ukwoyika.

U, is the prefix for nouns which
arc the names of persons: U-James,
U-Faku. Thus proper names arc
formed from almost any word in
Kaflir, at the caprice of parents or
others, arising out of some circum
stance or circumstances connected
with, or which occur at, the birth
of a child. As, U-Zaktifa: About to
die. U-Zililo: A lamentation. U-
Mbodla: A wild cat. U-Kwen-
kwezi: A star. U-Gangel iztee:
As large as the world, &c.

When u is the initial vowel of a ■
noun, it changes into o,

1. When preceded by the Eupho- I
nic letters in the genitive case. Um- (
ntivana wmnfazi: The child or

the woman, Ihctshe lomnlu: Horse
of that person.

2. When the noun is preceded by
the instrumental and conjunctive
forms of the nouns. U-Palo. Ngo-
Pato : Through Pato. Indoda
nomntwuna akc: The man and bis
child. Besihamba kunye no Faku:
We journeyed with Faku.

U, is also the Pronominal verbal
prefix of the 2 per. sing, and of spec.
1 sing, excepting in the subjunctive
mood,where the spec. 1 sing, takes «,
and in the participle, where it takcsc.
Ukuba atanda; If he should love.
Ukuba atande: That he might
love. Etanda: He loving.

Ubanina! x. Who is it !
Ube, x.z. Tense form of the verb.

Spec. 2 sing, participial form. Ube-
Ma: You having been speaking.

Ubu, x. 1. The prefix of nouns 3 per.
species 7. Ubuso: Face. Ubu-
luinko: Wisdom.

2. The contracted or apocopated
tense form of the imperfect tense of
the verb, 2 per. sing, and spec. G
sing. Ubuteta : Thou wast speak
ing, or Thou didst speak. 6’dunga
teti: Thou wast not speaking. I'm-
lambo «&j<zelc : The river was full.

3. Ubu is the prefix whereby all
abstract nouns arc formed in Kaflir
from the roots of common nouns.
Indoda: Man. Ubudoda: Man
hood. Ubuntu: Humanity. Ilumko:
Wisdom. Ubulumko: Wisdom.

Uku, x. 1. The infinitive of the verb
Ukutanda: To love.

2. Prefix of nouns of specie 8.
Ukulya: Food.

Ukuba, conj. x. 1. If. It is thus used
as the sign of the subjunctive
mood. Ungati ukuba. uvume undi-
hlambululc: If thou wilt, thoucanst
make me clean.

2. That; in order that; that it
might. Ndizilc ukuba ndikubonc:
1 have come, that I might see thee.
Wayenzalonto ukuba siqumbe : lie
did that in order that we might be
provoked.

3. When Ukuba precedes the in
finitive of the passive form of the
verb, it means, That it might be.
Ukuba kubontce : That it might be
seen.

Ukukga, x. The infinitive of the verb
To wish. For the use of the root
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see nga, under the letter N. Uku-
nga is sometimes used before the
Potential mood as an Optative pro
position in much the same sense as
is expressed by Ukuba. Watandaza
ukunga anga hlala naye-. He prayed
that he might be with him. Lit.
He prayed, wishing to be with him.
Bazidinisa, ngokungabanga fumana
ueango : They wearied themselves
in endeavouring (lit. in wishing')
that they might find the door.

Ukupela, x. Used with the particle ke,
affixed to denote finality. Kupela
ke kwokuteta kwam: The end of
my speech. Ukupela ke, yibani
nonkc nivumelana: Finally, be ye
all of one mind.

Ukuze, x. So that. Ukuze is the infi
nitive of the verb Ukuza: To come,
with the final vowel changed into
c. It is used with the present tense
of the subjunctive mood to denote
a consequence, or a final end. Ukuze
asizise ku Tixo : That he might
bring us to God. It is also used in
the sense of, “In order that.” Wasi-
pelcka ukuze singa lahleki: He ac
companied us, that we might not
be lost. Wasitetelcla ukuze singa
gwetywa : He interceded for us,
that we might not be condemned.
Wasinceda ukuze sifezc umsebenzi
wetu : He assisted us, in order that
we might complete our task.

i Ula, n.x.z. An antelope named the
Orebi.

Utt,’, x. Prefix of nouns of the 5 spec.
_ «>i ng.

Ulutj, n.x. A rod. The plural is
formed by changing ulu into izin.
Uluti: A rod. Izinti: Rods.

Um, x. Prefix of nouns of specs. 1 and
6 sing. Umntu; A person. Um-
lambo: A river.

isi Umba, n.z. Mould arising from damp,
as upon maize or Kaffir corn.

Uxa kanye, adv.x. Never; not once.
It is used in answer to a request or
proposal from another when a de
cided refusal is given. Vuma into
enditetayo: Consent to my pro
posal. Unakanye! No, never!

UxANTsr, x. Sec Nantsi, under the
letter N.

Uxoa, x. Used with the forms of the
Potential moodasan Optative mood
of the verb 3 per. sing. 1 spec.
Unga anga bulala lomntu : He

wishes to kill that man. Unga anga
hamba : He wishes to go.

Urge, aux.verb x. Neg. past part, form
spec. 1 and 6 sing. Ungenguye:
Not being he. Unge nguwo: Not
being it.

Ungowas, x. A Pronominal prefix.
Spec. 1 sing. Prefixed to the ab
lative of nouns, thus: Lowo ungo-
wascmhlabeni: He is of the earth.
ZZnpotcasc-’Rini: He is one of, or be
longing to, the Rini,—Graham’s
Town.

Ungu, x. Thou art. Used before nouns
of spec. 1 sing. Ungumntu : Thou
art a person, tfn/ywkumkani waba
Juda : Thou art King of the Jews.

Ungubanina? x. Who art thou I This
word properly refers to persons
only, but it is also used in asking
the question, What is your name?
What is his name? &c. Ungu
banina igama lako? What is thy
name? Lit. Who is thy name?

Unguye, x. Thou art he. Unguye
owenza lonto: Thou art he who
didst that thing.

isi Unguza, n.z. A hailstorm.
Usukuba, x. Whosoever. The mean

ing is the same as Osukuba, which
sec. Usukuba is preceded by the
dem. pro., and followed by a verb.
Lowo usukuba ekwenza okubi: He
whosoever he may be that docth
evil. Osukuba is usually preceded
by Ukuze : In order that. Ukuze
osukuba ekolwa uguyc angabubi:
That whosoever believeth in him
might not perish.

i Uwa, n.x. An animal uniting both
sexes; a hermaphrodite.

Uya, x. Tense form of the verb 2 and
3 per. sing. pre. tense and spec. 6
sing. Uyahamba : You arc going,
or, He is going. Prefixed to the In
finitive of the verb it expresses fu
ture time. Uya kuhamba : You,
or be, will go. Uya is compounded
of u, the Pronominal verbal prefix
of spec. 1 and G sing, and of the 2
per. sing, and the root of Ukuya :
To go, and is lit. Thou goest, or, He
goes, to love.

Uzk, x. Used in the sense of then or
when by a person addressing ano
ther, when referring to some cit-
cumstance or circumstances, or Io
some conversation which has pie-
viously taken place. It is there-
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fore inferential and consequential
in its meaning. Uze uti ke unga
libali ukuhamba nabo: Do not
then fail to go with them. Uze uti
ke wena wakubuy'a uwenze lomse-
benzi: Therefore, when you return,
do this work. Uze is compounded
of the verbal prefix of spec. 1 sing.
and z«, the root of Ukuxa: To
come, which sec under the letter Z.

V.

V is a soft labial, and is sounded in Kaf
fir like v in the English words,
vice, vine, &c.

uku Va, v.t.x.l. To hear; to hearken; to
listen. Uvilena ? Have you heard ?
Yiva ke ! Just hear now 1

2. To yield obedience; to con
sent. Ndiyeva: I consent to what
is said. Akeva: He does not con
sent to obey. The imperative is
formed, as in the case of all Irregu
lar verbs, by prefixing yi to the
root. Yiva: Listen.

3. To taste ; to partake of. Yi-
vani, nibone, ukuba U-Yeuovaii u-
lungile: Taste,. and see that the
Lord is good.

•1. The form of the perfect past
tense of this verb is used to denote
vigour, cither of person or circum
stances. Umntwana uvile: The
child is vigorous. Instimi ivile:
The land has brought forth abun
dantly.

5. In counting, to be over the
number ten. Ishumi liva mbini,
liva ntatu : Ten, and two beyond ;
ten, and three more. Meaning
Twelve, thirteen, tc.

um Va, n.x. The hinder part of a person
or thing.

amc Va, n.x. Thorns.
iin Vaba, n.x.Z; A Kaffir milk sack. It

is an indispensable article of the
household of every respectable Kaf
fir house. It is made from the pre
pared hide of an ox or cow. The
milk is poured in by a bottle-like
neck, and remains in the sack until
by fermentation the whey is sepa
rated from the curd. The latter is
eaten, and esteemed highly by the
natives as an article of food. z. A
herd of cattle.

Vaka, n.z. A careless, slovenly, cow
ardly person.

, uku Vakala, v.i.x. To sound forth, as a
bell, or report of a gun.

uku Vakalisa, v.t.x. To cause to sound
forth.

uku Vakatya, v.i.z. 1. To walk abroad for
exercise or pleasure.

2. To stand or walk on guard, as
a soldier, x. uku Varasha.

i Vakavaka, n.x. A sandy country; a
damp country; soft, yielding ground.

uku Vala, v.i.x.z. To shut; to close.
uku Valeka, v.i.x.z. Tobe shut. Ucango/u-

valckile: The door is shut. Ucango
aluvaleki: The door will not shut.

uku Valela, v.t.x. To shut in. Bamvalcla
endlwini: They shut him up in the
house. Ndivalelwa endlictni: I
am confined in the house.

uku Valelisa, v.t.z. To bid adieu; to take
leave of.

uku Valelisana, v.t.z. To take leave of
one another.

um Vali, n.x. A doorkeeper.
u Valo, n.x.z. 1. Anxious fear. Some

times used for an accusing con
science, meaning fear on account
of guilt.

2. The soft part of the cartilage
of the breast bone.

um Valo, n.x.z. A pole used for closing
the cattle fold.

uku Vama, v.t.z. To be in abundance ; to
abound ; to be covered with, as a
fruit tree with fruit; to exceed the
usual quantity. Intsimi ivamile
nonyaka: The land has brought
forth abundantly this year.

im Vama, n.z. Worth ; quality ; value.
uku Vamba, v.t.x. To tattoo; to make

figures on the person by cutting
the skin.

um Vambi, n.x. One who makes figures
on a person’s body by cutting it;
one who practises this as a profes
sion.

um Vambo, n.x. A mark or wale in the
flesh, caused by the healing of cuts
made by tattooing the person, or
cuttings for cupping.

isi Vami, n.z. One who excels others; a
master of many arts; one who ex
ceeds others in all he undertakes,
whether of good or evil; a person
of energetic character.

uku Vasa, v.t.x.z. To understand each
other. Lit. To hear each other.

im Vasa, n.x.z. A lamb; a small sheep.
um Vane, n.x. Asparagus.

uku Vano a, v.t.z. To mingle; to mix.
n u
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uku Yangana, v.t.z. To mingle with each I
other

; i Vange, n.z. A cob of maize with grains
of different colours; strings of
beads of different colours.

uku YaIiasha, v.t.x. 1. To keep watch, as
for a thief; to stand on sentry.

2. To walk abroad, either for
exercise or pleasure, z. Vakatya.

uku Vata, v.t.x.z. To dress ; to cover the
body ; to wear clothes.

i Vatala, n.x. A water melon.
isi Yati, n.z. One who dresses in soft

clothes, applied generally to young
females who pay more attention to
dress than others.

uku Yatisa, v.t.x.z. To clothe.
isi Vato, n.x.z. Dress; clothing.

u Vava, n.z. A mass or body which is
broken up into fragments, which
are scattered in confusion, as the
material of war and mutilated bo
dies on a battle field after a deadly
conflict.

uku Yavanya, v.t.x. To try ; to test; to
examine, so as to ascertain the qua
lities or qualifications of a person
or thing.

ulu Ve, n.z. A small bird; the water-wag
tail. x. Um-vemve.

uku Vela, v.t.x.z. 1. To come from. Urdu
pina? Where do you come from !

2. To come into sight. Ukumkani
nvelilena ? Has the king yet made
his appearance 1 Hai, akaka veli:
No, he has not yet appeared.

uku Vela, n.z. Old, original custom.
uku Velela, n.x.z. To come forward, or

appear, for a purpose; to come pro-,
minently forward.

im Velelo, n.z. The forehead. From
Ukuvdda : To come prominently
forward.

im Velo, n.x.z. Native origin; nature.
u Vemvane, n.z. A butterfly.

um Yemve, n.x. A bird ; the water-wag
tail.

Vexe, ailj. Sound ; vigorous; healthy ;
perfect in development. The pre- ;
fix changes with the spec, of the .
nonn qualified, lhaslie eleveneyo :
A sound horse. Umhlaba oveneyo:
Sound, firm ground, as distin
guished from boggy ground. From
Ukuvana: To feel each other.
The meaning is, That which can !
be relied on ; that which will not'
give way, as ground which the feet
may feel without fear of sinking in 1

it, or as a horse on which t he rider
may sit and feel assured it will not
fail under him.

i Yenge, n.z. A whistle made from a
reed.

u Vete, n.z. A tree frog.
um Yetyane, n.x. A small species of bird

named the wagtail.
uku Veva, v.i.z. To quiver, as a reed in

the wind, or as a person from agi
tation or anger.

um Veve, n.z. A crack or flaw, as in a
cup which is not broken.

uku Veza, v.t.z. To bring forth; to pro
duce ; to exhibit; to divulge.

Vi, z. Onomatopodic. Used with
Ukuti, which see at No. S of its
meanings. Ukuti vi: To make a
sound like vi in connexion with
whistling. Wati vi umlozi: He
makes a soft, low whistling
sound.

uku Vika, v.t.x.z. To parry as a blow; to
ward or fend off; to be on the
guard against; to avoid by dodging,
as to dodge a blow.

uku Vikela, v.t.x.z. To ward off for; to de
fend from, as a person interceding
for a child with its parent, when
about to be chastised, or a lawyer
defending a client in a court of
law.

um Vikeli, n.x.z. A defender; one who
fences well.

isi Viki, n.x.z. A weapon for defence or
parrying, as a shield.

Viki, x. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
viki: To break off short, as the
bone of a limb when fractured.

uku Vikiza, v.t.x. 1. To break off from, as
from an army when proceeding to
battle, or from a company which
has started together on any expe
dition. z. To break in pieces; to
ravage, as a storm of hail beating
down a crop of maize or corn.

um Viko, n.x. The outside or border of
cultivated land ; the place of sepa
ration or breaking off from other
lands.

i Vila, it'.z.x. A lazy, indolent poison.
ubu Vila, n.z.x. Laziness; indolence.
uku Vilapa, v.i.z. To spend a person’s

time in lazy indolence.
i Vili, n.x. A wheel. Kaflirized from

the English wheel.
isi Viliba, n.x. An car ornament of wood

or bone.
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uku Vimba, v.t.x. To refuse to give to ano
ther; to be stingy. Uyandivimba:
You refuse to give to me; you arc
stingy, z. To stop the way; to close
up, as a bottle, by corking it, so as
to prevent any one taking its con
tents.

u Vimba, n.z. A storehouse.
uni Vimbi, w.x. A stingy person, z. One

who obstructs; one who impedes
others.

isi Vimbo, n.x.z. A cork ; a stopper for a
bottle or jar.

inn Vimbo, n.x.z. 1. A wale or mark on
the body from a whip or stick.

2. Stripes given by a scourge.
Babctwa ngemivimbo cmininzi:
They were beaten with many
stripes.

uku Vimbozela, v.t.z. To beset; to sur
round ; to enclose.

in Vimvi, n.z. Splinters of wood or bone;
shivers ; small pieces of any thing.

i Vimvingane, w.x. A species of moth.
uku Vikgca, v.t.x. To close up a path or

pass. Vingca amazibuko, ukuze
kungadluli umntu : Guard, close
up the fords, so that no man pass
by them.

uku Vinocela, v.t.x. 1. To prevent escape;
to close up an opening, or to stand
in an opening, so as to prevent any
escape thereby. Vingcela inkomo
zingapumi kwelituba : Prevent the
cattle escaping by this gap or
opening.

2. To surround a place, so as to
prevent escape; to besiege; to
close every path. Isixeko savi-
ngcclwa cmacalcni onke : The city
was besieged on every side.

Vinoci, x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. S of its meanings. Ukuti
vingei: To close up. Bati vingei
indlcbe zabo: They closed their ears.

i Vinkile, n.x.z. A shop for articles of
sale. Kaflirizcd from the Dutch,
Winkle : Shop.

uku Vita, v.t.z. To strike with violence.
Vite, x. Used with Ukuti, which see

at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
vile : To break in two pieces.

i Viti, n.x. The pith of a tree named
the iviti, which is used by the na
tives for tinder.

1 Vitiviti, n.x.z. Any substance which
is without strength ; a rotten
thing.

uku Vitiya, v.t.z. To slash; to divide; to
2

shatter; to break in pieces, by a
blow, or a succession of blows.

uku Vityela, v.t.z. To dress the hair of tho
head.

uku Viva, v.t.x. To cut into small pieces,
as meat at a public feast when cut
up for the visitors.

isi Vivane, n.x.z. A heap of stones
thrown together by travellers at
certain dangerous passes, a small
stone being added by every passer
by. This is an ancient custom, of
the origin of which the natives can
give no account. The person throw
ing the stone on the heap usually
says, “Tixo ndicede:” God help
me. A Kaffir will thus ask help of
God in the accomplishment of the
enterprise he is engaged in on his
journey, without any reference to
its character, whether for good or
evil, as he will use the same form
whether going to steal his neigh
bour’s cattle, or when going to visit
his friends, or to pay his addresses
to a young woman.

uni Vivi, n.x. One who cuts into small
pieces as at a feast; one who cuts up
for others.

isi Vivi, n.x. A public feast.
i Vivinoane, n.x. The death moth

found in the hive of the bee.
uku Vivinya, v.t.z. To make trial of any

thing. Usually applied to the
waving or shaking of a spear or
shield, to judge ns to its centre of
gravity, before being used.

um Vo, n.x.z. A unit which is over tern
Used thus : Ishumi eli nomvo ■■ Ton
that has a unit,—eleven, Jshumi
clinemivo mibini: Ten that has two
units,— twelve.

uku VOKOMALISA, V.t.Z. To puff Up J tO
swell with pride; to show much
self-confidence ; to speak or act in
solently towards a person.

i Vosdwe, «.z. A water rat.
ini Voxgololo, n.z. A tall, lank, feeble

person.
um Voxgoti, n.z. Name of a tree, the

leaves of which arc edible when
cooked.

u Voxgwe, n.z. A drone; a tall, lazy
person.

uku Votoza, v.t.z. To beat violently.
uku Vova, v.t.z. To strain; to filter.

u Vovo, n.z. The red flower of the aloe.
i Vovo, 7i.z. A strainer ; a filter.

im Vu, n.x.z. A sheep. Plu. Izimvia
2
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Vu, x. Used with Ukuti, which sec at
No. S of its meanings. Ukuti vu:
To sit awhile. Masiti vu, apa
kancinane : Let us sit here awhile.

uku Vuba, v.t.x.z. To mix boiled com
with amasi, thick milk, for food.

' um Vubo, n.x.z. Corn mixed with thick
milk for food.

im Vubu, n. A hippopotamus, or sea-cow.
uku Vuka, t’.i.x. 1. To awake from sleep ;

to arouse one's self from a reclining
posture. Vuka time •• Arise, and
stand upright.

2. To awake from sleep. Xda-
vuka kicakusasa : I awoke early in
the morning. Vuka wena oleleyo
ngobutongo : Awake, thou that
slcepcst.

3. To appear.
im Vuka, h.x. The palm of the hand.

Xdam beta ngemvuka : I beat him
with the palm of my hand.
■/.. Work or food before the usual
time of the morning meal.

im Vukazana, n.x.z. A small ewe; a ewe
lamb half grown. From Imvu: A
sheep, and Kazana, the dim. fe
male termination.

im Vukazana, n.x. A bewailing. From
Vuka : To wake up, and Zana:
Come together.

im VuKAzr, n.x.z. A ewe sheep.
uku Vukela, v.t.x.z. 1. To arise for a pur

pose.
2. To make an attack upon; to

rise up against another. Undivu-
kcla nganina ? Why have you at
tacked me ? Why have you risen
up against me ?

uku Vukelisa, v.t.x. To stir up a person
against another. IKamvukellsa
ngakumi: He stirred him up
against me.

im Vukelo, n.x.z. A rising fora purpose;
an attack ; an assault.

i Vukuti, n.x. A pigeon ; the wild
pigeon, but also applied to the
tame species.

i Vukulu, n.x.z. A wood pigeon, of a
dark colour.

i Vukuvuku, n.x. 1. A weak, inert per
son ; one who is wanting in rigour.

2. A tattered garment.
uku Vukuza, v.i.x. To walk through ob

structions, as through long grass,
or when encumbered with a
long garment; to force the way
t hrough that which opposes progress.

z. 1. To raise the dust in walk

ing, as a person ploughing the dust
with his feet; to turn up, as when
ploughing a light soil.

2: To excite ; to stir up the pas
sions ; to rutile the temper.

uku Vula, v.t.x.z. 1. To open as a door.
Vula ucango : Open the door.

2. To remove obstructions. Vula
indicia: Open a way. Vula in-
tliziyo zenu : Open your hearts.

m Vula, n.x.z. Rain. The verb Ukuna
is usually used with imvula, when
it is said to rain. Yana invula:
It rained. Lit. It rained rain.

uku Vuleka, v.i. x.z. J. To be in an open
state. Isango livulckilc : The gate
is open.

2. To open itself. Beza esangweni
lentsimbi clati lavulcka kubo ngo-
kwalo: They came to the iron gate,
which opened to them of its own
accord.

uku Vulela, f.t.x.z. 1. To open for another.
2. To begin an operation or en

terprise, so that others may follow,
and take part therein. Wabavulcla
ukuteta baza balandcla : He began
to speak, or opened the conference
for them, and they followed it up.

uku Vuma, v.i.x.z. 1. To consent; to accede
to a thing or proposal; to admit in
argument; to agree to. Sendi-
vumilc: I consent now; I allow
that; I admit it now.

2. To confess. Wavuma, akaka-
nyclanga : He confessed, and denied
not.

3. To sing. Vuma iculo: Sing
a song.

i Vvmba, n.x. A smell; a perfume.
um VUmbo, n.x. The mark of a rod or

whip on man or animal; a Wale.
uku VumbuluLa, v.t.x. To open up to

view, as to turn up anything in
ploughing or digging, as a stone;
to bring to light. Also, To make
clear in a discussion, z. To unstop ;
to draw out, as the cork of a bottle.

im Vume, n.x. The will; willingness of
conduct. Xgemvume yentliziyo :
With purpose of heart.

uku Vu.mela, v.t.x.z. 1. To admit; to allow
of; to approve of; to admit the truth
of a proposition. Xdiyavumela oko
ukutetayo ukuba kuyinyaniso: I
admit the truth of what you say.

2. To allow of an action, or
course of conduct. Ndiyamvumela
ukwenza kwake: I allow him to
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act thus; I approve of his
doings.

3. To agree with a person, or with
a particular view, opinion, or doc
trine, as agreeing with a political
or religious party or sect. Ndiya-
mvumda u-John: I agree with
John.

uku Vumelana, v.t.x.z. To agrefe together
in the prosecution of some enter
prise ; to make a contract or agree
ment ; to be in harmony one with
another.

u Vumklano, n.x.z. A contract; an
agreement; that to which two or
more persons consent.

uku Vumeleka, v.t.x.z. To be allowed ; to
be allowable ; to be lawful. Ukw-
enza okuvumddnlcyo : That which
is allowed ; approved of.

uku Vuxelekela, v.t.x.z. To be allowed
to ; to be lawful to. Kuvumdekda
okumkani bodwa: It is lawful for
kings alone. Kuvumddede kungenc
inkosi yodtea ku londlu : It is law
ful for the chief alone to enter that
house.

im Vujielo, n.x.z. Pennission ; consent.
uku Vuxisisa, v.t.x. To help to sing.
im Vvmvu, n.x.z. A quantity of light

materials, such as a mouse’s nest;
anything like crumbs or fragments.

inn Vumvu, m.z. Name of a forest tree.
uku Vumvuzela, v.t.x.z. To shake out of

the hand ; to sprinkle, or let fall
lightly a substance, such as sugar
or flour, from the hand.

uku Vuna, v.t.x.z. To reap; to harvest.
Used also as a noun. Ukuvuna
kwalonyaka: This year's harvest.

uku Vunda, v.t.x.z. To mould, as earth; to
rot, as manure, z. To abound in food.

isi Vundt, n.x. A person who is rich in
the produce of the land; a largo
holder of corn. z. A piece of pub
lic land.

uku Vundisa, v.t.x.z. To enrich soil; to
fertilize.

inn Vundla, n.x.z. A hare.
uku Vundla, v.t.z. To run, as a hare, by

skirting the side of a hill.
uku Vundltsela, v.t.z. To look at another

askance ; to turn the eyes on a per
son without moving the head.

um Vundlo, n.z. A side of a hill which
slopes very much ; a hill with a
steep side.

uku Vungana, v.t.x.z. To snarl; to growl
like a dog.

uku Vungula, v.t.x.z. To pick the teeth.
isi Vunguvunou, n.z. A strong wind ; a

gale of wind.
uku Vunguza, v.t.z. To blow strong, as a

gale. x. uku Vutuza.
um Vvni, n.x.z. A reaper ; one who reaps

a field.
i Vunjavunjana, n.x. Slight, but un

pleasant smells.
uku Vunula, v.t.z. To adorn the person ;

to deck out with ornaments.
um Vunya, n.z. A fish moth.

uku Vusa, v.t.x.z. 1. To arouse ; to lift up ;
to awaken from sleep.

2. To alarm : to excite.
uku Vusela, v.t.x.z. To arouse for, or on

account of; to excite to action; to
raise up for. M'abavusda umsi-
ndisi: He raised up for them a
Saviour.

uku Vuselela, v.t.x.z. 1. To stir up; to
arouse; to cause a commotion on
account of any occurrence or event.

2. To stir up a person from in
action or indifference to activity.

uku Vuseleleka, v.t.x.z. To wake up; to
be in an aroused and wakeful state.

um Vusi, n.x.z. One who arouses and ex
cites others; an alarmist.

i Vuso, n.x.z. An alarm; fear; dread;
terror ; a stirring up to action.

uku Vuta, v.t.x. 1. To ripen. Ainazimba
avutiwe : The corn is ripe.

2. To blow. Umoya wavuta
kakulu : The wind blew strongly.

3. To burn ; to blaze up. Umlilo
icavuta kakuhlc: The fire burnt well.

4. To be well or perfectly dressed
or cooked. Seii-utiice inyama :
The meat is ready, or well cooked.

5. Used figuratively for intensity
of feeling. A'lccifn/aumsindo wake:
His wrath waxed hot. Lwavuta,
utando Iwakc: His love was intense.

uku Vuteka, v.t.x.z. 1. To swell up, as a
bladder filled with wind, or the
body of a dead animal from the
gases of putrefaction.

2. To be filled with vexation and
anger. JVavuteka ngomsindo: He
was swollen with anger.

uku Vutela, v.t.x.z. 1. To blow on a thing,
as to blow up a fire. Vutela umlilo :
Blow up the fire.

2. To sound any wind instru
ment of music by blowing into it.
Vutela ixilongo c Zion: Blow the
trumpet in Zion.

3. To blow in a certain direction.
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Umoya uvutela ngasesiude : The I
wind blows towards the south.

uku Vutezela, u.t.x.z. To blow a fire con
tinuously, until a flame is produced.

uku Vutisa, v.t.x.z. To cause to burn ; to
ripen ; to cook perfectly.

uku Vutuka, v.i.7.. 1. To fall oft’ from ripe
ness or maturity, as ripe fruit from
a tree.

2. To go oft' from a place. Futu-
kani nimke : Get from this place,
and oft" with you.

uku Vvtula, v.t.7.. To throw or shake oft’
as a horse throwing clay from his
feet in running.

uku Vutulula, v.t.x.z. To shake oft’, as
fruit from a tree: to shake out, as
from a sack ; to shake dust from :l
garment; to shake off from the
hand, or any other substance.

Vuruvuiu, z. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
vutuvutu : To shake or strip ofl’, as
fruit from a tree.

uku Vutuvutuza, v.i.x. To make short and
successive motions of the body ; to
make successive and repeated efforts
of a short and rapid character.

uku Vutuza, v.t.x. To blow with violence,
as a hurricane, z. uku Vunguza.

isi Vuvu, n.x.z. A worthless, weak thing;
lukewarmness ; moral, physical,
and intellectual weakness; indif
ference ; want of vigour.

ubu Vuvu, n.x.7.. Small, worthless, weak
things ; physical, moral, and intel
lectual weakness.

uku VintA, v.i.x. To rejoice.
uku Vui'ela, v.i.x. To rejoice on account

of: to rejoice in a thing or person.
JSldiyavuyela ■ukujika ka liawo: I
rejoice on account of the arrival of
my father. Ndiyavuyela kumhlobo
warn: I rejoice in my friend.

uku Vuyklela, v.t.x. To triumph ; to re
joice over one who has been sub
dued. .

ukc Vuyeleleka, V.i.x. To be despised : to
be triumphed over.

uku Vuyisa, v.t.x. 1. To cause joy. Londaba
indivuyisile: That news has made
me joyful.

u Vuyo, n.x. Joy; gladness.
uku Vuza, v.i.x.7.. 1. To leak. Isitya«//a-

vuza : The vessel leaks.
2. To reward. U-Yejiovah uya

kumvuza kwango kwemisebenzi
yake: The Lord will reward him
according to his works.

u Vuze, ti.z. A small bird with a long
tail, which frequents watering places
and swampy ground.

um Vuzr, n.x.z. A rewarder; one who
bestows a reward. Ugumvuzi wabo
abakutele ukumfuna: He is the
rewarder of them who diligently
seek him.

i Vuzi, n.x. A small black animal
found on the banks of rivers, about
the size of a cat.

um Vuzo, n.x.7.. A reward ; wages.

W.

W in Kaffir has the'sound of iv in the
English word wagon. It is the
Euphonic letter of the nouns of
specs. 1 and 6 sing.

Wa, x. This particle is used. 1, as
an interjection, to call the attention
of the person spoken to. )l’« Tom !
Look here ! or pay attention ! Tom.
It is often used thus when speaking
familiarly to a friend. Ifta zeetu :
Pay attention, thou, of us : that is,
thou who art one of our acquaintance.
When thus used it is a con
traction from Wena: Thou; and
the noun following is in the vo
cative case. IKa betu: You of
ours = Our friend there. IFa
mfundini: Thou man.

2. It is inserted between the ver
bal prefix of the pre. indicative of
the verb and the root, to denote
that the action of the verb is ha
bitual, or that there exists a con
stant propensity to its performance.
UyazcaXWa. umntwana: The child is
crying again. Meaning that the
child is constantly crying. Uya-
watsho : He is always saying so.
Uyawenjenjalo: He is always doing
so. When thus used, the root verb
is used in its simple form, without
any change of conjugation. J)ra is
in these sentences the root of Uku-

„• To fall; and the sense is simi
lar to the use of this word in Eng
lish, when we say he is always fall
ing into that habit, or that way of
acting: he has an inveterate pro
pensity to it.

3. It is the verbal medial and
accusative of spec. 2 plur. Ndiwa-
bonile amahasho : I have Been the
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horses. Waroatetisa amadoda: He
reproved the men.

4. It is the Tense form for the
past indef. tense indie, mood spec. 1
sing. JFatanda : Ho loved.

5. It is often used by way of
warning. JKafa mfondini: Take
care, you will be killed. JKatsha:
You will be burnt. IJ’enzakala :
You will be hurt.

6. It is also used conjunctively
after the past tenses of each mood.
Wapakamisa amehlo ake icabona
indawo ekude: He lifted up his
eyes, and saw the place afar off.
Wangena etempileni waqala uku-
bagxota abo babe tengisa kona: He
went into the temple, and began to
cast out them that sold there.

uku Wa, v.i.x. 1. To fall to the ground.
2. To be degraded by wrong con

duct. Uwile czonweni: Ho has
fallen into sin.

ili Wa, n.x. A precipice; a cliff. Lit.
A falling down, or a place falling.
z. isi JKa.

i Waba, n.x.z. A black ox with white
flanks.

uku Wabazela, v.i.z. 1. To walk lazily with
the arms dangling about the sides.

2. To flap the wings, as a bird
before flying, or a cock before
crowing.

Waoa, z. Used with Ukuti, which sec
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
waca: To fall or lie down in any
place in companies, or droves, or
flocks. Intaka zati waca entsimini:
The birds alighted in a flock in the
garden. Impi yaliwawaca lutshaba:
The army was cast down, slain by
the enemy.

Waeya, x. Tense form of tho verb,
spec. 1 sing, indicative, prefixed to
the infinitive of the verb. Thus
prefixed it denotes future time, and
has a conjunctive force. Yulani
ingcango waeya kungena uku-
mkani : Open the gates, and the
king shall come in. It is often
used to denote that the action of
the verb to which it is prefixed is
dependent upon a preceding action,
or course of conduct, which is the
condition upon which the action of
the second verb depends. Soude-
lani ku Tixo, waeya, kusondcla
kuni: Draw nigh unto God, and He
will draw nigh unto you.

uku Waulaza, v.i.z. To rattle, as chains
worn as ornaments by the Kaffir
women, or beads upon a girl, when
she walks. (Onomatopoetic.)

uku Wahlela, v.t.z. To hit or slap with
the flat of tho hand on the cheek.

i Wains, n.x.z. Wino. Kaffirizcd from
the English.

i Waka, n.x.z. A thousand.
Wake, per.pro.x. His; hers. Spec. 1

sing. Sec the possessive case of the
pro. in the Grammar.

Wakowabo. See Kowabo.
Waku, x. Tense form of the verb 2

per. sing. It forms a kind of aorist
tense, which is indefinite as to time,
but more generally denotes past
time. When you. Wakuteta: When
you spoke. Wakufika: When you
arrived.

uku Wakup’onke, x. This is a compounded
word. Tho wa is the verbal medial
or accus. form of A mandla:
Strength. Kup' is a contraction
of Kupa: To put forth. Onke
means All. To put forth all strength;
to use the utmost endeavours. Wa-
wakup’onke wenz’ umzamokazi:
He did his uttermost, and made a
great effort.

ubu Wala, n.z. Hastiness.
uku Walaoahla, v.t.z. 1. To smash with

a heavy blow’ with a stick, or with
a stone.

2. To bring forth young, as cat
tle. The word, when used in this
sense, has reference to the casting
of the young to the ground in its
birth.

uku Walaza, v.i.x. To act thoughtlessly ;
to be careless; to be hasty in
action.

uku Walazela, v.t.z. To do a thing has
tily; to be under the influence of

■ panic or consternation, as when
suddenly attacked by an enemy; to
hurriedly lay hold of a weapon for
defence.

u Wamazibulo, n.x. The firstborn. See
Amazibulo.

Waxoa, x. He seemed as if. Wanga
ngumntu olusizi: He seemed to be
one who was in trouble. See Uku-
nga, at No. 2 of its meanings.
When prefixed to spec. 1 present
tense of the Potential mood, it ex
presses strong desire for the per
formance of some action expressed
in the verb following. IKanya
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anga pila : 0 that he may recover
from his illness.

urn Wangalala,?:.x. 1. A general statement.
2. Grain threshed out, as distin

guished from that still in the ear.
u Waxgawaxga, n.x. An endless thing,

as a path through a forest, or a very
long rope.

Wapina, adv.x. Which. Spec. 2 plur.
Wapina amazwi angawako 1 Which
are his words I

i Wasa, v.x.z. A black ox with a white
belly and flanks.

1 Wasakazi, n.x.z. A black cow with a
white belly and flanks.

Watsha, interj.x. Beware ! You are
in danger of being burnt. See )Ira,
at No. 4 of its meanings.

i Watsha, n.x. An arm ring.
Wavxge, x. Tense form of the verb.

Thou oughtestnot. Waunge-hamba-
nga ngalondlela: Thou oughtest
not to have gone by that path.

Wauxge-uxga, x. Tense form of the
verb. Thou shouldest not have.
Waunge-unga vuyelelanga aba-
wileyo.- Thou shouldest not have
rejoiced over the fallen.

Wawapina, adv.x. Spec. 2 plu. Which
of two or morel or, Which of theml
Wawapina kuwo amahashe afi-
kileyol Which of the horses which
have arrived!

Wave, x. Tense form of the verb, in
dicative spec. 1 sing. Expressing an
indefinite past time, which may
refer to an action long since per
formed, or one that has just termi
nated. It often precedes the per
fect tense of Ukuti, as Wayesiti
icahamba: He went. Lit. He did
so; he went. JFayenikclwe igunya
yokulaula: He received authority to
rule. This form is also used with a
conjunctive force. Waye bonile u
Tixo ukuba kulungile: And God saw
that it was good. Waye u Tixo wam-
dala umntu : And God made man.

Wayesiti, x. And he said. From
Ukuti .■'To say. Sec Ukuti.

Waza, x. From Ukuza: To come.
Used conjunctively before verbs at
the commencement of a sentence.
Waza wapendula kubo : Then an

swered he them. Waza wati kuye:
And he said to them. Waza wada-
nduluka ngelizwi elikulu : And he
cried with a loud voice.

Wedwa, x. Thou alone. Usually pre

ceded by the per. pro. Wena: Thou.
Wena wedwa ■■ Thou alone. Nguwe
wedwa ongenza lonto : It is thou
alone who canst do that thing.
Nguwe wedwa ongancedayo : Thou
alone canst help.

uku Wei,a, v.t.x.z. l.To pass over a river
or over the seas.

2. To fall upon. Used thus:
Inqwclo imwele u-.Tohn : The wagon
fell on John. When thus used it
is the objective form of the verb,
Ukuwa : To fall. See Ukuwa.

ama Wele, n.x. Twins.
i Wele, n.x.z. One of twins.

uku Welisa, v.t.x.z. To conduct over a
river, or over the ocean.

uku Welwa, x.z. The passive of Ukuwela:
To fall upon. It is used in a pecu
liar sense, denoting the becoming
subjected to any malady. Uwelwe
sisifo sofuka : He is overtaken by a
sickness unto death. Uwelwe yi-
ngozi: Anaccident hasbefallcn him.

Wexa, per.pro.x. Thee ; thou ; thy
self. It is both nom. and aecus.
IKena ohambayo : Thou who walk-
est. Ndiyakangela wena: I am
looking at thee. It often gives
strength and emphasis to what is
said; as, Nditeta wena: I am
speaking of thee.

Wenzakala ! x. Beware ! you are in
danger of being hurt. Sec Wa, at
No. 4 of its meanings.

Wetu, n.x.z. One of us; one belong
ing to us, or to our side. Used thus :
Wetu! My good fellow ! Wa wetu!
Pay attention, my good fellow !

urn Wewe, n.x. 1. A doleful place.
2. A confused noise, as of an up

roar, or of doleful sounds.
uku Weza, v.t.x.z. To assist in crossing a

river.
i WiLiwiu, n.z. A person with hurried,

indistinct utterance.
uku Wisa, v.t.x. To throw down ; to cast

down.
i Wisa, n.x.z. 2V short stick, with a knob

at the end, for felling a man. Hence
the name, i-JFisa; A feller; from
Ukuwiso; To cast down. An instru
ment to knock down with. (Fingoe.)

isi Wo, n.x.z.-A fall. Isiwo sake sikulu :
His fall is great.

Wodwa, x. It alone. Referring to
nouns of spec. 6 sing. It alone;
nothing more. Umtunzi viodwa :
Nothing but shade.
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uku Wola, v.t.x.z. To gather up anything
together, and remove it. B'oZaim-
vutuluka: Gather up the litter.

uku Wolokohleka, v.i.z. To fall down with
a crash; as the falling of a mass of
earth, as a landslip, or the falling
of a stone from the face of a preci
pice.

Wona, x.z. per.pro. Spec. G sing. This.
Ngumlambo obesiteta ngawo wona: |
This is the river of which we
spoke.

i Wonga, m.x. Gracefulness of carriage
or deportment; a fincfigurc. Lomnlu.
unewonga: That person has a
graceful carriage or deportment.

um Wonyo, n.x. A path running between
places which on each side are dan
gerous to pass on account of natural
obstacles; a defile.

Wu, x. Verbal medial and the accusa
tive of spec. 6 sing. Ndiyawugaula
umti: I chop (it) the tree. Siya-
wnwcla umlambo : We arc crossing
the river.

u Wuca, n.x. Gruel made from prepared
and sifted meal.

isi Wumba, n.z. The disease in wheat
called rust.

uku Wungula, v.t.x. To brush off as chaff
from wheat when being threshed out.

Wupina, adv. x. Which '! Spec. 1 and 6
sing. Wupina umlambo ubuwcla
kuwol Which river did you cross!
Wupina unintu ? Which person !

Wuwupina ! adv.x. Spec. G sing.
Which of the two ? Wuwupina
umlambo ubuteta ngawo I Which of
the two rivers did you speak of 1

X in Kaffir is a lateral click. It is pro
nounced by pressing the tongue
against the side of the mouth, and
making a sound similar to that
made by a rider in urging on his
horse.

ama Xa, n.x. Times; seasons.
ili Xa, n.x. A time; a season. Both this

word and A niaxa are contractions.
The former from, i Xesha : Time.
The latter from, A maxeska: Times.

isi Xa, n.z. A very bushy country.
uku Xaba, v.t.x. To bar an entrance; to

bolt a door by placing a bar
across it.

z. 1. To lie across; to be in a

wrong or unnatural position, as a
bone of a fish when fast in the
throat, or a child when at the .birth
it is in an unnatural position, and
is therefore brought forth with
difficulty.

2. To be adverse to; to Gud fault
with ; to blame; to be at cross pur
poses with another.

uku Xabanisa, v.t.x.z. 1. To cause a
quarrel.

2. To entangle, as thread or
string.

3. To cause to be at cross pur
poses.

uku Xabela, v.t.x. To hack ; to chop to
pieces, z. To be adverse ; to be
hostile to.

um Xabi, n.z. An opponent; a quarrel
some person.

uku Xabisa, v.t.x. 1. To place in a wrong
position; to cause hostilities to
make adverse.

2. To tempt to evil; to obstruct
in that which is right.

i Xabiso, n.x. Price; value. From Uku-
xaba: To bar an entrance. Lit.
The hindrance to the possession of
a thing.

i Xabo, n.x. A bar to an entrance ; a
bolt to a door. From Ukuxaba:
To bar an entrance.

i Xai, n.x. A place to hang anything
on; a branch of a tree, which is cut
off so as to hang up things on it, or
a rack made of wood, such as a gun
is suspended on, is called an i Xai.

uku Xaka, v.t.x. To puzzle; to annoy ; to
obstruct. Lonto iyandixaka: That
thing puzzles me.

i Xaka, n.x. An ox with hanging horns.
uku Xakama, v.t.x. To be suspended by

being caught in a tree.
ama Xakaviti.ii.x. An old, worn-out thing.

Zingamaxakaviti czizihlangu zam:
These shoes of mine are worn out.

i Xakaxaka, n.x. A person or animal
whose body is covered with articles
either of ornament or burden.

uku Xakaza, v.t.x. To puzzle; to perplex;
to put in fear.

isi Xake, n.x.z. An obstacle of progress
an obstruction.

uku Xakbka, v.i.x.x. To be puzzled; to be
engaged in some business of a diffi
cult character; to be in difficulties.

Xakkkile, x. The perfect tense of
Xakeka, used as an adjective. To
be engaged in some business or

i i
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undertaking which prevents atten-,
tion being given to any other, or to

- a person seeking an interview. Xdi-
xakekile, andinakumbona lomntu
ngoku : I am engaged, and cannot
see that person now.

i Xala, n.x. A trouble; that which
causes anxiety ; anxious care.

uku Xala, x. Used adjectivcly for being
in trouble. Ndixhlile; I am cast
down by troubles.

uku Xalaba, v.i.x. To be disabled, as by
an accident, so as to cause injury
to a limb.

i Xalaba, n.z. The shoulder blade.
x. Igxalaba.

uku Xalabeka, v.n.x. To be in a state of
disability from injury caused to the
person by an accident.

um Xalagube, n.x. 1. The name of a
shrub.

2. Used to denote an emaciated
person.

i Xalanga, n.x. A large species of vul
ture ; a carrion eagle.

uku Xalela, v.t.x. 1. To be anxious re
specting any subject or occurrence.
Intiiziyo yam ix'alela umntwana
warn : My mind is anxious about
my child.

2. To be troubled, annoyed, or
dissatisfied about any thing or oc
currence.

in Xalente, n.x. A part of. Ixalenye
yembeu: Part, or some, of the
seed.

uku Xalisa, v.t.x. To trouble; to cause
anxiety.

u Xam, n.x. A Guana ; a large species of
lizard resembling an alligator, found
in the rivers of South Africa.

uku Xama, v.t.x. To propose to purchase;
to bespeak. In this sense it denotes
a proposal of marriage to a young
woman, accompanied by the gift of
cattle, arising from the custom of
Ukulobola, or paying dowry for a
wife. Women and girls arc consi
dered as property among the Kaf
firs, and when engaged by a man in
marriage the engagement is made
with the father, not with the girl,
as she is allowed no voice in the

thing of such meaning as the word
“ betrothal ” in English signifies.

i Xama, n.x. A Spring-buck ; an ante
lope which in running takes very
long springs or leaps. Hence its
name, Spring-buck. z. A belt or
band worn by women round the waist.

um Xama, n.z. A species of mimosa tree.
uku Xamalaza, v.i.z. To sit astride; to

straddle ; to walk with a straddling
gait.

i Xamba, n.x. A bag made of rushes,
as a sugar bag.

i Xamesi, n.x. A cattle place at a dis
tance from the usual place of resi
dence.

Xamfa, x. Used with Ukuti, which
sec at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
xamfa: To close tight the hand,
on any thing ; to hold tight.

uku Xamfula, x. The same as Ukuti
xamfa.

uku Xamfuza, v.i.x. To slobber in eating;
to suck up hastily, as liquid food.

uku Xamla, v.i.x. To use up ; to use with
prodigality.

Xamnte, adv.x. Aside; away from;
on one side.

i Xamxwa, n.x. A tree, or plant, or ani
mal, or poison who has grown ra
pidly; anything of extraordinarily
rapid growth.

i Xandeka, n.x. The slope on cither
side of a valley. Plu. ama Xandeka:
Hill sides.

si Xanga, n.x. A spear or knife; any
instrument for cutting with.

isi Xante n.x.z. The vertebra? or spine of
a bullock. So named because of
the row of perpendicular bones which
are attached to the spine, which
appear as forks of the branch of a
tree. See i Xanti.

i Xanti, n.x. 1. A forked bough or
branch of a tree.

2. A post with forks, placed with
others at the entrance of a native
cattle kraal, to receive the poles for
fastening the kraal.

uku Xanxa, v.t.z. To pour sweet milk
into food, so as to form a kind of
custard.

um Xanxalala, n.x. An animal of great
strength, as compared with others
of its kind. Lc-yankabi iluxanxa-

mattcr, and the engagement is con
firmed by a payment, as a deposit,
in cattle. To pay this deposit is to
Xama the girl. Sec Ukulobola.
This word has been understood as 1
meaning to betroth, but it has no-1

lala: That is an extraordinary ox
for strength and endurance.

Xanywa, x. The passive of Ukuxama,
which see. To be bespoke; to be
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so far disposed of in sale that a
pledge or deposit is paid as a gua
rantee of the purchase or bargain
being completed. Hence it denotes
the preliminaries of the transac
tions between a nlan and the father
of a girl as to marriage, when an
ox or cow is given and accepted as
a guarantee of the marriage being
consummated. Lentombi ixanyiwe
ngu-Pato: That girl is bargained
for by Pato. Sec Ukuxama and
Ukulobola. For the change of the
m into ny in the passive sec under
the letter M.

uku X a pa, v.t.x.?.. I. To lap with the tongue,
as a dog in drinking.

2. To eat in a slovenly manner,
so as to soil the mouth with food.
Uxapile : You are soiled with food.

Xapaxapa, x. Used with Ukuti, which
see at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
xapaxapa: To move as in haste;
to be in commotion. Not applied
to one person, but to bodies of men.
Used also to denote the commotion
of boiling water.

i Xapaxapa, adj.x. A state of commo
tion, as that of boiling water.

uku Xapazela, v.t.x. To splash, as cattle
in crossing a river, or as water when
boiling violently.

uku Xatalazela, v.i.x. To stagger about,
as when resisting another, as in
wrestling, or in attempting to lift a
heavy weight.

uku Xatisa, v.i.x. To place the body in a
leaning position, so as to resist the
efforts of an animal to escape from
the hand; to stand firm against
the efforts of another to draw a
person away.

uku Xatula, v.t.'t. To make marks or
prints in anything soft, as footmarks
in soft clay.

izi Xatulo, n.x. Shoes; sandals.
uku Xaxa, v.t.x. 1. To chop meat, so as to

joint it with a chopper.
2. To repair; to mend, as a pair

of shoes, or a house.
i Xaxa, m.z. A wornt-out thing. Applied

either to a person or a thing.
isi Xaxabesha, n.x. A flat and wide

thing, as a door or table.
uku Xaxamfula, v.t.x. 1. To interfere; to

meddle with another’s concerns.
2. To seize a person unawares.

uku Xaxamisa, v.i.x. To walk with long
strides, lifting the feet up high oil’

2 12

the ground, as if to avoid any ap
prehended danger; to give the body
a sort of shock at each step in walk
ing, by a sort of rest.

i Xaxaviti, n.x. A sloven; one ha
bitually careless of neatness or order.

uku Xaxaja, v.i.x. To be afflioted with
diarrhoea.

uku Xaxazisa, v.t.x. To purge, as an
aperient medicine.

uku Xaya, v.i.x. To bring trouble by any
imprudent course of conduct.

uku Xayela, v.t.x. To involve another, or
other persons, in trouble by impru
dent conduct.

ubu Xayi, 71.7.. A trouble; a difficulty;
something difficult to be accom
plished.

uku Xazalala, x. Used with Ukuti,
which see at No. 8 of its meanings.
Ukutixazalala: To spread outover
a large surface. Waite xazalala
ingubo yakc: He spreads out his
garments.

u Xeda, n.z. A small kind of hawk.
uku Nebula, v.t.z. To strip off, as bark

from a tree; to cast off, as the
roughness of young horns, x. uku
Xobula.

uku Xega, v.i.z. To be infirm ; to decline
in life. Applied to a state of infirm
old age.

ubu Xego, n.x. The feebleness of old age;
infirmity arising from age. z. ubu
Xegu.

i Xego, n.x. An old man; one well ad
vanced in years, z. i Xegu.

i Xegokazi, n.x. An old, infirm woman.
z. i Xegukazi.

ama Xegwana, n.x.z. Old persons.
ama Xegwazaxa, n.x.z. Old women.
uku Xeka, v.i.x.?.. To be loose in the joint,

as a chain, or a machine, or as a
wagon wheel, the spokes of which
are loose; to be loose in the ground,
as a pole or post.

isi Xeko, n.x. A town, or large village.
z. i Xeko.

uku Xela, v.t.x. 1. To inform, or to tell to
another.

2. To be about the same distance
from a place spoken of.

uku Xela, x. To slaughter. This word is
descriptive of the method used by
the Kaffirs in slaughtering a beast.
An incision is made by the assegai,
or native spear, in the abdomen
below the ribs, while the animal is
still standing in the cattle fold ■
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the person who slaughters thrusts
his hand and arm into the
body of the beast, seizes the large
artery (the aorta) which runs from
the left ventricle of the heart, along
the spine, and violently ruptures it,
thus causing instant death. The
name of this artery is, Umxelo.
Hence the word Ukuxela: To
slaughter. To slaughter an ox by
the method adopted in civilized
life, by throwing it to the ground,
or to so fasten its limbs as to pre
vent resistance to the person
slaughtering, is considered by the
Kaflirs as savouring of pusilla
nimity, and a person thus slaugh
tering would be considered wanting
in that strength and firmness of
mind which constitutes courage and
bravery. When slaughtered by the
uku X'ela process, the ox is ap
proached while standing among the
herd; and after the incision is
made, the person making it imme
diately thrusts the hand into the
side, and although the ox usually
starts off at full speed, the slaugh
terer never leaves it until the artery is
ruptured, or, failing to do this, he is
saluted by the derisive cheers of the
bystanders, and retires crestfallen,
and deeply mortified by the result.

uku Xelisa, v.t.x. To imitate; to do as
another docs. Xelisa mina : Do
as I do.

um Xelo, n.x. The large artery of the
arterial system running from the
left ventricle of the heart, along
the spine; the aorta. When a beast
is slaughtered after the native
fashion, this great trunk artery is
ruptured as described under the
word uku X'ela, which sec. This
word is sometimes used when a
very solemn and emphatic appeal
is made as to the truthfulness of a
statement, or the sincerity of a
party entering into an engagement.
The Umxelo is considered as the
seat of life, and when thus used it
means, “ By your life,” “ By my
life." Ngomx'elo wain, nditeta in-
yaniso: By my life, I speak the
truth.” Ukuba ngomxelo wenu
nindiccdc ndingavuya : If it be sin
cerely your intention, or your mind,
to assist me, I shall rejoice. Uku-
(jauka umxelo, is, To expire; to

die. Eseleqauk' umxelo: He is
really dead; life is extinct. Lit.
The Umxelo, or scat of life, is rup
tured.=“ The silver cord is loosed,
the golden bowl is broken.” (Eccles.
xii. 6.)

i Xemheya, n.x. The mouth piece of a
tobacco pipe.

uku Xexoaxekoa, v.i.x. To be loose, so as
to fall from side to side, or, as a
chair, loose in its joints. Inqwelo
ixengaxenga: The wagon is loose
in its joints, shakes about as it
moves along.

uku Xengaxenoisa, v.t.x. To loosen any
fixture, as a pole in the ground, by
pushing it from side to side.

isi Xenxe, adj.x. Seven; the seventh.
The prefix varies with the spec, of
the noun qualified. Amadoda
masixenxe: Seven men. Abanin
abasixenxe: Seven persons. Isi-
bonda esisixenxe: The seventh pole.
Inkwenkwe eyesixenxe: The seventh
boy.

isi Xenoxe, n.x. A small axe.
in Xenye, x. See in Nxekye.

uku Xestsa, v.i.x. To dance, and throw
the body into contortions, so as to
keep time to songs and the clapping
of hands.

uku Xesha, v.t.x. To chase or pursue on
horseback.

i Xesua, n.x. A certain time or period.
i Xesi, n.x. The Keiskama river.
i Xida, n.z. A hut erected in a garden

upon poles, so as to enable the
watcher to see birds, &c., which come
to destroy the corn ; a watch tower.

i Xibiya, n.x. Buttermilk.
i Xidolo, n.x. An ill dressed person ; a

sloven ; a poor person.
ubu Xidolo, n.x. Poverty; slovenliness in

dress or person.
i Xioxa, n.x. An untidy, slovenly

person.
uku Xika, v.i.x. To perform an act repeat

edly or continually.
i Xilamasela, n.x. A kingfisher.
i Xii.oxgo, n.x.z. A trumpet; any wind

instrument.
uku Xixa, v.t.x. To press against an object

or person, so as to impede progress.
i Xina, n.x. Brass.

uku XIsa, v.i.x. To jump straight up and
down, with the body erect, as the
Kaffir men when they dance, the
feet falling continuously in the
same place.
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uku Xinana, v.t.x. To crowd; to press to
gether in a narrow passage or door
way. It is used as an adjective for
a strait or narrow pass. Isango
clixine.neyo: A straitor narrowgate.
Indicia exineneyo: A narrow way.

uku Xixezeka, v.n.x. To be in trouble of
mind; to be distressed and per
plexed in spirit.

u Xixezeko, n.x. Anguish of mind;
perplexity of spirit. Ndiya kuteta
eluxinezekweni Iwomoya warn: I
will speak in the anguish of my spirit.

uku Xixezeleka, v.i.x. To be distressed
and perplexed on account of; to be
apprehensive of coming evil.

uku Xisezelela, v.i.x. To perplex the
mind on account of things.

uku Xinoa, v.t.x. To stick fast, as a wagon
which the oxen have not strength
to pull.' Inqtcelo ixingile: The
wagon has stuck fast. z. To turn
or twist the body in dancing.

uku XiNOANA, v.t.x. To press upon, and
be entangled with each other.

uku Xinoisa, v.t.x. To retard ; to restrain;
to obstruct.

isi Xinta, n.x. A short, thick made dog;
a bull dog.

uku Xiza, v.t.x. To strike oft" from a rock
or stone, as mussels or oysters, or
any shell fish. z. uku Xonza.

um Xo, n.x. The marrow or oil which is
in the substance of a bone, as dis
tinguished from that which is
more solid, and found in the hollow
part of the bone.

um Xoba, n.x. Spoil; booty. That which
is taken from an enemy in war time.

uku Xoba, v.i.x. 1. To make ready for a
journey.

2. To prepare for a light or war.
z. To pound; to trample upon;

to stamp under foot, as an elephant
in treading down small trees; to
drive into the ground, as a stake.

isi Xoba, n.z. A wooden pin or stake for
driving into the ground for any
purpose

i Xobakazi, n.x. A large booty or spoil.
izi Xobo, n.x. Weapons of war.

uku Xobula, v.t.x. To strip bark from a
tree. z. uku Xcbula.

uku Xoka, v.i.x.z. To make a false state
ment; to speak loosely ; to utter a
white lie. The form usually used
for lying, with wilful intent to
injure another, is, Ukwenza
•ulwimi: To lie. Ukuxoka is not

often used to denote wilful lying.
When a Kaffir says, “Uyaxoka
Mjondini," he means, “ You jest,
man: you really do not mean what
you say;” but when he says, “ Utela
ulwimi," the meaning is, '• You
speak lies; you wilfully violate the
truth; you intend criminally to
deceive.”

uku Xokei.ela, v.t.x. To unite by tying,
as one string or rope to another.

um Xokelelwasa, n.x. A chain.
i Xokexwa, n.x. Anything that has be

come useless from age, or wear and
tear in use.

ubu Xoki, n.x.z. Falsehood ; that which is
contrary to truth, whether uttered
in jest, or intended to deceive.

i Xoki, n.x.z. One who utters falsehoods.
ubu Xokolosha, n.x. The large red ant,

which bites severely.
uku Xokoxxa, v.t.x. To stir up anger in

the breast; to precipitate impend
ing evil. Yinto ke Icyo exokonxe
umsindo ngakumbi kwada kwa-
liwa: This stirred up angry feelings
afresh, which caused the fight to
take place. This word literally
means, To probe with a stick.

uku Xokozela, v.t.x.z. 1. To make a great
and confused noise, as the rattling
over stones. Amanzi ayaxokoztla
cmlanjcni: The water roars, makes a
confused or rattling noise in the river.

2. To speak loudly and con
fusedly, as several persons at the
same time, so as to make a great
noise; to make a confused noise,
like Xoko xoko. (Ononiatopoelic.)

in Xokozelo, n.x. A loud confused noise,
as of several persons speaking at
the same time. Ize ningenzi in-
xokozelo kaugaka: Don’t make so
great a noise.

uku Xola, v.t.x. To be satisfied. Used
only as an adjective, thus: Uxolile:
He is satisfied.

z. 1. To strip bark oft" from a
tree. Apparently a contraction of
Xobula.

2. To put away bad tempers.
uku Xoleka, v.n.x. To be in a satisfied

state. Used thus: Xdixolekile: I
am quite satisfied.

uku Xolela, v.t.x. To pardon: to forgive
an ofl’ence.

um Xolisi, n.x. A peacemaker.
u Xolo, n.x. Peace.
i Xolo, n.x. The bark of a tree.
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uku XbitA, v.t.x. To hang up, as on a rope
or a hook.

i Xombululu, n.x. A sloven; a person
of slovenly habits ; a slut.

uku Xomf.ka, v.t.x. To be in a hanging
position ; to hang on.

isi Xomlf.lo, n.x. That which requires
kneading to bring it to perfection,
as dough for bread, or clay for
bricks.

uku Xomolozf.la, v.t.x. To make a despe
rate but weak effort under circum
stances of extremity. Inkomo
iseludakcni, yaxomolozela uku-
puma, kodwa yaswel’amandla: The
cow is fast in the swamp ; it made a
desperate but ineffectual effort to
get out, its strength not being
equal to it.

u Xbxco, n.x. The shin bone.
uku Xoxoxoza,v.t.x. To hold out; to con

tinue unto the end; to persevere
in a task or undertaking with pa
tient endurance.

um Xoxonozo, n.x. 1. A long and almost
endless thing.

2. One who holds out against
difficulties in the accomplishment
of an enterprise.

uku Xontxla, v.t.x. To hold fast; to cling
to a person or thing.

i Xokti, n.x. A long haired ani
mal.

uku Xosza, v.t.z. To knock off from a
rock, as oysters, or as limpets, or
mussels, or other shell fish. x. uku
Xtza.

um Xosa, n.x. An individual of the Xosa
tribe of Kaffirs ; a Kaffir.

ama Xosa, n.x. The national name of the
Kaffir tribes inhabiting the country
on the eastern frontier of the Cape
colony.

i Xosha, n.x. A dressed hide.
uku Xova, v.t.z. 1. To mould or mix up

into a mass or form, as the mould
ing of bricks.

2. To stir up strife, by so mixing
up persons’ utterances, as to incite
to contention.

3. To prevaricate by mixing up
words, so as to talk in a round
about way, as of many things, so as
to lead off from the subject under
discussion.

uku Xovula, v.t.x. To knead ; to tread, as
clay for bricks, z. To speak in a
rambling, prevaricating manner;
to speak without caution. I

isi Xovulf.lo, n.x. That which is
kneaded, as dough for bread.

uku Xoxa, v.t.x. 1. To stir up : to arouse,
as stirring up to strife. Baxbxwa
ngu Maqomo, ukuba balwc: They
arc stirred up to fight by Maqomo.

2. To stir up a fire, by breaking
up the coals. Xoxa umlilo: Stir up
the fire.

uku Xoxa, v.t.x./.. 1. To discussasubject; to
enter into conversation on any sub
ject in a friendly manner ; to nar
rate. jtfasixoxa imfazwc : Let us
talk about the war.

2. Dogs arc said to Xoxa when
barking at bay.

uku Xoxela, v.t.x. To stab repeatedly ; to
multiply wounds on one already
fallen.

i Xoxo, n.x.z. 1. A general conversation
about matters.

2. A toad; a large frog. This word
is from uku A'oxa:To talk together;
to converse; to join in a general
talk about matters where several
persons are engaged in conversation.
It is Onomatopoelic, and refers to
the sound expressed by Xoxa, as
that which represents the confused
noise of many persons speaking at
the same time, which is often the
case when the Kaffirs converse to
gether in their houses. For the
same reason i Xoxo denotes a toad,
or large frog, because it is con
tinually making a sort of deep
croaking noise like Xoxo.

izi Xoxo, n.x.z. Communings; conversa
tions on any subject; consultations.

uku Xoxomela, v.t.z. To snatch from ano
ther ; to take away by violence.

i Xoxosholo, n x. 1. A forlorn or dis
tressed object; a person who has
been exposed to tempestuous wea
ther on a journey, and arrives at
home wet and weary, with his
clothes saturated with rain, would
be called an Ixoxosholo.

2. A person reduced in circum
stances, who has lost heart, and is
very much dejected and cast down,
would be called an Ixoxosholo.

um Xoxozi, n.x. A Kaffir melon; the bit
ter melon.

uku Xoza, v.t.x.z. 1. To strip bark off a
tree.

2. To remove the rind or outside
of a pumpkin with a knife or small
axe.
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z. To shell, as maize from the
cob; to detach from, as oysters
from a rock.

uku Xozula, n.t.x. To bark a tree by
chopping the bark oil’ from the
sticks.

uku Xuba, v.tJC.z. To mix up together
things of diflercnt sorts, z. To com
bine, as the combining of different
regiments of an army for war.

uku Xubana, v.i.x.z. To become mixed up
together, as two flocks of sheep.
z. To coalesce ; to combine.

uku Xubasisa, v.t.x. To assist in mixing
together diflercnt ingredients, z.To
combine ; to bring two or more
things into union, so as to make
one body ; to cause to coalesce.

in Xubuwa, n.x. Tinder.
uku Xuoa, v.i.z. To become loose, as a

stake in the ground.
uku Xugisa, v.t.z. To loosen, as a stake in

the ground.
uku Xuka, v.i.x.z. To be lame; to limp;

to walk as one lame.
uku Xukuxa, v.i.z. To rinse out the mouth

with water.
uku Xulula, r.l.x. To cause to peel oft' in

cakes, as clayey land when ploughed
peels off from the surface unto the
foot of a person walking thereon.

uku Xuma, v.t.x. To revive, as the making
up of fire ; to resuscitate.

uku Xuma, v.t.x.z. To bound ; to leap; to
jump up and down in the same
place, as Kaflirs in dancing.

urn Xume, n.x.z. A jumping up and
down.

uku Xumisa, v.t.x. To speak highly of; to
esteem ; .to praise ; to exalt.

uku Xuxa, u.i.x. To fall off in flesh, either
from want of food, or long con
tinued, wasting sickness.

uku Xuxisa, v.t.z. To cause leanness in
cattle, either from want of food, or
from a wasting sickness.

uku Xuxuzela, v.i.z. To belch up wind,
with a sound like Xu, Xu; to suf
fer from flatulency.

Xuzu, x. Used with Ukuti, which see
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
xuzu: To jerk a person or thing
towards another.

uku Xuzula, v.t.x. 1. To graze, as a wheel
against a stone.

2. To break off, as a branch from
a tree.

uku Xwabusa, v.i.z. To taste pleasantly, as
food.

uku Xwala, v.i.z. To become perverse; to
become corrupted in heart or dis
position for a season, as a petulant
person or disobedient child, or an
old person giving way to evil pro
pensities.

i Xwala, n.z. A person who is petulant,
and of rude and improper manners ;
one who will bear no restraint, and
will not allow himself to be cor
rected in manners or opinions by
others.

i Xwanb, n.x. A lamb.
uku Xwasa, v.t.z. To exclude from sharing

in the prosecution of an affair; to
exclude from the sharing in
property or an estate.

uku Xwaya, v.i.z. To be on the guard
against evil, or of the designs of
others; to take heed; to be shy;
to keep away from.

uku Xwayela, v.t.z. To beware of; to
shun; to be shy of.

ubu Xwayiba,n.x. Chaos; disorder.
uku Xweba, v.i.z. To scratch the person.
uku Xwebuka, v.f.x. To fall oft’, as bark

from a tree. z. uku Xebuka.
uku Xwebula, v.t.x. To strip ofT bark from

a tree. z. uku Xebula.
uku Xwela, v.i.x. To grow poor and thin;

to lack vigour. Generally used as
an adjective, thus I'llizwe lixtcelile :
The country is bare, poor in pas
turage. Inkomo zixwclile ■■ The
cattle arc in bad condition.

ama Xwele, n.x. Fetlocks of animals.
um Xwelo, n.z. Dialectic for Umx'clo,

which see.
in XwEMBEj'n.z. A large wooden spoon

for taking food, as porridge from
the cooking pot.

uku Xwesa, v.t.x. To place one thing
athwart another, on a wall, or on
the side of a steep ascent, as a side
path which crosses another which
is in the direct line of ascent is
said to Xtcesa it.

isi Xwexwe, n.x. A broad and flat
thing, as a flat slab of stone, or a
table.

Xwi, x. Used with Ukuti, which sec
at No. 8 of its meanings. Ukuti
xtei: To catch up : to snatch up.

uku Xwjla, v.t.x. To lay hold of a person
or thing suddenly, so as to forcibly
pull him or it back, or to remove
suddenly to another place.

i Xwili, n.x. A wild dog.
1 uku Xwiliza, v.i.z. To be choked, or suf-
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located, as by water, or by the
throat being seized by another
person.

uku Xwilizisa, v.t.z. To choke; to suffo
cate.

uku Xwita, v.t.x. To pluck a bird or fowl
of its feathers.

Y.

Y is sounded in Kaffir like y in the
English word You.

1. It is the euphonic letter of
nouns of spec. 3 sing, prefixes in
and im.

2. Y is prefixed to the root of
vowel verbs to form the imperative.
Ukw oyika : To fear. Yoyika :
Eear thou. Uktcaka: To build.
Yaka: Build.

3. When .as the euphonic letter
it is prefixed to nouns of spec. 3
sing, it has the force of the substan
tive verb. India : House. Yindlu:
It is a house. Imilambo : Rivers.
Yimilambo : They are rivers.

uku Ya, v.t.x.z. To go to move on. Ndaya,
kona: I went there. Waya en-
tabeni: He went into the mountain.
The meaning attached to Ukuya is
always that of action as opposed to
rest. Masiye kulondawo : Let us
go ; or, let us be going to that place.

Ya, x.z. 1. The root of Ukuya is
used as an auxiliary verb, in
the formation of some of the tenses
of the principal verb. When thus
used it retains its original meaning
of action, as opposed to rest. Ndiya
sebenza: I work, is literally, I yo
work; meaning, I setmyself to work;
am engaged in the act of working.
JYdiya kuteta: I shall speak. Lit.
I yo to speak. And so in all the
tenses wherein Ya occurs as an
auxiliary verb.

2. It is often used conjunctively,
in the same manner as Za, which
sec. Baya batumaizicakazabo: And
they sent their servants. Waya
umnlulowo wasolula isandlasake:
And that person stretched forth his
hand.

3. It is the past indef. of spec. 3
sing. Yajika, inkosi: The captain
arrived.

urn Ya, n.x. The wild hemp, very exten
sively used by the native tribes as
an article for smoking like tobacco.

Yabo, x. One of the forms of the
poss. pro. Theirs.

Yaboxa, x. Look 1 behold ! see I When
used as spoken to more than one
person, the phi. ni is added. Ya-
bonani: Behold ye; see yc.

i Yakayaka, n.x. A ragged thing, as
a garment.

Yako, x. One of the forms of the poss.
pro. Thy; thine.

Yakowabo, x. See Kowabo.
uku Yala, v.t.x. To warn; to admonish;

to advise; to direct; to command.
uku Yalana, v.t.x.z. To admonish one

another.
uku Yalasa, v.t.x. To strut; to walk with

a lofty, proud gait and erect, head ;
to walk with affected dignity.

uku Yalatala, x.z. As uku Yalaza.
uku Yalaza, v.t.x.z. To spread out lightly,

as earth or grass, so as to cover that
which is beneath, as a pitfall or a
snare for game, by slightly covering
it with grass or earth.

Yalazala, x. Used with Ukuli, which
sec at No. S of its meanings. Ukuli
yalazala. The same as uku Yalaza.

uku Yalbla, v.t.x.z. To address by way
of caution ; to warn against; to
caution; to command ; to instruct;
to give directions.

um Yalblo, 71-x.z. A command; a cau
tion.

uku Yaleza, v.t.x.z. To give a charge ; to
give a commission to; to commit
an enterprise or a certain work to
another. Oko abcbayaleza nyako:
That which he charged or commis
sioned them to do.

uku Yalezela, v.t.x.z. To give instructions
to another, as to the performance of
any enterprise or undertaking; to
command.

isi Yalezo, n.x.z. A charge ; a commis
sion ; a command ; an instruction.

um Yali, n.x.z. Ancxhortcr; an admon-
ishcr.

uku Yalipalisa, v.t.x. To wear out, or
needlessly wear away a garment;
to wastingly wear down an instru
ment or machine. To run a vehicle
without greasing the axles would be
to Yalipalisa it.

isi Yalo, m.x.z. An admonition ; a cau
tion ; a command.

Yalo, x. One of the forms of the poss.
pro. Its.

isi Yalu, n.z. 1. A soft place where
water oozes out, as quick sand, or
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treacherous ground, soft, by internal
but partially hidden springs.

2. Any mixture of food of a soft
kind, as pumpkins and mealies.

3. A person who squints.
uku Yaluka, v.t.x.z. To be agitated ; to

be thrown into a distracted state of
mind.

uku Yaluza, v.i.x.z. To be agitated, as
water; applied also to a distracted
state of mind.

uku Yaluzela, v.i.x.z. To agitate, as water
when agitated by soma internal
cause, as by an object rising often
to the surface and then disappear
ing; or as when boiling; applied also
to the disturbing of the mind.

Yam, x. One of the forms of the poss.
pro. Mine.

i Yambaza, n.z. Thin porridge.
in Yasda, n.x.z. A bundle of wood ; a

fagot of wood.
Yakga, x. 1. 0 ! that; expressive of

a strong desire in connexion with
inga, when referring to nouns of
spec. 3 sing. Yanga inga fika
inkosi: 0 I that the chief would
arrive.

2. For the hypothetic meaning
of Yanga, see Ukunga, at No. 3 of
its meanings.

in Yanga, x. Sec i JYyanga.
uku Yanguza, v.l.7. To be terrified; to

look aghast; to be confounded, so
as to be speechless.

in Yanguza, n.x. A thief; one who
looks about for predatory purposes.

in Yaniso, x. See i Nyaniso.
um Yahya, n.x. A ghost; a departed

spirit which re appears to man.
uku Yapaceka, v.i.z. To move with a wav

ing motion. Applied only to the
waves of the sea in calm weather.

uku Yasha, v.i.x. To work or dress a skin
by treading it by the feet until soft.

YrAso, x. One of the forms of the poss.
pro. Its.

isi Yata, w.x. A fool; a stupid person.
i Y'atayata, n.z. A slovenly, careless

person.
ubu Y atayata, n.x. Slovenliness; careless-

ncss.
in Y'ati, n.x. A buffalo.

uku I ayateka, r.i.7„ To wince or wriggle
with pain, as a person undergoing
the punishment of being flogged.

Yayo, x. One of the forms of the poss.
pro. Its.

Y aza, x. Then, it or he; and, it er

he. Spec. 3 sing. See Ukuza, at
No. 2 b of its meanings.

Yazika, inter). x. An exulting excla
mation when a hostile attack fails.

i Ye, n.z. A very large ant which feeds
on grass.

in Yebelelt, n.x. Cold keen air.
Yuuo,adv.z. 1. Y'es,truly; yes,indeed.

2. Used also in answer to a call
from a person at a distance = I hear
you ; ay, ay.

Yebuya, inter). 7.. Comeback; return.
Used in calling a person to turn
back from the path he is pursuing.

Y'edwa, x. lie alone. Usually pre
ceded by the per. pro. Yena: he or
she. Yena yedica: lie or she
alone.

Y'eiia ! or, Y'eha ke ! inter).x. An ex
clamation of mingled surprise and
regret. Alas! Yelia ke ! umntwana
warn uhlelwc yintonil Alas 1 my
child, what has befallen youl

uku Yeiileza, v.t.7.. To strike violently on
the head with a stick.

isi Yejane, n.z. A person of weak mind ;
a person who is always doing some
stupid thing, but not wickedly or
wilfully, but from sheer want of
common sense.

ubu Y’ejanr, n.z. Stupidity; foolish weak
ness of mind.

uku Y'eka, v.i.x.z. To cease from an action ;
to let alone, fr.ndiyekile ukusc-
benza apo : I have left oil' to work
there. Ndiyeki: Leave me alone.

• When the root is used in the im
perative, followed by the particle
ke, it expresses surprise or regret.
Yckake! Only fancy! Well, to be
sure ! •

uku Y’ekela, v.t.x.z. To leave oil for, or on
account of. Uyckelanina umsc-
benzi wako 1 Why, for what reason,
have you left your work 1

uku Y'ekelela, v.t.x. To loosen a little; to
slacken, as a rope held in the hand.

i Y'ekeyeke, n.x. A person who easily
yields to the persuasions of another;
one easily led into any course of
conduct.

um Y'eko, n.z. Hair which is allowed to
hang down aboutthc head in twisted
ringlets.

uku Y'i la, v.t.x. To go to a certain place
or locality.

uku Y'ei.ela, v.i.x. To go for a purpose;
to be like unto in appearance;
to tend towards.
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uku Yeleleka, v.f.x. To accord with; to
be proper for, or tending towards.

izi Yei.elo, n.x. Inclinations; tendencies;
things which favour, or have resem
blances to other things.

i Yembe, n.7.. A shirt.
Yembe, z. Used with Ukuti, which

see at No. S of its meanings. Ukuti
yembe : To fall back; to retire in
an orderly manner, as soldiers re
treating from a battle in line and
regular order.

Yena, x.z. Him; himself; her; her
self.

isi Yendaxe, n.7. A person who wears
the hair in long strings about the
head.

isi Vendls, n.7. A crest, as of a crested
bird.

uku Yenga, v.t.7.. To entice, decoy, beguile,
tempt to evil; to seduce, x. Uku.-
cenga.

uku Yengezilisa, v.i.x. To shed tears; to
have the eyes filled with water,
ready to weep.

isi Yengo, n.x. A beguiling word or act.
um Yeni, n.x.z. A bridegroom.

Yenv, x. One of the forms of the poss.
pro. Yours.

isi Yepu, n.7.. A long-haired hc-goat.
i Yesile, n.x. An ass.

uku Yeta, v.i.z. To be dejected ; to be low
in spirits ; to be brought down ; to
lie in a helpless condition, as one
without strength.

isi Yete, n.x. A knavish fool.
ama Yeyeye, n.x. Cries aud yelliugs, as of

persons in distress, or of persons j
wounded in battle.

uku Yeyezbla, v.i.x. To sing at the dances
which arc performed during the
continuance of the seclusion of cir- 1
cuinciscd lads from general society. 1

i Yeza, n.x.z. Medicine ; any kind of
physic.

isi Yezi, n.7.. Giddiness ; dizziness.
um Ybzo, n.x. A garden.

Yr, x. 1. A particle prefixed to mono
syllabic verbs to form the impera
tive. Ukuva: To hear. Yiva :
Hear thou.

2. It is the Pronominal verbal
medial and accusative of spec. 3
sing. Ndiyayitanda inkosi: I love
(him) the chief. Bayigaula imiti:
They fell (them) the trees.

3. 17 is the euphonic sj liable of
nouns of specs. 3 sing, and 6 plu.
Prefixed to nouns of those

specs, it is the verb substantive,
denoting, It is ; it was, &c. 17n-
losi: It is the chief. Uyintombi
yakowctu lomntu : That person is
a girl belonging to us. Kwada
k wayimini wabenyuswa ngayo :
Until the day that he was taken
up. Lit. Until it was the day.

u Yiiilo, n.x.z. Thy father; your father.
u Yihlokazi, n.x.z. Thy, or your, pa

ternal uncle.
u YihlokulUjV.x z. Thy, or your, grand

father on the father's side.
i Yika, n.z. A small ease ; a quiver.

uku Yila, v.i.x. To mark out on the ground
a house or cattle fold ; to give an
outlincor rough sketch of anything;
to design, as the design or plan of
a house or garden.

i Yila, n.x. A sea shell.
ubu Yilo, n.x. Stupidity of speech.

i Yilo, n.x. One deficient in speech, or
any utterance,such as in singing, &c.

Yipina, adv., x. Which! Specs. 3 sing.
and G plu. Yipina, indoda uteta
ngayo 1 Which man are you speak
ing of I Yipina imilambo? Which
rivers!

uku Visa, v.t.x.z. To take to a place; to
remove to any p'ace. Umyise um-
ntwana apaya : Take the child far
away there. Lit. To cause to go.
Prom Ukuya.

u Yise, n.x. His father; her father;
their father.

u Yisekazi, n.x. His or her paternal
uncle.

u YisENi<uLu,n.x. Hisorhergrandfather
on the father’s side.

isi Yiya, n.7.. Thin porridge.
Yiyipina, adv.x. Which! Which'of the

two! Spec. 3 sing, and 6 plu.
Yiyipina indlu! Which house 1
Yiyipina inkosi uteta ngayo?
Which of the chiefs arc you speak
ing of? Yiyipina kuzo zombini!
Which of the two ! Yiyipina imiti
uyinyulayo ? Which of the trees do
you choose ?

Yiyo, x. Pcr.pro.spcc.3sing.andG plu.
1. It is it; it is he. Yiyo inkomo :
It is (it) the cow. Yiyo inkosi: It
is (he) the chief. Yiyo imiti besi-
teta ngayo: They arc (they) the
trees we were speaking of.

2. It is done by it, or by them.
Lonto yenzwet yiyo indoda leyo :
That thing is done by (him) that
man.
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Yo ! x.z. An interjection expressing ,
surprise,fear,orregret. Yo! mnlwa-1
na team : Alas ! my child. Yo ! I
sendiya kwenjenjani ? Alas! what
shall I do?

Yo, x. A particle used in a variety of
senses when connected with adjec
tives and verbs.

1. It is aflixed to that class of
adjectives which arc derived from
the verb. The perfect tense, in
dicative mood, is used adjcctively.
When the relative pronoun is
prefixed, Yo is thus aflixed. Um-
ntu ulunyilc : The person is good.
Umntu olunyileyo : The 'person
who is good. Abantu bakohlakele :
The people arc bad. Abantu aba
kohlakeleyo .- People who are bad.

2. It is affixed to verbs in the
same manner, when the verbal pre- |
fix is preceded by the relative pro-1
noun. Abantu bahamba ; The
people walk. Abantu abahambayo: I
The people who walk. Wena uhi-I
ziwe : Thou art called. Wena obi-
ziweyo : Thou who art called.

3. It is affixed in the same man
ner to verbs when the personal pro
noun as a verbal medial is inserted
between the verbal prefix and the
root to supply the place of the
oblique forms of the relative pro
noun whom. Indicia endiyitandayo:
The path which I love. Urnntu
owandincedayo: The man by whom
I was helped.

uku Yoba, v.i’.x. To be stupefied, z. To
stop ; to stop short of.

uku Yocula, v.t.z. To rub or pinch oft’the
skin.

ubu Yoko, m.x. Plenteousness ; superfluity.
ubu Yokoyoko, w.x. Beautiful, luxurious

things.
uku Yola,z. Used as an adjective by taking

the root of the perfect tense indica
tive mood, for being pleasant, de
licious. Ukutya kuyolile: The
food is pleasant to the taste. Uku-
teta kwake kuyolile: His speech is
pleasant,

uku Yolela, v.t.x.z. To arrange matters ;
to set affairs in order : to give com
mands for any complicated opera
tion, as a General giving general
orders for military operations; or
as a person as to the disposal of his
property after his death; or as a
person about to take a long journey,

2 K

or a long voyage, giving orders as
to the management of his affairs
during his absence.

um Yolhlo, n.x.z. An earnest address on
matters which arc referred to when
an arrangement is made such as is
denoted by the word Ukuyolcla;
as an address or charge before
death, &c.

uku Yolisa, v.t.x. To give pleasure; to
make happy ; to delight.

Yomibini, adj. x. Both. Spec. 6 plu.
Sayaula imiti yomibini: We felled
both trees.

YoMintAxu, adj.x. All five. Spec. ■(
phi. Yomihlanu imihla : All five
days.

Yomine, adj.x. All four. Spec. G plu.
Yomine imilambo : All four rivers.

Yomitandatc, adj.x. All six. Spec.
6 plu.

Yoxitatu, adj.x. All three. Spec. 6
plu.

Yoxa, x.z. Per. pro. spec. 3 sing. He :
she ; it. Yona indlu : It, the house.
Yona intombi: Her, the girl.
Yona indoda : Him, the man.

in Yosi, n.x. A bee.
um Yoyelo, n.x. A charge; a trust; a

command ; that which is enjoined,
committed, or entrusted to another
to be performed or carried out.
Dialectic umyolelo.

Yozixenxe, adj. x. All seven. Imiti
yozixenxe : All seven trees.

Z.

The letter Z has the same sound in Kaf
fir as in English.

uku Za, x. 1. To come; to arrive ; to ap
proach. Udiyeza: I am coming.

2. Za is used idiomatically in se
veral senses. As :—

a. Used after the infinitive of
verbs it denotes that the action of
the verb following is near to its
accomplishment. Baza kufika:
They will soon arrive. Iza kubako
lonto : The thing is near its accom
plishment. Uza kufa: He is dying.

b. It is often used conjunctively.
When thus used it usually ex
presses, “ And when," or “ And
then," thus referring not only to the
action of the succeeding verb, but
also giving the idea of inference
from some circumstances having



previously taken place, as the reason
of theactionof the verb followingZia.
Razabapcndula bouke abantu: Then
answered all the people. )lraza
wati yakubako isabata, waqala uku-
fuudisa: And when the Sabbath
arrived he began to preach. Waza
wati wakubabona wavuya: And
when he saw them he rejoiced. Baza
basondela kuyc bonke abantu: Then
drew nigh to him all the people.

c. It is used in the imperative be
fore other verbs, implying exhorta
tion, rather than command, on the
part of the speaker, and is often
adopted as a polite mode of making
a request to another. When thus
used the final vowel a is usually
elided when the initial letter of the
verbal prefix following is a vowel.
Z'undi ncede: A (lord me help.
Z'undityde kaloku apo ba ndu-
Inkele kona: Tell me now where
they have departed to. Ize niku-
nAulc izwi lam: Remember my
word.

d. It is used with the negative
verbal prefixes before the present
subjunctive to express never, both in
the past and future time. Andiza-
nga nditsho : I never said so. Aku-
zanga kubonwe ngento enjalo kwa
Siraycli: It was never so seen in
Israel. ALasayixvzx bavume: They
will never consent. AkasayiKVZA
abuye : lie will never return.

Za, x. The verbal prefix of the past
indef. tense spec. 3, -1, and 5 plu.
Zati izindlu zatsha: The houses
were burnt.

ili Za, ?j.x. 1. A wave of the sea.
2. A large antelope.

isi Za, w.x.z. A site for a house to be
built upon.

Z.ino, x. One of the forms of the
poss. pro. Theirs. Sec Grammar.

uku Zaca, v.i.z. To become lean; to fall oft'
in flesh. Izinkomo zizacilc : The
cattle have fallen oft'in condition.

isi Zaka, n.z. A forest tree.
uku Zakaza, v.t.z. To barb a war spear by

cutting small notches on the edge,
so that it may not easily be with
drawn when it enters the body.

i Zakiwo, n.x. A building; that which
is built; an erection.

Zakowabo, x. See Kowabo.
Zaku, x. Verbal prefix past indef.

tcnscofthcsubjunctivcmood. When

they. Spec. 3, 4, and 5 plu. Zaku-
fika inkomo : When the cattle ar
rived. .ZaAmmuka izicaka: When
the servants departed. ZaZmgaulwa
iz.inti: When the rods were cut.

uku Zala, w.t.x.z. I. To increase. Hence,
2. To bear young; to beget.
3. To lay eggs.
•1. To fill. Umlambo uzde: Tho

river is full.
in Zala; n.x. 1. Increase.

2. That which is born ; progeny.
Used with ndini appended (which
sec) in the vocative, it signifies, “a
generation; a race of men.” Nzala-
ndini yamaiamba: Ye generation
of vipers.

i Zala, w.x.z. 1. A rubbish heap; a
place for refuse.

2. The ash heap of a native
village.

uku Zalamaxisa, v.t.x. To endeavour to
ingratiate one's self into the friend
ship and good will of another.

uku Zalela, v.t.x.z. To bear for. Um-
fazi wake icamzalela, umntwana :
His wife bore unto him a child.

uku Zazelwa, v.i.x.z. 1. To be born in a
certain place. Wazalelwa e Bete-
lehcmc: He was born in Bethlehem.

2. To be born to, or for a certain
thing or purpose. Umntu uzcdelwc
intsizi : Man is born for trouble.

uku Zalisa, v.t.x.z. 1. To fill. Zalisa
itunga : Fill the milk pail.

2. To assist at childbirth.
uku Zaliseka, v.i.x.z. To be fulfilled ; to

be accomplished. Zati imini zakc
zazaliseka z.okuba afc: His days
were accomplished that he should
die.

uku Zalisekela, v.t.x. To fulfil; to accom
plish.

um Zalisikazi, n.x. A midwife; one who
assists at the birth of a child.

isi Zalo, n.x. The womb.
in Zalo, n.x. I. Offspring; progeny;

family.
2. Increase. Hence, The interest

of money, interest being considered
as the increase, or offspring, of the
capital.

uku Zalwa, x. Verbal noun. Birth. Uku-
zalwa kwakc : His birth.

um Zai.wana, w.x.z. A kinsman; a relat ive
by birth.

isi Zalwana, w.x.z. A family; a brother
hood.

Zam, poss.pro.x. Mine. Referring
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to nouns of spec. 3, 4, and 5. In-|
homo zani: My cattle. Izandla I
zai/i.- My hands.

uku Zama, v.i.x.z. 1. To move one’s self or
itself. Urnti wjazama: The tree
moves.

2. To struggle with a difficulty ;
to persevere under discouragement.
Ndiyawuzama umsebenzi warn,
nakuba unzirna: I struggle with
my work notwithstanding that it is
heavy.

uku Zamana, v.i.x.z. To struggle or wrestle
with one another.

uku Zamazama, v.i.x.z. To move back
wards and forwards with rapidity
of motion.

uku Zamazamisa, v.t.x.z. To agitate, as
water.

uku Zamisa, v.t.x.z. 1. To cause to move
from side to side.

2. To stir a mass, as porridge.
uku Zamla, v.t.x. To will a thing which

there is not power to perform, as a
person laid up with sickness has a
strong desire to leave his bed and
move about, but has no strength to
perform what he wills. The word
Umx'elo, Mind, Will, is generally
used in connexion with Ukuzamla.
Ndizamla ngomxelo ukubamba
endlc, kodwa ndiswel’ amandla: 1
am very desirous of going abroad,
but I have no strength.

uku Zamula, v.f.z. To yawn; to gape.
i Zanoete, n.x. A kind of grass.
i Zandekela, n.x. One ■who gives satis

faction in fulfilling the duties of
his position in life in an efficient
and honourable manner. An able
statesman or minister of the Gospel
would be an i Zandekela.

um Zani, n.x. A fine wood, very hard,
called iron wood by the Cape
colonists.

um Zantsi, n.z. The lower part of a thing.
Umzantsi wengubo : The lower
part of a garment. Uinzantsi
wenyau : The sole of the foot.

Zantsi, adv.x.z. Lower in proportion,
as compared with some other ob
ject. The prefix varies with that
of the noun it qualifies; Ilityc
lisezantai kwcndlu : The stone is on
the lower side of the house. Ubu-
hlanti bungasezantsi: The kraal is
lower down.

um Zanyani, n.z. A nurse of children.
i Zavolo, n.x. The last drops from a cow.

isi Zatu, n.x. The reason why; a cause.
uku Zacla, v.t.z. To cut the flesh for cup

ping. More generally applied to
the cutting of the forehead when a
person has continued headache.
The notion is, that there is bad
blood, which requires removing;
and the cutting and cupping to
effect this is what is expressed by
Ukuzaula.

Zaza, x. And they; then they. Spec.
3 pin. Sec Ukuza, at No. 2 6 of
its meanings.

uku Zaza, v.t.z. To make footmarks around
a place by walking around it, as
birds walking about a trap, and
leaving their footprints.

uku Zazelela, v.i.x.z. To be acquainted
with anything for yourself.

i Zazelo, n.x. Conscience, z. Expe
rience.

Ze, au.c.r.x. This particle is
(which see,) with the final vowel
changed into e.

1. It is used to express, "In
order that,” “ For the purpose of,”
or, “ That it mightbedone." Z'utetc
naye aze avume : Just speak with
him, that he might consent. It is
thus used in much the same sense
as Ukuze.

2. It expresses, “Thatso;” “and
so ;” “ and so it came to pass.” Knze
kwati ukufa kwafikcla abantu
bonke : And death passed upon all
men. Size nati simkonze : That so
we also may serve him.

Ze, adj.x.z. 1. Bare; naked. Uha-
mbaci: He goes naked. Ilizwe
Zizealinakudla; The land is barren,
it has no food.

2. It often denotes there being
nothing to obstruct in a path.
Indlela ize, ayinangozi: The path
is without obstruction, there is no
danger.

3. It denotes destitution. Udize:
I have nothing. The radical sense
is that of the absence of the thing
referred to ; the state of not having.

uku Zeka, v.t.x. To take to oneself.
Ukuzeka. umfazi: To take to one
self a wife. Uya kuzeka ityala, ngo-
kukwenza kwako : You will incur,
or take to yourself, guilt by your
practices.

uku Zekankka, v.t.x. To be led into a
thing or undertaking by the repre
sentations of another.
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uku Zekei.ela, v.i’.x.z. To go a long way
round; to make a detour; to fetch
a compass in journeying.

uku Zekelisa, t'.i’.x. To speak in parables;
to use similitudes.

urn Zekeliso, n.x. A parable; a similitude.
um Zekelv, n.x. An example ; a model.

i Zembe, n.x. An axe.
i Zenoezenge, n.x. 1. A long, tedious

task or undertaking.
2. That which is tattered or in

shreds.
Zesu, x. Pos. pro. 2 per. sing. Yours.

deferring to a noun of spec. 3, 4,
and 5 plu.

i Zexz.o, n.x. Performances. (See is-Enzo,
under the letter E.

uku Zenzisa, ti.i’.x.z. To dissemble; to dis
simulate.

um Zexzisi, n.x.z. A dissembler; ahypocrite.
i Zexziso, n.x.z. Dissimulation; hypo

crisy.
Zeukga, x. Do not. This is used in

entreaty. Zeunga. teti njalo mhlobo
warn : Don’t, speak in that manner,
my friend.

Zi, x. 1. A reflective pronoun. It is
used immediately before the root
of the verb, and gives the sense of
the action of the verb being reflected
back on the actor. Thus it answers
to the English of, Myself, Thyself,
Himself, Themselves, Ar ourselves,
fee. As, Uyakataza: lie gives
trouble. Uyazikataza : He troubles
himself. Bayacitwa: They arc
scattered. Bayazi’cita : They scat
ter themselves. When thus placed
before the root of the verb, it con
stitutes the Reflective form of the
verb. (See Grammar.)

2. It is used before the Objective
form of the verb, (see Grammar,) to
express the doing an action for one
self, or himself, or on account of the
actor or actors, or by the actor’s
own impulse or free will, without
any constraint from others. As,
Bayas/tctcla: They speak for them
selves. Uzi’zelc : He has come of his
own accord. Ndiyaccnzcla: I am
acting for myself, or on my own
account, of my own accord. Zi-
lumkelcni ngokti: Therefore take
heed to yourselves. In many in
stances there are peculiar and spe
cial senses attached to those com
binations of the several forms of
the verbs. These significations will

be found in their proper places in
the Dictionary.

3. Zi is the Pronominal verbal
medial which constitutes the Accusa
tive to the verbs of spec. 3,4, and 5 pin.
As such it is inserted between the
tense forms of the verb and the
root. Uyaci’bulala inkomo zam :
You arc killing (them) my cattle.
Bayazt’tanda inkosi zabo: They
love (them) their chiefs.

4. Itisthe Pronominalvcrbalpre-
fix forspcc. 3,4, and 5 plu., which con
stitutes thenom. tothoverb. Izindlu
ziyatsha: The houses (they) arc burn
ing. ZZqckckilc izitya: (They) the
vessels are broken. Izintsu zitcngi-
wo : The skins (they) are purchased.

5. Zi is the Euphonic syllable of
spec. 3, 4, and 5 plu., and is
used before nouns of these specs.
and the adjectives which qualify
them, as the verb substantive. Zi-
nkomo: They arc cattle. Izitya
ezimhlopc : White baskets, or the
baskets which arc white.

ulu Zr, n.x.z. The fine bark of a creeper,
found in the forests on the large
trees, used by the natives in the
manufacture of baskets, and for ty
ing things up with instead of string.

um Zi, n.x. A village ; an assemblage of
houses.

isi Zi, n.x. A satisfaction; a propitiation.
z. The property of one who has died

. without heirs, and which therefore
belongs to the chief.

imi Zi, n.x.z. Bushes.
uku Ziba, v.t.7.. 1. To conceal; to suppress;

to act with reticence by maintain
ing silence on any subject, as a per
son concealing the crime committed
by another.

2. To take secretly; to abstract
anything without being seen, as a
person taking corn out of a basket,
and smoothing the surface, so that
it might not be observed. It is
distinguished from Ukuba, To
thieve, as the English word To
pilfer is from To steal, or To rob.

3. It denotes the concealing of a
footpath by the overgrowth of long
grass. The primanj meaning is,
To conceal; to hide from view.

imi Ziba, n.x. Loose strands; fibre of
plants.

isi Ziba, n.x. Rags ; small pieces of print
or calico.
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isi Ziba, m.x.z. A reach or deep pool of
water in a river.

uku Zibamba, v.i.x. To bo self-possessed at
the time of excitement; to keep
back from an action; to refrain
from an action.

uku Zibambisaxa, v.t.x. To pledge or to
bind each other to an engagement
or enterprise ; to enter into a con
federacy. Bazibambisana kulcn-
konzo ngesifungo: They bound
themselves to that undertaking by
an oath.

u Zibandlbla, n.z. The name of that
period of the year when the grass
overgrows the paths, usually from
October to November. From Uku-
ziba, To conceal, and Indicia, Path.

uku Zibeka, v.i.x. To apply oneself to an
undertaking. Wazibeka kwaseku-
hambeni kwakc : lie applied him
self to his journey.

uku Zibenca, v.i.x. To examine oneself.
uku Zibika, v.t.x. To apply to another for

help or advice by stating a person’s
own ease. It is the reflective form
of the verb Ukubika: To report; to
give information. Lit. it means to
report oneself. The above is the
meaning attached to it colloquially.
Ndiza kuzibika nkosi : I have
come to state my case, Sir.

i Zibuko, n.x.r.. A ford of a river.
uku Zibula, v.i.x. To bear the first child.

Umntwanaowaye zibula ngayc: The
child she bore first. Lit. To open
the womb. Hence the phrase,
Konkc kutyulwa ngayo: What
soever openeth the womb. From
this verb is derived Otvarnazibulo
and Izibtde, which see.

i Zibule, n.x. An animal which has
given birth to its firstborn, and has
not as yet borne another, z. i Zi-
bulokasana.

ama Zibulo, n.x. The firstborn. This is
the plu. form which is generally
used when applied to children.
When applied to a son it takes the
relative pronoun and euphonic let
ter of spec. 1 sing., from, Unyana :
Son. As Unyana otvamazibulo.- |
The firstborn son. When applied '
to a daughter it takes the rclatirc ,
pronoun and euphonic letter of
spec. 3 sing., from Intombi: Daugh
ter. Intombi cyamazibulo : The
firstborn daughter. The peculiar
use of the plural forms of the noun,

as in these examples, in connection
with the singular forms of Unyana,
Son, and Intombi, Daughter, is
doubtless caused by the state of
polygamy existing among the Kaf
firs, in which there arc more than
one firstborn in every family, viz.,
a firstborn of each wife.

uku Zidei’Isela, v.i.x. To allow of hin
drances ; to hinder oneself from the
performance of a purpose by allow
ing other events or occupations to
cause procrastination.

uku Zidla, v.i.x. To be proud, vain, con
ceited. Lit. To feed upon oneself.
A very correct definition of conceit.

uku Zifujianela, v.i.x. To find for oneself.
Ihashc lako lafunyanwa ngubaninal
Who found your horse ! I lai ndi-
lifumanclc ngokwam: I found it
for myself. Inkonjane izifumande
indawo apo ibeka kono ainatole ayo:
The swallow has found a nest for
herself, where she may lay her
young.

uku Zioabulela, (See uku Gab id a,) v.i.x.
To open for oneself a way by cut
ting down that which opposes pro
gress, as, Wazigabulda indicia
eblatini: He cut for himself a path
through the forest. Wati waba
tyutya into cninziyamanxeba, wada
tnazigabulda indicia pakati kwabo
bonke: He covered them with
wounds until he cut for himself a
path through them all.

uku Ziuambela, v.n.x. 1. To walk or go
alone. Umntwana csclekwazi uku-
zihambda: The child can now go
or walk alone.

2. To go on one’s own account.
Uhambda bani 1 For whom are you
going? Hai, ndiyazihambda: I
am going on my own account.

uku Zika, v.t.x. 1. To sink: to go deep
down, as a person diving in deep
water, to bring up anything from
the bottom.

2. To go deep into a case or sub
ject, to thoroughly master it, so as
to understand it in its depths.

isi Zikazika, n.x. Blackness. Amazulu
adzikazika ngamafu: The heavens
arc black with clouds.

um Ziki, n.z. A large antelope, the Beit-
bok of the Dutch. Its habitat is
among reeds and long grass.

um Zikilili, n.z. A hitch or hindrance ; a
small check or difficulty.
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inn Zikizikana, n.x. An insignificant, un
important person ; one without
weight or character.

i Ziko, n.x.z. A fire place or hearth.
iz.i Ziko, n.x. A place of assembly.

uku Zila, v.t.x.z. To abstain. Usually ap
plied to food. Ukuzilaukutya:’Tofast.

mn Zila, n.x.z. A track; a mark or track-
made by dragging any heavy body
along the ground ; a trail; a cattle
track.

uku Zilandulela, v.i.x. To excuse oneself.
uku Zilazila, v.i.x. To hesitate ; to mani

fest indecision.
um Zilbkzi, n.x. A black water snake.

Zilisiicmi, x. Ten. Specs. 3, 4, and 5.
isiZn.o, n.x.z. An abstaining; a fast; a

mourning.
isi Zito, n.z. A black kind of sand of a

metallic appearance found in the
Nat al eoun try on the roads aftcr rai n.

uku Zilu.'ikela, v.i.x. To take heed for, or
on account of, oneself; to take heed
to oneself, so as to guard against any
danger, or so as to be attentive to
any duty. Zilumkelc ungapindi
ukubona ubuso bam, ngokuba um-
hla ubonayo ubuso bam uyakufa:
Take heed to thyself that thou see
my face no more, for the day thou
Boost my face thou shalt die. Zi-
lumkeleni kuncne ngoko ukuba
nimtande U-Yeiiovaii UTixowenu:
Take good heed to yourselves that
ye love the Lord your God.

uku Zilu-mla, v.i.x. To deny oneself of any
indulgence. From Ukulumla : To
wean a child.

in Zima, x. See i A’cfma, under the letter
N.

, um Zimaxdlela, n.z. The boundary of a
cultivated piece of land. x. um
Limandlela.

ama Zimua, n.x. Kaffir corn; a kind of
millet, z. Amabclc.

um Zimba, n.x.z. The human body.
ubu Zimba, n.z. A hunting party.

Zimbixi, udj.x. Two. Referring to
nouns of spec. 3, 4. and 5 pin.
Indlu zimbini : Two houses.

uku Zimela, v.t.x. To conceal the person;
to disappear from sight. Wazimda
apaya: He hid himself, or he dis
appeared in that direction.

uku Zimka, v.i.x. 1. To fall gradually, as a
wagon which gradually falls over, or
a person in a fainting fit..

2. To fall by a sliding motion, as
a person falling down the side of a

mountain, by the ground giving
way beneath his feet.

uku Zimkbla, v.i.x. To fall or slide down,
or threaten to fall on a person. In-
qwclo ibizimkela kuye: The wagon
fell gradually towards him.

um Zimkulu, n.x. The name of a large
river which has its source in the
Kahlamba Mountains, forming the
western boundary- of the Natal
colony.

uku Zimoyoywaxa, v.i.x.To be confounded;
to be confused, so as to be at a loss
what to say.

i Zimu, n.z. A cannibal. See Zimuzimu
uku Zimuka, v.i z. To become large and

heavy.
uku Zimula, v.t.x. 1. To do something out

of the ordinary- routine, as to carry
a very large burden, or to bear a
fine large child.

2. To do violence to one’s own
feelings, especially applied to times
of famine, when people are neces
sitated to cat unnatural food.

i Zimuzimu, n.z. A cannibal. Not one
who has from choice adopted can
nibal practices, but one who has
been driven by starvation to cat his
fellow beings.

i Zimvi, n.x. Grey hairs from old age.
i Zimvu, n.x.z. The plu. for sheep. Sec

im Fw.
um Zimvubu, n.x.z. A large river in the

Amapondo country, west of Natal,
called by the colonists the St.John’s
River. The name is derived from
Umzi, A residence; and Univubv,
the name of the Hippopotamus, in
timating that the river is the habi
tat of that animal.

uku Zisca, v.i.x. To be conceited ; to have
too high an opinion of one’s own
person or accomplishments.

uku Zindki.a, v.i.z. To hesitate; to hang
back, as a person unwilling to con
sent to a proposal, or to commence
an operation.

uku Zindla, v.t.x. 1. To hint; to suggest
by a slight intimation.

2. To suppose; to conjecture; (o
allude to; tomention slightly: to
endeavour to obtain information <.n
a subject by hinting at it.

z. To ponder over a matter; to
think over a matter; to muse; to
cogitate.

isi Zinblo, n.z. Thought; musing; cogi
tation.
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uku Zinga, v.t.x. To prompt to evil. z. To
go round in a circle.

i Zinga, n.z. A ring on a bullock's born;
a furrow on a man’s brow.

uku Zingabila, v.i.x. To delay; to procras
tinate ; to vacillate in purpose.

in Zingamawa, n.z. A baboon which lives
among rocks.

urn Zingandlu, n.z. A small brown snake,
not venomous, said to have no eyes,
being a kind of link between the
worm and the snake.

uku Zingca, v.i.x. To be self-reliant; to
have confidence in a person's own
resources.

Zixge, x. Tense form of the verb, spec.
3, 1, and 5 phi. prefixed to the Infini
tive of the verb. They will not.
Zinge kuhamba : They will not go.

isi Zixge, n.x. A fairy ring on the grass. I
uku Zingei.a, v.t.x./.. To hunt for game : 1

to pursue after.
uku Zingeleza, v.i.x. To go round a place. !
uku Zingisa, v.i.x. To persevere ; to deter- I

minutely continue an enterprise.
uku Zingxala, v.i.x. To gorge oneself; to

glutton; to fill oneself to satiety.
uku Zinikiza, v.t.z. To cause a tingling in

the car.
Zininzi, adv.x. Hany. Referring to

nouns of specs. 3, 4, and 5 phi.
i Zixiya, n.x. A whip.

Zintandatv, adj.x. Six. Referring
to nouns of specs. 3, 4, and 5 plu.

Zintatv, adj.x. Three. Referring to
nouns of specs. 3, 4, and 5 plu.

Zixtlanu, adj.x. Five. Referring to
nouns of specs. 3, 4, and 5 plu.

Zintoz.inilx. What things arc they?
um Ziny.ati, n.x.z. A large river forming

part of the north cast boundary of
the Natal colony. It is compounded
of Umzi, A place of residence, and
inyati, A buffalo, meaning the resi
dence or place of, the resort of, buf
faloes.

i Zinyo, n.x z. A tooth.
uku Zinyulela, v.i.x. To choose for one

self.
uku Zikza, v.i.x.z.To sit down at ease, as

a social party.
isi Zixzo, n.x. A heavy weighty thing,

• referring to the fixedness of an
object from its own weight. A heavy
stone which maintains its position
in a rapid stream of water would be
called an Isizinzo.

uku Zipata, v.i.x. To conduct oneself.
Also verbal noun, Carriage, deport

ment. Ebeatpata kakuhle: He con
ducted himself properly.

uku Zipesdulela, v.t.x. To answer for one
self.

uku Zipiusa, v.i.x. Tost ngthen oneself;
to revivify oneself.

Zipina, adv.x. Which ? Specs. 3, •!,
and 5 plu. Zipina inkomo uteta
ngazo 1 Which are the cattle you
speak of? Zipina izinti upingela
ngazo? Which rods are you wattling
with ?

u Zipo, n.x.z. A talon of an animal ; a
nail of the finger.

uku Ziqabula, v.t.x. To refresh oneself.
Wasela emtonjeni wasiqabula : He
drank at the fountain, aud refreshed
himself. Sec uku Qabula.

uku Ziqaytsa, v.i.x. To pride oneself on
account of any fancied or real pos
session or attainment. Lentombi
iziqayisa ngobuhlc bayo: That
girl prides herself on account of her
beauty. Lendoda iziqayisa ngc-
hashc lake : That man is proud of
his horse.

uku Zkjelisa, v.i.x. To form habits; to
accustom oneself to a certain line of
conduct; to exercise oneself in
certain pursuits.

uku Ziqenya, v.t'.z. To make a show of one
self; to affect dignity; to strut; to
move about with a proud, lofty gait.
The word from which Ukuziqenya
is derived signifies, in the Xosa dia
lect, to gnaw ; and in the reflected
form used in the word Ukuziqenya,
it means, to gnaw, to feed on, to
devour oneself. A very good word
to denote the self consuming vanity
of the conceited swell.

uku Zibubulvzisa, v.i.x. To move the per
son forward on the belly with a
motion like that of a snake.

uku Zisa, v.t.x.z. To bring near to a
person. Zisa umntwana apa:
Bring the child here. The causa
tive ofukuZa: To come near. ,>J.

uku Zitetelela, v.t.x. To advocate one’s
own cause; to conduct one’s own
ease, as in a lawsuit.

uku Zityikitya, v.i.x. To roll oneself
about, as in the mud.

uku Zitukutezelela, x. See uku-T’uhiteca.
uku Zixaybla, v.i.x. To bring trouble on

oneself from any imprudent course
of conduct; to unnecessarily involve
oneself in trouble.

uku Zixumisa, v.i.x.z. To highly exalt or
L L
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highly esteem oneself; to presume;
to be arrogant.

Zita, x. Tense form of the verb, specs.
3, 4, and 5 plu. present indicative.
They are. .Ziyagoduka inkomo:
The cattle are going home. Also
prefixed to the infinitive of the
verb to express future time. Specs.
3, 4, and 5 plu. Inkomo ziya
kufika : The cattle will arrive. Ziya
kugaulwa izinti: The rods will be
cut. Ziya kubako izicaka: The
servants will be there.

uku Zitaleza, v.t.x. To commit oneself to
the charge of another. Baziyaleza
kwenkosi ukuba ibalondolozc: They
committed themselves unto the
Lord, that He might protect
them.

uku Zizekela, v.t.x. To take for oneself a
wife. (See uku Zekela.) Bazizekcla
abafazi kwintombi zclolizwe : They |
took the daughters of that land to ’
be their wives.

i Zizr, ».x. Dimness of sight; one whose i
eyes are dim; one of indistinct i
vision.

u Zizi, n.x. Dimness of vision.
ZizipinaI adv.x. Which? Specs. 3,1

4, and 5 plu. Zizipina inkomo uzi- i
tengileyo? Which of the cows have
you bought?

Zizo, x. 1. They are they, themselves.
Specs. 3, 4, and 5 plu. Zizo inkomo:
They are the cattle, &c.

2. When Zizo follows an active
verb, it means that the action of
the verb was accomplished “ by
them.” Yenzwa zizo: It was done
by them, referring to a noun of
specs. 3 4, or 5 phi.

Zo, x. Tense form of the verb, future
time, specs. 3, 4, and 5 plu. Zofika ,
inkomo : The cattle will arrive. i

Zodwa, x. They alone; they only. Spec.
3, 4, and 5 plu. Zinkomo zodwa:
Cattle alone ; nothing but cattle.

uku Zola, v.t.x.z. 1. To be still; to cease
from agitation or violent feeling.
Intliziyo yako isclizolile. His heart
is now at rest.

2. To abate ; to grow calm.'
Umoya schizolite: The wind has
abated. Uycnza uqwitela liizole:
He maketh the storm a calm.

uku Zola, verbal noun, x. A calm. Kwa-1
bako ukuzola okukulu : There was I
a great calm.

Zolile, adj.x. Calm ; still; tranquil.

Ulwandle luzolile: The sea is calm.
Intliziyo czolileyo : A tranquil
heart.

in Zolo, n.x. A calm.
i Zolo, n.x.z. Yesterday.
i Zololinye, n.x.z. The day before yes

terday.
Zombini, adj.x. Specs. 3, 4, and 5 plu.

Both. Izindlu zombini: Both houses.
Zona, x. They themselves ; the same.

Referring to nouns of specs. 3, 4,
and 5 plu.

uku Zonda, v.t.x.z. To be the subject of
strong feeling; to be enthusiastic
in feeling towards any object or
project. Hence,

1. To hate. Uyandizonda : He
hates me.

2. To have a strong desire for a
thing. Ndiyalizonda elohashe : I
have a strong desire after that horse.

uku Zondana, v.t.x. To hate one another.
uku Zondeka, v.t.x.z. To be regarded with

strong feelings from others. Usually
it denotes being in bad repute; to
become hateful to others.

uku Zondelela, v.t.x. To follow determi-
natcly after any object.

um Zondi, n.x.z. A hater ; a persecutor.
in Zondo, n.x.z. Envy’; hatred.

um Zondo, n.x.z. 1. A Spanish fly.
2. A beetle which lives on the

mimosa tree."
ama Zondolwane, n.x. The tips of the

human toes. Ndcma ngamazondo-
Iwane : I stood on tip-toe.

Zone, adj.x. All four. Spec. 3, 4, and
5 plu. Inkabi zone : All four oxen.
Satcnga imazi zone: We purchased
all four cows.

uku Zongoma, v.t.x. To thunder.
i Zongwe, v.z. A dog with a white ring

round the neck.
Zontandatu, adj.x. All six. Spec. 3, 4,

and 5 plu. Inkwenkwezi zontan-
datu: all six stars.

Zontatu, adj.x. All three. Spec. 3, 4,
and 5 plu. Indlela zontatu: All
three paths.

Zontlanu, adj.x. All five. Spec. 3, 4,
and 5 plu. Izindlu zontlanu : All
five houses. Izinti zontlanu: All
five rods.

uku Zonwai’a, v.t.x. To scratch the person.
um Zonzo, n.z. A man with very thin

legs; one the calves of whose legs
are without flesh.

i Zote, n.x. A feeling of faintness
arising from weakness.
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uku Zoteka, v.t.x. To bo nauseated; to
feel weakness in the stomach
attended with dizziness in the head.

isi Zorozoro, n.x. Faintness, occasioned
by heat or sickness.

Zozibini, x. Both. Spec. 3, 4, and 5
plu. Zozibini izitya : Both vessels.

Zozihlanu, adj.x. All five. Spec. 3,
4, and 5 plu. Izicaka zozihlanu: All
five servants.

Zozixe, adj.x. All four. Spec. 3, 4,
and 5 plu.

Zozitandatu, adj.x. All six. Spec.
3, 4, and 5 plu.

Zozitatu, adj.x. All three. Spec. 3,
4, and 5 plu.

Zozixenxe, adj.x. All seven. Spec.
3, 4, and 5 plu.

Zu, x. A contraction of za, the root
of Ukuza, (which see,) and the Pro
nominal verbal prefix «,2 per.sing.
It is a sort of polite word when
prefixed to a verb, thus:—2'undi-
ncede mhlobo warn: Just help me,
my friend. Zuhambe : Please move
on.

i Zuba, n.x. A wood pigeon.
i Zubazonzo, n.z. A butterfly.

uku Zuka, v.t.x. To be famous; to bo in
honour, z. To break in pieces.

uku Zukisa, v.t.x. To praise ; to exalt; to
honour; to glorify.

in Zukiseko, n.x. Greatness; fame;
honour; glory.

um Zukulwana, n.x.z. A grandchild.
isi Zukulwana, n.x.z. A generation of

men.
uku Zula, v.t.z. To wander about from

place to place. Applied to the
constant wandering about of a hawk
when looking out for its prey.

u Zulu, n.x. A person of the Zulu
nation of Kaffirs. The plu. is
Amazulu.

i Zulu, n.x.z. The sky ; heaven.
ama Zulu, n.x.z. The material heavens.

Also one of the names of the Kaffir
tribes east of Natal.

in Zulu, n.x. A deep place, as in water.
z. isi Zulu.

in Zuluba, n.x. A deepish place, a small
depth.

Zulura, adj.x. Blue. Ingiibo ezu-
lui-a: A blue garment. From
izulu, The sky, referring to its
blueness. Lit. Skyishness, Sky blue.

uku Zuma, v.t. To surprise, to draw near
to unawares. Ukufa kusizuma;
Death takes us by surprise.

uku Zusoeleza, v.t.z. To cause to go round
or revolve ; to turn anything round
with velocity, x. uku Zungideza.

Zuxou, n.x. Loneliness; ennui; te
dium.

u Zusou, adj.x. That which is lengthy,
protracted, extended. Londlcla
iluzungu: That path is long. Uku-
teta kwake kuluzungu: His specoh
is lengthy, protracted.

uku Zusoubala, v.n.x. To be in a dreamy
state ; to be in reverie, n. Absence
of mind.

uku Zukgula, v.t.x. To wait for an oppor
tunity of inflicting evil.

uku Zunouleza, v.t.x. To turn anything
round with velocity, as on an axis
or point, z. uku Zungclcza.

isi Zunoulezo, n.x. A whirligig; any
thing which is whirled.

uku Zungulwa, v.t.x. To be encompassed
with ; to be menaced.

isi Zunouzwane, n.x. Dizziness; giddi
ness. z. isi Zungugane.

uku Zuza, v.t.x. 1. To obtain ; to acquire.
2. To begin to travail; the com

mencement of labour pains.
uku Zuzisa, v.t.x.z. To obtain for ; to help

to acquire.
uku Zuzisela, v.t.x.z. To help to attain, or

to acquire for another.
in Zuzo, n.x.z. Profit; that which is ob

tained as the reward of labour.
um Zuzu, n.x.z. A season; a period of

time. Ndahlala kona kwada kwa-
ngumzuzu: I remained there for a
period.

um Zuzwana, n.x.z. A short period. Asi-
libalanga kona, sahlala umzuzwana
kodwa: We did not tarry there;
we remained a short time only.

uku Zwa, v.t.z. 1. To feel; to taste; to
hear ; to perceive. Applied to all
the feelings bnt that of sight.

2. To hear; to obey; to listen.
x. uku Va.

uku Zwakala, v.t.z. To be felt, heard, per
ceived, tasted, experienced. x.
uku Vakala.

in Zwana, n.x. A beautiful thing. Ap
plied especially to anything both
beautiful in appearance and soft
to touch. Lomntwana nyin-
zwana : That child is a beautiful
child.

in Zwanakazi, n.x. A beautifnl and
delicate woman.

in Zwanana, n.x.z. A little beauty,
i Zwanr, n.x z. A tec.

2 l 2
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Zw.vrr, n.x.z. A description of wood
used for kindling a fire by friction =
Iviti.

um Zwazwa, n.x.z. A species of hawk.
ili Zwe, n.z. A country.
i Zwe, n.x.z. A contracted form of Hi-

zwe .-A country.
isi Zwe, n.x.z. A nation, a people.
in Zwece, n.z. A small red bird which

' has four long feathers in its tail.
Zwr, x. This word denotes intense

stillness, such as is felt in tropical
climates, when there is a great
stillness in the air, with an intense

heat of the sun. It is often used,
though not always, with Ulculi,
which see at No. 8 of its meanings,
Lati zwi ilanga: The sun was in
tensely hot, accompanied with great
stillness of the air.

um Zwilizwili, n.x. A wren, or hedge
sparrow. So called from the noise
it makes resembling the word.

in Zwinini, n.x. 1. Intense stillness and
heat, as on a hot summer's day,
without wind or clouds.

2. A lamentation of many people.
in Zwiniya, n.x. The lash of a whip.
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